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A party of Canadians
listening at the Cockspur
Street office of the
Canadian National
Railway Company to
C N RA, Moncton,

Canada, the Company's
station. The receiver is
an Ethodyne.

From
the
Wireless Weekly:.
November 18th

"A noteworthy achievement ... loud -speaker

reception of CNRA"
IN a recent issue of this journal it was reported that " The transmissions of CNRA at Moncton, Canada, were picked up
successfully in this country by the Canadian National Railway
Company, to which the station belongs. Despite unfavourable
atmospherical conditions

.

.

.

in London, a noteworthy achievement at

the Cockspur Street office was loud -speaker reception of CNRA,
using a frame aerial and a seven -valve super -heterodyne receiver."
The receiver with which this was accomplished was a standard
Burndept Ethodyne. The same instrument also received no less than
SIXTY-SEVEN broadcast stations in one night, in nearly every case
at loud -speaker strength.
Full particulars of this wonderful receiver will be sent on receipt of
the coupon below. The Ethodyne is quite simple to manipulate, the
two main controls being operated by means of Super -Vernier Dials,
which enable full advantage to be taken of the great selectivity of the

Post this

instrument.

coupon to -day

The Burndept Range includes everything for radio reception from
components to complete installations.

-CUT HERE.- To BURNDEPT WIRELESS LTD., Aldine
House, Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2
Please send me Publication No. 286,
Receiver.
Ethodyne
the
on

BURNDEPT
54)zaj

Name

HEAD OFFICE :-Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.
Addrc.s

Telephone : Gerrard 9072.

Telegrams : Burndept, Westrand, London.

BRANCHES at Belfast, Birmingham, Brighton, Bristol, Cardiff, Exeter, Glasgow, Leed.,
Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Northampton and Nottingham.

Date

" Wirslees Weekly," 5/12/25.
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The Future of the B.B.C.
that the control be
radically changed. After a vigorous
discussion at the Radio Society meet-

WILL the British Broadcasting
Company come to an end on
December 31, 1926? This is

recommendation

the question which inti- ing, a motion was finally put, and
mately concerns everyone interested in carried with very few dissentients :
broadcasting. Nobody knows yet what " That the present system of broadwill be the report of the Broadcasting
Committee now sitting, and we under-

0

stand that it will not be made available to the public until the end of

'January.
On Thursday evening,
November 26, the Radio Society of
Great Britain held a meeting in
London for the purpose of discussing
the present system of broadcasting. A
motion was put by Dr. Eccles that the
present system of broadcasting, with a
monopoly by the British Broadcasting
Company, was the best possible system

for this country, and it was soon obvious that the meeting was by no
means unanimous. From the many excellent speeches made, it would appear

that there is some confusion in the
minds of critics on this question of
monopoly.
Many of the criticisms
directed against the British Broadcasting Company are not necessarily
criticisms which could be applied to
Radio Press, Ltd., has
held the view for some time that the
only satisfactory way of conducting
the broadcast service in this country
any monopoly.
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to

was certainly given that on several
nights in the week any listener within
the range of the Daventry Station
would be able to switch over from the
local station and hear a different pro.
gramme. At the present time Daventry relays the London programme for
six days out of seven, with the result

361
365

that on these days some six million

people are deprived of the alternative
programme, which they were led to
expect would be theirs.

372
375
379

casting, as represented by a single
monopoly; is the best for this country."
There is no doubt that had the motion

been put in a form suggesting that

question that much of their work has the British Broadcasting Company,
with its present constitution, be conbeen done exceedingly well.
It is highly probable that the Broad. tinued, it would have been lost, and
casting Committee will recommend the the fact that a practically unanimous
continuance of a monopoly, with a vote was obtained, with the modified

Major JAMES ROBINSON, D.Sc.,Ph.D.,F,Inst.P.

station was built with a promise

native programmes, and the impression

c

criticise the British -Broadcasting Company and their policy, there is no

of

the public that it would provide alter-

355
358
360

366
368
371

we have formed from a perusal

numerous letters from correspondents.
The B.B.C. policy in regard to
Daventry has certainly done the company a great deal of harm. This

Broadcasting

Information Department ..

is to place it in the hands of one organ-

isation, and although we have found
it necessary on many occasions to

CONTENTS.

resolution, has a special significance,
seeing that the meeting was made up
of delegates from all parts of the coun-

The Lobby Correspondent of The
Daily Express foreshadows that the
Committee will recommend a public
Corporation operating under the direct
control of the Postmaster General,
with part of the money from licences
used for the benefit of public funds.
We venture the opinion that any such
scheme would meet with such a storm
of protest that it would not have the
slightest chance of getting through
Parliament. The British public has
not forgotten the extreme difficulty

with which the Post Office opposition

to broadcasting was originally overcome.
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The Transatlantic

roadcasting Tests

Arrangements for January, 1926.
It would seem that tests of broadcast

transmissions between Europe and

the United States are likely to become

annual events. This article shows
how preparations are under way for

the most comprehensive tests yet
attempted. The times provisionally
decided upon are from January 25th
to February 1st.

5,6,,aP6JcPcwvr9owcillePenrodadPEtPuvolesidadPdadarsumim[!)

is one which is being met by the

new Radio Press Wavelength Calibration

Scheme,

particulars

of

which are already in the hands of
Wireless Weekly readers in the
present issue.
Jamming

Condition No. 4 merits the most
careful consideration of all concerned. Interference from commercial and governmental stations will,

we trust, be reduced to the minimum, as the authorities in this
country are always anxious to do
their best in this regard. The real
trouble, if there is any; will come

from the misuse of receiving apparatus, resulting in the setting up of

The control room at WJZ and WJY in New York. These two stations
operate simultaneously with different programmes on a pair of aerials
suspended between the same masts. WJZ has been heard on several
occasions in this country.

LL listeners with sensitive receiving sets will

be interested to hear

that during the last

week in January next
a valuable and instruc-

tive series of broadcast tests will

take place between Europe and the
United States. The general lines
of these tests were indicated in last
week's Wireless Weekly, as were a
few indications of the special
arrangements which will be made

by Radio Press, Ltd., the British
organisers.

Important Points

If the tests are to be fully suc-

the times at
transmit.

which

they

properly calibrated.
(4) There must be a minimum of
interference at the receiving end.
Atmospheric Conditions
Condition No. i is, of course, be-

yond human control. On some
nights wonderfully good long-dis-

tance reception can be 'effected with
the simplest of apparatus, while on

others most, elaborate instruments
in the, most skilled hands prove
hopelessly inadequate. The times
chosen for the test in January are
as likely as any to be favourable in
this respect.
Transmission Frequencies

This means, of
course, that, first, interference from
not
atmospheric noises must

easily tackled.

be so loud as to overpower weak

signals; and, secondly, that the
conditions must be those which
malie long-distance communication
possible.

(2) Listeners must have a clear

idea of the frequencies on which the

distant stations will transmit, and

will

(3) Listeners' apparatus must be

cessful, the following points will
require careful consideration :(t) Atmospheric conditions must
be favourable.

continuous oscillations in aerials.
Oscillation

Condition No. 2 is much more
Radio

In conjunction with

Broadcast, of New York,

Radio 'Press, Ltd., will publish the

fullest possible details of the fre-

quencies, individual characteristics

of the stations, times of working

and other essential details.
Calibration at Receiving Station
Condition No. 3, in regard to the
calibration of receiving instruments,

Unfortunately, there are numerous experimenters who invariably
search

for

distant

stations

by

making their sets oscillate, so as to
enable them to pick up the carrier
waves, which they afterwards
attempt to resolve by loosening the
coupling once more. There is no

disguising the fact that this is by

far the easiest way to find a distant
station ; but it is, at the same time,
a most selfish method, and .it frequently defeats its own object when

a number of experimenters
simultaneously searching.
Non -radiating Receivers

are

It is, however, possible, to set up
receivers in which a portion 'of the
instrument can be made to oscillate
without these oscillations getting
into the aerial and causing interfer-

An article on this subject
will appear in an early issue of
ence.

Wireless Weekly. In any case we
trust that all who attempt to receive
America during these tests will
remember that the success of these
tests will depend upon their sports-

manship as much as on anything
else.

Schedule of Transmission

At first an endeavour was made
to arrange a schedule something on

348
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following

lines.

American

broadcasting stations were to send
out special programmes for European reception between 3 and 4
a.m. Greenwich Mean Time. England

was to broadcast -on. Monday and
Tuesday, Continental stations on
Monday and Wednesday, -England
and the Continent on Thursday.

data.

If the records are all made

on the same type of form (this type

of form, by the way, will be dis-

cussed in a.future issue, and will be
made available to all listeners be -

Useful Data

Comparison of results will undoubtedly- show that the diminution
of signals in certain- areas is accompanied by an increase in other

On Friday and Saturday- it was
planned that North and South tests
on the American Continent would
take place, chiefly for the benefit

:Of American listeners who wished to
try for long distance in that
country.

Co-operation of American Stations
Naturally the

power used for

these transmissions would be the
same as that for sending to Europe

(with one or two possible exceptions), and it should be as easy for
English listeners to pick up Ameri-

can stations on those days as on
the others of the tests. This pro Visional scheme is now being
modified.
American broadcasters

are entering into the plans with the
utmost co-operation, and on those

nights and those hours when at-

tempts will be made to receive from
Europe there will be as far as
possible complete silence in the
American ether.
Records of Observations

This year we ale suggesting to

experimenters that they keep accu-

The Kenotron rectifier assembly in station WGY at Schenectady.

fore the time of the tests), a comparison of results will be greatly
facilitated.
For example, it has
been found that signals fade considerably during such tests, but the

areas, so that it is more than likely
that a programme which is partially
lost at one station may be completed
from records of another listener

who has missed a different part of
It has also been
the programme.

found that atmospherics are bad
in some parts of England when

they are practically absent in other
All experimenters who
districts.
collaborate in these tests will thus
be able to help in the -advancement
of the science by collecting impor-

tant data during the week of the
tests.

It must not be overlooked that

the

more

important

American

broadcasting stations are found at

frequencies below 1,000 kilocycles.
(wavelengths above 30o metres),
and some, indeed, go as low as 545
kilocycles (550 metres). The stations of less importance and power
are practically all working at the
highest frequencies available for
broadcasting, excluding, of course,

-

the very high frequencies above
1,500 kilocycles (short waves below

200 metres), which experience has
shown to come over very well.
The control room at station WAHG, Richmond Hill, New York.

rate records of their observations,

since from these it should be possible to discover some important

fading is not .the same in all districts, and; indeed, it may vary
Considerably in adjacent areas.

Amplification

Another consideration of which
a -full account must be taken is the
(Continued on page 354.)
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Random Technicalities
By 'Percy W. 7iaiiI:5',

igssisidatlifor

British and American Valves

HERE are many signs

that the British radio
is at
last waking up to the

manufacturer

importance of good
design in his high frequency equipment, and I am sure

that before long British radio apparatus will once more be the best in
the world. In view of the comparisons which are always being made
between American and British radio
apparatus, I would like to draw
attention to the fact that much nonsense has been written on the difference between American and British

course, exceptions to this rule, but
they are very few), namely, the 0.25

identical.

As this

is

the type of

valve for which most American sets

ampere small -power valve, and
what is known as the dry -cell valve.

are designed, it occurred to me to.
make some comparisons between

results can be obtained with the
dry cell valve as with the storage

Valves. 1 therefore plotted the
-grid volt -anode current characteristics of a Cunningham C. 301a,
and, to take a typical British valve

No on& pretends that such good

battery valve, but, of course, there
are times when it is very convenient to have a very small filament
consumption, and, furthermore, the
demand on the

high-tension or

" B " battery made by the dry cell
valve is far smaller.
'Comparisons

The two leading makes of small -

these and the equivalent British

of The class, the B.T.H. B4. As

soon as I had finishectand compared
the curves I found they were almost
identical, and, in fact, there was not
so much difference between the two

curves as one often finds between
a pair of valves of the same make
and batch.
H.F. Transformers

Now this leads me to another.

BROADCASTING IN IRELAND

point of considerable importance to

the trade, and one which I think
has not yet been given sufficiently
serious consideration. So long as

we have such a big variety of
valves available to the user, difficulties are bound to arise in British

sets and the design of the high -

frequency portion of them.

It will

be a good idea for manufacturers

to experiment with low -loss high frequency transformeris in which the
primary -winding (which should, of

course, have very small capacity

couplings with the secondary) is
made to be variably coupled to the
secondary. This could be done by
the primary winding being made of
very fine wire on a very small
rotating former within the second=
ary. It would not be necessary to

bring out a handle for varying the

coupling, and when the transformer

in the set the movable former
could be set once and for all to
is

In the generator room at the new Irish broadcasting station, 2RN, in Dublin.
valves. In the United States, as I
have previously indicated on a

number of occasions, manufacturers

of sets have standardised on but
hvo types of valves (there are, of

power valves are the Corporation

U.V. 2ora and the Cunningham
C. 3ota. Both are made in the

same factories, and in their electri
cal characteristics the two are

suit

the particular valve

used.

Valves vary very considerably in
the degree of coupling that can be
used with them between stages of

amplification before a point is
reached at which self -oscillation
occurs.
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The Fundamental Principles of Valve Transmission.

4

By the Staff of the Radio Press Laboratories.
(1

This article, the first of a series to appear in
" Wireless Weekly " on the subject of Radio
Transmission, deals with some theoretical and
practiSai considerations connected with the use

of thermionic valves as generators of high frequency oscillations.

HE subject of radio transmission is a very
large one, and' the problems that have to
be dealt with are probably as numerous

and as interesting as those met with in
broadcast reception. In a short series of
articles, therefore, it will only be possible

to touch on some of the more important general
principles of the subject.

High -Frequency Generators
The thermionic valve is probably the only source. of

high -frequency oscillations now considered by the

O

The arc as a generator of radio -frequency oscillations is
still used for long-distance telegraphic communication.

Fig. 1. The curve shows the nature of the oscillatory

discharge of a condenser C through an inductance L.

Difference between Receiving and Transmitting

wireless experimenter, so in the following articles we
shall only consider problems in connection with valve
transmission.

The

arc

and

the

Valves

There is nothing fundamentally different between
receiving and transmitting valves. The latter are
simply large editions of the former, constructed to
withstand higher voltages, and to deal with larger
powers. Anyone who has used valves knows of the
ease with which they will maintain oscillations in any
suitable circuits. In valve receiver design the chief
trouble is to prevent the set from oscillating, either at
high or low frequency,, and any number of circuits
have been devised with this object in View. Thus

high -frequency

alternator - as sources of radio oscillations are by no
means dead, especially with regard to long-distance
commercial telegraphic communication.

have many points in their favour.

They still.

Thermionic Valves .Predominant
The thermionic valve, however, has made possible

the high degree of perfection that has now been reached

there is no difficulty in getting a valve circuit to oscillate at practically any desired frequency.
The
problems in connection with radio transmission with
the aid of valves are how to deal with large powers,
get good efficiency, obtain radiation free from
harmonics, the maintenance. of constant frequency,

In future issues of " Wireless Weekly " a
series of articles will be published on the
subject of Transmission. This article,
dealing with the fundamental principles
involved in the use of thermionic valves as
generators of high -frequency oscillations,
is intended to be in the nature of an introduction to the series.
in radio telephony, and the remarkable results obtained

at high frequencies have opened up a new field

of

Fig. 2.-Oscillations may be sustained in the circuit LC
by properly tinted impulses from the battery B.

possibilities in connection with long-distance communi-

cation, with frequencies which were previously considered to be quite useless for practical purposes.
For the generation of very high frequencies, and
also possibly for telephony, the arc and the H.F.
alternator are at present of no value, and unless there
are some very remarkable and unforeseen discoveries
made in connection with these, it does not seem

- high-speed signalling, and modulation to give pure
reproduction of speech and music,

Oscillatory Circuits : An Analogy
An oscillatory circuit, consisting of an inductance

across which is a condenser, can be compared with the
pendulum of a clock or the balance wheel of a watch.
Pendulums and balance wheels " can be sustained in

possible that they will ever compete with the thermionic
valve for these purposes.
3Sr
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vibration by properly timed impulses transmitted from

supply of energy from the battery, and the oscillations
in the circuit LC would become continuous. If the

the mainspring through the escapement, the timing
being accomplished by the vibrating member itself.
Similarly a vibrating or oscillating electrical system
can be sustained in oscillation if properly timed electrical impulses are applied to the system.

interrupter or key K were replaced by a resistance
which could be varied from, say, infinity to io,000 ohms

in suitable phase relation with the oscillations in the
circuit LC, the oscillations could be sustained in the

The three -

same way as before.

Application of Valves

GRID COIL B

We can now see how a three -electrode valve can be

-CH.T.I-1

A

used as an escapement for sustaining oscillations in
the circuit LC. The anode -filament resistance can be
used in place of K in Fig. 2, and the resistance can
be varied from infinity to, say, 10,000 ohms by variation of the grid potential of the valve. By means of
a coil in the grid circuit coupled to the main oscillating circuit LC, properly timed voltage impulses or

HO

variations can be applied to the grid of the valve,

Fig. 3.-Correctly timed voltage variations are applied to
the grid by means of coil B.

which will vary the anode -filament resistance in such

a way as to maintain the circuit LC in a state of

electrode valve can be arranged so as to act as the

sustained oscillation.

escapement in an oscillating electrical system.

Now that we have got a general idea of the manner
a thermionic valve is capable of maintaining

in which

Decay of Oscillations
As is well known, a charged condenser, if discharged
through an inductance of low resistance, will give rise
to oscillations which will gradually decrease in amplitude, the rate of decrease depending upon the resistance
in the circuit. Thus, if the condenser was originally
charged to i,000 volts, after one complete oscillation
the charge would havefallen to, say, goo volts; after
another complete oscillation it would be still lower,

- --- REPRESENTS ELT. VOLTS.
.
ANODE-FIL.

and so on, the rate of decrease of the oscillations
following a definite logarithmic law (Fig.

a

x).

Method of Sustaining Oscillations

oscillations, we must consider the circuit a little more
closely, in order to understand thoroughly the various

_

CONDENSER VOLTAGE.

-

functions that a valve performs under actual oscil-

+T
0

lating conditions.

Starting of the Oscillations

INDUCTANCE CURRENT

C
GRID. VOLTS.

D

L. C CIRCUIT.

Fig. 5.-The curve shows the anode -filament voltage of
the circuit on the left under oscillating conditions.

If we could arrange to connect a r,000 -volt
battery across the condenser by, means of a key or
I

VOLTAGE AMPLITUDE
ACROSS

First of all we must consider how the oscillations in
the circuit are started. On closing the high-tension
switch, the condenser C (Fig. 3) becomes charged

through the anode -filament resistance of the valve.
The voltage on the condenser at this instant opposes
that of the H.T. battery or generator. The condenser
discharges through the inductance L, and the voltage
across its plates becomes reversed. The current flowing through the inductance L from A to B causes at
first a positive potential to be induced on the grid,
which rapidly becomes less as the current in the coil
reaches its maximum or peak value. As the charge
on the condenser approaches its maximum negative
value, so this induced grid potential approaches its

0

t
0

maximum negative value.

-Et

The anode -filament resistance of the valve under

these conditions becomes very high, so that the current
flowing through the valve is practically nil. The con-

4N0DE CURRENT.
10

denser now discharges through the inductance in the

6

reverse direction, causing the grid of the valve to

Fig. 4.-Showing the phase relations between the
different currents and voltages of the Fig. 3 circuit,

It reaches its maximum positive value when the current through the coil is zero,
and the condenser has again reached its maximum
The valve under these conditions
positive value.
becomes conducting and the situation is equivalent to
the case illustrated in Fig. 2, when the contact K is
become more positive.

starting from the point S, which represents the closing
of the high-tension switch.

interrupter, as represented by K in Fig. 2, at every
instant at which the oscillating voltage was a maxi
mum, then any decay of voltage amplitude due to
damping would be compensated for by a requisite

made.

35!
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A Practical Example
If, for example, the H.T. or generator voltage is

Phase Relationships
The various phase relation: between the different cur-

rents and voltages kr the circuit are best seen from
Fig. 4. Curve A represents the variation of voltage

z,000 volts, the oscillating voltage across the oscillating circuit LC may be i,5oo. The voltage between
the anode and filament may thus vary between Soo volts
and 3,500 volts, as shown in Fig. 5. The phase
relationship between, the anode -filament volts on the

across the condenser C. The point S is the starting of
the oscillation when the high_tension switch is closed.
Curve B represents the current in the inductance, and
due to charge and discharge of the condenser C.

valve and the grid voltage is shown in Fig. 6. The
anode filament resistance of the valve is at its lowest
when the grid is maximum positive and the anodefilament voltage i s at a minimum. During this part
Of the cycle the anode current is at a maximum.
When the voltage across the valve is at its highest,
the grid is necessarily so negative that practically no
current can pass through the valve.
Necessity for Good Insulation

Grid Voltage and Anode Current
Curve C shows the variation of the grid voltage, due
to coupling between the anode and grid circuits. The

voltage variation on the grid

is

in phase with the

voltage variation across the condenser.

Curve D shows the current flowing through the

valve at any particular instant of the cycle. The grid
voltage is the chief controlling factor of the anode
current,, so that this becomes maximum when the grid
voltage is maximum positive with respect to the fila-

.

An intere ing point to remember in -connection with

anode and grid voltages under oscillating conditions
is that as these are opposite in phase, there will necessarily be a very high voltage difference between the.
anode and grid during part of the cycle. In some

/

/
Fig. 6. -Illustrating the phase relationship between grid
and anode voltages under oscillating conditions.

meat. When the grid voltage is negative, the anode
current should become very small.

Chief Factor which Controls the Oscillation
At first sight it might appear that the anode current
is the main controlling factor of the oscillation. This,
however, is not the case, as the anode current simply

supplies energy to the circuit at the right moment

High -frequency alternators, of which an example is to be

seen in the centre of this photograph, are useless for

in order to make up losses owing to resistance in the
circuit. It is true that the oscillations would gradually
cease if there were no anode current, but it does not
exercise any control in the actual functioning of the
valve.

generating oscillations at very high frequencies.

cases

it may reach many tithes that of the applied
it not only consists of the high -

n.c. voltage, as

It has no direct effect on the grid voltage

frequency voltages, but also, in addition, the applied
generator volts, and also any necessary negative grid
bias, which may be many hundreds of volts. In large
valve transmitters the insulation question is therefore
of very great importance.

variation or on the anode voltage.
The anode current is comparatively small compared

with the large oscillating current in the LC circuit..
For example, an anode current of too milliamps
is sufficient to.maintain an oscillating current as high
as 20 amps under suitable conditions. The oscillating
current can therefore take complete control of the grid
atid anode voltages, the anode current being negligible

Negative Grid Bias
In order to operate a transmitting valve on the
correct part of the characteristic, a negative bias has
usually to be applied to the grid. Although this negative bias could be obtained by means of batteries or a
generator, it is much more convenient to obtain it by
means of a condenser and leak in series with the grid
circuit. The operation of this grid condenser and leak
is exactly the same as when it is used for cumulative

in comparison.

Voltage Between Anode and Filament
Up to the present we have not taken into con-

sideration the effective voltage across the anode and
filament of the valve. It is fairly obvious from what
has been said before that the anode filament voltage
at any particular instant is the sum of the high-tension
voltage and the voltage across the condenser circuit.
Thus the condenser voltage and the anode -filament
voltage are opposite in phase.

grid rectification.

in the next article

in

this series the question of

efficiency, output, and harmonics of a valve oscillator
will be considered.
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THE " WIRELESS WEEKLY " CALI RA ION
19)

itt

SCHEME

Detailed Arrangements.
In the last issue of " Wireless Weekly " particulars were given of how to calibrate your receiver and
wavemeter in connection with the Radio Press Laboratories Calibration Scheme. In this article the
first Time Schedule is given.

HE first series of frequency measurements
in connection with
the
Radio
Press
Laboratories Calibration
Scheme
has
now been definitely fixed for Thursday evening, December to. The
stations which will be -measured on
that night and the times are as:

This method is particularly recommended to radio societies, and it
will, undoubtedly increase the skill
of members.
Variations in Frequency

It should be remembered that the
British Broadcasting Company have

already announced that they vary

follows :-

Station.
Aberdeen
Birmingham
Belfast
Glasgow
Newcastle
Bournemouth
Manchester
London
Cardiff

8. 5

8.15
8.25
8.35
8.45
8.55

depending upon what changes may
have been made.
Frequency and Wavelength

In order that readers may cali-

9. 5
accuracy,

brate their instruments in wave-

lengths, as well as frequencies, the

results of Radio Press measurements will be published in both
forms. The results of the first set

ten

minutes will be given to each station. In order to eliminate the
human element as far as possible,
we suggest that several experimenters collaborate in all cases
accurate instruments are
being calibrated, for if readings are
taken in succession by several different people, none of whom knows

where

at the time the figure obtained by
the others, a far higher degree of
accuracy is likely to be obtained
when results are finally compared.

tion work, or quite misleading results may be obtained when using
the wavemeter in future. For example, after the Radio Press. Calibrations have been utilised, it may
be found that on a certain evening
Newcastle comes in at, say, 78

78 degrees," for it may be found
on the following evening that the
position of Newcastle will be 77
degrees, or perhaps 8o degrees,

So that readers may make their
with

clearly borne in mind in any calibra-

degrees on a particular scale.
Readers should not, therefore, mark
their wavemeter scales " Newcastle,

Time.
P.m.
7.45
7.55

Ensuring Accurate Readings
adjustments

view may be taken of the wisdom
of this policy, this fact must be

of calibrations will be published in
Wireless 'Weekly for December 16.
Your Suggestions
The compact transmitting panel of the
Spanish broadcasting station EAJ 11 at
Bilbao.

the wavelengths of their stations
from time to time, in order to avoid
interference between stations in this
country and abroad. Whatever

We are very anxious to receive
expressions of readers' views on
this Calibration Scheme, as we are

anxious to develop it in many
directions. All suggestions sent in

will be very carefully considered,
and, if practicable, will be incorporated in subsequent tests.
this issue some of the programme

The Transatlantic Broadcasting Tests
(Continued from page 349)

ratio of signal strength to interference. In most cases it will be
found that if conditions are sufficiently good for the reception of
distant signals, they will come over
quite well with high -frequency
stages preceding the detector, and
will not be improved by the addition of stages of note magnification,

save in the few instances where
they are good enough to be put
If telethrough a loud -speaker.

details arranged on both sides of the
water, but certain changes have had

to be made, and we are not yet in

phones are used, we would recommend the use of not more than one
stage of audio -frequency amplifica-

tion, as the distressing crashes of

atmospherics are brought up to
such a strength with audio -frequency amplification that they temporarily deafen the listener.
Further Details

When writing last week, we had
hoped to present to our readers in

a position to give the full American
arrangements. On this side of the
water the B.B.C. has so far

promised one night only to be
reserved for the transmission of a
special programme for the United
States. In our opinion, this is not
adequate, and we trust they will see

their way to transmit on several
evenings programmes of an im-

portance commensurate with that of
the tests. On this we shall have

more to say later.
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The Significance of Decrement in caning
Circuits
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I.,

In this article, which continues his series in
" Wireless Weekly " on the subject of tuning
circuits, Mr. Reyner discusses the important
question of decrement in oscillatory circuits and
shows how appreciation of this quantity provides
valuable information in the -design of tuningeircuits.

1:100000000000000

N the early days of wireless there was' a
quantity which entered to a considerable
extent- into the calculations and. measure-

ments made in connection with tuning
circuits. This, quantity was the decre-

ment of the circuit, which was a measure
of the damping existing therein.
With the development of continuous waves, the science of radio engineering became merely a specialised -branch of alternating currents, the only difference
between the ordinary alternating current theory and
wireless theory being one of frequency.

A Marconi decremeter, an instrument which is used for
measuring the decrement of tuning circuits.

current will gradually die away in an oscillatory
fashion owing to the losses in the circuit. The actual
form of the. current when plotted to &time basis is as
shown in Fig7i, which represents the ordinary damped
sine wave. This was the type of discharge which was
produced and utilised in the first experiments with
wireless 'telegraphy, frequently recurring, groups of

Disuse of " Decrement "
This led to the gradual use of- the actual resistance

in calculations on tuning circuits, and the old term

such- waves. being produced by means of a spark. trans.
mitter. Such a wave, of course, cannot be treated by
simple- alternating current laws, and involves the more
complex methods of treatment.

Nature of Decrement
Arising out of the mathematical treatment of such -

A

ct
ct

TIME

trains of waves, and their effect on.tuning circuits, one

of the most important factors to be ascertained. was

?,

APPLIED VOLTAGE

Fig. 1.- The decrement of a damped wave is the ratio
of one peak to the preceding one in the same direction.
,PCURRENT

" decrement," which involved other quantities besides
the resistance, as we shall see shortly, gradually
lapsed into disuse. In fact, there are engineers who
consider that the term " decrement " is meaningless
in modern radio -engineering.
This, however, is an overstatement, because the
decrement of a circuit is of considerable assistance in
judging the- seleetiVity and filtering properties of a
particular circuit, and consequently it enables one to
obtain the correct perspective.

LNIRRODUCED

9,

Fig. 2:-Due to the damping in the circuit the current
does not build up or die away instantaneously when an
alternating voltage is applied or removed.

the rate of decay of the current.

This factor was
measured in terms of the ratio of the amplitude of the
oscillation at
given. maximum, to- the amplitude of
the preceding, maximum in the same direction. For
example, we may- consider the- two ordinates AB and
CD in Fig. i. The Truia in question would then be
CD.
This ratio was known as the decrement of the
AB.

Simple Oscillatory Circuits
Let us consider exactly what the decrement is.

If a
current is started in a simple oscillatory circuit, consisting of an inductance- in series- with a capacity, the.

whole circuit having, a certain resistance, then this

circuit.
355
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Logarithmic Decrement
Owing to the form iii which the, majority of the

This enables us. to re -write the expression for the decre-

ment as follows :-

R
2fL
where f = frequency in cycles per second.

calculations were obtained, it was found more conve-

nient to work with the logarithm of this qualltity,

which was known as the logarithmic decrement. In
practice this logarithmic decrement was the only one

Application to Radio Telegraphy

71-

Let us consider now how the decrement affects radio
telegraphy. We have seen that if a current is flowing
in a tuned circuit, and the source of supply is suddenly
removed, the current will die away, somewhat in the

manner shown in Fig.' i.

Now the converse of this
If we apply an alternating
voltage to a tuned circuit, then the current produced
will not immediately attain its full value, but will
gradually rise to its maximum value as indicated in
Fig. 2.

A4_
APPLIED

must obviously apply also.

VOLTAce

Time Lag
That is to say, there is a time lag in the growth of
the current in a circuit, similar to the decay of the
CURRENT

current when the applied voltage is removed.

PRODUCED

This

Fig. 3.-With too much damping the current is slow in
building up and decays too rapidly.

which was used to any considerable extent, and so the
tcrui decrement came to mean the logarithmic
decrement.

This explanation has been given in order that the

reader may appreciate exactly what decrement is. A
clear understanding of its physical meaning will enable
the' reader to appreciate the significance of the term
in mathematical expressions.

Factors Controlling the Decrement
It will be obvious that the greater the resistance in
the circuit, the heavier will be the losses, and consequently the more rapidly will the current die away.
It can also be shown that the ratio of the inductance

to the capacity hi the circuit has an effect on the

The 6 kw. transmitter at the Dublin broadcasting station.

time lag has a considerable effect in high-speed telegraphy, but we are not concerned with that aspect of
the problem here. It will be obvious, however, that

f

if the applied voltage is continually varying in strength,

as occurs in the case of radio telephony, then a very
peculiar state of affairs will arise.
Heavy Damping
There are three possible cases which we will consider in detail. We may have, first of all, a circuit
which is over -damped. rn this case, the growth of the
current as the applied voltage increases will be somewhat sluggish in following the increase in the applied
voltage, and if the applied voltage decreases the
current will die away rather more rapidly than the

Fig. 4.-An under -damped circuit is incapable of follow-

ing rapid variations, so that distortion results.

decrement, and if the actual value of the decrement
is worked out, it is fOund to be given by the expression
8= 7r R

where 8 = logarithmic decrement.

R = resistance in ohms.
C = capacity in farads.
L = inductance in henries.
The actual frequency of the oscillations in the circuit,
moreover, is also dependent upon the inductance and.
capacity in the circuit, arid is given by the expression

voltage.

Effect on Voltage and Current

This condition of affairs is shown in Fig. 3, where
we have represented a voltage modulated in a simple
sinusoidal manner. The form of the current set up in
the circuit will be somewhat as shown in the lower
line. it will be seen that the difference between the

27,/Lc

two oscillations is comparatively slight, and, moreover,
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High Decrement for Good Reproduction

that the current passes through its maxima and minima
at approximately the same time as that of the applied
voltage.
Consequently, if this state of affairs was
occurring in, a receiving circuit, the distortion would
not be heavy.

We saw that in this case there was no time lag and
very little distortion, this distortion becoming less and
less as the actual decrement approached . its critical
value. On the other hand, no satisfactory reproduction

Correct Damping

can possibly be obtained if under -damping is present,

The second position which may be obtained is that
of correct damping. In this case the damping would

so that particular care must be taken in designing
tuning circuits to ensure that the circuit has
sufficiently high decrement.

Requirements for Telephony
Let us now consider a few faces and figures. I
discussed this question of the effect of damping in a
slightly different form some weeks ago (Wireless
Weekly, Vol. 7, No. 5). There, by viewing the question of radio telephony from a slightly different point
of view, 1 showed that it was necessary for the

resonance curve of the tuning circuits employed to
have a flat top, in order that not only the carrier wave

but also the various side bands might be suitably
amplified.

In that article it was also shown that there was a

certain definite' minimum resistance required in any

given tuning circuit, in order that the reproduction
should be satisfactory. It will thus be seen that this

result is. exactly the same as the one we have just
deduced, namely, that there must be a certain definite
amount of damping (produced by resistance), in order
that there shall be no distortion. The two methods of
viewing the problem thus produce the same practical

A complete I kw. transmitter for ships, shown by

Messrs. Siemens Bros. at the Shipping and Engineering
Exhibition, Olympia.

results.

be such that at the particular modulation frequency and
the particular carrier wave frequency, the growth and
decay of the current exactly followed the variations of
voltage without .any deviation whatever. This condi-

tion of affairs, needless to say, is never obtained in
practice.

Too. Little Damping
The third condition is that of under4amping. In

this case the growth of the current exceeds the bounds
of the applied veltage, and so likewise does the decay.
If We have a voltage which is dying away at a certain

given rate, and if we apply this to a circuit in which
the natural decay of the current takes place at a slower
rate, then the current in the circuit will obviously die

away at its own natural rate, and will not follow the
variation of the voltage. The same applies to the
growth of the current when the voltage increases.
Thus with a continually varying voltage there will be

a considerable time lag between the current and the
voltage, and it will also be obvious that there will be
considerable distortion. The state of affairs will be
somewhat as indicated in Fig. 4, which illustrates both

these effects.

Practical Needs
This is what happens in a circuit

in

which

the

decrement or rate of growth and decay of the current
is too small. Such a condition of affairs is obtained

The aerial of the Irish Free State's first broadcasting
station, 2RN.

by having too low a resistance or by adjusting the

reaction too near the oscillation point, which produces
the same effect. It will he obvious that since correct
damping- is impracticable (owing to the fact that the
carrier wave is modulated at rapidly varying frequencies, so that the exactly correct decrement required
varies with every fraction of a second), the only
alternative left is that of over -damping.

Selectivity and Distortion
In that particular article referred to,

I

mentioned

Some calculations made -by Professor G. W. 0. Howe,
who had, worked out theyneeessary resistance in. circuit
(Continued on page 364,)
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INITIATING
)3

E are all very happy just

now at the Little Puddleton
Wireless

Club,

and

the

source of our joy, is that we have a
new member. What gladdens our
hearts is not so much the fact that
he has joined the club, though this

is very gratifying, as that he is a

complete, utter, absolute and entire
beginner at wireless. As you have
doubtless observed, no wireless man
is

ever really happy unless he is

explaining things to somebody who

knows rather less about it than he

does and who admits the fact. The
rest of the club know much less than
I do about the great science, though

each of them is conceited enough
to imagine that his own knowledge

of the subject is superior to that
possessed by all the rest.

As we have all more or less grown

up together in wireless, none of us

for a long time has had the satis-

faction of telling anybody else how
to do it. I have frequently tried to

give General Blood Thunderby a
few friendly hints, but these have
been as a rule very badly received.

As we had no one to whom we
could air our knowledge we felt

naturally that something was wanting in life. Hence, when the man
Tibblesthwaite came to live in our

little town, and his garden at the

A RY1/4/1C&-

"VirelesNayLrer
My own effort was, I think, rather
neat.

-

How to Do It
Observing him one day alighting

from the Bilgewater Magna 'bus
in the High Street, I saw that as
he descended he let fall a small
object.

I hastily retrieved this, and

running after him said, " Excuse
me, but you dropped this as you
got out of the 'bus." Until I
opened my hand to give it to him
I had not noticed what the small
object was, but then I saw that it
was a 'bus ticket from Bilgewater

got all hot and flustered in such

circumstances, but I did not. " You
may have read," I remarked, " that
the Gazette is offering a prize this
week to anyone whose 'bus ticket
has a number corresponding with
that drawn from a hat by the Editor.
Possibly this is the winning ticket,
, and I should hate to thinlc that
anyone had thrown away a small
fortune as you might have done."
Neat, was it not? In a moment or
two we were like brothers.
An Utter Novice
" Been doing much wireless
lately? ". I asked a little later.
Tibblesthwaite replied that he never
had done any wireless, that he very

to nothing about it, and that he
would make a start at once if only
he could find someone kind enough

.

end of a fortnight had failed to
sprout an aerial, we all hoped for

the best. I was one of the first to
meet him. It is sometimes a little

difficult to find a way of scraping
an acquaintance with a man; yOu
.

cannot just walk up to him, slap
him on the back and say " You're

aren't you? I'm
Wayfarer." The English are .proverbially a rude, blunt nation, but
even in this rugged isle of ours there
Are certain things that are not done.
Tibblesthwaite,

people as General Blood
Thunderby, Admiral Whiskerton
Cuttle, Poddleby, Bumpleby Brown,
such

Snaggsby, Gubbsworthy, Dipples.
Professor Goop, Winkles worth, Breadsnapp and others. He
thanked me warmly for my timely
wade,

warning

and

have

to

promised

nothing whatever to do with them:
A Demonstration

The next morning

I

suggested

that he should come for a stroll

Magna to Little Puddleton, for
which in all likelihood he had no
further use. Some men would have

much wanted to, that he knew next

" Excuse me, out you
dropped this .

him explicitly against mentioning
the fact that he was a novice to any

to explain things to him. My heart
leapt within my bosom. It seemed
almost too good to be true. " If,".
I said, " you will accept so humble
a person as myself as your instructor, I shall be only too delighted

to initiate you into the elements."

Tibblesthwaite overflowed with
gratitude.' I then thought it best
to consolidate my position. Little

Puddleton, I told him, was a town
of wireless enthusiasts; the fame
'of its club was world wide. Un-

fortunately, the club contained a

great many members who knew

little about the subject and were far
too fond of givirig utterly erroneous
explanations to novices. I. warned

411
flung violently upon
my back

.

.

.

before luncheon, so that I might
begin his education. Desiring to
start with a practical illustration, I
led him towards the little pond
upon which Mr. Bugsnipp's ducks
are in the habit of disporting themselves. " Let me show you first Of
all," I ,said, ." how a wave is propagated." So saying, I picked up
half a brick which happened to be
handy and hurled it with unerring

aim into the midst of the placid
though muddy surface of the pond.

What I thought first of all was an
earthquake followed. I was flung
violently upon my back, and there
was a terrific splash in the pond,

followed, by a water -spout, most of
which descended upon my prostrate
form.. I then gathered that Panto,

Tibblesthwaite's water spaniel, who
was standing behind me at the

moment of hurling, had dashed in
in a misguided effort to retrieve the

half -brick. Realising .that he had
been . sold, the engaging' dog .was

out of the 'water alniost as soon as
he was in it, and had shaken himself all over me before I could say
knife " or any 'of the other things
that I felt much more like saying.

It was at this moment that Mr.

Bugsnipp arrived carrying a dead
duck, which he swore roundly had
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LISSENIUM

Make your own loud speaker
We provide you with an unrivalled sound -reproducing mechanism,

in the new LISSENOLA LOUD SPEAKING UNIT --you make
your own horn and slip it on, and you have a complete LOUD
SPEAKER WHICH WE GUARANTEE WILL CHALLENGE
COMPARISON WITH THE MOST EXPENSIVE LOUD SPEAKER
SOLD

You make your own horn:
With each LISSENOLA unit there is a full
diagrammatic template and instructions which
enable you to build a horn quickly and easily
out of materials you can buy at any stationer's
for a few pence only.

In addition you can buy a separate LISSEN

REED attachment to which you can attach any
cone or paper pleated form of diaphragm, thus
providing you also with alternative kinds and
quality of reproduction. THIS WILL KEEP
YOUR LOUD SPEAKER ALWAYS INTERESTING-you can change the horn or diaphragm
over in a few seconds any time you like.
The LISSENOLA UNIT will also fit the tone
arm of a gramophone.
WE GUARANTEE YOU SATISFACTIONand the total cost will also please you, less than
the price of a pair of telephones, not more than
15/- inclusive of everything.
BUT COMPARE THE PRICE LAST-COMPARE

FIRST YOUR FINISHED SPEAKER WITH
THE MOST EXPENSIVE ONE YOU CAN,

THEN COME BACK TO THE QUESTION OF
PRICE.

YOU WILL NEVER USE TELEPHONES

AFTER HEARING WHAT YOU CAN DO AT
SUCH LITTLE COST.
TRAVELLERS: We have a few positions open for
capable salesmen. Applicants should state fully t
Age, connection, ground, technical knowledge,
experience, and salary terms. Address as below,

envelopes to be marked " Traveller,"

LISSENOLA

LOUD SPEAKING
UNIT

13/6
Full instructions with each

LISSENOLA unit - your
dealer will gladly demonstrate and help with any
explanation-if any diffi-

culty send direct.

WE

STAKE OUR REPUTATION ON YOUR COMPLETE SATISFACTION.

LISSEN LIMITED
LISSENIUM WORKS, 30-32, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY.
'Phone : RICHMOND 2285 (4 lines).

Telegrams : " Lissenium, Phone, London."

FITS ANY GRAMOPHONE, TOO !
AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY " IS A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BUYERS.
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ritain's

finest Headphones
-sales prove it
The trade
should note
that the
F -type and

new A -type

should be

ordered

direct from
our

Head

Office.

ROWN and Headphones-the very names
are almost synonymous. Ever since the day
many years ago when the first IBrOwit A type Headphone was demonstrated to a gathering of
scientists, the name iBrowiti has been indelibly associated with the production of superfine telephones.

First the original A-type-still the standard headphone used by the Admiralty and the world's Cable
Companies - then the famous Featherweights,

1Srown

Featherweights
4000 ohms
20P

developed specially for Broadcast reception, and
now the new A -type selling at the incredibly low
price of 30/ -

No matter which type of Headphone you needthere is a Vrown to meet your requirements.
For ordinary everyday use choose the Isrown Featherweights. Weighing but 6 ounces including full length
cords, they are the very embodiment of comfort. Indeed,

the highest tribute that could be paid to them is to

announce that Hospitals throughout the country are now
adopting them as standard equipment. A finer acknow-

ledgment of their superb dependability and absolute

lerown

comfort could not be made.

New A -type

For the Valve Set user keen to pick up long-distance
Stations, and for the Crystal Set user, there is the new

4000 ohms
30/ -

A -type 16tOWIt Headphones. These remarkable 'phones

contain all the essential features of the original A -type.
The tuned reed-the cone -shaped aluminium diaphragmthe external adjusting screw - all these exclusive features
are now available for the first time at the remarkable price
of 30/-. Only the tremendous manufacturing resources and
skill acquired over a period of many years could produce
such a wonderful Headphone at such a low cost.
For the man who is accustomed to stint himself of nothing

-who can afford to satisfy his desires by choosing the
finest that money can buy, there is still the original A -type.

A positive masterpiece of fine workmanship and individuality. But whichever type of Headphone you choose be
sure it is a 313romi-none other is backed by such experience and none other can give such lasting satisfaction.

Mown
Standard

Atype

120 ohms 50/.
2000 ohms 50P
4000 ohms

8000 ohms 60P

S. G. Vrovon, Ltd., N. Acton, London, W.3
Showrooms: 29 Mortimer Street, W. r. x3 Moorfields, Liverpool.
67 High Street, Southampton.
Depots (Wholesale only): x3 Bushy Park, Bristol,
Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle,

Gilbert Act. so,58.
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been done in by my half -brick, and
demanding a considerable indemnity
in satisfaction for the outrage. The

the only decent coupling for low frequency valves, whilst Burnpleby
Brown showed that resistance -

hard one.

and Breadsnapp demonstrated convincingly that no other method

way of the teacher is sometimes a

Explanations
Tibblesthwaite was a little puzzled

over my first practical illustration,
but I told him that it was not half
a 'bad representation of what hap-

capacity coupling was the thing,

could

hold a candle to choke capacity coupling. Professor Goop

peneck in the ether when 2LO's

warms were striving to elbow their
wily- '' through Northolt's mush,
being

whilst

heterodyned , by

a

F5ench station and jammed by a

strong spark signal. I said that he
would understand all about this kind

of thing a little later, but in the
meantime he would realise

that

wireless was not all plain sailing.
He also
Tibblesthwaite agreed.
said that he would wear his oldest
clothes during future lessons and

that he would leave Ponto at home.
He added that learning wireless
looked like being rather an expensive process; this, no doubt, referred
to the five bob that I had borrowed

from him in order to square. Mr.

Bugsnipp.
Tibblesthwaite made
rapid progress, and had he remained
entirely in my hands I have no hesi-

tation in saying that he would soon
have

become

a

really

first-rate

wireless man.
Evil Iitluences

Unfortunately, in a rash moment
I consented to propose him. for the
Puddleton

Little_

Wireless Club.

And then the fat was in the fire.

He promised me that he would not
listen to what other members had
to tell him. The poor man simply
could not help himself. They fairly

upon Tibblesthwaite and ate
him up. A great deal of my good
work was undone almost immefell

.

.

fairly fell upon him

.

.

.

.

taught him .one thing, the Editor of
the Gazette another, the sub -editor reporter -office -boy yet another.

A

deplorable state of affairs.
A Watchword
wretched Tibblesthwaite,

The

whose allegiance to myself is unwavering, came round to see me
one night, hoping that I should be
able to straighten matters out. I
found that he had imbibed so many
contradictory doctrines that it was
utterly impossible to do so without
wiping the slate -clean and starting
all over again. Remembering my

first demonstration, I did not feel
like doing this. The only thing, I
told him, for him to do, as matters
were, was to try to forget that he
had ever heard. anything about the
theoretical side of the subject, and
to concentrate hard upon the
practical. " In this connection," I

said, " I am going to give you a
watchword to help you to travel
through life-Keep your aerial

earthed."

Tibblesthwaite

asked

Poddleby told him that the
overworked

'

in

wireless.

aggsby proved to him- that the

o:ly possible rectifier, even, in a big
s

,

was a crystal, whilst Admiral

hiskerton Cuttle showed that
grid -condenser and leak rectification

was the one and only method, and
Cubbsworthy

proved

conclusively

that if you want pure reception you

must put both the crystal and the

erid-condenser and leak altogether
out of your thoughts, and must use
nothing but the valve working upon
the lower bend of its characteristic
curve.

Winklesworth

impressed

upon him that transformers were

the majorjty of them will understand,

something about the vagaries of

the British climate. They will not
therefore be surprised to hear that
even though the month was December, -a thunderstorm of no mean
proportions actually occurred at
Little Puddleton upon the next day.
Hardly had it passed away to give
way to spells of burning sunshine,
bitter cold, fog, frost, rain, hail,
snow and sleet, when there was a
violent ring at my front -door bell.
Thinking possibly ,that. the butcher
had called with the idea of talking
about the weather and then bring-

ing the conversation round to his
little account, I hastily retired to
the garden.

There my handmaiden

found me and told me that Mr.

Tibblesthwaite had come round to
see me very urgently. Much relieved. I returned to the warmth. of
my study, where I found Tibblesthwaite in a terrible state of agitation. " My set," he exclaimed,

" has been struck by lightning."
" Aha! " I said, " you _forg-ot to

earth your aerial, and. now you have

a practical demonstration of what
happens when you fail to follow
the:good advice of your more experienced friend." Tibblesthwaite
assured me that' he had earthed the

He begged me to repair
forthwith to his house to inspect
aerial.

the damage for myself.

I went.

There was no doubt about the

damage. :The high-tension battery
had simply burst. There were bits
of wax everywhere, and there would

have been, I think, a smell of sal -

Its plates were bent into all sorts
of funny shapes, whilst the case

not know where he was. The
General urged him to make low -loss
n-tost

Weekly

dwell. in all parts of the world, but

had not been
drowned by that of FL.SO4, for the
accumulator had also come unstuck.

Tibblesthwaite was the
recipient of such an amount of conflicting ady-ice that he simply- did

WfOrd " low -loss. " was one of the

Earthed!
of Wireless

ammoniac if it

diately.

coils ;

Readers

.

no doubt about the
damage .

.

.

I told him at some length.
We had a little bother about it all
at first, in spite of the beautiful
diagrams that I drew for him to
demonstrate what happened when
why.

reminded me somehow of a tall hat
that has been sat.upon. " Are you
quite sure," I cried, that you did
earth the aerial? " " Absolutely,"
replied Tibblesthwaite. " Remembering 'what you told me I earthed
everything when the thunderstorm
approached. I connected the aerial

direct to the earth lead, H.T.+

and L.T.+ right
through to L.T.-. I am quite sure

thunderstorm was immediately
overhead.
Eventually I got into
his head the idea that earth was to

direct to

and then I told him quite a lot about
positive and negative, explaining in

That just shows you, I think,
what happens when idiots Like some

a

be regarded as at zero potential,

the best manner that these were
purely

relative

terms,

Tibbles-

thwaite has all the makings of a

first-rate learner, He simply drank
in my words of wisdom;

that

everything
potential.."

was

at

earth

that I could name butt in and give
gratuitous advice to a novice who

already in perfectly capable
IS
hands.
WIRELESS WAYFARER.
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11SHORT-WAVE
No/es &News
pean) work with about 5 watts on

The North

HE " big- noises " of
Newcastle have been
active

much

more

weeks,

probably on

during the past few

account of the great
achievements of 2LZ, 2NM, and
other " southerners." 2CC, 5KO,

5M0, and 6FG are among the chief
stations in the North, and, of these,
2CC and 5M0 both do fairly regular " round the world " work,

using the " Hertz " aerial system.
2CC has worked Tasthanian 7JB,
being the first British station to do
so.

5M0 has logged PNP (Pekin),

He has
worked Finland and Italy, and is
6,667 kc. (45 metres).

quite strong in London during the
hours of daylight. 60H, of Lichfield, is also doing low -power DX
(he only uses 1.2 watts at times), and
runs a telephony schedule.
Ship Stations
SGC, the Swedish Motor -liner
San Francisco, is now to be

heard again with a musical I.C.W.

note on about 7,143 kc. (42 metres).
This vessel is plying fairly regularly
between Sweden and Rio de Janeiro,
and the signals do not seem to .vary
much in strength, except for a con-

siderable " dead patch " while in

Ireland
G-6MU, of Belfast, Northern Ire-

land, worked Australia and New
Zealand in less than a month after

obtaining his licence. He 'has also
been working European DX during

the past week or

5NJ' the

so.

station of Mr. F. R. 'Neill, of telephony reception fame, is also active.

His signals sometimes reach ' the

stage when it is necessary either 'to
cut out a stage of audio -frequency
or to remove the 'phones. He is
running a small motor -generator,
but has not yet succeeded in obtaining a pure note. I1B, of the Irish

Free State, was to be heard on
3,333 kc. (go metres) for a few
weeks, but has disappeared again.

70K, 7HJG, and 7IV were also

heard occasionally, but seem to have
closed down for the present.
The United States
As the winter progresses the North
American stations continue to come

A corner of the
control room in

Spanish

the

broadcasting station situated at
Bilbao. The call
sign of this station

isEAJ11.

in until 10.3o a..m. We have heard
U-2ZV at this time.
The following stations may now
all be heard after 10.3o p.m. almost
any night. They are mostly commercial, and therefore are not likely
to change in frequency to any appreciable extent. The readings given
were taken between ti p.m. and mid.
night on November 23
7,500 kc. 4o metres.
NKF

FW

7,246 ,,

H

6,25o
,000 ,,

7,212
WIZ ... 6,897
WQO .. 6,772
WGY

>>5D

41.4
41.6
43.5
44.3
48
50

A good enough calibration curve

PI-IHR (mentioned in these notes
last week), and Australia, all at
2.3o p.m. 5K0 suffers from lack of
space and cannot erect a Hertz
aerial, but still he does excellent
work, although he is not using exceptionally large power. 6FG is the
operator who can light a neon tube
from the stair -rods in his house!
6YV (late 2BDY), of Whitley. Bay,

is doing excellent " local." (Euro-

Swedish

can usually be obtained from the

SGC. KFUH, an American private
yacht in the Pacific, is doing longdistance work on quite low powers.
He has been heard in Great Britain
on several occasions, the best time

mine whether 5DH is working on
6,250 or 6,000 kc. There are, unfortunately, not very many reliable
stations above 7,50o kc. (below 40
metres), and this is where a receiver needs calibrating most careA good absorption wave fully.

the

English

Channel.

SMZS is carrying out tests with

to listen

being about 3.3o p.m.

Several other American ships, notably NISM, NISP, and NEDJ, are
also to be heard.

other stations to enable one to deter-

meter is
solution.

probably

the

simplest
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Selectivity and the Tight -Co pled Aerial
Continued.
By G. P. KENDALL, B.Sc.

Continuing. his .i.w...t.troions of the Aperiodic"
aerial circuit, Mr. Kendall here discusses farther
the problems introduced in his article in last week's
issue, and also deals with the inclusion of a series
condenser in " ti .ht -coupled " aerial circuits.

4-4-4-----------carried out some experiments on one of the coupling
units illustrated last week, using for the purpose a
primary winding arranged upon a small ebonite cross
former inside the filament end of the secondary.

Aerial Turns and Signal Strength
The primary winding was, of course, tapped in
order that the aerial turns' might be varied, and the
first experiment was to determine the usual relation
The

multi -range meter shown here was used

between the aerial turns and secondary signal strength,
the graph obtained being shown in Fig. i. The useful
part of this curve upon a given frequency is, of course,

by

that which lies between A and B, and the curve was
only carried as far 'as would enable one to determine
that a large instrument be used for accurate work of
where a similar position would fall upon the second
hump, the points X and Y being adopted for comeliis kind, owing to the advantage gained from the
parison, these two being roughly equivalent to each
provision of an open scale. (The halfpenny gives an
other in position upon the resonance curve.
indication of the size of this instrument.)
Slight Difference
a
It will be observed that the signal strength obtained
upon the second hump is not quite so great as that
HE curve reproduced last week showing
upon the first, this being probably the result of the
the relation between the signal strength
higher resistance of the aerial coil when the larger
across the secondary and the number of
number of turns is in use. The difference is extremely
turns upon the primary winding in what
is called the " aperiodic aerial " arrangeS9
Y
ment, will, I think, have shown the
X
B
the author in his experiments. It is to be recommended

3

reader that there is considerable justification for assuming that this arrangement is simply the ordinary tuned

A

7

primary and secondary, with so tight a degree of
coupling that tht primary becomes very flatly tuned.

6

Problems to be Investigated

4

The !resonance curve for the primary winding hence
becomes a double -humped one, the hump correspond-

3

5

2

ing to the smaller number of turns being commonly
employdrin actual practice. If it is concluded that
the tight -coupled aerial circuit actually functions in

20

this way, a number of interesting problems immediately

25

.30

.33

40

45

50

55

60

65

70

75

80
T

arise regarding its functioning and its arrangement to

Fig. 1.- A graph showing the relation between turns
on the primary (plotted horizontally) and the resulting

obtain the best results, such as the actual degree of
coupling necessary between primary and secondary, the

signal strength in the secondary circuit (vertical scale),
when a small internal primary was used (see photograph

relative effects of electro-static and electro-magnetic
coupling, the actual width of the frequency band which

on page 362).

can be covered with reasonably uniform efficiency with
a primary of fixed size, and so on.

slight, however, and' it is probably scarcely worth
taking into account under practical conditions. It

Working Points on Curves
One of the first points calling for attention is one
concerning the relative properties of the two humps
which constitute the resonance curve of the primary
winding, since it is obviously of interest to decide

would certainly not be observed by any aural method.
Selectivity
The most interesting property of the tight -coupled
aerial circuit 'is, of course, its selectivity, and the next

step was to plot resonance curves at the two points
on the hump in which we are interested, namely, at

whether one or other of these humps is to be preferred
for practical purposes. To investigate this point I have
36a
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points X and Y. A very simple method was adopted
which will serve for comparative purposes, but whose
limitations must be remembered. The value of signal
strength was noted at the condenser reading which
corresponds to resonance in the secondary circuit, and
then this circuit was de -tuned, a degree at a_time, the
signal strength reading at each point being noted and
recorded.
S8
7

siderable advantages in the first hump, that is to say;

the one appropriate to the smaller number of turns
in the aerial circuit. In the first place, this hump is:
slightly higher than the other, although_ this difference
is not a very serious one.

Next, if the portion A-B is chosen to fall not too

low down on the band of broadcast frequencies, there
is little risk of one of the frequencies at the higher_
end of the scale causing the circuit to operate at the
relatively dead portion of the characteristic, that is to.
say, in the dip between the two humps.

6

Practical Effects

X

5
4

T

T= 76

36

3

2

98 .99 /00 /0/ /02 /03 /04 /05 /06' /07 /08 /09 //0 /// //2 /13 14 I/5

DIAL READING (0-200= /REv)

Fig. 2.-Resonance curves obtained in the secondary
circuit when the primary turns were 36 and 76 (X and Y
respectively), corresponding to the points X and Y of
Fig. 1.

Similarity of Curves
If we next proceed to plot these signal strength
readings against the dial readings we obtain a form
of resonance curve whose degree of sharpness is
extremely

useful for comparative purposes.

We are here really choosing the lesser of two evils,
since if we work upon the first hump,- when we tune
the set to a lower frequency (higher wavelength), if
the number of turns in the aerial circuit is -not sufficient
to give the best results, the only effect will be a loss
or signal strength, together with an increase in
selectivity, whereas if we had been working upon the:
second hump, and had tuned the set to a higher fre-.
quency (lower wavelength), we might quite easily have
found ourselves working somewhere down in the notch
between the two humps, where signal strength is poor
and selectivity extremely bad. Thus it is probably:
wiser to choose quite a moderate number of turns for
the aerial circuit, say 15 on a former which is of the
same diameter as the secondary, proportionately larger
numbers being chosen when the primary winding is
arranged upon a smaller diameter former inside the
secondary.

This

method is, of course, only applicable when the reson-

/E

ance points of the different arrangements fall very
close together upon the condenser dial, but in the
present case this was easily arranged. The two curves
are shown in Fig. 2, being marked X and Y to correspond with the points upon the main characteristic to
which they are appropriate. It will be observed that

E

the general form, sharpness of peak, and height of

Fig. 3.-The insertion of a small condenser in the aerial
circuit is a common practice in America, and produces a
number of interesting effects.

these curves are practically identical, and one is led to
the conclusion that there is no material difference
between the properties of the two humps of the
resonance curve, and it is very largely a matter of
convenience as to which hump we shall work upon.

Working Point Chosen
A decision being, then, in favour of the first hump
in the majority of cases, it will be observed that many
of the experiments which follow are confined entirely
to this first hump, that is to say, to the portion which
has been marked A-B upon the various curves which
have been reproduced.

Aerial Series Condenser
It has been the practice in some quarters in America
to provide an alternative arrangement of a fixed
capacity series condenser in the aerial circuit, this
condenser being brought into action when extreme
selectivity was desired, and it seems that some interest
should attach to an investigation of the effect of this
arrangement. Capacities of various values were therefore inserted in series with the aerial lead, as shown in
Fig. 3, and the usual curve plotted showing the relation
between signal strength across the secondary and aerial
turns.

More Inductance Required
One of these is shown in Fig. 4, in which a is the
curve obtained without a series condenser, while b
shows the first hump of the curve when the series

The experiments described this week were all carried out
with a primary wound on one of the small cross -formers
illustrated, which was placed inside the filament end of
the secondary.

Points of Difference
It might at first sight be thought that it is a matter
of indifference as to which hump shall be used, but
won consideration it will be seen that there are con -

condenser is in use. It will be observed that the whole
characteristic is shifted bodily to the right, so that

considerably larger turn numbers are required upon
the aerial coil, which is, of course, much what would
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be expected if It is remembered that we are actually
tuning the aerial circuit, and that now a series condenser has been inserted. Further, it will be seen that
the actual hump appears to be broader.
Effect of Series Condenser
Whether this broadening is real or apparent is not
very easy to say at the present moment, but on the
face of it, it would appear that it means that when a

point back down the slope of the hump, so that we
naturally arrive at a position when selectivity is very

much higher than at the top of the peak.
S9
7

series condenser is used the arrangement becomes les.

critical as to the number of turns upon the primary
winding, and that a given number of turns would

5

enable a wider band of frequencies to be covered with

4

substantially uniform efficiency.

2

this point, since it would appear that the .use of a fixed
condenser in this way is well worthy of consideration.
The difficulty in determining .wthether the broadening of

55

the hump actually represents a greater capacity to
cover a band of frequencies arises from the fact that

x

99 /00 101 102 103 /04 /03 /06 /07
0/AL READ/N6 (0-200 /RE.)

58

resonance curve taken under the conditions indicated by
the point X in Fig. 4 (no series condenser) while curve
W corresponds to point W of Fig. 4.

ing to see whether the selectivity of the arrangement
will have been altered by the insertion of the series
condenser. On the face of it, it would be expected
that, since a very much larger coil is required with a
naturally greater high -frequency resistance, there
would be, if anything, a loss of selectivity.

a

A

7

57

to be a definite increase in selectivity. Curve X is a

w

B

95

Fig. 5. - If a series condenser is used and the number
of primary turns increased correspondingly there appears

it is apparently necessary to carry out the experiment
upon different lines, that is to say, one must vary the
frequency of the testing signal rather than the number
8

w-

3

Difficulties of Investigation
I hope to carry out further experiments to elucidate

S9

If, however,

the number of turns in the aerial circuit is increased
to bring us back to the top of the hump, it is interest -

5

4
3

b
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Fig. 4.-Curve a is a repetition for purposes of comparison of that of Fig. 1, while curve b shows the effect
of a -series condenser- of 9003 p.F capacity in the primary
circuit.

of turns, and to do this one must obtain a source of

signals which gives a constant output at all frequencies

of the band under consideration, and this is no very
easy condition to fulfil.

Particular Advantages of Series Condenser
The fact that the whole curve is shifted bodily to

the right when a series condenser is used in the aerial
lead means that when such a condenser is in circuit
without a corresponding alteration of turn numbers,
one simply drops from the curve a to the curve b of
Fig. 4. Thus, if we are working with, say, 36 turns
in the aerial circuit without a series condenser, upon
the insertion of the series condenser we drop down
to the point Z upon the curve B, where it will be seen
.that we are still a long way from the peak of the first
hump, and where we shall therefore obtain a considerable reduction in signal strength but a very marked
increase in selectivity. Such a device appears to'
possess considerable attractions, and it is to be recommended whenever one wishes to receive a station upon
a frequency very close to that of the local, with some

The Siemens marine direction tinder, exhibited at the
Shipping and Engineering Exhibition at Olympia.

sierifice in signal strength, and without the trouble
a! making a tapping on the aerial winding.
Eff-ect on Selectivity

Resonance Curves
Resonance curves, of the same type as before, were
therefore plotted, for corresponding points upon the
two arrangements, theSe. points being marked X -and
W upon the Curve of 'Fig. 4.- The two resonance curves

The normal effect of the insertion of a fixed condenser

in the aerial lead is, of course, to tliroW the operating
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are shown in Fig. 5, and it will be observed that the
one appropriate to the series condenser and larger
number of turns upon the primary winding (curve W)
is very markedly sharper than the other which was
obtained when no series condenser was used. It is
apparent that there is a very minute loss of signal
strength consequent upon the use of the series condenser, but the sharpening of the resonance curve
appears to be quite a useful effect.
Capacity of Condenser

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF DECREMENT
IN TUNING CIRCUITS
Continued from page 357)

at a frequency of 800 kilocycles, using an inductance
of 8o microhenries, and a tuning capacity of 500
It was further shown that with the value of resistance
required to give distortionless reproduction with a
single circuit, the selectivity was almost hopeless, and
that the only solution to the difficulty lay in the use
of at least three tuned circuits, if really good selectivity
was to be obtained without the sacrifice of quality.
Now this question of selectivity is one which is of
prime importance, and, as we have just seen, it has
to be considered in conjunction with that of the quality
of reproduction. Since the latter factor depends upon
the decrement of the tuning circuit, it would thus be
convenient if we could gauge the selectivity in terms
of the same quantity.

Fixed condensers of capacities ranging from .000o5
,uF to .0005 µF have been tried in these experiments,
and it is found that the general effect is the same in
each case, that is to say, the whole characteristic is
shifted bodily towards the right, the amount of the
shift being inversely proportional to the size of the
condenser, i.e., the smaller the condenser, the greater
the amount of the shift. The example which is illustrated in the graph of Fig. 4 corresponds to the use

of a series condenser of .0003 ,uF, this being the
maximum capacity of the second variable condenser
upon the unit which I employ for most of these tests.

Selectivity in Terms of Decrement

Further Investigations

This, fortunately, is quite possible. In a previous
article (Wireless II feekly, Vol. 7, No. 4) I showed that
the width of the resonance curve, at some frequency
slightly different from the resonant value, depended

It was observed in these experiments that with the
smaller sizes of series condenser loss of signal strength
became somewhat excessive, and probably from .0002
/AF to .0003 µF is a suitable size to use in most cases.

hope to investigate these points more closely at a
future date, when I have arranged some source of
artificial signals giving a constant output over the

upon the resistance in the circuit, and also upon the
ratio of the inductance to capacity. As a matter of
fact, a very simple mathematical calculation shows
that the selectivity may be defined in terms of time

I

different frequencies,

instead of depending, as at

present, upon the carrier wave of the local station

decrement of the circuit without any difficulty at all.

If we define selectivity as the ratio of current at

with its fixed frequency.

resonance to the current which is obtained when the
circuit is mistuned by a definite amount, then we can
show that

s=
8

where S=ratio of current at resonant frequency fa to
current at frequency Pf..
8=decrement.

Conditions for Good Selectivity
The selectivity is considered good if the ratio S
equals io,000 or more, when p is equal to 1.1. This
means to say that at a frequency ro per cent. different
from the resonant value the current is reduced to
/ro,000th of the maximum value.
Thus we see, that the decrement is a very important,
quantity. Suitably employed, it enables us to gauge

both the selectivity of the circuit and its suitability
for reproducing telephony.
1 propose next week to

follow this up with some practical applications of these

results, giving values of the decrement for some of
our present-day tuning coils.

Inductance Value
There is also the question of the appropriate value

of inductance employed.

The calculations worked out

by Professor Howe were all for a value of 8o µH.
In our ordinary circuit of to -day, of course, we use
inductances rather higher than this, the value being

more in the neighbourhood of 15o µH.

Our results, therefore, require to be interpreted in
a more practical light, and this will be done in

The tall masts which support the aerial of the broadcasting station EAJ11, Bilbao. It is stated that a

subsequent articles.

frequency of 718 ke. (418 metres) is employed.
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" f ' Yii NEER'
SATTERY 601(01.

HIGH TENSION

*
',t: A genuine LONG SERVICE .1:
**
*
* BATTERY
*
*
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E

*
*
**
'A: List No.:

Y

IC
...L. RB 12'14
_A_7

SUPERSONIC
HETERODYNE RECERVER
(British Patent No. 143583).
NOTE.-TWO CONTROLS
ONLY.

RECEIVES any BRITISH,

CONTINENTAL and
Principal
AMERICAN STATIONS at will,

not by accident.

Price £27

using British Standard Dull
Emitter Valves, at loud -speaker

aerial

Plus
Royalties.

ll'HOLLSALE ONLY

GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C.2
126, George St., EDINBURGH, and Branches.

*
**
**
**

******************************

8

AT ANY TIME

for you upon your mentioning our name.

Allied Compasses -.-

**
**
*

stations by these settings, on a frame

Ask your local Wireless man for " Pyaneer." *
He stocks them, or if he doesn't he will get them *

A..° BROWN BROTHERS LTD
THOMSON
BROWN BROTHERS ( enuas4o) Lvo

IV

receivers are calibrated to receive such

is not only popular by reason of its long *
and economical service, but because in *
actual use, working is positively silent. *
The latter feature is absolutely necessary*
in operating any valve sets from which *
clear and good results are desired.

BrownBroth
1-mn
-

*

is supplied a chart
showing complete settings of all controls for any wavelengths, and all

DEMONSTRATIONS
WILLINGLY GIVEN

RB 12;15

*

With each set

5

60 volts, each 9:-

"K 100 volts, each 15;'6

strength, and guaranteed to cut out
any unwanted station entirely.

250 to 3,000 tnetres.

VALVE SET

j'A.

THE "PYANEER" H.T. BATTERY

VALVE SET

Price £32
Plus
Royalties.

LIBE
les Y
SUPERSONIC UNITS

"TUNE -IN" to

(Provisionally patented).

DAVENTRY and
IGRANIC Variometer
B.-B.L. Types
(Pat. No. 235654)

get maximum
signal strength

The Igranic B.L. type Variometcr will ensure it in any crystal set.

Its

" wound -on -air " construction eliminates signal -reducing insulation and gives

you remarkably selective tuning combined with maximum signal strength.
It you are building a Oct or want to improve your present one, ask your
dealer for the Igranic B.L. type Variometer. Its wavelength range is 700 to

Comprising four intermediate matched transformers, filter, long
end short wave oscillators and balancing device, enabling all
stations from 250/3000 metres to be received.
Ensures ultra selectivity.
Each transformer matched to
Delivers
maximum
signal
half a turn, also secondary
strength to detector valve.
windings of the filter.

Air

Fu// description and illustrated

leaflet on request.

cored

2,400 metres and its price is r8/-. For wavelengths of 28o to 65o metres use
the B. type which is built on the same principle and costs 146.
Write for the new booklet 1, 75 which describes OCEANIC RADIO DEVICES.
They include : - Honeycomb Duolateral Coils, Variable Condensers, Fixed

Condensers, Filament Rheostats, Intervalve Transformers, Variable Grid

transformers and

Leaks, Variometers, Varlo-couplers, Coil Holders, Potentiometers, Combined

filter, no iron being used, thus
the sharpest uniform peak at

Instruments, Vernier Tuning Devices, Switches, Valve Holders, etc., and
All carry the IGRANIC
also the Igranic Super -Heterodyne Outfit.

supersonic frequency isobtained.
41.' NOTE-Knobs controlling mechanical balancing device which enables

Guarantee.

the constructor to select his supersonic frequency Peak and to match each

individual stage to a frequency not merely a number of inductive turns.
Any variations of valve capacities can be accurately rectified.

Branches:

PRICE: 4 matched intermediate transformers, I filter, I long
wave oscillator, 750,3000 metres, I short wave oscillator, 250/800
meters, including mechanical balancing devices. Also blue print,
and wiring diagram showing all other accessories required and
their positions.
£5 Set Complete.

Sole Manufacturers:-

Birmingham,
Bristol,
Cardiff,

149, Queen Victoria

Street, LONDON.

Bennett Street, Cbiswick,L0.1,IDON,W.4

The ligh-arc Electrical Co. Ltd. Telegrams --s Cit'swthiCricelho4Ineard

Glasgow,
Leeds,
Manchester
Newcastle.

ELECTRI

Works : Elstow Rd.,
BEDFORD.

1706.
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Five Questions
every valve user ought to ask before

buying his next Dull Emitter

Is it truly

MERELY because a valve is

The lower the working
temperature, the longer the valve will
last. A " cold " valve for example
would be almost everlasting. You

described as a dull emitter does
not necessarily mean that it is cheap
Its current consumption
to run.
may increase as the Valve becomes

will hardly be able to see the dull
red glow of a Wuncell in daylighteven in the dark it can only be compared to the luminous dial of a watch.

Or, as is often the case, its
emission may fall off and the valve
will get less sensitive. The fundamental principle underlying every
dull emitter calls for some method

Is it efficient for

on filaments.

economical?

older.

long distance work?
EVEN a long

life, economical

wire a triple coating of a special electron -producing material. This coat-

valve wouldn't be much use if inefficient. So your new dull emitter
must be at least as efficient as a bright
emitter. Almost every wireless enthusiast wants to pick up long distance
Broadcasting. For this reason the
special Wuncell W2 (with an identi-

with the result that the valve becomes
practically useless.

This valve has exactly the characteristics which will enable it to respond
to weak oscillations and amplify them
to a strength which will permit effective rectification.
The standard Cossor electron -retain-

of increasing the electron emission of
the filament. The old way was to

use thoriated tungsten. The new
way, discovered and patented by
Cossor, is to deposit on the filament

ing-built up layer upon layer upon
a metallic, base-can never lose its
productivity. Thoriated tungsten, on
the other hand, can be easily ruined
by the use of an excessive voltage,

Has it long life ?
Y0 U don't want to buy a valve
which will only last a few months.

Long life is just as important as current economy. The length of time
a valve will last depends entirely upon
its filament-the only consumable

part. Some valves obtain low current

consumption at the risk of fragility.

Not so the Wuncell which has a comparatively stout filament consuming

only .3 amp. at 1.8 volts.

In the

Wuncell long life is coupled with true
economy. Its filament temperature

never exceeds Boo 'C.- whereas all
bright emitters and some so-called
dull emitters function at 2000'C.
Heat has a most destructive influence

fying red top) has been developed.

ing principles of construction - in
which an arched filament is almost

capable of giving a generous volume
of really good tone. The new Wun-

cell W3 has been evolved specially

for Loud Speaker use. Although
utilising the same unique Cossor
principles of construction-the eLectron-retaining hood -shaped Grid and
Anode-its characteristics have been
modified in order to permit an
immense volume without distortion.
Its Grid-always a vital feature in a
power valve-is tremendously rigid.

Each turn of the wire is securely

anchored in two distinct positions -

36 in all. The filament is triple
mounted for extra strength. As a
result microphonic noises have been

completely abolished and a grand
mellowness of tone is the result.

And finally-who
makes it ?

NOT the least important of these
five questions is the experience
of the manufacturer. Valves are not
electric lamps. They are far
more intricate. They cannot merely
be made to specification. Each s-:ep

entirely enclosed by a hood -shaped
Grid and Anode-are responsible for

must be watched with eagle eyes.

Wuncell users are every-

imperfections. The most delicate
tests must be used to safeguard the predetermined standards of performance.
Cossor Valves have acquired a worldThere is hardly
wide reputation.

wonderfully high standard of performance.

where testifying to the efficiency of
their valves. The old idea that to
obtain current economy meant a sacri-

fice in sensitiveness or volume is

rapidly dispelled by these
superb new Cossor Dull Emitters.
being

Will it give pure
tone ?

MORE than 8o% of the valve sets
in operation to -day are used for
Loud Speaker work. It is important,

therefore, to choose a dull emitter

Prices:

Every process of manufacture must
be carefully checked for possible

an experimenter of note who has not
chosen them above all others for their
outstanding qualities. Their supersensitiveness-their freedom from
microphonic noises-their sheer dependability under all circumstances-

their long life-their high standard

of uniformity-all these features have
made the name Cossor synonymous
with all that is finest in valve design.
Prices :

We. For Detector and L.F. 14/ 14/.
We. For H.F. use
Voltage 18 Consumption 3 amp.
W3. For Loud Speaker use 18/6
Voltage 113 Consumption ,5 amp.

WRt. For Detector & L.F. 16/.
16/.
WRa. For H.F. use
For use with 2-, 4- or 6 -colt
accumulator.

Issued by A. C. COSSOR LTD., Highbury, London, N.s

Gilbert Ad. 4062.
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Wirele ss

News
in Brief

Forthcoming The following are some
B.B.C.
of the items to be
Items.
broadcast .from the Lon -

doh station in the near future :-

December 6.-The Growth

of

Military Band Music, illustrated by
the .Band of H.M. Royal Air Force.
December S. --Musical comedyRadio Radiance Orchestra and the
Wireless Orchestra.

December to.-Halle Orchestra,
conducted by Sir Hamilton Harty,
relayed , from
Manchester.
December

Free Trade Hall,

ference :-

Leeds : 867 to 933 kc. (346 to

321.5 metres).
Edinburgh : 915 to 924 kc. (328
to 324.5 metres).
Nottingham : 92o to 916 kc. (326
to 327.5 metres).

ii.-" Lionel

and

*

*

5

and

*

12

will

be

*

*

Beam
Stations.

.

Clarissa," from the Lyric Theatre.
December

frequency alterations have been
advised by the Geneva Con-

*

A beam wireless agreement hag been signed 'by
representatives of the

British Post Office and the South
African. Wireless Company, 'as a
result of the work of the Imperial
Wireless Committee,

which

has

men famous in the world of science,

been in session since June. It is
understood that a complete understanding- has been readied about
the handling of traffic and the divi-

of a kind of party, and the pro-

sion of revenues.

" Gather Round Nights," in which

music, art, and literature will take
part. This feature takes the form
gramme is quite informal.

Broadcasting Arrangements are being
School
Songs.

made by the B.B.C. to

relay concerts and other
functions from a number of English
Public schools. The first of, these

is due to take place on December
2.1, when a concert will be relayed
from- Marlborough College, probably S.B. to all stations.
*

*

An Oxford The recent opening of a
broadcasting studio at
Studio.

Oxford marks the first
step in the direction of providing
broadcasting facilities at our Uni-

It would appear that the
opening of such studios should provide possibilities for further educational broadcasting.

Beam stations for communication
with South Africa are fast approaching completion at Bodmin
and Bridgwater, while a corre-sponding station 'is in course of
erection near' Cape Town.
The

stations will be under the independent control

rates to be charged 'are one-third
less than ordinary cable rates.
*

versities.

Frequency As a result of recent
Change. jamming -experienced .by

certain B.B.C. stations,
we understand that the following

of the British and

South African Governments, and it
is expected that they will commence
operation next spring.
An interesting- fact is that the

Future of

*

*

Meetings of the Com-

Broadcasting.mittee, appointed by the

Postmaster Gen era l

under the chairmanship of the Rt.
Hon. the

Earl of Crawford and

Balcarres, K.T., to advise as to the

future policy in tregard to the
broadcasting service, will he held
on December 3 and 4 in Committee

Room No. 4 of the House of Lords

at 4 p.m., to hear evidence to be

tendered by the British Broadcast -7

ing Company, Ltd., and the Wireless League respectively.
public will be admitted.

Direction
Finding
Vagaries.

The

Radio Research
Board has now published
the second part of its re,.
The

port upon an investigation into the
variations of apparent bearings of
radio transmitting stations under
the direction of Dr. R. L. Smith -

Rose, of the National Physical
Laboratory. The report is obtainable from H.M. Stationery Office.
*

Asugg ion that one of
the results of the broadcasting inquiry might be
a recommendation to reduce the
licence fee -for a crystal receiver to
five shillings instead of the present
sum of ten shillings, receives no
A Cheaper
Licence?

support in official circles.

The

attitude of the B.B.C. is that the
cost of transmitting is not affected
by the. receivers employed by the
public.
In any case,

the Post Office

authorities state that there would
be great difficulty in making sure
that the cheaper licences were
being used for crystal sets only.
*

The Dublin The first
Station. station in

broadcasting

the Irish Free
State, situated on the

outskirts of

Dublin,

commenced

transmitting last week with preliminary tests at a frequency of
769 kc. (390 metres),
:call

using

the

sign 2RN. A feature of the

transmissions was an appeal for
licence, fees :between the -item's, and

a reminder that no licences meant

no programmes.
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The Design of Intermediate Frequer
Reci
By McMURDO S1

Mr. Silver's arguments a;
iron -core type of,`trans
necessarily agree with3his
able

value to

the exp

practi.

e IIIIIIIIIIINIIilllllllllllllllillllillliiJllilillilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

tune to a different signal. In the
super, the amplifier, corisisting of
several stages, is permanently tuned

to one frequency, and the signal
frequency changed to that of ' the

amplifier by means of but two adjustments-the oscillator and loop
circuit controls, regardless of the
amount of amplification obtained.
The Ideal Transformer
Obviously, the ideal interstage
transformer must operate at a
Constructional details of the Silver -Marshall intermediate frequency
transformers. This photograph may be studied in conjunction with the
diagrams given below.
lengths) is not at all efficient,
T is not the purpose of
whereas it may be made extremely
this paper, nor is it
so at lower frequencies (longer
possible in the space

available, to enter into
a theoretical consideration of the ideal characteristics of intermediate frequency
inter -stage transformers suitable for
use in superheterodyne receiving

systems, but rather to explain the
desirable characteristics

of

such

transformers briefly, and to present

waves) between 3o and 150 kilo-

cycles (2,000 and io,000 metres).
Tuned Stages.
The second reason is that an
efficient

radio -frequency

amplifier

operating at broadcasting frequencies must have each stage tuned,
which would involve from three to

some designs which have been found

to be most satisfactory, yet that are
simple enough to be constructed by
the experimentally inclined
enthusiast.
Frequency Changing
upon

a

at the higher frequencies, but not

low that the amplifier will
approach the audio -frequency range
and be non -selective. The transso

former must give the greatest posOgle gain (amplification) so that a
minimum number of stages may be
used, it must be entirely stable, and
it should preferably operate with a
negative grid potential so as to be
economical of anode current. In its
ideal state; the transformer would
give uniform amplification over a

t

1

7

r'14"6. 1

radio

As is well known, a signal received

frequency low enough to get away

from the drawbacks of amplification

F4_

---f

eiN

5 -

superheterodyne

system at a high frequency (short

wavelength) is converted by means
.f an oscillator and first detector to
some lower frequency (longer wavelength), then fed to a sharply -tuned
amplifier, amplified, and again detected, after which the audio
frequency signal may be further
amplified.
The reason for this
change in frequency is twofold :
direct radio -frequency amplification
at high frequencies (short wave-

PRIMARY 1400 TURNS.
I.P. TO H.T.+,0.R TO ANODE.

SECONDARY 3300 TURNS.
LS. TO L.T.-, O.S.TO GRID,

007"S L CON STEEL
1 PIECE AS SHEWN,1 PIECE
WITHOUT CENTRE PROJECTION

PRIMARY 250 TURNS.
I.P. TO H.T. + , OP TO *ODE
SECONDARY 7500 TURNS.

I.S.TO L.T - , OS. TO GRID

Fig. 1.-Showing the dimensions of (left) the wooden bobbin for the inter mediate transformers (centre) the iron stampings for the core, and (right)
the wooden spool for the filter.

six adjustments for a really sensitive receiver (inter -stage coupling in
the amplifier prevents practically
building such a really sensitive

system) each time it was desired to

frequency range of io,000 cycles
(necessary for undistorted speech
and music reproduction), yet no

amplification of any frequencies out-

side this range.

It must not be so
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icy Transformers
itvers

for Superheterodyne

LVER, Assoc. I.R.E.

re distinctly in favour of the
former. While we do not
viewlg,-they are of considererimenter, since he gives
gal data.

selective -as to cut frequencies within
this range, and it should be so
shielded either by a metal case or an

iron core that it will not be affected

by strays in the nature of low frequency (long wave) telegraph transmissions, etc. This latter considera-

tion necessitates the use of a fre-

quency not commonly used for telegraph transmission.
Air -Core and Iron -Core Transformers
It is commonly accepted that a
frequency in the neighbourhood of
43 to 6o kilocycles (5,000 to 7,000
metres) is most satisfactory, prefer-

ence being given to 6o kilocycles
(5,000 metres), since transformers
may be made more selective at this

frequency than at the lower ones.
Obviously, a transformer wound
with large low -loss air -core coils,

tuned by a low -loss condenser would
give maximum gain. Actually, its

tuning would be so sharp as to cut
side -bands, and it would have a
terrific field, resulting in instability
and the impossibility of using more

than one or two such coils.

The

An air -core Silver -Marshall input or output filter designed to be used
with standard iron -core intermediate transformers. It is tuned by an
external fixed condenser of .002
for 50 kc. (6,000 metres), 004 (IF for
40 kc. (7,500 metres), or .006 [IF for 30 kc. (10,000 metres).

curve to the desired width, and reduces

If

amplification.

we go

further, and use a large iron tore,

we get a nice flat curve, wonderful
reproduction,

no

selectivity,

and

It is obvious again that
we must resort to a compromise,
and if this paper has brought out
this single point, the writer* feels
amply repaid, for it may be said
that the necessity for compromise
DO gain.

between. desirable theoretical' ex TX.
1

sents the ideal transformer, giving
it.finite amplification over a io,000

cycle band, but at no other fre-

quencies. B is an air -core transformer giving the highest possible
amplification. It is useless, since
it will not pass music and speech,

and is subject to the physical limitations previously set forth. C is the
practical ideal transformer, passing

the desired frequency band with a
gain variation insufficient to cause
distortion, yet with a limited field
and good stability. D is the extreme for perfect reproduction-but
gives no selectivity and no amplification to speak of.
Construction

Suppose we wish to construct the

N9500 COIL

type giving the curve C, which is
the best transformer we can build

ItoospF

practically.

[ilil+11

transformer for test is inserted at TX.
next step is an air -core transformer
ti ernes is an axiom of radio equipwith smaller coils of higher resistment engineers.
ance. However, the same troubles
Comparison of Transformers
prevail in a lesser degree, until we
Looking at the curves of Fig. 3
resort to an iron -core, which limits
we see A, B, C and D. A-reprethe transformer field, broadens the

turns of No. 36 gauge s.s.c. and

enamelled wire in the smaller slot
for the primary, and 3,300 turns of
(Continued on page 377.)

4-e-------_
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'We shall require a

bobbin turned out of wood or built
up of fibre, together with two pieces
of core -iron, as shown in Fig. i.
The bobbin is wound with 1,400

Fig. 2.-In this circuit, used for matching completed. transformers, the

.
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w AT TO DO WITT- TH EE COILS
I)

By C. P. ALLINSON (6YF).
A considerable number of circuit arrangements may
be tried out with the aid of a three -coil holder, and
ta some of the most usefUl and interesting circuits are
discussed in this article.

ecmcw3g,,,,z,w3,6:339E3c9cseege,,89t6,,mg
GREAT deal of interesting experimental
work can be done ,by the amateur who
possesses a tuner unit which is fitted' with
a three -coil holder, and a single -valve

a

panel of the experimental type which is
provided with a number of terminals so
as to enable different methods of connections to be a
employed. It is intended ,in this article to indicate a
number of different receiving circuits which can be fl
tried by means of these two simple instruments. Most

experimenters will no doubt have these to hand, but
where the contrary is the case a little work and time
spent in making these up will be well repaid in view
of the many uses to which they can be put.

Reaction Control
There is no need to describe the usual three -coil

circuit in which loose -coupled tuning with magnetic

reaction is used, as this is too well known to require
more than a passing note. An interesting variation,

432 eg3

ei9Ogltigg-Z-

eq?3c9o0fl

oscillations will commence, and a smooth and delicate
control is thus obtained. A suitable value for 04 is
.0003 /IF or .0005 F.

The Tuned Plate Method
Another means of obtaining reaction with a single valve receiver is shown in Fig. 2. This is what is
usually known as the. " tuned plate " method. The

C311

plate coil L3 is of the same size as L2, and is tuned
by means of a variable condenser C3. When the
circuit L3 C3 is brought into tune with L2 Cr, the

Lt

eiectro-static coupling

E

due

to

the

inter -electrode

capacity of the valve is sufficient to pass back enough
energy into the grid circuit to bring the receiver into
the oscillating condition. This gives a very smooth
control of reaction, and there is no necessity for the

Fig. I.- A single -valve circuit in which fine control of
reaction is obtained by means of the variable condenser C4.

however, can be made with this circuit by employing
a different way of controlling reaction. If this method
is employed, the reaction coil can he left fixed, and the
actual control obtained by means of a. variable condenser. This gives a very fine and positive control

H.T.

of reaction, which can be made entirely free from
backlash.

Fixed Coupling
The circuit diagram of this is shown in Fig. i. Li,
the aerial coil, may be tuned or untuned as desired,
while L2 will be tuned by the usual condenser .C2.
The coupling between these two coils may be varied

4

in the usual manner. The reaction coil L3 is coupled
fairly tightly to L2 and left fixed. A choke coil L4,
of about 250. turns, is connected in series with the
reaction coil and the telephones. A by-pass variable
condenser c4 is connected across this choke and L.T.

E

Fig. 2. -In this circuit oscillations are produced by

tuning the anode circuit to the frequency of the grid
circuit.

the diagram, and acts as a

two coils L2 and L3 to be deliberately coupled in any

is increased, a certain point will be reached at which

Fig. 3 shows a selective circuit employing Trap
tuning as evolved -by John Scott -Taggart, F:Inst:P.,

positive, as shown in

way.

by-pass oscillation control. When the value of C4 is
at its minimum; the choke L4 prevents oscillations
from being generated. As, however, the value of C4

A Selective :Circuit
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A.M.I.E.E., and described by him in the February,
1925, issue of Modern Wireless. In this circuit Li,
which is the aerial and grid coil, consists of a small
coil, say, of 25 turns, to which L2 is tightly coupled.

The Flewelling Circuit
A super -regenerative type of receiver is shown in
Fig. 5, which is a diagram of the simplified Flewelling
circuit. It has been' the writer's experience that this
particular circuit works best with a very small frame

aerial, consisting of at .most two turns about 18 in.
in diameter. A loading coil Li is connected in series

with it in order to bring the grid circuit into resonance
with, the band of frequencies over which it is desired
H.T.

-

R

receive. It will be found that the value of the reaction coil L2, which is variably coupled to Li, is
to,

inclined to be Critical if the best results are to be
obtained with this receiver. The fixed condenser C3
is from .005 p.F to .oi p.F capacity, and here again a
little experimenting is required to find which is the

L.T.
E

Fig. 3.--A selective single -valve circuit employing Trap
tuning in place of the usual method.

L2 is a 50- or 75 -turn coil, according to the frequency
it is desired to receive, and is tuned by C1, a variable
Condenser of .000s pF capacity. L3, the reaction coil,
May be coupled either to Li or to L2 as desired, and
is of the usual size. Although this scheme of connections may result in a slight reduction of signal strength,
it gives a very appreciable increase in selectivity, which

is of great value when the experimenter is working
close to one of the B.B.C. stations.

Fig. 5.-A modified form of the Flewelling circuit, which,

The Ultra-audion

giving good results.

used in conjunction with a frame aerial, is capable of

A circuit which is well known, but very little used
over here, is the Ultra -auction. A receiver employing

most suitable value. The variable grid -leak R2 must
be of good make if positive control is to be obtained.

Type of Aerial
The writer has tried this circuit loose -coupled to an
aerial, with a large frame aerial, and with a very small
frame aerial of one or two turns, and the best results
were obtained with this last arrangement. The amateur
transmitter 7EC of Denmark was received at a good
strength in the headphones on 1,5oo kc. (2oo metres),
and numerous British and Continental amateurs were
also received at varying strengths without any other
pick-up system than the small frame.
Double Reaction
An interesting circuit is shown in Fig. 6, in which

H.T.

CZ

E

R

L.T.

Fig. 4.-The Ultra-audion circuit, a feature of which is
the extreme sharpness of tuning.

two valves are used, one as an H.F. amplifier and

this principle was described by Percy W. Harris,
M.I.R.E.,

in the November, 1925, issue of The
Wireless ConstructOr.
Fig. 4 shows the scheme of connections using a loose coupled aerial. Li may be tuned or not as desired,

while L2 is connected between grid and anode, and it
should be noted that it is particularly important in
this case that the grid -leak R2 be connected between
the grid and filament. L3 is a choke coil of 25o turns
connected in the anode circuit, as shown, and should
preferably be kept at right angles to LI and L2. ,The
effect of coupling this coil to the others may be tried of
course, but it is doubtful whether any advantage will
be observed. The grid -leak R2 should preferably be

R

.LT.
6 11:0)*EN T Fi

variable, and the filament resistance RI should be

capable of fine adjustment, as this circuit is extremely

critical to operate, reaction being controlled by the
filament temperature. Great care should be taken
when working a receiver of this description, on account

Fig. 6.-A circuit employing double reaction, by means
of which critical control of both valves may be effected.

the second as a detector. This employs a form of
double reaction. The aerial coil Li is placed in the
centre coil holder, the tuned anode coil L2 being

of its very great liability to radiate, and further, some
experience may ,be necessary before the best results
are obtained.
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coupled with it on one side, and a reaction coil L3 on
the other. It will be evident, of course, that the
three coils can be arranged in many different ways,
such as placing the tuned anode coil in the middle,
with the aerial coil on one side and the reaction coil
or the other; or alternatively the reaction coil may be

ctr

Preliminary Adjustments
It is important in this receiver to see that the coils
Li, L2 and L3 are.all connected the right way round.
In order to ascertain this, the best procedure is first

of all'to use the receiver without reaction, L3 not being
used. The connections to Li and L2 are then tried
both ways to see which give the best results. This

+1

having been determined, the coil L3 is now connected
in circuit so as to give reaction, after which the connections may "be left fixed. It tnaT be found that a
very tight coupling between the coils is not necessarily

H.T.

C3

the adjustment which will give the best results, and
therefore small variations in coupling should be made
to ascertain which position is the best.
Coil Sizes

Z

R3

+

.

Li

For .those of our readers who are in any way doubt-

ful as to the correct value of coils to use with the
above circuits, the following indications may be of

E

help.

Fig. 7.-In the Tri-coil circuit reaction effects are obtainable by coupling either L2 to LI or L3 to L2.

reaction coil any size between Nos. 35 and' 75. The
smaller size coils will be used for the "higher B.B.C.

frequencies, the larger" ones for those below, say,
Newcastle. In all circumstances it will, however, be

selective circuits.

a matter .for experiment to determine the best coil sizes
for varying conditions. Where plain aerial tuning is

The Tri-coil Circuit
of

the

many

circuits developed

In loose -coupled circuits the aerial coil will be

a No. 35 or 5o, the .grid coil No. 5o or 75, and the

placed between the aerial and anode coil. It will be
found that these arrangements give very sensitive and

One

as possible consistent with good signal strength. L4,
the choke in the plate circuit of the valve, should be
approximately a 250 -turn coil, and should not be
coupled to any of the other coils.

by

the

Editor is the Tri-coil circuit shown in Fig. 7. In
this circuit Li is the aerial coil and L2 the untuned
anode coil, which is equivalent to the primary of an
H.F. transformer. L3, the grid coil of the detector
valve, is tuned by the variable condenser C2, of .0003

tAF or .0005 µF capacity. Reaction effects are obtainable in two ways; one method is by coupling L2 more

tightly to Li, and the second by coupling L3 more

tightly to L2. When the coupling between L3 and L2

is tight, L2 begins to approximate to a tuned anode
coil, and the valve therefore has in effect a tuned
anode and a tuned grid circuit, and tends to oscillate
freely.

As the coupling between L2 and L3 is reduced,

L2 returns to its status as an untuned coil, so that the
coupling between these two coils gives a control of

Fig. 8.- One form of the various circuits generally

oscillation.

classified as "Reinartz" circuits.

The " Reinartz " Circuit

used, the aerial coil will be a No. 35 or No. 5o, again
according to which frequency band it is desired to
receive. Tuned anode coils will be No. 5o or No. 75,
with the same proviso, and in all cases where reaction
is being used it is preferable to work with the smallest
size reaction coil that is capable of giving oscillation
over the full band of frequencies covered by the tuning

A circuit that has achieved well -deserved popularity
is the " Reinartz." Ode of the disadvantages however, which has in many cases discouraged people .from
using it is the fact that specially wound inductances
ordinarily have to be used. Fig. '8, however, Shows a
method by which ordinary pliag-in coils can be
employed in this receiver. Li, the aerial coil, should
be inserted in the centre socket of the three -coil
holder. L2, the grid coil, is of the usual size,
and is plugged in on one side of the aerial
coil.
L3, the reaction coil, is plugged in on
the other side.
Reaction is controlled by means
of

a variable
L3 will

condenser, C3,

and different

condenser.

Practical Operation
It should be remembered that in all these circuits,
where there are three coils which give two variable
couplings and perhaps two, or even three, variable

condensers, one cannot expect to obtain the best results
at the first trial. A certain amount of experience is
required in order to get the maximum signal strength
in some cases, and the experimenter should not therefore be discouraged if the first trial does not give him
the anticipated results.

sizes

have to b tried until smooth and
even reaction is obtained with C3 over the whole of
the tuning range of Cr. Li will, of course, be

for

untuned, and where maximum selectivity is required,
owing to interference problems, it should be as small
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VALVES
Type D.E.3
(Dull -Emitter)

Dry batteries will run the D.E.3a great consideration to those who
have not ready means available for
re -charging accumulators.

CRYSTAL USERS ! Add a
stage of L. F. amplification fitted with

a D.E.3 Valve for more volume.
Characteristics
Filament Volts
..
Filament Current . .
.
Anode Volts . .
Impedance

.

.

2.8
'06 amps

..20-80

22,000 ohms

Amplification Factor

..

7

16/6 each

Price

Sold by all leading
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and Stores.
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Western Electric

SUPERSONIC

RADIO RECEIVING SET

'THE Western Electric Weconomy Set par excellence.
Receives English and Foreign Broadcast Telephony
on a wavelength band of from 300 to 3,000 metres on
a Frame Aerial. Two controls only, both fully calibrated so that stations can be logged with precision.
Range is only limited by atmospheric conditions. The
first Super Heterodyne receiving set on the market and
still unequalled.
Send for our new Wireless Booklet containing particulars
of new apparatus for the season. It is yours for the asking.

Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
CONNAUGHT HOUSE, ALDWYCH, LONDON, W.C.2
Telephone : CENTRAL 7345 (10 lines).
Works: NORTH WOOLWICH, NEW SOUTH -

GATE and HENDON..

Branches : Glasgow, Leeds, Newcastle, Man cheater, Birmingham, Cardiff, Southampton,
Liverpool, and Dublin.

PRICE

£60
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A Crystal Circuit

odification

By PERCY W. HARRIS,
Assistant Editor.
HEI001=1000001=10[7:1000209901:100k
At times it would seem'as if all possible' lines of research in _crystal
circuits had been explored, although there is still much to be done.
O
The circuit described by Mr. Harris is brought about by an ingenious
O
simplification of wiring, and can be very easily tried by our readers.
CI

111100000DEEDIDEIDOECIEDEDEEODEEIEDEDEOEMODE0000000MODEIDEDE

COUPLED crystal
by joining aerial and earth' across
sets, while they were quite - only a portion of this- inductance,

popular in pre -broadcasting days, are now very -little used either

commercial or home-made reThe reason is probably
that the additional complication of
control is not compensated for by
in

ceivers.

any

increase in efficiency, while

selectivity (the great virtue asso-

Fig.

1. - This conventional type of

as is shown in Fig.

2. The, best
position for the tap differs considerably with different aerials, and for
most efficient working it is.usually
desirable -to have a number of tapping. points for trial. Some writers
have suggested that this is an auto transformer arrangement, in which
a greatly increased potential difference is built up across the coil, and
that greatly improved
signal
strength results. Practical experiments show, however, that there is

not a great deal of difference be-tween' this arrangement and that of
Fig. i so far as signal strength is
concerned, unless we are dealing
with very large aerials.

circuit gives very fiat tuning.

Selectivity

ciated with loose -coupled receivers)

A considerable improvement ,in
selectivity and generally in signal

is rarely desired in crystal sets, as,
even if one could cut out the local

LE

circuit described. Any single -layer coil
set can be quickly modified on the same
lines:

selective that, although it gave full
loud -speaker strength when tuned to.
London, not a sound could be heard
on the loud -Speaker when it was de tuned to 769 kilocycles (390 metres).

station, the set is not sufficiently

sensitive to receive anything. else.
Direct Coupling
Fig. 1 shows the conventional
directly -coupled crystal receiver in
which the aerial and earth are connected across the whole tuning
inductance, while the crystal
detector and telephones are shunted
across the variable condenser. Such

A crystal receiver made up with the

D

A Simplified Circuit
Some experimenters have built up
sets in which the aerial tap has been
E

Fig. 3.-Shunting the crystal across

only a portion of the tuning inductance
will reduce the damping caused by the
crystal.

strength is obtainable by shunting
the crystal across only a portion of
the coil, as shown in Fig. 3.. In

variable, and in which the crystal
tap has been variable also.
It
occurred to me recently that many
of the advantages of aerial tap
variation and crystal tap variation
could

be obtained

/E

this arrangement the damping intro.

duced by the crystal

E

Fig. 2. --An improvement in sensitivity

and selectivity may be affected in the
manner shown here.
receivers are very flat in their

tuning, and, with large aerials, the
size of the coil is such that it is not
possible to develop a high potential
difference across it.
Variable Tapping
In many cases an improvement is
found in selectivity and sensitivity
.

is

a greatly

in

simplified circuit which I am now

far less

marked in its effect, and, indeed, if
such a circuit is loosely coupled to
an aerial the selectivity becomes so
high that stations can easily be
missed,

although when tuned

in

they are quite strong. A circuit of
this nature was used by the writer
Wireless
Constructor
The
in
recently, when describing a set consisting of a crystal detector followed by three stages of resistance coupled note magnification. When

tested at the Elstree Laboratories,
the set in question proved to be so

E

Fig. 4.-The circuit used in the receiver
illustrated on this page.

showing in Fig. 4.

It will be seen

that an inductance shunted by 'a

variable condenser is tapped as
shown, the earth being joined to the
(Continued on page 377)
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paratusWe Have Test
Conducted by Radio Press Laboratories, Elstree.

Marconi Valves for High and
Low -Frequency Working

Readers who have used Marconi
valves of the DE5, DER and other
types, will be pleased to learn that
there are now available some Mdrconi
dull emitter valves of the 120 milliampere class.
Description of Valves.
In all, four valves have been sub-

Valve Type DE2HF Dull Emitter.
Filament Current = 0.12 A.
Filament Potential = 1.6 V.
Anode

Grid

Potential
in volts.

Potential
in volts.

3o
50
8o
700

5.0
4.0
1.0

0

mitted to us for test, i.e., one each
of the four types-DE8LF, DE8HF,
The former
Fair of these require .a 6 -volt battery,

while the latter pair can be worked
with 2 volts. The DE8 valves are
large, and have pips on the bulbs.
They are completely transparent on

at the base, while the centre of the

filament is hung over a support at the
top of the valve.
The DE2 valves are smaller in size

than the DE8 valves, and are pip less, while the getter renders them
almost opaque. In the case of the

Anode

Grid

Potential
in volts.

Potential
in volts.

40
8o

-4.0
-6.o

1.0

roo

but the silvery deposit on the high -fre-

quency valve was too thick to render
examination possible.

to indicate the position of the anode
pin. A letter A renders identification

still easier.
A particularly desirable
feature is that the caps are hollow

inside, and as thin as is consistent

This is
with mechanical strength.
useful in reducing the self -capacity of
the high -frequency valves. The marking of the valves is on the glass, and

case of

1.21
1.41
1.38
1.52

9.2
8.4
12.7
13.7

41,700
40,000
45,5°0
45,50o

Anode
Current

in milliamps.
1.23
1.6o
1.95

Anode

Grid

Anode

Potential
in volts,

Potential
in volts.

Current
in milliamps.

40
8o

3.o
t .0
--I .o

1.73

roo

Amplification
Ratio (A).

6.3
6.3
5-1

Internal
Impedance

in ohms (R0).
25,700
25,000
23,300

I.40

1.32

Amplification
A
Ratio (1.4).

14.3

'16.1

14.9

Internal
Impedance
in ohms (R0).
28,600
27,700
28,600

Manufacturer's Rating:
Filament Potential
5.6 to 6 V.
Filament Current
= 0.12 A.
Anode Potential
= 20 -WO V.
Amplification Ratio = 16.

It will be seen from the tables that
the

in ohms (R0).

Valve Type DE8HF Dull Emitter.
Filament Potential = 5.8 V.
Filament Current = o . tr A.

in oh:. case was somewhat indistinct.
Laboratory Tests.
in

Ratio (µ ).

Manufacturer's Rating.
Filament Potential = 1.8 V.
Filament Current
= 0.12 A.
Anode Potential
= 20-120 V.
Amplification Ratio =
Internal Impedance = 22,000 ohms.

that a cylindrical anode is employed,

material, and are provided with a ridge

in milliamps.

Valve Type DE2LF Dull Emitter.
Filament Potential = 1.7 V.
Filament Current = 0.12 A.

low -frequency valve, it was observed

In all four valves the pins have
spring sides, and are not split. The
caps are of hard, black insulating

Internal
AmplificationImpedance

Manufacturer's Rating.
Filament Potential
= 1.8 V.
Filament Current
= 0.12 A.
Anode Potential
= 20--120 V.
Amplification Ratio = 12.
Internal Impedance = 45,000 ohms.

DE2LF, and DE2HF.

one side, while the other side is of the
silver appearance characteristic of the
getter employed. The plate and grid
are of a flat rectangular shape, while
the filament is in the form of an inverted V, the two ends being secured

Anode
Current

the DE2HF the

Internal Impedance = 25,000 ohms.
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ratio varies with the

tical grooves at opposite ends of a

In the case of the DE8LF there is a

a spindle in the centre of the knob,
and from it two short brass rods project, so as to engage with the screws

amplification

diameter. A brass bush screws on to

high-tension used, this quantity being
greatest with a high anode potential.
smaller relative variation of imped-,

ance with anode voltage.

For the

other two 'valves both the amplification
ratio *and_ impedante-geems to be inde-,

peiident of anode voltage within wide
limits. In our tests a somewhat lower
filament current was used than the

mentioned above. The spindle can be
rotated by a small milled vernier knob

which is secured to the spindle by a
brass pin.
Thus, as the knob is
rotated, the brass bush moves up and
down the spindle, while the short rods

Valve Type DE8LF Dull Emitter.
Filament Potential =__5.8 V.
Filament Current = 0.11A.
Anode

Potential
in volts.
40
60
80

Grid

Potential
in volts.

0.0

-2.0
-4.0

Anode

.

Internal

Current
in milliamps.

Amplification
Ratio (µ).

Impedance
in ohms (4°).

1.30

6.9

1.85

6.6

2.5o

6.7

15,40o
13,5Go
11,800

Manufacturer's Rating.
Filament Potential = 5 .6 V.
Filament Current
0.12 A.
Anode Potential
= 20-120 V.
Amplification Ratio = 7,
Internal Impedance = 8,000 ohms.

makers specify. This was done because the valve constants were not
found to vary appreciably with filament
current under the conditions employed,
and it is desirable to under -run rather
than over -run a filament.
Further,
although the filament current was

lower than the manufacturer's rating,
the filament potential was well up to
the rating. These slight inconsistencies are generally found in valve filaments, but in the valves tested they
were all on the right side.
On testing in Radio Press receiving
sets the valves were found to function
satisfactorily in their various capacities. They were also a good fit for a
number of valve sockets, and only
slight traces of microphone noises
were present.

Vernier Dial

fixed to it slide up and down in the
grooves in the main knob. These rods

also engage with curved slots

in a

short hollow brass cylinder which fits
loosely into the main knob. A hollow,

screwed brass lug projects from the

brass cylinder and is designed to screw
on to the main spindle of the, con-

Thus, as the main knob of
the dial is rotated, the dial rotates at
the same rate, carrying with it the
denser.

moving vanes of the condenser.

When

the vernier -knob is rotated, however,
the short brass rods slide up and down
the brass cylinder

and thus cause the latter to revolve

slowly.
The moving- vanes revolve
with it, but the dial itself remains

stationary. A short pointer attached
to the brass cylinder indicates the

amount of the vernier movement on
The dial sub
the ro-degree scale.

mitted screws on to a 2B.A. condenser

A. F. Bulgin & Co. have
submitted to us for test their Combine
Vernier Dial. It is claimed that the

shaft, but the makers state that the

and that a desirable feature is the low
gearing ratio of iSo to 1.
Description of Component.-This
consists of two parts, i.e., the dial and

was found to be quite smooth in
operation, although there was a slight
amount of backlash on the vernier.
There was no appreciable wobble on
the dial. The reduction ratio was
found to be as stated, i.e., 1So to r.
'I'his dial is a very interesting article,
and should be especially useful to

Messrs.

vernier adjustment is very smooth,

the vernier movement within the knob.

The dial consists of a black disc 3 in.
in diameter bevelled on its rim and

graduated from o to 18o degrees.
Opposite this graduated scale there are
some more graduations extending

through a small angle of TO degrees.
These are not on the bevelled edge,

dials can also be supplied for 3/16 -in.
or 1 -in. shafts.
Laboratory Tests.-The movement

amateurs who desire to fit a vernier on
to an ordinary condenser. The vernier
provides an exceptionally fine motion.

Combined Filament Resistance and

composed of the same black insulating
material as the dial. It is fixed to the

ance and valve holder has been submitted to us for test.

latter by means of two screws which
are invisible when the dial is in posi-

The knob is hollow and contains
the vernier mechanism. On the inside
of the main knob there are two vertion.

white arrow on the top of the knob

indicating the direction of rotation for
A
increasing the filament current.
brass nut is embedded in the knob, and
enables it to be screwed on to the
spindle. A circular lock -nut of almost

the same diameter as the knob is, provided, while one -hole fixing is secured
through the agency of a screwed sleeve
concentric with the spindle. Two nuts
screw on to this, one to fix the sleeve
to the panel and the other to secure a
metal plate to the sleeve. This metal
plate serves to support the rheostat.
The Resistance Element.
The resistance element of the rheostat
consists of resistance wire wound
tightly on a cylinder of insulatirig material. The rheostat arm is of curved
section, so that as it sweeps from end
to end over the resistance it makes
smooth contact, and does not scrape.
It is fixed to the spindle by two nuts,

and a spring washer causes it to be
pressed firmly against the resistance
winding. A stop is provided at the
" On ' position, and at the other end
the contact arm is free to move clear
of the resistance winding, so that the
valve can be switched off by means of
the rheostat knob. The resistance ele-

ment and rheostat arm are supported

by the metal plate beneath the spindle.
Insulating Panel.
The part of the metal plate above the
spindle carries a small right-angled insulating panel, which is fixed to it by
twa screws. This panel is about 21 in.
long, and at its distant end four brass
valve sockets are inserted. These are
tapped at their lower ends; and screws
are inserted, and when screwed up
these hold soldering tags in place
against the base of the sockets. These
tags are of sufficient length, but there
is no adequate provision for fixing connections without the aid of soldering.
Sufficiently large terminals are, however, provided for the rheostat.
Laboratory Tests.
The resistance of this rheostat was

found to be 28 ohms, which is sufficient for controlling valves of the .o6
ampere class with a 4 -volt battery. On

test the rheostat was found to work

smoothly, and to be practically silent
Rotation through 90
in operation.
degrees

Valve Holder
A Garnett's combined filament resistDescription of Component.
This component is designed

back -of -panel

for

mounting, and incor-

porates the filament resistance and
'

was

sufficient

to turn the

rheostat arm from the " On " to the
" Off " position.
sistance

but are on the flat part of the dial,
and are intended for the vernier
The main knob, which is
pointer.
milled and rather long, is apparently

valve holder in one unit. One -hole
fixing is employed, and the rheostat
knob is the only portion visible above
the panel surface. This knob is of
fluted black moulded material, a curved

of

The insulation re-

the valve sockets was

found to be infinite, and it was impos-

sible to insert a valve in the wrong

position so as to damage the filament
by contact with the anode socket. The
fit for several types of valves was found

to be satisfactory.
This is quite a useful component,
and the provision of valve holder and
rheostat in one unit is of considerable
assistance in mounting.
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Are you ready ?
In radio communication, the letters " QRV " followed

Whether you intend to build a new receiver or re-

by an interrogation mark mean " Are you ready ?"
The station in reply sends " QRV ," " I am ready -

*, Components are,

(no interrogation mark) and the interchange of messages

begins. Are you ready for the long winter evenings
when you will spend a good deal more time with

design your old set, choose your components wisely.
in every detail, reliability
itself. Forethought and care in design and construction makes them so. Specify 4.114, Components

and assure yourself of better radio reception at
all times.

your radio ?

Mica

V. ID Filament Rheostats

IAD

A distinctive type made for use

thereon.

with all types of valves.
Prices, each
Bright Emitter Filament
Rheostat ..
5/6
Dull Emitter Filament
Rheostat ..
..
6/6
Dual type )for either Bright
or Dull Emitters)
..
76
Triple Rheostat ..
221

Fixed

Condensers

OAR H.F. Transformers
"The Transformer that made
H.F. amplification popular...

Are of the permanent capacity engraved
Are instantly interchangeable.
PRICES

each

0'0001 pF to 0'0009 /.,F (030)
p.F (0 1)
0'001 p.F to 0'01
0'015 p.F to 0'01 pF (034)

2/6

Supplied in six ranges of wave-

lengths, covering 80 to 7,000 metres

Price 10! each.

..
...
3/4'.
..
(Two clips are supplied with each condenser)

With H.F. Transformer, Price 12/ Special Neutradyne Units and Super-

heterodyne Couplers also supplied.
No extra charge for matching, if requested

Above, mounted on ebonite base. with

terminals, any value, 1/- extra.

when ordering,

*H.F. Damper, Price 2/.
The H.F. Damper is a device which.

when inserted in the central hole of
the H.F. Transtormer, stabilises a
circuit which otherwise could oscillate.
OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS

TioadOffice &71grIcs:'

WEXHAM ROAD . SLOUGH

BUCKS.
.7elepfione:SLoucH 441 &442

_L
M
Manufacturers of

eHE

London Office & Wholesale Showrooms:
'

Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

WEXHAM ROAD: SLOUGH: BUCKS:

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: RADIETHER. SLOUCH.

HASTINGS HOUSE,
NORFOLK ST. STRAND,W.C.2
tatepfione:ceNTRAL 8272
RADIETHER a SLOUCH

CABLE ADDRESS:

Barclays A (l*
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CORRESPONDENCE
ITALIAN AMATEUR TRANSMISSION
SIR,-We think your readers will be

interested to know that the following
Italian amateurs have entered the
Radio Transmitting Contest organised
by II Radiogiornale official organ of

the National Radio Club of Italy :INO-Marietti Franco, Corso Dante
8, Torino.
1AS-Pozzi Silvio, Corso Torino 1,
Novara.

IJR-Jerace N. Ottone, Via Melchiorre Gioia, Torino.
1LP-Ponzio Luigi, Via Venti Set-

tembre 5o, Torino.

tAP-Sella Giuseppe, Via Ospedale

51, Torino.
1AU-Strada Federico, Via Ospedale
14, Torino.

1FD-Deregibus Francesco; Via del
Carmine 6, Torino.

iCO-Gian Luigi Colonnetti, Via

Maria Vittoria 24, Torino.
tAY-Fontana Giuseppe, Corso Garibaldi 34, Piacenza.
1GW-Bruno Brunacci, Via Evangelista Torricelli I, Roma.
'GS-Giovanni Serra, Via S.
Secondo, Pinerolo (Torino).
iRM-Associazione Radio Montatori, Viale Angelico 19, Roma.
IBS-Luise Fausto, Piazza Manzi to,
Piacenza.

The points awarded in the contest

will be for :-

Greatest distance.

Greatest number of two-way com-

munications.

Best report about the whole ques-

tion of short-wave transmission.

The National Radio Club of Italy
requests the amateurs of the whole

AMATEUR TELEPHONY
TRANSMISSION

SIR,-I note with interest your re-

marks about my station G6OH in your
very excellent paper, Wireless Weekly,
of

November

i t.

My

station

is

situated at Lichfield, but I am in Stafford during the week.
I should be very much obliged if you
could bring to the notice of your
readers the fact that I have, every Sunday, a low -power telephony transmission at to.00 G.M.T. and 18.00 G.M.T.
These usually last 10-15 minutes, and

after that I stand by for reports by
radio. I should also, of course, be
very glad of any reports by letter or
card. The wavelength is 44-46 metres.
I

have been received in Glasgow at

good L.S. strength on a o-Det.-2.

My

input here is about 3 watts. I have
only had reports on schedule, and I
should be very glad of any further

reports.-Yours faithfully,

G. S. SAMWAYS (G6OH).

8, Rowley Avenue,
Stafford.

(ELIMINATION OF
" ATMOSPHERICS "
have been much interested
as a wireless experimenter in your
issue of November i 1, the article on
" Atmospheric Elimination " especially ; I have conducted very many experiments in this connection. Perhaps
you will be interested to know that at
a distance of nine miles from the J3e1fast Station I am able to receive on
a straight, one -valve set that station

(a) without aerial, and on the earth
lead alone, (b) without earth, and on
the aerial alone. Under (a) I have
received 2BE during a thunderstorm
without a trace of static or other interference. I did not care to risk the
aerial alone during the storm. But,
under normal conditions, the signals
come in loudest when the aerial alone
is used - approaching loud -speaker
On the earth alone very
strength.
good volume, but not quite as loud as
on the aerial alone. The Glasgow sta-

tion has also been picked up, using
only the aerial or earth, and without
It has been
trace of atmospherics.

This Marconi
alarm device,

shown at the

Olympia Shipping
and Engineering

Exhibition, automatically rings a

bell when a distress call is received.

world, and specially the American,

Australian, African, and Asiatic opera-

tors, to be kind enough to send QSus
promptly to their Italian friends.
During the month of October last
the following Italian short-wave transmitters were QSO with New Zealand :

1RM, IAU, 1AS, IBS, iCO.
was

QSO

with

Australian

'AS

3BQ.

iGW was OSO with Argentine AA8.
IAU was QSO with Australian 2YH.
zRG ('phone, too -watt input) has been
QSO with many European amateurs,

and his modulated signals are generally
received R7 over all Europe.-Yours
faithfully,
RADIO CLUTI NAZIONALE ITALIANOt

E. M. Mown.
II Secretario Generale.
Milano, Italy,

noted that with aerial alone the volume

AMATEUR CALL SIGN

SIR,-I should be grateful

would bring to the notice

is greater than with aerial and earth.
if you

of

your

readers that the call sign 6VZ has been
allotted to me.

I am using to watts rectified A.C.,
and my transmissions take place on
150-200 metres (2,000-1,5oo kc.), C.W.,

I.C.W., and telephony.-Yours faithfully,

A, E. STEPHENS (G6VZ).

West View,
Chewton Road,
Keynsham, Bristol.

The latter volume is about the same as
with earth alone. The system of coils

and arrangement are of my own design. With my arrangement I am of
the opinion that for a local station, at
least, perfect and voluminous reception can be had at any place within
zo miles radius of a broadcasting station without an aerial, or conversely
without an earth. In a short time I
expect to be able to carry, my experiments further.
Your article on " Are Long Coils

Doomed? " was of immense interest to
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me, as I have been experimenting for
some years in this direction. Within
limits, in my opinion, it does not matter what gauge of wire is used. I am
able to receive as efficiently on a coil

of 42 gauge wire as on one of

18

gauge, but the former must be narrow
in width. The ratio of width to diameter should run about 2 : 5, but modifications can be made within limits
where space has to be considered. That
shown, 2 :5 seems to be right for our
B.B.C. waves. The former should be
of as thin a material as possible, and

SHORT-WAVE RECEPTION IN
INDIA

SIR,-A short time ago I decided to
make my first attempt at constructing
I
an ultra short-wave receiver.
selected the two -valve circuit as
described by Mr. A. D. Cowper,

M.Sc., in Wireless Weekly of May 27.
With very little difficulty I soon had

the set wired up and ready for work,
and I must say that I was really surprised at the results obtained. Using
a single -strand aerial 15ft. long and
loft. high, and Marconi D.E.R. valves,
the following stations have been
heard : ANE, FW, 6AG, G2NM, GB1,
8SSC, NTT, NIJR, NPU, NPO,

G2LZ, G6DA, PCLL, POF, G2XY,

A3E and F8TK. I would be very glad

if any of your readers could inform
me as to the identity and wavelength
the following stations :

of

PCLL,

F8TK, 8SSC, A3E, NTT, GB, (GB
one), ANE and FW.
Trusting that this letter may be of
some interest to you, I will close,
wishing you
faithfully,

success.-Yours

every

J. M. DRUDGE.

Razmak, N.W.F., India.
[We are able to supply the follow-

ing information about the stations
Chauny, Aisne,
quoted :
F8TK,
France; 8SSC, Belgian Army of
Occupation ; A3E, South
Africa;
NTT, U.S.S. Scorpion, Black Sea;.
GB r, North Africa; ANE, Dutch
Government Laboratory, Bandoeng,
Java; FW, French Commercial

Mr. F. H. Sheward's "All -Concert"
Receiver is built into a handsome
cabinet, the batteries being placed -in'
the lower compartment.
throughout where

perforated

the

strength of the former will allow it.

If the ratio I quote is adhered to, efficient reception can be had with any
gauge of wire. With this ratio, resistance will be at its lowest, so far as

On
solenoid coils are concerned.
a straight one -valve circuit with
reaction, in August last, within
half a mile of the Glasgow station, on an indoor aerial, I cut

Station.-ED.]

described

Harris, M.I.-R.E.,
Envelope No. 4.
a power

de.

RICHARD E. BARROUR.

Lisburn, Co. Antrim.

RECEPTION OF AUSTRALIA

SIR,-I should like to inform

you

re publication in Wireless Weekly regarding Australian 6AG that I received
him, R37, here (on o-Det.-r with indoor aerial) as far back as October 18,
which, I believe, was before your previous report. Wishing the best
journal all success.-Yours
atriateur's

faithfully,
Derby.

E. D. DUNN.

H.T.- and L.T.

being

a common terminal, it only requires,

of course, H.T.+ on the earth ter-

minal to complete the H.T. circuit
across the filaments. Needless to say,
my earth terminal has since been transferred.-Yours faithfully,
Driffield.
T. H. Cor.wit.r..

"THE HARMONY FOUR "
SIR,-In spite of my " unhandiness "
with the quill, one of your circuits has
driven me to send you my appreciation of it. For the last eighteen months,
I have been following Modern Wire
less, and with, the more complicated
lay -outs I have always had good success when trying those of Mr. Percy
W. Harris, 1VI.I.R.E. 'I have, amongst
many others, made the " Transatlantic V," the " Anglo-American

Six," and now at last he brings out
ideal
circuit-the " Harmony
Faun" It is excellent-pure and

the

powerful and sensitive! My aerial. is
but a is -ft. length of wine across the
room, and I get Daventry, Manchester,
Stoke-on-Trent, and. Birmingham at full loud -speaker strength.
Liverpool,

-Yours faithfully,
Wrexham.

A. E. RATTER.

ENVELOPE No. 6 IN CANADA

SfR,-It will interest you to know
that my wave -trap constructed from
Envelope No. 6 is proving a great
As I am writing our local station
within 21 miles is broadcasting; the

-wave-trap has " cut him out," and

by Percy W.
in Radio Press

valve, each, valve

Wishing Mr. Harris and all the
Radio Press publications every success,

presence of an electrical engineer. I
was given to understand that I had
done the impossible with an ordinary
set of minimum power !
Wishing Wireless Weekly continued
success.-Yours faithfully,

the

white flash.

having separate H.T. control.
Excellent results are obtained from
both British and Continental stations.

-Yours faithfully,

The test was made in

with it, and, to my astonishment-a

I have added another stage of L.F.,

using

out with ease the Glasgow station and
brought in two French and four German stations, Belfast, London, Newcastle, Edinburgh, Liverpool and Manchester.

acci-

dentally touched the earth terminal

success.

ENVELOPE No. 4
SIR,-I enclose photograph of my
three -valve " All -Concert de Luxe
Receiver

taking off the RT.+ lead I

F. H. SHEWARD.

S toke-on-Trent.

SIR,-I am using the " All -Concert
Luxe '''

Receiver,

described

by

Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., in Radio

Press Envelope No. 4, which certainly
deserves praise. Using 35, so, and 75
coils respectively for aerial, anode and
reaction, most B.B.C. stations are
brought in with ease, while with a 5o,
75, and ma coil I have picked. up no
less than six foreign stations in twenty
minutes. Using 6o volts H.T. I have
inserted 1.5 volts grid bias, and I am
using a variable grid -leak, both of
which have increased the efficiency of
the set. You may consider it worth:
while publishing a tip, which, had T
previously known it, would have saved
me the cost of three dull -emitter valves.
On the right-hand side of my set were

the battery and earth terminals, the
earth being next to H.T.+. When

A view of the power plant which sup-

plies the power of 2 kilcwatts to the
Bilbao broadcasting station (EAJ 11).
Omaha, Nebraska; r,3oo miles away,

is coming in at full loud -speaker
strength.

My aerial and lead-in are
The set is a 4 -valve

long.

rflo ft.

radio -

frequency one, with a 2-valVe amplifier.
At present all six valves are
working.

There -i's no loss in volume,

and I- am of the opinion that the.trap
clears the music to a great extent.
Giingratulating you on your- Ne; -6
Envelope.-Yours faithfully;
EEONARD' H. COOPER.

Calgary, Canada.
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able, but the use of two or three
The Design of Intermediate
Frequency Transformers, for
Superheterodyne Receivers

would be out of the question for the
reasons outlined above, in addition

(Continued from page 367)

Matching the Transformers

the same wire in the larger slot for
the secondary. The core is put in so
that the air -gap comes under the

formers we cannot use them unless
they are properly matched. There-

to this latter one.

Now that we have these trans-

larger or secondary coil, and the
ends of the laminations are bent
over each other to hold them together. This transformer may be
placed in a small metal can, with
leads brought out as desired. It
should first be boiled in a resin beeswax compound, with which the
can should be filled.
The " Ftlter "
This transformer, while selective,

may best be used in conjunction

with another type, which would be a
compromise between B and C.
This latter transformer may be

built by turning out a wood spool,
as shown in Fig. 1. In the bottom
of the slot are wound 25o turns of
No. 3o gauge d.s.c. wire. On top

are wound 1,50o turns of No. 36
gauge

d.s.c. wire, forming the
secondary.
This coil has an air

core, and cuts side bands slightly.
Using but one, this is not notice-

fore, we may arrange the simple
circuit shown in Fig. 2. The transformer for test is shown at TX. The
80

"zL

60

excellent
together.

and should be
Those reading

used

four

degrees apart will work together

but not very satisfactorily. The air -

core transformer is measured by
setting the condenser at the reading
for the 'other transformers, and adding condensers in small steps up to
.or across its primary until it gives
maximum deflection- of the plate
milliammeter at the given setting of
This
the oscillator condenser.
measurement method is crude, but
will be found satisfactory for one or
two sets of transformers.

A Crystal Circuit
Modification

(Continued from page 371)

X20

4000

4500 5000 5500 6000 6500 7000
WAVELENGTH IN METRES

Fig. 3.- Curves of different types of
transformers, plotted on a scale of
wavelength against amplification.

oscillator coupling is reduced until,
with the condenser adjusted for best
reading on the plate milliammeter,
a small deflection is just barely dis-

The reading of the condenser is then noted. Transformers
reading not over a degree apart are

cernible.

lower end of the inductance, and the
aerial to the central tap.
The
crystal detector is also joined to the

central tap, and the telephones are
connected to the earth as usual.
Simple Wiring

Obviously a circuit of great sim-

plicity such as this has not all the
advantages of one in which there
are a number of tappings, both for
aerial and crystal ; but the great
simplicity of wiring, is a point in its
favour.

1111:1111111110E

Supreme Qu ality

in Headphones

These

headphones

give

faultless

reception.

The large and extremely sensitive diaphragms
are made from special Stalloy and fitted
with highly polished earpieces of moulded
ebonite.
Flexible cords are fitted to outside
of earpieces ensuring easy replacement.
A
self adjusting headband eliminates any tendency

to catch in the hair.
Sold under the Fuller
guarantee
service.

of good
4,000 ohms.

Price

FULLER'S UNITED
ELECTRIC WORKS LTD.,
Chadwell
Heath,
Essex.

Telephone : Ilford
1200 (6 lines).
Telegrams : "Fuller,
Chadwell Heath."

LONDON DEPOT : 176, Tottenham Court Road, W.1.

Tdephone : Marcum 9008.

574-10o
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ernistat
or delicate
Filament Control
The Efesca Vernistat (Patent) is the most delicate filament
control yet invented, and should be used wherever a separate
rheostat is employed for H.F. and detector valves. The
Vernistat is smooth and silent in operation, and absolutely
safeguards the valves from an accidental burn -out through too
rapid switching on. Three complete turns of the knob are
required to bring in or out the whole resistance.
The Vernistat is made for both dull and bright emitter
filament control, resistance 5 ohms or 30 ohms.
Price complete, 6/- each.

Examine the possibilities of Efesca Components for experimental
work. Their precision, their convenience and their instrument finish,
quite apart from the many patents incorporated in their design, lend
themselves particularly to the work of the experimental enthusiast
and the home constructor who aims at utmost efficiency.

Ask your Wireless Dealer for:-

EFESCk
COM PON ENTS

Wholesale

Only :-

FALK, STADELMArsIN & CO., Ltd,
Efesca Electrical Works,
83 - 93, FARRINGDON ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
and at Glasgow, Manchester and Birmingham.
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nformation
Department
R. P. (LLANELLY) asks us to tell

him the frequency range a certain
coil in his receiver will cover. The
set is a short-wave receiver described
by Mr. Rattee for the reception of
KDKA, which station our reader
tunes in between 40 and 50 degrees
on his condenser.
From the particulars given above

we are afraid any calculation made to
obtain the frequency range of the coil
in the receiver would be practically useless, since it would be necessary to
know definitely the capacity of the con-

denser at the exact setting for KDKA,

and also the particular frequency at

which this station was transmitting at
the time. Even if these two figures
could be given, it is doubtful whether

From the symptoms given we are at
once inclined to suspect the earth connection, and would advise that alternative earths be tried ; or, if this is diffi-

sufficiently reliable results could be obtained by calculation, and we are
afraid therefore that we can only advise

our correspondent to obtain a wave meter and measure the range of the

cult to accomplish, that a temporary
counterpoise arrangement be erected.
This latter may consist of a length of

coil in question.

insulated wire connected in place of the

G. F. S. (SOUTHPORT) has a
with reaction, and two stages of

normal earth, and taken to the full
length of the aerial, preferably under-

receiver employing a valve detector,

neath the latter, 6 ft. or so up and well
insulated. If with an alternative earth
connection, or a counterpoise, whichever is tried, the trouble disappears, it

transformer - coupled low -frequency
amplification. Until recently the set

worked well, but now the tuning
alters from night to night for a given
station, and sometimes has to be

will show that the earth connection
was responsible. In certain cases a
break in the earth lead can be seen,
but in others where the break has

changed during a transmission.
Occasionally a low-pitched howl
commences in the loud - speaker,

finally drowning all signals.

occurred where it is soldered to a

ORMIND SQUARE LAW

- NEW-

LOW LOSS CONDENSERS
Con densrare
(ESE
I be of the capacity stated,

dt
andrant

eto 1;3e

workmanship and
material. They represent a new departure
of first

class

in British Condenser design, giving the
following advantages :-

EDITION
NOW READY

See our full pate

advertisement in

Send P.O. 6d. for

LESS" Christmas

instruction booklet by
A. E. Bowyer -Lowe,
M.J.I.E., contain-

enlarged edition of

"MODERN WIREDouble Number.

(1) Practical negligible

7 Valves

losses.

(2) One -hole fixing-ens
in. diameter hole is
needed to

fix this

instead of 9

condenser to panel.
(9)

ite strips.

(3)

Build

report better results with seven valves
than they obtained with nine valves and

How

foreign transformers.
This is because these British products are
built for use with British Valves. Higher
amplification with pure, rich signals
results. Each set of transformers is
individually matched and tested. Four
Transformers and Oscillator - Coupler

Super

your Super -Heterodyne
with
Bowyer -Lowe Transformers. Many users

47/A7,4/ 'li') till .1111111\1A \\A\\*A4

action;

Smooth

spindle tension is
maintained by
designed
specially

friction washer.
Mooing vanes and
end plates are at
earth potential.
(7) One-piece knob and

(0)

dial-supplied loose.

Secured by I B.A.
Set Screw.
Sappliel in the following

with instruction booklet for building a

slaps.

Price
with

Pries
without
dim Vernier. Vernier.
00525
Ste
.0003
.0005
.001

91.

9/6
10/9

Complete

with

and Dial.

to
Build a
7 - Valve
Het,

Receiver
6 4:

BOWYER - LOWE TESTED

SUPER HETERODYNE

Knob

ORMOND ENGINEERING Co, Ltd,

ating hints.

7 -Valve Super -Het. Receiver cost £5.

7/6
8/9/

from all dealers!

instructions
for.
building 7 - Valve

Super- Het., with
progressive photographs and oper-

Bleed construction-

cannot warp ; end
plates of stout aluminium, perfectly flat.
(4) Fixed vanes supported by # in. ebon-

ing "step by step"

-

TelephoneClerkenwell

9344, 5 and 0.

199-205, Pentenville Road, Ring's Cross, London, 5.1 Telegrams" Ormendengi,
Kinross."
WhiskIn Street, Clerkenwell, E.C.1,
FaetOrY

I Bee the In- I
epeetion

label on
every
Icondenser.
.

TRANSFORMERS

...

Bowyer -Lowe Co. Ltd., Letchworth.

L
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NO SUDDEN JERKS
Just a soft smooth movement brought about on
the worm and pinion principle, together with it
compensating spring to balance the weight of the
moving coil: That is the secret of the soft, silky
action of the I,. & P. Coil Holder,
If you have any difficulty in getting distant
Stations, fit au I,. & P. Coil Holder and your
difficulties will vanish.
Send for our Booklet, it will interest you.

L. &

P.

Coil

Holder
DOW

reduced
to

8/6

Twenty years of
knowing how

Patent N o.
291514.
From all Good Dealers or write at once for list. Sent free on request

LONDON& PROVINCIAL RADIO COMPANY, Ltd.,
30. Comae Lane, COLNE, LANCS.
Other leading " Ellanpee "
& P. Valve Window.
entoince the appearance of any set. Small size 214. each.
I.arge Size aid. each. L. & P. Miniature Switches, D.P.D.T.
1/6 each. L. & P. Pall and Push Switch-positive action,
positive satisfaction-only 2/- each.

THERE'S one thing every the passing years. For twenty
manufacturer needs but which
money can't buy-experience. It
is experience which has
brought T.C.C. Condensers to the forefront today. Experience in manufacturing all types of fixed

condensers-experiene

in dealing with the
problems peculiar to in-

sulation and capacityexperience in producing millions

of condensers, large and small,
Mansbridge and Mica.
Money could not buy this experience. It can only be obtained

by paying the price-the price of
Look for the
name T. C. C.
Mansbridge
stamiyed on

years the Telegraph Condenser
Co. Ltd., have been designing and
building all types of
Condensers. This in-

densers.

By specifying

T.C.C. in your next Set

you will be assured of
extreme accuracy and

uncommon dependability.

Remember, all T.C.C. Condensers
in metal cases are genuine Mans -

bridge, while those in moulded
cases are Mica. Each case is

REPAIRS
TO HEADPHONES
Nan. ...

TO LOUD SPEAKERS
TO COILS
Rewound to any Resistance and

Established
26 Years.

Price
equal to new.
quoted on receipt of instruments.
made

Prompt Delivery.

The VARLEY MAGNET

WOOLWICH, S.E .18.

Company

'Phone : Woolwich 888.

green in colour and bears the
sign T.C.C. stamped on its side.

PRICES AND CAPACITIES
Mansbridge, 4 mfds. - 19/4 Mansbridge, '1 mfd. - 2/6
Mansbridge, 2 mfds. 10/- Mansbridge, '09 to '01- 2/4
Mansbridge, 1 mfcL - 3/10 Mansbridge, '009 to '005 2/Mansbridge, '5 mfd. - 3/4 Mica, '004 to '001 - - 2/4
Mansbridge, '25 mfd.- 3/- Mica, '0009 to '0001 - 2/4

the side ofthe
green metal
ease.

Wt.

valuable knowledge is
now passed on to you in
the form of T.C.C. Con-

Every T.C.C.

Mica Con-

denser
is
contained

in a moulded
green Case.

AL ES R.
Let our valve making plant repair your broken
or burnt -out valves efficiently and promptly
(most makes). Amplification, radiation, and
current consumption guaranteed same as new.
Bright emitters 5/- "D.E.'s" (2 and

RADION
Reliable hepeIrs

I.

3 v. types) 716. Radions Ltd..
Bonington.nr.Macctesfieid I. Ass.
Largest Valve Repairing Firm in
List Free.
the world.

REPAIRS
Headphones

re -wound

S/- per pair.

and re -magnetised,

Any kind L.F. Transformer re -wound and

Write for
repaired 5/Trade Prices
Loud Speakers re -wound, 5/All work guaranteed and tested on otte aerial.
Phone : 1795 Clerk.
MASON & 00., 44, East Road, City Road. E.O.

The Telegraph Condenser Co. Lcd., West Park Works, Kew.
GiThert Ad. 4093.

.Viso
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buried earth plate, the fault must be
located

as described

above,

or

by

digging up the earth plate.
H. T. C. (CHISWICK) is employing

direct - coupled straight 3 - valve
receiver and experiences great difficulty in cutting out the London
station. He has tried the usual types
of wave -trap with but little success.
He asks our advice.
a

Although fortunately not particularly

cases a very useful arrangement to try
is that given in Fig. i. Here we show
the high -frequency and detector portion of a common type of receiver,
slightly modified to accommodate an
acceptor wave -trap arrangement. For
the normal aerial coil an auto -coupling
arrangement has been substituted, and
across the so-called " aperiodic turns "

a series -acceptor circuit has been
placed. In practice this arrangement
often proves efficacious where other

lr
H.T.+ 2

long with 7o to go turns of No. zo
gauge enamelled wire. The trap con-

denser CT may be
.0005 ,ILF capacity.

of .0003

(AF

or

For fuller particu-

lars and constructional details of a
trap of this type we would refer the
reader to Modern Wireless for October,

1925, in which a unit of this type is

described by Mr. G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

A. B. (EARLSFIELD) possesses a
rather small outside aerial which he
is unable to improve, and asks us to
recommend a receiver to suit him,
explaining that he requires as many
British and Continental stations as
possible, on the loud -speaker.
Since our correspondent's locality is
not a good one, and he is further
handicapped by a small aerial, we
think two high -frequency valves will
be needed. A highly selective receiver

C3

will

also be necessary, owing to the

proximity of the London station. We
advise that the " Special Five " receiver described in the November issue
of

R3

CT

L

H.T.-

LT+

Fig. 1.-The series -acceptor form of wave -trap proves effective on most
aerial systems, and is shown in the above diagram as LT. CT. (H.T.C.
Chiswick).

common, there are aerial and earth

systems on which ordinary wave -traps
do not function satisfactorily. In such

Modern 'Fireless be constructed,

since this is an ideal instrument for

types fail. LT is a low -loss coil,
wound, for example, on a standard

long-distance reception on the loud-

speaker, and is highly selective.

" WIRELESS "
THE ONE -WORD WEEKLY,
EVERY TUESDAY.

Collinson type low -loss former 7 in.

The Colvern Selector Low
Loss. Reading to 1/3,600th
capacity.
Capacity 0005 mfd. £1 1 0
.0003 mfd. 41 0 0
Type F, without gear attachment.
Capacity 0005 med. 15e. Od.

PRICE 2d.

The Rechargeable
H.T. BATTERY

.0003 mfd. 145. Od.
One hole fixing. Other capacities If required. Descriptive folder upon request.
Colvern Independent Vernier.
Price 2s. 6d.

Ask your dealer also for the
Colvern

Former.

Low

Loss

Coil

Price Ss. Od.

60 VOLT BATTERY, 40/ -

COLVERN ESSENTIALS
to 11©g diatance work
Every reader of this journal may, upon application, receive
illustrated literature of Colvern essentials to a very efficient

For particulars write to:

long distance receiver.
The Colvern Selector Low Loss Condenser (true geared 20 to 1) and
capable of relocation to 1(3,600th part of the variable capacity.

Radio Equipment Co., Ltd.

The Colvern Low Loss Coil Former provides a very efficient
Write to us to -day and your long distance experiments will be

inductance of low self capacity and low H.F. Resistance.

5, Dyer's Buildings
HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1

successful.

COLLINSON PRECISION SCREW CO., LTD., Provost Works, Macdonald Rd.,
Walthamstow, London, E.17.
Telephone: Walthamstow 532.

Barclays da.
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Wireless Weekly Small Advertisements.
PATENTS, Trade Marks,
Inventions,
Advice, Handbook and Consultations
free. B. T. King, Regd., Patent Agent,

146a, Queen Victoria St., London, E.C.4.

rrELEPHONE RECEIVERS aqd Loud
Speakers Rewound, 2,000 ohms, 3/6.
-A. Roberts & Co., 42, Bedford Hill, Balham,
S.W.12.

1 -VALVE Amplifier, 35/-, use one or two

valves ; also 1 -Valve Amplifier, 20f both perfect, as new. Valves, 4/6 each. Smari
Headphones, 8/6 pair.' New 4 -volt Accumulator, celluloid case, 13/-. New Dura
66 -volt H.T. Battery, guaranteed, 7/-. 2 -Valve .
All -Station- Set, works speaker, £4. Approval
willingly.-W. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
Stockwell, London.
4.

No, Sfr ! The Keystone Super -l -let does
not limit you to one band of wavelengths
"i thought that every superhetero- possible degree of selectivity," he
I 'dyne was limited to a waveband answered. " In these days, with
of from about, 300 to boo metres." new stations springing up all over
" No," replied the man behind the Europe, it is no use building a Set
co -tinter, " that is essentially an
which cannot separate stations a
American idea, because over there metre or two apart." " You don't
no one is allowed to broadcast over mean to say that you can work to
60o metres. Besides, you must re-.
member that the Keystone is British
right through. It has been designed
to. operate with British Valves
and with British components."

" But how can it cover other waveasked.
"Merely by exchanging this oscillengths ? "

lator coupler," he
explained,

"for one

suitable for higher or
lower wavelengths as
required. You see, the

ELECTRIC Lighting Sets for 200/250

volt circuits, complete with 16 lamp-

holders wired, adapter and 18 assorted
coloured lamps (2 spares).

LECTRIC Lighting Sets for 100/125
volt circuits, complete with 9 lampholder wired, adopter and 9 assorted

Cabinets from lid, any she made to

" Amazing - amazing
. . . and what would

work on a fixed wavelength of 2,400 metres

" And why

do you make this coupler variable?'
I queried, still thirsting for information. " To ensure the greatest

62, High Holborn, London, W.C.i.
Walthamstow : 23o, Wood. Street.
Plymouth : 4, Bank of England Place.
Liverpool : 4, Manchester Street.

I

I

,

order. Designs and Lists free. Estimates
per return. Panels and accessories post
free. Bend to actual makers.

9r

PI K TT BROS. (Members of B.B.C.)
W.L. Cabinet Works. Bexley Heath, S.E.

LIBERTY PERMANENT DETECTOR

The Original One -Hole Fixing Detector.

it cost for the extra
parts to convert my

Stop Fiddling with Cats' Whiskers.
Refuse

present 4 - valve Set

I

'Liberty'
tested on

knits Dons.

actual
broadcasting
and fully

Technical Reports.
Amateur Wireless:

Insist on
seeing

Popular Wireless

filename

Liberty'

guarani.

Wireless Weekly

teed.

FIXING. - One - hole

pencil and paper he
I

Every

illf="71;11.vign

inferior

into a Keystone Superheterodyne ? " With

clips Or by ten pieces

50% more efficiency
50% lower price

did a bit of rapid
figuring, "About

copper wire to existing
detector

terminate.

"THE"100% DETECTOR

he announced. " And
will it look like the one you have
shown me ? " " It will be identical,
sir." " Then you had better take
my order now," I said.

If you don't

The " Liberty " Detector gives mor
sensitive reception Permanently than
a cat's whisker gives Temporarily. No
hunting for that " special spot " lost

by the slightest vibration.
" Liberty

The

is entirely unaffected by

vibration, sensitive all over, and that
loud spot cannot be lost.

From all,

dealers or direct
Radiarc Electrical Co Ltd
PRICE 3/6
Bennett Street, London, W.I. commis.

1

build a Super -Het,

Radio
--------this is the Book you need

Head Office, Irr '.s and Mail Order,

77, CITY ROAD, E.C.1.

'1°

1

Peto Scott Co. Ltd.
BRANCHES:

i

.

ISend three penny stamps to
cover cost of postage, etc.,

In this book are full details
and circuits showing the new
Keystone H.F. Tuner which
can be coupled to any type of
Super Heterodyne to give
an additional stage of H.F.
One of the
amplification.
most complete books of its
kind, fully illustrated.

'

In beautiful polished mahogany or oat,
and sent on approval. De Luse Models,
Parlour Models from 26i -to IPS. Crystal

sight of its masts and pick up Manchester on the Loud Speaker. How's

dyne Book-a complete book
on the design und construcIlion of Super -Hits. Included

19/17;

Manon's Electrical Supplies, Bexhill -on Sea

tune out 2L0 practically within

and we will send you a COPY
of the Keystone Super Hetero-

37/6

coloured
s
lamps (I spare).
Delivered Free. Send P.O., giving Voltage, to Dept. X,

r 1)111114:IZergio make

FREE!

[

formers are made to

I

XMAS TREE ILLUMINATIONS. :

that for selectivity?"

intermediate trans-

-or 125 kilocycles."

HEADPHONE REPAIRS.- Re -wound, re magnetised, readjusted. Lowest price
quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivered
three days. Est. 26 years.-Varlky Magnet
Co., London, S.E.18.

such fine limits?" I asked in amazement. " Good heavens," said the
salesman with a laugh, " we can

I

A

I

The new Pilot Manual, a splendid book
for the home constructor, showing how
to build Sets, together with descriptions

and illustrations of all the popular
Press Sets available under the
Post free
LPilot Panel System.

I

-I

The Keystone Super I- eterodyne

RADIO

PRESS

2/6

INFORMATION

DEPT.

QUERY
COUPON

WIRELESS WEEKLY.

No. 11.
Dec. 2, 1925.
Vol. 7.
(This coupon_ must be accompanied by
a postal order of 2/6 for each question,
and a stamped addressed envelope.)

P.S. 4076
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sound engineering job
-a
electrically and mechanically perfect
Cyldon Variable Condenser

is a

THEtriumphant combination of electrical
engineering and mechanical ingenuity.
Electrically, it is efficient in every feature;
each a point of superiority essential to easy,
sharp tuning and clear reception.

HEADPHONES

points of

embody many modern improvements designed to give increased audibility and
clarity of tone, and maintain their worldwide reputation. They are light in weight,
easily adjustable and exceptionally comfortable to the head

superiority

CLARITONE LOUD SPEAKERS.

Mechar.ically, it is ingenious in correcting the faults
in construction of other condensers besides embodying

distinct improvements of its own.
Conforming to modern practical design and scientifically low loss in construction, the Cyldon represents

a high standard in radio condenser efficiency and
stands pre-eminent in finish and performance.

6

CLARITONE
Price 20 /-

Supplied by all reputable dealers. W.216

Cyldon

I. The product of life-long
experience of electrical and

4. Rotor shaft can be adveins, thus ensuring suitable

2. A positive comtact instrument absolutely noiseless
in operation.
No backlash.

Extended side rod prevents
condenser
being
bodily
rotated when fixed to panel.

2,000 ohms
W.290.
120 ohms
W.291

without altering position of

mechanical experts.

3. Rugged compact construction. One hole fixing.

Senior Model,

justed to any tension desired
movement.

5. Takes any
Reared

size

dial,

or vernier, without

alteration.

£5

6. Watchspring
pigtail
from rotor to

connection

main terminal.

@NH

'0005

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

Guaranteed
for

12 MONTHS.

2,000 ohms
W.295.
120 ohms
W.296

Plain Spindle, Ball Bearings,
Insulation Strips,
Watchspring

Pigtail, 3 screw panel fixing, with drilling
template, and 4 -inch diameter American
pattern Knob and Dial.
Capacity.
*0003

.00025
-0002

..
..
..

..

a.

d.

17
16
16

6 each.
6

15

6

0

With Vernier Control for extra fine
tuning, 3/6 extra on prices quoted.
From all dealers or direct, post free,

SYDNEY S. BIRD,
" CYLDON " WORKS, SARNESFIELD RD.,
ENFIELD TOWN, MIDDLESEX.

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY

0

Junior Model,

The " CYLDON" Grounded
Rotor SQUARE LAW MODEL.
1 -inch
Radio

0

£2 15

0

Sole Distributors :

ASHLEY WIRELESS
TELEPHONE CO.

LIVERPOOL
69, Renshaw Street,
Telegrams: "Rotary, Liverpool."
Telephone: 4628 Royal.
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BOWYER-LOWE

Cilristmas Gift

LOW -LOSS

CONDENSER

FOR YOUR

Ater/O

RADIO FRIENDS

Selling Like Hot Cakes.

Give them a

Already hundreds of amateurs have
ordered their - Popular " Condensers..
These precision instruments are jump-'
ing into popular favour everywhere.
Buy yours this week.

RADIO PRESS BOOK

Test its ball bearing movement and see

how smoothly and evenly it tunes. with almost vernier
precision. Prove by the purity of your signals and your

increased wavelength range the superiority of its low -loss
design. Judge by the twelve months' guarantee how much
care has been put into its construction. Notice how its

compensated square law design makes the whole dial available
for tuning. The "Popular"Condenser is a precision tuning
device at a price you can afford. Order the instrument to -day
from your dealer or direct, Test it in your sets.
Descriptive Brochure free on application.

Wireless for All

94.

11d.

2

Simplified Wireless

1/-

1/2

3

How to Make Your Own Broadcast Receiver

1/6

.1

By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.1.E.E.
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,.,4.111.1:E.E.

By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
4 How to Erect Your Wireless Aerial ..
By B. Mittell, A.M.I.E.E.
5 The Construction of Wireless Receiving Apparatus
By P. D. Tyers.

The Bowyer -Lowe

VOPULARTONDIENSER
BALL BEARINGLOW LOSS SCILIARE LAW
Bowyer Lowe C°

Post

Price Free.

No.

1/6

1/8

..

1/6

1/8

7 How to Make a " Unit " Wireless Receiver

..

2/6

2/8

1/6

1/8

By E. Redpath.

8

Pictorial Wireless Circuits

By Oswald J. Rankin.

9 Wireless Valves Simply Explained

2/8

2/8

10 Practical Wireless Valve Circuits

2/6

2/8

12 Radio Valves and How to Use Them

2/6

2/8

13 500 Wireless Questions Answered

2/6

2/8

14 12 Tested Wireless Sets ..

2/6

2/8

By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,.A.M.I.E.E.

By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.1.E.E.
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.1.E.E.

Coils

Hawk

1/2

6 The Construction of Crystal Receivers

By Alan L. M. Don,:tas.

Letchworth

1/8

1/-

..
By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., and E. Redpath.
By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.

15 More Practical Valve Circuits

3/6

3/10

MAXIMUM

MINIMUM

..
16 Home -Built Wireless Components
17 Wireless Sets for Home Constructors

2,6
2/6

2/8
2/8

Efficiency

Capacity

18 Tuning Coils and How to Wind Them

1/6

1/8

21 Six Simple Sets

1/6

1/8

1/6

1/8

.

By John Scott -Taggart, Finet.P.,.A.M.I.E.E.
By E. Redpath.

By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

A

Damping Effects

Strength

.

By Stanley G. Ranee, ;11.1.1i.E.
22 Switches in Wireless Circuits ..

By Oswald J. Rankin.

Resistance

24 Wireless Faults and How to Find Them
By R. IV. Hallows, 111.A.
Waterproof.

Elementary Text -Book on Wireless Vacuum Tubes

Prov. Pat. 20289.

By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A

Ask your dealer for one of these coils for test, the price will not hurt you,
and you will find them as good as, if not better than, the most expensive

Radio Engineering

-

25
30
35
40
50
75

100
150
200

250
300
400

-

The Hawk Coil Co., Ltd.

190
240
360
370
485
600
815
960
1870
2200
2300
2500

15/9

5/-

5,6

By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.

PRICE

MINIMUM

395
435
515
680
835
1250
1820
2300
3100
3750
4500
4950

15/ -

Modern Radio Communication

Wave Length using .001 Variable
Condenser In Parallel
MAXIMUM

13

1/8
10/6

By J. H. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.

coil on the market. A set of these coils make an ideal Xmas present.
Coil

1/6

10/-

Radio Press Books are obtainable front all Book-

2/-

stalls, Newsagentsv your local Wireless Dealer, or
direct from Dept. S., Radio Press, Ltd. For prompt
and sure delivery when ordering direct front Radio
Press, Ltd., please write your name and address in

2/4
214

2/8
,

2,8
3/3/4
3/10
4/8
5/4
5/8

8/-

6/6

ST. MARY'S ROAD,

A

BLOCK LETTERS.

lilabio Press, /Idtb.,
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C2

SURBITON, SURREY
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Alb

Under 5/6, 2d, per I/.
ter packing, etc.

(Were 6/6 solo t.

r
2/2

9" x 6'
12' x 9"

4/6

12" x 12' 5/9
15' x 9' 5/6
15' x 12' 7/6
4' x 4' 84.
7"'s 5' 1/8

3/16'

Var. Condensers

with knob and Dial.
.001 panel type 6/6
.0005 ..
5/ -

1/10
3/9

5/-

6' x 6' x r

Vernier Blade extra 1/4

" J.B." " Ormond" &
"Utility" usual prices
Vernier, no dial
5 vane, 3/3 ; 7

Any size cut.

Polar types

NO ADVANCE.

SEND FOR NEW FREE

5enerous 7erms Prompt Service .

Wire 7/22's 1,000 -ohm. ex Gat.
Bright Choke Coils
8d.
Enamelled.
2/3 Coil Plugs
100'3/3
10d
Electron
1/8 Ebonite
Superior
Mars
9/6
1/
Narrow
..
Lead-in 4d. yd.
5d
Basket
..
lid.
"
Athol
"
Ebonite
1/3
Insulators
Shell, 21' x 21' 3d. Do. Porcelain 1/ 1/- Horned Coil Plugs 8d
Crystor cowl
Lead-in
4/- Basket Coil Sets,
Aerial

6-1/9, 4-1/-.

1/3

Transformers L.F.
H. T. Batteries.
With Wander Plugs. Radio Inst. (new) 25/21/7/6 811vertown
90v. 11/- 60v.
36v. 4/6 15v, 1/10 Igranic 21/- & 20/41v. F.L. Btry. 3d. Burndept (new) 24/Ureka
No.
2
..
21/66v. Ever-Rdy. 13/6
Concert Grand 25/36v, 8/- 16v.
3/8

Baby Grand

Condensers.

33
36
40

5/6

8/-

17/-

61--

8/0

12/14/8 20/ 8/6

Variable Leaks.

2 mfd. 3/6, 1 mid. 2/6 Filtron 0-7 meg. 3/Watmel 0-5 meg. 2/8
Coil Holders.
Lissen type .. 2/6
Igranic 3 set .. 8/8
Resistances 2/6
Ebonite 3 Coil
3/- Bretwood
3/.
2 Coil 2/6
Vernier 2 Coll 3/9
Anode Holder 94.

19/6

15/ -

.. 17/6
New Jacks 4 -Contact. Ferranti
One hole fixing 1/9 Tangent 12/6 & 14/8
Standard Plugs 1/3 Royal 41-1, 9-1, 20/B.F. Tangent
5/6
Potentiometer 300
ohms ex -Govt. 6/ - McMichael's .. 10/Microphones .. 2/ - Oojah 900 metres 5/6

British Wires.
dee Alum. H'dbnds. 2/6
swg. dcc. sec.
Valve Holders.
-Govt. Dewar SwitType A 7d., Polar 1/3 18 1/11 2/11 3/5 Ex
3/9
4/2 ches 12 contact 2/6
Screwed 8 nuts
6d. 20 2/2
2/6
3/9
4/7
10d. 22
Ebonite
1/6 4 2/11 3/10 5/- All 'Igranic,"Lissen,"
Antiphonic
3/4
4/2
5/9 ' Burndept, Edison.
Security type
1/ - 26
4/9
6/6 Bell."Atlas,' & ' Ste,
Baseboard type 6d. 28 3/9
30
4/10 5/4
7/6 .ing' goods supplied.
Dtibilier McMichael's
(Usual
Mallard
Edison -Bell prices)
New Manabrldge,

p

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

Comprehens&c, Price moist.

94.

2/6

3/6
MA
L\
..
NO EQUAL.

Sq. in 1", id., r, 10.

4' & 6"
9' 1/-, 12" &15'

4/6

.0009

4/9
5/8
64.
1/2
10d.

"1.

THE
SEAMARK
CONNODE

Square Law

Ebonite Panels.aid.

Matt.

iX

New Edition

Fil. Resistances.
Good quality .. 1/8
Igranic
.. 3/6
Vernier type .. 6/6

Ormond 2/- Max 4/Vernier No. 4 2/8
Burndept
5/Microstat
Peerless Jar.

..

..

216

Have you got one ?

IT'S FREE.

Radio, Claritono 20/ Ericsson and
Sterling 22/6
Handphone
5/ Air weight
9/-

THE SEAMARK
CONNODE
IS A

STRAIGHT LINE

4

I

2/9

RELIABILITY
Headphones.
4,000 ohms. Brown's
WIRELESS
l',"
B.T.H.
GUIDE, No. 2 Brander, Siemens,
General

Ready.

4

4

Wavelength Tuning Device specially designed to
simplify set construction.
That all the possible losses are

REDUCED TO A MINIMUM

4

is clearly proved, by the fact that, using the simple
circuit shewn below, with plug-in coils, composed
of 10 and 20 turns wound round a 12" former for
aerial and reactance, wave lengths as low as

I

can be received with great ease.

4

4

45 METRES

Radio Station
2GN reports

Adjustable- 10/6

6 RADIO HOUSE.

001

MACAULAY S1., HUDDERSFIELD

j "Signals from the

famou; amateur
2N:11 of London

00005

7.4'341 Cram,: TMOROUCII"HUOIHRSF,ELO

eov successfully

DE LUXE

THE PANEL

I

on

received

45

metres using
CONNODE."

-FIT
00005

FIXED

4

WILL

. IMPROVE
ANY SET.

Sole Patentee and Manufacturers:

C.

E. NEEDHAM & BRO. LTD.,
4, MILK STREET, SHEFFIELD.
es

ea

F after you have built up your Set you find that a
usually be
On the other hand a
leaky panel will render useless the work of many hours
and necessitate the complete rebuilding of the Set. Be
wise, therefore, and refuse to take risks. Don't ask

-Lcomponent is unsatisfactory
replaced without much difficulty.

it can

BRITISH BATTERY CO., LTD.
CLARENDON RD., WATFORD, Herts
(Telephone:

H.T. BATTERIES.

qRadian is available in zr different sizes in
black and mahoganite. Radion can also be
supplied in any special size. Black rd. per

No. 1 W.
Standard Pocket Lamp
Size -41 volt with patent
spiral wire terminal and
plug sockets to take

square inch, nrahoganite rid. per square inch.

A

Heaa Office: I3a Fore Street,

London, E.C.s

Depots: 3,2,06 N,SVneollwin gitiodri Sit3rirecIgGiliaar:

Irish Agents: 8 Corpora'tion Street, Belfast.

easily.

To connect in

Series insert straight Terminal in spiral of next

battery. Bend spiral and
thus ensure permanent
electrical
connection
Wander Plugs.
doz. 54 volts. without soldering. (See
Note
units replaced illustration).
Used

N

American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.

Watford 617),

for

merely for an ebonite Panel-ask for a Radion Panel
and see that it bears the trade mark Radion.

Price Carriage Paid 7/- per doz.,with Plug

3/9 for 6.
Patent

No.
202760.

saw

All standard voltages stpplied with 3 volt. tappings.
Guaranteed British Made at our own Watford Works.
Barclays 755.

Gilbert Ad. 4084..
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SUPER SETS and ACCURACY

SailioneyonTfilyesi

For efficient results, absolute accurate capacity
and low loss are

essential.

RADION DE.06 3-volt(H.F.or L.F.)1016

You must therefore fit THE

RADION 2-v. DE34 (H.F. or L.F.) 10/6
RADION PYRAMID Power Valves 4-v.
& 6.v. types, Guaranteed Filament 22/6
(The finest power valves on the market.)
RADION G.P. a 4.v.Brightvalveonly 7/.

Dorwood Precision Condensers
which are guaraute, d by our works 1,1e.ratory test.

The only grid condenser haying a three point
connection.

NEW TYPES JUST OUT !

The DORWOOD has often been used in sets described in Radio
Press publications. This is another guarantee of its efficiency

New 2 -volt Power Valve 12/6
New special Detector 7/Radlon Non -Ring Antlphonic Dull Emitter
06 Valve 12,6

GET DORWOOD PRECISION CONDENSERS

direct from us if your dealer cannot supply at ones, post free
at list prices as follows:-

From untied Dealers or direct Post Free by retur,;.

PRICES:
Capacities '0001 to '0009 MF. with or without Grid Leak Clip 2/6
'001 to '006
3/ 4/6
above '006 to '01

Macclesliettl, Cheshire.

RADIONS LTD., BoDiegton,

Sendf or our booklet ; it describes valves,repairservice,aud g ves use f ul hints. It'sfrce. write to -day.

-

la, Ridley Mews, Leverton
Sole
Manufacturers HERBERT BOWYER & CO. Street, LONDON. N.W.5

resistance of 6 ohms, whilst a

continuation of this is of 3o
ohms resistance. The resistance element is wound on a
hard fibre strip under great
tension. One hole fixing is

WHY BUY ACCUMULATORS ?

provided and the terminals are
placed in convenient positions.
The contact arm has a smooth,
silky action, and all metal
parts are nickel -plated.

and suffer the depreciation and
man', annoying inconveniences caused

Iyott add depreciation to the
expense and inconvenience of
baying your owes

by unskilled charging.

wE

SUPPLY and deliver a NEW
ROTAX Wireless Accumulator of
suitable size for your set. We call and

accumulators un-

Two in One !

considerably more
than our inclusive
Hire Service.

319

" Peerless " product in every
way.
Specially designed to
meet the demand for a resistance equally applicable to
bright or dull emitters. It has
two windings-one offering a

costs you

it

PEERLESS 3/9
DUAL RHEOSTAT

The new Dual Rheostat-a

exchange It for another fully -charged one
weekly or fortnightly anywhere in Greater
London for 13 weeks from 8/- inclusive.
TF you have your own accumulators we
-- give the same continuous service from
6/- per quarter-and if you have only one,
lend you one of ours, alternate exchanges

skilfully recharged,

Ask your Dealer to send direct

-RADIO SERVICE CO. -

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL
& RADIO CO., LTD.,
22, Campbell Road, Bedford.

105, TORRIANO AVENUE, KENTISH TOWN, N.W.5.

1.9

REAL SERVICE- HIRE OR MAINTENANCE;
Write for Folder "Z7,"or 'Phone : North 4161 & 4162. 3

" Money saved is Money earnedSo when your ' VALVES' get old or burned
Send them to us-and we, to you,
Will send them back `MADE GOOD AS NEW.'"
Restored

to

FOR THE EXPERIMENTER

AND WIRELESS ENTHUSIAST

RUSSELL'S

OSCILLATING

function

with original characteristics.

IN
1:1

ZINCITE

EFFICIENCY MAINTAINED,
RESULTS GUARANTEED!

B.E. 4/6, D.E. 2V. '3 7/6,
D.E. '06 9/6.

SPECIALLY PREPARED FOR IMMEDIATE USE
ON ANY OSCILLATING CIRCUIT.

Price List for Power Valves
on application.

Sold only in sealed
boxes bearing our

We return the actual Valve you
send as, post free, within 7 days.

name and signature

THE NORTH LONDON VALVE CO., LTD.,
221, CAZENOVE ROAD - STOKE NEWINGTON, N.I6

PRICE

Obtainable from all
first -class R a di o

2/6

dealers.

The Russell La oratories, 1/6 Hill Street, BIRMINGHAM

Liberal Discount lo Wireless Agents.

GET A "LOWFORMA "
The most convenient and efficient low loss coil former obtainable.
AN IDEAL PRESENT for anyone interested in Wireless.

Ew.
.4,.,,

........ ........

Q

's

-

r

ll4IIIkA11111-

I.

ete aiar =
---

-............1
---L'

"

..I"' "

Pikes : 3f in. diameter X 5 in. long 4/9, 6 in. long 5/-, 7 in. long 5/6.
Order from your dealer. If unobtainable send to the MakersA. H. CLACKSON, LTD., DEPT. B, 119, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4.
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Made for Editor of Wireless Magazine
for Set " As good as money can buy "

described in issue February, 1925.
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REGISTERED TRADE MARK
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Cash with Order. Fumed Oak
or Real Mahogany polished

takes first

place Why?
BECAUSE IT HAS PROVED
ITSELF AND IT IS
GUARANTEED FREE FROM

...

...

£1 5
£1 14

SURFACE LEAKAGE.

0
0

Matt or Polished. Panels cut
accurately to size.

With detachable recess fitted Bose Board to mount 21 in. by 7 in. panel to slide out of Cabinet frcnt.

Extra 10/- with two beaded front doors totally enclosing fitted panel.

Width 8i ins.

Cabinet overall length 22L. ins.

Height 9 ins.

the new enamel that gives a glass
hard surface that cannot be soiled or scratched.
Polished with

SENT FREE.-Catalogue of standard Wireless Cabinets in various
sizes and woods.
Special Cabinets made to customer's orders.
PACKED AND DELIVERED FREE IN U.N.

CAXTON WOOD TURNERY CO., Market Ilarborough

RODS.

TUBES.

SHEET.
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Ask your dealer (or ebonite branded "Becol."

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
= HANWELL

LONDON, W.7.
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Clear:Speaker
IHEAD PHONES
will
improve your
reception

-

THE dainty C LEA R SPEAKER Headphones,
light and
exceptionally
comfortable, give perfect,
undistorted reproduction.

They are the result of years

of research in sound pro-

MAKE YOUR SET
A NEUTRODYNE!
WITH A STIRADIO NEUTROFORMER

ducing instruments, and
have behind them the world-

Room.

famous reputation of Clear
Hooters Ltd., makers of the
well-known Electric Horn
of that name.
The CLEAR - SPEAKER
Headphones, with matched
ear -pieces, are instantly
adjustable without screws.

Is A

Give them a trial and you
will be surprised at the
improvement they will make
in your reception.
Sole Manufacturers & Patentees;

CLEAR HOOTERS Ltd.,

Hooterland.
Highgate Square.
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H.F. CIRCUITS
WITHOUT
TROUBLE.

SIMPLIFIES

NEUTRODYNE
CONDENSER

WIRING AND
CUTS OUT

AND

UNNECESSARY

TRANSFORMER
COMBINED.

LEADS.
PRICENEUTRODYNE CONDENSEQ

1 1 /-

OF ALL GOOD DEALERS OR DIRECT FROM
LTD., 17-,
STIRLINGS, CLARENCE19 STREET,

KINGSTON -ON -THAMES.
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THE EDITOR
JOHN SCOTT-TAGGART,
M.C.

You should at once secure a copy of the biggest issue of
" Modern Wireless " that has ever appeared. It has no less
than 24 pages more than any previous double number.

NOW ON

ISOPAGES

SALE

You can at once see from th,? contents given below
that this issue is one you should not miss reading.
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ooks

Radio
Engineering
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.1.,

A.M.I.E.E.

AREMARKABLE volume, indispensable to the advanced student. It

contains just those details on which
you have not previously been able to
obtain information.

you are a

If

practical radio enthusiast you should
obtain your copy at once.

Communication

By J. H. REYNER B.Sc. (Hons.),
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.
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CONTENTS.
Calculations and
Measurements, Tuning and
Radiation,
Thermionic
Valves, Radio Transmitters,
Radio Receiving Apparatus,
Designs of Masts and
Aerials, Telegraphy and
Radio

Telephony, Miscellaneous.

There are 4S4 pages, 318
illustrations,

111
Tables,
which will prove
invaluable to the serious

all

of

experimenter.

This book is a third of a
series planned and edited
by Mr. E. B. Wedmore,

excellent

treatise

on

first

principles of Radio Communication. It deals with modern
systems of reception and transmission
in an interesting and concise manner,
a book of real value to everyone who
takes more than a " listener's "
interest in Wireless.
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Radio

Communication
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of the British Electrical and
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SUPREMACY
Unequalled for perfection of design
and workmanship, the Supremacy of
the R.I. Transformer has never really
been challenged.
And yet there is no mystery about the design of the R.I. Transformer. It is simply a question of an iron circuit of ample area,
correct ratio of the number of turns of both primary and secondary,

and last and most important the subdivision of the windings into
sections to reduce the self -capacity to a minimum.
Before the present model was adopted, every possib'e type of transformer was made and tested under the mcst searching conditions.
The present design was selected as giving the most consistent and
best results with the various valves on the market, the final confirmation of our selection being decided by musical critics with no
knowledge of electrical design. No better proof of the wisdom of
the final choice can be cited than the popularity of this transformer,
considerably over half -a -million being now in use.

25/ When buying R.I.
Transformers

see

that they are contained in the R.I.
standard
boxes.

sealed

Our latest model has proved so successful that many attempts have been made to
emulate the almost perfect transformer-the R.I. Transformer-which still retains
its original form, and is still considered by all users as the type which gives the
most natural reproduction of speech and music it has so far been possible to obtain.
Amongst the many thousands who read this advertisement
be found a large
number of actual users of the " R.I.-, and they will endorse this claim. Do not be
put elf ; if you want perfect reproduction, insist on having an " R.I."

Write for the rex R.I. blue and gold Catalogue, free on application.

THE MARK OF BETTER RADIO
Advt. R.I. Ltd., 12, Hyde Street, New Oxford Street, London, W.C.I.
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Burndept Super Valves
the Triumph of Experience
TONG experience, backed by
41-4 continuous and exhaustive
research has resulted in the pro-

J

duction of Valves which will
worthily uphold the Burndept reputation. Burndept Super Valves

embody various improvements
and are manufactured under the
direction of Captain Charles
F. Trippe, a valve designer of
world-wide repute. We are so
confident in their merits that

.,/..e101011

1

We GUARANTEE
these Valves
There are nine types from a bright emitter general-purpose valve to a
special dull -emitter power valve. The

simple method of marking the valves
indicates at a glance their filament
current, and the work for which they are
designed. We feel sure this method will

H.L. 310

be widely appreciated, and will lessen
the confusion which exists at present.

A GUARANTEED general
purpose dull -emitter valve,

Full particulars of Burndept Super

which can be run from a
4 -volt accumulator or dry
batteries. Non -m icrophonic

An excellent detector. Filament current, 3 volts,
Price 16,16
'10 amps.

HEAD OFFF-E : P klIne
House, &cif std Street,
W.C.2.
Strand, Lond
Telephone: Gerrard 9072.

Telegrams:

Burndept, Westrand, Londcn.

Valves are given in a special folder
which will be sent free to readers of
this journal.

For better results

in any set,

fit

Burndept Super Valves.

BURNDEPT
;Z7--/

//4/

H.L. 565
A GUARANTEED general
purpose bright valve which
operates from a 6 -volt accumulator. An extremely good
detector.
Very robust.

Filament current. 5 volts,
'65 amp.
Price 8/-

BRANCHES AT Belfast, Bir-

mingham, Brighton, Bristol,
Cardiff,
Exeter, Glasgow,
Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester,
Newcastle,
Northampton,
Nottingham.
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What is Wrong with the Radio Societies ?
HIS is the question

The real trouble, of course, comes

that is being asked from the difficulty of obtaining mod in all parts of the lecturers from a distance.
Only
country, and it is those who have experience of such
one which merits matters can realise the difficulty of

consideration for the
start of the year,
when such societies should be most

going from one suburb to another at

active. There is no disguising the
fact that while a few Societies are
really flourishing, and helping for-

CONTENTS.
Page

ward the art, the great majority are
lacking in vitality, or else are, to alt
intents and purposes, dead. Why is
this so. at a time when the interest

Some

in

Super Regeneration at the Higher

radio by the general public is
greater than ever in the history of

the art?
Careful examination of the position shows that most of the societies
have been formed by a few enthusiasts, with a common interest in
the art, but without any clear idea
of the hard work necessary to make
such a society strong and vigorous.
Radio Societies are so very easy to
start, and so very difficult to keep
The preliminary steps are
alive.
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always the same, beginning -with the

chairman (he rarely, if -ever, attends night and the long waits on cold and
the meetings!) and the original band draughty platforms, necessitated by
of enthusiasts as the committee. infrequent trains.
There is always enough local talent
There will always be good attendto provide a few interesting lectures ances at radio societies when the
for a start, and publicity through members know that -they will learn
the usual channels will always bring something new by attending. A
a good attendance the first few number of the big wireless concerns
will willingly send a lecturer free of
weeks.
erector of Research:

Deputy Director of Research :
Capt. H. [.. CROWTHER, MVic.

Assistant Editor :
PERCY V. HARRIS. M.I.R.E.

re

particular goods before a society,

provided a good attendance is
promised, and such lectures are
often of absorbing. interest. It is

true that the firm in question gets
an excellent advertisement; on the

other hand, the society gains a great
deal by listening to a lecturer in his
Own particular line, and from the
questions which are invited and
willit2gly answered.

Then, again, the practical side of

the art is too frequently ignored.

How many radio societies have a

really good wavemeter properly calibrated? In many cases it would be

an excellent plan for members to
get together and either buy or build
a really substantiallyp constructed
instrument, which could be calibrated and kept on the society's

premises. One or two less elaborate
instruments: could also be built and
calibrated from the Society's standard.
Another most valuable instrument to be constructed would be
a valve -testing board, by which
members' valves could. be tested on

somo fixed night, and the charac-

choice of a local " Big Wig " as

Maior JAMES ROBINSON. D.SC..Ph.D.,F.Inst.P.

expense to demonstrate their own -

teristics rapidly plotted.
Success in running a radio- society
can only be gained by making the
meetings not only interesting but
directly helpful to the members, and
the suggestions given above are
.simply the result of contrasting the
methods of successful societies with
these which have failed in their
'

object

Gclit4ed
JOHN SCOTT -TAGGART,

Adviser

Prot. G. W. 0. Flpticz. D.Sc., M.I.E.E.
Atteizory Editors:
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Some Non= adiatin!, Receiver Circuits
By Major JAMES ROBINSON, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P., Director of Research to Radio Press, Ltd.
The success of such tests as the Transatlantic Broadcasting Tests, to be held early next year, depends
in large measure on the amount of jamming and interference, and the radiation of oscillations from
receivers can completely spoil reception for other listeners. Details are given in this article of some
circuits which, with proper handling, will not radiate sufficiently to cause annoyance to one's neighbours.
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WE arc -being constantly adand

vised,-

occasionally

warned, about allowing our
aerials to oscillate. The nuisance
of such oscillating aerials is well
known, and there are not many .
people who would deliberately oscillate their aerial if it. could be
avoided. There are many circumstances where there is absolutely no
necessity for anyone to oscillate his

receiver or to- allow his aerial to

radiate. Such circumstances occur
when listening to local broadcasting

stations when the signals are fairly

strong.
Distant Reception
There are, however, occasions

when we get advice not to oscillate
our aerials, but at . the same
time we are asked for information,
.

-

such as during the recent tests of

the

EurOpean broadcasting frequencies.
Although 'we were ad-

vised and implored. not to oscillate,
there was very little information as
to how distant stations could be Ob-

tained without having to oscillate
one's Own aerial 'system. Facts
must be faced,- and there are not
many of us who are innocent of the
crime of oscillating when we are
searching .for distant stations. ,We

all knoW -that the easiest way to

quencies, we have the option of
either the heterodyne method of
reception to pick up the continuous
waves which are called the carrier
waves, or the ordinary detection
without the aid of a local oscillator
in order to pick up the damped or

sible by careful balancing to prevent
the oscillations in the oscillating cir-

cuit from getting to the aerial. In
Fig, r the loop aerial is shown as
a coil Li with a tuning condenser
Cr across it. The oscillating cir-

cuit consists of a grid circuit L2

modulated wave.
The ease of
heterodyne reception is too well

known, and no matter how much
we are implored or warned not to

11=

oscillate our aerials, most of us will
still continue to find the carrier
wave first of all in order to pick up
distant stations. Again, it is well

IOW

known that sometimes the carrier
wave of a distant broadcasting sta-

tion can be heard when the telephony is too weak to be heard.
Curing the Trouble

With such an easy method

of

picking up distant stations as oscillating one's aerial in order to pick
up the carrier wave, the only result
of advising people not to oscillate

will be that very few people will
pick up distant stations at all if
out the instructions.

they carry

This will tend to prevent progress
in wireless, and we must inquire
whether there is not some way of
obtaining the sensitiveness of the
present method .for picking up the
carrier wave with the ideal condition where one's aerial does not
Oscillate.

Fig. 2.-In this arrangement oscillations will be generated when the circuits Ll Cl and L2 C2 are brought
into resonance.

C2, with a reaction coil L3 in the
anode

circuit.

The coil

L2

is

tapped at its centre point, and this
acts as one of the leads to the loop
aerial.

-

Neutralising Condenser
The oscillations in this_ circuit L2 C2 would normally go

-

Sup ersonie Receivers

This problem has been solved in
a number of different supersonic
receivers. These receivers operate

on the principle of oscillating the
whole time, and in such cases the
nuisance of oscillating aerials was
so bad that it was essential to take
Fig.

this form of the Tropadyne

circuit the coil LI represents a loop
aerial, tuned by the condenser Cl.

intercept a distant station is to pick
up the carrier wave, and by doing
so we are able to save a considerable amount of time.
The Easy Method
under -the present broadcasting
conditions, where the transmissions

consist of continuous waves which
are modulated at speech fre-

stepsto prevent radiation. Various
devices have been introduced into

supersonic receivers which have
resulted in preventing the aerial

from radiating. In such cases the
oscillations are kept to the oscillat-

ing valve, and cannot reach the
aerial.

The Tropadyne
One of the best known devices is
called

the Tropadyne, which has

been described on various occasions.
In such a Tropadyne circuit it is pos-

11010101110101

11111 -

Fig. 3. --The circuit of the oscillating
valve wavemeter used in the experiments described. The grid -leak, which
has a high resistance value, may be left

in circuit to provide damped oscillations, or short-circuited to produce
continuous waves.

through the loop in order to complete the circuit of the valve from
filament to grid, but instead of this
the condenser C3 is provided from
the lower end of the inductance L2
to the filament.
By means of this small variable
condenser it is possible to neutralise
the high - frequency oscillations
which would otherwise pass through

384
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the loop circuit Li CI by means of

passing through the valve.
Other Methods
Another method for preventing
an oscillating circuit from radiating

from the aerial was .described
Modern

Wireless

in

for December,

and is called the rejector circuit.
A further device which is used in

Fig. 4.-The detecting device used in

conjunction with the oscillating wave meter (Fig. 3 included a crystal detector and a microammeter.

supersonic circuits is to have a
high -frequency stage of amplification before the oscillator arid detector valve. More will be said about
this device later when dealing with
other forms of circuits. There are
other devices in_supersonic circuits
.

which, although they do not exist
primarily for preventing the aerial

from oscillating, assist towards this
end.

Receivers with H.F. Amplification
We shall now considei: the case of
receivers employing high -frequency
amplification.
The problem we

have to attack is whether it is possible with this type of receiver to
oscillate one of the- valves without
making the aerial radiate. It is, of

course, obvious that the valve which
is to oscillate should not he directly
coupled to the aerial, but -that it
should be the second or third valve
in the series, the first or -second
valves being ordinary - high -frequency amplifiers.

The problem

diagram of a high -frequency valve
circuit, we know that if oscillations
are impressed upon the grid coil,
by coupling an oscillating circuit to
it, the oscillations will pass through
the high -frequency valve and be

Nov if we repeat- the
process in the reverse direction by
feeding in oscillations to the anode
coil L2, it would appear that very
little energy should be transferred
to the grid :oil. The effect of the
impressed oscillation on the anode
coil is to increase the anode Volts
slightly and this should have very
little influence on the grid volts.
amplified.

Results Anticipated
There is, however, another effect,

which is that we have high -frequency oscillations in the coil 1.2
which are impressed on the valve,

and there is a capacity between the
anode and grid of the valve, so that

this capacity offers a path for the

high -frequency oscillations to pass
to the grid circuit. There is very
little chance here of amplification,
and we should expect to have only
an exceedingly small portion of the
oscillating currents getting- through
to the grid circuit.
Testing for Radiation
Experiments were made to
investigate whether any such oscillating currents really did get
through the
this way. The
apparatus employed for this purpose
consists of an oscillating- wavemeter
shown in Fig. 3.
This has no
unusual feature about it, except the
fact that a switch is used across the

grid condenser and leak, and that
the grid -leak has a very high value,

so that when- the g -rid -leak was used

the wavemeter acted as a transmitter of damped oscillations, a
note being produced. Thus we

could use the wayemeter either as a

source of continuous waves or of
damped waves. The dettcting de-

Fig. 5.-One method utilised to provide
a neutrodyne effect- in the circuits of a
high -frequency valve.

resolves itself into the possibility Of
a --high-frequency valve allowing
oscillations to pass one way
through the valve and not the other
way.

A Practical Circuit

Referring to Fig. 2, which is a

vice is shown in Fig. 4. This consists of an oscillating- circuit with
an inductance Ll and a condenser
Cr, with a crystal and a microommeter across the circuit.
Result of Tests
The oscillator was first of all
coupled loosely to the grid coil, and
the detecting- circuit coupled to the
anode coil. The oscillating circuit

had a

high -frequency

oscillating -

In the
detecting circuit, a current of 7c)
microamperes was obtained. On
reversing- the conditions and using
current of 5 milliamperes.

the oscillator coupled loosely to the
anode coil Lz and the detector circuit coupled to the grid coil Li, the

current obtained in the microam-

meter was only 5 microamperes.

Thus a simple high -frequency valve

circuit, of the type shown in Fig. 2

allows -oscillations to pass much more easily through the valve- from
grid to anode than -In _the reverse
direction.
Thirs. such a - circuit
Mould prevent oscillations.in one of

the later Valves of -a receiver from
being violently communicated to the
aerial.

Neutrodyning
The next experiment was to
neutrodyne
the
hig-h-frequency

valve circuit, and to- make similar
tests.
The neutrodyne -effect was
introduced in two different ways, as
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.. In

Fig. 5 the method is shown of connecting- an inductance L3 and condenser C3 in series between the grid
and the filament, and coupling the
inductance to the anode inductance
L2.
vice

In Fig. 6 the neutrodyne deemployed

was to

the

join

anode battery to the mid -point of

Fig. 6.-In this method of neutrodyning,
the high-tension battery is connected to
the mid -point of L2, and C2 is the neutrodyne condenser.

the anode inductance L2, one end of
this anode inductance being- joined
to the anode and the other end
through a small neutrodyne condenser C2 to the grid. In the case

of the circuit in Fig-. 6, when the
experiment described above was
repeated no current at all was obtained in the grid coil.
Unwanted Effects

It is to be expected that this
would occur in such a case, since
the high -frequency current is now

fed to the grid circuit through two
capacities, that of Cl; and that of
the capacity of the valve from anode

to grid. The very principle of
neutrodyningis to adjust this capacity C2 to be equal to that of the
anode -grid capacity of the valve,
and thus the high -frequency oscillations cannot get through to the grid.

It is. very important in such a case
that other reaction effects iii the
circuit should be avoided, such as
-

the direct influence of the anode coil
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on the grid coil, arid again theeffect
of capacity between various wires.
Tests Between Aerials
The next experiment was to
investigate whether in - fact there

was any actual radiation from an

aerial which could be detected by.a
neighbouring aerial. A two -Valve
receiver was fixe(.l up, employing
the neutrodyne principle in one of

wave of London, but no trace of

which

On
these could be obtained.
cutting out the neutrodyne condenSer in valve Vi, oscillations were

tion.
Tn such a case it is, of
course, impossible at present to

of course violent, and the crystal

circuit was jammed. The .high -frequency transformer used in this case
was that employed in Mr. Percy W.
Harris' " Special Five " receiver
(Modern

llvireless,

November,

4ft

In the control
room at 3L0, Melbourne, during the
first simultaneous
broadcasting ex-

periments carried
out in Australia.

have

no

high -frequency

stages, but_ which are using reac-

oscillate this valve without causing
radiation.
in this case it is possible ,fo cause, a' minimum of 'radiation by arranging that as soon
as the valve commences to oscillate
it oscillates feebly. This, however,

does not satisfy the conditions that
We imposed upon ourselves, and
-even with the most feeble of oscillations it is not to be recommended:
Wavemeter .for Searching

To those who do not wish to use
the neutrodyne principle, the use of
a wavemeter is recommended for .
searching purposes. This wave meter should be of the transmitting
type, and it should be set to the
frequency of the transmitting sta-

tion which is being searched for.
The receiver should then be tuned
to its most sensitive condition on
the actual ,frequency; and

very

little adjustment should be required
afterwards in order to find the distant station. This type of trans-

mitting wavemeter is assumed to
be of the non -heterodyne type.
the valves, as shown in Fig. 6.
This two -valve receiver is shown
diagrammatically in Fig. 7. The

valve -VI is neutrodyned, and the
second valve V2 is a detector with
anode tuning, so that if necessary
this valve could be made to oscilThe aerial is connected to the
grid coil of the valve VI through a
tuning condenser C.
late.

Parallel Aerial SyStemS.
The high -frequency valve Vi
vas neutrodyned and a very
stringent, condition of test was
employed, to use an aerial which

This experiment was re1925).
peated, using the neutrodyne principle shown in Fig. 5, with the
same results. Great care must be
taken in wiring receivers of this
type, so as to avoid. direct influence
from the oscillating valve on the
aerial.

Single -valve Circuits
Thus in using high -frequency
amplification it is possible to prevent one's aerial from radiating,

and at the same time to have the

advantages of oscillating one of the

valves of one's receiver, and thus

Heterodyning with Wavemeter
wavemeters are not so
accurate as the heterodyne type,
and 'using a heterodyne type of
wavemeter it is possible to find -a
Such

distant station by using the wave meter very loosely coupled to the
receiver, tuning the wavemeter to
the frequency desired, and then
adjusting one's receiver to the most
sensitive condition so that the local
wavemeter

produces

heterodyne

beats with the distant station. By
keeping the wavemeter as loosely
coupled as possible to the receiver

was almOst parallel 'to the aerial of
the receiver, these two aerials being

at an average distance of about
to ft. apart, varying' from about
20 ft. to about; ft. This second
aerial employed a, crystal detector.
Successful Tests
Both aerials With their respective

circuits were tuned to the London
broadcasting station. The crystal

circuit picked up the London signals
without interference when the valve

Vi was neutrodyned and when the
valve V2 was acting as a detector.
Even when the valve V2 was made
to 'oscillate no sign of the oscillacrystal

tion was heard in the
The tuning of the valve
receiver.

circuit V2 was varied, in order to
give some opportunity 'of hearing',
the heterodyne beats with the carrier

Fig. 7.-The theoretical circuit of the two -valve receiver, comprising a

neutrodyned high -frequency stage and a detector valve, which was tested for
radiation as described.

be able to search for distant sta-

Some attention should now
be given :to the case of receivers
tions.

it is possible to prevent the radia-

tion from being a nuisance to on,e's.
neighbours.
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An E icient Transmitting Inductance

YJ

cr,

A transmitting inductance of low -loss type may be constructed quickly and easily on the lines indicated in this
C.1

article.

IFIE amateur transmitter may occasionally

as the
writer did, at a loss

find himself,

because of the lack of.
a particular trans Inning inductance. In the writer's
case

it was desired to change a

direct -coupled transmitter over to
loose -coupled, and, in view of the
small transmitting aerial employed-,
it was necessary to provide -a large
loading inductance in order to bring
its frequency down to the desired
-value.

Speedy Construction

This loading inductance was required rather in a hurry, which put
3/7"
1

o

I 11111111111

'111111N!111,1111.,

.11q"

The coil to be described here took

just over twenty minutes to construct, and although it may not,
perhaps, be actually a " no -loss
coil, it is certainly a low -loss coil.
Materials

The only materials required- for
the construction of this coil are one
C,ollinson low -loss former,. 6 in. in
diameter, three in. by ?I in. strips

-of ebonite, 6 in. long, and about
13 lbs. of I in. by 24 gauge bronze
strip.

The ebonite strips, are used.

to strengthen the former at the

centre, as otherwise the rods comprising. the former would ,bend as
the winding was put oh, and Nvould
probably finally break.
Winding the Coil
The one end of the -winding was

Short lengths of wire for tapping

are soldered to the bronze
fixed by bending the strip round points
external connections being
c.ne of the rods of the former, and strip,
made by means of spring clips.
drilling a small hole right through
the strip and fixing it with a screw
and nut, as shown in the drawing. coil was used for loading the aerial,
The. task of winding the coil itself is only a small number of tappings
one that certainly requires two
was required, but if it is intended
persons, owing to the springy nature to be used as a main transmitting
of the bronze strip. One person inductance in, say, a Harthv or
41
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should take the coil of strip and pay
it out slowly to the other, who winds
it on to the former.
The turns

should be. spaced about 1 '16th -of an

inch, and it will be found that the

-

1

,u.f.

_Tt`i

111111.1111

5 34."

The dimensions of the former
and the method of securing the ends of
the winding may be gathered from this
Fig. 1.

sketch.

the method of constructing it by
threading the coil through drilled

standard former employed
about zo turns with ease.
Securing the End

takes

The end of the winding was

ecured round one of the supporting
rtals in a similar manner to that used

at the beginning, only as

it was

found somewhat difficult to drill

through the springy strip when in
position on the former, the end,

which was bent back round the rod,
was secured in position with a piece
of wire, which was also fixed round
one of the rods, thus firmly fastening the end of the winding.
Tapping Points

coil has to be mounted rigidly in

The top end of the winding was
connected to a terminal, and pieces
of square tinned wire were soldered
on at regular intervals to give
tapping points, by means of which
various numbers of turns of the coil

use.

lead and a spring clip.

ebonite spacing strips out of the
question ; for not only do these
strips have first to be drilled, but the

threading of the coil through the
holes is a tedious process. Also, the.

some fashion before it is ready for

could he put in circuit with a flexible

As this

Ebonite cross -pieces are fitted inside
the former to prevent it from buckling
when the strip is wound on.

Rcinartz circuit, every turn should
be tapped. For convenience the

taps may be staggered -in three
rows.

When completed, the coil presents
a serviceable appearance, and as -the
bronze strip does not easily oxidise
it will keep its polish for some time.
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o THE DESIGN OF TUNING CIRCUITS
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C.,
A.M.I.E.E.

In this article the subject of the design of tuning
circuits is treated exhaustively, and the decrement
required under various conditions is worked out.
These theoretical results are compared with

CI

9

O
O

practical values, and thus the reader is able to
see at a glance just where low -loss coils are

O

desirable.

H
H
H

0
H
H
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O

reactance of the circuit, and is made up of a component
NE0EEEMEEE=00EDDEEEEDOODED000021:3000000L. clue to the inductance, equal to Lo, and another
It
component due to the capacity,which is Co)
FOR some time past there has been a tendency to
use specially wound types of coils in circuits which
will be seen that these two components act in the
are required to possess specially sharp tuning.
opposite direction, and the condition of resonance is
Various types of low -loss windings have been emthat which obtains when the two are equal, when the
ployed, many of which have given particularly good
total reactance in the circuit reduces to zero. In this
results. The fact remains, however, that the results
case the impedance of the circuit Zo becomes simply
which were obtained were not surprisingly better than
R, this being the resistance in the circuit.
could be obtained with quite ordinary types of wind1E1

This led to the investigation

ing -s.

of the

Determining the Degree of Selectivity
Consider now the impedance Z, at a frequency

actual

resistances of various types of coils, these results being
remarkable in that the actual values of the resistances

slightly different from the resonance frequency. Let
the new frequency f, be
times f,, the resonant

were very much higher than one would anticipate at
first sight.

A Standard for Comparison
Sortie of the results obtained on various types of

,tuning coils have been published from time to time in
these columns, and it is interesting at this stage to
coordinate theSe results, and also to obtain some sort
of standard with which any future results may be compared, by considering exactly what the requirements
are in any particular tuning circuit.
In my article last week 1 showed that the decrement
of a circuit enabled us to gauge its particular properties
very simply. In order to see how this may be done it
will be advantageous to consider, the matter from first
principles.

Fig. 2.-Selectivity is improved by using a chain of filters.
frequency. Then wl = 80,0. In this case the expres-

sion for the impedance reduces to

The current in a circuit produced by the

application of an alternating voltage E is given by

Z1=

,/R2

=

,\/R2+

E

where Z is the property known as the impedance of

t92
)2

This expression can be simplified, remembering that
LC(02.-.I, to

Z, =

VRe + [Lcok3

/3

The current in the circuit is obtained by dividing the
applied voltage by the impedance, so that if we have
a constant applied voltage E, then the current is
inversely proportional to the impedance.

Fig. 1.-A simple resonant circuit.

For a circuit such as that shown in
the circuit.
Fig7 the impedance is given by

--Hencei

n

Z= ,\/122

Lto -

_1y

Cto

=

where R, L and C are the resistance, inductance and
capacity and to = 2'r X frequency.

Reactance
rihe expression inside the bracket

This ratio

ro

/V

+ [Lwo(fl

0R2

02
;s, a measure of the selectivity of the

I

is termed

the

circuit.

.0S
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This expression, unfortunately, is not simple, but I
have obtained from .it a series of curves which enable
the necessary results to be deduced without much

Use of Coupled Circuits
A single circuit, however,

is

when

used

seldom

required, so that we have to consider
next the case of a chain of tuned circuits, such as is
shown in Fig. 2-, In the majority of receivers a
simple cascade filter of this type is replaced by one
-employing valves to couple the successive stages, or
selectivity is

trouble.
-06

,?4
.22

.06

20

else a combination -of the two methods. Where transformer coupling- is emplOyed, however, as is usually

-18

.16

-/4

,n =4

t
ENE

721-41

O3

S

6 -/0

HI
HT
Fig. 3.- -A va!ve-coupled filter such as this is electrically
similar to the circuit shown in Fig. 2.

Definition of Selectivity
Before proceeding, however, it will be as- well to
It will be
obtain a definition of good* selectivity.

Secondly, a point which is

7

S

(3-0

2

agreed that a receiver situated within two miles of the
lOcal station, which will receive satisfactorily a similar
station Soo miles away operating at a frequency only
20 kilocycles different; would be considered very good:
The detector current is' proportional to the square of
the -voltage applied across it, i.e to the. square of
the current in the last circuit. - If we assume the

u.

current ratio to he
ratio of

where n = number of circuits.
0001

0-0006

this gives a signal strength

8

8

0.076

0.05

007

TWO CIRCUITS

0.010

F

b,

which would be Very- good.
8

ONE CIRCUIT

0-0008

THREE CIRCUITS

004

FOUR CIRCUITS

006

0 03

005

0.02

0-04

Since,

F

0.0004

N

V.G.

0.005

0.0002

0

1000
750
FREQUENCY (11-0

Fig. 4. -In order not to cut off the side bands unduly and
so produce distortion, the decrement of each circuit must
be greater than the critical values given above.

often overlooked, the e. m. f. induced in each succeedIf both
ing circuit is dependent on the frequency.
these effects are taken into account, the selectivity ratio

i\

500

400
Joa
200
FRERUENCY (4' C.)

/00

In the case of a chain of circuits, therefore, we have
two factors to consider. In the first place, the current
produced by the interfering- signal is successively

r

71-I
.0/

.2

Chain of Circuits

n

2

-2-

.4

the preSent.

becomes

n

.6

the ease, the electrical conditions are similar. With
the tuned anode arrangement certain secondary effects
are introduced, and this method will be. neglected for

reduced at each stage.

71

.02

-41

1000
600
800
FREQUENCY (HC.)

F

0 03

0.01
V.G.

V.G.

0

1000
600
800
FREQUENCY ( kc.)

7000
800
FREQUENCY (k C.)

600

0 02

1000
800
FREQUENCY (kc.)

600

obtain adequate selectivity the decrement of the tuning circuits must be less than the values shown
above. The three grades of selectivity (V.G., G. and F. are defined in the text.
however, the em.f. set up in the aerial by the
S = ratio of current at resonant frequency f to
local station is at least 2io times as great as that
that at a frequency fif.

Fig.

produced by a station Soo miles away (and probably

even more), this requires the ratio S to he at least

R

--- where R is in ohms, and I.
8 =7 decrement = 20
in henries.

1,250,
cycles.

for the given frequency difference of 20 kilo-
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In such circumstances, it is unscientific to make
calculations based on mathematical ideals, and it is
probable that little alteration would be noticed in the
quality if the semi -band width of the resonance curve

The value of /3 depends upon the frequency; 20 kc.

at a mean frequency of i,000 kc. is a greater per.
centage than at a mean frequency of 500 kc. The

value can readily be determined in any particular
case, and the table below will be of assistance in this

respect :-

Mean frequency.

,e

was reduced to 3,000 instead of 4,000 cycles.

Value of Critical Decrement
The actual value of the critical decrement of the
circuit may be readily obtained from the formula previously given. In this case the term S has the value
2. If, therefore, we evaluate 13 at the particular fre-

for 20 kc. difference.
1.02

1,600
750
500

1.027
1.04
1,115

175

quency employed, the value of 8can readily be found.

Fig. 4 shows the value of 8 for a range of fre-

Lower Selectivity

quencies, assuming a semi -band width of 3,000 cycles
only, and the use of this curve will enable the
critical decrement to be obtained rapidly when required.
These two conditions, unfortunately, are conflicting,

We may, however, not require such excessive selectivity.

For a receiver situated to or 12 miles out, a

value of S equal to about 500 would probably suffice.
We may, therefore, define good and fair selectivity as
ratios of; say, 500 and 25o respectively.
This enables us to define the critical decrement of a
receiving circuit at a given mean frequency (i.e., that
of the carrier wave of the local station) for the three
classes of selectivity.
The values of this critical
decrement are plotted in Figs. 5 and 6, for one, two,
three and four circuits.

but the data given enable us to design our tuning
circuits with a minimum of trouble. Although the
mathematical working has been given in a fairly
detailed manner, the actual results are obtained in a
simple form, and a few practical examples will serve
to show- the usefulness of this method of designing
tuning circuits.

Distortionless Tuning

An Example

Assume a Mean frequency of 75o kc. (corresponding
to a wavelength of 400 metres). For good quality the
decrement should be greater than

Having chosen which class of receiver is required,
it is then possible to work out the critical decrement,
for one, two, three or -more tuned circuits, by referring

.015 for i circuit;
.025 for 2 circuits;
.033 for 3 circuits ;

to the curves just given.

The question as' to the
number Of tuned circuits to be employed is con-

trolled by the conditions for.: adequate reception.
As I showed last week, if the resistance in
the circuit is reduced below a certain value, the

.039 for 4 circuits.

With a single circuit the decrement, even for fair,

selectivity, must not exceed .0007.at this frequency, so
that one circuit is inadequate. With two circuits the
decrement permissible for fair selectivity is .oi,
hereas for good quality we require .025.

quality of reproduction suffers.
The question thus
arises as to what is the limiting value of_this resistance
in any particular case.

.20

I0

002
TWO CIACU1T3

OAK CIRCUIT

TIRE[

F
oa

10

-OS

F

POUR CIRCUITS

CIRCUITS

G

G

F

VG
VG
100 ZOO

.300 400

500

fACQUC.NCY 0c)

.

100 200 300 400 500
rRrQurricy (.c)

100

200

300 400 500

100

FREQUENCY (kc)

200 300 400 500
FRC QUENCY (kc.)

Fig. 6.-With lower frequencies the permissible decrement to obtain adequate selectivity is considerably higher.

Three Circuits

Conditions for Good Quality

Better results are obtainable with three circuits.

It is generally accepted that the criterion for good
quality is that -the current at a frequency 4,00o cycles
difference from the resonance value shall not be less
than one-half the maximum. This appears to be a
reasonable value. Even so the higher harmonics are
going to suffer somewhat, but it must be remembered

Here the decrement should exceed .033.

Fair selectivity requires a decrement of .026 and

good selectivity with .02. These values are approaching the ideal, and a compromise is obtainable by using
a tight -coupled aerial which enables us to increase the

decrement slightly and still to obtain the necessary

that in the reception. of distant stations the reproduction
is usually marred by atmospherics and other parasitic
noises which tend to; detract from the general 'quality
of reproduction.

selectivity.

With four circuits both fair and good selectivity,

are practicable, but very good selectivity -requires even
(Continued on. page 413)
.
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Super -Regeneration at the Higher
Frequencies
By A. V. I ). HORT, B.A.

0

It is well known that the efficiency of super -regener-

ative circuits of the " Armstrong " type increases
with an increase in the frequency of reception. In
this article details are given of a super -regener-

ative unit which can readily be attached to an
existing single -valve short-wave receiver.

SUPER-REGENERATIVE circuits, whether of the
" Armstrong " or Fle\Nelling type, would appear

to have gone more or less out of fashion at the

present time. At one time, it will be remembered,
such circuits had a considerable vogue. A description
of a successful circuit of the " Armstrong " type,
deviSed by A. D. Cowper, M.Sc., was published in
Modern Wireless for May, 1923. More recently, however, the development of the superheterodyne has

pushed into the background these simpler arrangements-simpler from the constructional point of view,
that is to say.

The "Armstrong " Circuit
of the

One

regenerative

main, disadvantages of the super -

receivers,

especially-

in

their

simpler

8

forms, is the sustained whistle which is addible continuously when the circuit is functioning correctly.

8
8

This feature has probably deterred many experimenters

from using the circuits to any considerable extent.
There is no intention here to go deeply into the
theoretical aspects of the circuits. It will suffice to

The simple construction of the super -regenerative
unit will be obvious from this photograph.
D00000000000000p000000

remind readers, taking
super -regenerative circuit, which is the subject of this
article, that on the ordinary high -frequency oscillations
of a detector valve are superimposed other oscillations
at -a comparatively low frequency.

Limits of Amplification
It might be supposed from this that it is only necessary to use a very low frequency relative to the normal
high frequency of the tuning circuits to get very great
amplification.

Unfortunately, as the quenching
frequency is lowered, so distortion increases. - On the
band of frequencies quoted, spark notes become
extremely " hoarse," CAN'. losses its character and is.
not at all easy to read, while telephony, of course, is
rendered utterly unintelligible.

High and Low Frequencies
Now the amplification obtainable with the circuit
depends

mainly on the frequency of the low or

" quenching " frequency oscillations relative to that
R-FCHOKE

Higher Frequencies
So far the 600- to t,000 -kilocycle (3oo to Soo metre)
band or thereabouts has been discussed. Since, however, a wide difference between the tuning and quench,
ing frequencies will -give good amplification, it would
appear that good results should be obtainable at higher
tuning frequencies. This is borne out in practice; in
fact, in his first discussions of super-regeneratiVe

circuits, Major Armstrong emphasised the point that
such circuits will function better the higher the signal

=- E
Fig. 1.-The modified " Reinartz " form of circuit used

frequency.

Elimination of Whistle

in the short-wave receiver before adaptation.

Incidentally, another gain in the use of the super regenerative circuit for very high -frequency reception
is that the whistle of the quenching- frequency can be
almost, if not altogether, .eliminated.
There is no
longer any need to devise filters consisting of chokes
and condensers to by-pass the low -frequency oscilla-

of the high -frequency oscillations. For instance, in
ft receiver designed for the 60o- to 1,090 -kilocycle (3oo

to Soo metre) band, if the quenching oscillations are

of a frequency above audibility, the amplification
obtained will not be high. With an audible frequency
considerable amplifiCation xvill be obtainable, the ampli-

tions of this particUltu- frequency across the telephones,
while audio -frequency impulses, distinct from the
quenching -frequency, alone -affect them. When one

fication increasing as this frequency is lowered; a constant setting of the high -frequency tuning circuits is
assumed for purposes of comparison.

is working on the shorter waves, frequencies increase
391
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Connecting Up
The complete circuit of the receiver and the- unit
is shown in Fig. 3. One end of the No. 1,500 coil
is connected to the " earth lead, the common co97

sa rapidl\ xvith decreases iti wavelength that there is

.no need to work with quenching oscillations of an
audible frequency at all. Quenching oscillations of a
'super -audible- frequency give excellent amplification
around 8,571 kilocycles (35 metres), for instance.
In order to secure greater amplification. the quenching frequency can readily be lowered, if desired.- The
provision of a suitable value of capacity shunted across

nection of the two coils to low-tension positive of the
battery, and the remaining end of the No. t,000 coil
to high-tension negative. It is essential to shunt both
the high-tension battery and the telephones with fixed,

the telephones will effectively reduce the penetrating
effect of the high-pitched whistle, without seriously
affecting the efficiency of the receiver.
A Super -Regenerative Unit
Turning now to practical matters, it is proposed to

condensers. A capacity of .004 /AF across the tele-

describe a super -regenerative unit, whiehis very simple
to construct and which can be attached to most single valve receivers with reaction, little modification of the
existing circuit arrangement being necessary. The
writer has used this unit in conjunction with the shortwave receiver 'described by. him in Wireless Weekly,

Vol. 6, No. 23. The circuit of that receiver is reproduced here (Fig. 1), and it will be seen that a modified
" Reinartz " type of circuit was employed.
Circuit
Now this type of circuit is, as it stands, unsuitable
for use with the super -regenerative unit. The choke
coil L4 was found to interfere with the functioning of
the super -regenerative arrangement. It was therefore
necessary to convert the circuit to the form shown
in Fig. 2, which is practically that of an
" straight " single -valve circuit with
ordinary
reaction.
At high frequencies, however, movements of the reaction coil cause inconvenient

changes in the tuning frequency; the condenser

therefore, is connected between the anode of the valve

The wiring of the unit may be seen in this photograph.

and earth, to provide the requisite final control of

phones was found adequate to provide a free path
for the quenching oscillations, and to reduce any
whistle to a minimum. Care should be taken 'to see
that the quenching coils are connected relatively the

If the " earth " connection is taken
to one pin of the coil -holder, H.T. negative will go
right way round.

to the other pin, and the two° sockets will be connected
to the filament.

Testing
Before the unit is brought into use, the receiver

should be tested to see that it oscillates properly itself.

This test can be carried out at any time by shorting
across the quenching coils. After connecting up the

-,t

E-

unit, the reaction coil of the receiver and the movable

Fig. 2.-The circuit of the short-wave receiver as modified
for use with the super -regenerative unit. This circuit
may be compared with that given in Fig. 1.

coil of the unit should be swung right away. A
.003 µF condenser may be. connected across the
No. 1' 000 coil, and a .002 µF across the No. 1,5o0
On switching on the valve filament, and applying ample H.T. (not less than So volts, and preferably
more, depending on the valve used), a high-pitched
whistle should be heard. With the unit described, on
tightening the coupling of the quenching coils the note
of the whistle fell slowly, changed pitch sharply with
a shriek at about 45 degrees, became a loud rushing,

reaction.

Also the grid leak is connected direct across
the grid condenser, and not direct to filament positive.
Components
The super -regenerative unit consists of two coils in
a two -coil holder, with a fixed condenser in parallel
with each -coil. A No. 1,500 and a No. 1,000 plug-in
coil will, be required, and clip -in condensers are very

coil.

convenient, owing to the ease with which various
values may be tried in circuit. In the unit shown in

sound, and finally changed to a clear whistle again
when the position of tightest coupling was reached.,
These phenomena may vary somewhat with different

the photograph the coil -holder is mounted on a small
ebonite panel; itself attached to a baseboard, one
Gambrel J and one Gambrel I coil being used. Clips
for the shunting condensers are attached to the panel
by means of terminals, so that the connections can

H.T. values and so on.

The important sound to listen

for is the rushing sound just' before the tightest
coupling.

Searching for Signals

If the unit is functioning correctly, it will be as
well, till practice has been acquired in handling the

readily be attached on the front of the panel.
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found to minimise body -capacity effects. The use of
a 2 -ft. frame aerial Was less satisfactory with the
circuit employed.

Set, :to proceed as- follows :---With the unit shortcircuited, tune in a fairly strong signal on the receiver.
Then remove the short-circuiting wire, and, with the
quenching coils tight -coupled, readjust the (receiver

Telephony
Telephony from \VGY, Schenectady, New York, at
a frequency of about 7,5oo kilocycles (4o metres) was
Various fixed
observed for a considerable period.
condensers were tried in parallel with the quenching
coils, It was found- necessary always to have C7 of a
smaller value than CS, in order to avoid instability of
the circuit. With values of .00t /AF and .002 ittF
for C7 -and CS respectively, no low -frequency whistle
was audible, and speech from \VGY was clear, though
no great amplification could be obtained. It may be
noted here that on the receiver alone \VGY was audible

with careful tuning, but portions of the programme
were periodically inaudible owing to fading:
-

LOwer Quenching Frequency
The substitution of capacities of .002 .1.1.F for C7
and .003 /IF for CS made the whistle audible, though
it was not strong enough to be very noticeable. In
fact, when \VGY's transmission was correctly tuned

in, no trace of a whistle could be detected at

all.

Amplification was greatly increased, and the best telephone strength obtainable, without pushing amplifica-

tion so far that atmospheric and other interference

predominated, was about -equivalent to that experienced

on an average receiver -with a detector and one low frequency stage at a distance of 20 miles or so from
a main broadcasting station.

Terminals are mounted on the vertical panel for
convenience in connecting the unit to the receiver.

Speech and Music

slightly till the same signal is heard.. .Now: slowly
loosen the coupling between the quenching coils, when

Speech, was plainly audible, even during the periods
of fading. The only distortion observed was a slightly
unnatural - lowering- of the pitch of the voice ; there

the signals should increase in strength, accompanied
by an increasing- ,rushing noise. A point will be
reached when the signals are of maximum audibility
relative to this rushing sound. Looser coupling will
give Still greater amplification, but atmospheric and

were no signs of the " quacking " or " ducking "

parasitic noises will be amplified also to such an extent
that the signals will be .practically swamped.

Optimum Working Frequency
The receiver and super -regenerative unit were found
to function most satisfactorily above 6,000 kilocycles
(below 5o metres).
At frequencies below this the

quenching frequency had to be lowered also to give

stable working and efficient amplification, and a large.;

reaction coil in the receiver than that normally used
was .required.

E

Actual Reception

L

The main reception tests were tlie:efare carried Out
between about 6,000 and 8.571 kilocycles (35 and 50
enctres)..

J

L5

Ls

Fig. 3.-The complete circuit of the receiver and super regenerative unit combined, the components included in
the latter being enclosed in the dotted lines.

On this band signals from distant C.W.

stations, about R3 or R4 on the receiver only; could
t.be amplified to the limits permitted by atmospheric
-interference. Selectivity was decreased to a certain
extent by the addition of the unit, but by tightening the reaction coupling and sacrificing a certain amount
of the " super " amplification, no serious disadvantage

sounds sometimes associated with speech as heard on
receivers of this type. A piano solo sounded rather
" wooden " in tone, but harp solos were much better.

was noticeable in this respect. -Strong- signals originat-

clearly heard.

Vocal solos, Loth soprano and tenor, came through
excellently,

ing from stations fairly close to the receiver, such a.;
those of the G.P.O. station. 5DH at.Dollis Hill, could
not be amplified much more than weaker signals without increasing the H.T. voltage on the anode of the
valve. Normally about rio volts were applied to the

and the words of the songs could be

Selectivity
No difficulty was experienced in tuning in this trans-

mission.. It was audible over about 5 degrees of a
.0003 p.F tuning- condenser ; normally a fraction of a

turn an the vernier is sufficient to lose all trace of
the- station. Because of this flat tuning, a certain

anode of a small power -valve, a Mullard D.F.A.4 being

the actual valve in use. A short indoor aerial was
used, and earthing the set in the ordinary way was

(Concluded on page 415)
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F," I said to Professor

Goop, 'as we sat chat-

ting the other night,

" if a place like Oxford
Can have a studio of its
own; then why 'on earth

should we not have one in. Little

Puddleton ? 'We have a message to
give to the world, or rather to that
part of it which is interested in the
one and only hobby, whilst Oxford,
I should imagine, had probably

never even heard of wireless until
that studio came along. And even

when they had got their studio, they
proceeded straightaway to miss their
opportunities. It is needless for me

to tell you that the topical talk on

the opening night should have been
Fashions for Men ' by the Originator of Oxford Bags ; for if it had

not been for the style of its nether
garments, Oxford could never have
hoped to leap to its present fame."

out.

hastily turned to the second and proceeded, " Why be bothered by
financial difficulties? I 'shall be only
too glad to advance you from
to
'50,000 on note of hand alone, without any unpleasant . . ." Seeing

.

.

.

Professor Goop received my sugges-

tion- with the utmost enthusiasm.
He had always felt, he told me, a
longing to tell the world something
of his great discoveries in wireless.

After a little discussion

of the

matter we decided to bring the suggestion before the wireless club at

their meeting that very night, and
this we duly proceeded to do.
Private Business
When General Blood Thunderby
asked if any member had any private
business to bring before the meeting, the Professor produced several
shets of paper from his coat pocket
and began to read rapidly from the

first of them. " Dear Sir," he read

ing how dangerous a dog bite may
be, took the necessary precautions.
The protesting Poddleby was held
down upon the table, whilst the
wound was properly treated with a
red-hot poker.

Several people were

quite sure that Poddleby had deveinstantaneous hydrophobia,

loped

owing to the way in which he was
foaming at the mouth. Mr. Hercy

that he was again on the wrong
tack, he turned to the third sheet,
which was a communication to

Parris discovered some time ago that

be disconnected if he failed to pay
last quarter's amount within three
days. " Dear me,, dear me," said

the insertion of a pinch of Hudson's
soap. Remembering this I dashed
out at lightning speed to Mr.

similar behaviour on the part of

remind him that his telephone would

accumulators was easily cured by

the Professor,
looking rather
puzzled. " I am quite sure that I

Muggs, the grocer's, and on my

had some private business to bring
before the meeting, and that I
placed my notes in my coat pocket.

I am equally sure that the private
business was not of the kind that I

have. so far mentioned." Meantime,
at the further end of the room, I was
engaged in making frantic signals to
him to try the other tail pocket.
First Aid
It was, of course, unfortunate that
in the course of one of my gestures
I

By the originator of
Oxford bags

" We beg to bring to your

nctice that the enclosed account is
very much overdue. . . ." He

return gave Poddleby a whole
packet. This, however, only seemed
to make matters worse.
The Proposal
When Poddleby had at length
escaped from those who were rendering first aid, order was restored with

should have dug my finger into

Poddleby's ear, but I cannot see that
there was any reason why he should
then have called in the assistance of
a great hulking fellow like Snaggsby

.

.

We were apparently
expected

.

.

.

to put me under the table. How-

some difficulty, and the meeting went

I ran rapidly along on my hands

his notes, and the only thing was

ever, once I was under the table an
idea came to me, as ideas generally
do.

and knees until I came to a pair of
boots that I recognised as the
Professor's from the fact that one

was black and the other brown.

Then, making my way out into the
open, I neatly picked the Professor's
pocket and passed the right bundle
of papers up to him. I then made

my way back to my own place,

giving a growl when I was opposite
Poddleby and biting him sharply in
the leg. Poddleby leapt into the air
ith a scream and danced round the
room on one foot. Several members had heard the growl and, know -

on once more. By this time Professor Goop had once more mislaid
for me to address the meeting in his

stead. This I proceeded to do in
my usual felicitous style. Naturally,
I said, none of my hearers would
have any great experience of what

was known as broadcasting. All of
us were serious experimenters, who,
of course, made no use of broadcast
transmissions-except when we were
conducting experiments in the reception of wireless telephony. My own
custom, I explained, was to confine

experiments of this nature strictly
to the evening hours between seven
and eleven, and I had no doubt that
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LISSENIUM

A fine loud speaker
for a few shillingsMake your own horn and buy the LISSENOLA

LOUD SPEAKING UNIT, and you have the
As
finest loud speaker you could wish for.
powerful it will be as any five or six guinea
model, as pure in reproduction as the best loud
speaker made-taking all the power you want to
put through it without the slightest " dither " or
resonating.

The LISSENOLA fits any horn --goes on to any

gramophone tone arm-and you can buy the
LISSENOLA REED which will adapt it to
carry any cone or paper -pleated diaphragm.

We supply detailed instructions and

full

dia-

LISSENOLA

Loud Speaking
Unit

grammatic template, which show you exactly how
to make a horn of proved efficiency for materials

pl Pending)

you can buy for a few pence at any stationer's-

13/6

AND YOUR TOTAL COST WILL BE
LESS THAN 15,1,
WE Guarantee YOU Complete Satisfaction.
Your dealer will gladly demonstrate-if he
sold out, send postal order direct.

is

Mahe this Test :Go to the nearest dealer-ask him
to put on the best loud speaker in
his stock-note the rest:4s with a
given

TRAVELLERS

input

and given

signals.

Then have the same horn put on

We have a few positions open for capable salesmen.
Applicants
should state fully age, connection, ground, technical knowledge,
experience, and salary terms.
Letters only.
Address as below,
envelopes to be marked "

the LISSENOLA UNIT - keep

the conditions the same-keep the
same voltage, no matter how high

it is-AND SEE IF YOU CAN

NOTICE ANY DIFFERENCE.

LISSEN LIMITED

LISSENIUM WORKS, 30-32, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY.
'Phone : RICHMOND 2285 (4 lines).

Telegrams : " Lissenium, Phone, London."

MAKE YOUR OWN LOUD SPEAKER AND SAVE MONEY
AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY

Is A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BUYERS.
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ELECTRICAL IMPULSE
"N4

-a carefully cultivated acquaintance
Certain of our technical experts, having foregathered in the sanctum of our
chief -of -staff, did ponder with deliberation on the wisdom of his discourse.
" Now gentlemen," he said, " you will have to exercise considerable mental
brilliance and thoughtful friendliness in pursuit of the electrical impulse. We
know that he is the electrical energy which quickens the radio receiver into
pulsating life ; our job is to tempt him just a little further without fraying
his temper. That is, to transform him into voice and music with radio instruments having the correct scientific elements for a really natural transformation. Build, gentlemen," he added, " and remember, he is to be
carefully cultivated." But that was long ago. After seventeen years' peaceful
penetration in the Brandes laboratories, we are perfectly acquainted with the
best methods of effectually harnessing the properties of this elusive spirit of
radio sound. Get Brandes radio instruments, built by master craftsmen and
scientists in the reproduction of radio sound.
Any good dealer stocks Brandes.

THE TABLE -TALKER
The new goose -neck design is

the result of research in radio
acoustics, which definitely es-

tablishes its value in relation to
the diaphragm fitted. Patent
material used in the construction
of the horn eliminates metallic

harshness. Volume and sensitivity
controlled with small lever located
at the rear of the base. Elegantly
shaped, tasteful neutral brown
finish, felt -padded base. Height
z8 ins., bell to ins.

30/-

MATCHED TONE HEADPHONES THE AUDIO TRANSFORMER
The whole secret of Matched
Ratio t to 5. The main objects
Tone is that one receiver refuses
in view are high amplification of
to have any quarrel with its applied voltage, together with
a straight line amplification twin. Ably schooled in these
frequency curve. That is to
generous sentiments by our
say, for a given input voltage, the
specially erected Matched Tone
apparatus, their synchronised
amplification is constant over a
sensigreater
wide band of frequencies, thus
effort discovers
tivity and volume and truer tone.
eliminating resonance. Mechanicof
the
is
no
possibility
ally protected and shielded so
There
sound from one earpiece being
that the transformers may be
placed close together without
half a tone lower than its mate.
interaction.

20/ Brandt; Limited, 296 Relent Strait,

17/6

THE BRAN D OL A

Specially built to bring greater
volume with minimum current

input and exceptional clarity
over the full frequency range. A.
large diaphragm gives new
rounded fulness to the low
registers and new clarified lightness to the high. Reproduction
controlled by a thumb screw on
the base. Polished walnut plinth
with electro-plated fittings.
Height 26 ins., bell IS ins.

90/ -

Weis-Skulk Buds.

Brandes

EXPERTS IN RADIO ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908
&race Advirlisitogi

11.234
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other members did much the same

many moments when there entered
a young man with an exceedingly
efficient look about hiM. Again no
words of ours seemed to he re-

kind of thing. At the same time we

must not close our eyes to the fact
that there were in the country thousands, nay, millions of people who
used their receiving sets primarily as a means of entertainment. It

was not an uncommon thing,

brOadcatchers for the Whole. family
to sit for a couple of hours. or more

Ftart," he said, " with John Peel.
Let yourselves go and see if you
cannot raise the roof." He struck a

each evening round the loud -speaker,

listening with.the utmost pleasure to
the speech and music that it brought
in for their benefit.

crashing chord, and, supposing- that

'cc obliged' with a splendid rendering of that- fine old song. At- least,
Bumplebv. Brown and I did Our bit,

experimenters, as we are," continued, " the. majority of these
People are dying to learn more and
more about wireless. And who is.
most fitted to give them theinfor-.

though the General was growing
more and more purple in the face,
and it was plain that he was fighting- for \voids.
Just as the music
ceased he let out one of his wellkm:w n
roars.
" I think that

1

mation that they require? Nit not
the- Little Vuddleton Wireless Club?
And how can we give our message.
to the wOrld, unless the B.R.C. pro-.
vides us with a broadcasting
Deafening
studio?
applause
greeted nly remarks. Member after
Member roye to congratulate the.

'

4

would like to see just how broadcasting was done. We spent the

at the end sounds rather

want any farmyard noises." At
this moment, the power of speech
returned to the General.
Who the
blue blazes did the young man take

and before the end of the- int etingit was decided. Unanimous! \ that the

must be shown its obvious
duty. it was agreed that- a deptrta
tion consisting of General -Blood'
Thtinderby, Bumpleby Brown and myself should visit Savoy Hill to
lay our views before the Company.
-The Professor, though invited to do
so, was I oo, modest to join the
deputation. He explained that it
would hardly be seemly for him to
go to the oftit.x! of the Company and to blow his own -trumpet. That,
he felt, could be -done much better
on his behalf by somebody- else if
he were not there. The journey to
Lo.thlon passed without incident.
Arrived in London, - we made our

next

way promptly to Savoy Hill, and
came to the palatial office of the
Company, On entering- we .found
that we were :apparently expected,
for' a small boy, resplendent with

whirled us skywards in the lift.
We supposed that other members of
the club must have sent a telegram announcing our arrival.
Our Reception

hour

most

pleasantly

in

examining- the transmitting ' gear,
the studios, the noises off, and all:
the gadgets, -bits, pieces, jims and

diathickies that go to mai;e. up a
broadcasting station. At the end
of our tour round the building. the
Great Man and ourselves were like
brot

,

,

An Oversight

" 'flat's what I call a jolly pleasant afternoon,'' said the General,
as we -walked- down the Strand.
" It is a long time since I enju\ d

myself so much.

We- shall have a

lot to tell the other fellows -when vvv
get hack -to. 'the club; ,sltall
not? " " We shall, intleed!!
agreed. " I should be looking.for

ward whole4ieartedi to to -night's
meeting- if it were nut for one

Bumpleby Brown and
I did our bit .

thing." "What's that 2 " asked the General and Bumpleby Brown

" But aren't you the

with one -voice. ." Why," I said,
entirely forgot to mention anything about the Little- Middleton
studio." " Great Scott ! " 'bellowed the General, " so we did. But:
I'll tell you what. We will send

ensuing scene between him and -our
worthy president.

departure to say that they are the

-

him tor, and what in the thunder
did he mean by this infernal tom-

The young man looked
blanker and blanker as the General
foolery?

proceeded.

Whitechapel Singers? " he asked.
I. will draw .a kindly veil over the
Soothed

,

the rest of the club up next week as
a deputation, 'and we will wire the
B.B.C. on the morning of their
-Whited-lapel Singers."
WIRELESS WAYFARER.

I may say, itowever; that between
us, we made it perfectly plain to the

young man that we were not the

HAVE YOU GOT YOUR COPY

Whitechapel Singers. He began to
say that he had suspected something

CHRISTMAS NUMBER OF

but the General damped. out any

`MODERN WIRELESS'?

open the gates and conducted us to
a --very pleasant room furnished
mainly with armchairs and a grand

of the kind when he heard us sing,

piano.

\V -C told him that 'ye were members

We had not been there

were there, he had no doubt that. NV('

well," said the young man, " but
you were just a leetle bit flat." He
banged a note. " Now try again."
This time the General produced a
perfect neigh of rage. " No," said
the young man, " it is a hunting
song, but I don't think that we

Professor and myself upon the
inspiration that had come to us,

The lift stopped, the lad flung

thetically to gni- account of vv fiat
had taken place, and then poured
the most heating of oils twirl
the troubled
AV:IterS.
H tying'
soothed the t;eneral, and having
rendered first. aid to the wtrunded
pride of Bumpleby Brown and myself, the Cleat Man said that, as we

it n as one of the customs of the place,

The Deputation
``. And though they are4ftot

Wireless

heard of the Little Puddleton Wire-

come and stand here in a row," said
he, seating- himself at the piano.
We arranged ourselves, wondering
what was coming next. " We will

assured them, in the households of

Little Puddletou

He said that he had never

less Club. -We very soon remedied
that defect in his educaticin. The
General insisted upon seeing one
of
the Big
Guns instanter,
so
that
he
might
lay the
facts of the outrage before him and demand a full, frank and
free apology. Our intert-e\N \\ ith
ti1C
ircat Man \\ as exceedingly
.pleasatit. He listened most sympa-

quired; in fact, we did not get a
chance to utter a sound. " Just

I

many buttons, tool: charge of 'us
before we could utter a word; and

of the
Club.

facetiousness with one awful look.
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SHORT-WAVE
Notes &News
'
DURING the past week the

volume of amateur traffic
audible has increased to a

very great extent.

The 6,667-kc.

(45 -metre) Band is now quite as
crowded as' the 3,333-kc. (90 -metre)

band was during the corresponding

period of last winter. European
stations continue 'to fade out at
about 17.00 G.M.T., but the

Americans are now, audible much
later in the morning and much
earlier in the evening. 5LF has
worked a United States station at
10.00 G.M.T. and has heard a 6th
district station at 10.45. He was
also working a Canadian on Sunday, November 29, at 18.00 G.M.T.
A Good Day's Work

This extension of the time when
it is possible to work real " DX "
led 2KF to conduct what might be
termed an " international daylight
test." He started at 06.0o G.M.T.

A.C., having had the mains installed

at last.

He has worked 6YV of

Whitley Bay, and Canadian iAR.
Further North
Probably all this news from the
London district will incite our
Northern friends to do great things
during the next week or so. They
have already made a name for themselves' rather for consistency than
record -breaking.

6YU, of Coventry, for no account-

able reason, came in at strength
R99 instead of his usual R25, on

the morning of November 29. He
has not increased power or altered
any adjustments. He received 6QB's
speech at R5 and C.W. at "129+,"
when the latter was using an input
of only 4.5 watts. Another northern

the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 6th, 8th and 9th
U.S.A. districts, as well as Z-4AS

in

GFUP, a British

The direction -finding apparatus exhibited by the Radio Communication
Company at the Olympia Shipping and
Engineering Exhibition.

using a crystal -controlled transmitter. To the best of our knowledge, he is the - first European

station which has suddenly become
painful to listen to is 6RW of West
Derby, Liverpool. All these stations
are working between 6,818 and
6,667 kc. (44 and 46 metres).

and famous for the enormous variety

Higher Frequencies

of his sources of H.T. supply, has

just started up properly with rectified

to the usual " t's " we have heard

BZ-3AB, 5AF and 4AI. A station
signing Y-FX1 has also started up

tions seem to have been reversed
again, and these stations are better
in the early mornings than in the
evenings. A-3BD has, however,

-After these real " DX " stations
had faded out, he worked Finland,
Holland, France and Italy, thus
showing Europe that we do not yet
despise distances of 300 miles or
so! During the previous week he

amateur transmitter to do so.
5LS, of Blackheath, formerly one
of the " big noises " of the South,

a

manner similar to that employed in
the United States, as, in addition

heard almost any morning between
o6.00 and 09.30, G.M.T. Condi-

and A -31/X, the latter station being
worked at 18.00.

sLF, who has also worked these
stations, informs us that he is now

source, but Brazil seems to have

been divided into districts in

On about 8,33o kc. (36 metres)
stations in the Antipodes can be

During that time he worked

with
communication
ship in Hong
Kong harbour, and _BER of
Bermuda.
Quartz Frequency Control

6,25o kc. (48 metres), who;
incidentally, seems to spread very
badly near his fundamental. This
is probably due to the rough A.C:
note employed. On about io,000
kc. (3o metres) evidence of life is
first heard, the majority of stations.
employing this frequency being of
South American origin. We have
no information from any 'official
on

The Antipodes

continuously for twelve hours-till

was

being a very strong harmonic of
5DH, the G.P.O. station wOrking

in Uruguay, though the significance
-of the intermediate " Y " is difficult
to follow.

on November 29, and worked fairly
18.00.

hand seems to have lost all its
popularity. We have listened there
for an hour, the only station audible

With regard to the higher fre-

quencies, the 20,000-kc. (15 -metre)

been heard at about I 8.00
working a station with the call -sign
E.-1BH, the latter station also
having been received at good
strength. We have at present no
information about his QRA.
European Notes

Danish 7EC has worked Brazil
on several occasions, and has had

reports On his signals from Siberia
and South Africa. He also ran a

nightly schedule with Porto Rico
for several weeks.
Luxembourg rJW has appeared

on the ether again, using a frenuency of 6,667 kc.

He worked

UICH almost the first night he
was on. L-oAA has not been

heard for some time.
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The Autodyne System nn Supersonic

eception

By C. P. ALLINSON (6YF).
There are various methods in supersonic heterodyne

receivers by which the functions of first detector
and oscillator can be combined in one valve. In
this article some of these methods are discussed,
and practical values of components and operating
data are given.

PART from the intermedia4!-frequency

amplifier transformers, what is probably
one of the princ;pal causes. of high cost.'
in building a supersonic receiver is that e

a large number of valves have to be e?

purchased or employed. with it. If, then, p,
a six -valve 'super -heterodyne receiver can be made to g;.
give. results equal to those obtained with seven valves,

not only is the cost of one valve saved, but also that g
of its attendant valve -holder and filament resistance.

One method that may he employed for making this e
saying is to use the same valve to act in the capacity k,)
of first detector and oscillator.

2

The Tropadyne
One of the first circuits to appear in this country,
by means. of which this could be done, was the qb

A commercial 7 -valve supersonic receiving set.
American circuit known as the Tropadyne. A circuit e?
which- had been used previously, but unsuccessfully, is
shown in Fig. T, in which a tuned circuit L2 C2 was Es,cei.6,,F,eee@e@s6-,FgaeffovgEt6:grge EN8,68,e6ge
placed in the grid lead between the grid and the circuit
inductance Lz, which, with its tuning condenser C2,
Li Ct. Li may be the frame aerial that is so freforms the oscillatory circuit. L3, the: reaction coil,
quently employed with a supersonic reeeiver,- or it
is coupled to L2 as before. Provided that the point
may be a coil very loosely coup ed to the aerial. The
of the inductance L2, to which the grid condenser C3
reaction coil L3 is coupled to ail L2 (tuned by a variis connected, is the electrical centre of the coil, the
able condenser C2), so as to generate oscillations of

tuning of the circuit Lz C2- will in no way upset

the circuit Li Ci.

HT+

Centre Tapping on Grid Coil
It will be found in practice that the centre of the
wire. composing the winding of the grid coil L2 is
not necessarily its electrical centre, as this may be
displaced owing to the effect of various parts of the

INTERMEDIATE

AMPLIFIER

Ls

L.T.

receiver which may be located near the coil; different
types of coils will also vary in this respect. It is
therefore -advisable to take several .tappings at about
the centre point, and find out Which of these allows
the receiver to be handled with the minimum amount
of interaction between the two tuning controls. An
easy method of determining this is to bring- the inter,

Fig.
this form of Autodyne circuit the operation is rendered extremely difficult by the interaction

Point, and tunein a carrier by means of the oscillator
condenser Cz. The rotation of the tuning condenser.

the correct frequency to superimpose on the incoming
signals to give the beat frequency to which the circuit
L4 C4 is tuned.

strengthening the beat note heard in the telephones,
but should not appreciably affect its pitch. if it does
alter- the pitch, the electrical centre of the coil Lz has
not been found, and another tap should be tried.
Hand -Capacity

mediate -frequency

just on the

amplifier

oscillation

CT should now merely have the effect of weakening- or

between the tuning controls.

Interaction Between Tuning Circuits

This circuit may be found somewhat difficult to
handle as regards the tuning of the circuit L2 C2,..
unless some type of condenser is used in which the

It was found, however, that interaction between the
two -tuning controls was -so great as to make

the handling of this type of circuit an impracticable proposition. One solutiOn to this problem is
the circuitshOWn in Fig. 2. In thiS case the tuning
circuit LT .Cr is connected. to the mid. point of the

dial spindle- is entirely insulated from the condenser
itself, and sonic form of shield is interposed between.
the condenser and the difl. If this is not done, hand.
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of (nominally) the same size.
These will be L2 and
It will be seen that these two inductances,
together with the two variable condensers C4 and C5,

capacity effects will be very noticeable, since the circuit

I.

is more or less " up in the, air," one end being connected to the grid and the 'other to one side of the
leak, Of which the other end is earthed. This
means that both sets of vanes of the variable con-

which are of a very small value, form a bridge, and
it is

therefore an easy matter to balance out any

inequality in the coils by means of the two small variable condensers. The actual values of these may be

denser C2 will be at high -frequency potential to earth,

and special means must therefore be taken to avoid

in the region of So to too dup.F, and the writer has

hand -capacity effects.

actually used ordinary neutrodyne condensers of a
10\\ el- value quite successfully.

In this case, again, the condenser C3 is preferably
of the special design previously mentioned, owing to

the fact that the circuit L3 L2 C3 is rather " up in
the air."
'Balancing Adjustments
The procedure for balancing up is not very difficult,
and can be done as follows :--Set the tuning condenser

Cr at about the centre of its scale, and swing C3
backwards and forwards, when it will be noted that
clicks will be beard at certain Points: Now set the
small condenser C4 at its maximum value, and

gradually alter C5 from maximum to minimum, swing-

ing the condenser C3 at the same time. It may be
found that at a particular point in the adjustment of
the condenser C5 the clicks will no longer be heard,
and as this point is somewhat critical, the condenser
C5 should be revolved very slowly.
Readjustment for Frequency Change
Should the clicks not disappear, however, with any
adjustment of C5, the procedure should be repeated

Fig. 2.-An improvement on the rg. 1 circuit, known as
the Tropadyne. Here the coil L2 is tapped at its electrical
centre, thereby preventing interaction between the tuning

of the circuits LI CI and L2 C.

Second Harmonic Method

by leaving C5 fixed at its maximum value and gradually
reducing the value of C4. This proc,eSs of balancing

Another solution to the problem of interaction
between the two circuits is that of the second harmonic.

up should not occupy a very long time, and a point

The circuit is the. same as that shown in Fig. r, but
the values of the components used are different.
Instead of the circuit L2 C2 being tuned to the
frequency necessary to give the required beat with the
incoming signals, it is tuned to exactly half the
frequency.

Now,

owing to

the

H.T+

naturally large

difference in frequency between the two circuits, the
tuning of the one will hardly, if at all, affect the tuning
of the other. The oscillations generated in the circuit
L2 C2, however, will not only have their fundamental

frequency, but also will have present a 'number of
harmonics.
The second harmonic bas a frequenCy
exactly twice the fundamental, and by choosing our

R2

.10

7- c 4

3

fundamental frequency suitably, this second harmoniC

can be given the desired frequency to produce beats
with the incoming signals, so as to give us our desired
intermediate frequency to which the circuit L4 C4 is

C

.11111.

C2

.111.

L,

tuned.

7"

C"'

5

:NW

AM.

Disposition of Components
Although it is a fairly simple mat -ter to get this

L.T.

circuit to operate after a fashion, in order to get the
full measure of results of which it is capable, a considerable amount of experimenting is necessary.

Fig. 3.-In the super-autodyne circuit any inequality in
the two coils L2 and L3 is balanced out by suitable adjustments of the small variable condensers C5 and C4.

Not

only is this needed in respect of the constants of the
circuit L2 C2 with relation to any particular valve
which is used in the combined function of detector
and. oscillator, but also with regard to the disposition
of the components themselves, which, if unsuitable,

to be noted is that, although the balance may appear
correct on the lower readings of the two variable condensers Cr and C3, on working on the higher portions
of the scale of these two condensers, a slight readjust-

may -seriously, .affect the results.

ment of the balancing condensers may be required.

The Super-Autodyne

A

point may, however, be found in which balance is
obtained for all readings of the two condensers Cr

The latest circuit which has been evolved by means
of which the same valve can be made to act as detector

and C3.

and oscillator is that known as the Super-autodyne.
This circuit is shown in Fig. 3, and one of the chief
advantages of the circuit is that the oscillating grid
coil may actually consist of two plug-in inductances

.

A Possible Experiment

It is claimed by the designer of this circuit that
actually better results will b obtained if one of the

.
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condensers C4, C5 is adjusted so as to throty the
circuit slightly out of balance, as, under these con-

the coil L2 are connected to plate and grid and a

ditions, it is stated, a. small proportion of the reaction
effect from the coil L4 will be transferred to the coil
Li, thus producing an increase in signal strength.
It is Obvious, of course, that when the grid circuit is
perfectly balanced, no energy introduced by the coil
will be transferred to
L4 into the circuit L3 L2
any other- portion of the circuit involved in reception.
In fact, it is this very property that, eliminates interaction effects between the two tuning controls.

to be controlled by altering the filament temperature

centre tap is taken to- L.T.

in this case oscillation has

Audio -Frequency Howling
One of the chief difficulties in using the circuit
shown in Fig. 2 is the fact that, When using a0003 /AF
variable condenser for the grid oscillatory circuit tuning
condenser C2 with a coil which will cover the
frequencies between soo and I,5oo kilocycles (200 and
hoc, metres), as the condenser approaches the lower end

of the scale, the valve will set up an audio -frequency
squeal. Reducing- the value of the variable grid leak
R2 is one means of stopping it, as long as the condenser C2 is not reduced further. It thus presents
only a temporary measure of relief. The only way to
stop this squealing is to reduce the reaction coupfing.
There would seem to be, therefore, a considerable
field for experiment in this line to obtain suitable

7.%

The giant inductances for the Rugby Wireless Station

were conveyed from the works on a special type of

values for the coil and condenser in the oscillatory
circuit, so that the same value of reaction Coupling -

motor truck.

may be retained throughout the frequency range covering"the broadcast stations. It may be noted here that
if the coupling between L3 and L2 is made sufficiently
loose to enable the condenser C2 to be reduced to its
minimum value without squealing being produced, the

stations for which the condenser C2 has to be practically all -in will not come in at full strength.

Best Signal Strength

of the valve, and this circuit, .like the others, is some-

what liable to squeal at the lower readings of C2.

The choke coil L3 is not always required, and in some.
.cases it may cause the valve to squeal at all settings
of the oscillatory .circuit L2 C2, but this depends to a

certain extent on the type of coupling used for the

NVith the super-autodyne circuit shown in Fig. 3 it

intermediate

will generally be -found that the greatest signal strength

frequency

amplifier,

H.T., etc.

H.T.+

the

values

of

Harmonics
Another difficulty experienced with this circuit is
the fact that it appears to be extraordinarily rich in

c,

harmonics, so- that stations may be found to come in
at four or more settings of the oscillator condenSer,
instead of the more customary two. Here again it

3

will probably be found that the electrical Centre of
the coil L2 is not necessarily the centre of the winding,
and it will be necessary to take various taps -in order
to ascertain which is the best.

Faults -Peculiar to Super -Heterodynes
One of the most puzzling faults to trace in the

Fig. 4.-A Hartley type of circuit used by the author with
some success. The radio -frequency choke coil L3 may
not always be essential to the correct functioning of the
circuit.

super -heterodyne is

that of the faulty valve -holder.

Valve -holders which have been used in a straight set
and have not -shown themselves to be faulty in any
way
may, when used with a super -heterodyne
receiver, introduce into it some very puzzling
symptoms. This 7applies specially to non-microphonic

is Aot necessarily obtained when the two small variable

condens.ers are set so as to give the exact state of
balance as described when no clicks are heard

valve -holders.

A Further Circuit

The actual vibration of the valve in

the holder causes the springs to expand and contract,
and may be sufficient to produce -a slight varia*ion in
the contact resistance of the springs and the lugs, or
the springs and the valve legs, if these are not soldered.
If this occurs in the intermediate -frequency amplifier, it
may show itself by intermittent oscillation and swinging

A circuit that -was evolved and used by the writer
Some twelve months ago may here prove of interest,
though it was employed with very varying degrees of

success. This is- shown in Fig. 4- In this case the
oscillator. circuit, L2 C2, will be seen to be the wellknown Hartley oscillator, in which the two ends of

of signals.
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frequency amplifier is tunable, it gives the operator
an opportunity of shifting his intermediate frequency,
should he experience interference from low -frequency
commercial stations at any time. It is certainly very
annoying to have a good programme spoilt by interference from stations such as Leafield, which has to
be endured because it cannot be cured.

Disconnections
Another puzzling fault is a complete disconnection

owing to a break somewhere in either the grid or

.

Frame Aerial
A few pointers as to the values of components in
these circuits for use on the broadcast frequencies
may be of use. In cases where Li is a frame aerial,.
a suitable size for this is 14 to 16 turns on a 2 -foot
square frame,' or ro to 12 turns on a 4 -foot frame.
The actual number of turns will depend to a certain
extent On. the Spaeing. Cr may be a variable con.:
denser of .0005 uF capacity. In the Fig. i circuit,
Where the 'second harmonic system is being einploYed,;t
Li may be a roO-turn eoil,ar,d Ci a .oco5 ,uF variable
condenser.

The size of the reaction coil L3 may, be

determined experimentally, but should be in the region
of about 5o turns.

Coils and Condensers
In the Fig. 2 and Fig. 4 circuits, the coil L2 may
consist of about 6o turns on a 3i -in. former, or a
561.turn plug-in coil with a -centre tap.
The grid

The Postmaster -General, Sir William Mitchell -Thomson
(left), with Mr. Prideaux (centre), Chairman of St. Mary's
Hospital, and Sir Arthur Stanley (right), President of the

oscillatory circuit tuning condenser C2 may be .0003
/IF, and it should preferably be provided with some
forin of vernier control, as its adjustment is likely to
be extremely critical. In the. Fig. 3 circuit, the two
coils L3 and L2 may each be 35 -turn plug-in coils,'
and in some cases may even possibly have as many/ as 5o turns.

Wireless Fund, on the occasion of the handing over of
the wireless installation at the Hospital.

plate circuits.
It is impossible to classify the
symptoms, but the writer -would certainly recommend

as a preliminary test, when any trouble is experienced
with a super -heterodyne receiver, to go round it with
a flashlanip tester and make sure that continuity exists
between every lead and the valve -leg to which it is
connected.

Valves

It is understood, of course, that these circuits do
not in any way affect the functioning of the intermediate -frequency amplifier or the rest of the receiver,

Badly Matched Valves

this being the same as that used when a separate

Another annoying trouble which occurs occasionally
with a " super -het," especially when unmatched valves
are being used, is that one stage of the intermediate frequency amplifier will go into oscillation before the

oscillator system is employed.

It is recommended, when using these circuits, that

a small power -valve be employed for the first detector

and oscillator, and although the .o6 type of valve or

others, when the potentiometer is moved over to the
negative end. The distortion introduced is so small
as to be hardly noticeable, the chief difference being
the number of heterodyne whistles which are heard

general-purpose valve may be used quite' successfully,
it is the writer's experience that small power -valves

give greater signal strength and better quality
reproduction.

Low the oscillator condenser is turned.
frequency (long -wave) signals also come' through and
cause interference, and cannot be eliminated without

when

also elimination of the station which

to receive.

THE " WIRELESS WEEKLY " CALIBRA TION SCHEME.

it is desired

Under these circumstances the best thing

to do is to try changing over the valves

of

in the

We would remind our readers that the first series
of frequency measurements in connection with the
Radio Press Laboratories Calibration Scheme will be

receiver, so as to obtain three valves which, in a given
order, will pull together satisfactorily in the intermediate -frequency amplifier.

taken on Thursday, December ro. \The results of this
set of calibrations will be published in Wireless Weekly
for December x6. Readers are invited to send in their

Transformers not Balanced
Another disturbing- symptom' is that experienced
when the local station is found to come in at, not
two, but perhaps half a dozen or more points on the
dial. This is in many cases due to the intermediate frequency amplifier transformers not being correctly
balanced up, and the writer is of the opinion that it
is desirable that some form of tuning controls be
provided on these. His own experience has shown
that merely changing over the valves in the intermediate -frequency amplifier will throw the various

views and suggestions relative to this Calibration
Scheme, as we are anxious to develop it in, many
directions.

We reprint below the stations whose frequency will

be measured on December io, and the times :Station
. Aberdeen
Birmingham
Belfast
Glasgow
Newcastle
-

stages out of tune, and they will' have to be re-

balanced before full selectivity and signal strength are
At the same time, if the intermediate obtained.

Time.
p.m.
7.45
7.55
8.5
8.15
8.25

Station.
Bournemouth
Manchester
LondOn
-Cardiff

Time.
p.m.
8.35
8.45
8.55
9.5
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Components of Outstanding Merit

rom time to time there emerge from the

maze of the world's
efforts-things of outstanding quality.
In the radio world, there have emerged components so perfect in
design, construction and practical efficiency that they have called forth
the highest praise from radio enthusiasts the world over.

They are the Go Components-as perfect in the essential details

of

efficient radio instruments as perfection has made possible.

If you would obtain better radio results, incorporate
* Filament Rheostats

All values 2 6 each, mounted on ebonite
base, I, - extra.

each
PRICES
o.coor RF to 0.0009 p,F(o3o) 2/6
0.001 LIF to o.or p,F(o3t) 3/.
0.015 py to o.o4 10(034) 4/.

WI' Anode Resistances

each condenser)

Grid Leaks

All values, 4,6 each, mounted
Grid Leak and Condenser
(Mounted), 5,'- each.

Price 10;. each
With H.F. Damper 121. each

No

base,

with terminals,
value, 11- extra

Special Neutrodyne Units
and
Superheterodyne
Couplers also supplied.
extra charge for matching
requested when ordering.

H.F. Damper, Price,

Above, mounted on ebonite

Unit

H.F. Transformers

covering 80 to 70,000 metres,

(Two clips are supplied with

extra.

Components.

" The Transformer that made
H.F. Amplification popular."
Supplied in six ranges of avavelengt't,

city engraved thereon
Are instantly interchangeable.

or Dull), 71; Triple Rheostat, 221.

t(ff

li

,1* Mica Fixed Condensers
Are of the permanent capa-

A distinctive type made for use with all
types of valves.
Prices, each
Bright Emitter Filament Rheostat, 516;
Dull, 1116: Dual Type (for either Bright

4-411

2'

Damper is a device which,
?HY.
when inserted in the central hole of the

any

B.F. Transformer, stabilises a circuit
which otherwise could oscillate.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS
Treacf011ice 71cirics:

WEXHAM ROAD , SLOUGH

BUCKS,
liVepfione; SLOUCH

HA EL"*
Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus
Lo fitreM _I
t

London Office & Wholesale Showrooms:

HASTINGS HOUSE,
NORFOLK ST. STRAND,W.C.2

441 442.WEXHAM ROAD: SLOUGH: BUCKS:

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: RADIETHER, SLOUCH,

rdephorie:cENTRAL 8272
CABLE ADDRESS: RADIETHER SLOUCH
Barclays

a'
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The
Crystavox
,1114,4,

The

only

Loud Speaker which can

be worked

direct from a
Crystal Set without valves or
other amplifiers.

Requires only

one 6 -volt dry
battery.

Brown HA,
21 inches high

£6 0 0

Crystavox
Loud Speakell

Brown H 4,,
10 inches

high

The best gift of all

BrOwn11.3,

-a frown

ibinhighches

:16VONVil Loud Speakers
The HA.- The reputation
enjoyed throughout the world
by the Brown Loud Speaker

was built up on the H.1-the
original Brown.
120 ohms £5 5 0
2000 ohms £5 8 0
4000 ohms £5 10 0
The H.2 -An excellent Loud
Speaker for use where the
volume of the H.1 Is not required.
120 ohms £2 5 0
2000 ohms £2 8 0
4000 ohms £2 10 0

The II.3.-A new medium

priced Loud Speaker of exceptional volume and purity
Of tone.

Brown New
A -type 'Phones

2000 or 4000 ohms, £3

The 11.4.- The smallest
Brown Loud Speaker made.

Fitted with standard tuned
reed movement.
2000 or 4000 ohms 30/ -

The H.Q. Fitted with identical movement to that used
in Brown 11.1, but incorporating a handsome curved
horn.
£6 0' 0

The Cabinet.-A " hornless"
Loud Speaker capable of
excellent results. In a mahogany or oak cabinet.
2000 or 4000 ohms £6 6 0
The Brown Q.-The de luxe
Loud Speaker of incom-

Brown Feather.
weights

parable beauty.
In all
resistances £15 15 0

kt0Wit H eadphones
F. type.-The most popular

New A. type.-The new reed -

type 'phones unequalled for
Wonderful
sensitiveness.
value at 30(- (2000 ohms).
Standard A. type.-The world's finest Headphones.
As used by the Admiralty. 120, 2000 or 4000 ohms
501-. 8000 ohms 60/-.

for Broadcast
use. Weight only 6 ounces.
2000 ohms 20, -

Headphone

Brown
Q -type
Loud

Speaker

S. G. Brown, Ltd., Western Avenue
N. Acton, W.3
Retail Showrooms: is Mortimer Street, W. 1.
ss Moorfields, Liverpool. 67 High Street, Southampton.

De¢ots ( Wholesale only): 13 Bushy Park, Bristol.
Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle.

LOUD SPEAKERS

Brown H.Q.
Loud Speaker,
20 inches high

AND HEADPHONES,
Gilbert Ad. 4107.
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Wireless
News

in Brief.
Forthcoming BelOw we give some of
B.B.C.
Items.

the interesting items to

be broadcast from the
London Station during the week
commencing-

Sunday,

by the Postmaster -General, bringing the total of current licences up
to the end of that month to
,

1,509,520. -

December

In

13

December 13. ---Light Symphtinv
Programme, conducted by Maurice

three

than

less

days

the

B.B.C. have received more than 6o

with a power of 35 kilowatts, was
nut so successful as had been hoped.

Reception in this country was, on

the whole, poor. The tests will be
continued at 1.30 a.m. every Thursday morning.
*

*

The exhibitors at the National

complaints of oscillation spoilingbrOadcast reception of a large number of listeners.

Wireless

New York.".
December 16.H --Beethoven Com-

In a further attempt to stop this
trouble the B.B.C. have issued a

violinist playing whilst accompanied

don Ronald conducting.
December I7,: ---The Halle Chorus

can be obtained on application to

Besly.
December

I4.---" The Belle of

memoration Programme, Sir Lan,
and Halle Orchestra.

the
*

-4-

On December 15 Radio
Radio
Revels, arranged by the
Revels.
Will be held ail
over this country. Simultaneously

wireless enthusiasts all over Europe,
and possibly also in America," will
be- clan, ing to 'music received by
in addition to dance
wireless.
-bands in

London, bands in other

European countries will play for
the Revels which will be held in
London. An. attempt will be made
to pick up the LondOn* broadcast
entsie in the U.S.A.
over America.

and to relay

t

*

*

Future of We understand that it
Broadcasting.

pamphlet giving- full particulars of
how to- avoid oscillation, and copies

will be some time befirre
any 'decision is reached

to the future- of broadcasting
alter the expiration of the B.B.C.'s
as

B. B.C.

headquarters

vny Hill, W.C.2.

at

2,

European We learn that a second

Broadcast
Frequencies.

.,.ting

of broadcast
representatiVes f r 0 m

uuntries will be held this
month at the International Wireless
Bureau, Geneva, and that a further
attempt will be made to abolish invarioas

terference between British and Continental broadcasting stations.
As there are more than too
stations now working in E.urope on
frequencies- between' 50o and 1,500
ice. (20o and boo metres), it will be

seen that to fit all stations into this
band of frequencies satisfactorily is
no mean problem. It is hoped, however, that a mutual " give and

take " policy will be .pursued and
thus a solution arrived at,

of evidence is to be given, and no

British
Exhibits of wireless apIndustrics paratus .are to be in Fair.
chided in the London

put forward by .the Broadcasting -

Section of the British Industries

A large amount

licence next year.

recommendations are likely to be
Committee for some months.
*

*

A question was recently asked in
Parliament regarding the broadcastAn answer was
ing- of .debates.
given to the effect that no decisiiin.
would be taken until after the report
of -the. Broadcasting COMinittee.

During the month of October
45,020 wireless licences were issued

Fair, to be held at the White Cii>
The opporin February, 1926.
tunity of exhibiting their goods at
this Fair is 'to be open to all
British manufacturers of wireless
;toluir.ttus.
*

U.S.A.
It appears that the first
Broadcast lest transmission carried
Test.
out by the American

station at Boundbrook, New Jet sey,

Exhibition,

held

in

Chicago, WCre able to listen to a

by a piano three miles away. We
may, perhaps, look forward to a
day in the future when we shall. be

able to listen to a world orchestra

broadcast, composed of various in
struments, each of which might b
in various countries throughout the
world.

Broadcasting

in India.

*

We understand that th

delay in the settlement

of terms with the Indian
(imernm(nt has checked somewhat
t he hopes of an early organisatioil

of i:oadcasting in that country. -The hope is expressed that term
will soon be agreed upon..

At the time of writing, the strik
of the seagoing wireless operator
appear; to he extending, and
although the Board of Trhas
has temporarily relaxed the re

lion which compel; ships above
certain tonnage to carry w-ireles.

operators, in some eases, -we under:.

stand that the crews have -refused
to sail without an operator.
This refusal, we are told,

quite within the articles which the
sign on joining a vessel.
Coastal
Wireless
Stations.

The opening of a new
D.F.
on

wireless

Belle Isle,

station
at the

northern entrance to the Gulf of St.
Law rence, is announced by the
'Radiotelegraph branch of the,Canadian Department of Fisheries. This
station will operate at 375 kilocycles
(Soo metres), and has been allotted

the call sign VOL
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OUTPUT EFFICIENCY D
By the Staff of the Re
it was approximately at a minimum

In last week's issue of W

value.

In the following article it is proposed to consider -some, further
problems in connection with simple
oscillatory valve circuits, particularly with regard to the efficiency of
such circuits for converting D.C.

an introductory article- to a
Transmission. In this Grad
connected with efficiency
countered when using tiler ,
cir,

into space depends upon the frequency and the type of aerial used,
so that it does not directly concern
VARIATION OF
ANODE VOLTS

GRID

0
VOLTAGE

a

PHASE-- -

Fig. 1. ---Showing the shape of the anode

current impulse (right) when working
on the straight portion of a valve
characteristic.

energy into radio frequency energy
and -the conditions under which the
maximum output can be obtained
from a valve.

the valve and its circuits.

The
of
actual
radiation
efficiency will therefore not be conquestion

sidered at the moment.

The Efficiency of a Valve Circuit

The efficiency of an oscillating
valve circuit can be considered in
different ways. First of all it can

be taken as the ratio of the total
A Mullard 0.50 transmitting valve of
the renewable filament type.

N the issue of Wireless
Weekly for December

2 we showed how a
three -electrode

valve

could act as an escape-

ment in starting and

maintaining oscillations in an. oscillatory circuit. We also considered

some of the fundamental relationships existing between the various
currents and voltages in the circuit
when under oscillating conditions.
For instance, we showed that the

current through the valve was a
maximum when the voltage across

high -frequency energy lost in the
circuit to the output from the high_
tension generator.

It might also. be

taken as the ratio of the energy put
into an aerial to the input from the
D.C. supply.
If we consider a
stage further, the actual energy
radiated into space could be compared with the D.C. energy put into
the circuit. It is usual when consideringefficiency

a valve circuit to define
as

the

Total H.F. output

ratio,

13t4S---)-1

fit

GRID VOLTAGE VARIATION

Fig

of

The wattage
consumed by the filament is not
generally taken into consideration.
The relative amount of the high frequency energy which is radiated
11.T. input to valve

VARIATION OF

ANODE VOLTS

.

Valve Rating

The power of a transmitting valve
is practically limited by the amount

of energy that can be dissipated at
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VALVE TRANSMISSION
lio Press Laboratories.

frequency energ\ that can be ob-

tained from a valve of any given
rating,' it is essential to know the

reless Weekly" we published
,eries on the subject of Radio
are discussed some problems

approxithateelliciencj, of the circuit
in which it will be used. The con,

ditions under which the valve

and output which are enlionic valves in transmitting

is

used may be such that efficiencies
varyint4, from to per cent. to 90 per
cent. may actually be met with in

wits.
1111111111111111111111111l111111111111M11111111111111111i111111111110111.11111111

No matter how. big the
filament. or. how large the glass
bulb, the maximum energy that can
its anode.

.

practice.

Practical Efficiency

For practical purposes it can be
assumed that, of the energy put
into a circuit, that which is not
converted.

into

high- frequency

energy is dissipated as heat at the
anode of the valve. Thus a too watt valVe working under conditions

of 8o per cent. efficiency would be
capable of delivering- .loo watts of

VARIATION. OF
ANODE VOLTS

CRio BIAS

O

ORID VOLTS -).--

:VARIATION IN GRID VOLTS

be dealt with is entirely dependent

on the size of the anode and the
material of which it is made. A
transmitting

valve

is

therefore

rated at the amount of energy in
watts that can be safely dissipated
at its anode. A 250 -watt valve will
therefore withstand a dissipation of

PHASE

Fig. 2. --When negative grid bias is
applied, the anode current impulse
takes the form shown here.
high -frequency energy. The H.T.
input to the circuit in this case
would be Soo watts. The following table shows the maximum out-

put that can be expected
Rating of Efficiency. Hnp.Tut..
Valves.
I
Per cent. Watts.

III

To

loo -Watt.

PHASE --a-

The anode current impulse
with high negative grid bias.
3.

250 watts at its anode, without overheating.
Circuit Efficiency

In order to determine the high -

from a

loo -watt valve worked at different
efficiencies :-

20
331

EnHerFg.y.

Watts.

ILI

25
50

125

I50
200
400

50
75
8o

5oo

Too

300
400

Anode Circuit Impedance

The importance of the value of
the impedance in the anode circuit
of valve amplifiers, both high -frequency and low -frequency, is well

known, and has often been dealt
with in Radio Press publications.

The same also applies to transmitting valve circuits. The value of
the impedance in the anode circuit
in relation to the valve has, a very

One of the high -power silica valves
made by the Mullard Wireless Service
Company, Ltd., to the design of H.M.
Signal School, Portsmouth.

large controlling influence on the
efficiency and output that can be obtained from any valve. Conditions
for high efficiency do not necessarily

coincide with conditions for maximum output, but this question will
be considered later.
Conditions for Efficiency
As with amplifying circuits, probably the best general conditions are

met in practice when the effective
impedance in 'the anode circuit is

about equal to that of the valve.

.++.+++4"--4----4.4-4--44--.÷*---4----++4-+i+-N---.o-4.--403
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Under these conditions good output
can be obtained with high efficiency.

Of course, the value of the impedance in the anode circuit is not the
only factor controlling the efficiency
and output of a valve oscillating.

December g, 1925

of the anode current/grid
voltage characteristics it would be
possible to obtain practically a sine wave current through the valve, as
shown in Fig. 1. Under these conditions the maximum theoretical
efficiency of the circuit is only
so per cent.

Negative Grid Bias

By giving the grid a negative
so that one is working at the
bottom of the characteristic curves,
it is possible to stop completely any

current flowing through the valve,
during the negative half -cycle of

grid swing, as shown in Fig.

2.

In this case the current through the

valve is in the form of a half-siiteUnder these conditions the
efficiency of the circuit is very much
wave.

higher and may be of the order of
75 per cent.

Increased Grid Bias

If the grid bias

is: still further
increased, it is possible to obtain a
condition when current passes

through the valve during only a
fraction of the positive half of the
grid swing, as .shown in Fig-. 3.
Under these conditions it is possible
to obtain very high efficiencies,
The Osram T.15 type low -power transmitting valve.
circuit. The reaction coupling, grid
has, emission and high-tension
volts all have important bearing on
the

efficiency

and

output of the

circuit.

Anode Current Impulse
In the first article it was shown
how the anode current was controlled" almost entirely by voltages
occurring in different parts of the
The shape of the anode
circuit.
current impulse is dependent on the
voltage amplittide across the anode
and grid coils, on the grid bias, and
on

the value of the high-tension

voltage supp\y, and also, of course,
on the valve characteristics themThe shape of the anode
selves.
current impulse has 'a vital control-

ling influence on the efficiency of
the circuit, and consequently on the

maximum energy that can be obtained from the valve. If one is
given the working data for the
voltage amplitude across the grid
and anode coils, the grid bias and
the H.T. voltage, the shape of the
anode current impulse can be deter-

mined from the characteristics of
the valve.

Variation of Anode Current Impulse
Let us first of all consider to what
extent it is possible to vary the
shape of anode current impulse.

By working only on the straight

voltage across the valve causes a

parts

which may be over go per cent. if
the anode current is allowed to pass

through the valve for only a small
fraction of the time of a complete
These very high efficiencies
can only be -obtained at the expense
cycle.

.of output, as the energy put into an

oscillating circuit is the product of
the anode current and the voltage
across the anode coil, taken over
the whole cycle:
No energy is
therefore being pitt into the circuit
during the greater part -of the cycle,

when high efficiencies are being

flattening

of the voltage of the H.T. supply
and the voltage across the anode
During the working half of
.

the

cycle,

i.e., when

energy

is

being transferred to the oscillating
circuit, the voltage across the anode
inductance opposes that of the

H.T. supply. Under working conditions the amplitude of the oscillating voltage across the anode inductance may approach, and in
some cases exceed, that of the H.T.

supply.. Thus the minimum voltage

across the valve is usually only a
small fraction of that of the H.T.
supply, and in some cases it may
actually be

negative.

This

low

the

anode

current

Variation of Anode Tapping
If the anode voltage actually fails
to zero or becomes negative, then
the anode current also falls to zero,
and one obtains a double -humped curve for the anode impulse. Fig. 4

shows the various shapes of the
anode current impulse that have

actually been obtained under working conditions by simply varying the
position of the.anode tapping on. the
inductance. Variation of the anode
tapping alters the voltage aeroSs the

anode inductance, and this has a
very large influence on tile output
and effiCiency of the circuit.
Curves

Curve. A of Fig. 4 was obtained
with the lowest anode tapping, i.e.,
with - the -least inductance in the
anode circuit, and curte D was obtained with the highest anode tapping. Curve D_ represents the case
where the voltage amplitude across
the anode coil actually exceeds that

of the D.C. supply.
In curve C the voltage amplitude

across the anode coil is slightly less
than that of the D.C. supply.
.Curves A and B repreSent cases

in which the voltage across the
valve does not fall below three or
four hundred volts. positive.
Good 'Output and High Efficiency
It has been mentioned above that
the best output is not always
obtained under conditions of the
highest efficiency. In practice. it is
ME M
IMM
MAME
mmffill WIN.' MINIMMEM
0011111mm INAMINu

Mown

iMOMOMMEMIWOMMEMMIN

obtained.

Anode Inductance Voltage and
Anode Current
As. was shown in the previous
article, the effective voltage across
the anode and filament of the valve
at any particular instant is the sum

of

impulse.

MIMMUMMEMMMEMMOMMEMO
!soMEMEMEMMMEMMOMMMOIMM
MIIMM

iiumilliarn
nu impranizimismoma
imormagsminoi

Q'

mfmm
MEM

INIMMIMMIMMIUMMIUMI

so Elm IMMIMMIIMMMMIMMI
IMMIMIMMMIIMMIMMLIMMIMM
,MEMMAMMEIMMIMMMEMME

A

MOMURammumealUMMEM

MIPAIMP,': IIMMMINFIMMVICOMMM
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SOMMENIMIRMIE
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PITIAMMEMMYmmw/MMIMMINIM

0' 20* 40 60' 80' /00' 120° 140' Mr 180`ZOO°
PHASE --a-.

Fig. 4.-- These curves show the effect

of different anode tappings on the shape

of the anode current impulse.

found that most generally satisfactory results are obtained when
the anode current impulse has the
form of approXimately a half sine -

wave, which may or may not be

flattened at the top. Under these
conditions maximum output can be
with efficiencies of the
order of 6o to 70 per eent.
obtained
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Selectivity and the

0000---0000c000c0

i ht -Coupled Aerial
(1)

01M.

The Effect of the Position of the
Primary Winding.

COAXIAL PRIMARY

OVER - WOUND

/ PRIMARY

/SECONDARY

By G. P. KENDALL, B,Sc.

In this week's article in this series Mr. Kendall
describes the effect on selectivity of placing the
untuned aerial winding in various positions relative to the secondary coil.

00000<x>00000X-C>C<>00000-00000C.,0000OCO...-^00.0CD

IT has been suggested by some writers that the position of a tight -coupled primary coil in relation to
the secondary has a considerable bearing upon the
For
tuning properties of the whole arrangement.
INTERNAL PRIMARY
example, the use of a primary of the basket type,
Fig.
1.-This sketch shows on the right the secondary coil
arranged inside the filament end of the secondary coil,
used by the author. The primary winding was coupled
this latter being a cylindrical ' inductance, has "been
to this in three different positions roughly as indicated.
thought to give improved results in selectivity, and it
seemed desirable to investigate this aspect of this D0000<x>000000c000c000c000000cc<>ocooc00000<>,
ueful, circuit in a quantitative manner.

The second primary was a single -layer winding,

Earth or Aerial'End ?

placed on the top of the secondary, at the filament end,
a space of about if in. being arranged between them
by means of small ebonite spacers Tile third winding
was again ,a single -layer coil, on a piece of cardboard
tube approximately the same diameter as the secondary,
arranged *end' to end with it, and with the two windings placed as close as possible. A sectional drawing

It should first be mentioned that one point will be

accepted as being fairly definitely established, and that
is that it is best to place the primary coil at the

earth or filament end of the secondary, a variety of
undesirable effects being produced if it is arranged
at the grid end. The experiments were therefore confined to primaries arranged in different ways inside,

indicating the relative positions of these three windings appears in The heading of this article, and the
respective coils are marked " internal primary,"
" over -wound primary," and ". co -axial primary "

against or over the filament end of the secondary.
5 10

,Y I

.9

respectively.

Mterna

8

The Windings.
All the primaries were wound with No. 26 d.c.c.
wire, and tappings were taken at every five turns on
the small internal primary, and every three turns on
the other two primaries. This arrangement of

7

6
5

tappings was chosen because it was found that approxi7
mately the same tuning variation was produced by an

Ca

alteration of five turns upon 'the internal primary, as

4

by 'analteration of three turns on the two larger

'primaries.

This point will be returned to in consider-

,ing one of the graphs illustrating the results of the

2

experiments.

4

Scales Used
5

/0
/0

15

I

r- EXTERNALI

20

25

25

20

/5

30

T- INTERNAL

35

40

In accordance with the debision given in one of the
earlier articles of thig serieS, only .the first hump' of
the resonance curve for each prithary was determined,

30

45

and the three resulting graphs are given in Fig. 2.
They are marked " Internal," " Co -axial," and " Ex-

50

Fig.2.-Showing the first hump of the resonance curves

of three primaries, arranged as shown in Fig. 1.
The turns scale for the internal winding differs from
that employed in plotting the other two curves.

The Primaries Used

For purposes 'of the investigation three primaries
were arranged to work with the secondary unit which
has been used in all the experiment's described in
recent articles. The first primary was of the usual

.

internal type, wound upon a. small ebonite cross former
(this was illustrated last week): The windings were

arranged in slots upon the cross former, so that they

were edgewise to the cylindrical secondary.

ternal " to indicate to which primaries they are appro'priate, and a word of explanation as to the horizontal
scale is necessary. This 'scale,- of course, gives the
turn numbers in use for the corresponding value of
signal strength, which is plotted vertically, but it will
be observed that two scales are marked. This was
necessary. because the variation of turn numbers upon
the internal primary was found to produce a different
,alteration of tuning, consequent upon the smaller size
of the coil, than that produced in the case of the two
larger primaries.
The scale marked " T --External !' is the scale upon
'which the graphs for the " Co -axial " and " External "
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Fig-. 3, and a careful examination of these will show
that there is extremely little difference in the degree
of selectivity obtained with the three arrangements:
Such slight difference as there may be betWeen the
relative sharpnesses of the peaks of these three curves

primaries are plotted, the other being the scale used

in plotting the graph for the " Internal " primary.

As a matter of fact, it is to be noted that the arrangement of these scales is decidedly approximate, but it

It will be
that the curves for the " Internal " and the
" Co -axial " primaries are very. similar, that of the
serve our pUrpose .sufficiently- well.

will

are not sufficiently great to be worth taking into

seen

account, when it is remembered that variations such
as this might readily be introduced by the fact that
the points X, Y. and Z were not exactly located upon
equivalent points upon the three characteristics in

internal coil being slightly more sharply peaked.

A Doubtful Point
The curve for the e:Jernal primary, on the other
hand, posSesses a very much Hatter hump, which, it

question.

Conclusions
The conclusion to be drawn from these three curves
would appear to be that amongst the three primaries
employed there is extremely little choice as regards
selectivity or signal strength in the secondary circuit,
provided that similar points be chosen upon the
resonance curves of the primaries. It is obvious, then,

S 70
9

8
7

thatwe should do well to devote our attention to the

6

question of the width of the frequency band which can
be covered upon a primary of fixed size, and this point
must be left for consideration at a later date.

I have, as a matter of fact, carried out this type of
test upon a great variety of primaries arranged in -a
number of different ways, and this result appears to

4

The three primaries which I have chosen
for the, purpose of illustration are merely intended as
typical examples, and it will be realised that the
majority of possible arrangements of two windings
are capable of being put into one of the three classes
be general.

2

98

97

98

99

100
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106

considered.
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DIAL READING (0-200 =7 REV)

A Point of Comparison
It shank!, perhaps,- be explained that the relative
heights of the points X, Y and Z as regards signal

Fig. 3.-The three resonance curves obtained at the
points X, Y, and Z on the graph shown in Fig. 2.

would seem, may indicate that this arrangement is
capable of covering a broader band of frequencies
efficiency.

strength must not be taken as being fully comparative.
As -a matter of fact, I believe the relative heights given
in Fig-. 2 do truly represent the relative efficiencies as
regards the production of maximum signal strength.
These were specially compared in an additional test,
as rapidly as possible, and the figures shown in Fig. 2
were found to be fairly representative.
In Fig. 3, variations in the signal strength Were
introduced by the activities of a neighbour of mine who
operates a reaction set perilously near the oscillation
point, and makes frequent readjustments, so that every

The-considem

tion of the question of whether this assumption is
k

justified or not must be deferred until I have succeeded
in setting- up a satisfactory apparatus for determining
the actual width of the frequency band which a given
primary coil will cover.
The object of plotting these three characteristics

was in order that a similar point might be located
upon each, as regards position upon the resonance
curve, 'in order that 'the selectivity of the secondary

one of these experiments had to be checked over a

circuit might be investigated when this definite number
of turns was in use upon the primary in question. It

lar,re number of times before I could be 'sure that the

First, a resonance curve in the secondary was plotted

result had not been entirely vitiated by this fidgety
individual. Thus, each one of the curves X, Y and Z
in Fig. 3 must be taken to be correct only in itself,
and should not be taken as being comparative as
regards the actual height to any of the otherS.
A Precaution
The actual procedure was, of course, to repeat the
platting of, say, curve X, at least three times, and

included in the aerial circuit, these being the conditions

which agreed with each other, it was concluded that

will be seen that the points X, Y and Z correspond
fairly closely upon the three curves, and, accordingly,
the sharpness of tuning- of the secondary was investi-

gated when numbers of turns appropriate to these

points were included in the aerial circuit with each of
the three primaries in turn.

Resonance Curve Determination

when three separate sets of readingS had been obtained

when the external primary was in use, with 12 turns

a constant strength of signal was being received.

appropriate to the point X on the characteristic curve
for this particular primary. The resonance curve was

Attention was then turned to curve, Z, and readings
taken in sets of three again here, until reasonable

obtained in the manner described in preceding- articles,
that is, by the simple expedient of- varying the tuning

uniformity was the result.

It would have complicated

the experiment too much, however, to endeavour to
obtain truly comparative curves, for, say, X and Z,
and it will be observed that the divergencies between
the correct maximum heights of these curves is not
sufficient to affect one's appreciation of their relative
steepness, this latter being the property- in which we
are at the moment interested,

of the secondary a degree of -the condenser dial at a
time, recording- the signal strength upon each adjustThe result is shown in Fig. 2, the curve
ment.
being. marked X. The same procedure was then

repeated for the points Y and Z on the other two

primaries, 21 and 35 turns being- required respectively:

The results are indicated in the curves Y and Z in
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Inventions and
Developments
UNDER THIS HEADING
J.H.REYNER,B.Se.illonsLA.C.G.L, D.I C.. A.M.I.EE., OF

THE RADIO PRESS LABORATORIES, WILL REVIEW
FROM TINE TO TIME THE LATEST
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE RADIO WORLD,

The Use of Dull Emitter Filaments high temperatures as these. Consefor Transmitting Valves
qUently, little or no occluded gaS
HE thoriated type of is given off in actual use.
.

-

filament has long been

employed for receiv-ing valves, but has
only recently come

into use for transmitting valves. There are, however,
many very valuable advantages to

Long Filament Life
Another advantage which accrues,
from the use of a thoriated filament
lies in the fact that a longer. actual
len:-th

of filament

may he em -

of filament is greater if two or more
branches are used, and this has led
to the adoption of valves having two
or more filaments permanently con
nected in parallel. Each of these
filaments carries a share of the fila-

ment current, but, as has just been
explained, the overall length of the

combination is longer than that of- a

be gained from the use of these

single equivalent filament, so that
once again the anode and grid may

paper by J. C. Warner and 0. W.
Pike in the October issue of the
Proceedings of the Institution of
Radio Engineers, some of these

again negligible with a thoriated
filanient. In the case of a bright

filaments for power purposes. In a

he proportionately lengthened.
Less Wastage of Filament
\Vastage of the actual filament is

advantages are- enumerated.
Residual Gas
The principal feature of this type

emitter, the filament itself actually
grows thinner, due to the constant

design of the anode.

emission takes place from- a thin

of valve would appear to lie in the

emission of electrons, whereas in the
case of a thoriated filament, the

that even
amount of gas inside the bulb of a

layer of thoriuriC on the outside only,
and this is replaced by fresh thorium

known

It is well
the smallest

which finds its way to the surface

alve

provided with a . thoriated
filament almost immediately destroys the emission. In the case of
the ordinary
receiving valves,
method of producing a vacuum
suffices throughout the usage to

from the inside of the filament. It
appears that as long as there is any
thorium left in the filament this pro-

cess of replacement will continue

without any appreciable reduction in
the diameter of the filament, a factor
which naturally makes for a longer

which the valve is put in practice.
A transmitting valve,' however, is
nearly always run up to somewhere

near the limit

life.

of dissipation of

energy by the anode, and this causes
the anode to warm up. Consequent

upon this heating a certain amount
of occluded gas would be liberated,

end this would render the valve
useless.

Molybdenum Anode

By the use of a molybdenum

anode, however, it is possible during
the process of manufacture to raise

the electrodes to a very high tem-

perature without any -danger, so that
when the valve is in use it is capable

of dissipating all the energy that is
required without ever reaching such

The Osram D.E.T.1 is one example of

the dull emitter type of transmitting
valve.

ployed.

This is valuable in the

design of the valve, for it may be

shown that in order to reduce losses
in operation due to the space charge

is desirable to have long
electrodes with a consequent long
effect, it

filament.

Multiple Filaments

Arising out of this point it is in;

teresting to note that for a given
powerconsumption the total length

British Valves
Descriptions are given in the
paper referred to of several types of

American dull emitter transmitting
valves, but it is interesting to note
that there are already British valves
which are provided with this type of
filament.

As examples, we may

quote two such types that are manufactured by the Marconiphone Co.,
Ltd., and the General Electric Co.,

One of these is the L.S.5,
which is a large power -valve suitLtd.

able for low -power transmitting, and

the other is the D,E.T. z, which is
definitely classed as a transmitting
valve.
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Volume
Forte -fortissimo ! Your
Set will reproduce it

perfectly without a trace
of distortion-even when
played by a massed band
-if you use in conjunction

with Ediswan Receiving

ti

Valves

Your Set will never have
unbounded

given such
satisfaction.

AT ALL
WIRELESS DEALERS
THE VALVES TO USE.
Accumulator

or Battery

Receiving.

Volts.

A.R.4

rower.

P.V.5

A.R.D.E.

2

P.V.6

A.R.o6...

3

P.V.8

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,
123'5 Queen Victoria Street, London, E C.4
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Conducted by Radio Press Laboratories, Elstree.

Pelican Receiving Set
A novel portable four -valve receiving

set has been sent to us for test by

ployed in anti-microphonic holders, and

a 3o-arripere hour accumulator of the
non -spillable type is used for the L.T.

Cahill & Co., Ltd. This set has been
primarily designed to provide an instrument for receiving at least two stations in all parts of England, viz., the
local station and Daventry. Provision

source.

connections, while panel controls have
been reduced to'a bare minimum.
Description of Set.
The set, complete with batteries,
frame aerial, and loud -speaker, is con-

strength, and the sharpness of the tuning made the vernier dial of the condenser a necessity. Capacity reaction
is accomplished with the aid of a small

is made for outside aerial and earth

Laboratory Tests.

The set was tried at our Laboratories 13 miles from 2L0 and about
6o miles from 5XX.
were

received

at

.

full

Both stations

loud -speaker

adjustable condenser inside' the cabinet.

tained in a well -finished wooden cabinet

about 17 in. by i6 in. by 9 in., with

the first two stages and two S.P.18

(Cosmos) valves in the L.F. amplifying
Stages.

The convenience of having every
accessory contained in one cabinet is a

feature which will commend itself to
many people. The quality of the reproduction in the loud -speaker was not
considered good, but it is difficult to

a leather handle at the top for carrying
purposes. Double doors are opened for
access to the control panel, which has
mounted on it a vernier dial tuning condenser (Pelican Univernier type), a
filament rheostat control, a push-pull
'valve

claims, inasmuch as it is an efficie
two -station portable receiver.
It is
rather heavy to carry, as the complete
weight is about 30 lbs. The oscillation
control from the filament rheostat may
be improved by using a fine vernier to
prevent it being so critical. Other
combinations of valves were tried, but
it was found that the best is that
recommended by the makers, i.e., two
D.E.2 (Marconi or Ostain) valves for

expect .a complete self-cOntained receiv-

ing set of this type and. size to be absolutely efficient from every standpoint.

switch, and a -long and short

wave change -over switch. Beneath this
panel is the loud -speaker opening. On

Loud -speaker
Messrs. Goodchild & Partners have
submitted to us for test their Sferavox

A side door can be opened
for viewing all the components. , The
loud -speaker, which is of the high resistance portable type, manufactured
by A. Graham & Co., is situated in the

loud -speaker is capable of taking the
output of large sets without buzzing or
distortion, and will, at the same time,
operate satisfactorily from the smallest

closing the doors, the valve switch is
automatically brought into operation,
cutting off the accumulator supply to

loud -speaker.

the valves.

set capable of working a loud -speaker.
Its sensitivity is remarkable, while the

bottom half of the cabinet with the
H.T. and L.T. batteries. A horizon-

roundness of tone, and its response to
high and low notes, is remarkable.

tal shelf is employed to support all the
other'accessories in the top half of the
cabinet.
The set itself consists of i H.F.,
I detector and 2 L.F. valves. The
8 -pole, double -throw switch is used in

one po-sition to put three aerial loop
circuits in parallel, and a low wavelength transformer between the first
and second valves, and in the other
position the -three aerial' loop circuits
are in series and a high wavelength
transformer is connected between the
first and second valves. The aerial is

Iocated in -one of the cabinet sides and
consists of a number of spiral turns of
three parallel wires wound on a length
of insulating strip, each turn being well
spaced.
Dull emitter valves are em-

It is claimed that this

The " Sferauox" loud -speaker, submitted for test by Messrs. Goodchild
and Partners.
The frame aerial was very efficient,
and good directional effects were obtained by rotating the whole cabinet.
Oscillation is also controlled by adjusting the filament rheostat, but when
tried on an outside aerial this control
was found to make the .set difficult to
handle. Birmingham, Newcastle and
Radio -Paris were, however, heard on

the loud -speaker in this case.
General Remarks.
The set fully justifies the makers'

Description.
The loud -speaker is of the disc type,

and consists of a cone of stout paper
rri- in. in diameter and 3 in. deep. The
edge of the cone is gripped between
two plated annular rings riveted together.

The loud -speaker mechanism

is enclosed in a cylindrical case sup-

ported centrally by two pieces of metal
of V-shaped section along the vertical
diameter.
The base of the loud-

speaker is circular, and 1.1 in. in diameter. The mechanism is of the reed
type, and a thin steel rod connects this
reed with the centre of the diaphragm,
where it is secured by two set screws.
These set screws are placed on opposite sides of the rod and enable it to
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be .adjusted centrally. The leads fur
the loud -speaker are about 12 II. long,

Deconiier 9, 1925
plug-in coil and condenser, on an aerial
of average efficiency. About tfi'mlcmamps were obtained from 2LO, while a

enclosed in

and, to within 4 in. of their ends, are
a common brown cotton
covering, spade terminals being pro-

galena detector of ordinary type gave
30 microamps on a corresponding set-

vided.

ting.

Laboratory Tests.
The resistance of this loud -speaker

was found to be about 1,600 ohms,
which is a satisfactory value, especially when used in conjunction with a

low impedance power valve. It. must
be recognised, however, that the resistance is only a guide to the probable impedance, and is not necessarily
proportional thereto.
On testing, in
conjunction with a number. of different
Radio Press receiving sets, the quality
was found to be particularly good, and
the loud -speaker handled quite a large
amount of power satisfactorily. There
was, however,a point of resonance at

for
4 microamps
respectively.
In order to 'test for
stability the detector was dropped on
the floor sevet al times from a height
of about 3 ft. No alteration in rectiCorresponding-

Daventry were 2 and

currents

fied current - was - found to -have taken
place when the detector was placed in

the circuit again.
The sensitivity of the detector is below that of the average catswhisker
detector using -a galena crystal. I t has,
_however, considerable stability, and

quency

The Philips rectifier, intended for the
charging of accumulators from A.C.
mains. A perforated cylindrical shield,
removed for the above photograph,
protects the instrument when in use.

Description of Component.
This detector is totally _enclosed in
a nickel -plated case i in. in diameter
and
ill. deep, with a base of black
insulating material.
Two split pins
serve as legs and project from this
base, making contact inside with the
two elements of the detector. Their

this compensates to some extent for

Both of these pieces of
foil were secured beneath the nut and
washer used to hold the corresponding
detector leg in place. The double foil
was bent down to provide a surface far'
the contact of the point of the foil
forming the other 'element 'of the detector.

Laboratory Tests.
The .detector was tested at our illstree I;;-.1-yoratories in conjunction with a

not produce an un-

-range

on

each

instrument

being 40 to moo cycles.

wax, but is a specially treated mate-

on the copper.

the loud -speaker, but with strong

The rectifier thus wholly fulfils the
maker's claims, being simple to use,
and the only real wearing part is the
rectifying valve, which is stated to'
have a normal working life of at least
1,000 hours.
The rectifiers are supplied for various voltages, the fre-

Permanent Crystal Detector

port this, the blue black foil lying flat

quite steady, but with a large capacity
accumulator the time -required for a
full charge was on the high :side:

signals this did
pleasant effect.

Messrs.

A piece of copper foil was used to sup-

the 2 -volt units from one to six decreased this current to just _over t.r
-amps.
The ammeter reading was .

in

the rod connecting the reed to the diaphragm is of steel, since, in the specimen examined, it had rusted slightly.

ance of tin foil, and this point made
light contact with the -other, piece of
foil which was extremely- thin and
fragile, and had a blue black sheen.

-

Under these circumstances it was possible to hear- a hum

ably be found to give every satisfaction. It is unfortimate, however, that

was mounted on -,the underside of the
Contact was made
insulating base..
betweeli two pieces of foil.. One of
these was pointed, and 'had the appear-

accumulators, and with one
2 -volt unit on charge, the output current was about 1.4 amps. Increasing. various -

accumulator.

This loud -speaker can be recommended for grtneral'use, and will prob-

it was found that the actual detector

Laboratory Tests.
The -rectifier was employed to charge.

the rectifying unit still charging the

speakers.

spacing and diameter are the same as
that of the two filament pins of a
valve, so that they will fit into sockets
intended for valve legs.
On taking the component to pieces

thiniuin covers 'all the - components.

A further test was carried out by

colo in an orchestra occasionally came
out louder than was natural. The
volume compared very favourably with
that given by a number of other loud-

rial, absolutely permanent and anchored so as to be quite shock proof.

mounted on an insulating plate, and
an external casing of perforated alit-

using the accumulator in .conjunction with a three -valve receiving set with

a rather high frequency, and the pic-

The Sclerine Crystal Co.
have submitted to us for test their
" Harmo " permanent detector. It is
claimed that this detector is not a periIcon or gay ordinary crystal fixed in

sources of alternating current of opposite direction, to produce full -wave
rectification.
Another bulb is provided with a three -pin base, and this
acts as a variable balancing resistance.
The
transformer and bulbs are

its lack of sensitiveness. The finish is
decidedly good, and it is possible by

pressing the detector well home into
flush -fitting sockets to bring its base
,almost flusht with the panel.

Philips Rectifier
Messrs. Philips Lamps, Ltd.,
submitted for test at our Laboratories
an interesting product, i.e., a rectifier
have

suitable
mains.

for

use on 200 volt A.C.

Maker's Claim.
The rectifier, which is capable of

charging one to six cells (2 -volt) with
a charging current of t.3 amperes, is
Having regard
a full -wave rectifier.
to its smooth action it shows a high
efficiency, since it utilises both directions of the wave of the A.C. supply.
It is absolutely silent in action.

Description of Coinponent.

The rectifier has as its main operating- part a rectifying- valve with the
usual four -pin base. This contains a
filament, whose -yellow incandescence
can- be viewed through a clear spot in

the bulb, which is covered internally
The bulb is
with a silver coating.
further provided with two plates connected to the secondary windings of a
transformer, and these act. as separate

Insulex
The Danum Trading Co. have sent
us a bottle of their " Insulex " for
examination and subsequent report.
The liquid is claimed to remove finger-

marks, stains, etc., from panels, giv-

ing perfect panel insulation, preventing
surface leakage, and. -to increase the
range of a crystal. set..and improve a
valve set.

Laboratory Tests.
A film of this liquid was formed on

a piece of ebonite of good quality, and
the insulatiOn resistance was found to
be infinite. After as week's exposure to

dust and damp air the insulation resistance was not affected in any way.

This result was obtaioed with aood
qnality untreated ebonite.

For cleaning Panels with bad leakttge!-t this liquid
was found particularly satisfactory,
and an improvement in signal reception
was consequently found. It has been

in use for a long period in our Labora:
tories for panel -cleaning purposes with
marked success. This chemical pre-.

paration should be found very useful
for panel -cleaning.
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ibbons of steel

-the same century -old principles
of construction are employed in
every Cossor Grid.

rROM bank to bank across a
I' girder bridge a train speeds
on its way. A hundred tons or
more of living freight suspended

in mid-air on a few ribbons of
Such is the skill of man.
Rigidity is the Alpha and Omega
of bridge construction. Without rigidity no bridge can
withstand the devastating forces
of Nature.
Rigidity, too, is the very essence
of successful Valve construction.
steel.

Without rigidity there must be

distortion and microphonic
noises. Compare the Cossor
Grid with the ordinary spiral

Grid and you'll instantly appreciate why the Cossor Valve has

won such a unique reputation

The Wuncell Dull Emitter
Voltage i.8 volts. Consumption 3 amp,

*WI for Detector and L.F.
*W2 for H.F. amplification

14/ 14/ -

for purity of tone.
The Cossor Grid is a wonderful
piece of miniature engineering. It
is built up on a stout metal Grid
band, and each turn of the wire
is

secured in three positions -

35 places in all.
such rigidity ?

Was there ever

Combine that with the Cossor
electron -retaining system of de
sign and you'll readily recognise
why the Cossor is by far the
most popular British Valve.
Everywhere it is earning golden
laurels for a mellowness of tone
hitherto considered impossible.

Before choosing your next Valve
ask your Dealer to show you the
Wuncell - the Cossor Dull
Emitter. Functioning at a dull
red glow (almost invisible in daylight) it is, indeed, a super economy valve with an abnormally
long life. For the first time it is

possible to obtain a low temperature valve in every way as sensitive

as the best bright emitter. The
secret of Wuncell success is to be

found in its wonderful filament.
Instead of a wire, whittled down
to the point of fragility, the filament used in the Wuncell is built

up layer upon layer under the

Cossor patent process. Instead
of weakness there is strength.

The Cossor Loud Speaker
Valve W3

Voltage 18 volts. Consumption *5 amp,

Price 18/6

*Also in WR Series, with special
switch and resistance in base to
enable Valve being used with
2- 4- or 6 -volt Accumulator :
WR1 for Detector and L.F. 16/WR2 for H.F. amplification 16/-

Issued by A. C. COSSOR LTD., Highbury, London, N.5
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Make your Christmas one of the happiest on record by inviting

a really welcome visitor to entertain you all and to keep the
festivities going withouta dull moment.

The Kone " Loud Speaker, the most perfect instrument yet

placed upon the market, will prove a source of endless delight.
It will operate successfully on any amplifier having an output
impedance of z,000 to 5,000 ohms. The ideal output impedance is 2,000 ohms as in the " Kone " amplifier. Order it now.

Price £6 : 6 : 0

PATENT APPLIED FOR

aft 9cfreal Clai.drmetafe
lawr. of Sianclardreleptiones arid Cables Limited (formerly Western Electric), Connaught House, Aldwych, W.C.2
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ILLEGAL USE OF RADIO CALL
LETTERS
Sin,-From reports received by me it
has been definitely established -that the
call letters 5N J allotted to my station

are being employed by some other
person or persons unknown for the

purposes of radio transmission, and I
should

be

obliged

if

you

would

announce to all interested the existence
of this irregularity.
I need hardly emphasise the unfair-

such an illegal procedure.
Transmitting licences are only granted
under the strictest conditions as to
ness of

times of transmission,

wavelengths,

" Twin -Valve " Receiver, described
jOhn Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E.; comprised all my components except two' .fixed, condensers.

So' I " re -wired " my. set to your circuit, and althOugh I have not adhered
to the design in detail, results have
really been excellent.
1 can `get. all, the B.B.C. stations at

good 'phone strength (I have a' very

.pOor aerial and a worse earth), Le Petit
Parisien, PTT, Hamburg, Madrid
Brussels,
(RI),
Radio-Sud-Est,
Munich, Radio Toulouse, Radio -Paris,

Hilversum, Stockholm, DreSden and
\VGY (U.S.A.) (twice).

etc., and this in itself makes it sufficiently difficult to be answerable 'for
ones own conduct without being held
responsible for that of some unknown

Every station is clear, and I think
that, given a better aerial, and earth,.

I would therefore be very grateful

stage Choke Amplifier," by John W.

and probably irresponsible pirate.

the majority

.

would work a

loud-

speaker (small type).
Later I intend to add the " Two -

for any help your readers can give me
in order that I may trace the offender
and so put a stop to this nuisance.
All the available details are already
in the hands of the Post Office authorities.-Yours faithfully,

F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.; in the January,
1925, issue of The Wireless Constructor

about six months ago, and am very

pleased with results.
I have had all the main stations and
several relays and Continentals. Being
situated about 25 miles from the
nearest station (Cardiff), this comes in

after dark rather too loud for 'phones,
(five pairs), while Daventry, much
louder still, has worked a loud -speaker.

I do not, however, want to work a
loud -speaker, but prefer the more diS-

tant stations, such as Bournemouth,

Birmingham, Newcastle, etc., at excel-

lent 'phone strength to accommodate
the whole five pairs of 'phones.
Perhaps the following would be of

The Right Hon. Sir Herbert Samuel,

who broadcast a talk on Palestine from
the London Station a short while ago.

F. R. NEILL.
Chesterfield, Whitehead,

Co. Antrim.

SIR,-I made up the " Twin -Valve "
set as described by John Scott -Taggart,

.>

AMATEUR CALL SIGNS.
beg to inform you that I have
received a permit to carry out experiments in transmission on an ".artificial
aerial." My call sign is 2BFQ and
my ,address is given beliaw.L-Yours
faithfully,

W. D. OLIPHANT.

4, Wichnar Avenue, Edinburgh.

SIR, --Will VOU please note that my

station 20Z (two oh zed) has been

transferred from Exmouth to 2o,
Perryn Road, Acton,. W.3.
Perhaps you ,would be kind enough

to give publicity to this alteration.yours faithfully,
JOHN W. NORTON.

Acton, W.3.

THE " TWIN -VALVE " RECEIVER
SIR,-SiX months ago I had a plain
one Det., one L.F, valve set, 'and felt

fed -up because I could not get anything
like, good results._ I could at times get .

Birmingham, Bournemouth and Cardiff, but at no great strength. Then
reading the January, 1925, issue of
The .Wireless Construitor noted -the

Barber, described in the September,
1925, issue of The Wireless Constructor.

interest. My aerial is of the " birdcage " type, 5 ft. across and 4 ft. above

faithfully,

seems quite efficient for Caidiff and

Many thanks for the circuit.-Yours
J. SHANN.

West Kensington.

the roof (no room for any other type). -

and was erected by the trade, and
Daventry.

MV earth is a copper ,tube with a

.4
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is -ft. 1_ad of five strands of \o. 20 and
7,22 twisted together.
My coils are home-made baskets on
card formers of nine slots, 22 gauge
wire, and, Cardiff requires 8o turns,
using C.A.T., with 16° condenser reading-and t5 turns of 26 gauge for

reaction.

Daventry requires 26o turns of No.
gauge wire, same reaction, and
comes in at zo° condenser.
I might say in closing that I made
for a friend the " Powerful 3 -Valve

December' 9, 1925
I use this type of valve
for my short-wave receiver with the
valve indeed.

greatest success. Many thanks .again.

-Yours faithfully,

G. W. SMITS.
all African

P.S.-After nightfall

stations excellent signal strength on
one valve only.-G. W: S.
East Transvaal, South Africa.

THE "TRANSATLANTIC V " AND
" ANGLO-AMERICAN SIX "
RECEIVERS IN JAPAN.

SIR,-In view of your request for

reports from subscribers to your papers

who have constructed the various receiving sets described from time to
time in your columns, I have pleasure
in forwarding a photograph of my
" Transatlantic V " (described by
.Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E., in Modern
Wireless for June, 1924) and " AngloAmerican Six " (described by Percy W.
Harris, M.I.R.E., in The Wireless
Constructor for January, 1925) re-

These sets have been a most
interesting spare time occupation, and
have given perfect results.
We are not favoured in Japan with
so many broadcasting stations as in
Europe; our fish pond only contains
five stations, viz., Tokyo, Nagoya and
ceivers.

A handsome cabinet " All -Concert de
Luxe" receiver (Radio Press Envelope
No. 4), constructed by Mr. P. M. Weir
of Gourock, Renfrewshire.
rind
25

he
miles,

delighted, Cardiff
Bournemouth 65, and

was

Daventry coming in on an Amplion
loud -speaker at full strength.-Yours
faithfully,

A. L. MARTIN.

Bristol.

THE SELECTIVE SINGLE -VALVE
RECEIVER

,SIR,-i wish to thank Mr. G. P.

Kendall, B.Sc., for the excellent..
Low - loss
Reinartz
Receiver "
appearing in the September, 1925,
Wireless
Constructor. This
set,

coupled to a stage of power amplification, gives me all three South African

stations on telephones; in .fact, too
loud to be comfortable. Durban and

Johannesburg, respectively 300 and 140
miles away, at night come in clearly at
fairly good loud -speaker strength.

Cape Town, t,000 miles, at night also
ou loud -speaker. This is not all'. On
the night of September 29 I held a
Spanish station for half an hour from
11.25 p.m. African time, and a British
station,

presumably

Bournemouth,.
Musical items

from 12 to 12.5o a.m.
were clearly heard. I am struck with
the purity and wonderful selectivity..
. Tuning in my case is very sharp, and
the reaction control is delightful. I
also operate a, five -valve tuned anode

circuit and a

special

Reinartz type

short-wave circuit. I have a very fine
aerial system, the height at the lead-in
2nd being 85 ft., with a stretch of 4o ft.

across to a pole 95 ft. high. Earth ---

water' pipe running immediately under

the aerial.. The .set described by Mr.

Kendall is certainly one of the best onevalvers I have vet come across.
I

found the best valve to Ilse with

in my case, was a B.T.H.
Type 84 power valve-an excellent
this set,

make of British loud -speaker; but the
English receiving sets must improve in
selectivity before

a market can

Osaka in Japan proper, Dairen in
South Manchuria, and Shanghai in

China. My residence is in Yokohama,
about 12 miles from Tokyo; the
Nagoya station is about 15o miles away

and Osaka something like 250 miles,
while Dairen is about t,000 miles and
Shanghai 1,200 miles. I am able to
bring in all these stations on my
" Anglo-American Six " at loud -speaker
strength. The wavelengths of these
stations are 375, 365, 385, 390 and 356

metres respectively; but, even with the
wave -trap, I have a little difficulty in
totally cutting out Tokyo when listening to the Nagoya station. Owing to
the difference in time, the Shanghai
and Dairen stations do not interfere at

be

found for them here.
-With all good wishes for your future
success.-Yours faithfully;
H. C. LEPPER.

Tokyo, Japan.

26

Receiver," by Percy W. Harris,
M.I.R.E.. described in the April, 1925,
issue of The Wireless Constructor,

Business is fairly brisk, and my firm is
having great success with a well-known

" AN EFFICIENT SINGLE -VALVE
RECEIVER "
SIR,-I constructed the single -valve
set by Herbert K. Simpson (June,
1924, issue Modern Wireless). It has

given me great satisfaction.

I get
Liverpool and Manchester easily, using
an indoor aerial. I use three pairs of
'phones.
It is. the only set I have
made. I notice in the current issue of
The Wireless Constructor a single -

valve amplifier to add to the Midget
Single -Valve Receiver.

I would like to

add a L.F. amplifier to my set, and

would- be obliged if you could please
inform me how to make the same, the

panel to -be the . sante width as the
single -valve set. I would like to work

aloud -speaker from the local station.

I am only a *novice and would welcome

-your kind
fully,

assistance.-Yours. faithGEo. FISHER.

Liverpool.

THE " A.A. SIX " AGAIN.
have been a reader of The

Wireless Constructor since it started,
and have temporarily made up all the

sets by Mr. Percy HarriS, including
the " Anglo-American Six," which was
described in the January and February,
I1)2., issues. I must say how surprised

I am at not having read more letters
in your journals from your readers

all, as they do not commence broadcasting in the evening until all the

Japanese stations have shut down.
I

have found the D.E.5 valve an

excellent- valve to use in all stages of
the " Anglo-American Six," but it is,.

of course, essential to use a storage
battery for the H.T. supply, as the

drain is something like 35 milliamps,

with 75 -50 -12o -15o volts on the respective valves. I have now mounted a

D.E.5 in the resistance -coupled amplifier, and with 120 volts H.T. Phis gives
excellent strength and reproduction.
I should be very pleased to hear from

any reader who has managed to make
the " Anglo-American

Six " a little

more selective when operating near a
local station, as I find its selectivity
cannot be compared with that of the

-majority of the standard American
Neutrodyne receivers. However, the

power is superior to- any set, even .a

superheterodyne.
Radio appeals greatly to the
Japanese, but, due to the poor pro-

grammes we have from the broadcast-

ing stations, many are disappointed.

The " Anglo-American Six " and
" Transatlantic V " receivers built
by Mr. H. C. Lepper and used with
success in Japan.
This is the.
regarding this set.
best set of all I have made, has given
me more pleasure than any -set I have
worked, and is quite fascinating to
use.-Yours faithfully,
Ipswich.

The " Wireless Constructor '
Christmas Number.
On Sale December 15.

Price 6d. as usual.
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about .04 with a coil in. long to about .o8 with a
coil I in. long.
Thus, provided the coil is kept short, the decrement
with a plain winding is of the order required for a
three -circuit tuner. It is not always possible to obtain
the requisite inductance, however,, with such a short
coil,, and in this case a spaced winding pays.

THE DESIGN OF TUNING CIRCUITS
(Continued from page 390)

It should be remembered, however, that the
standard laid down for very good selectivity is very
high indeed, and. the need for it seldom arises.
Capt. Round, moreover, has suggested that with a
valve -coupled filter a form of saturation in, the valve
more..

The " Three -step." Coil
With a " three -step." coil, for example, having an

tends to give flat-topped resonance curves, which means
that distortionless reproduction is obtainable with lower

inductance of 130 pH, the decrement was .044, whereas
a plain winding of equal inductance gave a decrement
of .048. There is thus a slight advantage in using a
spaced winding. It should be remembered that this

decrements than those given in Fig. 4.

Actual Values of Decrement

coil has a large ratio of I/D which is inefficient, and
better results may be expected from low -loss coils

Let us consider now how these theoretical values of
decrement compaie with those which are obtainable in

having only_ a short, length of winding. Experiments
with this type of coil are now in progress.
I have not yet found any coil, low -loss or otherwise,

practice.
A. two -circuit receiver requires a decrement of .025,

wound with ordinary wire in a reasonably compact
form which reaches the limit. The best coil so far

while for three circuits. the figure is .033. This latter
value is a fairly practical figure. I have recently
measured the decrements of a large number, of coils,
and the following results will indicate the order of this
quantity. The results are not by any means complete,
and I hope to give more data on the subject in future
articles. Having discussed the exact requirements of a
good coil, it will be a simple matter, in future to gauge
the suitability of any particular sample.

tested had a decrement of .035.
In a filter comprising a series of loose -coupled tuned
circuits, therefore, ordinary coils are satisfactory with

three circuits, but something better is required with
only two circuits. Our present methods of low -loss

construction, however, are not good enough, and better
methods will have to be devised for this type of coil.
Valve -Coupled Filters
In the more usual case of valve -coupled filters there
are secondary effects introduced. In the first place,
the valves themselves may introduce additional damp (Concluded on page 455)

Practical Results
For a simple unspaced winding on a 3 -in. former,

wound with any wire between 28 S.W.G. and 36
S.W.G. (double silk covered), the decrement rises from

ORMOND SQUA
LAW
LOW LOSS CONDENSERS
EBB Condensers are guaranteed to
be of the capacity stated, and to be
of first class workmanship and
material. They represent a new departure
in British .Condenser design, giving the
following nidyantages

$ee our

EC

page

full

CONTINUOUS
L.T. BATTERIES

advertisement in

enable you to
dispense with

"MODERN WIRE-

LESS" Christmas
Double Number.

accumulators and

(1) Practically negligible
losses.
(2) One -hole fixing-one

heat your

f in. diameter hole is

fix this
(,) Rigid constructioncannot wary; end
needed

to

plates of Se OW alumi-

(4)

nium, perfectly flat.
Fixed vanes Sup
porteld byt in. ebon-

ite strips.

(5) Smooth

fila-

ments direct from
your electric light

condenser to panel.

/haurdllith11111111\iMVvv

supply.

....

action;

spindle tension is
maintained by a
specially
designed
Minion washer.
(0) Moving vanes and
end plates are at
earth potential.
(7) One-piece knob and
.

Write
ticulars

diol-suppliad loam.
Secured by 4 B.A.

your light supply is

Set Screw.
Supplied in the following
cues.
Price
Prim
with
without

D.C. (Direct Current)
Or

PRICES FROM 30s. TO 130s.

Size. Vernier. Vernier.
.00025 8/6/5
.0003
9/7/8
.0003 9/8
8/.001
0/ 10/5

Complete

RADIO EQUIPMENT CO.

and Dial.

ORMOND ENGINEERING C3 Ltd.

A.C. (Alternating
Current).

All communications to :

with Knob

from all dealers !

for full parand state if

LIMITED,
Telephone-

I Saepeettoinn-

Clerkenwell

9344, 5 and 6.

199-205, Pentonville Road, King's Cross, London, N.1 Telegrams" Ormendengl,
Kinross."
Whiskin Street, Cierkenweil, E.C.1
Factory

;

label on

5, Dyer's Buildings, Holborn, LONDON, E.C.1

;

I condenser.ee

Baran) s .id.
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Low in Losses
Manufactured with Exactitude
pROINI the earliest stages in the manufacture of
Bretwood Wireless Components, exactitude is
the dominating factor.
The material with which each is made, the detailed
construction and final tests are all guided by the
utmost precision. Such painstaking exactitude
ensures the quality and efficiency of every Bretwood
component reaching a very high standard, which is
guaranteed to be maintained fore period of three years.

The " BRETWOOD" VARIABLE

GRID LEAK and ANODE

The

"BRETWOOD"

RESISTANCE.

FILAMENT
RESISTANCE

(Patent No. 22 4 95.)

(Patent No. 20284.)

The only reliable grid leak. The
plastic resistance gives smooth,

This instrument is

perfect control, and is abso-

haustive
experiment along new
lines by Bretwood

megohms

the result of ex-

engineers.

The

Bretwood Rheostat
takes up very small
space on or behind
the panel. It is

lutely constant in action, Gives
accurate readings consistently
from zoo,000 ohms to ro
-

PRICE 010

With Condenser (as illustrated) .. 4/ Postage 3d.

effects perfect con-

Other guaranteed Bretwood Specialities
include :
The " BRETWOOD " Anti -Capacity
Valve -Holder, Price 1,9, Postage 3d.
The "BRETWOOD" Anti -Capacity
Switch, Price 5;'-, Postage 3d.

and does not depre-

from all

extraordinarily

smooth in action,

tinuous contact,

ciate through long
use. It is capable
of rough as well as

dealers

a very minute Ver-

nier adjustment,

High inEfficiency
has to work
IMP O component
harder than the Variable
Condenser.

Accuracy

must be its name, otherwise
Fit condensers which

are micrometer - perfect - on
your present set-on your next
set. Fit Ericsson Tested Condensers. They are built between
circular ebonite end plates. The
plates are stoutly made and
accurately spaced. Losses are
zero in accordance with demands
from short wave workers.
PRICES AS FOLLOWS :
.0005 intd.
Cat. No. 0/1010
mid.
Cat. No. 0/1011
-00l
With Vernier :
.0003
Cat. No. 0,1060
.0005 mid.
Cat. No. 0/1061
.001
mEd.
Cat. No. 0/1062
'

10 6
12,6

II '-

13,'6

15 b

Template Supplied.
Mite to -day for fully Illustrated, list giving practical wiring
hints and showing how to get the best from pour set. Lists

also sent fully describing our super sensitive phones, crystal
and valve receivers, components, Supertone Loudspeakers, etc.

The British L.M. Ericsson Mfg.Co.,Ltd ,
67-73, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

and is one hole
fixing. Extremely
well -made. 11

PRICE - 1-r

-

Postage 3d.

BRETWOOD LIMITED
12-18, London Mews, Maple Street,
LONDON, W.1

TESTED
CONDENSERS
444.4r4r-144:444144-41",14"-14'144:WW-}r
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telephony was much distorted, speech being barely

The most satisfactory values of shunt
capacity for the particular coils used appeared to be
intelligible.

THE DESIGN OF TUNING CIRCUITS
(Concluded from page 413)

the second pair mentioned.

Notes on Operation
In the operation of the receiver it should be noted
that Cr, the reaction condenser, will need to be set
at one. 'particular point for any given point on the
tuning candenser C2. Variations of Cr will have a
slight effect on the frequency of the quenching coil
oscillations, since it is in effect shunted across them.
An adequate size of reaction coil must be provided
for L3. In the receiver used by the writer the size
of. reaction coil which, with the norrnal circuit, was
found adequate to cover a range of 3,529 to 8,571

mg.. This is particularly the case with a detector valve,

when the effective resistance may be ikreased by as
much as 40 ohms.
On the other hand, reaction effects are possible here,
Which alloWs the decrement to be reduced again.
Practical experience seems to indicate that simple types

of coil, with, suitable reaction, are quite satisfactory,
and that the reaction control -is not critical.

Further Research. Necessary
The ideal type of circuit, however, is one in which
reaction; can be dispensed with, so that research in the
direction of reduction of -losses is still desirable, and
we haVe not yet reached the desired limit.

kilocycles (35 to 85 metres), with the super -regenerative unit added was only suitable for the 6,000 to 8,571
kilocycle range, (35 to so metres).
If the circuit proves unstable in use, an improvement
in this direction may be effected by connecting L.T.
negative instead' of L.T. positive to the common connection of the quenching coils.

SUPER -REGENERATION AT THE HIGHER
FREQUENCIES
(Continued from page 393)

L.F. Amplification
The addition of stages of L.F. amplification to a

amount of. interference from amateur C.W. stations

working at neighbouring frequencies was noticed. If,
however, the receiver was tuned carefully to the exact
frequency of the required transmission, the interfering
signals became merely a faint background to the

receiver equipped with this super -regenerative unit,
owing to the disproportionate amplification of the note
of the quenching frequency and of any atmospheric or
parasitic noises is not generally advisable. It is
admittedly possible to design filter circuits to overcome,

telephony.

Distortion
With values of .003 ,AF and .004 yF for C7 and

or at any rate diminish, thig trouble.

Cs, a much more disturbing whistle was obtained, and

A NEW

But in the

writer's opinion, ample signal strength for all ordinary
purposes is obtainable with the single -valve circuit.

A NEW tCf_R PRODUCT
RESISTANCE CAPACRTY COMING

7

THE 14g RESISTANCE CAPACITY UNIT is the result
a of extensive research work, resulting in a component
which we can, with every confidence, recommend for
application to the last stage or stages of L.F. amplification

PRODUCT

in any set. It provides an absolutely steady flow of
current to the anode, and we guarantee it to be absolutely

noiseless in operation.
Our new type Resistance, is constructed on a fireclay base. A
secret process enables a certain conductivity to be given to this
after baking at a very high temperature. This conductivity can
be of any desired value.

The result is an unchangeable resistance

of great mechanical strength, and possessing all the requisite
electrical properties.
The remainder of the component consists of our well-known clip -in

type mica Condenser, and our Grid Leak, which is constructed in
the same sturdy and permanent manner as the anode resistance.
The standard unit is fitted with a Leak of o.5 0, a transfer Condenser of .005,,F, and an anode Resistance of 8o,00o n these values

in practice having been found to give the best result with the
average valve designed for resistance, capacity coupling.

PRICES :

Complete with base (as illustrated) .. .. 12/6
Anode Resistance only
.. with clips 4/6
Leak only
.
2/6

.

Condenser only ..
Base only, with fittings

3/ -

It should, however, be noted that the 4-40 Interchangeable Units
allow the user to immediately substitute any desired value for any
of the three components forming the Resistance Capacity Unit.
This assures full advantage being taken of improvements in valve
design as they occur.

3/6

miemnA- LE*

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS

Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

..

Head Office: Wexham Rd., Slough. 'Phone: Slough 441-442.
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Supersonic

Outfit.
reception, with its range

SUPERSONIC
and selectivity, is fully established in
public favour.
M.H. Supersonic Components have shown

marked superiority in these two qualities
and have gained universal praise for
their wonderful reproduction of music
and speech when used in conjunction with
other M.H. Components.

What does

BRITISH AND BEST

`Wireless Weekly'
say about the

PRINCEPS
RECEIVER ?

CONCERT

From". Wireless Weekly," Nov. 25, 1925.
"
it gives good loud -speaker work on the local station
and on the high -power station, combining quality, power and
case of control. The ease of control is particularly noticeable, so that it should be a very good receiver for people who
have little knowledge of wireless.

"There is no doubt that the receiver is as free from distortion as any we have tested. The receiver was tested with a
number of different loud -speakers, excellent results being

Guaranteed for 12 months
The 't!iti

Supersonic Outfit contains:

3 M.H. Tuned Transformers
1 M.H. Tuned Filter
1 M.H. Autodyne and Oscillator Unit
.

each 21:21:21/ -

obtained with each of them.
" The appearance of the receiver is excellent, all accessories
being arranged behind the receiver. A tone control is provided, and by means of this it is possible to obtain
exceptionally loud signals, which can be regulated as much as
required, the quality being particularly good throughout.
" Major Prince's idea in providing a receiver which will give
good quality, good volume, and ease of control for the local
and the high -power station, should meet with commendation
from a large number of users."

Full Size Blue Print Layout Diagram and Booklet of Instructions.

AN IDEAL XMAS GIFT
(Obtainable from all Dealers).

PRICES

including 4 Valves
and H.T. Battery :

In Jacobean Oak or Polished Mahogany £27 - 10
In Satin and Burr Walnut

£29

0

(Marconi Royalties 50s. extra)

gil Ask your local dealer about it,

or write for full particulars to

PRINCE'S ELECTRICAL CLOCKS

M cIvi HLAELE
Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Aooaratus
TEPJ

LIMITED,

173, New Bond Street, London, W.1

Head Office & Works: Wexham Rd., Slough, Bucks.
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nformation
Department.
D. I. C. (OMAGH) has just construca

ted his first receiver, which is

" Transatlantic V," and reports that
although he can get all of the British
main stations at fair strength in the
telephones using three valves, when

he switches over to the full five valves
only weak signals are heard from the
loud -speaker.
Since this is our correspondent's
first set, it is quite likely that there
is no actual fault in the circuits of.the
low -frequency valves, but it is more

likely that the trouble results fiiim a
characteristic of all sets in which resistance -capacity coupling is used on
the low -frequency side. In such sets
switching in the low -frequency valves

involves bringing a resistance of usually 8o,000 to ioo,000 ohms .into the
anode 'circuit of the detector ValVe,
with a consequent drop in the effective
anode voltage applied to the .plate.
This will, of course, upset any critical
adjustment of reaction, and cause the
set to be less sensitive than it was
previously. In practice it is quite pos-

sible for a station which, with critically adjusted reaction, was quite
strong in the telephones to be only just
audible on the loud -speaker, unless the
set is readjusted after switching in the
low -frequency valves.

In the case of

the set in .point, the receiver should be
brought back,to its most sensitive state

after switching in the L.F. valves, by

turning the potentiometer towards the
negative end, or by readjusting the
position of the reaction coil, at the
same time
necessary.

slightly

re -tuning

if

Where the accumulator is a small
one, it is quite possible that the extra
load placed on it when the two low -fre-

quency valves are switched into circuit, will result in dropping the voltage on all valves sufficiently to prevent the set functioning in a satisfactory manner. If this is the case the
fault can be located by readjustment of
all the filament resistances. As a permanent remedy for this trouble a
larger low-tension accumulator should
be obtained.

U. S. Transformers give you Unequalled Service.
PRICES:
Capacities for

nF

'mu I MICA

Z44 soicINSUL

AT ION

Up

"2 COMPLETE

TO

"3 CAPACITY

v1.1

P UP To

2 6 each

Standard Fixed

" U.S. " Transformers are
British throughout.

whatever with the words
" United States."

Condenser

Supplied in two

3 - each

INSULATION UM

The

letters have no connection

Grid Leak and

CHECKED

"4AFTER FINAL ASSEMBLY

Condensers.

.00005 to .0005

Condensers.
.002 to .001
2 6 each
.0025 to .006
3 6 each
Combined

2400

CO.,.._

Standard Grid

guarani ee d
ratios, .5:1 and

FINAL CAPACITY TEST

1U «5

PRICE
3:x.
From all dealers or direct.

)4,,

AN EASY FIRST

No Distortion in U.S. Reproduction

THE Watmel Fixed Condenser is quite a new comer to Radio, yet
its standard of efficiency has already elevated it to a foremost
position amongst products of its type. The Watinel is distinctly

And io

different from other fixed condensers.
First, in its unusual design, which being symmetrical, ensures an even

Used in
Circuits published in
MODERN WIRELESS
and THE WIRELESS

distribution of electrical charges and the reduction of edge losses
to a minimum.
In its construction no wax whatever is used. Wax being subject to
dielectric losses and temperature thong with consequent results of
noises and changes in capacity, it will be readily appreciated that the
absence of wax in the Watmel is a vital improvement.
Only the very best gauged ruby Mica is used for insulation, while the

CONSTRUCTOR.

Modern Wireless, eays:

" The present instru-

ment, If the high quality
of the specimen submitted Is an indication,

outer case is of high grade Bakelite.
Each condenser is individually tested and is guaranteed to be correct
within 5 per cent. From all dealers

can be heartily recommended, and indiestes

the vast strides that
have been made recently

a!Yg
WATMELWIRELESS Co
332a,

Goswell

in the design of really

transformers
effective
for L.F. amplification."

Transformers are incorporated in a

receiver to increase the volume of sound,
to build it up to the desired strength, BUT -.-when sound is increased, the tendency may be
towards distortion.
This is where the difference in transformers
becomes apparent. Inefficient transformers
will give distorted reception, just as a detective
rad

mirror will allow a distorted image. Therefore, be sure about the transformers, since
no receiver can be better than its transformers.
A safe guide to follow is the U.S. trade mark.
You can depend on the quality of the U.S.
Super Transformer. Made by transformer
specialists, it gives ample and consistent amplification with clear and life -like reproduction.

THE U.S. RADIO COMPANY, LTD.,
RADIO WORKS, TYRWHITT ROAD, BROMLEY, S.E.4.
'Phone: Lee Green 2404. Wires :"Supertran,Lewis,London.'

LTD

Road, London, E.C.1
Barclays Ad.
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This Splendid Gift brings
Europe to your fireside !
Using only a Frame Aerial you will be able to receive over thirty

English and Continental programmes at Loud Speaker strength on the

SKI, 1,11 .F \I
SUPER 11F,TFRODYNF. KIT

set you make with the parts in this Kit. It contains the principal
components for building a receiver that has become famous for the
purity and strength of its reception. Its two knob control makes
operation simple. Its selectivity is remarkable.
You cannot choose a more acceptable gift for any friend interested inwireless. You cannot celebrate Christmas more pleasantly than by
buying this Kit for yourself.

Place your order with us or your dealer at once to ensure delivery
before Christmas.

THIS
KIT CONTAINS
the principal components required for building a Seven Valve Super -

Heterodyne Receiver. Baseboard, Drilled and Engraved Panels, Super -

If{

I

IC ;I 0\1

I

All

Het. Transformers and Oscillator Coupler, Square Law and Vernier

Condenser, Anti -Capacity Valve Holders, etc., with Full-size Blueprints

of Panels and Wiring, Progressive Assembly Photographs, clearly
written instructions and hints on operation ; all packed in a strong,
handsome box.

Place your order to -day.

THE BOWYER-LOWE:
SUPER -HET. KIT XI()
BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., RADIO WORKS, LETCHWORTH

CLARITY - VOLUME DISTANCE:
How much you hear-how far and how accurately
-depends upon the efficiency of .your set ;

BUT you will be astounded to observe how

COIUMbia

distinctively
Batteries improve
reception ! You can immediately detect this

improvement in the mellow volume, and purity
of tone.

No. 4780.
60 volt. 22 6
High
capacity.

This is the test-

H.T.

Look into the workshops of radio amateurs,
into the laboratories of radio engineers.
The famous
Radio " A "
L.T. Cell.
1.5 volts.

2/6 each.
Scud a postcard for our 35 -page booklet ot
'How to get the most out of your Radio
Batteries."

Observe

the radio battery equipment in the homes you
visit-everywhere you will find.

Columbia
DRY BATTERIES

They last longer.

KINGSWAY, LONDON,
OF
K.
MORRIS,
15,
J.
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Wireless Weekly Small Advertisements.
HEADPHONE REPAIRS.- Re -n ound , re -

magnetised, readjusted. Lowest price
Delivered
quoted on receipt of telephones.
three days. Est. 26 years.-Varley Magnet
Co., London, S.E.18.
and

RECEIVERS2000

E LF.,P

Loud36

ohms,
SpeakersNE Rewound,
-A. Roberts & Co., 42, Bedford Hill, Balham,
S.W.12.

1 VALVE Amplifier, 35/-, use one or tut.
valves ; also 1 -Valve Amplifier,' 20/-,
both pegfect, as new. Valves, 4/6 each. Smart
Headphones, 86 pair. New 4 -volt Accumulator, celluloid case, 13/-. New Dura
66 -volt H.T. Battery, guaranteed, 7/- . 2 -Valve
All -Station Set, works speaker, £4. Approval
60

willingly.-W. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
Stockwell, London.

CABINETS with baseboard for vertical panel.
Direct from makers. In stock solid Light
Overall
x } panel. 10/6 post free.
101 .< 6 61 for 9 r
Paragon panel fitted 3;'3 extra. Satisfaction

or Dark oak or mahogany finish.
guaranteed.
Sheffield.

Lucas & North, Handsworth,

LIBERTY PERMANENT DETECTOR

The Original One -Hole Fixing Detector.
Stop Fiddling with Cats' Whiskers.
ry
344 ,117y,
tested ou

Refuse
inferioi

/mitations.
Insist on

seeing
the name

'Liberty'

actual

broad -

Technical Reports.
Amateur Wireless r

uaran.

Wireless Weekly:

50% more efficiency
50% lower price
.711E'; 100 % DETECTOR

asential fir

casting
and fully

Popular Wireless!

FIXING. - One - hole
clips or by two Wee.

power amplifiers

copper Wire to existing
detector terminals.

The " Liberty " Detector gives more
sensitive reception Permanently than

THE M -L anode converter dispenses with high
tension batteries. Supplied from the usual 4 or
6 -Volt Accumulator, it generates H.T. current
of the order of 30 milliamps for Power Amplifying

a cat's whisker gives Temporarily. No

bunting for that " special spot" lost
The
by the slightest vibration.
"Liberty"Is entirely unaffected by
vibration, sensitive all over, and that
loud spot cannot be lost.

Radiarc Electrical Co .,Ltd.,
Bennett Street, London, W.1.

Valves. Mechanical noise and current ripple are entirely
eliminated owing to special features of the design, and the

From all

Two Voltage Type incorporates L.T. Choke, double

dealers or direct

smoothing circuit, and Variable Intermediate Voltage and

PRICE 3/6
COMPLETE.

HAVE YOU SECURED
your copy of the

Thelf-L L.F.
Transformer.
Three ratios,
,

"There is no
Transformer
that distorts

/ less."

SPLENDID
CHRISTMAS
DOUBLE NUMBER

MODERN
WIRELESS ?
The largest issue ever published. Twentyfour pages more than any previous
double number.

180 PAGES 1 /6

full Variable Voltage Controls all in one case.

It will

supply up to 80 volts for Detector Valves and up to the full

voltage of the machine for Power Amplification Valves.
Current consumption is extremely low owing to the high
efficiency of the motor, and the M -L anode converter is a

much cheaper source of H.T. current than any H.T.

battery.
We shall be glad to send full particulars of all types of
M -L anode converters on request.

Two Voltage Types
Type BX (6-70/120v. or
4.4080 v.) £12 15 0.
Type CX (12-70/300 v.1
£15

0

0.

We also make Single
Voltage Types.

Type D is specially
designed for Transmitting purposes.

S. SMITH ER SONS (M.A) LTD
179-185 Great Portland Street, London, W.1
Telephone: Langham 2323

Obtainable from all Newsagents) Booksellers,

!Viceless Dealers, or direct from Dept. S.

RADIO PRESS Ltd.,
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2
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"Meet a good pal of mine,"
says CLIXIE
"Name of CLIX RINGTAGS. Nothing
to wire home about for looks, I'll admit,"
says CLIXIE, " but still a very useful

REGISTERED TRADE MARK

takes first

acquaintance.

"RINGTAGS job

place why?

BECAUSE IT HAS PROVED
ITSELF AND IT IS
GUARANTEED FREE FROM

"C LI XI E"

in money or time, but it's apt to save you
a whale of a lot in time and temper.

"The sketch shows you how to attach
flexible wire to RINGTAGS. The price?
Two -pence buys a packet of a dozen,"

Are you well connected ? Try

CLIX

SHEET.
Divide your

Pass

it round either side of

Ask your dealer for ebonite branded

the eyelet, and t;;ist the

The Electro-Link with 159 Uses
Ringtags, lira Clix,

ends bgether.

obtainable

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
= HANWELL

LONDON, W.7.

up the

of double efficiency that I've been boosting
lately. It's a habit that doesn't cost much

Matt or Polished. Panels cut
accurately to size.
TUBES.

gathering

RADIO CONDIT-the H.F. COnductor

SURFACE LEAKAGE.
RODS.

is

loose ends --- the sort of neatness that
makes for 100% efficiency. Always use
RINGTAGS when you're making CLIX
terminal -loops, etc., in ordinary wire or

evervwkc;.,

AUTOVEYORS LTD., 84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

WASTE NO
MONEY ON
BATTERIES

Fits any
Condenser.

Use Electric Light Mains

Greater Power.
Quieter Background.

from your
dealer

6/.

EASIER & MORE ACCURATE TUNING !
FOR

quick accurate tuning the Pelican Univernier dial is

far superior to the (Ad method of moving a pointer around
a fixed scale. The dial and its control make it easy for
you to direct your attention tea particular degree and to tune in
a station with the minimum of trouble. In the Pelican Univernier
is found the real embodiment of condenser dial perfection. To
begin with it is massively built. It has a good size knob which
provides a comfortable grip without allowing your fingers to

cover up the scale.

Thu graduations are clearly marked to

allow 'quick easy reading. Smooth in operation the Pelican
Univernier is a revelation in accurate tuning. You can at once
replace your ordinary chats with the Pelican Univernier-no set

alterations are necessary, simply take off the old and put on the new.

Cr Write for descriptive leaflets and details of Pelican
3 and 4 Valve Sets. Self-contained, no aerial,
no earth. Simple to operate. Prices from £10.

Less Cost.

Complete Receiving Sets run from the Mains.
H.T., or H.T. & L.T. Units for your Set.

DYNAMERGY MAINS SUPPLY, STAINES.

SEND A SUBSCRIPTION
for your favourite Wireless Journals.

WIRELESS

Twelve mouths, 13/ -

Six months, 6:6

MODERN WIRELESS Twelve onthsmonths,
Six m, 7,6 15'.

months, 32,6
WIRELESS WEEKLY Twelve
Six months, 16.3
THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR
Twelve month,,, 8 6

CAHILL & COMPANY Ltd

Six months, 4 3

THE WIRELESS DEALER
.`,2Ipplied to the Trade only. Order

NEWM.Apll ST.J LiDI4dD017..7.1

POST FREE.

PROMPTLY DELIVERED.

business letter heading .please.

Twelve months, 7/6 (1'.K.), 10j- (Abroad).

TelegramsTeleone.:

Museume; 9236°.
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Patent No.
241614.

or

-'45k.09

Pick your Xmas Programme
from afar -off with the

L & P fine tuning
Coil Holder

Ito

Easily fixed in place of your present jerky coil
holder, it makes the tuning in of distant stations
-sure, easy and definite.
If unable to obtain locally, write for free book.
LONDON &PROVINCIAL

L. & F. Coll

Holder now

RADIO CO.. LTD.,

reduced to

30, Colne Lane, Colne,
Lanes.

8/6
00,

REPAIRS
re -wound

Headphones

5/- per pair.

and re -magnetised,

Any kind L.F. Transformer re -wound and
repaired 5/Loud Speakers re -wound, 5/.

Write for

Trade Prices

All work guaranteed and tested on our aerial.
Phone: 1795 Clerk.

MASON & CO., 44, East Road, City Road. E.C.

Let our valve making plant repair your broken
or burnt -out valves efficiently and promptly
(most makes). Amplification, radiation, and
current consumption guaranteed same as new.

Bright emitters 5/. "D.E.'s" (land

5 v. types) 7/6. Radions Ltd..
Bollington, far. Illacelesfield ChM

LlifergweosrilLalve Repairicatirgm, lo

ea

seisenntea

REPAIRS
TO HEADPHONES
%woo"

TO LOUD SPEAKERS
TO COILS
Rewound to any Resistance and

Established
26 Years.

equal to new.
Price
quoted on receipt of instruments.
made

Prompt Delivery.

The VARLEY MAGNET
Company

WOOLWICH, S.E.18.

tl

b -31.3',H
"

r

'Phone : Woolwich 888.
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ciation to the
expense and inconvenience of

slc0' %ft.'
e.04"511-

having your Oren

,40 110
14

accumulators !la skilfully recharged,

011`gis.°

it

1-1,Nt1375r45

costs you

considerably more
than our inclusive
Hire Service.

stands alone. Unrivalled for any

H
PARIS
4

WHY BUY ACCUMULATORS ?
IF you add depre-

0

vo

DECEMBER 9TH, J925:

0

purpose where super -sensitiveness
and long range are required.
Sale Astributoys for Great Britain:

The L.G. Russell Laboratories,

ur or our sr so sr

1-7, Hill Street, BIRMINGHAM

and suffer the depreciation and
many annoying inconveniences caused

by unskilled charging.

1VE SUPPLY and deliver a NEW
" ROTAX Wireless Accumulator of
suitable size for your set. We call and

exchange it for another fully -charged one
weekly or fortnightly anywhere in Greater
London for 13 weeks from 0/- inclusive.

IF you have your own accumulators we
give the same continuous service from
6/- per quarter-and if you have only one,
lend you one of ours, alternate exchanges.

-RADIO SERVICE C

. --

105, TORRIANO AVENUE, KENTISH TOWN, N.W.5.

REAL SERVICE -HIRE OR MAINTENANCE
Write for Folder '77,''or 'Phone : North 4161 & 4162. 4,7

GET A "LOWFORMA."
SUPER SETS and ACCURACY

The most convenient and efficient low loss coil former obtainable.
AN IDEAL PRESENT for anyone interested in Wireless.

For efficient recalls, absolute accurate capacity
and low loss are essential.
You must therefore fit THE

Dorwood Precision Condensers
which are guaranteed try our Worn', laboratory test.

The only grid condenser having a three point
connection.

The DORWOOD has often been used in gets described in Radio
Press publications. This its another guariutee of its efficiency

GET DORWOOD PRECISION CONDENSERS

direct from us if your dealer cannot supply at once, poet free
at list prices as follows:-

PRICES:
Capacities '0001 to '0009 MF. with or without Grid Leak Clip 2/6
3/ '001 to '006
4/6
above '006 to 01
Sole
Manufacturers

Prices : 3} in. diameter X 5 in. long 4/9, 6 in. long 5/., 7 in. long 5/6.
Order from your dealer. If unobtainable send to the MakersA. H. CLACKSON, LTD., DEPT. Et 119, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4,

la, Railer Mews, Levertes

HERBERT BOWYER & CO. Street, LONDON. N.W.5

Sot Aoneyonifilyesi
RADION DE.06 3-volt(H.F.or L.F.)10/6

BRITISH BATTERY CO., LTD.
CLARENDON RD., WATFORD, Herts
(Telephone;

Watford 617).

for

H.T. BATTERIES.
No. 1 W.

easily.

To connect in

Standard Pocket Lamp Series insert straight Ter Size ---41 volt zvitk patent minal in spiral of next
spiral wire terminal and battery. Bend spiral and
plug sockets to take thus ensure permanent
electrical
connection
Wander Plugs,
Note :-/ doe. 54 volts. without soldering. (See
Used
units replaced illustration).

RADION 2-v. DE34 (H.F. or L.F.) 10/6
RADION PYRAMID Powe; Valves 4-v.
6..v. types, Guaranteed Filament 22/6
(The frosts power raises an the scarlet.)
RADION G.P. a 4-v .Bright valveonly7/..

NEW TYPES JUST OUT !
New 2 -volt Power Valve 12;6
New special Detector 7/Radion Non -Ring Antiphonic Dull Emitter
06 Valve 12:6

From untied Dealers or direct Post Free by return,
RADIONS LTD., Beninese', Nr. Macclesfield, Cheshire.

Send for ou booklet; it describes valves,repair service,and giN es useful hints. It's free. Write to-dp.y.

Price Carriage Paid 7,1., per doz.,with Plug

3/9 for 6.
All standard voltages supplied with 3 volt. tappings.
Gua)a;liee.1 British Made at ore Ofc.il Watford Works.
It

Barclays 755.

112allo Vrocc information

'cpt.

2/6 QUERY 'COUPON 2/6
December 9, 1955.
Vol, 7.
No. r_.
WIRELESS WEEKLY,
This coupon must be accompanied by a postal order of 2/6 for each
question, and a stamped addressed envelope.
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Scrap your
Barrel -type
H.F.
Transformer

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
Leslie Dixon P< Co.

LONDON'S

LATEST

- this new pattern

RADIO

gives you incredible
selectivity.
As used by Mr. P. W.

Harris in the " M.W."

"Special Five."

This H.F. Transformer (patent
applied for) represents an entire
departure from all other designs.
In selectivity and amplification
it is

No.

1.

PRICES
250 to 550

metres, with 1C I_
base

No. 2.

..

`'F)

350

to 700

ra;ewit':: 15/No. 3. 1,200 to 2,300
tonuettrra,sewitt.i: 15/.
Catalogue
of
Components 3d.

EXHIBITION
CYCLE

and EXCITER.

SURPLUS

far ahead of the ordinary

Before building your Super -Het. send
3c1 instamps to cover postage of new Keystone Book of Super-liets. The largest

and most complete book published, with full constructional details and diagrams.

CRYSTAL

ALTERNATOR

SETS.
Mark III Tuners.

GOVERNMENT

BARGAINS
now open at Lambeth Hill
and 218, Upper Thames
Street, E.C.4.

of this new Peto-Scott production is that the capacity
coupling has been reduced to an absolute minimum
resulting in an exceptional degree of selectivity.

Peto-Scott Co., Ltd

of

200 WATT, 500

barrel type of Transformer. Its
primary is aperiodic and its exclusive design and
shape make it the last word in low -loss and
efficiency. The secondary is air spaced on a
grooved ebonite former, and each one is made to
an exact standard, resulting in the condenser scale
reading being practically identical in each successive stage of H.F. amplification. The main feature

Super -Het. Builders

Xi

H.T. & L.T.

Great

MIDGET M.C.
0.10 m, a.

Sale

of

Surplus

Radios at Sacrifice Prices.
The wide range of our

22,'6

HEAD OFFICE:

Huge Stock
Renowned.

77, CITY RD., LONDON, E.C.1

Branches LONDON, 62, High Holborn, W.C.1. WALTHAMSTOW, 230, Wood St.
LIVERPOOL, 4, Manchester St.
PLYMOUTH, 4, Bank of England Place.

is

POCKET
VOLTMETERS.

World

Call early as prices cannot
be repeated. Our Showrooms are easy of access-

4115

D E LUXE

Blackf nars or
House Station
MORSE
RECORDERS.

Mansion
on the
Railway ;

MIRROR
MICRO -

AMMETERS.

Underground
Cannon Street or St. Paul's

on the Southern Railway

are close by. ld. Bus from

the Bank lands you at the
top of Lambeth Hill. We
are at the bottom corner,
nearly opposite Siemens
Bros. Colonial Avenue is
closed for retail now.

IF after you have built up your Set you find that a
component is unsatisfactory

it can usually be
replaced without much difficulty.
On the other hand a
leaky panel will render useless the work of many hours

ED IS WAN

VALVES,
R.A.E. '.C." Type.

'Phone City 191, and all
orders should be sent to
218, UPPER THAMES
STREET.

FRENCH
ALL -IN

WORLD

BEATER SETS.

and necessitate the complete rebuilding of the Set. Be
wise, therefore. and refuse to take risks. Don't ask
merely for an ebonite Panel-ask for a Radion Panel
and see that it bears the trade mark Radion.

4

Radian is available in Cr different sizes in
black and mahoganite. Radian can also be
supplied in any special size. Black rd. per
square inch, mahoganite zid. per square Inch.

RADION

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, UPPER THAMES ST., LONDON, E.C.4
9, COLONIAL AVENUE, E.1.
'Phones : City 191.

Avenue 4166.

American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.

Address all Post Orders to City Showroom :

fiend Ojice: 13a Fore Street, Depots: xizio6 VsVneollwingZ Street, Glasgow:
London, E.C.2 Irish Agents: 8 Corporation Street, Belfast.

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.
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Sound
Advice
Accurate and reliable
information of value
to every radio enthusiast is contained in

THE RADIO PRESS
SERIES OF BOOKS
Post
Price Free

9d. 11d.

1 Wireless for All

By John 5.41 -Taggart, F.Inel.P.,
A.M.I.E.E-

2 Simplified Wireless

1/1

By John Seott-Taggart,
A.M.I.E.E.
3 How to Make Your Own Broadcast
Receiver ..
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inet.P.,

1'6

1

A .M.I.E.ff .
4 How to Erect Your Wireless Aerial ..

1/-

112

5 The Construction of Wireless ReccicMg Apparatus

16

I

Receive.

1;6

I,'8

26

2'8

26

1.8

10 Practical Wireless Valve Circuits

26

2,3

12 Radio Valves and How to Use Them

2.6

18

2/6

1,8

By B. Mittel!, A.M.I.E. E.

Twenty years of
knowing how
THERE'S one thing

every
manufacturer needs but which
money can't buy ---experience. It
is experience which
brought T.C.C. Conden-

sers to the forefront to-

the passing years. For twenty
years the Telegraph Condenser
Co. Ltd., have been designing and
building all types of
Condensers. This in-

day. Experience in manufacturing all types of fixed

valuable knowledge is
now passed on to you in
the form of T.C.C. Con-

condensers-experience

densers.

in dealing with the
problems peculiar to in-

sulation and capacityexperience in producing millions

of condensers, large and small,
Mansbridge and Mica.

By specifying

T.C.C. in your next Set

you will be assured of
extreme accuracy and

uncommon dependability.
Remember, all T.C.C. Condensers
in metal cases are genuine Mans -

bridge, while those in moulded
Money could not buy this experi- cases are Mica. Each case is
ence. It can only be obtained green in colour and bears the
by paying the price-the price of sign T.C.C. stamped on its side.

By P. D. Tore.

6 The Construction of

Crystal

By Alan L. M. Douglas.

7 How to Make a " Unit" Wireless
Receiver

By E. Redpath.
8 Pictorial Wireless Circuits

. .

By Oswald J. Rankin.
Valves Simply Explained

1 Wireless

By John Scoff -Taggart, F.Insi.P.,
A.M.1.E.E.

By John Scott -Taggart, P.1.441.P.,
A.M.I.E.E.

By John Scott -Taggart, E.Inet.P.,
A.M.I.E.E.
13 500 Wireless Questions Answered ..
By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., sad E.
Redpath.
14 11 Tested Wireless Sets

By Perry W. Harris, M.I.R. E.

15 More Practical Valve Circuits

8,6 3,10

16 Home -Built Wireless Components ..
17 Wireless Sets for Home Constructors
By E. Redpath.
18 Tuning Coils and HOW to Wad Them
By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc.

2'6

2'3

2,6

1,S

1/6

1/8

1:6

1/8

1/6

1/8

By John Seidl -Taggart, F.loel.P.,

21 Six Simple Sets

Ey Stanley U. Ranee: M.1. it: E.

11 Switches In Wireless Circuits

..

By °mad J. Rankin.
24 Wireless Faults and How to Find

By R. If. Hallows, M.A.
Elementary Text -Book on Wireless

10/- 10,6

Vacuum Tubes

By John Scott -Taggart.
A.M.I.E.E.
Radio Engineering

By J. II. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.),

10/-

1128

6,,-

1/6

A.M.I.E.E.

Modern Radio Communication

By J. R. Reyner, B.Sc. (Hons.),

Look for the

name T. C. C.

Mansbridge
stamPed on
thesideofthe
green metal
case.

PRICES AND CAPACITIES
19/4 Mansbridge, '1 mfd. - 2/6
Mansbridge, 2 rads. - 101- Matisbridge, '09 to. '01 - 2/4
Mansbridge. 4 mfds.

Mansbridge, 1 mfd. - 3/10
Mansbridge, '5 mfd. - 3/4
Mansbridge, '25 mid.- 31-

Mansbridge, '009 to '005 2/Mica, '004 to '001 - - 2/4
Mica, '0009 to '0001 - 2/4

S

Every T.C.C.

Mica Con-

denser
is
contained

in a moulded
green Case.

Radio Press Books are obtainable from all Bookstalls,
your local
Newsagents,
Wireless Dealer, or direct
from Dept. S., Radio Press,
Ltd. For prompt and SW::
when
ordering
dclivery

direct from Radio
Ltd., please
and
'ante

Press,

write

your

address

in

BLOCK LETTERS.

RADIO PRESS, LTD.
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2

The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd., West Park Works, Kew.
Gilbert Ad. 4125
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GOOD LOUD -SPEAKER
RESULTS WITH

TWO VALVES
Volume and Purity
In the " Twin -Valve Loud Speaker " Receiver, full details

of which are included in Radio
Press Envelope No. 10, you have a
handsome and highly efficient set
which gives good loud -speaker
results from your local station.

With an average aerial- system it
operates a loud -speaker up to

25 miles from the local staton,
yet it employs only two valves.

BUILDING THIS SET
You are sure to succeed in building

this set because, as with all Radio
Press Envelopes, the instructions are
most clear. Blue prints, reproductions of photos, and working
drawings show you exactly how to
construct easily and efficiently.
PRICE

Post Free 2/9
Obtainable at all Newsagents, Bookstalls, your local Wireless Dealer, or
direct from Dept. S., Radio Press, Ltd.

For prompt and sure delivery when
ordering direct please write your name

/

used, so that the set is perfectly
stable when once adjusted.
Dull or Bright Emitter valves
may be used. Ease of control is
a special feature, and the set will
satisfy and give pleasure to every-

2/6
X

The first valve is a dual high- and
low -frequency amplifier, and the
second a rectifier. No crystal is

one who constructs it.

ASK FOR ENVELOPE No. 10.

in BLOCK LETTERS.

The Twin -Valve Loud -Speaker Receiver
by John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.

RADIO PRESS ENVELOPE No. 10.
RADIO

PRESS,

LTD., BUSH

HOUSE,

STRAND,

LONDON,

W.C.2.
Barclays Ad.
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Marconiphone
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STERLING
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Radio Components

For perfect results build your radio set with the best components.
Marconiphone and Sterling Components are easily the best by every test. Absolute
satisfaction is assured, for these components are correct in design and made of the

4' I

finest materials. The test is-results. They stand by that alone.

.... .
rJ

MARCONIPHONE AUTO SERIES
PARALLEL VARIOMETER.
An entirely new pattern which will tune an
aerial from 230-5630 metres with a single
revolution of the 36o dogs. scale. This extensive wave -range capacity is effected by means

i.

of a patent parallel switch. The
action of this variometer is remark- 16

M_ARCONIP IONE' IDEAL"

RANGE OF

ably smooth and even.

TRANSFORMERS.
A type for every specific purpose.

PRICE

/-

STERLING SQUARE LAW VARIABLE
CONDENSERS.
With and without
vernier adjustment ; also geared ; double
and triple, and balanced types. Full range

With their use very extensive amplification is possible without distortion.

" Ideal" Transformers undergo a
special impregnating process using

Marconite, the most perfect insulating

of prices on application.

material obtainable and non -corrosive. Each Transformer is within
5 % of the guarantee curve.

" IDEAL " TRANSFORMERS are
supplied as follows : - Type " A,"
ratio 27 to I ; Type " B," ratio 4 to
I
Type " C," ratio 6 to x ; Type
" E," ratio 8 to r. Each

I

;

complete in metal case 30/.

(as illustrated) " IDEAL JUNIOR" TRANSFORM-

at the popular price of 25

of

/-

STERLING
" LILLIPUT "
HEADPHONES

/6

3
PRICE
STERLING " NON-PONG " VALVE
HOLDERS. Obviate microphonic noises
and lengthens the life of valves.
4/3
Valve Holder
Adapter (as illustrated)
5/ -

valves.

ER. This type has been produced in
a ratio of 3 to x, for it was found
possible at this ratio only to successfully retain in a simplified form the
standard " Ideal " principles
construction.
Supplied

I

MARCONIPHONE BATTERY RESISTANCE. A very compact filament rheostat
of novel design. Especially suitable for
attaching to an accumulator or dry
battery when employing D.E. type 6j

STERLING
" LILLIPUT "
HEADPHONES

J\)

MARCONIPHONE
" VELVACT "
POTENTIOMETER

A veritable masterpiece of head- Specially designed to ensure perphone efficiency. Clear in tone, fectly smooth and silent operalight in weight and extremely tion. Contact with the resistance
comfortable. Easily adjustable wire is made by a spiral of thick
toany head. The most efficient wire mounted on a metal rod.
inexpensive
obtainable.

'phone
PRICE

/-

Resistance 35o ohms.
PRICE

at all radio dealers
THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY LIMITED. Registered Office : Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2
And 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
Sole Agent; for STERLING TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
Branches :-Aberdeen, Bristol, Birmingham, Belfast, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle,
Nottingham, Southempulo, Swansea.

Published by the Proprietors, RADIO PRESS, LTD., Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2, on Wednesday of each week and printed for them
Tea
Airexue PRESS (L. Upcotrt Gill Si Son, Ltd.), 55-57, Drury Lane, W.C.2. Address for Subscriptions and Editorial Oommunicat,ons .--8ash 13,Inee,
Strand, London, W.C.2. Advertisement Managers :-BARCLAYS ADVERTISING, LTD., Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2. Registered as a newspaper
and for tansintssion by Canadian Magazine Post. Subscription rates :-32.6 per annum, 16/3 for six months, post free. Sole Agents for Australasia ;GORDON & GOTCIL (Auatra.aaia), LTD. For Canada :-IMPERIAL :NEWS, LTD. For South Africa :-CENTRAL News AGENCY, LTD.
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"I!eter Pan"

- a Burndept loud
•
speaker ·for one guznea
r

•

new and inaxpensi\'C BurndPpt loud speaker has appearC'd '
at a most opportune moment - when eYcryone is
concerned 'vith the Christmas PresPnt problem. This
addition to the extcnSi\'e Burndept Range is the "Peter Pan "
Loud Speaker, obtainable at lhc moderate price of one guinea.
It can be operated from a two-valve receiver, and gives quite
sufficient Yolumc to fill a ::;mall room while its pure tone
and rendering of broadcast music and speech is all that could
be dcs:red. Like the EthoYox Models, the Peter Pan is
gracefully shaped, and coloured a rich malwgany sh<!dc. The
diaphragm is adjusted hy means of a knurled knob.
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Valve and Crystal users
who desire maximmn results fmm their \\'ireless Receivers will
he wise to consu lt the Burndcpt Component!> Catalogue. Two
mo«t interesting c<,mponents dc>-cribcd therein n.rc the :\nti-Phonir.
Valve Holder. and lhe BurndcpL )ticrorneter Crystal Detectnr.
The Anti-Phomc Valve Holder afford<; completf' protection for
the filament of any valve, and eliminates the microphonic nubc,
usuaUy a~sociated ";th duJJ-emittt'r vah·es.
ClimMic conditions do not a{h:cl the Anti-Phonic Valve Holder,
as there is no rubbe·r to perish.
Th is holder CIJnsists of an inm••
<Lncl an outer portion joined together by four spiral spring:> which
make the electrical connection~ and also support the valve holdc1
whicll i<; made of high ly-poli,lll'd h:tkelite. ·nw \'al,·e sockets arc
countersunk to obviate the tisk of short circuits. Don't leave
your vah·es unprotccted-ht Hurndcpt Anti-Phonic Valve Holders.
The most important feature uf the Bumdcpt Crystal Detector is
the micrometer sc rew which 11crmit,; very fme a<ljt1stmcnt of the
gold catwbisl<Cr to be made with en.~c. The Durndcpt Synthetic
Crystal, whicll is enclosed witli all working p;\rts in a glass tni.Je.
gi\·f',~ excellent signal «trength
Pi I tl Bm•~tdt>pl Crystal Detect<>~ a.td
obtai11 clear rueptiou with easy lr1n11i p11laliou.
The Burndept Range includes everything for Iadiu reception from
~:omponenL~ to complete installations.

.BURN 8EPT
HEAD OFFICE : Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand,
Lond9n, W.C.
T~l~pl:one:

G-crrurd 907==·

BRAXCHES AT:
Gla.~g<>W,
J~ccds, Liverpool , Mancbester,:::-iewcastle, N orthamptpn, Nottingham.

R<llfast, Birmingham, Brighton, Bristol. Cardiff, Exete1,

(
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The N.A.R.M.A.T. Sees Reason

W

'E ar.e pleased to he abk lo
announce that in
!<)26
thc'n' ,,·ill be one larg<'
combined wireless t·xhibition,
organised by the Xational
.\ssociation of Radio :\lanufacturers
and Tradt•rs, at which both mc•mbPrs
and non-membPrs \Yill exhibit their
goods side by si,!e.
The Pxhibition
will be held at Olnnpia, ;md will
unyuestionably ban• an immense influence on the trade.
Both last war and this thC'
N.A.R.:\L'\.T. ·held an pxhibition at
which manv \\·ell-kno\\'11 firms of
high standitig \YPre unable to shmY,
not bPing members of the association in yuestion. The public looked
in vain for these firms, and immediate!\· saw that the exhibition \\·as
not· representati\·c.
\\'hen we consider that a \·ery appreciable pro·
portion of the visitors, both trade
ancl pri,·ate, to _such an exhibition
come for the purpose of making
their choice among the latest apparatus, it does not take much furthetthought to tinderstand how in such
circumstances trade sutT<c~red. In the
past the N.A.R.l\L\.T. flgurati\·ely
has shrugged its shoulders, and
airilv indicated that the cure is, of
courst>, to join the :\ .. \.R.:\L\.T.!
Although in the inner circ-le of the
Association there have been manv
who felt that a single exhibition hac!
its advantages, in the past the morp
violent elements have had their \YaY.
T\o\\', fortunately, \Yiser council h;;s
prevailed, and the new attitude will
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result in a single really representative exhibition at Olnnpia next year,
which will form a landmark in tlw
historv of the industn·.
The cotn-ersion of ·the :\ .. \. R.l\1./\.T. to the idea of the unifiPd
exhibition t:i a change of polic\
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which indicates a more tokr<)nt
and sympathetic attitude to the
trade than the\· hm·e taken in the
past.
\Ve ha~·e no sympathy with
those who object to the N .A. R.1\LA.T., and all its works on principle. Such an :\ssociation properly
conducted can be of immense benefit
to the whole industn·, but its conduct
requires the most t:ardul \Yatching,
and immediately it loses a sense of

prorortion and forgcts that tirst and
foremost the polic-y must be for tlw
benefit of its members, and not for
a favoun·d fe\\', it becomes, not a
beneficial but a pernicious organisation .
In October, in a now \\·ell-known
ktter to the wireless trade, we m;Jde
it perfectly clear that if !'\.:\.R.l\L\. T.
and
non-N .:\. R.l\I.A.T.
members did not come together
under a single roof of their O\Yn
accord, Radio Press, Ltd., would itself conduct a single exhibition, :~s
being an impartial organisation with
the necessan· national influence.
The immedia-te result of the letter
,,·as that we .receiYed dozens of letters from manufacturers of high
standing, promising support for such
an exhibition, should it be necessarv for us to conduct it, and a
special eompanv \Yas duly formed to
provide for the emergency'.
Now that the !'\.A.R.:VL.-'\.T. has
come to a wise decision, the necessit,· for our own exhibition will not
arise. The incident, if it can Le so
called, is now closed, and it remains
for the whole industt·y to apprcci:ate
the broad-minded decision of the
Association in the matter. \\'ithin
the next fpw months the National
Association of Radio :VIanufacturers
and Traders \vill pass through a
wry difficult period, but its wisdom
in making the latest decision will do
more to consolidate it, and gain
support for it, than anything else
that could hm·e happened.
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Some Heterodyne and Rectification Effects

1
l

. By Captain H. J. ROUND, M.I.E.E.
In the following article Captain .Round discusses in detail the effects of heterodyne rectification on
selectivity, together with some notes on. the supersonic heterodyne.

++++++++++-++++++++++++++++++++. . . .++++++++++++. . . +~+++++++. .+++++. .•+++++++++++~··

ERE <•re some phcnonwna connected
with rectitL·ation \d1ich affect the quest ion of seledinty in a \\ay which I
propose to show. Careful c<.msidcratinn
of these points led 1\rmstrong· to evolve
the ,,uper-heterodync
in
l'aris in
H)Ii-l9Ib'.

,The various questiun.-; involved <tl'l' n:ry diilintll to
keep in one's mind, and l find it '' isc to put the
arguments do\vn in sketch or \\'! iting Jorm step bv
step.
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Fig. 1.-ln this diagram the shaded portions of the curves
represent the current which would flow if a perfect
rectifier were applied to the oscillation.

Perfect Rectification
Fig. I represents an oscillation frequency n, and
the shaded portions represent the current which
!lows if we apply a perfect rectifier to it and plot the
resulting current. A little later I will discuss what
happens in certain local cases if the rectifier ha,; the
usual bend.
The resqlt through the rectifier will obviously be a
current that will move a galvanometer, plus a complex
alternating current \\'ith a basic frcqucn•·y the same
as n.

It is very important to note and definitely gTasp tl1e
reasons why a rectifier- i.~' nCt'('"s;try in all these cases to
produce an audible note in the telephones or a rno\ cm cut in the galvanonH:te•·.

Modulation Frequency
::'liow even if our n1odulatt<~n is made of too hig·h ;l
frequency to hear, the rectifier is still producing a new
alternating current of the modulation frequency; and,
likewise, if the b(:•at frequency is raised to this inaudibk
note, the new alternating· currc.lt is still being· ptotluced. In all considerations here I am taking· the c~1se
when the modulati<)n produced in any way is weak;
matters get very complicated qthtT\\i'e, and in the
beat method of ,;imulating· modulation \\e can assume
always that one of the frequencies is much \YealH'r
than the other. Suppose that our \\·caker \Yave is nmv
modulated by speech, and 1hat \\'C add it to the st rong·e r
\\·ave, then it is quite' easy to• se•: that if the t\\·o• \\~nes
are of the same frequency and phase the result is just
the same as if \\'e modulat.:d the stronger wave, exc<~pt
that the amount will van depending· upon the pha•,es
pf the t\n) wave~.

Inaudible Modulation
But suppose that w..: alter 1he \\Taker modulated \\·av~
1o such a frequency that the rcsi.IIting beat note, due
to beating and rectifying, he,·omes inaudible; is the
speech modulation of the \\Taker '' ave then audible in
our telephones? Fin;t the \H''tk wave adds and tl·en
it; subtracts from 1he ~trong \ntve amplitude; 1he
averag·e r-ectified chang·e over one supersonic beat is
obviously nil on a galv;lnometer or telephone, so that

I
I

Audible Detection
Now if we added a \\Tak oscillation from another
~ource to the first one (Fig·. 2), first at the same frequency and phase, and tben of opposite phase, we
should get the galvanometer increasing its reading and
then decreasing· its reading (the galvanometer will not
respond to the H. F. coti1ponent); if the change from
the same to opposite phase tal,es place at an audible
frequency, we can use a telephone instead nf the
galvanometer and get an ·audible note.

Beat Notes
Obviously, we can get just dJC same note by some
method of ehang·ing the strength of out· oFiginal oscillation (this \\·ould be caHed modulation), or we can get
it by adding a weak oscilhition to the ~rst one, with
a frequency such that it first adds an:!' then subtracts
from the first oscillation at the same r·ate as the
.reversals. This is called producing a beat note. There
is a little difference between these methods which it is
not necessary to go into at present.

J

P.

POJI!Ion of PllaJe

Change of' Weoi

J

O.sclllalion~. ~

Fig. 2.-lllustrating the effect of adding a weak oscillation to another one of the same frequency and altering
the phase.

whether the speech modulation of the \\·eaker· \Y<We is
weak 0•1· strong makes no difference. Therefore ·:he
modulation
be inaudible.

'"ill

Conclusions
Summing· up this point, which is of great importance,

if we are receiving a ·weal~ ~ignal on a rectijier wd
telephones, and if •we heterodyne the rectifier '!Pith n
stronge! '11Jtl,'l!e such that the resulting beat note is
inaudible, thetD the modulatiot~ of the weal~ sig·nal 7N7l
also be inaudible, Unfortunately, owing· to the fact
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The Reverse Effect

that recticfiers do not ban• quite straight line characteristics ihe theoretical result .is not quite true, but it is
very nearly true.

\\.hen one is using a selective receive1· of great
sensitiveness this etTect is ver·y noticeable, and it is
sometimes a nuisance, as in certain cases it can work
the opposite way; for as long as you keep the carriet'
of the wanted signal stronger than the jammer it is all
right, but if the jammer takes charge then he wipes
out yo1tr modulation.
·

Homodyning
One important point follows from this. \\"e sm\
that if we modulate our weaker \\'aYe and add it to thl·
stronger wave, and if they are the same frequency and
phase, the result is the same as the modulation of
the strong·er wave; in fact, ,,-e shall get ou:·
speech if the modulation is a speech modulation
This opemtion is called " homodyning," but it is nut
easily realisable in pr;lctice.
Ho\\·evcr, it serves tu
illustrate a point. Suppose, simultaneously, we applied
to the rectifier a second \Yeak oscillation, the frequ{·ncY
of \vhich was suf1iciently different to give an inaudibk
beat note \\'ith the strot~g oscillation, 'and suppose this
weak oscillation was alsl) modulated by music, the firs!
speech woul·d be audible, but the mu~ic \vould not b<·
audible, and, in fact, no modulatl'd wave outside the
audible beat tone range \Yould be received (e"n·pt
harmonics).
Homodyning· thu,; gives a selectivity
\\ hid1 j,.; of just exactly the corr-ect width to takE' in all
the frequencies ,,.e \Yant to hear, hut it cub out el·enthing else that givP~ bc·at tones outside the audib),.
range.

t

Fig. 3. ~-Showing (left) the characteristic of a perfect
rectifier, and (right) the form of rectifier characteristic
obtained in practice.

This point consequently makes it very difiicult to
estimate the degree of selectivity in tuning, \Yhich must
be aimed at in the design of receivers, to give certain
t;{•parations.

A Practical Test

Reducing Interference

Nm,·, again. suppose that you a~c close tn 2LO, and
that you want to get Birmingham, and that the selectivity of your receiver is only ,;uch that then." is ah1 ay.;
a backgTound of London. Tune uo to Birmino·ham
and sta,rt applying reaction. If the <:arrier t>f Bi·r~ing-

Iu general, if the jammer can be reduced by tuning
methods to equality with the decided signal, and you
then have available reaction to bring- up the signal you
\\ant, the jammer can be reduced to inaudibility.
Obviously, however, the best thing to do is to have a
,electivity curve on }'(>lli' tuning circuits, which reduces
any possible jammer by pure tuning- to very weak
signals; the only objection is that this is so difficult
to carry to tl1e limit sometimes required that to a
gt_eat extent the heterodyning .effect has to be relied
upon.

A Second Rectifier
So far everything has been comparatively simple, S\)
!et u:> int rnduce a second rectifier and studv the effect
of it.
·
"" e have a strong oscillation and a weak one; they
are combined and rectified, and the re,.ulting alternating current is applied in some way by means of a
transformer or other coupling circuit to a second
rectifier.
Let our weaker oscillation be of sufficient
difference of frequency to produce an inaudibl-e bea!
tone.

Strength of Beat Note
.Vote first that through 7:ery 'l.eide limits the strcn[Jill
of tile beat llofe is propurti01wl tu the strength of the
'U.'eaher 'lL'£l<'C, and that al.tt:ratiolt of the strength oj
the stronger 'l.!la<'c u>ill make only secorzdury differel!ces

tu the strength uf tlte beat lone.
•
J\ow if our weak oscillation is constant, and \\ ,,
re-rectify the beat tone the combination \\ill send ;•
direct ctJrrent thruug·h ~ur telephones, and en'n if \\ ('
modulate \\'itb spcc·ch the strong oscillation \\T sha 1!
!war nothing of l he "peeeh through our second rectifie,r.
But if our weak oscillation is modulated ,,-ith spetch
the rectification b1· the second detector \Yill produce
speech.
·

A view upwards 1'nside the lattice structure of the mast
of the recently opened wireless station at Konigswusterhausen. The her.'ght of the mast is about 9()0 feet.

ham utn be brought up to a sln·ug·th of scn·ral •imc.;
the forced ,,·ave from 2LO, then as this carriec pro·
duces an inaudible beat with 2LO's \\ave, it tetH~s tn
remon• the signals fmm zLO altogether.
Perhaps on your ren•iver London is too strong-; then
you must 1n•aken your coupling or dcTtTasc the siz"
of your aet~ial, and !lS(' reaction more to bring up
Birmingham's carrip;·, \Yhich \\ill IYipe out t lw last'
trace of London.

Application to Duplex Telephony
This peculiar phenomena is u;;ed by Franklin in his
duplex telephony, in '' hich he uses hi,; tran.;mitter to
heterodyne to an inaudibl-e frequency the received waYc.
He 1 hen lT-rectifics and gets am· modulation nf the
421
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received wave, but no modulation of the transmitter
emission (within limits, of course), so that the receiver
need never he disc,mnected when transmitting. Again,
of course, if the receiver signals g-et stronger than the
amount of the transmitted wave allowed to• get into the
receiver, .the transmitter modulation \Yill be the only
one heard. The signal has taken charge, an unlikely
thing to happen in this case.
Utili~ing

Beat Tones

The beat tones are curious pictures at another frequency of the original weak o~cillations, as, not only
is the original amplitude imitated, but the phase abo
is imitated.
For instance, it is quite easy to make out that, if
the weaker oscillation is altered in phase by 180 dcg.,
the heat tone also shifts throuf,:"h 18o deg. So that if
two weak sig·nals arc coming in together, and if ·.we
beat with a strong oscillation with both at once, the
two oscillations ,yj!l be represented as heat tones in
amplitude and phase, and we can treat them as signals
to be tuned, rectified and received in the ordinary way;
they only suffer from distortion clue to rectification
once, not twice. There is, however, one very important difference between treating these beat tones as
your signals to be, received ami using the original
signals.
\Vhen dealing with the original signals, supposing
that you are building a selective circuit, if it is tuned to
a cCI'tain wave it will only get that wave and traces
of others of nearly the same £requency. If, how:ever,
you beat first and then use the resulting beat frequencies, you are dealing with two possible groups of
waves; for it is obvious that if n is the heterodyne
frequency, then n+d and n d will produce exactly .the
same beat tone. This effect has to be guarded ag·ainst
in the superheterodyne,

Perfect Rectification
If our rectifier is very perfect, and has a curve like
that in Fig. 3 (left), it will not be necessary to. have
a heterodyne very much stronger than the signal, the
only condition being that the signal can never reduce
the total oscillation,. to zero. Certainly a little distortion enters, in that the resulting rectifier beat b~comes
a more and more pure sine wave as the heterodyne
wave is strengthened, but this would not matter mucl1
in superheterodyne work.
The term ''optimum
hctei·odyne " has no nwaniug with <.t perfect rectifier.

............................................................................
.
of the Radio Press .
... Results
.
Calibration Tests
........................................
.
,. ..................................
HE first set·ies of measurements m connection
with the Haclio Pre.~s Lab?ratories' Cali~Jratior~
scheme were taken dunng the cvenmg of
D:cembcr. 10. . The list of stations checked, together
Wlth the tuneol tucasurcment and the fregucncies, is ls
follows:-

T

-~--~---

Th~

Optimum Heterodyne

In this case, however, the results arc uearly the
same as the hypothetical results on a perfect rectifier,
jf the heterodyne carries us well up to the straighter
})art of the curve, and if the weak sig-nal applied does
not shift us up and down from this point very much.
· The position is called the optimum heterodyne.
In fact, even with the practical imperfect ·rectifier
the 1·esulting- beat tones arc nearly proportional in
strength to the applied signal, so that the only place in
which distortion can occur in a superheterodyne is in
the second rectifier, \vherc the " square" law still
applies.

Frequency
(Tic.)

7. !5 .

6oJ.9

7·55

629.2

1Vavelengtlt

(lllelres).

--------

Aberdeen ..
Birmingham
Bcltast
(;Jasgow
::'(e,vc;Jstlc
Bournemouth
Manchester
J,ondon
Cardiff

S.j
8. I)
.S.25
8 <L'i
8 ..J)
8.55

684.1

<).

496.8
476.8
438·5
421.4
40J.<)
384·7
.o
·3
.2

Further measurements of the frequencies of the
above stations were also taken at other times. In this
connection readers should take special note of the fact
that, in order to ensure accuracy in the calibration of
their wavemeters ot· receivers, the time of taking theitown notes of settings on their instruments should
coincide with the t imcs given fer the Radio Pre~s
measurements.

Variations of Frequency

If, fot· instance, notes of the correct setting f•Jr
L01ldon were taken on the evening of December 9, and
the Radio Press measurements of December Jo were
taken as a means of indicating the frequency ohtainwl
at this setting, an error wot!ld he introduced. This is
due to the fact that the frequencies of most of the broadcasting stations given above do not remain absolutely
constant from night to night.
As examples of the Yariations which may be
expected, we give below a table of measurements taken
on yarious dates : Fre.'>'tation.

..

Aberdeen

Time .

Date.

Heterodyne Too Strong
But suppose our rectifier curve is like Fig 3 (right).
Then the result will be that for a weak o~cillating
voltage applied, a certain amplitude of current is pro~
tltH~ed,
but for a stronget oscillation a iargcr.
proportional current is produced. Too lnrg·c ;{ heterodyne may run us into saturation.

p.m.

Time

!ill lion.

..

..
..

..
..

..

..

.

lVavelength

(!I.e.)

(metres)

-------- - - - - - -----· - - - ·
Dec.

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
"
Belfast
IO
.f.Ij p.m.
(~1asgo\v
Various readings
8
p.m.
{Dec.
Xewcastle
6.1.) p.m.
9
Bournemouth .. Various readings
p.m.
Dec. 8
Manchester
•• '<
IO
p.m.
"
p.m.
9
London
" IO
p.m.
~
"
p.m.
9
Cardiff
" IO
p.m.
"
" 9
a.m.
]);wen try
•. I~
" 10
9-30 p.m.
"
])inninghant

quency

{
{

""

<)

8
10
8

6.30
4· 0
5-30
4·30

00 3·4
630.8
630.0
685.2
684·5
7II ·9
741.8
742·5
779·9
794·7
796.2
824·3
823·7
857·9
854·7
187·4
187·3

497 ·I

475·7

476.2
437·8
438.2
42I ·4

4°4·4
404,0
384·7
377·5
376,8
363·9
364.2
349·7
351 .o
r,6oo.9
r,6or .6

Continental Broadcasting Stations
In next week's Issue of TVireless Weekly \VC shrcll
have an important announcement to make with n•gard
to Continental broadcasting stations.
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HORT-WAVE
Mtes&Mws
;7r----"7HE past week has
afi'orded examples of
several
astonishing·
'' freaks '' on the· pa1·t
of
the
somewhat
mysterious conditions
that govern long-distance reception.
These may be best illustrated by a
sf.o1·t account of the stations heard
by the writer and the owner of
another receiver, both in South
London, all reception taking place
t•n Sunday, Decembe1· 6, starting at
o6.oo t.;.l\1. T. Cuban 2 BY and a
Brazilian station were heard, but no
East Coast Americans ; thev ·were
heard, h(nvever, at 09·JO. B'etween
the latter time and IJ.oo strong
signals were received from practically every active Eumpean country,
the northern British stations being,
ot• the whole, the most powerful.

has been ol1icialh allotted the intermediate " f;\V. '' There are, however, verv few licensed stations in
ooer,;1tiun~
The
amateurs
in
Korthem Ireland use " GI " for
th~ir· prefix.
Cp to date the only
ilctivc stations that we han· heard
;\re sNJ, (J:\lU, and 6TB.
Several readers probably heard a
station <t few months ago with tlw
amazing call-sign of :\"\\'-4XYZ.
TheY ''ill doubt less be relieved to
hea1: that he degenerated into
1'\\V--lX. and finally.LA--l:X· He 1s
situated at Stavanger, Xorway.

stations " on the air " than there
have b('Cn for some time. zN:\I is
working C. \V. and telephony on
9,677 kc. (31 metres), and 2KF,
_:;LF, zYQ, and z\V] arc all " bignoises " on about 6,670 kc (-l5
metres). 6QB has at last forsaken
his aged and polarising ch-y cells, and
t:!'es a small motor-generator. 2ZB
has built a, receiver instead of a
tcansmitter !
He is conducting
'' world-v.:ic1.e
reception
programmes,'' and has alre:1 dy heard
l1ve new countries on it.

Special Ship Transmissions

2XV, of Cambridg-e, may be heard
on telephony at very good strcng-t11
on 6,670 kc. 2LZ is also very
strong-, but, unfortunately, these
seem to be the only'§tations working
telephony consi~tently at the higher
frequencies.

Another Swedish boat is now
active on short waves, using the
e;dl-sign SDK. As he seems to be
audible unl\· at the same times as
wlwn the 'Brazilian stations an•
c.>ming- in, he is probably somewherl'

The Eastern Counties

Further Afield

At 2.30 p.m. A-6AG was heard,
the signal-sti·ength being about R6,
and half an hour later G-2KF heard
PJ-1HR, PI-NAJD, and L'-6CTO,
of California.
Between I/.OO and
rg.Jo the following were heard :--···
A- 3 BQ,
A- 3 EF,
0-A-lZ,
CRP
(Delhi), and HBK (Northern India).
By zo.oo not one of these was
audiblc, but several East Coast
American stations suddenly appeared. By 22. oo the ether seemed
quite dead, but at 2.).co several
Brazilians were heard, including
u\C, rBC, rBD, rl:\, Il.\J, sAB,
and 7AA. Chilian 2LD and JIJ \H're
alsD n•celved at good stn·ngth.
A Good Effort

G-2KF had another " International field day " on the same
date. Starting at oo.oo G . .\LT. on
Sunday he worked .6ZK, of Palestilw. At 03.40 he worked 0-A-J-Z,
and U -3AHA, following this up by
communicating with Z--1AS. During
the daY he was in communication
with ·S-2NM,
D-7EC,
A"-6AG,
CRP (India), and A-3YX.
The
a vcrage report of his sig·nal strength
was R6.
Ireland

\;l,'e hear· that the Irish Free Statt'

The low-loss short-wave two-valve receiver constructed by Mr. J. J.
McConochie. A letter from Mr. McConcichie, describing this receiver,
will be found on page 447.

in that direction. The San Frmzcisco ( S( ;q \\·as, it will be remcmbci·ed, in action between Rio de
Janeiro and Stockholm.
London
There are now :11ore Lonilon

The East of England seems more
active than usual, being represented
by 2LZ, sQV (Clacton), 2TO (Ips>vich), and sGS (Grimsby).
\Ve
have not heard a \Velsh o1· \Vest of
England station for some weeks.
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F,INDING THE NODAL POINT
By C. P. ALLINSON (6YF).
Describing how a Moullin voltmeter may be
used to determine the voltage distribution
in transmitting inductances or·aerial circuits.

Effect of Earth Connection

N the course of some
transmitting
experiments it occurred to
the writer that it \vould
be vory useful indeed
if he could know definitely just where the hig·h voltage
and nodal po-ints on his transmitting·
inductance "-ere situated. It therefore became necessary to evolve a
method by ,,·hich this could be
determined, and a little consideratioll shm\ed that our old friend, the
:\Ioullitl voltmeter, was particularly
suitable' for the purpose.

aerial-earth circuit) similar to that
shown in Fig·. r. · The first readings taken were '"·it h the circuit
shown in Fig. 2b, in \\·hich the
oscillatory circuit ,,·as connected
across the grid and plate of the
txansmitting valve.
Curw: No. r
in Fig. za \\as taken with the lmvten;;;ion filament supply not connected to earth. As the A. C. mains
supplied the' high tension (through
a tran~former) it was found that a
, small :-\.C. potential was applied
tlll'rchy to the inductance, even with

The rcadin~s \Yere taken bv connecting· a llcxible lead ft;)m a
l\ loull in voltmeter, the other side of
which w,ts connected to earth, to
each turn of the inductance in turn
starting· from the plate end. Th~
CUrVe ::'\o. l shOWS the voltage d LStribution using a 2 r -turn coil. The
total voltage swing \\ill be seen to
be approximately 13 units. Curve
No. 2 was taken at the same frequencv, but with the L. T. supply
conncctL'd to earth.
The total
voltage S\\·ing in the No. 2 curve is
ro units, so that the actual di!Ttrcnce bet we en the two curves is not
so great as it appears to be, and is
due to the fact that thev are dr;1\-_·n
tc· different scales. ,Ft~rt her with
the No. 3 curn\ the L.T. 'supply
being connected to earth rvsulted in
the A.C. component, which pre\ iously had aiTccted the :\Ioullin voltmeter, not being impressed on the
oscillatorv circuit.
The curves,
tlmrefore: show the comparati·:e
values of H.F. potential distributecl
along· the tuning coil from tum to
turn.
These curvrs further s11ow
what \\·oulcl be expected, namel:·;

Voltage Distribution

A e<l:;c in which a knowled~c of
1 he vulta~e distribution would 'be of
particular value ,is in the c.kcuit
shown in Fig. I. In this case the
oscillator circuit L2 C2 is couple'!
to the aerial circuit A.~Lr CP by
1'.1ea,1~ of a small coupl,ing contLnsc:·, ~ho\n1 at Cr, and an R.F.
feeder. The poi'l't on the transmit! i:1g inductance A, at which the
condenser in series .with the R.F.
feeder is connected, sLould be a
high potential point (that is a high
high - frequency potential point),
,,·bile B, the point on the aerial
tuning inductance to "·hich the R.F.
feeder is connected, should be the
nodal point of the aerial earth
system.
First Readings

It ·was therefore decided to' take
a number of readings on a transmitting circuit (dissociated from the

Fig. 1.-~A transmitting c i r c u it
used by the writer,
in which Cl is a
small coupling
condenser.
The
correct point for
connecting this to
the inductance L2
was determined
by the method
described.

the valve switched ~ut. This mean
potential gave a reading on the
i\Ioullin voltmeter of 9 units, and
thi-; point was; taken as· the zero
point from which to take the H.F.
readings. This, therefore, resulted
in the zer£J< point with relation to the
cmve being shifted, the No.
curve being thereby, obtained.
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that the who.Je of this :,oircuit is at

H.F. potential to earth.
It will be twtcd that all three
curves peak at approximately the
same places, namely, at six and
fifteen turns.
Addition of Aerial

The next point was to try t::1e
effect of connecting aerial and
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counterpoise to the oscillatory eir~
cuit making the necessary adjust~
met;t to obtain the maximum aerial
cur,rent, ,and then take, a number of
reading·s with the Moullin volt.
meter'.
The curves obtained are shown in
Fig-. 3a, Fig. 3b showing the circuit
rmployed.
With regard to this
latter, it is interesting to note th,1t
the best position for the L. T. tap
on the transmitting inductance \nh
found to be at the fourteenth turn,
but the counterpoise lead had to
go to the <'l!~venth turn, which i-;
approximately the nodal point on
the coil (which consists of l\YenJyone turn~). The aerial tap went tl)
the fifteenth turn, and it \Yas found
that if tighter coupling- ,\\·as used by
including· a target· number of turn->
in the aerial circuit, thr set \\·cni
out of O!'cillation. A€tua!ly a loadin~· coil \Yas usrd in the aerial
le;td, but this is not includrd in tlw
ci•·cuit diagram, for clearne"s sake.
The No. 1 curve \\as taken with
L.T. negative conncctecl to earth,
and it \\ill 'be seen that it is quit<':'
re!_!·ular in shapt>.
This \nmld
seem t,;, indicaie .that the aerial and
counterpoise COilnections had lwen
<.'OIT<'dl\· madr.
Lower Potentials

it \\"a-; noticed in the cours,·
of experiments that the larg-e;t
aer;:il current \\'its rcg·istered \Yhen
the lmv-tcnsion side of the filament
supph \\·as not connected to earth,
a further set of readings \\3,? taken
under these circumstances.
The
'curve obtained is that sh0\\"11 In
Fig. 3· N<•. 2. Here we find that,
As

shown in the curve. The curious
step formation obtained with this
curve will be noticed, but after the
fourth turn from the plate end of
the coil the n;rve becomes perfectly
reg-ular. It may be noted that,
although the maximum potentials
obtained ,,·ith this curve are not so
~-
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Voltage Distribution in Aerial
System

The method ·described may fur-
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·Further readings l,j)ere taken on the circuit of Fig. 2b,
with the addition of the aerial system.

gn·at as tho,.,c shcn\n in the No. r
cune, a larger reading· \\as ob1ained on the hot-\Yire a<:'ri;tl mete.-.
Moullin Voltmeter

!for the guidann· of those whn
may \\·ish to take ,,imilar mea!'urements on their own transmitters, it
should be noted that the 1\Ioullin
V<}ltnwter employed used the leaky
grid-(·onden,.,er rectification method,
the g-rid-leak being connected bet\\-ecn the grid and !O\\·-tension. It
will be t'cali"ed, of course, that th(~
readings obtained arc not actually
positive and neg·ative as "hown in
the curves, but started at a certain
positiv•• valtw, d<"dined to zero, and

-~ ~~r--.--.-~--.--,,--.--r--.--,--,-,
"'")

~~~t=~~=t~~~~~~
.s6 t5l:::

~ tzFS~~~~~~74~~+-~-4-I

a

r--r~--~~--+--+--+--+--~-+-1

, 3
2 6
3 9
~ 12

5 15 ~-+--->.d----1-cl-

6 181---+-----P..,._,v--

v.
Figs. 2a and 2b.-Curve No. 1 in this diagram is drawn to a different
scale from that of Nos. 2 and 3.

as the anode is the point of the
transmitter which is nearest to
earth potential, owing to the fact
tl1at the H.T. supply is obtained
from A.C. mains, a very low rrading is obtained at this end of thc
wil, although this point is not
actually at .rei'O potential, as is

ther be used to plot the voltage
distribution in the aerial-counterpoise circuit.
rn this case, of
course, we shall not get any point
which is actually at zero potential,
but \\'C shall be able to determine,
from the curve obtained, which is
the nodal point.
It should be noted that the nodal
point is not that point at ,,·hieh the
lowest reading is obtained.
To
determine 'vhich is the nodal point
in the case of a curve such as that
s!Jo\vn at No. 2 or No. 3 in Fig. 2,
a horizontal straight line should be
drawn, so as to tlivide the curve
into two equal ·portions above and
below the line. The point at \\·hich
,this horizontal line crosses the
curve is the nodal point.
Application of Readings

J 9 ~-+~~~~~-rT-~-r--+--+--~
2 6 1----i---t·
1

have therefc.re been
reproduced here\\·ith,
better idea is obtained
of the curv-ts and "ha~
in the circuit.

\.\.
_\l
..11.
\1

J

I

The curves
drawn as
since thus a
of the shape
is going on

then rose again. As, however, \Ye
are dealing with oscillato~·y circuits,
it follo\\·:o. that if one end is at a
certain potential and we then pass
to another turn of the inductance ·
beyond the nodal point, at any given
instant this part of the coil will be
of opposite potential to the other.
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In cases where it is desired to
employ the coupling method sh0\\')1
in Fig-. 1 it would be advisable in
the first place to couple L2 to L 1,
plot the curve for the aerial circuit,
and determine the nodal point. The
>transmittet- can now be placed
where suitable, the aerial inductance Lx being connected to the
aerial and counterpoise leads wherever coevenient, irrespectiYe of the
position of the transmitter.
The
R. F. feeder is then connected to
point B on the coil, \\·hich has been
found to be the nodal point, whilst
the other end A mav be com~ccte<l
to what has been found to be a
hig-h-voHage point Qf the transmit·
ting inductance L2. lt should, of
!'OUrse.. be remembered that the
nodal point will shift if any alteration in frequency is made.
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DISTORTION IN L.F. AMPLIFIERS
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.}, A.C.G.J., D.J.C., A.M.I.E.E.
In this orticle Mr. Reyner discusses volve choracteristics and shows how the usuol representotion of static
chorocteristics may be misleoding in proctice. He further demonstrotes how dynomic chorocteristics moy
be utilised to det~rmine the correct valu.e of grid bios to apply in L.F. omplifiers for the prevention of
distortion.

vr-----.J:..JERE arc many ideas which are held on
the subject of the operation of low-frequency amplifiers in order to avoiJ distortion. It is now an almost universal practice to equip low-frequency amplifiers \vith
suitable grid bias arrangements, but there
seems to be little definite information as to the correct
value of gdd bias to employ.

In practice, of course, there is r.lways an impedance of
some sort in the anode circuit, to enable the energy
developed by the valve to be suitably extracted. The
presence of this exte:rnal impedance, however, modifie:;
700 }'IINODC
.$
I

Necessity for Grid Bias
Now the use of grid bias is necessary for two
reasons. The first of these is that the steady voltage
applied to the g-rid cont.rols the working position on
the characteristic of the valve, and the second is that if
the reproduction is to be reasonably faithful, then the
g-rid CUITent must be reduced to• a small value.
Avoidin~

---

Distortiof!

If, ho,Ye\·er, one refers to the charaderistics of some
types of power valves, it will be observed that the
value of grid bias recommended by the makers usually
occurs at a, point such as A in Fig·. I. According to
the theory of proportionate amplification, it is necessary to arrange the working point of the valve characteristic such ~hat over the variation of voltage on the
~rid the anode current characteristic is approximately a
straight line. This is by no means tHe state of affairs,
as shmvn in 1:<-ig. I, and at first sig·ht it \\-ould appear
that this \\·ould give considerable distortion.

•
Questionable Utility

VDL TAO£

30 r

-"

7

0
GRID 11:lLT.S

z

3

4-

+

Fig. 3.--Due to the presence of the extern~[ circuit the
actual working characteristic is as shown by the dotted
line.

.the characteristics so completely that totally misleading
results can be obtained if this principle is not borm
111 mind.

Effect of Impedance in Anode Circuit

-y

The current supplied
the htgh-tcnsion batter;
l1ows first of all through the external impedance in the
anode l'irn1it and then thrcug-h the impedance of anode
to filament path of the valve, i.e., the internal impedance of the valve. Con~equently the actual voltag-e
applied to the anode will be that of the high-tension
battery minus the voltage drop of the external impedance. This point will be made dear from Fig. 2.
Obviously the value of the voltag-e drop ·in the external
,,ircuit depends upon the current 11owing in the circuit,
~o that the actual voltage applied to• the anode of the
valve is continually va.rying, if the ancJ<.le current nn·ies,
as is always the case in practical reception.

of Valve Characteristics

The fact of the matter is that our present method of
giving valve characteristics is unsound, and indeed the

A Practical Instance

I

Let us consider a practical case. \Ve will assume
that the valve employed has an impedance of w,oo9
ohms at zero g-rid volts, and we will assume that the
resistance of the output t'ircuit of the valve, whatever
it may be, is. 20,000 ohms. The et1r.rent supplied by a
high-tension battery of 1.=;o volts will then be 5 millinmps. The actual voltag-e on the anode of the valve
will be :;o volts and it \\·ill be seen from the characteristics· shown 'in Fig-. ~ that at zero grid volts: and
so volts on the anode the current . obtained IS
5 milliamps.

+

/f&COitH£ND£D QND BIA.'>

Fig. 1.-The grid bios recommended is often such as to
bring the working point well down on the curved portion
of the stotic choracteristic.
Fig. 2.-The actuol voltoge opplied to the onode of the
volve is less thon the H.T. voltoge due to the voltoge
drop on the externol impedonce in the onode circuit.

information which can be extracted i:.lirect from the
charaotcristics is very small. The ordinary type of
charac.tcristic is obtained unde~r steady conditions, i.e.,
with no impedance in the anode circuit of the valve .

Application of Grid

Volta~e

Consider now "'hat happens if a voltage is applied to
the g-rid which causes the nn.odc current to vary. If

.p6
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the anode current is increased by 1 milliamp., so tha l
the ;total anode current becomes 6 milliamps., the
voltage drop on the external circuit then becomes~
.oo6 >: 2o,ooo = r2o volts, so that the voltag·e <tctually
applit'd to the anode becomes I so
no = 30 volts.

vcrv considerabl\'. Not onlY this, but th(· dym!tnic
cha-racteristic actually crosse:~ the static characteristic
at a small neg-ative g-rid voltage, and also it' remain'(
appreciaMy a straig-ht line over a larg-t' ran.~·· of
negative g-rid voltage.

Comparison with Curve

Grid Current

RefNring again to the curves in Fig. J, it will be
seen that to obtain 6 milliamps. at 30 volts on the
anode requires about I .2 volt,; positive on the grid,
wlmreas if the anode voltage had remained at so. \\T
should havt• required only about 0.5 volts positive.

Nm\· the grid current «.'ommences to tlm1· at or
around zero gTid 1·olts. Althoug-h a small am(\unt of
grid current is permissible, any considerable grid
cunent immediately produces distortion, and therefore
11·e endeavour to a rrang-c that the maximum voltag·c
1·ariation o.f the grid is never sufllci-ent to make the
grid po~itivc in respect" to the filament.

~

70

~

}AIVOD£

SO VOtTAGE

Working Point on Characteristic
obviously, if \l'e are to avoid di~torlion, it

30

DYNAMIC
CHARACTERISTIC

10

9

0

8
GRID

VOl-TS,.

Fig. 4.· -·in .:t practical case the dynamic characteristic
would be .somewhat as. shown in this figure.

Similarly, if t)ll' anode current dccrca~es !o 4 milli-amps., the t:xternal voltage drop is only So volts, giving
an actual a nod,~ voltage of ;-o. Here ag·ain \H~ uw
produce the n1rrent \\'ith about
2 grid volts, wherea:-;
with so volts u-n the anode 11·e should onl1· han·
requir~d about
o.R.
·

h
that the grid
S\\ipg·s ,;hall not reduce
1he a nude l'urrent quite to zero, bee a use this \\ cHtld
prodtw<· rcl'1 iticat ion and would again introduce distor110!1.
Thu,.: 1lw best \\orking- point on the charackristic
\\C'·uld bv mid\vav between these two extremes, and
in t]}(' ,·as(' sho~n1 \\'Ould require about
-t} grid
\·olts. This point, however, on the static characteristics
is \\'ell do11n the curved portion thereof. It will thus be
seen hm1· \Try misleading· the static characteris:tics may
be and a!s<) \\~hy the recommended value of this voltage
ofkn does mTur at a point such as A in Fig. 1.

Plotting Dynamic Characteristic
The plotting· of the dynamic characteristic oF a particular valve is a fairlY ·easv matter, but involn·s a
certain amount of caJ,Zuiatic;n, .and it is possible tc

The Actual Working Curve
It \lil! be obvious from these consideration:; that the
characteristic over \\·bich \H' a're \l·orkic1f,;' is nort any
of the usual curves dr;nnl for a constant anode voltagc,
but one sut}l a,; is shol\ n by the clotted line in Fig. 3·
It is this working or dynamic characteristic wbicl1
we require in estimating the performance of the 1·alve
under practical conditions.
It may be obsE-rved in pas~ing· that the chang·e of
± 1 milliamp requires a g-rid vnltage variatio.n oJ
3.2 volts, whereas from the static characteristic the
grid swing .would be only 1.3 volts. Thus the efft·ctin
amplification of the vah· ..· has been J'educed.
This dilierence bet\ITl'il the actual and the theordical
amplification factor has been dealt 1vith before in tht•st·
columns by 1\Ir. A. Johnsun R;!•H\;11\ ( TVircless ll'eeldv,
Vol. (J,•No-. I).

A Slight Modification
It \\·ill be noted that in Fig. 3 tlw current: \\'ith ::;o
volts on the anode is gh·en a~ ::; milliamps., a figure
·which is obtained by di1·iding· the anodt· voltage by tlw
internal resistance of .the 1·alvc. In practice the actual
anode current is sorne,Yhat greater than this, by a
certain small constant amount.
A practical case, .there fore, '' otdd be some\vhat· :ls
shown in Fig. 4· The only difference is tlwt the static
characteristics are all raised slighth relative to tl~t·
·dynamic characteristic
Thi., modification dot•c not
al'fect the fundamental print·ij)\e as d<;~n·lopcd i11 the
original simplified case.

Flattening of Curve
It will thus be s:.:en that the effect of the load in tl1c
anode circuit h;-~ been to f1attcn out the chi•racteristic

'" A view in the transmitter building of the new wireless
station at K onigswusterhausen, showing the type of
inductance used. These may be compared with those
desisned for Rugby, illustrated on page 399 of our
last issue.

obtain a
C!"timate of the perfo·rmance of any
pnrtkubr \-;dn· lw \\orking· out the c·un-c in the m:umcr
just dbcrib('d. ·

Data Required
The vahH' or the external imped:u:cc Jl1 th(' ,,nude
circuit is the onh· factur \1 hich IS likl'lv to be
at all dilllntlt to d<;t<·rmim·. the valn• con~-ta;1ls lwing
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usually supplied by the maker:-.
It may be rememlwred, however, that in the case of a good choke or
transformer the impedance is uf the order of so,ooo
ohms at the mean speech frequency, i.e., 8oo cycles
pt'r second.

Approximate Calculation
Actuaily, of course, the value of the impedance Js
varying from time to t imc, because the frequency of
the current is continually varying ia accordance \\·ith
the speech or musi.c, so that an accurate calculation
cannot be made in a simple manner. The approximate
figure quoted, however, will give an indication of the
type of dynamic characteristic one may expect, .1nd
will prove of assistance in determining what value of
grid bias should be employed.

A Useful Rule
Captain Round has given a very useful rule of thumb,
\\ hich certainly gives satisfactory results in the majority
of cases. This rule is that the necessary grid bias
required in volts is equal to the value of the I-1. T.
voltage divided by twice the amplification fa~tor of
the valve. Thus a g-eneral purpose valve having an
amplification factor of 10 used with 6o-volt H.T.
battery would require 3 volts negative grid bias.

Check with Milliammeter
The possession of a milliammeter -enables one to
make a very good practical test as to• whether the
correct value of grid bias is being employed. If <•ny
distortion is present, then this current which is produced by the valve will not he proportional to the
voltag-e, but will be proportional to some power thereof.
For the sake of argument Jet us assume that the current
is proportional to the square of tile voltage. T'hen let
the applied voltage on the grid be Vsinwt, let
Va + Vg be the steady values of anode and grid
voltage. Then the anode current

I. ~= A[Va + p-(Vg. -1- V sin

wt)

J

A {Va + /AVg) + 2Ap.(Va + /AVg) V sin wt
AV2
2 AV2
+ 1'- 2
COS {2wt+1r) +/A
2

=

z

z

The first term is a constant. The second term -,aries
as the input voltage. The third term varies as the
square of the input voltage, and so introduces distort ion, and the fourth term is dependent on the actual
amplitude of the applied E.M.F., but does not normally
vary. vVith a varying input, however, such as tele·
phony, this last term continuously varies, so that a
milliammeter in the anode circuit will fluctuate.
If
there were no distortion, this variation of the mean
anode current \Yould not take place.

Slight Distortion Only

•

In a similar manner it can be shown that whatever
the relation between the current and voltage, there will
always be a change in the mean anode current, unless
the current and voitage are directly proportional, which,
of course, is the condition required for disto,rtionless
amplification.
If this method is ·employed it will
us11ally be found that even with a satisfactory value of
g-rid bias, there will be very slight quiver of the needle.
This will usually be fqund to be quite satisfactory.
Such quivering may be produced by a variety of causes,
t:ome of which ::1re rcferr~d to in the Inventions and

Den·lupmem;; ,:olumn: but ~uch, distortion as is present
is usually not evident iu the quality of the loud-speaker
cut put.

Slight Swing Permissible
In practice, as this g-rid bias voltage is increased it is
found that the needle, \vhich perhaps was first of <:ill
tluctuating violemtly, gradually settles down to a more
or· less steady state, alter ,,bich the fluctuation begins
to reappear.
This latter condition, of course, is
obtained when grid bias is so heavy that we are actually
\H}rking on the bottom bend of the dynamic characteristic. This woul~! correspond to; about --TO volts
in Fig. 4, where rectification \Vould obviously take
place, so that the output nrrrcnt would not be a
faithful replica of the input current and distortion would
result. In between these t \H} extremes, the one without sutiicient grid bias and the other with too• much, it
, will be found that there is a region over which the
variation of one or two grid volts does not make n:ry
much difff•rence, and this is the satisfactory region fnr
the operation of the· amplifier.

Correct Value of Grid Bias
As has been stated, those \vbo do not possess a mi1liammete:r may ascertain the correct value of grid bia;;
e-ither by obtaining the dynamic characteristic and thea
choosing the mid-point of the portion which lies
between zero grid volts and zero anode curi·cnt. Alterriativ<;ly a rough and ready check may he obtained by
utilising the formula of Captain Round which was
given, or by inspection ;-,f the static characteristic,
choosing a point such as A in Fig. I.

...........................................................................
vVe hear thnt the c;erm:m station KXH., who wa-;
frequently heard in this country a few weeks ago, i~
now ofli.ciaUy authorised tc)l transmit on 8,57 r and
3.333 kc. (35 metres and 90 metres), using the call-sign
K-K7. He has already \\·orked a number of British·
amateurs on both the~e frequencies.
The German transmitters have organised a scheme
whereby all correspondence intended for them m<ty
be sent t()l 1\Ir. Rolf Fmmis (K-Y -1), ()If Stuttg-art, \\ho
forwards it each week to the stations for whom it is
intended.
They have also succeeded in obtaining·
ce.rtain concessions from 1he ( ;overnmcnt in respect
of postage rates.

:······································································:
. CALL SIGN "INTERMEDIATES" .

"···························································
............
Several Ame1·ican ships, in addition 1o the licensed
amateurs in Hmvaii, are now using the intermediate
" HU." In connection with ship stations, the. American
Radio Relay League has standardised the practice of
using the official intermediate of the country nearest
which they are passing at the time. This \vill help to
avoid confusion.

*
Various stations \vith similar call.-sigt1s to X3F, YzA 1
L6C, etc., using the intermediate " V," are United
States Army stations. Some arc portable and others
use higher power at their variou~ headquarters.
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\VAS sitting comfortably before th.: fire the
other evening,
<p1d
thanking heaven that J
was not a fog signalman, when mv handmaiden announced Professo~· Goop.
Leaping- up to receive him, I ,,·as
horrified to sec that he was, if I
may so express it, in a sonw,,·hat
part-worn condition.
His right
car had lost its usttal shell-like
form, and had taken on in its stead
something of the cauliflower or
National Sporting Club shape. His
left eye \}:aS completely closed and
not a little swollen, whilst as he
advanc·ed towards me I noticed that
he \\alked with a pronounced limp.
'' Good heavens, Professor ! '' I
cried.
'' \Vhat hm•e you been
doing?
Surely' you
have not
crashed once more from your aerial
mast ! "
" No," said· the Prof.essor, with a little sad smile.
" No.
I obtained •these \\·ounds,
110t whilst endeavouring to tighten

the lads had made
a slide
Ill\
aerial halliards, but in the
co:urse of descending the hill from the
Microfarads towards your comfortable home. The cleat~ little lads of
, the town had made a slide upon the
pavement, and [ had forgot ten all
.about it, until I suddenly slid. Still,
thec,e trifling scars are nothing· at
all.. Nature will repair the damagT
in the cot1rs'e of a day or t\Yo.''

Inspiration

Having ministered to the eye and
the ear-Professor Goop "·as quilt'
·nasty about my suggestion that I.
should make him less lop;:;ided by
giving the other ear a biff \Yith the
fire shovel---I placed a comfortable
chair before the fire and sat do\vn

myself to listen to the \\·ords of
\\·isdom that I "-as sure \\·ould pmufrom his lips. " I am not at all
sorry," he said at length, " that I
had that li.ttle spill on the slide.'·
" I am sorrv," I murmured, \Yith
the old-\\"orld politeness that never
desert:; me, " sorn· that vou took
a toss, but glad that ym; are not
,.;orry."
" No one," gro,vled the
Professor, " can be both glad and
sorry at the same time." "Nevertheless that is mv condition," I
retumed, " and in ;my case there is
no need for vou to wink at me,' as
r have obser~·ed you doin~ q·veral
times during the fast few ~inutes.''
The Professor assured me that lw
\\·as not "·inking; the damaged eye
,,·ou!d not \vork propPrly· -that ,,·as
all.
I was thinking· of offering·
once more to c'n·n matters up ''hen
he burst into speech ane\L
" 1
am not sorry,
he procel'ded,
"that
this
little misadventun·
happened to me, for it has gi,·en me
an idea.
\Ve have :"poken on
several occasions of the groove or
rut into \Yhich our most noted
.designers of wireless "ets have
fallen at the present time.
Takt·
portable sets, for example.
'' I never take portable sets,''
said, quickly.
" l\1rs. Poddleby
nearlv let me in for one once at a
picniZ·, but I hastily hid behind
Gubbs\vorthy, who got the job of
carrying· the one that she had
brought.
Gubbs,,·orthv has never
been quite the :came m·an since he
lugged it the necessary hundred
yards or so. In fact, he was quite
rude to Poddlebv about \vhat he
called the lnsuiJ ,.et."
" In-what? '' exclaimed -the Profe~sor.
"Insup," I repealed.
"In sup
Jmrtable, insupportable. See? H;1,
ha.''
The Profes;oor did not see,
and it took me quite a long time
to explain the thing· to him. Professor c;oop Jus been known to
boast of an old Scottish strain in
his blood.
Motorists Only

\\-hen I had done quite :t lot of
bug·hing my::elf, and had at lt ngtlt
12 9

coaxed a sickly grin from the Pmfessor, I aliO\ved him to eot1.tinue
to develop his account of inspiration.
" \Vho are portable S("ts
desig-ned for? " he asked. " Professi·onal strong men," [ n•plied,
\l'ithout hesitation.
•' 1'\(>,'' said
the Professor.
" Henpecked husbands,'' I hazarded. "No," said
tlw
Professor.
" N aYvie!',"
I
tried. " No," said the Profes,.;or.
I gave it up in order to sm:e tfme.
'' If,'' said the ·Professor, '' vou
\l·ill examine the clesig·ns of ·the
portable sets thal hm;e appeared
during· the 1ast t\\'elve m.c>nths you
will ;)b"en·e that all are desig·;wd
for motorists.
Now not evervotw
is a motorist.
Take voursel( foe
example."
I don't 'know about:
that," said I. " \Vhy, I often go to
Bilg-e\\ ater Magna by the 'bus, and
if I am in Tmn1 I alwavs take
taxi~-. if there is anvbodv else with
me. I am such a p~acti~ed fumble,·
tha! it comes far cheapet· than
'buses or tubes. You knmv what. I
mean. You ge.t otit first and sav
' Thts ts m me.
The other fe!l<l\1.

.

the damaged eye wouldn't
work properly

\\ ho probably knmvs somethin~·
about fumbling, crmds. out afte'r\'O'll and says, • No,
no, I '11 dt>
this.' You then have extraordinan·
dinl,·ulty in getting off your ~10\;.
:llld in unbuttoning your OH'ITOal.
If tlw other chap is a pretty
prrtctised hand you can always refer,
<~~ \\·allm,·s does, to the arm that
yuu b:·uke out hunting a year or hn•
ago, <end cuss the thing· for being
so clums\". If he has a shred of
nwnhood. in him he \Yill at om·;·
'
produce the necessary shekels, bu\
if not it is simply ·a question of
keeping on until he does.'' '' J am
not referring," the Professor \Yent
on icilY, " to casual motorists. I
lllaintrJ(n that ('\'('ry portable set so

.
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far designed has been made up with
a view to its use purely ;md simply

by the rea!, genuine motorist, the
fellow who owns a car.''
'' I
know," I cried, " chaps like
Dippleswade who pay 4s. gel. down
and the balance by monthly instalments of 7s. 1 dd "
Professor Goop Explains

" The whole basis of jour-nalism,"
Professor Goop continued, " is
that one should be topical. Portable sets should always meet the
need of
the
moment.''
''A
spiendid idea,'' I cried.
" The
time dmws nigh .for the season of
Quarter-Day.
Let us desig-n a
portable ~.et for moonlighters. That
would be just a beginning.
Fmthe issue of fVireles s TV eehly
which appears just before Derby
Day we will have one for jockeys,
and in case the favourite should
win we will have in the same
number one for bookmakers who
practise
in
the
half - crown
enclosure."
The Great Idea

" All of these," said the Professor, " are quite good suggestions.
vVe will deal with .them in
due course.
~leanwhile what is
happening· at the present time of the
year?
For whom shall ""e design
portable sets that are topical? ''
''For snow-shovellcts," I cried;
" for unemployed hop-pickers, for
fellows ,vho charge you tuppence
for sitting on a chair in the park
(theirs must be a dull existence
during the winter months) . . . "
The
Professor
held
up
his
hand. " I think," he said, "what
is really required is a portable set
for skaters. Has it never occurred
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the same table as the General and
Bumpleby Brown.
Each of tl1em
ardently desired to• have Yorkshire
pudding with his roast beef, though
neither really dared, because they
had both found that they were
p!ltting on weight of late."
Topical Sets.

'' No, no,'' g·urg-led the Profes-

sor. "\Vhat I mean is this. \Vinkl~s

'vorth, say, comes back from a
long- day in the City and feels a twofold urge. He desires (a) to listen
tq. wireless, and (h) to go skating
upon the flooded meadows by the
side of tfue Pud. As things arc, he
cannot do both. He must choose
one or the other. How about yourself? \V hat would you do in such
circumstances?'' '' I should go to
the movies," I said. " I always
believe in spl1itting the difference."
" That " said the Professor " is
just b~cause there exists at the
present moment no really .suitable
portable set for the skater.
This is
a defect that I propose to remedy
without delay. Now what in your
opinion should be the outstanding
feature of such a set? " I rubbed
myself thoroughly at various points
which had come into violent contact
on recent davs with the iee that
covers a large area around the Pud.
" Air cushions," I suggested;
" several air cushions."
A Noble Scheme

The Professor was very much
taken with my last idea.
It
occurred to him at once that there
was riot .the slig-htest reason why
the '' low-loss "
and
" safety
first " slogans should not be combined by .winding coils round aircushions, thus obtaining both airspacing- and protection. " If," he
said, " you 'vill give me a sheet of
paper, I will show you the circuit
that I have in mind." I dashed to
my 'writing table.
Usually it is
covered with pieces of paper.
At
the moment there was not one. It
was borne in upon me that it was
wireless for jockeys
the day upon which my den suffers
to you that when the country is in
its weekly tidying-up by the domestic
the grip, as it now is, of an iron
staff.
The Professor was therefrost, wireless enthusiasts such as
fore forced to describe in words the
Bumpleby Brown or General Blood
circuit that he would otherwise
Thunderby must be tom by conhave recorded in black and white.
nicting- desires?" " vVhy, yes," I
Though you have missed a great
exclaimed, " only yesterday I saw
deal on this accouqt, · the special
two of them being so rent-no, I
draughtsman retained by the Radio
will not use the \Yord rent; it is too _ Press for the purpose of drawing
topical to be pleasant.
Two of
the Goop circuits was so overjoyed
them were being fairly pulled ,to
on hearing the news that he dashed
pieces.
I was- lunching a:t the
from the of!lce, when after sevenGiddy Goat, and I foun.d myself at
teen different efforts .at boarding
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motor 'buses whose s•tanding room
capacity was already filled, he ·
eventually picked up a Black Maria,
and has not been heard of since.
The Circuit

Let me briefly outline in these
poot· halting· words of mine the circuit wbich the Professo·r's pencil
\\·as unable to set down on paper
fot· you. The receiving set itself
consists of an eleven-valve superheterodyne, made up in a cabinet

a simple little arrangement . •

measuring 36 in. x 10 in. x Io in.
This is strapped to the skater's back
by a ~imple little arrangement of
girths and things.'
The loudspeaker is made by fixing a single
telephone receiver to the crown of
a; bowler hat, "·hich the skater must
wear upside down when he wishes
to tell the \\·orld 'vhat zLO or any
of the other station~ is doing. The
high-tension battery is carried in the
right-hand pocket of the coat, and
the grid battery in the left.
The
coat itself should be provided with
poacher's pockets, and can beobtained from :\Iessrs. Grabbit &
Tabbs, my own tailors, a royalty of
ten per cent. being payable to me.
If
onlY
readers
of
JVireless
lVeekly ·do the rig-ht thing, my own
tailor's bill will be paid o1f in simply
no time at all, and I shall be able
to think about my spring suiting.
The accumulator presented a certain
amount of difficulty at first, until we
g-ot into touch with the Ososophto
Rubber
Company,
who
have
designed a special air cushion and
accumulator combined, which the
enthusiast can wear either upon his
back or over his knees, according to
the direction in which he is most
accustomed to falling when indulging in skating. \Ve are, however,
in correspondence with the Selfwatt
Company, who are designing a neat
little rubber-cushioned dynamo, to
be worked by the skater himself as
he moves forward with alternate
thrusts of the right and left foot
over the ice.
WIRELESS WAYFARER.

(Next "·eek the "Jorrocks "
for fox-hunters.)
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Some Practical Transmitting Circuits
By the Staff of the Radio Press Laboratories.
Continuing the "Radio Transmission" series of
articles, a number of practical transmittingo cir•
caits are discussed, including both simpl<!
arrangements and more complicated apparatus,
sp<!cial attention being paid to methods of maintaining constant frequency in transmission.

HIS week it is proposed to discus,.; sonw
of the mo,re g-e;1eral circuits that are
used in valve transmission. The question is often asked as t~> what is the best
circuit for transmission work. The pn·~
feet transmitting- circuit does not exist,
just as there is no ideal r·eceiving· circuit. Each circuit
has its own special features to suit ct:rtain conditions,
and it is generally found that if an a<h·antage is gained
in one direction it is ust1allv at th•' sacrifke of some
other feature.
·

The Single-Circuit Oscillator
Tl;is circuit con~ists of the ,,·ell-knmYn " liart ley "
circuit and is sbown in Fig. 1. The tuning condenser
c~, wh'ich controls the frequency, is connected an-os,;

co'1t1el'ted in place of the inductance L of Fig-.
'iho1n1 in Fig. 3·

a'>

Effect of Capacities to Earth of Anode and
Filament Batteries
It 'vill be sppn from Fig. I that if the anodt! and
filament ba.ttories have a large capacity to earth, these
wilt! be the equivalent of a condens.er across the anode
part of the inductance L.
This makes the circuit
asymmetrical, and is liable to cause inefficiency and
possibly failure to oscillate. It is therefore important
if the circuit shown in Fig. I is used that both the
high-tension battery or generator and the filament'
battery are not only 1vell insulated from earth, but
also. have a low capacity to earth and, of coursP, to
each othec

A Remedy

Fig. 1.-- The " Hartley " circuit in ill< simplest form.

the whole of the inductance L, included in both the
grid and anode circuits. The filament is taken to a
tapping point somewhere aoout the ;:entre of the coil.
The high-tension supply is connected between the
anode and one end of the tuning- coil. In this type of
circuit it is very easy to realise tlw phase relation
existing between the grid and anode voltages. \\'hen
the grid end of the coil is maximum positive Wlth
respect to the filament the anode end of the coil must
be maximum negative 1vith respect to filament, and the
voltage across the anode-filament of the valve undet·
these conditions is equal to the difference bch1·een the
hig·h-tension supply voltage and the voltage across the
part of the inductance in the anode circuit.

1,

To overcome the difficulty, particularly if the hightension supply is from a generator, it is preferable to
use the circuit shown in Fig. 4, in which the positi~·e
high-tension supply is fed' to the anode througl1 ;111
efficient high-frequency inductance LI, the negative
t>nd of the supply being· connected direct to the fila-

c

Similar Circuits
Fig. 2 sho11·s the same circuit as abovt>, but 11ith
enti:·ely se pat ;ne inductances L 1 and L2 connected in
thp anode and g1rid circuits. There need be no coupling between LT and Lz, as the reaction is obtained
electrostatically by means of the main condenser C.
The Hartley circuit is very convenient for many
purposes. It is simple, and \\·ill cover etficiently :t
wid'e ban<! of frequencies with• a sing·Je condenser
adiustment. J,t is t'aJ·ticuiarly suitable for directional
transmission work from a frame aerial, tht> latter being·

Fig. 2.-Attotlier Vef'sfon of th<! "Hartl'ey •• circuit,
no coupling being provided b<!tween the gricl anJ
anode inductances.

rncnt.
The anode must be connected to the coil
throug-h a condenser CI in order to prevent the f-1. T.
supply being· shoa·ted~
This method of " lOp feed " to the anode has the
disadvantag-e that it is difiicult to obtain a high-frequency choke which is suitable for more than a
limited band of fn:quencics.
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tive H.T. supply is connected to the aerial coil, it is
iinportant that the blocking condensers Cr and Cz be
placed in the aerial and earth leads, so as to protect
the generator, and prevent the aerial being at a high
D.C. potential above earth.

Another Method
Another circuit which overcomes· the trouble of
stray capacities to earth is shown in Fig. 5· In this
citcuit the inductance L is broken at about its middle
point, and a large condenser is inserted. The highten.o;:on supply is connected across this condenser, the

High-Power Transmission
A circuit which is used for high-power transmission
is shown in Fig. 8. One or t\vo tums of the aeu·ial
circuit arc coupled to the grid coil L::, across which
there is a variable condenser Cr, not for the purpose
of tuning, but as a phase compensator to. ensure that
the g.rid voltage is exactly oppo:>ite in phase with the
voltage across the anode inductance.
The positive
H .T. supply is fed direct to the anode through an
dTicient high-frequency choke LJ, the negative supply
being- connected to the filamf:nt t!Iroug-h the H.F.
choke L+

Fig. 3.-The "Hartley,. circuit is particularly suitable for directional transmission with a frame aerial.

Constant Frequency

positive being fed through a high-frequency choke to
the anode side of the condenser. The choke in this
case is not so vitally important, and is used more as
a protection against the high frequency getting back
through the generator.

A very important requirement in continuous wave
transmission, both for telegraphy and telephony, ts

Aerial and Earth System
The Hartley circuit is not very convenientfor connecting dit-ectly to an aerial and earth system, because, unless
the filament is fed through eilicient high-frequency
chokes, the filament battery will necessarily be at a
high-frequency potential above ea:rth, and this will
cause trouble th:-ough the circuit becoming asymmetrical. It is generally preferable to use a looselycoupled aerial circuit to overcome these difi1culties
when using the Hartley circuit, although chokes in the

Fig. 5.-An alternative circuit to that of Fig. 4, which
also overcomes the trouble of stray capacities to earth
through the H. T. generator or battery.

that the frequency of the oscillation be maintained
steady to within a: few cycles. This is not an easy
problem, particularly with reg-ard to the higher fre-·
quencies. Any variation in high-tens·ion voltag-e, fiJa..
ment current, aerial, or stray capacity effects will
cause wide fluctuations in frequency \vhen frequencie•;
greater than 3,ooo kilocycles ( 100 metres) are considered. Even at frequencies of the order of 300 kilocycles (1,ooo metres), swaying of the aerial in the
wind will cause variations of the frequency unless
special precautions <1re taken. By !lOOsely cOtipling· the
aeriar to the valve circuit thes·e variations due to ae.ria!
S\ving can be considerably reduced, but this precaution alone is not suilicient, particularly at very high
frequencies.

~--~~1---r----~~~--~--o
HJ.+

H.T.-

Fig. 4.-A method of" top feed" to the anode of the valve,
which has the advantage of separating the high-tension
supply frotp the oscillatory circuits.

Independent Drive Oscillator

filament leads may be found satisfactory under certain
conditions.

The usual method now employed fnr maintaining

Another Reaction Method
Another circuit \\ hich may be considered to operate
by means of electrostatic reaction is sho.'Yl1 in Fig. 6.
By making Cr small, the voltage in Lr is 180 degrees
<JUt of phase yvith the voltage across Lz, which is the
condition for oscillation. An aer.ial and earth system
can be connected to the circuit in place of the condenser
C, as shmn1 by the dotted lines.

c
H.t-='.

~~--~------~~----------~---------1~----~·

Reaction by Inductive Coupling

·"·
.;;;:

The ordinary jnductive reaction circuit, suitable for
low or medium power work, is shown in Fig. 7· It
is simple, and with a reaction coil LI, designed to
suit the particular bands of frequencies requit·ed, it
can be made very efficient. The condenser C can be
replaced by an aerial and •earth system. As the pos.i-

Fig. 6.-ln this circuit, in which electrostatic reaction
is operative, the condenser Cl should have a small value •

•

constancy of frequency is the independent drive, Cif
separately excited grid drcuit.
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This circuit consists essential,ly of a hig-h-frequency
amplifying cirrcuit, by which the oscillations from a
constant frequency valve oscillator are amplified before
transference to the aerial. Normally there is only one
high-frequency amplifying or power valve, but two or
more may be used if found necessary, and 1his may
be the case if the initiai o;;,cillation is comparatively
weak. Vvith this typt: of transmitter it is possible to
obtain oscillations in the aerial which are practically
'

'

Neutrodyning
One comes up against exactly the same trouble in
receiving ci1'1Cuits, when the grid and anode circuits of
a high-frequency amplifier are tuned to the same frequency. This tendency for oscillations to occur under
such conditions is well kno\\·n io evervone \Yho has
used such circuits.
·
The most obvious soh1tion of the difficulty would
appear to be the incorpo,r.ation of some form of
neutrodyne ci1-cuit, in which the effect of the valn:
capacity is balanced out by means of an external
condenser.
Fig. 9 sho\\'s the g-eneral principles of an
independent drive oscillator with a neutrodyne adjustment to balance out the effec: of the anode gTid
capaeity of the pO\\'Cr valve. \Vhen the neutrodync
condenser is properly adjusted, slight variations .in tl1,c
aerial capacity should not affect the frequency of the
radiated wan·.

o I
I •

'JI
I
I

•.&.
Cz.,.
I

C

L

Grid Bias

I

!

I

\c,*

Another important precaution is the incorporation of
a grid bias battery or generator instead of the usual
grid-leak and condenser. · This is done \\ ith a new

I

~1'7
Fig. 7.-A circuit suitable for medium or low-power
transmission, in which ordinary inductive reaction is
employed.

independent, as far as frequency is concerned, of any
small varia'tions in aerial capacity.

Undesirable Oscillation
There are sen·ral important points ·to bear in
mind when such a circui.t is used, as othenvise the·
f1 equency o.f the independent oscillation will be
affected by outside variations in aerial capacity and
load on the pmver valve. ln other \\'ords, the ampJHying or power valve is very liable t<i take control ,·,f
the oscillations. It is often found "~ith such a circuit
that on switching off the independent oscillator prac.tically no effect is produced on the G.ll.JTent in the aeria 1.
This means that the amplifying or power valve i~

POWER VALV£ WITH GRID

CONTROL O$C/LLATOR OF

f:XC/T£0 BY CONTROL OSCII.l.ATOR

CONSTANT FREQUENCY

Fig •. 9.-lllustrating the principle of the independent
drive oscillator.

to keeping the load on the control oscillator as small
as possible. A grid condenser and leak necessarily
requires a certain amount of power to maintain a
negative bias, and as this is liable to vary under
working conditions when the load on the pmver valve
is altered there is a tendencv: for the frequency of the
control oscillator to vary. ft is important to arrange
for a sufficient negative grid bias to prevent the g1rid
of the power valve from becoming positiv,e, in order
that no load mav be taken from the control oscillator
due to grid curr'ent.
In the next artide in this series it is proposed to
deal with the various methods by which a continuous
wave can be modulated.
.
Fig. 8.-A circuit uspd for high-power transmission with
a direct coupled aerial. The condenser Cl is adjusted
so that the correct phase relationship is obtained between
the gricl voltage and the anode inductance voltage.

"'The Wireless Constructor"

useillating· on its own, due to stray reaction coupling·
through the capacity of the valve, or throug·h capacity
or inductive coupling bet\veen the vario·us leads in ,tJw
circuit. This trrouble is particularly liable to occur
when "~orking at the higher frequencies.
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Short Waves for I""ong Ranges-a Review
An abstract of a Paper read by Captain W. G. H. MILES, R.M., before the Radio Society of Great Britain.
We give here a general summary
of Capt. Miles' Paper, which deals
with the increasing use of short
waves for long range wireless
communication since 1922, compares the main features of long
and short-wave working, and
discusses some of the problems
incident on the employment of
the beam system of short-wave
propagation.

C

APT.

W.

G.

H. .Mit.ES,

R. :\I., lecturing on '' Short
\Vaves for Long· Ranges-a
Review,'' gave some interesting
facts in relation to modern shortwave prac_tice.
Dividing wireless
progress mtn three eras--spark,
long·-wave, and, lastly, short-wave
· ·he dealt briefly with wireless history before dealing more fully with
1d10rt waves.
Advantages of Short Waves

There arc fotu- main advantages
in the use of short waves for long
range telegraphy :-(a) Economy in power. This is
well illustrated in the comparison
between the power which will be
utilised by t\n<>~ G.P.O. stations.
Rugby, which is a long-wave
station designed to work Australia,
requires r ,ooo kw., whereas the
short-wave beam station now in
course of construction, designed for

The wireless lighthouse which was demonstrated recently by Se~atore
Marconi, uses a very high frequency for transmission.

allotted to the 300-_1o,ooo metre ( 10
to I ,ooo kc.) band \\ crc practically
an employed.
Below roo metres (3,000 kc.) the
field for new services is not so restricted as might appear at first
sight. An example will make this
dear.
Between 9 and 10 metres
(3o,ooo and 33,333 ke.) there is as
large a frequency diJference as

F1'g. 1.--·A sketch and plan diagram of one system adopted for beam
transmission, vertical wires of equal length being hung round a parabolic
support, with the transmitting apparatus at the focal point.

the same purpose, ''ill require only
,about 40 kw.
Solution for

Overcrowdin~

(h) The possibility of utilising a
hitherto unuse~l wave, or frequency,
hand.
On the long·er wavelengths the
numbee of stations which could be

between 100 and Jo,ooo metrcs (1o
and 3,ooo kc. ).
(c) The concentration of the propagation of short waves by means of
a reflector.
Long- waves may, of course, be
rct1en~d, but the size of the rel1ector
rtqi.Iired in such a case 1s quite
impracticable.
'
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(d) I;rcedon1 from atmospheric
intcrfcrcnet', as compared \Vith that
t·xpericnn·d on long· \\"a \"CS.
The \Vork of Amateurs

\\'ith thc;-,c many adv;111tages it
became obvious that shr>rt waves had
comt: to stay.
Developed, as they
\'.'ere, from the scrvices of amateurs,
to whom a g-re:1l debt was due by
1he pmfcssional ,,·ireless cnginecr.
they yet be,·ame of grcat comnwt-cial
<llld profcs . . ional impm·tance.
How greatly the amateurs assisted
this development will be realised
from the fact that whe11 wavekngths wne being allocated for the
v;u·ious s<:rvices, those then thought
tP he of value \\'ere allotted to the
pt·ofessional usGrs. The range 220
metres ( 136 kc.) and below, \\ hich
was thoug·ht to be of no commercial
m· service use was given to the
;tmatew·s, and as a great concession
1,ooo metres (300 kc.), ·which was
thought to be the only \vave with
which they could,possibly obtain any
range.
The importance of the progress
achieved bet\\·een December, 1921,
a•1d :\Iay, H)2S, which has resulted
in practicully every part of the
world being bridged in daylight
with a po\Yet· of less than I In\·., is
too obvious to need comment.
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Empire Wireless Chain

In 1920 a Government Commtttee
proposed an Empire chain of stations
every 2,ooo miles, so that a message
intended for Australia could be re·
layed by the various links.
The
Z70'
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Fig. 2.-lllustrating the concentrated
radiation mainly in' one directioia from
a transmitting station using a reflector.

Dominions replied that they would
pt'efer higher power to work direct.
Another committee in 1924 agreed
to this, and the G.P.O. commenced
the construction of Rugby, which
cost about £35o,ooo. The Dominions followed suit, and also entered
into contracts.
Senatore Marconi's Beam
Experiments

In July, 1924, Senatore l\t.arcuni
;u1nounced the results of his 92
metre (3,261
kc.) experiments.
These results were the satisfactory
communication with Australia so
long as darkness extended over the
whole route.
December, 1924, 'produced the information that using a 3o-metrc
( w,ooo kc.) wave he had communicated with Montreal, Rio de Janeiro,
and Sydney during daylight, without
a
reflector.
September,
1925,
during which his n1o.st recent experiments were conducted, gave
daylight results only, on 15 metres
(2o,ooo kc.).
As the result of these announce:
ments, all the high-powet· station
contracts entered into by the
Dominions were cancelled, at; cl contracts for short-wave beam stations
wet·e substituted for them.

aer~al.

\\'he,;1 this is <lone, it is
found that the radiation is directed
upwards at an aagle instead of
horirontall y.
The theor) that energy is propagated in an upward direction is
borne out bY the fact that thct'e is
(except in tl;c case where the wavelength is one quarter of the aerial
length) a zone near the transmittl:"r
where signals are not heard.

Daylight Losses
It \H>uld have been thought that,

Fig. 3. - The modern beam system
· utilises a number of aerials in a row,
fed in parallel from the transmitter.

Beam Station Reflectors

Turning to the question of beam
transmission, it is "~cvell knmvn that
any ether wave may be focussed
into a beam if the correct sort of
reflector is used.
In the case of the wireless beam,
the reflector takes the form of a
number of wit·es hung up behind the
transmitting aerial (see Fig. 1).
The shape of the reflector in
plan may be either parabolic or flat.
The wires constituting the reflector
are each separately tuned to th•.::
transmitting \\·ave.
Energising the Reflector

vVhen the transmi,tting aerial is
energised it sets all the wires of the
reflector in oscillation, and the
resultant radiation from them r-einforces that of the transmJ't!Jing
aC'rial in the required direction,
whilie behind the reflector and to the
sides there 1s little radiation
(Fig. 2).
A parabolic reflector is not very
convenient for long ranges, owingto the diJiicultv of sufficientlv energ-ising such a ·short aerial. ·
The Modern Reflector
The masts' of the Marconi beam station
at Bodmin, Cornwall, are arranged on
the system shown diagrammatically in
Fig. 3.

Wavelength and Aerial Length

Account must be taken of the
length of the aerial in proportion to
the wavelength on which it 1s
desired to transmit.
It is possible, and is in fact stanrlard practice, to make the \\·avelength on short waves bear a
definite relation to the length of the

that the greater the range the
greater must be the po1ver put into
the aerial. It would appear, ho\1'ever, that it seems to be more important to choose on:e's wm·elength
correct! y.

Optimum Radiation Angle

This conception suggests that
there is a best angle fm· this energy
radiation, according to the time of
day and the range required, anrl
that the \\·avelength and the aerial
length ratio should be arranged so
as to give this angle.
The energy radiated at this optimum angle can reach a higher
value than IYhen the vertical aeria I
is energised at its fundamental
wavelength, 1 hat is to say that the
third harmonic radiated at an angle
of ,~7 degrees is rt times that
mdiated bv a vertical aerial oscillating at a -}-of its wavelength. On the
fifteenth harmonic, radiated at 72
<iegTees, the energy is +~ times that
on the fundamental.

Short-wave Technjque

There are certain differences in
technique between long- and shortwave working. In transmission on
short waves evet·y precaution must
be taken to keep a constant waveleng·th and to avoid undesired capacity efl'ects. An independent drive
o•· master oscillator must be employed, as a valve cannot be allO\ved
to oscillate ihe aerial direct.

WeelUy

as shorter waves are more crlH·icnt,
there \\'otdd !tan' been something of.
a scramble for them. One factor
militating against the use of the
short waves \\as the gTeater daylight losses.
Als~, before the merits of short
waves were realised, it ,,·as thought
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It _is more convei1ient to kt \'e a
number of aerials in a row and feed
them in parallel (Fig. 3).
These
retlectors
concentrate
energy in one direction-at right
angles to the plane of the aerial.
The aerial wires have no tendencv
to radiate in a direction in line with
themselves bv reason of the manner
in \Yhich th~y are spaced.
This
form of aerial is being adopted by
the Marconi Company both for
transmission and reception:

Wireless WeelUy
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Inventions and
DevelopmentS
UNDER THIS HEADING

MT:> J.H.REYNER.B.Sc.[HonslA.C.G.I, Dl C., AMIE.E, OF
fHE RADIO PRESS LABORATORlES, W1LL REVIEW
FROM TIME TO TIME THE LATEST
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE RADIO WORLD.

VERY
interesting
paper •:. ·has recently
been read before the
Institute of Electrical
Engineers on the performance of amplifiers, in \Vhich the result of a large
series of measurements made at the
National Physical L:tboratory on
the amplification of amplifiers is
thscussed. Hitherto the method of
measuring the amplification has
been .subject to somewhat serious
error.
The telephone method, in
which the actual measurement con:;ists of comparing two sounds, is

the author is shown in Fig. r. It
consists essentially of a radio-frequency oscillator, which is made to
supply current to the amplifier under
test.
The current input to the
amplifier is required to be very small
il'de'ed, and in order to obtain this,
the current in the oscillating circuit
is first of all cut down by a suitable
current transformer, across the
srcondary of whicl,l is an accurately
calibrated high-frequency potentiometer.
Thus it is possible, by
measuring the current in the
primary of the transformer with a
thermo-g·alvanometer, to obtain a

is the best method of measuring· the
amplification of an amplifier. It is
sug-gested in this paper that it is
l~etter to measure the actual ampli11cation of the fundamental frequency only, t1·eating any harmonics
which may be introduced as detriment~,! to th.; main amplification and
therefore not to be included. l t i:-;
found that the differt:'nce bet\vt>en
the two po~sible amplifications, one
measured in terms .Jf the R.:\I.S.
value of output current and the
other the \alue of the fundamental
component only, may be as much as
zo per cent.
Arrangements ar·e made, therefcre, to modulate the high frequency with a suit'ttble low freouency at about r ,ooo cycles.
Vibration Galvanometer

THER/'10

GALVANOMETER
MEASURING VALV&

RADIO

OSCILLATOR

Fig. I.--Showing the general scheme of the apparatus employed by the author.

not at all satisfactory, and indirect
methods
of
measuring
signal
strength, such as " slide back "
wethods, are of somewhat doubtful
accuracy.
Method Employed
The actual circuit employed by
*"The Performance: of . "-mplifiers,"
.
By H. A ..
Thomas, )f.Sc.

definite and accurate knowledge of
the voltage supplietl to the terminals
ot the amplifier.
Sound Output Misleading
Altl1ough sound output is of
importnnce, in that our interest is
u!timately concerned '\vith the sound
obtained, it does not f0llow that this

The current in the amplifier is
s<cbsequently rectified either in the
;unplifier itself or externally, and the
low-frequency cur·r·ent pr~duced is
applied to a vibration g-alvanometer·. Thi-; is an instrument having·
a
small
mechanical
oscillatingsystem, which is tuned to tbe
f1 equency of the applied current.
The actual extent of the mechanical
vibration is measured by means of a
spot of light thnnvn on to a suitable
scale.
Being tuned, it will not respond
appreciably to currents of a frefJUCncy other than the resonant freqL'.ency of the vibrating system. By
thrs means, therefore, the only output measured is that at the fundamental fr-equency, and the harmonics do not produce any appreciable eiTect.
Modulation
The modulation of the radiofrequency current is produced by
means of a low-frequency oscillator,
which is coupled to the radiofrequency oscillator through the
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interesting point, howcYcr, is that
the amplification of a high-frequency amplifier increases considerably as the input IS decreased.
Certain authorities claim that for
very weak input the amplification
f:-'11~ once more, but no tests arc
descr-ibed in the pncsent paper with
suHicient ly small input voltag-es to
obtain any confirmation of this
p<.>int. .

medium of the m(){lulating- coil
shown in Fig. I.
The low-frequency pulsations then actually
vary the voltage applied to the anode
of the radio frequency oscillator and
the circuit is so arranged that complete modulation may be <ibtained.
If it is desired to obtain the
rectifier characteristic of thr amplifier as well, it is essential that the
actual percentage modulation shall
be known. In the measurements
described the modulation was therefore adjusted to be 100 per cent. in
3000

Low-Frequel)cy Amplifiers

\Vith Io-v.·-frequency amplifiers the
matter of measurement presents less
dit1icult,·. In this case the audiofrequcn~·y oscillator in Fig. I is
coupled direct to the amplifier
through an ordiriary low-frequency
potentiometer, and the output is
measut:ed in t!1c same wayas before.
It is found that in the majority of
cases the amplification on a twostage amplifier is not equal to the
product of the amplifications of each
individual stage. By taking suitable precautions, however, the diffcorence can be made about r p('r
cent. only.
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Fig. 2.-A marked difference was ob·
served between two apparently iden·
tical 3-stage H.F. amplifiers. In curve
A reaction effects increase the overall
amplification.

Effect of Amplifier on Tuned Circuit

In the middle secti-,m of the paper
the effect of ftle amplifier on the
tunt~d circuit connected across the
input terminals is investigated both
tl1eordically and experimentally.
Theoret icallv it is shown that the
effect of t11e amplifier is to a"dd a
shunt resistance and capacity in
series across the tuning circuit, as
sflO·\\ n in Fig. 5· The results "·hich
are obtained on this assumption are
found to agree very well with practical conditions.

case, this being tested by
listening in on a suitable cr-ystal
circuit loosely coupled to the radio
frequency oscillator. If the radio
frequency is over modulated. then
harmonics, i.e., octaves of the
fundamental I ,ooo C)Tle note, can
<>a-;ily !w detected on the telephones,
and the modulation is reduced until
the harmonics just cease.
Tests
with an electrostatic voltmeter· demonstmtc that this method of asce•-taining- complete modulation is quite

each

Measurement of this Effect

adequa~e-

Some Conclusions

The results obtained show that
/lOO

r--I

'.,·'

J

""' "' r-I

.
0

10(}(}(}

2()(1(J(J

WAJIE-LENGTH IN METRES

Fig. 3.--/nthis curve of a 6-stage re&istance-coupled amplilier, it will be seen
that the- overall amplification falls off
sharply below 4,(}(J(J metres (75 kc.).

there are considerable differences
between amplifiers even of the same
type, due to varying reaction effects
between the various ,-alves.
An

The method of measuring the
effects on the tuning circuit consisted in obtaining the resonance
curves and plotting the decrement
of the circuit under the varying
conditions. It is interesting to note
that the method adopted for these
measurements was the reactance
variation method employed in the
measur-ements of coil resistance
\Vhich have rt'Cently been published
it' TVireless T-Veeklv, the onlv
difference heing that ir1 this case th~'
frequency was varied and not the
tuning capacity.

r~·sistance

RI was approximately
2o,ooo ohms, while if the· inductance was increased to 654 pH, Rr
increased to about 87,000 ohms.
The effects due to reaction are discussed theoretically and practical
.900
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Fig. 4.--From the curve of a 6-valve
untuned transformer-coupled amplifier
it appears that the amplification falls
with increasi-ng input.

results indicate that the theory rs
correct.
Distortion

The third sectioh of the paper
deals with the question of distortion
in low-frequency amplifiers.
It
would appear from the results
obtained that as long as the output
is small the distortion is not serious,
but the effect of increasing output
produces harmonics which increase
much more rapidly than the fundamental. Secondly, as the frequency
is lowered the distortion becomes
more serious. It is painted out that
at a frequency as low as 150 cycles,
with an output of about 1 milliampere only, the fundamental may
be almost completely eclipsed by
harmonics.
- Ne~ative Grid Bias

The effect of negative grid bias is
to reduce the magnitude of' the
second and third harmonic, .but to
introduce, on the other hand,
smaller harmonics of a higher order
such as the 4th, sth, 6th. etc. It
will thus be seen that the introduc-

Values Obtained

Fig. 5.-Showing how an amplilier has
the effect of adding a shunt resistance
and capacity acro11s a tuned circmt.

It appears that the value of the
capacity C1 is approximately constant irrespective of the conditions,
and tht· value given in the paper is
d the order of 9 p.p.F.
The resistance depcmls upon the
indudance in the tuning circuit, and
increases as the inductance increase". \Vhen .L was 156 11H, the

tion of grid bias does not necessarily prove an infallible cure for
distortion. The results given in this
section of the paper• however, ~re
only preliminary, and work is
actually being carried on at the
Nationaf Physical Laboratory on
this subject, so that further developments will probably be forthcoming.
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THE FUTURE OF
EVIDENCE BEFORE THE

The Committee of Inquiry appointed to investigate the 1
recommendations with regard to the future o;rganiscilic
subject of Broadcasting. We give below a sumina.f7'oi.th.
:111

H. Hadow, :\Jr. \Vm. Graham,
::\f.P., l\Ir. Ian J\IcPherson, l\LP.,
Dame I\L Talbot, and Capt. Jan
Frazer.
Further interested parties have
applied to be heard, and on December 1 7 Lord Riddell will appear for
the Press, and on December 18
various
artistes'
01rganisations,
music
publishers, and
Messrs.
Chappells will submit memoranda.
i\Ir.

The Earl of Crawford, chairman of the
Committee of Inquiry.

HAT is to be the future
organisation controlling the
broadcasting
in
this
country? This subject is at present
under consideration of the Committee of Inquiry appointed by the
Government.

W

Evidence Heard

Alreadv evidence has been taken
by the • representati¥·es of three
interested parties.
The first, the
Post Oillce witness, was heard " in
camera."
On December 3 l\Ir.
J. C. ,V. Reith, the managing
director of the B.B.C., appeared
on behalf of the existing oq;anisation. The \Vireless League, represented by Sir A. Stanley, Chairman, Prof. A. J\1. Low, Sec,retary,
and :\I r. D. S. Richards, Chairman
of th•: llford and Home Counties
Area Committee, g-ave evidence on
December 4, claiming to sub m it the
listener's point 01f view.
The Committee of Inquiry

The members of the Committee
present on each day were the Earl
of
Crawford,
Chairman, Lord
B!anesburgh, Sir P. Royden, Sir

·~··

· B.B.C. Evidence
C. \V. Reith,

J.

in his
memorandum, submitted evidence
on the scoj)tll and conduct of the
broadcasting service, and emphasised particularly that he made no
recommendation as to any future
constitution.
The main object of his memorandum was to show the desirability for the service of broadcasting to be conducted as 'a public
service, with the adoption and
maintenance of definite policies and
,.,tandards in all its activities and
for unity of coi1Lrol.
An Impartial Statement

It was submitted as an impa·rtial
"tatement on the administration of
a public service, and must not be
regarded as
a submission
of
evidence by specific interests.
The service should not be used
for entertainment alone, for, if
1·ig·htly developed and controlled,
its future as an influence--a world
intluence--for good could hardly be
eonceived. It \Yas equally capable,
if abused, of being a harmful influt•nce of equal potentialities.
l\lr. Reith said that the B.B.C.
recei,·ed an average of 8,8Io letters
per week, of which total 4,700
came f.rom the London area. On
analysis these showed that 95 per
cent. were expres-sive of appreciation, 3· 5 pet· cent. were critical, and
1 per cent. were
sugg-estions or

A National Influence

The B.B.C. alreadv have some
1 o,ooo,ooo listeners, ~nd tlw broadcast service is availabJ,e to :~.=; per
cent. of the population, using the
very simplest of apparatus.
The inllucnce of the service ,,-as
such as to " make the nation as one
man.''
This could cleary be
realised on such occasions ,1s the
opening of the British Empire
Exhibition.
At present the broadcasting of
'such ceremonies as the Armistice
Day Service at the Cenotaph, or
the speeches on the signing of the
Locarno Pact, depended entirely
upon the individual views of the
:\Iinister or Government Departments concerned.
It was to be
expected and hoped that the broadcasting of such ceremonies \Youlcl
become automatic.

.

~elations with other Inten,sts

Their
relations
with
other
interests had progressed greatlyJ,;,
The advent of broadcastimr had
been viewed with uneasines'~ and
hostility .in certain quarters. They
had adopted a conciliatory atlitude,
and this had resulted in co-operation in practically every case.
The Press had been of great
assistance in the development and
progress which they hac! achieved,

.................................................................................................................... .
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constructive criticism. He t 10ught
their Sunday progTammes \\ere universally appreciated and approved.
He did not concur with the view
1hat the Sunday programmes should
be secularised. At the sam( time,
they did not ,,-ish to encroach upon
the ,,-ork done by the various
dJUrches, unless a complete .;crvice
,,-ere broadcast. Thev mig-J t t·on·
~id er the question of ; sec~th r and
a religious programme tran-mitted
on different ,,-avelengt!1,.;, "•l that
listeners could choose for 1 hem.
;.;(']ves.
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C&MMITTEE OF INQUIRY.
·oculcasting service existing in this country, and to make
t of this service, are engaged in hearing evidence on the
eviden~·submitted by the B.B.C. and the Wireless League.
and they were now reg·arded more
as an ally than a rh·aJ.
Broadcast News

In reply to a member of the
Committee, ..\Ir. Rcith said that he
did not think there was a g-eneral
call for nn\·s to be broadcast before
7 p.m., ;tlthough it \nJuld be bcneflcial to han• this restriction rcJmwcd. Thcv felt that an exte~1sion of their f)O\\Trs for ne\vs transmission ,,·as vcrv necessary.
At present ·the B.B.C. were
limited t<Y \vhat the microphones
could pick up direct. :\fr. Reith
did ft·d tl1:1t the presence of a
narrator, as at the signing· of the
Locarnn Pact, or the races at
Brooklands, giving: a " word picture'' of events, ,,-mild greatly increase the value ::111d interest of such
items.
Present Restrictions

t\ nothc•r development \vould be
the presence of an vye-\vitness at
tiH~ studio to- describe daily events.
The present 11e\\·s an·ang-emcnt is
that news may only be taken from
four agencies, only bulletins of a
certain length may be broadcast,
and these not before 7 p.m.
Broadcasting of Parliament

Replying· ttl :\fr. \V. Graham as
to what amount \Yas paid for ne\\·s,
;\Ir. Rt>ith said he had an idea it
was in the nature of ;{6,ooo per
annum.
Qu!'ried again as to
whether he thought they got
"valm:· for money," he said they
did. ' Questioned by Capt. Ian
Frilzer as 1\) t'he broadcasting of
debates in the Housl's of Parliament, he said that they had evidence that there was a definite demand for this. Asked: " \Vas this
practicable? " :\Ir. Reith said that
the B. B. C. engineers were quite
capable of undertaking the necessary installation.
\Vhen Capt.

Fraze•· · said that the Committee
might make a recommendation to
this effect, :\fr. Rvith said he hoped
they \Hluld.
International Aspects

The B.B.C. rc;:,lised the importance of the international aspect,
and they are th(: moving· spirit in
the founding- of the International
Bureau at (;'eneva. They had made
Joutine ;.trrang-emcnts for regular
rPlaying· of foreign programmes and
a special weekly broadcast by them
fron} their high-pm1 er station for
Europc;m li~tencrs.
ll.B .C. Annou.ncers

'

.

The service was available for all
non-[Xlrty (;overnnwnt propaganda,
;md various "\linistrics gave a regular series of talks. Eilorts \verc
made to secure as regular announcers and speakers only those
\\·ho employed the right pronunciati(}\1. The dailY introduction of
cultured speech i~1to most family
circles would have a co-nsiderable
( tTect in the cou.rse of a few vcars.
Education

This importa111: aspect of their
;wtivitics received great consideration.
Any broadcasting service
must be in touch with universitv,
education and school authoritie~-;.
The present organisation included
the Education Advisory Committee,
\vherever tlwrc Pxisted ;1 broadcasting· station. The rducational side
may be sub-divided into gvneral informative talks, ta.lks on specialised
interests, and school talks supplementary to the existing curricula.
The prvsent development is towards
a rate of sonw ro,ooo talks a year,
of an aYerage leng-th of r 5 minutes.
Some talks forme,] a series for the
study of a particular branch.
Transmissions for ·Schools

The

progress

\\·ith

1he

school

Mr. J. C. W. Reith, managing direclor
of the British Broadcasting Company.

1ransmissions had been rapid, and
;ln estimate g-ave the !:esult that
over r ,ooo primary and seconda.ry
schools, utilise these talks, and
many of the broadcasts had received
. unqualified praise from teachers.
Sir Henry Hadow rather doubted
\l·hether an)' definite gain could be
obtained from a J s-minute lecture.
:\fr. Reith said that psychologically
it was diflicult, with this medium,
to hold listeners' attention for
longer than that time.

l\J:usic

The subject o.f the type of music
to be broadcast was a vexed p.roblem. A great number of peop],~
wrongly endeavoured to classify
music arbitrarily, with resulting
acrimonious disputes between socalled " hi~-h-brows " and " lowbrows." All varieties o.f taste had
.to be catered for to the best of
their ability.
The B.B.C. considered they had a mission in educating the public musical taste.
Tl1e average man had so few opportunities of hearing good music that
he could not easily discriminate.
T!Jcy had evidence that the musical
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taste of the nation was now higher
tkm en·f before.
Choice of Programmes
ln reply to Yarious questions,
\fr. Reith again advanced the idea
of l\\o "·avclen;.;·ths from one er
t\\O stations, one sending· a" Jazz "
typ•· of programme, an~l the oth.er
a programme ol dasswal mus1c.
Li,;teners could then choose.
Their aim was to satisfy everybody bv some mt·thod. Alternative
p:·og·.ra;1lmes, two or more for the
humb!.;:.st cn·stal-set usPr and many
for the che~p ot~e-valve set, would
:q)pear to he a partial solution o.f
.t IH· pt·o:,lem.
Religion
l t was submitted that· there
should be a definite association with
religion in general and the Chistian
religion i,n particular. Christianity
is the official religion of this
eountry, and this fact can be given
as a justification, if requin·d.
Various questions \Ye-re addressed
to ;\I r. Reith on this subject by
Dame 1\leriel Tal bot, who ,,·as
anxious about the responsibility for
the religious side of broadcasting.
i\f r. Rcith said that there existed a
rclivious advjsorv bodv for each
station, including. a pro·~linent local
minister or ministers, who held
tlwir pos-ition \Yith the appro,·al of
the Bishop.
.:\fany eminent preachers had been
enabled to reach a larger audienn:
than they could otherwise in a lifs:time's work.
This was instanced
when the Archbishop of CantedJury,
on Armistice Day, delivered an address
to possibly the
large-st
audience that has en·r heard a
~,·t mon simultaneously. ·
Unity of Control
Dealing· \Yith the existing virtual
monopoly. there was little doubt
that the many objections in ordinary
cases to a monopoly were wel'l
founded.
\Vithout such a monopoly, however, it was quite rational
to doubt whether broadcasting could
have
·expanded
\\ ith
suflicient
rapidity and facility and at the same
time have dealt with such divers{·
problems.
The opinion would appear to be
generally held no,,· that unity of
control, in whatever hands it might
be pL,ced, was the only possible
system for the beneficial development of this infant service.
Constitution of B.B.C.

:Vfr. \Vm. Graham ,,-ished to kno\\'
about the existing constitutiGJn.
Mr. Reith explained that a number

December 16,
manufacturers \\"tore member
shareholders. l t was originally intended that shareholders should
. benefit. All ideas of benefit"' fo•r
shareholders had now disappeared.
of

I92,)

to that date of .£46,5oo, it will be
realised that the financial outlook
suddenly improved.
From that
elate there has been a steadv increase in licensees of 4o,oo•; pc·
month.

:.rr.

Restricted Revenue

Reith spoke bitterly of tlH~
recent restriction of the B. B.C. ',;
iilconlt~ to i~soo,ooo per annun1.
They
\H)u]d
require
at leasi
£75o,ooo for next year's demands.
The raising of a Treasury loan Oil
the assets of the ('ompany mig·ht be
a solution.
Should the constitution be changed
as a result or the 1 ecommemlat ions
of th,~ Committee, he thought thei,·
members should be paid at par.
He fnn'sa\'' difliudties in liquida.
tion and chang(· over, and thouc;h
legislation might be ncc('ssary i11
connection "ith linatwes.
Increasing Ex.penditure

Sir Arthur Stanley, Chairman of the
Wireless League.

The H.B.C. paid a fix\•d rate of
7} per cent., and were not allmn·d
to make any profits.
Future Policy

The B.B.C: proposed to develop
fewer stations, say I 5, instead of
the present 22, and to increase
power. Certain stations, say Manchester, mig·ht transmit alternativC'
programmes on t\\O waYelengths.
The state of the ether in Europe
had suggested the desin1bility of reducing the number of stations, and
perhaps ·even abandoning pm·t of
tlw \Yavelength range allowed.
This \\·as conditional upon higher
po\ver being sanctioned for the n·maining stations.
They would
then have what might bt~ termed
·~ 1·egional centres " for the transmissioa and colledion of local interest items.
The new Oxford
studio ''as the first example of this.
Another station similar to DaH·ntrY
mig·ht be needed.
Finance

Tlte earlr days \\Tre verv un~atis
factory from tl;is point of ~iew. In
October, 1923, the licence regulations evolved in consultation with
the G.P·.O. \vere put into force. In
that month 334,ooo licences were
taken out, representing· an income
of almost ;{2oo,ooo.
\Vhen comparerl with the total recein•d prior
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The estimated fig·ure in 1922 <d.
J.,' r 48,ooo per annum beinc; require<'
for ·o1wrat ion expenses did not an<,
·could not take cognisance of th('
futur(' developments. In fact, tlw
extent of the ;h'tttal <kveloprnenl
which has since takt·n pla<'(' wa•,
not appreciated.
\Vith the increase in the number
cf hours of tTansmission, the adven!
of relaY stations and continual im ..
pron·n{ent in progTammcs, the in ..
creas,·d revenue from the ile\\'
licensing·
position
\1 as
quick I:
:1 bsorlwcl.
During th· year 1<)2-f-2.) over .:;<•
per cent. of tlw total expcnditur(
\\as devoted to dinT! pmgrammt
e'-'pt'IHiitun·.
Copyright

\!r. Rcith said with regard ll•
copyright th.1t the B.B.C. had nevet
admitted
any
legal
obligation.
They tlo not admit that broadcast-ing ·is a public perfnrmanc<•, an(;
thl'rcfore the qu<·st ion .of infringe··
ment does not arise.
Realisi•1g, to some exlt'nt, :1
mora I oblig·at ion, the,· have met
CO[J\'ri<>·ht
;,ha1·o·es
so< Ion···
as th<'
.
~
h
'
M
demand was reasonable.
The l1.B.C. feel that thn shouhl
secure some measure of p;·otection
against exorbitant demands.
The foregoing main featun:s of
tlw B. B. C. memorandum closed the
suhmio.;sion of evidence ,~by thcB.B.C.
The Wireless

Lea~ue

On Decembe1· 4 evidence wa~
tendered to the Committee bv the
vVireless League.
The League daimC'd to represent
the " listeners " of this country.
In ans\\·er to the Chairman. Sir
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Arthur Stanley stated that their
membership was, roughly, 86,ooo.
On taking over the org·anisation
in July from the Daily Express,
who founded the League, the membership \Yas about 8o,ooo. Not all
the members ktd paid their zs.
subscription.
The Committee appeared a little
surprised th<tt the membership had
increased so slightly, in view of the
fact that thev were to tender
C\ idence on bel1alf of listeners.

ck111ge been suggested their members would ha\·e been quite satisfied
with the present u:gime. He was
opposed to a monopoly by a quasicommercial concern, and thought
that originally it was not realised
what a vast monopoly the original
conce-;siL)ll was.
Tn reply to ).fr. Ian ).fcPherson,
he agreed that the service should be
:t monopoly.

One Central Authority

The members agree that this is
essentiaJ,, and one strong body with
suri!cient funds to provide a good
service was preferable to manv \Yith
insuflicient funds.
).[any members wished for prog-rammes of local interest trom a
local station. Edue:ational subjects
should be transmitted on a special

Suggested Constitution

Sir A. Stanky then presented the
memorandum
of the
\Vireless
League.
A sound constitution, in their
opinion, \\'Ot!ld be a British Broadcnsting- Commission, i.e., Government control through a central
authoritY.
The P.1\I.G. would be
r-~p;eseJ{ted, but not in a position of
control as at present.
The suggested constitution wnuld
be as follmvs :-(u) .-\. Chairman (unpaid).
(b) A Vice-Chairman (an :\LP.,
to be Parliamentary Commissjoncr).
(c) A Chief Commissioner
(Head Executive Officer, whole
timl', paid).
(d) Seven Commissioners (appointed after consultation with
1he yarious interests concerned)
:1nd representing]. The Post Office.
;.! • The
Listener (two Commissioners).
3· The Radio :\Ianufacturers.
4· Scienr:e.
S· Education.
6. The Arts.
The
(;on:rnment
would,
of
COtirs~,
consult the responsible
<>rg-amsation.
Fot Education, the
President of the Board of Education ;
for
:\Ianufacturers,
the
N.A.R.:\I.A.T.; for the listener, the
\Vireless League.
The Commission would combine
the Post Otlice licence work with
the provision of a broadcasting service. Licences to be issued as at
present. Revenues, less cost of collection of licences, to be whollv
devoted to the improvement of th~
serv1ce.
The assets and staff of the B.B.C.
to be trat~sferred to the Commission, the shareholders being- paid
. out on a basis not exceeding- par.
Thev made no reflection on the
B.B.c:; in fact, they had nothing
but praise for the pioneer work, and
the standard of service hitherto
maintained. In reply to a question,
Sir A. Stanley said that had no

Right Hon. Lord
Balfour of Burleigh re c e n t l y
broadcast from the
London Station an
appeal
for the
Princess
Louise
Kensington Hospital for children.

The Programmes

Prog.ramnws ~hnuld be determined by a programme advisory
~ommittcc representing t!Je followlllg : Education, the Press, :.r usic,
the Stage, ).lusic Halls, Sport,
Comrnerce and Industry, the \Virclc:ss League (for the listener).
This
concluded
Sir
Arthur
St:mley's memorandum.
Supplementary Evidence
Prnfe~sor A. ).[. Low \\as then
called.
He stated tl\at he was
General Secretarv and Technical
;\clviser t'lf the \\'ire less League.
In his view 1he principal demands
of the listener ''ne for:(a) Tile lwst possible pro-

gran1n1es.
(h) The '' idcst choice of prog,·anln1e.
(c) A Ynicc i11 a~sociation with

fellow-lis1cncrs in deciding the
type of prog-ran;me.
(d) The licence revenue h) be
~~-hollv dcYoted to the service.
(e) ·l'unislmwnt of persons \\ ho
interfere \\ith reception, either
carelessly or wilfully, by mca~1s o.f
oscillating recciYing sets or other
electrical disturbances.
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wavelength.
quired.

More news was reOscillation

;\fany members are of the opinion
that po"·ers should be obtained to
punish offenders for oscillating and
causing interference.

Othet· electrical disturbances had
been mentioned, trams, etc., and
the Post Otlice stations.
These
should also be dealt with, since any
trouble \vas. invariably caused by
apparatus badly designed or improperly used.
This concluded Professor Low's evidence.
Professor Low was followed by
l\Ir. D. S. Riehards, Chairman of
the Ilford branch of the \Vireless
League and of the Home Counties
;\rea Committee.
~,fr.
Richards principally concurred 1vith Professor A. M. Lov.;'s
:-;t a tcments.
He thought that the Ministry of
Ag·riculture encroached upon the
programme's time with too much
uninteresting matter.
This might
lead to similar action by other
Departments.
Aftet some further questions by
members of the Committee, the
meeting· was adjourned tin December 17.
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News
inBrie£

B.B.C..
The following are some
Forthc:ommg selections from the forthItems.
CD1(1ing
B.B.C.
progran1mes : December 20.-Carditl:
Svmphony
Concert--solo pia!1ofO'rtt',
Leff Pouishnoff.
Dect'mbt'r 2 r ."--London : London
Chamber Orchestra, conducted by
Antho~w Bernard.
Glasiow : The Pianoforte Sonata~
of Beecthovt'n.
December
2.). -- NeiiTastle :
sNO's Birthday.
London: Sir
Harry Lauder.
December 2{---Manchester: A
Christmas Pantomime.
Den:mber 2:;.-London :
Bow
Bells.
Decembt'r 26. Christn1as (;atherround with John Henry.
Daventry's The recent collapse of
' Aerial.
the 6oo-ft. T-type cag<:
aerial of the Daventrv
stat i(\11
caused
much
conccn1.
After considerable trouble a temporary aerial was erected fr·om the
top of one of the .:;oo-ft. masts t9
the root of the transmitting building·. Later·, this arrangement \\-a,.;
improved upon by slinging a 1yire
bet\n·en the top of one mast and a
pqint
half-1n1y
up the
other.
Shorlk aftenvanb the wire was
rai.sed · to itihe top of tlw Sl'l'On,l
mast.
Geneva
\\'e understalid that, in
Conference. addition to the tiYO confer!.'nces
which
haYe
alrcrnh been held at Geneva to decide t·lw allocation of frequencie-<
for the European broadcasting- sta! ions, another meeting is to tak·~
place shortly. It will be remembered that at the second L·onfc,rcnct'
it \\as decided that since it had
been found undesirable to allot the
same frequency to t\\'o stations, the
best plan \Yould be to redun· the
numlwr of ;.tat ions and pr01·idc

those remammg \l·ith more power,
as a so,lution to the mutual interference problem. It is now understood, however, that no alterations
will be made before the coming
meeting takes place.
Entirely new plans ,,·ill be discu"<red, which it is understood will
involve up to a point the retention
of the old f(1rouping, reliance being·
placed upon the distance separating
stations of closely related fre(Jl!encies to prevent mutual jammmg.
Wireless
Operators
on Strike.

*

*

*

The recent strike of
marine "·in·less operators,
\\ hieh
involved
se\'t"ral hundred men, and which
had not been settled at the time of
going to press, ,,·as brought about
by a proposal to reduce their wag-es
by zzs. 6d. a month. The operators '"ho refused to sign on at the
new rates are members of the Association of \\'irele~,s Cable TelegTaphists, and they regarded the
movement to reduce their pay as a
sequel to the surrender of the
National Sailors' and Firemen's
Union this year to a propo,;a\ to
caned the £. r advanct' conceded !JI·
shipmnlCrs in Hl24.

*

Morse
There ;1ppears to have
Interference. been a recrudescence of
jamming by 1\lorse on
the broadcast frequencies 11·ithin the
last few 1n:cks. \\' e are informed
thRt among- rec'ent offenders are
:\'e11 haven, Dieppe, \fadrid (EGC)
(jamming Daventry), L'shant, Bottlog-ne, and a French stPamer WOirking· on three different frequencie;;
in tlw Channel!
Broadcasting A
tle\1 . high -_PO\\~r
in Germany. broadcastmg statron IS
being Nected at Frankfurt, and IYill probably commence
operations llt February of next
4{2

year. This station \\ill employ the
same
pOIH'r
as
Konig-si\'Nster:.
hausc:1 and ?1-Iunich, vi;~ .• 10 kilo-watts, and 11·ill represent a con;.idcrable improvement on the present station, which is .;ituated in the
Post Oflice buildings.

*

*

The ·removal of restrictions on
1\ ireless receivers in occupied territory will g·ivc a tW\\. impulse to the
wireless industr·v in that district.
An oilicial statement in regard to
the release has not Yet been issued
by the Post OITice, 'and it appears
that there is some doubt as to the
interpretation of the ,exemption.
lt is certain, however, that listeners
will have to notify the police, who
will in turn supply a list of !lames
of the list euers to the militarv
autho1 itics.
Bro:Hiq1sting station-.,
\\·ithin the occup~ed zones ll'ill continue to be prohibrted.

\\·e hea1
th;Jt dlicial
Wireless
Control of trials in th~s country of
-con t r~lled
Aeroplanes. aerop'larws
from a distance In· wireless ban' been succcssfulh· ~-arried
out. So far the test,; h;1ve been
confined to small arcits, the aeroplane neYer travelling far enoug·h to
be outside the g-round operatur's
rang-e of vision.
A further· development of tlti~
metlw~l of contro-l will be to devise
some method of keeping an acre{.
plane to the correct cnurs(' over
Jong·-d istance flights.

International Representatii'~S or no
Radio
fewe.- than srxty counConferenc:e. tries have accepted the
invi.tation of the State
Department at \Vashin~ton to take
part in the great International
Radio Conferene·~ which is to be
held in \Vashingto:1 next spring.
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THE ISOFARAD RECEIVER
By B. B. MINNIUM.
In the receiver described here, which is of American design, a capacity balancing arrangement is used
to stabilise the high-frequency valves.
Slnce the operation of this circuit as detailed by Mr. Minnium
would seem to require further explanation, we append to ,the article a discussion of its principal featureJ(
by the Staff of the Radio Presa Laboratories.
'

'/!#'.......---,HE

receiver describeJ
below is based upon
the Jsofa•rad circuit,
an all-ea naci t v bridge
circuit, in w'hich an
"""""""""'="" increasing interest !s
being· shown.
Thi,; ·circuit effectively balances out the grid-toplate capacity inherent in valve
receivers, and thus eliminates at its
sout-ce the chid oi:)~.taclc to cEicicnt
h;gh-fu:quency amplification. The
practical result of this is to allow
the use of the lowest obtainabl·~
value of resistat;ce in the tuned circuits attd the proper design of the
H.F. transformers for maximum
"ig·nal ;,(! ength. Furthermore, it is
unnecessat·y to t·ely upon the rather
ll!Kertrtin aid of reaction, im·olv-

nrimary turns :ucd a conbponding
reduction 111 cuupling·
between
primary and ;oecondary.
Such
sclwmes are ddinitelv limited to an
approximate ;tppmadl to ~he point
of oscillation and make very little
HSC
of pure repeater ;:ction in

ag-ainst the coil shield, it is obvious
that the amount of space occupied
in the receiver is actually less than
is ~he case \Yith ordinary unshielded
coils, if elliciency is given any
consideration.
Transformer Shields

<~mplification.

The Circuit

Fi;.:·. 2 shm1s the fund.tmcntal
circuit of the hig·h-frequcncy ~tages,
in which Cr and C2 :lre mounte,\
on the same shaft.
They have
··apacities of about 2_10 and soo
,wF respectivelv. CB and CR are
:'i;11all variable. concle+iSers with
mierom.eter adjuqment, 'the former
being· used to balance the circuit
ag:1inst oscillation, at1(P the lattct·

The e'Jiciency of the coils has in
no way been impaired by the use
nt shields, since this feature has
been so \vorked out that shielding
reduce,; the eifective inductance,
resistance, and distributed capacity
d the coil in about the same ratio.
Since selectivity is directly dependent upon resistance, the importanc~ of rC'ducing ,the tuned circuit
n~sistancc to• the lowest possible
value is at once appa{ent. In addi8

+l

+2
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Fig. 1.- ·The circuit diagram of the lsofarad Receiver. Two neutralised H.F. stages precede the detector valve, the
transformer shields being indicated by the dotted lines.

ing, as it does, instability and howling and the use of an additional conttol in the operation of the receiver.
Other Stabilising Methods

This is, of co'Jr>'e, contrary t<>
the usual custom of preventing· selfoscillation by the addition of resistance in the secondary circuits, the
use of very few primary turns in
the H.F. transformers, or, what is
in effect the same, the use of a
somewhat greater
numbet
of

rcg·ulate
automatically
the
;-;mount
of
prog-ressive
" unbalance ,; introduced into-the circuit,
as the receiver is tuned verv little
to the highc;· frequencies:
L1
L2 is a compl..kly shielded H. F.
transfnrmt'l' haYing· low resistance
:1t hig·h frcquencit ,.;,
Its over-all
d:mcnsions. including ~hield, arc
:; in. ;n dianwtc,· ;qHl· 6 in. high,
but siq,·c ,-,thcr parts, such as the
tuning· cont.kn,;,·rs ;md L. F. transformers, 111:1\ h· mounted directly
lo

-H3

tion, the usual mag·netic interaction
between
stages,
variable with
L-e'juency, is avoided.
Filament Control
The two· L.F. valves are provided
with a fixed filament resistance.
This .1rrangcment of filament control h;,s been found to preserve
quality or reception and to reduce
the drain on the H.T. battery, as
compared with th~ use of tixed
resi,;tnnccs fo.r all valves.
The
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li!-djustment of filament temperature
oo the L. F. valves is not at all
critical, and for this purpose fixed
rcsistances are admirably suited. It
will be found, however, that the
adjustment of detector filament

.t: or

HI-+

Anodr

oscillations occur, as indicated by
squealing or steady ticking in the
loud-speaker, the capacity of condensers CR r and CR2 should be
increased .slightly and the balancing
process repeated on a hig-h-frequency llo\Y-\YavP) station.
In
general, the lmn·r the value of
CRr and CR2 the greate1· will be
the tendencv to oscillation at low
fnequc:ncies (high \\~aveleng·ths) after
the set has be('n balanced at a highfrequency (low "·aVf'length) adjustment.
Aerial Recommended

E or HI-t
Fig. 2.-The circuit of one of the H.F.
stages, CR and CB being the stabilising
con,densers. ·

temperature is rather criticaL
In
addition to giving better reception,
this scheme reduces the H.T. battery drain. H.T. batteries will be
fOt;nd to last about twice as long as
when all filaments have fixed resistances. The total H. T. batterv load
of this set is from 7 to IO milliamperes, depending upon the setting
ul the valve rheostats.

The complett' set \\ill be found
have remarkably fine tone quality
\yith exceptional range and selectivity. It shnuld be operated on
a:1 aerial from so to roo feet long,
including· le;td-in, depending· upon
to

circuits and representing it in the
form of a " bridge " as sho\n1 in
l'ig. S· The bridg·e is balanced by
adjusting the cnndenser CB, so that
the ratio of the anode-grid capacity
CV to CB is eoual to the ratio of
C1 to (C2+CR).' lillder these conditions there will be no transfer of
oscilla 1ions from the tuned gTid
circ~uit to the anode coil and \·ice
versa due l<l the self-capacity of the
\·aln'.
Effect of Frequency ·changes
If the <'ircuit j,_ balanced for the
mi1timum val'ue'> of Cr and C2 it j,,
cle;\r that, "ith am additional fixec
c;;pac:ty CR acros~ f:2, the b:·idgc

becomes unbalanced as soon as the
frequenc1· of the circuit is decrease<
by incn:a~in,.; C t and C2 to tht
same relati1~c extent. It is assumed

.5/arl W!ndmg a! Th;s £nd

r-*'4.

Special Features

The detector valve is held in an
anti-vibrating socket, in order to
prevent lo\v-frequency feed-back to
it from the loud-speaker through
the medium of sound impulses,
The complete \viring diagram is
shown in Fig. I. Note that each
of the H. F. stag<·s has ·its plate
supply by-passed to its filament
through a o. 5 ,uF condenser.
Adjusting the Set

The initial adjustment of the set
is as foliO\vs : Set condensers CR r
and CR2 approximately together at
any arbitrary point. Tune in the
highest frequency (lowest wav.elength) stati~)l1 Gf moderate volume
that can be found.
Remove the
first H. F. valve and cover one of
its filament prongs with a p\ece of
paper.
Insert the valve in its
socket, and, with this valve in place
but its filament cold, adjust the first
balancing ('Ondenser CB I until ·the
'signal disappears.
Remove the
paper from the pt·ong of valve V I,
put it back in its socket, and repeat
this procedure \Yit h the second
valve.
Final Balancing

vVhen both stages are
tune the set to the lowest
{highest wavelength) to
will tune, and if it does
late the adjustment may
side•·ecl satisfactG·ry. · If,

balanced;
frequency
which it
not oscilbe conhowt-ver,

J

t -~~
JOT PI.

~--

5econdary

20TP!

Pr;ma;y
lnJerled a/ End of
5econdary Oppos;le 6nd
Cormecl;on

Fjg. 3.- ·Dimensions and details of the H.F. tra'nsformer windings may
be .gathered from this sketch.

the amount of interference' from
nearby stations.

Criticism of the Isofarad Receiver
By the Stalf of the Radio Press Laboratories

The Isofarad receiver described
in the above article has several
.interesting features \\ hich are· dif. fewnt from those found in a British
design('d instrum~nt of a similar
type. It is essentially a neutrodyne
circuit consisting of t ,,.o balanced
01
neutrodyne<l high - frequency
valves, a detector, and two note
amplifiers.
The <Jdvantages of a
neutrodyne circuit for balancing
out the efiect of the self-capacity
between the grid and plate of a
valve are so \veil knmvn that thev
nt:ed not be discus~cd here.
'
Principle of Neutralising Method

The principle of the method for
the e!lect·'of the valve
capacity it; th(' Isofarad receiver is
perhap~ best o:plained by redrawing orw of the high-freqm'llC)' valve
neutralisin~-
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that the condenset·s CI and C2 arc
mounted on the same shaft with a
view to obtaining a constant ratio
of capacity between them.
It is
stated in the article that " in
general, the lO\\~er the valut' of
CRr and CR2, the greater will be
the tendencv to oscillation at low
frequencie~
(high
\\avelengthsl
after the set has bn~n balanced at
a high-frequency (lo\1 \\a velength)
adjustment.''
A Suggested Explanation

This point is not easily explained,
a•- it would appear from the
" bridf-re " circuit of Fig. 5 that the
greater the value of CR the more
unbalanced \\'OU]cJ the bridge become on tuning in to the lo\\' frequency (long waveleng·th), and consequently there would be a greater
tendency to oscillate. If, however,
tl1e grid filament c<tpaci-ty is consi,dered, and is represented by a,
fixed condenser Cf across Cr, then
if CR is about twice the value of
Cf, the bridg·e can be balanced .for
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both the high and the low frequencies. For lower values of CR
the bridg·e will tend to become unbalanced as the frequency is
decreased. Therefore up to• a point
~ln increase in the value of CR will
tend to make the set mor,e stable
over the whole range of frequencies.
The High-Frequency Transformers

The sueening of the high-frequency transformers is probably
q\Jite a feature of the receiver,
as it prevents stray magnetic coupling bet we en the valve cjrcuits,
assuming, of course, that the selfcapacity between the actual wires
of the circuit has been reduced to a
mm1mum.
Stray magnetic coupling behn:en the valve circuits is

Fig. 4.-Showing the correct method of
connection for the ends of the H.F.
transformer windings.

reduced high-frequency resistance
ami self-capacity would seem a little
doubtful. Some definite figures on
this question would ,be interesting.
By-pass Condensers

The provision of high-frequency
by-pass condensers, between the
anode ,f:nds of the anode coil and the
filament of the associated valve, is
a goo(l feature, as it eliminates: the
possibility of stray coupling between the circuits due to a common
H .T. battery condenser, and possibly to long· leads \\·hich arc
common ·to the high-frequency
ciH:uits.
Construction of Receiver

In constructing· a receiver of this
type from British-made components
there would be several points that
would require consideration. \Vith
rt:gard to the concicnscrs' C1 and
Cz, \\'hich are mounted on the same
shaft, it is doubtful whether there
is a suitable unit made 1n this
countrY. Such twin condensers arc
nsuall)· made of equal ('apacity.
This, ho\\Tver, should not present
a serious dif1iculty.

particularly objectionable, as it is
~~ variable quantity depending on
the frequency, and any method of
overL·oming this leads to considerable improvement.

Isolated Grids

It \\ill be noticed from the diagr<!m of connections that the grids
of the two high-frequency valves
are completely isolated from the
filament. This would probably give
trouble with the British-made high
vacuum type of valve, owing to the
g-rids Lccoming charged to an excessive negative value.
It would
be necessary to connect a high-

.L

Fig. 5.-The circuit of Fig. 2 re-drawn
in" bridge" form, to indicate the action
of the method adopted for stabilisation.

resistance leak qf about 5 megobms
between the grids and the filaments
of these two valves.

The Earl of Plymouth recently
broadcast an appeal from the
London Station on behalf of the
Belgrave Hospital for Children.

Screens

The screens for the high-frct;t:cncy transformers
must, of
course, he made of copper so• as
to a\·oi<l any serious loss, and they
should be <.'arefully earthed.
It
should be noted that the screens are
made considerably larger than the
transfonnc1 s themselves. The outside dimensiclns of the screening
cases are given as s in. in diameter
by 6 in. long, \Yhereas t!1e windings
of the transfl'>rmers arc zl in. diameter by about 2 in. in le;1gth. lt
is important that the windings: do
not come too near the metal shields,
as, othcn\ isc there may be serious
losses.
Doubtful Claims

In the description of the set there
is a statement that the use of
:;hields in no way impairs the clliciency of the coil5, since the Ullit
has been so designed that thto
shielding ~-cduccs the effective inuuctancc, resistance, and distributed
capacity of the coil in about the
same ratio. The inductance of a
coil is certainly reduced by enclosjng it in a copper shield, but a

An•Jthcr point \\·orthy of note is
tlut tile method of adjustment as
d::scribcdc IS hardly applicable to
tlw 4-pin type of valves, as it
would be ditlicult to isolate one of
the filament pin,; by a piece of
paper. Another m~thod of disconnecting the filament would have to
he devised.
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'' THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR."
CHRISTMAS NUMBER
124 PAGES.
ON SALE EVERYWHERE.
PRICE 6d. AS USUAL.
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Apparatus We Have Tested
Conducted by Radio Press Laboratories, Elstree.

Fixed Con~enser
'\It•sst-s. The British Sangamo Co ..
Ltd., ha\·e submitted to us for test a
,;ample of thcit- Sangamo mica condenst•r. It is daimc·d that this condenser
is moulded throughout in bakelite, 11nd
it~ capacity is guaranteed under Yat)·ing conditions of temperature, mol,;tun>, and pressure".
Description of Component.
This condenser is made of brown
insulating matuial, and is rectangular
in sh:tpe, except for its Pnds, which arc
. rounded off.
Its OYPr-all length js
rJ in., and its width 1~ in. At each
end of the condenser a screwed metal
bush passes right through it, and eYi·
dPntly m'!kt's contact with the aFpropriatC' set of plates inside'. A roundheaded screw is used at ead1 end of
the bushes, making four screws in all.
These serYe as terminals, the wires
being secured between the protruding
ends of the bushes and the screw
heads. No soldering tags are proYided,
but both the maker's name and the
ra<('d capacity are marked on the case.
Th,. condenser is hermetically sealed.
Laboratory Tests.
The condenser 1nts found to be of
th'' rated capacity within a sufficient
degree of accuracy, and its insulation
resistance 1>:as infinit<'.
Both these
qualities were found to be unaffected by
Pxposure, the condenser having been
left for a night in the open undt'r partieularh· adverse atmospht'ric conditions.
This condenser has a Fartitularly pleasing appearance, and from the purely
Pl<•ctrkal standpoint can be reeommcm!Pd.
It is unfortunatc, ho1H~1·er,
that no adequate pnwision is made for
sold"ring, and panel or bascboard
mounting.
Two of the terminals
could, howe1·er, he utilised for fixing to
a thin bracket or "'·en to a ranrl :;- 16
in. thick or lt'ss.

Construction of Compoue11l.
The plug is made from an t'bonite
cylinder nearly .~ in. in diameter and
& in. high. Two pins are fixed in this
plug to register \lith the holes in the
socket. Small terminal heads screw
on to the tops of these brass pins, and
slots are rut in the ebonite for the
insertion of telephonp tags, ll'hik spade
termin·ats me rcadih fixed under the
terminals.
·
Tl1e jack consists of an Pbonite cvlindt'r I~ in. diameter and fi in. long.
Two holes are provided for the purpose of securing the jack to a baseboard bv means of countersunk screws,
while iri the centre of the jack is a hole
for observing the contacts. Two terminals fix into .the sides of the jack so
that normally thev are short-circuited
the ends of the tPrminals making good
electrical contact with each other. Thc>1·
are provided ~vith !:in. holes to accom-modate the Jack pms. One of these
terminals has an axial movement of
about ! in., being held tight against
the other terminal through the agency
of a strong spring. This m01·able teemina!, whii;h is lengthened about 1:; in.
to allow for wear, c;:~n also rotate,
so that it is nl"cessarv to see that the
hole in the ebonite r.egisters with the
hole in the tPrminal bt'fore inserting
the plug,
General Remarks.
This component is very usdul wlwrr
telt'phones or loud-sFeakers are wired
in seril"s, the withdt·a,\·al of the plug
ml"rdy shorting that portion of the circuit. In the sample submitted the termit1al heads were wrv pccentric, but
the component has a reasonable insulation resistance and the finish is of fairh·
satisfncton· order. It would be ad\·antagpous if tlw movable terminal
was modifit>d to pre1·ent the rotarv
movement pre1·ioush· mentioned.

Jack

C_rystal Set
\Yard & Goldstone ha\·p submitted a new modd Goltone ~upcr
crystal '"'t for test,

\Iessrs. Harmo Products haYe submitlf~d a"' Crawford'' Jack for test in
our El.;tree Laboratorie>'.

J.\Ies~rs.
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DescrijJliou ui Scl.
I l con,.;ists of a single lan-r solenoid
inductance wound \Yith enamelled 11·in·
and
mountt•d I.Jel\\·een a circular
mouldt<"d base and a circular moulded
'disc.
The crvstal has the usual ratwhiskPr with· uni1·crsal bearing and
friction tight adjustment, ~md is enclosed in a glass tube which is held in
position on the top of the disc b1· t1vo
upright pillars and nuts. Four terminals are fixed to the base for con
nection to :1crial, earth and telephones.
Tuning is effected bv turning a milk'rl
knob which rotat('S a quick thrcad
spiral screwed pillar carrving the mo1able contact bearing on the outside of
the solenoidal inductance.
Thus on
fin'-and-a-half turns of the milled knob
the movable contact tr;11·els the length
of the tuning inductance-,about 3~ in.
A certain amount of end-play is pre
sent hetwePn contact and pillar, and
this should be remt>diPd. In order to
tune in DaYl"ntry a rlug is prul·idNl for
insertion into a socket common \Yith
the f•arth terminal, and this inserts ''
loading coil accommodated inside tlw
solenoid inductancl".
l.alJOratorv Tests.
On test it 11·as fout'ld th;lt tlw cn·st;tl
had a large pt'rccntage of st>n~itil'('
spots, and London \\·as .rpcein·d yuite
elearh at the Elstree Laboratorir•s.
,\ deflection of 40 micro-amperes 1Y;1s
measured on receiving London.
On inserting the plug and testing for
Darentrv signals were wry faint, an<l
difficulty \Y;ls exprriPncPd in tuning this
station;

Fi:\ed Condenser and Seven-way
Leads
:\s a n•sult of the alterations recom
mended by Radio Press L'lhoratories
in the rcptirt on l\lessrs. \\'ard & Goldstone's FrxED Co!»iDE:'\SER and SEYE!»iWAY LEADS (Wireless Jreekly, Vol. 7,
No. 10), we are informed by this firm
that they are prodding soldering tags
for their fixed con{lensers ;:~ne! hem·icr
spade terminals for the acrumulato~
leads,
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IRISH AMATEUR TRANSMISSION
SrR,-Referring to the paragraph
headed " Ireland" in " Short-\Yan~
~otes and 0/ews " in the December 2
issue of Wireless TFeehly, my station
has now received a rermit for the use
of the follmving ..wanJcngths and
bands: 23, 45 and <JO metres (IJ,04-f,
6,667 and :kl33 kc.) and 115-130
metres (z,6oq-2.JOS kc.) and 150-200
metres (2,000-1.500 kc.).
The index
letters G\V han· been allotted, and I
understand that these are in future
to be the official ones for the Irish
Free State, instead of IR, which have
been. used. This may ~ of interest.
This station will work mainly on 45
metres (6,667 kc.) by day and on 90 or
II,:; metres (.;,:n.\ or z,6oq kc.) aiter
dark, the latter wavelength being more
free from jamming than the go-metre
wavelength.
I only commenced on 45 metres
\vithin the last few days, and using
only 4 watts input, signals are rt>portcd
by dayliglzt R 6-7 in various parts of
England.
After dark, however, they
se<cm to " skip " England altogether,
but arc reported in France R 6-8 after
dark with th•~ same input (4 watts).
This " ~kipping " effect is being
invc''t igated.-Yours faithfully,
:\fE.\DE J. DE:-;:-> IS (Col.).
(Radio G\Y-1 rB.)
Baltingla:i,;, Co. \Vicklow.
THE "LOW-LOSS TUNER FOR
SHORT WAVES''
SJR,--In these days of ultra-efticicncv
in short-wave apFaratus it may be <)f
interest to mention that :\Ir. Pt;rcv \V.
Harris' " Lr)\v-Loss Tuner for Short
\Vavcs" (!Fireless Wcehly, ;-.Jowmber 19, Iq ..q) is still capable of good
work.
For example, on Saturdav,
November :~8, for two hours cOii1mencing at I I <10 p.m., I listened to
KDK:\ on the first vain~ alotw. Reception throughout \vas rum parable
both in clarity ami in volume~ \vith
that of tho b<:st Spanish stations.
Strangely enough, the night \vas cold
and clear, with bright moonlight.
\Vith regard lo C\V, using detel'lot·
onlv. I have receiwd British, French,
Belgian, German, Dutch, Danish, Norwegian, Italian and Spanish amateurs.
Not the kast mnnPmus of these are
the Frenchmen and Belgian;; of the
" Journal des 8 " and '' R,··seau
Beige " varieties.
Also, of course, \VIR, \\'QO an<l

other C. S .. \. Co,·crnnwnt stations
come in po\verfullv on one vah-e,
whilst both valves· have brought in
American amateurs strongly enough to
be read with the 'phones on the lap.
Your corresrondent, \Ir. J. :\I.
Drudge, inquires about the QRA of
PCLL.
This is the station of the
Dutch State Telegraph Laboratory,
Kazernestrasse 33, The Hague, Holland. I heard their CQ call last week,
in which they asked for QSL's. They
would probably appreciate one from
:\Ir. Drudge.
\Vith best wishes for the continued
success of Radio Press publications.Yours faithfully,
Swansea.
C. \I. DEYo:-.;.\LD.
Sm,-I have had such excellent
results with the lo\v-loss short-wave
two-valve circuit fully described in
Wireless Weekly for November Iq,
1924, by Percy \V. Harris, M.I.R.E.,
that I feel I must write and tell how
pleased I am with it.
On the evening of Nowmber 28, at
r 1.20 p.m., I receh·cd KDKA on 63

was now 12.28 a.m. The next item
was the children's corner, and 1
switched off after a most interesting
hour with KDKA.
I should like to say I have departed
a little from y)Jur details regarding th~
c,)ils, as you will observe from the
photograph which I enclose.
" By removing these and insertmg
Nos. 35; 50 and. 75 I can get most of
the B.B.C. statwns and manv Continental stations \vith the aid of a
" B " \vave-trap, as described in your
Radio Press book, " Twelve Tested
\Vireless Sets " (by Pet-cy \V. Harris,
:\LI.R.E.).
This helps to eliminate
London to a great extent, especially
when receiving the nearer stations.
London comes in at loud-speaker
strength.
By inserting Nos. 150, zoo and 250
coils I receive Daventry and RadioParis. You will therefore see that I
can work on wavelengths from 40 up
to r,7oo metres.
The valves I use are Cossor \V. I for
the first vah·e and a Cosmos S.P.
" red-spot " for the second. I should

During
the
first
simultaneous broadcast programme r'n
Australia, Mr. J. R.
Collins (centre),
Secretary to
t he
Treasury, broadcast
an appeal from the
special studio in Melbourne.
With Mr.
Collins are seen Mr.
S. H. Witt (left), Research Engineer, and
Mr. L. Fanning
(right), Superintendent of Telephones.

metres (4,762 kc.) \vithout the slightest
trouble, loud and clear as crystal, and
not a trace of atmo,;pherics or morsc.
This, by the way, \Vas on a beautiful
moonlight night.
The programme '' hich they gave
came thn>ugh splendidly and without
distortion.
\fr. Da\ id Rcnnic, one of the
\Vestingbou,;e oflicials, gave a talk on
learning a trade, and follo\ving this
\vas a talk by an I ndinn orator. It
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just like to add in closing that if any
of your readers a.re interested in short•
WLWe transmission, especially KDKA, I
can thoroughly recommend this most
cfticient little wonder, which to me is
a priceless set. Congratulations and
good wishes.-Yours faithfully,

J. J.

~IcCo:->OCII:E,

Lon\lon, N.S.
[A photograph of ~Ir. \IcConochic ',;
receiver will be found on page 423 in
this issuc.-Eo.;

ADVERTISEMENTS

Announcing Two New

Products

E describe below the latest additions to the famous range of
C8lb Wireless Components. Consistent with the C8lb reputation
for quality and efficiency, these new· products represent a high
standard of development and are worthy of the attention of
every keen enthusiast intent upon progressive results from his radio.

W

The (fJBl Resistance Capacity
Coupling
The* Resistance Capacity Unit is the result of
extensive research work, resulting in a component
which we can, with every confidence, recommend
for application to the last stage or stages of L.F.
amplification in any set.

I

The <fill Supersonic Outfit
BRITISH AND BEST.

Supersonic reception, ·with its range and
selectivity, is fully established in public favour.
i81t Supersonic Components have shown
marked superiority in these two qualities and have
gained universal praise for their wonderful reproduction of music and speech when used in conjunction with other $> Components.

The component consists of our well-known clipin type mica Condenser, and our Grid Leak,
which is constructed in the same sturdy and
permanent manner as the anode resistance. The
Standard unit is fitted with a leak of 0 5 Q, a
transfer Condenser of .005/LF, and an anode
Resistance of 80,000 n, these values in practice
having been found to give the best result with
the average valve designed for resistance capacity
coupling.
PRICES:
Complete with base (as illustrated) ..
Anode Resistance only .. with clips
Leak only . • . . . .
Condenser only
Base only, with fittings

12/6

46
26

a;36

The (~ Supersonic Outfit contains :
. . each 21:'1 M.H. Tuned Filter . . . . . . . . , 21/-

3 M.H. Tuned Transformers

1 M.H. Autodyne and Oscillator Unit, 21:Full Size Blue Print-Layout Diagram and Booklet
of Instructions.
GUARANTEED FOR
12
MONTHS

£5 5s. Od.

WE:~ ~:c';

THE RESISTANCE CAPACITY UNIT.

:c:':D 'Lc-JM@MICUI~tt@ ~: ; ~:;•; ~h;es: ~~~r;J;:

SLOUGH, BUCKS.
Telephone: S"/ough4.JI cho442

0

Manufacture,.s of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus.'Norfolk St. STRAND, W.C.2

WEXHAM ROAD, SLOUGH, BUCKS.

Tidegraphic A:ddre~s: "RADIETHER, SLpUGH."

Telephone: Central8272

Cable Address: "RA:DIETHER, SLOUGH.''

Wireless

W~elll1

Department.
F. W. P. (E.C.2.) has constructed
the receiver described by JVIr; A.
Johnson-Randall in the July, 1925,
issue of " MODERN WIRELESS,''
under the title of " Full Volume with
Three Valves,'' and constantly suffers
from a howl or wail (like the tuning
note, only mellower), which comes on
faintly at first but gets louder and
louder until it is unbearable.
Our corrc~rondent states that he is
us in~ two .ob ampere and one . 12
ampere type dull emitter YalYc:i and
has the loud-speaker ami the set placed
on a U1ble close to the lead-in wire.
From these particulars it would seem
likeh· that the trouble is due to microphonk effects, the electrodes of the

valves being ECt into 1 ibration at
audible frequency bv sound wan·s
{'mitted from
loud-speaker, which
woulU .result in the set emitting a roar
nr hn1vl.
Our cnrrespondcnt should
try, thcrefort', the effect of removing
the loud-speaker to some remote part
of the room. ,,·hen 1\C' think it is quite
likely that the
he o\er·

,,·ill

COI11C.

S. G. (SOUTHPORT) asks us to give
him a theoretical circuit and rough
layout plans for a 2 valve high-frequency amplifier to add to his
" Family 4-valve " receiver.
Although we can give a theo.relical
circuit of the type requested by our

ANTIPONG
VALVE HOLDERS.
I,ow Loss 1 Shock Ab~
sorbing,
nou ~micro
phouic, u u i v e r sa 1
fitting. They protect
your valves and im~
prove the quality of
reception.
Use then1
for Dull and. Bright
l·:mitter5. Price
C~lCll

3/

•

LOW LOSS
COIL FORMERS.
Skeleton For mer~
should ahvays be used
tu ensure efficiency,
especially on short
wavelengths.
The
Bowyer~I,..owc
series
covers most amateur
needs. l'rices
I
from
j•

5

STUD AND SERIES
PARALLEL SWITCH
PARTS.
Complete sets of parts to
construct Stud Switches with
1 in. radiud arn1s. Boxes containing complete Switch Arm
with real Ebonite Knob, Bush,
Contact Plate, ro Studs with

EVERY ONE
GUARANTEED
FOR A YEAR
Buy Bowyer-Lowe Components because they never
let you down. Every one
is guaranteed for a year.
If within that time it shews
any defect in construction
or }Jerformance it will be
exchanged free. BowyerLowe Low Loss Parts are
built by expert radio engineers to give results
of the highest efficiency.·
Use them in all your sets.

COMPLETE CATALOGUE
FREE ON APPUCATION TO

=L

The Bowyer-Lowe Co. Ltd.,

Series Parallel Switch Parts Complete • •

4/,..

correspondent, it is outside the scope
of this department to give special layout plans, since before we could confidently do this it would be necessary for
us to build ~1nd test the amplifier. It
will be readily understood that this cannot be done in the case of an individual
reader.
Further, we would strongly advise
our correspondent to drop the rroi(~ct,
since to build any two-valve highc
frequency amplifier considerable experi!'nce in design is necessary before the
instrument can be made to work successfully, and we feel certain that in
practice the additiDn of two further
high-frequency stages to the " Family
Four-valve " receiver, which has one
MATCHED
H.F. TRANSFORMERS.
The very fact that every
Bowyer~Lowc 'fransformer
eau be guaranteed to
match everv other in its
range
wiihout
special
selection is itself good
evidence of the great skill
and care with which these
Transformers are made.
l~very Transforn1cr is individually tested against
standards.
All ranges
from 55o to 2 000 metres
and up are supplied; also a.
special Ne:utrodyuc Unit
cov~ring:
300
to
6oo
metre~. All raug:cs.
l~ach
"'
1

7/
'

BOWYER-LOWE
PANEL
SERVICE.
Beautifully polished, drilled -and engraved
Panels of Tested Grade A Ebonite arc
osupplied by the Bowyer-Lowe Company
for any set of which full-size drawings or
blueprints are available. Perfectly accurate
workmanship and quality of finish arc
features of this service. The uniform price
for panel• of any size is l!d. per square
inch. Ask us to make your next panel.

#

Bowyer-Low-e Tested Components
4·l9
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L & P Valve Unit:
(As /la!ter{ng[y cammenled on
In th, Radio Press publicatiuns).
Provides the constructor with a simple NUCLEUS around
which to build an Ameri:::m T:rpe valve set. Valve holder·.
rheostat, panel and window !lll in a h1ndY unit.
hole for window and bnle
for Rheostat to be drilled.
The demand to-day is for
easy-to-fix units.
The Valve Holder is of
low capacity.
Each leg
separate 1y

Only

insulated,

Anode leg coloured red.
Soldering tags provided.
The Rheostat is smooth
and velvety in action, and
gives
vernier
control.
Guaranteed not to rust,
get brittle or perish with
heat. Unalterable in resistance.

From Good Dealers or IL'rile

at once for li:.t.

Free

011

request.

The significance
of the name

T.C.C.
t:'OR twenty years the Telegraph
Condenser Co. Ltd., have
~ making fixed Condensers.
During that time they have made
many millions-in fact there is
hardly a co\ll,ltry where the
familiar little green T.C.C.
Condenser has not become wellknown for its accuracy and
steadfast dependability.
But
besides the little Condensers
used so much in wireless, the
T.C.C. make huge Condensers
which stand more than six feet
high and which weigh nearly
4 tons.

r

Obviously the T.C.C. would not
get orders from all parts of the world
for these large and expensive Con-

Other leading" Ellanpee "Lines:-L & P Valv"

densers if they did not possess an
exceptionally good reputation in the
electrical industry. Such prestige
has been gained by specialising in
Condensers alone, for the T.C.C.
make no other product.

Windows enhance the appearance of any set.

Switch-positive action.positive satisfaction-only2/ .. cacf:

LONDON & PROVINCIAL RADIO CO., LID.,
30, Colne Lane. Colne, Lancs.

'"l"''l"'l:•es!it'., ~
fl)

And they are proud of the fact that
they are the pldest exclusive
Condenser manufacturers in this
country.
You buy your Condenser on faithyour faith in the firm that makes it.
Without an elaborate test you cannot
tell whether your Condenser is
functioning properly. It may look
all right and yet its insulation may be
imperfect.

If you choose a T.C.C. you can be
absolutely certain that it is perfect,
otherwise one of the many critical
tests employed would have discovered
the fault.
Prices and Capacities :
Mambridge, a mfds. '•
Mansbridge, r mfd.
•
Ma.m/Jridge, '5 mfd. •
Mansbridge, •zs mfd. M.ansbridge, •r mjd. •
Mansbridge, "09 to ·or ..
Mansbridge, ·oo9 to
Mica, '004 to ·oor

4-/8
3/10
3/4

~u1:ca 1

The Original One-Hole Fixing Detector.
Stop Fiddling with Cats' Whiskers.

~~re~y·

Bel use
inferiot

tested ou

itnita~

tions,

IIL6.iston

seeing
the name
•Liberty'

Technical

Repoh~.

Amateur Wirele$3:
Popular W treleu ·

Wireless Weekly:

T.C.C. Condensers

r~\

<

"

2/-

Radiarc ElectricaJCo.,Ltd., dealers or direct
PRICE 3/6::
Bennett Street, London, W.l.
COMPLETE.

I

_____/

The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd. West Park Works, Mortlakc Road, Kew
,
Gilbert Ad. 4172.

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS \VEEKLY "

Is

A

teed.

aDd that r----,F-ro_m_ai_J_,c:.,.,.

Mansbridge and Mica ,/

::::---------- ---------

broAd·

:U'guarnn·
t/::tf.v

'J."he " Liberb' n Det.ector gives more
aeDSltive ~ption 2.'\!'DI&nently than
a cat•a whisker g1vea Temporarily. No
huntlllg far that " special spot .. lost
I>Y the sll!lhtest Vibration.
The
•• I.Jbert7, t&- eatlrely unaffected b~·

---------------------=====
I

actual

;.,~=:~~~v<>r,

2/42/4

·ooog to ·ooor

LIBERTY PERMANENT DETECTOR

3/·

2/6
2/4

·oos

Small siz1~

2id. each. Large size 3!d. each. L & P Miniaturv
Switches, D.P.D.T.. 1/6 ;ach. L & P Pull and Pus!1

GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION To BuYERS.

Wire I~ ss
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stage incorporated in it already, would
not be successful.
C. 0. (HULL) has been using a
crystal set with satisfactory results
and has recently connected up a long
length of twin ftex in order to use hi~h
resistance telephones several rooms
away. from that in which the set is
situated. Upon slightly retunin~, he
now finds that si~nal strength is
considerably improved and asks us
for an ex:?lanation.
The etTect of increased signal
strength noted bv our correspondent is
by no nu'ans unusual, and is due to
the fact that the long telephone e"tension leads arc acting as a counterpoise,
\vhich would appear to be considerably
more efiicient than the normal earth
connection used alone.
It is quite
probable that by dispensing with the
ordinary earth connection altogethet
results \vill be still further improved.
W. F. (CARDIFF) employs a singlevalve detector type of receiver on
board ship, but experiences considerable difficulty in ~etting Jli~h
tension batteries when abroad, and
if these are obtainable they are usually
old and costly. He asks us whether
he can employ the ship's direct
current supply of 100 volts for hi~h
tension.
Little t!ifticulty should be experienced
in obtaining an excellent high-tension

supply from the ship's direct current
mains, and we give below in Fig. 1 the
type of circuit which should he used.
Two lamps of equal wattage and of the
voltage emrloyed on the ship's lighting
system should be connected in series
across the mains as shown.
The
negative terminal of the mains should
be jnined directly to the H.T. negative

+

SET
e----<~-------e

H.T.-

Fig. I.-Showing the method recommended for obtaining high-tension
supply from the D.C. mains on board
ship. (W. F.-Cardifi.)

, terminal of the receiver, and the H.T.
positive terminal of the latter should
be cnnnected through a choke coil to
the mid-point between the two lamps,
two lat·ge condensers, shown as C,
being connected across either side of
the choke and H.T. negative. The
choke should be of fairly high inductance, values of 6o to wo henries being
suitable, whilst the condensers C should
be of 2 ,uF each, or greater capacity.

WeeJ.Uy

For safety a large condenser should
be placed between the earth terminal of
the recei,·er and the actual earth connection, which in this case is to the
hull of the ship. A suitable value for
this condenser \Vould he of .01 ,uF.
\Vith the arrangement outlined, approximately 50 volts is obtained for
the H.T. supply to the set.
S. D. (BASINGSTOKE) has constructed the • • Special Five '' receiver
described by Mr. Percy W. Harris,
M.I.R.E., in the November, 1925,
issue of '' MODERN WIRELESS,''
but cannot successfully neutrodyne
the set. One setting of the neutrodyne condenser will not hold for the
whole of the frequency range covered
by the two low -loss · H.F. transformers, and adjustment of the first
neutrodyne condenser seems to make
scarcely any difference.
It would appear likely from ·the par~
ticulars given by our correspondent
that something is radically wrong with
the wiring in the first neutralising circuit. Trouble of this kind is often
traced to a broken joint, or to the two
leads to the neu trodvne condenser not
making actual contaL't with the plat?s·
Test, therefore, for continuitv, With
telephones and a dry cell, bet ,\·een tlw
actual plates of the ncutrorlyne condenser,; and the leads \Yhich should be con
nected to them.

ORMOND

LOOK WHO'S HERE!

See our full page
advertisement in
"MODEBR
WIRELESS"
and u'I'BE
WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR"
Christmas
Double Ntuubers

BRIGHTSON'S

"TRUE
RADIO

BLUE

~

VALVE"

(N.Y., U.S.A.)

True Blues consume one-half the
amount of H.T. battery current required by Valves of other makes. This
can readily be shown by placing a
milliammeter in positive lead of H.T.
battery and taking the comparative
readings of True Blues as against other
Valves.
H.T. battery will last twice
as long with True Blue Valves in the
receiving set.
PRICE.

See

ATriumphof
Efficiency
W

HENEVER perfection is approa<hed in any rrd:io
product. the quality of that rrcduct soon he ..
comes known to the radio public. Thus it has been
with the Ormond Condenser. To the £xperiencu!
experimenter and to the m:.w constructor, the Ormond
has made itself known as an instrument o£,hi&h·grade
quality, associated with all that is best in cor:denser
efficiency. The Ormond Condenser can give you in
pra<.tical perfomunce. a ,greater and. more )a<;ting
satisfa<.tion thJn any other condensf't of equal price.

Am!). 0.2;;. PRICE

£1 ,. 1 ,. 6

J. Y. SELLAR
Distributor for the British Isles.

the inspec ..

tii>n label on
every condenser
,SuPplied in the
sizes.

followin~

Price
with

P1ice
wlthmJt
Size. Vernier. Vernier.
·
- &/81' 718
8/8
.oooa

.0006 916
.001 10/8

Complete with
and Dial.

8/-

91-

Knob

ORMOND ENGINEERING Co., Ltd. i:C;.:~n:.,~~

Room 43, POLAND HOUSE, 167, OXFORD ST., W.l.
'Phone: Regent 5606.

Factory

•

Whiskin Street, ClerkeuweU. E.C,L

'l'elepllfme :-CJerkt>nwdl9344, 3 and 6.
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!I'eleg•·am~ :-" Ormenden~i, Kincross."
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AWot\de l BaHery
HE Fuller" BLOCK" Batteries are unique. They retain their
.:harge for extraordinarily long periods of intermittent service, and
are practically proof against mechanical injury. Blod: Accumulators are ideal for Car Lighting, &c., while in Radio Work the High
Tension Block Battery has decided advantages over Dry Cell Batterirs.

T

Note these remarkable points:

l. Sulphaling to any serious extent cannot occur
tl1rougl> standing in a discharged slate or
accidental discharge by short circuits.
2. Internal short-circuiting is impossible.
3, Actually you call short-cirwit externally u·ithouf damaging the bloclcs.
(Can you name any other accumulator
that 1l'ill stand so se cere a lest?)

-

,
'

F U L LE R'S U N I T E D
ELECTRIC WORKS LTD.
Chadwell Heath
Essex.
l!furd 1200.
"Fulla, Chadwc/1 Heath."
176Tottenham Ct.Rd., W.l
!Huscum 9008.

Made and Stocked in a
wide range o/ types and
si::es.

THE

The Colvern Selector Low
Loss. Readi11g- to 1. ;~,fJU()th
cnpadty.

Capacity

£1 1 0
fl 0 0

•

I F-

·after ;you have built up your Set J'OU find that ...
compone.nt is uns.t.tisfactory it can usually be
replaced without much difficulty.
On the other hand a
leaky panel will render useless the work of many hours
.t.nd necessitate the complete rebuilding of the Set. Be
wise, therefore, and refuse to take risks. Don't ask
merely for an ebonite Panel-ask for a Radion Panel
and see that it bears the trade mark Radion.

(jf

Rad{on is ava,ilable t·n

2

r different si:ts In

black and mahogan-ite. Radion can also 6e
supplie~ in a1:.y spcclal s{"Je. Black rd. per
;;quare z.nc!J, malwganit4Iltl. per square inch~

RADIO-N
American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.
lhaiJ Office:

1 3a

Fo1·e Street,

Depots: rzo Wellington Street. Glasgow:

n6 Snow Hill, Birmingham.
.
L ondon, E.C.:a I,.sh Agmts: 8 Corporation Street, Belfast.

-----\
COJL VIEIR<N IESSEN'fllAlLS
tt«» ll«»ltllg dln~tt~ltll\C® w«»lflk
Every J'(•ader of this journal may. upon aJ)Irlieation. •·rrt·il·;•
illustrated literature of Colvcrn essentials to a very ettkicHt
tong distance receiver.
The Colveru Selector J,ow Vrss C'ondenser (t.rne gean·d 20 to 1) ami
capable of relocation t.o l/3,600th part ol the variable capaeity.
The Colvern I,ow Loss Coil }'ormer provides a very efficient·
inductance of tow Relf capacity and low H.F. Resistance.
Write to us to-dw am! your long distance experiments will be
successful.
COLLINSON PRECISION SCREW CO., LTO., Provost Werks, llactlonaltl Rtl;,
Waltllamatew, London, E.17.
Telephone: Walthamstow ,,532.
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Add to your
pleasure during
the Festive Season
by securing a copy of the
Christmas Issu.e of
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ISSUE
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Range/' a Compact Two...Valve

By A. V. D. HoRT. B.A.

How to Mak~ a H.T. Accumulator Unit.
By H. J, BARTON·GIIAPPLE, Wb.Sch., B.Sc., A.C.G.I.,
O.l.C., A.M.I.E.E.
The "All•PIIrpose" Crystal Set.

By PHtL IP H. Wooo. B.Se.. F.P.S.L.

Famous Artists of 1925.

By" CAnniER WAVE...

Selectivity a11d the Crrstal User.
By]. H. R r.YNEil, B.Sc., A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.
Makin~r a Cabinet for Your Set.
Mr. Cumplethorpe Makes a Wavemeter.
A Sintle..Coil Two-Valve Receiver.

AS USUAL

How to Use a Power Valve. Bv G. P. K t.-<DALI.. B.Sc.
Problems of Short-Wave Reception.

OhtrunaUe /rom all Ne=ol(n/> ond Boo~t:llm. fj
(fny difficultu in obtaininR

Bv E. .l. M•nn1orr.

Bv C. P.

A Sine-le. Valve a.Circuit Set.
Radio C.amu for Xxnas.

AtLINSON.

Bv JoHN u~w&ROOWN.

Dictributin~r

Board.
Qu~stion• for Our Readers.
Smooth R•action Control-a Three-Valve LoudUseful

Sp"'-aker Recei-v er.
By J. H . REYN&R, B.Sc., A.C.G.I.. D.I.C.. A.M.I.E.E.
\Vher• the Listener Scores.

send P.O. 8{6
12 mo,tllt.t' <;r 4/'3 /()r

lccolly,
/or

4U£,tc •>la' m lq
D<-bl. S., Hadlo Press
Ltd.. Bmh Ho a ·e, Strand.

6 months'

London. lr'.C.L.

· No effort has been spared to give our
readers in this issue more pleasure
and value in contents than ever before
offered. There are no less than five
"How to .Make" articles, ranging
from an •· All-Purpose " Crystal Set to a
"Three-Valve Loud-Speaker Receiver."
Anolher article of great interest and value
is that on "How to Use a Power Valve,"
while Capt. A. G. D. West, M.A., B.Sc.,
of the B.B.C., contributes some interesting facts on " Where the Lstener
Scores." . ~All the other regular features
are included, and there is something for
each and every member of the home
circle. ~ Get all the pleasure possible
from radio and see that your copy of
.. THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR"
is on hand ; it will please others as well
as you.

RADIO PRESS LTD.
BUSH HOUSE, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.

By CAM'. A. C. 0 . WrST. M.A.. B.Sc.

............................. .....................

124 PAGES!!!
FREE BLUE PRINT
of a Compaet T ""'o-Valve Receiver.

Full instructions, dear and concise, for all des:ring to b~ai1d this
or any of the five sets described.

EdiieJ by Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.
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Whot buying R.l.
Tram/ormers see
thol they are con·

tained in the R.l.
standard u a I c I
bcxcs.

You can't help making comparisons.
The song of the nightingale- the perfect
reproduction of tonal beauty by the R.L
Transformer- each in ita own place is
perfect loveliness.
This Transformer still maintains the
position which it has held from the first that of being the standard form of mag ..
netic coupling which reproduces music
and speech in its most natural forms.
Since this transformer first a ppeared, it has
been followed by numbers of others, some of
which, as far as external appearance !!!oell, a re
obvious imitations of the R. I. T ransformer.
while others put forward claims of superiority
and efficiency which are not borne out in
practice. The only test that really counts
is that of the actual user.
T ake any simple receivinfl circu it and couple
it to an ampl 1·rer bu,'lt w•'th an R.I. T ransn
former, with any ordinary valve, and you get
perfect and pure music or speech. Now take
any other transformer on the market and
make a similar test. In some cases you will
get equally good results, but it will be

case will you get better results. because an
inspection of any other transformer will
prove beyond doubt that there is nothing in
any of them to give purer results unless a
totally d ifferent principle is employed.
We found, after extensive research, both

in our own laboratories and by making
use of the results obtained by eminent
investigators in the same field, that the
only possible way in which the transformer could be improved was jn ·the
subdivision of the windings, thereby
reducing the capacity. This innovation
was hailed as a great advance in the design
of the intervalve transformer, and since then
nothing has been done to improve it.
One of the nl0$1 severe tests of an intervalve transformer
is its behaviour in reflex circuits. These latter became
popular by reason of the fact that they could be used in
connection with low-h-equency amplifiers. "ithout distortion. if used "ith an R.l. T rarttformer. All lowfrequency intervalve transformers are not suitable for
reAex cirruits. neither are th~y suitable for all tyl"'• of
valv... You con use an RI. trnmformer with pratlicallv
any vah·r, and any capacity.

Over half-a-million users will confirm this. This is the
best proof the public can have of the ellicien<:y and
necessary t~lluse S_PeCJ
f ·~1 valves)· bin ~ther
value of a component that has obtained a dassi name in
cas'es, you W1 get m en or resu ts, ut m no
the Radio Industry.
Write /or the R.l. blue and gold Catalogut, fret on application .

.-~· . THE .. MARK

OF BETTER RADIO

AJvt. RJ. LtJ. , 12, Hy d e Street, New

~xford

Street , Lo ndon, W.C.l.

on

·~·

P.C. I.!.

Published by the Proprietor;;, R•n• n Po<Ss, J,rn;, llush Douse, Stra!'d, J,ondon, W.C.2.
W!ldneaday or ~ur.h ~·eek. aod prlnte!l for thtm b.Y T111
A VENii£ Plane (L. lJpeott Gall I< So~, L td.), ~-&7, Drurs !-<'ne, \\,('.2. .\ddres• for Snb6cnphon;;. and• E<hl oual • Commun~cahons :- Bum Jlous~.
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Special technical catalogue
on Burndept Super Valves
sent free on request.
EVERY reader of this journal
SUPER

will be
interested in the special technical
catalogue which deals with BURNDEPT
VALVES.
In addition to complete

descriptions of the various types together with
their characteristic curves, the catalogue contains
many useful hints and a detailed explanation
of the calculation of valve characteristics. A
copy of this publication will be sent free on

receipt of the coupon below.

There are nine BURNDEPT SUPER VALVES,
from a bright -emitter general-purpose type to
a special dull -emitter power valVe. All these
valves are guaranteed because we are so confident in their excellence and they are manufactured
with such precision. They have been produced

after prolonged research and represent the best
that science can devise. They are obtainable
everywhere and are already in great demand.

The method of identification will, we believe,
lessen the confusion which exists at present.

The Burndept method of marking valves indicates in a simple manner their purpose, filament
voltage, and current consumption at a glance.

Send for this free
catalogue

to -day !

- - -CUT HERE.- - - To BURNDEPT WIRELESS LTD., Aldine
House, Bedford St., Strand, London, W.C.2
Please send

me

the

Burndept

The Burndept range includes everything for
radio reception, from components to complete
installations.

BURNDEPLI

Super Valve Catalogue, No. 278.
HEAD OFFICE
Address

Aldine House, Bedford Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
Telephone : Gerrard 9072.

Date

Wireless Wedgy,- 23/12/25.

Ftleierarn, ; I3urnd

We rand, London.

Branches and Agents everywhere.
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Alternative Programmes
HE insistent demand
of the public that
the Daventry station shall do more
than relay London

programmes during

the greater part of

stations, or at least some of them,
can send out two programmes at

different frequencies. If the British
Broadcasting Company have any
intention of proceeding with this
scheme, it is essential that ade-

the week, thus giving the listeners
within range of the London station
'some adequate reason for tuning
to the lower frequency, has at last
compelled the British Broadcasting

CONTENTS.
A Single - Control Regenerative
Receiver ..
Short-wave Notes and News
.

reconsider the whole
question of alternative programmes,

and the methods by which they

can be. provided. So far as 5XX
is concerned, the Company's stated
reason why the London programme

.

relayed almost every night is
that the London programme's are
is-

Wireless News in Brief

the

whole this may be true,

explanation

assumes

the programmes designed for the
main stations There is, of course,

no technical reason why the Daven-

try station should not give its own
programme, i.e., one entirely 'different from that sent out from all
of the other stations, thus giving an
alternative programme to London
listeners, as well as to those who
are within range of the Provincial

stations.
Probably the British
Broadcasting Comftanv object to this

scheme on the grounds of expense.
Recently, we understand, experiments have been carried out with a

view to seeing whether the main
Director of Research :
Major JAMES ROBINSON, D.Se.,Ph.D.,Elnst.P.

Deputy Director of Research :
Capt. H. L. CROWTHER.
Assistant Editor :
PERCY W. HARRIS,

11,

.

.
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that
Daventry is bound to utilise one of
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quate notice be given to the trade,
for such a..scheme would be bound
to have an immense and immediate
effect upon the design of apparatus.
Let us assume for the
moment that the present installa-

tion at Oxford Street retains its
present frequency, and another

station in the London area simultanedusly transmits a programme

at, say, 682 kilocycles (44o metres).
Several million crystal users would
immediately find their present

apparatus useless, as both programmes would be received simultaneously.

to rebuild their sets, and, in fact,

relatively few listeners would be
able with existing apparatus to

enjoy alternative programmes sent
out in this fashion.
The selectivity of crystal receivers
can, of course, be greatly improved,
but up to the present, as the crystal
set has been able to receive only one

of the main stations, the need for

such selectivity has not been apparent, and no attempt has been made

by the trade to provide such sets.
Selectivity in valve sets is steadily
improving, although in this, so far
as our commercial sets are concerned, we are still a long way
behind America.
It will thus be seen that any

scheme of sending out alternative
programmes at two frequencies
within the same area is one of

immense importance to the trade,
and one which should not be em-

barked upon without the fullest pos-

sible warning being given to all

Furthermore, when
such experiments are conducted, or
concerned.

planned, it is inadvisable that, as

has happened during the last week,

the first notification the trade receives should come from stray
paragraphs in the newspapers indicating that such experiments are in
progress.

Schted

Scientific Adviser s
Prof. C. W. 0. How. D.Sc., M.I.E.E.

JOHN SCOTT -TAGGART,

Adviairg Editors:

F. Inst. P, A.M.I.E.E.
December 23, Vol. 7, No. 14.
olhino contained herein is to ik regarded es perniirsion or eneaeraoc-

menl (0 infringe <tap potent 'Wt.

So far as valve users

are concerned, a very large proportion would have either to scrap or

Prof. ILWMOD/NCTON. M.A.. D.Sc., F.R.S.

Prof. C. L Foirrescue. M.A., M.I.E.E.

jt
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A Single -Control Regenerative Receiver

CI
CI

III
CI
CI

By SYLVAN HARRIS.

0
0

0
00

This article suggests a method of constructing a
receiver which possesses the benefits provided

0
o
0
0
0

by

0.
0.

reaction andyet has only one main tuning

0
0
0

control. Though the method adopted is perhaps

open to criticism, it

not lacking in features
of interest.

LI

11111000001:001:0=

0
0

The controls on the front panel of the receiver consist of

II

Oone tuning knob, and a jack by means of which the
filaments are switched on when the telephone plug is

0
0
0

is

:_001

z_

0

LSEE:17.00EDEDEIII

and it will be found that the apparent reduction of the

grid resistance, as far as the signal current is concerned, is in accordance with the formula

inserted.

AR =

INEEMEECIEELECEEDE 01:3000=07:2E000000000001:012=1111

u

in which AR is the reduction in the resistance,

HE quest for an absolute single -control,
non -radiating regenerative receiver bas

p,

is

the amplification constant of the valve, M is the mutual
inductance existing between the reaction coil and the
is the internal output
coil in the input circuit,

r

been going on for a long time, and a

multitude of methods for controlling the
tendency to oscillate have been proposed,

resistance of the valve, and C is the capacity in the
tuned circuit connected to the input of the valve.

but have not been found to be successIt is true that self -oscillation in a regenerative
detector can be prevented, but in. all cases to date this
has been accomplished at the cost of reducing the
The phenomenon is familiar to the
amplification.
owners of all so-called " self -neutralised " radio -frequency amplifiers, which are built in so inefficient a
manner that the regeneration never reaches the critical
point. In these receivers the amplification is good at
higher
at
the lower.
ful.

Frequency and Resistance
Now if we consider that the setting of the reaction
coil remains fixed ; in other -words, that we have a
constant value of the mutual inductance between the
reaction coil and the coil in the grid circuit, and that
we have a certain value of inductance in the tuned
circuit and a certain amplification factor in the valve,
it can easily be shown that the reduction of the grid
resistance is in accordance with the formula

Simplicity
The author of this article has been working for a

AR =-7 k

where k is a constant. In other words, the apparent
resistance of the valve input circuit is reduced in

long time on this problem, just like many others, and
he is glad to present in this article a method that he
believes is the.most successful yet found. And, more
than this, the very simplicity of the method will no
doubt surprise the reader.

proportion: to the square of the frequency.

Method Employed

The Laws of Regeneration
To begin with, it is necessary to know the Jaws
controlling regeneration in the valve circuit. There

Now if we can obtain some means of increasing

resistance of the circuit at the same rate as it

decreased by the feed -back, it is. evident, that the

are two ways in which regeneration is_ accomplished,
viz., by means of inductive feed -back (through a reaction coil) and by means of feed -back through the valve
capacity. We will consider only the first of these
two ways in which- regeneration is accomplished, for
it can be shown that themethod of controlling regeneration explained here will apply only to the case of .feedback through a reaction coil. No sointion has yet been
obtained for the other case.

A

B

Source of Alternating Voltage

Fig. 1.-The effect of connecting a resistance r across
the coil L may have the effect of either increasing o
decreasing the apparent resistance between the points

Reaction and Effective Resistance
It is well known that, due to the feed -back through
the reaction coil, the effective resistance of the input
(grid) circuit of the detector valve is reduced, and

A and B, according to the value of r relative to L.

apparent resistance will remain constant and the amplification wilt be the same for all frequencies. This is
what has been done in this method. A circuit arrangement has been chosen in which the apparent resistance
of this circuit increases in proportion to the square of
the frequency.

when the feed -back becomes sufficiently great the effect

is the same as if the resistance of the input circuit
had been removed. We shall not consider the theory

of the matter in this article, for there are many diverse
opinions on this subject. However, whatever the true
explanation may be, the results are always the same,

In other words, we have, on the one h?nd, the
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tendency of the tuned circuit to decrease as the square

resistance changes as the shunted resistance

other hand, the tendency of the special circuit to have
its resistance increase as the square of the frequency,
so that the net effect on the apparent resistance of the
circuit is nil. Let us see how" this is accomplished.

which has been calculated for an inductance of 18o
microhenries and a frequency of 750 kilocycles per

The Fundamental Circuit
The fundamental circuit arrangement is shown in

When the shunted resistance r is less than a certain
amount, the apparent resistance increases very rapidly
as r is increased... After this certain value has been

increased is very interesting.

of the frequency, due to regeneration, and, on the

second.

The Critical Point

Fig. 1. Here we have a source of alternating voltage,
shown in Fig. r as an alternating current generator,
but which may be replaced by a coupling coil placed
in inductive relation with a (primary) coil in the aerial
circuit.

r is
This is shown in Fig. ?,

1VDIA. 36T. No. 26 Ca.C.
3"01A.12 T.
No

In series with this e.m.f is a coil shunted

zoo.c.C.

by a resistance, and a tuning condenser.

Now, if the impedance of that part of the circuit
between the points A and B be derived, it will be
found that the apparent resistance between A and B

L&
23.473/4.44r
No.24 0.S.C.
coos, F

23,0C/0 OHMS

and likewise the apparent inductance will be different

3'014.15 T No.20 0 C.0

from the true resistance and inductance of the coil.
For the sake of simplicity let us consider the case of
a coil, the resistance of which is small compared with

its reactance, so that, its own resistance may be
neglected.
The apparent inductance between A and B is changed

Fig. 3. -The actual dimensions and winding data of the
coils used by the author.

only a very slight amount, if the shunted resistance r

exceeded, the apparent resistance decreases as r is
increased. This seeming paradox of decreasing the
resistance of a circuit by increasing the resistance of
a part of it may trouble many of my readers, but it
must not be forgotten that we have here a parallel
arrangement of parts, viz., a resistance in. parallel

is large, so that this effect will be "neglected. Besides,
the only effect of this change of inductance would be

to change the tuning slightly.

Changes of Apparent Resistante

with an impedance.

The apparent resistance between A and B (Fig. x),
on the other hand, changes considerably when r is
connected across the coil, and it may either increase
or decrease the apparent resistance, depending upon
how large r is in comparison with the inductance L.

400

A Balancing, Effect
However, it will be noted that this applies only for
a constant frequency. We are more interested
the apparent resistance will vary with the frequency,
for it is due to the increase of frequency on the shorter
wavelengths that the circuits oscillate more .easily on
these wavelengths. The formula given immediately
above shows that, for given values of inductance and
shunted, resistance, the apparent resistance increases
in proportion to the square of the frequency. This is
the same rate at which the resistance decreases due

300

Slight Discrepancy

The variationof the resistance .is given by the formula
OR = 0.0000395

L

--

r

1

R

/80u H,

L

f = 750 k c.

to the feed -back, so that the .two effects ought to annul
each other.

This is exactly what happens, to a close approximaThere have been several approximations made

tion.

in the theory, so that it cannot be claimed that the
system works perfectly. Experiment shows that the

200

increase of resistance is not quite equal to the decrease,
so that there is a very slight decrease in amplification

/00

at the lower frequencies of the broadcast range. The
decrease of amplification is small, however, and is not
noticeable.

0

4

8

/2

/6

20

24

Practical Application
Let us now consider the application

28

(r)Thousands of Ohms
Fig. 2. - This curve shows the variation of apparent

of

these

values of resistance shunted across it.

principles to the detector circuit obtaining regeneration
by reaction coil feed -back.
As has been intimated
before, the generator shown in Fig. i may be replaced

when r is very large. In this formula, f is the frequency in kilocycles per second, L is the inductance
of the coil in microhenries, and r is the shunted
resistance in ohms. The way in Which the apparent

the reaction coil and the coil L remains fixed, the only

resistance of an inductance of 180 AtH for different

by a pick-up coil coupled to the aerial circuit. The
inductance L in Fig. i therefore becomes a loading
coil. The remainder of the circuit is the same as in
any other three -circuit tuner. The coupling between
455
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variable instrument in the set being the tuning condenser C. It will be noted that this method, besides
taking care of the regeneration automatically, at the
same time furnishes us with a true one -control receiver.

Fixed Coupling and Variable Resistance
To obtain such a. condition that the increase of

resistance is equalled .by the, decrease, or vice' versa,

evident that there Must_ be a certain constant
relation between the shunted resistance r and 'the
mutual inductance between the reaction coil and the
it is

roil to which it is coupled.

This relation is expressed as
k

where r is the shunted resistance and M is, the Mutual
inductance. There is thus a certain amount of coupling
required for a certain amount of shunted. resistance.
To adjust the receiver, the shunted resistance is set at
some convenient Value, say about 25,000 ohms,. and
the. reaction coupling is then adjusted so that the set
Operates just on the verge of oscillation. Theoretically
fl
+2
H.T.

the secondary or pick-up coil, and consists.Of 12 turns
of No.
d.c.c. wire.' The loading: inductance, across
the terminals of which is connected the shunting
resistance, .was originally the secondary winding of a. standard three -circuit tuner.- The primary winding has
been removed, as it is' not needed in this circuit. The

winding has a mean diameter of 21 in. and has 41.
turns of No. 24 d.s.c. Wire on it, ..:The. -reaction coil

has 36 turns of No. 26 d.s.c. Wire on it having .a
mean diaMeter of II- in. and is located at the end 'of
the main coil.

Other Components
The resistance used for shunting the large induc-.
tance is a special one, haying a range of from io,000
to ioo,000 ohms. The tuning condenser has a maxi

mum capacity of .0005-1,tP and should be used ,With a
vernier or slow' -Motion dial. The slowmotion dial is'

required, because when tuning there is no whistle to.
give evidence of the presence of a station, and, because

of the selectivity of the receiver, the station is likely,
to be passed over.
The set should not be used on a very long aerial
for ordinary broadcast reception, for if it is, it may
tune broadly. With a single -wire aerial about 5o ft.
long, the selectivity is very good. A filament control
jack is used in the circuit, and all that appear on the
panel of the receiver are a single dial and a 'phone jack.

Reversed Action
There is a phenomenon in connection with this
receiver which will surprise many of those who try it
out, and that is that there is slightly greater tendency

5000-50.000
-NIAAAMIt- OHMS

Fig. 4. - It is recommended that a variable resistance be
used across the inductance coil coupled to the reaction
coil. A filament control jack provides a simple means
of switching on the set.

to oscillate at the lower frequencies than at the. higher.
This, as everyone knows, is contrary to what happens
in the usual set. The reason for it is easily explained
on the basis of the approximations which were made
in outlining the theory of operation of the receiver.

Reason for Reversal
In the first place the resistance of the secondary

this procedure should do the trick, no matter at what
frequency the adjustment is made or under what conditions, but' on account of the approximations -mentioned before, several trials may be necessary.

loading- coil was neglected, as well as its distributed
capacity. The coil capacity causes the inductance to
change with changes in frequency, so that tuning will
be slightly affected. This, at the same time, changes

Frequency and Amplification
If it is found that the amplification drops off at the

distributed capacity..
The most important thing which affects the operation

lower frequencies, -the setting of the resistance should

be changed a little and the reaction coil readjusted.

If this does not do the, trick, another adjustment should

be tried=and so until the hest setting

is obtained.

After two or three trials it will be found that the set

can beoperated without whistling and without decrease
in amplification at the lower frequencies. The particular value of resistance required depends upon the
way .in. which .the coils are 'built. In the particular
set described here, using valves of the DE5 or similar
type, a .0005 ,uF condenser and a standard coupler on

the market, the best value for r was found to be
23,000 ohms.

Details of Coils
Two stages of transformer amplification may be
added to the automatically controlled detector, one
stage only being shown in Fig. 4. The pick-up coil
consists of 15 turns of No. 20 d.c.c. wire wound on
a 3 -in. tube.

The primary winding, to be connected to

the aerial and earth, is wound immediately on top of

the resistance of the coil, due to the effects of the

of the set is the change of resistance of the condenser
by means of which the set is tuned. For this reason,
when tuning in on the higher frequencies, the resistance

of the circuit is more than neutralised, due to this
extra resistance in the condenser. In other words,
resistance is added to the circuits at a slightly greater
rate than the square of the frequency.
Flat- Tuning
A happy combination of shunted resistance, reaction
coupling, etc., can be secured, however, which will
make the set operate continuously very close to the
point of oscillation.
The set is likely to tune broadly if it is not adjusted
properly, but when the adjustments are right, it will

be found to be an ideal receiver for short distance
reception. It will bring in distant stations, however,

for it is rendered very sensitive because of the
regeneration, which does considerably more than
Merely make up for the, decrease in sensitivity due to

the resistance added to the input circuit.
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-11SHORT-WAVE
No/es &News
LTHOUGH the past
week has seen no
startling developments
in short-wave work, it
has afforded some very
useful examples of

what we may expect in the future.
Al!

stations now appear to have

some definite time during the day
at which their signal -strength
reaches a maximum:

Times for Distant Stations in this
Country

The list below, compiled from .a
month's observations, gives the
approximate times at which various
stations, or groups of stations, are
most easily audible.
G.M.T.
00.00-04.00.--1, 2, 3; 4 and 8
U.S.A. districts and all South
Americans.
05.00-o6.30.-All above, and 5
and 9 districts, also Bermuda,
Mexico and more distant Europeans.

ward to be able to tell, with any

degree of certainty, what stations we
may expect to hear at a given time.
Recent Work
the week -end

During
(December 12 and 13), the greatest amount
of DX work was apparently done by
British transmitters. 2KF, on Sunday,

established

communication

with Z-2XA, a U.S.A. 8th district
station, A-6AG, O-A6N and C-IDQ.

Z-2XA gave him a message to the
G.P.O. relating to the reception of
the Rugby station in New Zealand.
There have also been several complaints from the Antipodes of the
interference caused by the G.P.O.
station 5DH working on 6,67o kc. !
Reception

On the reception side several new
stations have been heard, including

The list of intermediates pub.
lished previously should be amended

to the effect that Vugo-Slavia now

uses " VS " and India " V " for

prefix.

" Dead Spots "

The South of England does not
.show very much activity at present, -

the only stations operating on the
6,67o

kc. 'band being 2A0 and

2A0
2RB, both of Eastbourne.
specialises in working Australia in
Hastings is a very
the evenings.
curious example of a " dead spot."
Its only two representatives, 5QM
and 6FQ, are both very difficult to
receive in London, while their sig-

nals 'may be reported at
speaker strength

further

loudnorth

6FQ no, 'operates on the lower

frequencies, about 2,73o kc.
metres) being his present adjustment. 5Q11 has received a high -

06.30-08.30.-New Zealand, 5, 6
and 9 U.S.A. districts, all Euro-

peans, and South Africans.
o8.3o-o9.30.--6 U.S.A. district,
and Australia.
o9.30-17.3o.-All Europeans.
14.30-15.00.-Western Australia
only, and Philippine Islands. 15.00-17.3o.-Sometims U.S.A.
6 district, and China.

18.3o.-Europeans fade out, and

Australians, South Africans and
Indian stations become audible. No
New Zealand, stations usually
audible at this time.
21.00.-Most
Europeans
inaudible. i and 2 U.S.A. districts

An American
amateur, Mr. W.
W. Salisbury, of

Iowa, who is
carrying out ex-

periments with
oscillations at the
highest frequen-

cies yet attained.

just audible, increasing in strength

until midnight.
22.3o. --Brazil, Chile and Argentine usually very strong.

23.30.-1, 2, 3, 4, and 8 U.S.A.

districts and Canadians very strong.
Of course, no definite rule can, as

yet, be given, but it is a step for-

F I-8QQ

Indb-China),
(French
and 0 -MN (South
The. latter made his first

PI-NUQQ,
Africa).

contact with this country by working 2KF, and also worked 5QV

immediately after ! 0-A4Z" worked
2LZ and several Antipodes stations.

power permit for " trans -world "

working, but has not yet been heard
in London.
Italy
An Italian transmitters' " DX
competition " has led some of the
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Application of These Signals

Italian stations to achieve all
manner of great feats, during whicii

Some explanation of their significance will probably be desirable,
as the various ways in which they
may be employed are sometimes
distinctly " loose." For instance,
if a station is heard sending " QRA
Wellington, New Zealand," the
meaning is obviously " I am at
,"
or " I am situated at
Wellington, New Zealand. This
signal, and all the others, may be

many " miles per watt " records
have become badly out of date,
1-tAS, with an input of 15 watts,
has worked 17 New Zealand sta. tions, as have some of the other
'' Ils11
A Suggestion

Incidentally, a writer to " QST,"
the organ of the American Radio
Relay League, points out that the
standard

" miles

per

means " I will increase power,"" Hr " being, of course, an abbreviation for " here."
Similarly
" Hr QRW " means " I am busy, while "QRW?" signifies " Are you
busy? "

Four-letter Signals
The four four-letter signals at the
end of the list are not so often used
as the. others, but are, nevertheless,
very useful in some circumstances.
They were originated by the American Radio Relay League.

watt " rating gives the
low -power

man ' more

credit than is due to him,

making it appear that to
cover to miles -with .

QRA
QRB

:

QRAI

:

QRN
QRO

:
:

Q
QRSRQ

He sug-

:

QRT
QRU
QRV

:

I am a

Our distance apart isI am receiving you well.
Interference is bad.
Atmospherics are bad.

more accurate scientifically, and also more
logical, to speak of

mission practice and
abbreviations
usually
associated with them.

Increase power.
Decrease power.
Send faster.
Send slower.
Stop transmitting.

The more familiar abbreviations, such as " GA,".
"GE," and " GN
need not be touched
upon:
Usually, a station -(say F-8JL) calling
another (I.J.:ICMP) for
the first time would
send s ICMP,
simply
UF JL,
ICNIP, etc.
SJL, etc. QRK? AR,

:
:

:

" miles2 per watt," the

QSC

:

QSL
QSO
QSR
QSS
QST
QSU
QSY

Your spacing is

Please acknowledge.
:
:
:

In communication withI will forward a message toFading is bad.
General call.

I will call you 1 on

:
:

Change your wavelength to-

Repeat each word twice.
QTA : Repeat the message twice.
I have something to transmit.
QTC
QSLL : I will QSL : please do the same.
Your signals are swinging.
QSSS
metres.
QSYU : Change your wave to
QSZ

one of the strongest Brazilian stations heard by the writer.
The " Q " Signals

We are publishing this week a
list of the " Q " signals, together
with their meanings as used in ama-

teur radio.' These are not necessarily identical with the " official
interpretations, but are naturally
those that will be more useful to
short-wave enthusiasts.

ICMP

:

QRK " is now taken to mean
simply an " O.K." to the signals

of the station being,worked, and is
generally used in conjunction with
the " R " scale ; the general procedure after establishing contact is to

send " QRK R--," so that QRK

does not necessarily mean " I am
receiving you well."

" QRO " alone means " Please

increase power," but " Hr QRO 2"

,

No " K " (invitation to
transmit) should be used
here, according to standard I.A.R.U. practice.

r

high
Fairly
power is used, and the
signals are extremely
I will change my wave to-metres.
QSYI
strong at times. Z-2XA
has been working the
Philippine Islands, and
Z-2AC has been in touch with used as a query, and it is here that
the ambiguity sometimes arises.
CS-OKI for the first time.
If a station is heard sending simply
Brazil
" QRA? "- then the meaning is
Several new Brazilian stations
" Where are you? " ; in other
have been in evidence during the words,
wishes to know the locapast week, some of 'those received tion of he
the station with whom he is
in London being IA p iiA, iiN, hi communication.
If, however, he
7AA is
'
itp, 2AF, 5AB, and 5IF.
also heard sometimes. -His address sends " QRA 6AG? " he means
" Where is 6AG situated ? " This
is Mr. A. A. Santos, Maranhao,
Brazil, and he welcomes reports. applies equally well to nearly all of
The address of 5AB is J. C. Ayres, them.
Special Meanings
Box 257, Pernambuco, and he is
Samoa.

outline briefly the trans-

I have nothing for you.
I am ready.
QRW : I am busy.
Please stand by.
QRX
Your signals are weak.
QRZ
QSA : Your signals are strong.
QSB : Your note is

gests that it would be

kc. (33 metres), belongs
to the station of the New
Zealand Government at

:

QRP

over 10,000 miles with
too watts, namely, loo

former then becoming
i,000, and the latter
1,000,000, of these units.
New Zealand
The call -sign VMG,
which may be heard
occasionally on 9,090

:

QRK

watt is as good an
achievement as working
miles- per watt.

:

Other Abbreviations
In connection with
these " Q " signals, it
will also be desirable to

having replied,

however, 8JL would in turn reply " 1CMP UF
8JL rrOK QRK R . .
etc., etc.," finishing up

" 1CMP UF 8JL K."

It is most important that'
the transmitting station
should give his call -sign at the
end of the message, for the benefit
of those who did not hear him begin.
Another point is that " VA "

(" End of work ") should not be

sent until the station sending it has
definitely

$nished.

Sending this

signal signifies that he is not going

to listen again to the station with

whom he has been in touch.
Advantages of Strict Procedure
If all stations bore the above rules
in mind, the ether would probably
be a little more orderly than it is at
present.
Abbreviations,
though
frequently a ,source of annoyance to
the puzzled receiving operator, are
really, when not overdone, a great
boon, in that they shorten the period

during which each station is actually in operation, thus lessening by
a considerable amount the interference which is so grave a problem to
the transmitting amateur.

458.
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Methods of Modulation in Transmission
By the Staff of the Radio Press Laboratories.
In discussing the problems connected with modulation, the keying of transmitters for the purpose
of signalling by means of the Morse code is dealt
with here. Methods are described which are
applicable to high- and low -power transmitters.

IN the previous articles on Radio Transmission in
Wireless Weekly we have only dealt with the

generation of continuous oscillations of a constant
In order to make possible the transmission
of intelligible signals it is essential that the continuous
oscillation be modulated in some way.

amplitude.

The Morse Code
The simplest way of doing this is to break up the
continuous oscillations into " longs " and " shorts "
of the Morse code. If the signals are to be received

by -the ear, which is the method most commonly used,
the continuous oscillations have to be still further
broken up. This further breaking up of the oscilla-

A standard Marconi 6 kw. broadcasting transmitter.

tions for the purpose of making them audible can,

Speech
If the transmitted signals are to be made intelligible
by the means of speech, then a special form of modulation of the transmitted wave is necessary. The radio frequency oscillations must be made to vary in amplitude at varying frequencies, which correspond to the
speech oe musical frequencies which are to be trans-

however, be carried out either at the receiving station
or at the transmitter. By means of a local continuous

mitted.

H.T.+

In addition to this, the actual change

in

amplitude of the high -frequency oscillation must be
proportional to the strength of the impressed speech or
musical sounds. In other words, a faint sound must
produce a small variation in amplitude, and a loud
sound must give a large variation in amplitude. if

23AEKLOADRESISTANCE

BACKLOAtr
VALVE

H.T-

Fig. 1.-Illustrating the principle of one method used
to obtain a constant load on the high-tension supply
during keying.

AERIAL
AMMETEA

wave oscillator at the receiving station, tuned to
approximately the frequency of the transmitted wave,.
the incoming signal can be modulated so as to give a
musical note of any desired frequency. This is the
ordinary heterodyne method of reception.

Audible Note Transmission
If the oscillations at the transmitting station are
broken up into groups at an audible frequency, then
heterodyne reception is not necessary, and the signals
are audible as a musical note on a crystal or any other
There are several ways in
non -oscillating receiver.
which a valve transmitter can be modulated so as to

Fig. 2.-In this circuit keying is effected by making and

breaking the portion of the circuit including the grid -leak.

this is carried out, then the varying amplitude and
frequency of the impressed sounds will be reproduced
at the receiving station on an ordinary non -oscillating
receiver.

give a musical note, and these will be described later.
-
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Forms of Modulation
We can thus discuss the modulation of a valve trans-

mitter under these main headings,. namely :(a) Modulation by keying, so as to produce, for
example, the " longs " and " shorts " of the Morse
code.

.

.

(b) Modulation at some definite musical frequency..
(c) Modulation of the radio, oscillation by impressed
sound vibrations of varying frequency and amplitude.

Each of these different types of modulation will be
dealt with in more detail.

is depressed the sudden load on the generating plant
will usually cause a serious drop in voltage. This is
liable to cause a variation in frequency of the radio
oscillation. To overcome this trouble, what is called
a " back load " has usually to be incorporated, so that
when the key is raised a load equal to that taken by
the transmitting circuit is automatically connected
across the power supply.
By this means the load
across the power supply can be kept practically
constant.

Valves for Power Absorption
One possible way of overcoming this difficulty is to
connect a valve and resistance in- series across the high-

Modulation by Keying
Modulation by keying sounds a very simple operation, and one might wonder what there is to say about

tension terminals and control its grid potential by the
actual high -frequency oscillations.
l he principle of
the method can be seen from Fig. i. When the key is
depressed, the oscillations in the main circuit cause the

H.F. CHOKE

grid to become so negative that the anode -filament

HT+

resistance is practically infinite, and no current passes
through the " back load " valve; When the key is up,
however, the grid assumes zero potential and a current
flows through the back load valve and its series resistance. If the valve and resistances are suitably chosen,
the load taken from the high-tension supply when the

VALVE USED
AS VARIABLE
GRID LEAK

key is raised can be made equal to that taken when
the key is down.

Various Circuits for Keying
Various methods for keying valve transmitters,
which have been actually tried out, are shown in
Figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5.
A very simple method, which is largely used, is

HT-

Fig. 3.-.rn this arrangement the method of keying used
is the same as that shown in Fig. 1, but here a valve is
used as a variable grid -leak.
it.

shown in Fig. 2. In this method the grid -leak across
the condenser is disconnected by means of the key,

In practice, hOwever, especially where dealing with

large powers, the question of keying is often quite a
problem, and many methods have been devised for
overcoming the various difficulties. Of course, if the
speed of signalling was of no' consideration the
" keying " could be done by making and breAing the
main power switch. This method; however, would be
very slow, and is quite useless in practice.

Low' -Power Working
With very small powers, of the order of afew watts,

GRID

CONDENSER

is possible to make and break the high-tension
supply to the anode by means of a, Morse key, and
it

obtain ordinary speeds of signalling.

To key a power-

different proposition,
necessary.

precautions

ful transmitter at high speed, however,
and

many

is

quite a
are

Fig. 4.-This method of keying, in which the power
supply is broken, is useful for medium power transmitters when " listening through " is required.

Automatic and High -Speed Signalling

This causes the grid of the
valve to take up a high negative charge which, with
suitable adjustments, stops the valve oscillating.

-when the latter is raised.

As the speed of only 6o words per minute means that

the key or relay operating the valve circuit must be

capable of making and breaking contact about 5o times
per second, it is essential that the moving parts of the
relay be as light as possible; also the movement must
be kept small. It is thus essential that the sparking at
the contacts must be practically negligible, Otherwise a
clean make and break will not be obtained and there
will be sticking at the relay contacts. Also there must
be no serious electrical lag in the key circuit.

Key " Clicks "
As, however, it is practically impossible to keep the
grid charged negatively for any length of time, owing
to imperfect insulation between the grid and the filament, it is found that, as the charge leaks away there

is a point at which the valve will again start- oscillating, although the key has not been depressed. This

oscillation only occurs momentarily, as the grid at

Variation of Load

once becomes highly negative and again quenches, the

Another difficulty to be overcome when fairly high
powers are being dealt _with is the large varying load
on the high-tension generating plant. When the key

This stopping and starting of the oscillations when the key is raised gives rise to the wellknown phenomena of " clicking." ,
oscillations.
460
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Valve as Variable Grid -leak
It the insulation between the grid and filament is
poor these " clicks " may occur so rapidly as to give
rise to a definite note or howl. With proper insulation, however, the number of clicks occurring can be

value, a keying valve is connected.

This keying valve

should be large enough to pass the necessary grid

current. A 250 -watt valve is probably capable of keying a 2o- or 3o -kilowatt transmitter. The grid of this

valve is connected through the key to the filament, a
small condenser being connected across the key.

reduced to less than one in two seconds. Fig. 3 shows

the same method of keying, but in this case a valve
is used as a variable grid -leak. The anode -filament
resistance can be varied by altering, the filament current by means of the rheostat.

When

KEYING VALVE

H.F.

"Listening Through "

CHOKE

MI1111111

In many cases it is necessary for the receiver to
be in operation as soon as the key is raised, so that
the distant station can " cut in." This is called
" listening through." The circuits shown in Figs. 2
and 3 are unsuitable for the purpose, owing to the
" clicking." For the purpose of listening through it
is important that the transmitter be made quite

HT+,

1
GJUD CONDENSER

-1.1-"VVVWVVV.
GRID LEAR

`.` dead " when the key -is raised. A very useful circuit
for this purpose is shown in Fig-. 4, which is applicable
to transmitters of considerable power. In this method,
which was developed in the Royal Air Force, the grid leak and the negative hig-h-tension lead are simultane-

Fig. 5.-An interesting method of keying a high -power
transmitter, a keying valve being used for the purpose:

ously disconnected from the filament when the key is
raised.

the key is raised and the grid is isolated the anode

Reduction of Sparking
Although in this method the full load taken by the

filament resistance of the valve becomes practically
infinite and the circuit ceases to oscillate.

valve ;.s broken by means of a key, there is no serious

Applicable to High -Speed Signalling
When operating a 30 -kilowatt transmitter by this
method the sparking at the key contacts is so minute
that it is difficult to see it, and it is possible to adjust

sparking at the contacts if the reaction coupling is

This can possibly be explained by
the fact that as soon as the key breaks contact there
is formed a minute arc which causes a drop of potential across the contacts. This drop of potential across
the key contacts causes the grid to become more negasuitabty adjusted.

the key or relay contacts so that the break is not

more than t -tooth part of an inch. This method is
also applicable to high-speed signalling. For further
details of this method the reader is referred to the

tive with respect to the filament, and this tends to

stop the anode current, and, consequently, the current
flowing through the key.

above -mentioned patent.

Other types of modulation of a valve transmitter
will be discussed in the next article.

Keying a High -Power Transmitter
A very simple and interesting method of keying a

high -power transmitter is shown in Fig.

5

(Patent

In "Wireless Weekly," Vol. 7, No. 13, page 428, col. 1, in

No. 224574, by Wells and others). In series with

the paragraph headed " Check with Milliammeter," " Vad-Vg "
should read " Va and Vg."

the grid -leak, which should be of less than its normal

The Marconi Y.C.2 type of portable transmitter and receiver uses a generator driven by an internal cornbrstion
engine, and is designed to be serviceable in districts where transport is a difficult problem.
JUL
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A New Method of Measuring Coil Resistances
By J. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I.,
D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E.

In a recent issue of " Wireless Weekly" Mr.
Reyner described the Auto -Resonator, an instrument for measuring the H.F. resistance of
inductance coils As a result of further experi-

ments, he here gives details of a slightly modified
principle of resistance measurement, which

avoids certain slight errors likely to arise in the
use of the Auto -Resonator.
00(>00000000000000, ex>0000000oocoo<>000.0<>0000
SHORT while ago (Wireless Weekly,

Vol. 7, No. 7) I described a method of
measuring coil resistances by means of

what is knoWn as the reactance variation
method, and described an instrument
which I called the Auto -Resonator, which
enabled measurements of high -frequency resistance to
be carried out fairly rapidly.
This instrument I have had in use for a considerable

period now, and as a result of my experiences it

-

would seem that there are several precautions which
must be taken to avoid error. One of the principal
sources of error lies in the difficulty of estimating the
actual capacity in the circuit. This consists of not
only the tuning capacity itself but also any stray
capacities that may be present in the circuit, together
with the distributed capacity of the coil.
Coil Capacity
With good types of coil this capacity is negligible
in comparison with the rest ,of the capacity in circuit,
except when the tuning capacity is of the order of too

ocK.,oc>000000000000000000000cc000000coc,
capacity.

The possibility of error from this cause,

however, is an undesirable feature.

A third objection to the method lies in the slight

hand -capacity effects which are obtained, and also in

the possibility of extra resistance being added due
to the tuning capacities across the coil. These several

Coil Underrest

effects,

in themselves, are quite small, but

in the

aggregate they tend to render the method unsatisfactory. There are several other .methods which may be

Pick 1//0

Coil

employed, most of which involve either the replacement
of the coil by a resistance, or the addition of resistance
to the circuit, or some such modification to the layout.

Errors Due to Stray Coupling

It has been found by several investigators that any
method of measurement which involves a change in
the configuration of the circuit is liable to very serious

Oscillator Circuit
Fig. I. In the original circuit of the Auto -Resonator,
the coil to be measured was placed in series with the
small pick-up coil.
Nod; or less. In such a case the coiF'capacity is by no
means negligible, and considerable error may be
introduced.

error.

In a case like the present, where we have a

local oscillator supplying current, there will be a
certain stray coupling, apart from that which is
definitely introduced into the circuit via the coupling

If the general configuration of the circuit is
altered in any way by the introduction of resistance
coils.

Further Objections

Or by the cutting out of any portion of the circuit, then
the effect of this stray coupling
be altered: Since
the coupling between the oscillator and the tuned

Another objection is that with the circuit originally
used, a reproduction of which is shown in Fig.
there was a small coupling coil picking up energy from
the oscillator, and the coil to be measured was inserted
in series with this coil, Now if the coil to be measured

circuit containing the coil to be measured is kept as
weak as practicable, it will be seen that a comparatively small change in the general arrangement may
make a big difference to the results.
Method Adopted
Most of these disadvantages can be overcome by
adopting a slightly modified principle.
Instead of
varying the tuning capacity connected to the coil to
be measured, we vary. the frequency of the local
oscillator. It can then be shown that

has a fairly high self -capacity, then it acts as a
rejector, and the apparent resistance of the coil is
many times as great as the, actual resistance. In
order to estimate the extent of this error, I subse-

quently changed over the arrangement, so that a small
coupling coil, such as is shown in Fig. 2, was placed
near to the coil to be measured. I found that, as was
anticipated, the difference in the majority of cases was
inappreciable, except where the coil had a fairly high
inductance, and was tuned with a comparatively small

8 = 21rt -11 A /
fo

v

112

I2 - Ii
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where I = current at resonant frequency f.

L= current at mistuned frequency
R
8 - decrement of circuit = 2f L
Using the Moullin voltmeter method of measuring
the current in the circuit, the deflection of the milliam-

meter is proportional to the square of the current in
the circuit.
Oscillator Circuit

vernier condenser then altered until the milliammeter
reading is reduced to one-half of the resonant value.
From the calibration of . the vernier condenser the
difference in the frequency required to produce the

change in current may be obtained, and by simply
multiplying this by 4r the ratio of

for that particular

coil is obtained.
Thus the suitability of any particular coil mad' very
rapidly be gauged.

Estimating Frequency Difference
The only difficulty lies in the estimation of the
difference in frequency. This, fortunately, may be,
done with considerable accuracy by means of a simpl'
method.

The variation in frequency required to produce the
necessary change in milliammeter deflection is very

Fig. 2.-The circuit used to estimate the extent of the
error introduced by the circuit arrangement of Fig. 1.
Here the pick-up coil is placed in the oscillator circuit

small, being of the order of a few kilbcycles only,

and is brought near the coil to be measured.

at a mean frequency of Boo kilocycles.

If the deflection at frequency f1 is made one half
that at resonance, then the expression under the root sign reduces to unity, and we have simply
- 27r

fo--f,
fo

If w e multiply both sides by

2f0

we obtain the

expression

4r
The Significance of Decrement
This expression is particularly simple, and is all the
R

AZISININC

more useful in view of the importance of the ratio-.

VALVE

VERNIER

L

Fig. 3. - The oscillator and measuring valves are
arranged as shown here, the coil to be measured being
L4. The vernier condenser, C2, is varied, and the

In a recent article in Wireless Weekly (Vol. 7, No. ri)
I have discussed the significance of decrement in

tuning circuits, and I have shown that this quantity

change of current on the milliammeter noted.

gives a good indication of the suitability of any given
coil. It determines at once the ratio of the resistance
of the coil to its inductance at a particular frequency.

This is an audible frequency, and may be gauged
very accurately by means of a tuning fork.

Values of Decrement
In another article I showed the value of decrement
fequired, first of all to maintain adequate selectivity,
and, secondly, to give good quality of reproduction.
In both these cases it will have been noted that the
decrement necessary iecreases as the frequency is
reduced. That is to say, the product of decrement and
frequency is approximately constant. This product is

Separate Oscillator
Details of an oscillator suitable for this purpose will
be

given next

week,

and

also

details

of

the

method of calibrating the vernier condenser to read
fo-f, direct.

Direct Determination of Resistance
The method can be made to give the actual resistance of the coil with very little extra trouble. By
inserting in the circuit under test a small resistance
of such a kind that its H.F. and D.C. resistances are
nearly the same, and therefore easily calculable (as

R

simply -, so that 'we are left with the fact that for
L

satisfactory reception we require a given ratio of -L
independent of the frequency of the oscillations. The
ratio is not quite independent of frequency, but for all
practical purposes the statement just made is correct.

described by Mr. H. j. Barton-Chapple in Wireless
Weekly, Vol. 7, No. zo!, we obtain the expression

R+ r
L -47r(f°---4')

Practical Measurements
R

L = 4ir

In order to obtain a measurement of - for any coil,
L

R

therfore, it is simply necessary to arrange the circuit
as shown in Fig. ,. The local oscillator is set at a
given reading, and the tuning condenser Cs varied
until the milliammeter deflection is a maximum. The
setting of the vernier condenser C2 is noted, and the

(f o--f1)

fo-f,

r
fr-fa
Thus R is determinable without any reference to the
inductance or capacity, so that any troubles due to
self -capacity are obviated.
463
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decided upon this dress. He abso- doubt it. Sunsetted would be cumlntely refUsed to hand over his tog- ^brous, even if it existed, and sunset
cessful functions in the ' gerY, even when I told him the does not appeal- to the wsthetic eye
history of Little Pvd- novel use that I intended to, make and ear. What are we to do abotit
dleton than 'the" great of it. Heaps of other ideas coursed it? Gloomed? NO,' no;; that is not
wireless fancy dress
through my fertile brain, but I was in keeping with 'the spirit of the
occasion. Tenebrated? Too classibail which was given during Christ - not quite satisfied with any of them,
was week by the Prcifessor and Mrs.
until on the very day before the cal. Came along?, Too colloquial.
Goop to members of the club, and, dance an inspiration came. I_ would Arrived?, Banal to a degree. There
of course, their better halves. For go, quite simply, in what for some is simply no word in modern Engdays before the event took place unknown reason our most eminent lish to express such an event.
Perhaps we had better return to the
everybody was saying to everybody novelists style " immaculate evening
else, " What are you going as? " dress." Naturally, this would give classics for a moment, and say that
but, of course, each of us refused an opportunity to such futile idiots " the sun -god's chariot had dipped
point blank to give away any inforBumpleby-Brown of asking if I beneath_ the _western waves." That
more the kind of stuff to give
nration about the ingenious costume was disguised as a gentleman. Any
that he had devised, or was still person of discrimination would see them, is it not? Anyhow, the six
devising, for the occasion. Person at once that I represented a nut.
peeps whizzed out from 2L0 and
:11v, I was not a little worried about
announced, that it was ten o'clock,
Woman
the business, and found it most
the time at which the great dance
Women are a little trying at these
difficult to think of a character
was due to begin.
times. Either they have no ideas at
demanding a` costume perfectly
or else their inspirations run
into an outlay that is incommensurate with hubby's hank balance. I
gave my wife simply heaps of ideas;
SUPPOSE that there
have been few more suc-

one of my very best was that she

should wear the slinkiest costume she

possessed, bearing upon her back a

placard inscribed with a large V

.

.

.

thought of going in a
bathing costume .

.

.

suited to my own particular and exclusive type of manly beauty.
My Own Costume

crossed out. Vamp - `'=Amp, Got
it? This having been turned down,
I proposed that she should appear as
a wireless wave, wearing a garment
mermaid costume adapted), and
entering the ballroom with sine

wave motions of the arms.

with pleated paper --a loud -speaker,
of course. The bathing suit, how.

fectly told. She decided in the end

ever, seemed rather a chilly sort of
idea,' \ and I simply hate dancing
without shoes on, especially with'
the more athletic type of partner,
Then I -thought that it would not be
half a had scheme to represent .an
earth. This is an excellent costume.

Sou cover your face and hands with

bronze paint, and don an evening
suit: You then go and roll in the

garden for a spell. If only Snaggsby -

would have lent me his evening
suit; I think that I should have

By the

time that I had explained what a
sine wave was the thing was perto go as Northolt, in a most fitting
character, since Northolt is always
interfering with everybody else and
cannot be reduced to silence.
The Time Arrives

The great night dawned

.

.

There is obviously something wrong
with this language of ours. You can

say without fear of criticism " the
great morning dawned,-"- but you
cannot

say,

putting the clocks backward or forward
.

.

.

ever occurred to you that they provide a partial solution of the unemployment problem in this country?
Directly I hear them I remove my
own wrist -watch and turn its hands
backwards (or forwards, as the case

may be) so that they register the

exact hour. To do so it is necessary
that I should .open the case, and
when I close it I invariably crack

the glass with the pressure of my
.

that does not sound quite right.

certainly
whisper
settee]."

.

Those Peeps
Talking- about those peeps, has it

with a silvery sheen (her last year's

FOi some time I thought of going
in a bathing suit and carrying in my

ht hand a large hoop covered

.

write,

or

"the great night sun Have we a word? I
.

manly thumb.

This provides on the

following morning a little job for

Mr. Cogg-s, our local watchmaker.
Having set my watch I run rapidly
all

round the house, putting the

hands of. the clocks back or forward

as may be required. The result is
that the. grandfather in the hall
strikes four at half -past three, and
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Your hands can shape-and MAKE
a Loud Speaker Horn
THE new Lissenola Loud Speaking Unit has ushered in a new era
in Loud Speaker construction.

Given this and the detailed instructions which accompany each Unit you
can easily build your own horn for a few pence. The materials you get
from any stationers. To make doubly sure you build right we provide you
also with a full-size exact pattern of a proved horn. Add the horn to the
Lissenola and you have a Loud Speaker which will challenge comparison
with the best.

The remarkable efficiency and record low price of the Lissenola

is

due

to the extremely effective manner in which

the sound reproducing system has been
concentrated, and to the large production
methods employed in its manufacture.

WE ASK YOU TO COMPARE PRICE
LAST OF ALL.

MAKE THIS TEST
Go to your nearest dealer -ask him to put on
the best loud speaker in his stock-then put
the same horn on the LISSENOLAkeep the input voltage the same, no matter

how high-

LISSENOLA

LOUD SPEAKING UNIT

AND SEE IF YOU CAN NOTICE ANY DIFFERENCE

(Patent Pending)

Fits any gramophone tone arm-also any kind

13/6

of horn.

By using the Lissenola Reed (sold separately
for 1/-, Patent Pending) the Lissenola Unit will

If with Lissenola Reed 14 6

take any cone or similar diaphragm working on
the reed principle.

LISSEN LIMITED

Your dealer will gladly demonstrate, but if he

30-32, FRIARS LANE, RICHMOND, SURREY.

is out of stock send postal order direct.

LISSENIUM WORKS,
Richmond 2285 (4 lines).
'Grams : Lisseniom, Phone, Lon -:On.
'Phone :

GET BUSY BUILDING WITH A LISSENOLA
AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY " IS A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BUYERS.
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ELECTRICAL

IMPULSE

0
0
" That radio contrivance of yours, Smith ; it talks very

naturally. The fellow holding forth on what to plant in the
garden might well be in this room."
" Ah yes ! It's a Brandes ; an old friend of mine. Always
did sound clearly and well. Thank Heaven the fellow is not
in the room, anyhow. It too easily reminds me that my wife

will probably lend her moral support to my doing some

gardening on Sunday morning."
" Yes, but why is it so appreciably better than most ? I had
dinner with Brown -Jones last week. His port is excellent,
but his radio is excruciating ; I wanted to throw things."

" Well, these Brandes fellows claim that they build their
instruments from an expert knowledge of radio acoustics."
" I don't know what radio acoustics is from Adam."

" My dear Jackson, of course you don't. Neither do I,

technically."
" Well, tell me what you know about it."
"You perhaps know that acoustics is the science of sound ? "
" Well, ye -es ! "
MATCHED TONE HEADPHONES

THE TABLE -TALKER

" Right ! Radio acoustics is the science of transforming the
electrical impulse into audible sound."

" Do you mean that the electrical impulse is the electrical
energy which carries the transmitted power from thg studio
to the receiver ? "
" Precisely ! "
" And that the Brandes instrument is constructed with the
correct scientific elements for a most able transformation into
audible sound ? "
" As you say, dear fellow ! Brandes are thoughtful radio
builders and seventeen year's intimate association with the electrical impulse must have given them a lift above the others."

" Well, that youngster of mine is pestering me for a loudspeaker-I'll see that it's a Brandes."
I should ! You have heard mine-ah ! the Savoy Bands
coming through. Don't give John any more whisky. He'll
probably want us to fox-trot with him."
No sir ! On the contrary, I am thinking of investing in
Brandes."
AUDIO TRANSFORMER

THE BRANDOLA

"WIR441tir...

17/6
fir particulars
if fur Dealer, Service
Rend

EXPERTS IN RADIO

BRANDES LIMITED

2,6

Regent Street W.1

ACOUSTICS SINCE 1908
Seraice Advertising

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY " 1S A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BUYERS.
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nice fat clock on the dining room
mantelpiece refuses to strike anything at all, whilst the little fellow

nothing, which I can assure you is
entirely wrong. I suspect that by a
slight oversight I have made the
tuning minimum of my aerial coil

on my bedside table goes on striking
twelve and simply will not stop. I

I

gives a single pong at mid -day. The

can assure you that Mr. Coggs
blesses the time signals, for he is
seldom off my doorstep during his
working hours, to correct in my
clocks the effects of the corrections
that I have made.

We Assemble
Anyhow, it was time for the dance
to begin, and the elite of Little
Puddleton began to roll up in
strength at the Microfarads. Just

as my wife and I arrived we heard
and saw Mrs. Goop telling the
Professor that he would never be
ready in time. I quite thought that
she was giving the old joke another
run for its money by appearing as a
loud -speaker, but 1 discovered later
on that she really represented SimulProfessor
taneous Broadcasting.

Coop's figure adapted itself excellently to the zig-zags of a Variable

Gridleak, and with a silver -covered
wooden arrow under his arm he was

a very creditable representation of

the familiar symbol. . General Blood

Thunderby wore a brown suit with
a large expanse of black shirt front
covered with knobs and dials. He
was not a Fascist, but a Five -valve
Set.

Just to test him out I seized

two of the knobs and twiddled them.
Loud howls issued from the
General. As he subsequently told

me that I had been standing at the
moment upon his gouty toe, I
gathered that they were due to foot capacity effects. Gubbsworthy and

Dippleswade entered together as a
Pair of Telephones. But the hit of
the evening was made by Poddleby
and Mrs.

Poddleby.

Our stout

friend made an admirable Variometer, and nothing could have been
more realistic than Mrs. Poddleby's
Variable Condenser costume.
The Revels Begin
When

everyone

had

i:),(3oci kilocycles instead of soo,000. "

dashed forWard to the rescue of
my good friend. " All that you

have to do," I exclaimed, " is to

designed

specially

occasion and switched on.

.

.

Loud howls issued from
the General . .

Ah ! "

he

said

after

a few

moments, " I perceive that I have
made a slight mistake in the con-

struction of my aerial tuning inductance. I expect that, in the course of
my calculations one of those annoy-

ing little noughts has gone astray.

Some people say that nought

is

in

order to bring up your kilocycles. " It

took the Professor some time to explain that when you are working in
kilocycles you go down when you,
really mean that you are going up,
and vice versa. It is all rather difficult, is it not? Leaving the party to
wait he and I dashed off to his workshop,

where

we

hastily

wound

another aerial coil tunable to the
right minimum kilocyclage.
We Tango

Mrs. Poddleby and I
promptly took the count, and by
your feet.

unanimous vote-it was decided that
for the rest of the evening Professor
troop should represent a Fixed an
not a Variable Gridleak.

ing about a ballroom, things are
likely to happen, and things, did.

We had to reduce these stalwarts to
single earpieces before the first dance
was over. Still, despite the little

mishaps that I have mentioned, the

evening was a glorious success.
Having danced to 2L0 until he

closed down, we switched over to
Radio -Paris, and when he gave out
Professor Goop was immediately

able to tune in WGY. The Professor

was absolutely beaming over the

This we at length bore back to

the ballroom, fitting it into its place
amidst thunders of applause from the
assembled company. A tweak here,
a twiddle there, and the room was

filled with a flood of the horrible
noises to which we dance to -day.

success of his set, upon which everyone congratulated him.
The Strike

The fun was still at its height in

the early hours of the morning, when
the music suddenly stopped, leaving
us all with one foot in the air. The

Walking gracefully across the room,

next instant a small and.very dirty
boy, whom, despite his covering of

steps, but I assured her that that

grime, I recognised as Edward
Bugsnipp, came in and went
straight up to Professor Goop.
" Look 'ere ! he said. " Sh ! my
little fellow," said the Professor,
"
come and talk to you outside."" No, you won't. Not 'alf !

I begged Mrs. Poddleby to do me
the honour of tangoing with me.
She said that she hardly knew the

did not matter in the least, so long
as she left it all to her strong silent

partner. Take my advice, and never

dance with a lady who is wearing

the costume of a Variable ConThe upper and lower endplates stick respectively into your
ribs and your thins in the most undenser.

" If you
gets me outside I shan't be able to
tell the ladies and gemmen. What
objected young Edward.

I mean is, I'm on strike. Unless yer
gives me another coupler bob, I don't
.work, that there blinkin' gramerfone
;nei'more to -night, strike me pink
I do." Of' course, it was a very

awkward moment, and all of us

talked as hard as we possibly could,
'pretending that we had heard

for the
There

opened the cabinet and peered in.

host, goes and shoves (quite unintentionally) his -beastly arrow in between

Gubbsworthy and Dippleswade,
Nit), were a little trying with their
telephone costume. They refused to
Glance together, but each selected a
partner, though they retained their
connecting headband. When you
get a pair of living telephones charg-

.

put in a good fat loading coil

finished

was a painful silence. The Professor

able Gridleak, even if he is your

We Tangle

admiring and criticising everyone
else, Professor Goop advanced towards the receiving set which he
had

disaster is likely to occur if a Vari.

nothing-

at

all.

Professor Goop

hastily pressed a florin into the lad's
I don't work that there
.
.
blinkin' gramerfone no more .

hand, telling us that he could not

." ' dispense with his services, since
pleasant way. / However, such is my the central heating apparatus wan
skill in the dance 'hall that, despite
ing looked after by him. With
all handicaps, we got on very nicely extreme tact I dashed to the
receiving set and cried, " Why the
to begin with. Trolible came when I
was showing her that extremely net aerial is disconnected ! " I got it
step in which you draw back the frNed tip again just as young Edward
settled down to work once more.
right foot, swing it round and plant
WIRELESS WAYFARER.
it clown outside the left. Naturally,
465
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A\ Non -11\ adiating Receiver Circuit

m=

By Major JAMES ROBINSON, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.Inst.P., Director of Research to Radio Press, Ltd.
In this article Dr. Robinson describes a practical
circuit, using neutrodyned high -frequency ampli-

fication, which has been tested for radiation.
When a receiver, built in accordance with this
circuit, was

oscillating, so

that

EE

telephony

stations could be picked up easily by their
carrier waves, no trace of interference was
caused to a second receiver in close proximity.
IlliITIIIIIIIIN11111111111111111111111111111H111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!4111ffillii14

and is wound spaced, there being 64 turns on the

former. This former is, in fact, similar to one used by

7_

Mr. Percy W. Harris in his " Special Five " receiver,
described in Modern Wireless for November, 1925.
The valve holder is fixed on to a cross piece which
is attached to the former inside by four screws. A
Polar neutrodyne condenser is attached to the same
end of the valve holder. Along. the side of the coil
there is a number of plugs, so that the unit as a whole
can be
sockets.

plugged

conveniently

into corresponding

In this way the leads to the neutrodyne condenser, and from the anode to the anode coil can be
kept very short.
The H.F. valve is mounted inside the anode
coil, in order to keep the leads short, and the neutrodyne condenser is attached rigidly to the coil former.
All the connections, with the exception of the centre
tapping, are brought out to plugs.

Fig. 1.

An Experimental Circuit
Such a unit will be useful for constructing multi -valve
neutrodyne sets. Before proceeding to do this, how-

Itliiiiiilinlint11111i11111.111111111111111111i1111111111111111111111111111111111111111110101111111111111111111111

IN Wireless Weekly, Vol. 7, No. 12, some circuits
were described which enable amateurs to search

for distant stations by finding the heterodyne note,
while at the same time their aerials are not oscillating.
It is possible, when using two valves, to oscillate the
second valve and to hear thereby the heterodyne note

ever, it is essential to investigate how far such a unit
is useful in giving neutrodyne effects. A circuit was
fixed up, as shown in Fig. 2. The anode coil is tapped
at a centre point B. It will be observed in the circuit
of Fig. 2 that we are not using transformer coupling to
the second valve V2.

Vz

with the carrier wave of the station which is being
searched for, while if the first valve is completely

mZ CI
/ .00/p F

neutrodyned, these oscillations will not be communicated to the aerial, and thus one will not disturb one's

The second valve is used purely

L.

Co

neighbours.

Complete Neutrodyning Necessary
In order to obtain the best possible conditions for

this purpose it is essential to have the first valve completely neutrodyned, and the amount of balancing for
this purpose, whether in the form of a condenser or of a
coupling coil with condenser, should be exactly correct.

Stray Capacities

E

The object of neutrodyning is to balance the capacity

Fig. 2.-The form of circuit first arranged to investigate
the practicability of the neutrodyne unit shown in
Fig, 1
C3 is the neutrodyne condenser.
as a detector. To tune the anode coil of the valve Vi a

between the anode and filament of the valve, but if

there are other stray capacities in the circuit it is quite
possible that complete balancing will not he obtained.
It is of the utmost importance that leads should be

as short as possible, and with this object in view a
valve to be neutrodyned has been placed inside the

variable condenser of .0005 ILF is used.

Aerial Connection
The aerial was attached to the grid coil Li through
a variable condenser of .00i !IF capacity. The connections from the anode of the valve Vi to the grid of
the valve Va were made through a condenser C4 of
value .00025 pF. A grid leak of 2 megohms was used

anode coil.

A Suggested Arrangement
A diagram of this arrangement is shown in Fig.

The anode coil is wound on a former 4 in. long by 3 in.
diameter. The wire is No. 22 gauge enamelled wire,
466
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between the grid and filament of the valve V2. The
anode of V2 was connected through the telephones to
the positive high-tension. A condenser of value .002
tiF was plaoed across the telephones, though this value
may be varied to suit individual requirements.

No Radiation Detected
No trace of radiationJcauld be obtained from the aerial.
A neighbouring aerial 'VMS made use of to listen for any

trace of oscillation, this test aerial being a few feet

from the aerial in use. A single valve reflex circuit was
used on the 'test aerial. When the correct neutrodyne
condition was obtained, no trace of oscillatioir could be
heard. When the correct neutrodyne conditions were
not obtained the heterodyne note of the valve V2 could
be heard faintly.

Good Stability
Excellent neutrodyning is obtained with this circuit.
There is --only one point on the neutrodyne condenser

C3 which prevents the circuit of the valve VI from
oscillating, and both higher and lower values of this

A Safe Circuit

condenser will cause the valve to oscillate. It will be
noticed that we used here the, method of attaching the
aerial to the circuit which allows oscillations to take
place most easily, that is, the series condenser arrangement.

The circuit described was used to search for a

number of distant stations, by finding the carrier waves

of these stations, and it formed a very easy way for
-

A Further Satisfactory Test
Another test was made to guarantee that correct

finding distant stations, without causing trouble to one's
neighbours.

neutrodyning was obtained and that was to switch out
the filament of valve VI and attempt to hear signals in
the telephone circuit. No trace of London's signals
could be obtained, nor again of signals from a buzzer
which was placed very close to the grid coil Li, when.
this valve was cut out of circuit, and when the neutrodyne condenser was correctly adjusted.

RADIO PRESS CALIBRATION SCHEME :
FURTHER FREQUENCY TESTS.
The great popularity of the " Radio Press " calibration scheme, the results of which have been published
recently, has been shown by the numerous requests
received by us foP a repetition of this test in the near

' Various valves were tried, and in all cases it was
possible to obtain this zero point on the neutrodyne
condenser, although the value of the condenser varied
from valve to valve for correct neutrodyning.

future.

We are accordingly pleased to announce that the
frequencies of all the B.B.C. main stations, and also
of certain Continental stations, will be measured on
Wednesday, December 3o, commencing at 7.45 p.m.
The exact times of measurement for each station are
given below, together with their approximate frequencies :-

Obtaining Reaction Effects
In order that the circuit of the valve V2 could be

made to oscillate without causing the aerial to radiate

it was essential to include a reaction coil L3 in the
anode circuit of the valve V2. The type of anode coil

that was used for this purpose was one which could
L3

C7 2/iF

Station.

CZ

Wave -

length
metres.

o

U

r

Frequency.
Kilocycles

,

Time.

+2

L
'

Cardiff
Seville
London

8.10 p.m.
8.15 p.m.
8.2o p.m.
8.25 p.m.
8.30 p.m.
8.35 p.m.
8.40 p.m.
8.5o p.m.
8.55 p.m.

Oslo

8. 5 p.m.

9. o p.m.
9. 5 p.m.
9.ro p.m.

E

9.15 p.m.
9.2o p.m.
9.25 p.m.

Fig. 3. -A reaction coil L3 is here added to the Fig. 2
circuit, in order to obtain oscillations in the circuit of
the valve V2. From this arrangement no radiation
could be detected, when the neutrodyne condenser C3
was correctly adjusted.

..
..

..
..
-..
..
Madrid (Union Radio) ..

7.45 p.m.
7.5o p.m.
7.35 p.m.
8.o p.m..

..
..
..

Manchester

..
Bournemouth
Madrid (Radio Iberica)
..
Dublin
..
..
Newcastle
..
Munster ..

..
..
..

..

Birmingham

..
..
..

Glasgow
Rome
Toulouse

..
..
..

Belfast - ..
Ecole Superieure..
Frankfurt
..

Aberdeen ..
Zurich

..

..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..
..

85o
84o
822
8o4
794
785
777
765
752
743
732
711

706
696
682
655
638
626
6o6
583

353
357
365
373
378
382
386
392
399
404
410
422
425
431
440
458
470

479
495
515

It is, of course, passible that some of the above
stations may be badly jammed, or not working, at the
above times; this, however, will be staled in the report

be brought near to the valve end of the anode coil
L2. The coil used was one which could be placed
over the valve VI and a suitable size was a No. 5o or
No. 75 plug-in type of coil. By bringing this coil
close to the anode coil L2 of the valve VI, oscillations

of the results.

were produced in the circuit of the valve V2.

may be heard on that evening.

Calibrations of other stations may. be taken at the
same time, so that it will be well worth while to listen

to, and take the readings of, any other stations that
467
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Further Notes on Finding the Nodal Point
I

In last week's issue details were given of a
method of finding the nodal point on transmitting
inductances. Some additional information is

given here, applying the same principles to the
determination of nodal points on inductances at
different frequencies, together with notes on the
Hertz type of aerial system.

method quoted of coupling a trans-

mitter to the aerial circuit are that
the R.F. feeder does. not carry any
appreciable

current,

being

con-

nected, as it is, to a high voltage
point of the transmitter inductance.

Its resistance, therefore, does not

N last week's issue of
Wireless Weary the
writer gaVe a brief
description

of

a

method used for findiog the voltage distribution
across
a transmitting
inductance and some of the curves
obtained thereby. Some further
curves are given in this article, and
further on NVill be ' found some
remarks relevant to the case where
an R.F. feeder is used to couple the
transmitter to the aerial.
The Hartley Circuit
The curves shown in Fig: is were

obtained with the circuit shown in
Fig. ib. This will be seen to be
the ordinary Hartley oscillator, in
which a tap is taken from.the transmitting inductance to low-tension
negative.

These curves were taken

at a frequency of i,579 :kilocycles
(t90 metres)) and with the L.T. tap
connected to the fifth and tenth
turns respectively. 'Actually it will
he noted that the nodal point does
not occur exactly at these (Urns,

which is due to the fact that the

earth connection was taken to the
low-tension terminal and not to the
tap itself on the coil. There was,
therefore, a certain voltage drop

at a frequency of 3,529 kilocycles

greatly matter, and it can be of

fact that they are not quite regular
for the plate end, of the coil.
A point of interest with regard to
these curves is that the maximum

leads will in. no way

(85 metres). It will be seen that
the shape of these curves is similar
to the Fig. is curves, except for the,

potential on the grid side of the
earth tap on the coil is in 'every
case higher than the maximum

potential obtained on the plate side.
This explains a point that has been
noted by the writer in transmitting,
to the effect that when using either
the Hartley or the Reinartz oscillator'coupled directly to the aerial the

maximum aerial current was obtained when the aerial tap was on
the grid side of the earth tap and
not on the plate side, as is usually

Change of Frequency
The curves shown in Fig. 2a were

obtained with the same circuit, but

with the very high frequencies.
The Coupling Condenser

be

The. . coupling condenser can
very small, and- it may be --

variable with advantage, to determine what is the best value with
which to work. A convenient way
of making up this condenser is to

have two copper or brass plates

about 3 in. in diameter and about,

8

6

0

2 __ 2 _4

_ 6_ 8_I

4
6
a

12

_14_16_18_20_

z

J =1578 'cc. _

/0

...,----

12

14

Fig. 1.-Curves of the type shown here were obtained with the Hartley
oscillator circuit. It should be noted that the earth connection was made
direct to the low tension.

a

trifle from the actual position of the
L.T. tap. With the L.T. tap connected to' the fifteenth turn the circuit would not oscillate, and it was
therefore not possible to plot a
curve for this.

affect the

emitted frequency, a point of particular importance when dealing

12
10

across this lead, with the result that

the nodal point was displaced

any convenient length according to
the position of the transmitter with
respect to the aerial. Further, the
transmitter will behave very. much
like a master oscillator, and swinging of the aerial or counterpoise

shown in diagrams of transmitters.

This effect has also been noticed

other transmitting amateurs
with whom the writer is acquainted.
Constant Frequency
Two of the advantages of the
by

in. away fi om each other. If
one of these be mounted on a

screw', it is an easy matter to alter

the capacity of the condenser by

bringing the plates cldser together
or moving them away from each
other,

'468
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A Difficult Case

A point to be borne in mind by
those wishing to experiment with
this method of coupling the aerial
to the receiver is that it is quite
possible, especially in cases where
a very small aerial inductance is
being, employed, that the nodal

point may not actually lie on the

inductance itself, but may be somewhere in the leads from .the aerial
or counterpoise, or in the aerial or
counterpoise itself. Under these
circumstances the determination of

the nodal point is not so easy a
matter, as it is hardly practicable

to climb out on the roof or to crawl
out along the aerial with a Moullin
voltmeter in one hand-, taking the
readings as you go along.

The Hertzian aerial may either
be vertical, as used at KDKA and
described by &Ir. Percy W. Harris
the Vol.

in

No.

6,

'

i6

issue

of Wireless Weekly, or it rttay be
12
10

e
4
2
Z

4

'

--......\\

As this type of coupling is par-

take the R.F. feeder to a point

exactly- one quarter the way along
from one end.

_2_ 4_ 6_8

IN spite of the many articles published in Radio Press publica-

tions from time to time em-

phasising the importance of an

efficient lead-in, many experimenters
still do not seem to pay half as much

s

lo
lit

f= 3529 M.

.

12

__.

16

Fig. 2.-These curves, obtained at a frequency of 3,529 kilocycles, may be
compared with those shown in Fig. 1, the same circuit being used in each

horizontal, of the type used by
some of our leading amateurs over
here.

For working at a frequency of

15,000 kc. (zo metres), the Hertzian
aerial may be 20 metres long,
with the feeder connected 5 metres
from one end.
Resonance Indicator

For indicating resonance a hotwire meter may be shunted across

and very close to, this
brickwork.
An Improved Arrangement
The writer has done his best to

improve a lead-in of this cheap type,

and to eliminate the disadvantages
mentioned above. A reference to the
sketch will show the scheme of construction. First, two reel insulators

attention to this as to the rest of
their aerial, and feel that " anything
will do."
The best way out of the difficulty
In many cases is to bore a hole in the
centre of the window -pane, but this
does not appeal to many, probably
on account of domestic difficulties.

Lead-in Tubes
The chief difficulty with the ordin-

ary popular ebonite tube with a

threaded 2B.A. rod through it is
that if it is fixed at the bottom of the
window no provision can readily be
made to protect it from rain. On

OVAL
WALL

CHATIViTONS
CONIV

LEAD -IN
TUBE

CORO 3.0

WINDOW

_

J whvc

2. B.A. ROADENT

J Nur

are fixed to the top of the window
frame by binding them round the

into the wall.

guying

arrangement is used,' and, also, the
whole length of the tube runs -par-

would be expected, and it will then
need to be shortened a little.

C. P. A.

the centre holes (a fairly tight fit

results), and a large wing nut, such
as is used for accumulator terminals, is half screwed on the end
of the 2B.A. rod. Another length
of 2B.A.

rod,

preferably about

14 in. long, is then screwed tightly

into the other end of this nut.

If
desired a lock -nut may be placed on
either side of the wing -nut, a large
washer being necessary on one side.
Protection Against Rain

The 2B.A. rod is then bent up-

and fixing the ends of the wire to
screws or nails knocked upwards
#.

Fitting the Lead -In

An ordinary ready-made ebonite
lead-in tube is then pushed through
469

an old condenser dial, fixed as

shown, to act as a watershed. This
should be " sealed " to the rod on

either side by Chatterton's com-

Fig. 1.-De als of the suggested method
of arranging the lead-in may be gathered
from this sketch.

window, the actual wire generally

has to pass very near this brick-

earthed objects, trees, buildings,
etc., it will probably tune to a
slightly lower frequency than

by hand), and an ebonite disc, or
TERMINAL

REEL
INSULATORS

outer groove several times with wire,

brickwork jutting out above the

when the transmitter is being
justed it will glow brightest when
the frequency of the transmitter' is
in resonance with the natural frequency of the aerial.
If the aerial is located near to

wards (this can be done quite easily

DIAL.

the other hand, if it is fixed at the
top, being then in the shelter of the

special

lamp bulb may be employed, and

1Z-14_16_18_20_22

allel to,

An Improved Lead -In

a

some distance from the set a flash -

case.

ticularly suitable for use, with what
is called a Hertzian aerial, and for
working on the very high frequencies in the neighbourhood of
15,oco- kilocycles (2o metres), the
best plan is to put up an aerial
of this description which has a
natural frequency of this order and

unless

nient to read a meter placed at

,

The Hertz Aerial

work,

a small portion of the aerial at its
centre, but as it is not very conve-

pound.

Another pair of nuts, or a

nut and a terminal, are then screwed
on the end of this rod, to which the
aerial wire is attached.
Advantages

It will be seen that the lead-in is
thus kept at a reasonable distance
from the building without guys, and
the tube itself is at a sufficient distance from the top of the window frame to reduce losses considerably.

L. H. T.

-
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Inventions and.

Developments
UNDER THIS HEADING
J.1-1.REYNER.B.Sc.IfionsLA.C.G.I., D.I C.. A.M.I.E.E. OF

THE RADIO PRESS LABORATORIES, WILL. REVIEW
FROM TIME TO TIME THE LATEST
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE RADIO WORLD.

WO somewhat interest-

ing patents for vari-

able .condensers have'
recently been taken
out.
The first of
these, No. 242425. of
the Dubilier Condenser Co., employs
an arrangement of two metal plates,

these being sheets of tinfoil, separated by a mica or other suitable dielectric. One of these is fixed but
has a hole in the centre. Through

panel.. In addition, that very. precise
adjustments r,of capacity may be
obtained, and that ample protection
for the' moving parts is provided by
hdusing them in case.

ing to the mercury chamber the exact
amount of mercury required.

A Mercury Electrode

The second type of condenser,

which is described in Patent
No. 241992 of Rudolf Woods,

employs mercury for one of the
electrodes of the condenser.

The

construction of the instrument

is

illustrated in Fig. 2, there being one
semi -circular plate carried on a suitable disc. Over this there is a sheet
of suitable insulating material, such
as. mica. The whole is enclosed in a
shell of insulating material, and into
the space between the walls of the

Fig. 1. - In

this variable condenser,
Patent No. 242425 of the Dubilier Con-

denser Company, the screw forces the
moving plate downwards against the
two springs.

this hole a screw, mounted in the

casing of the instrument, projects and

bears on the moving plate, which is
carried on two guide rods, as will be
seen from. Fig. m. As the screw is
moved down, therefore, the moving
plate is pushed away from the fixed
plate, and on the reverse motion of
the screw the springs shown in the
figure cause the plates to return into
proximity to this fixed plates once
more. Variation of capacity is thus
obtained.

Main Objects of Invention
It is claimed that the object of the
invention is to provide an improved
form of condenser, which is simple
in structure and easy to operate, and
which may .readily be mounted on a

shell and the insulating disc pre-

viously referred to a .small amount

of mercury is introduced. This mer-

cury forms the second plate of the
condenser, so that the capacity may

be conveniently altered by a rotation

of the whole. This form of construction,' of course, has several

advantages, but the instrument must
always be mounted in a vertical position, as shown in the drawing.

Fig. 2.-The mercury which forms one
electrode in Rudo F Woods' variable
condenser, Patent No. 241992, is con-

tained in the lower half of a shell of
insulating material.

A Further Refinement

In another form of this variable
condenser provision is made for controlling the amount of mercury
present inside the shell, the minimum
capacity of the condenser being
therefore reducible to a small value.
A small hole is provided at the lower

end of the mercury chamber, com-

QRA'S WANTED
As we are at present revising our
list of British amateur call signs, all
amateurs who are licensed for
transmission are invited to send the
following particulars :-Call sign,

municating with a cylinder and
plunger. This plunger is fitted to a

screwed rod, so that its posit* in
the cylinder can be slowly varied,

name, and full address.
Please address communications to
Book Editorial Dept., Radio Press,
Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London,

thereby withdrawing from or return -

W. C. 2.

'
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Dependability
A REPUTATION for dependable performance in any circuit; giving con-.

2-1 sistently the maximum of results possible, explains why iro Components find

great favour with experienced experimenters and constructors.
GsFILAMENT

RHEOSTATS

been designed for either Dull
Emitter or Bright Emitter
Valves.

Prices :

Each

Bright Emitters ..
Dull Emitters
.
6,6
Double, Bright and Dull
Emitters
7,6
Triple Rheostat ..
22'6
MICA FIXED
CONDENSERS
Are of the permanent capacity
engraved thereon. Are instantly interchangeable.
4-171

L.F. TRANSFORMERS

TWO NEW

These Filament Rheostats have

11,Lti

High grade Transformers of

PRODUCTS.

high efficiency, free from distortion, and silent in operation.

Obtainable from all dealers
Supersonic Outfit
Price 85 5s. N.
Resistance Capacity

Provided with clips to take
eftfixed condenser.

Price 21/- each.

Coupling Price 12/11
See our advertisement in Iasi
week's issue for full descriptions of these products.

GRID LEAKS

(St H.F. TRANSFORMERS
"The Transformer that made

(Two clips are supplied with

H. F. amplification popular."
Supplied in six ranges of wavelengths, covering 8o to 7,000
metres.
PIN* 10/- each.
(With H.F. Damper, 12/-.)
Special Neatrodyne Units and
Superheterodyne Couplers also
supplied.
No extra charge for matching if

nals, any value, 1/- extra.
Condenses Test Panel
with 4 Condensers-

H.F. Damper, Price 2:-.
The H.F. Damper is a device
which, inserted in the central
hole of the H.E. Transformer,

Prices :
Each

o.000x µF to o.0009 µF
(030)
2/6
0.00! p.r to o.or µF (op) 3:-

0.013 1.tr to 0.02 1.1,F (o34)

4, -

each condenser.) Above mounted on ebonite base, with termi-

.0001, .0002, .0004, .0008 11!6

Base Board only

7fearfOffice&1rks,
WEXHAM ROAD. SLOUGH

BUCKS.
7e/epfione: SLOUCH 441 to 442

requested 7c -hen ordering.

stabilises a Circuit which
wise could oscillate.

I. 14'Kit
=113.2-1_._

_t-1_ _

A

-

The construction embodies the
use of a special constant resistance compound which is com-

pletely sealed into an ebonite

tube by metal contact ends.
The unit slips between two
spring clips.
Prices

All Values, 2'8 each.
Mounted on Ebonite Base, I 'extra.
(iii) ANODE RESISTANCES.

All Values, 4,8 each.
Mounted on Ebonite Base, 1/ extra.
Grid Leak and Condenser Unit
(Mounted), 5:- each.

gggi)

Manufacturers of Wireless and Scientific Apparatus

%VEXHAM ROAD: SLOUGH: BUCKS:

TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS: RADIETHER. SLOUCH.

LondonOff ice & Wholesale Showrooms:

LHASTINGS HOUSE,
NORFOLK ST. STRAND,W.C.2

rilepfione:Cfrorem- 13272
RADIETHER . SLOUCH

CABLE ADDRESS:

Barclays Ad.

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY " IS A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BUYERS.
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E have good reason to be proud
of the new 1Srown H.4. To produce a complete Loud Speaker

-a miniature in every respect of the

larger 1BrOV011 models-at the price of
a pair of good headphones is a wonderful
manufacturing feat. You must remember

that this new H.4 is a real 33rown-it

is fitted with a similar tuned reed move-

ment to that found in ISrown Loud

Speakers costing four times as much.
The rown H.4 is the only low-priced
sensitive loud speaker on the market.
Owing to its extreme sensitiveness it
requires considerably less power to
operate

it.

Comparative tests have

proved that the IBrown H.4 will give
loud and clear results from two valves
when other low-priced Loud Speakers
require at least three valves to produce
the same volume. There's a simple explanation for this. The Ifirown uses a
cone -shaped aluminium diaphragm of

extreme thinness actuated by a vibrating
reed.

The slightest movement of the

reed is transmitted to the diaphragm and
converted into audible sounds. Th e
ordinary small Loud Speaker, however,
uses a flat diaphragm of iron. The dia-

phragm must be made substantial in

order to give it the necessary springiness
to vibrate. The smaller the diaphragm
the less resilient it will become-and the
more power it will require to actuate it.
Don't judge the 113 rown H.4 on its price

-the only fair test is its actual performance. Because only the Jf3row11 can use
the tuned reed principles of reproduction

only the Ifirown can obtain such sensitiveness and volume from a Loud Speaker

standing but to inches high. If your
Dealer has not one in stock yet, place
your order right away. Our works are
making every effort to cope with the
huge orders we have already received for
this amazing little H.4.

S. G. Brown, Ltd., N. Acton, London, W.3
67 High Street, Si.uthampton.
13 Moorfields, Liverpool.
Mail Showrooms: 19 Mortimer Street, W.z.
Depots (Wholesale only.): z3 Bushy Park, Bristol ; Cross House, Westgate Road, Newcastle.

A genuine 13town at the price of a pair of 'phones
Gilbert Ad. .12.2.9.

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY " IS A GUARANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BUYERS.
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Wireless
News

in Brief,
Forthcoming The following are some
B.B.C.
of the items in the
Events.
B.B. C. 's programme for
the week commencing Decem-

ber 27 :-

December

27. -- London :

A

Christmas Oratorio (Bach): Newcastle : Pianoforte Recital, by Leff
Pouishnoff.
December' 28. - Birmingham :
" St.
Oratorio,
Mendelssolin's

Paul."
December 29.-Manchester : A
Welsh Night.
December :v.-London : A New
Year's Message, by Dr. Archibald
Fleming.

January I.-Cardiff : A Phantom
Pantomime.

January 2.-London : A Gather round.
*

*

The B.B.C. time signal schedule,
which will be carried out regularly
in future, is as follows :-The

to.30 a.m. signal will be sent out
from 5XX every day; the p.m.
signal from 5XX and 2L0 every
day except Sundays; the 4 p.m.
signal from 5XX and 2L0 every
day; and the to p.m.' signal from
all stations every day.
*

*

*

may happen to overrun its time,

the B.B.C. engineers will in future
cut out the programme, so that the
'signal will be free of interference.
*

hibition

*

A play by Mr. Bernard Shaw,
which he wrote for the benefit of
the Actors' Orphanage on July 14,
1905,
and entitled " Passion,
Poison and 'Petrifaction," will be
broadcast on January 12. It is
hoped that " G.B.S." will yield to
persuasion and appear before the

was

recently

in .Moscow, many German,
Dutch, and American firms taking
part. :Special interest appears to
have been aroused by the exhibit
held

of an "American 20 -watt transmitter
for 1,5oo kc. (2oo metres).
*

*

We hear that six powerful broad-

Rostov -on -Don, Kharkov, Ekaterinoslav Skerdlovsk, and Petro..

savodsk, and that eqUipment for
these new stations has already been
completed.

*

We hear that a German inventor
claims to have developed- a' high frequency generator with which he
hopes to supplant the valve on frequencies up to 3,000 kc. (too
A high -frequency altermetres).

nator is employed for the production of oscillations, a special form
The frequency

claiined to be held within very

narrow limits by means of a special
regulating device. It appears that
the higher frequencies are obtained
by multiplication of the normal frequency by means of harmonics.
*

Radio
Revels.

week.

*

Wireless played a pro-

minent part in the Radio

Revels at Olympia last
The enormous crowd was

able to dance to music relayed from

such distant places as San Sebastian,

Brussels,

relayed by land line to Olympia.
While
Mr.

J.

experimenting recently,
Partridge, the well-

A.

known Wimbledon amateur, established two-way communication with

an amateur in Christchurch, New

Zealand, and by this means learned
that the Government high -power
station at Rugby had been,heard in
that country.

French listeners have at
last received an answer
to a question which -has

been exercising their minds for
three years : " Will there be a State
monopoly of broadcasting? "--the

State virtually accepting the trust
through its imposition of taxes on
wireless receivers. The new taxes
are about 9s. 6d. for valve sets

during the first year, and 8s. for

*

of rotor being used.

up at Hayes, Kent, and thence

Listeners
in France.

*

casting stations are to be built in
the provincial cities of Astrakhan,

is

Instead of superimposing the
time signal on a programme which

*

microphone to give a short message
of explanation to the millions who
will be listening to his one -act play.
*
*
*,
Wireless It is reported that a
in Russia. successful Wireless Ex-

and Berlin.

At

midnight music was relayed from
the newly opened broadcasting staThe
tion at Borne, Switzerland.
distant -transmissions were picked

succeeding years, in English money
equivalents at the present exchange
rate. Cheaper rates are in force
for crystal sets.

There is also a drastic provision
that apprehended " pirates " must
pay ten times the normal amount
due.
*
*
We understand that Mr. Robert

Moffat Ford, who was recently fined
-4:10 and ten guineas costs for :using
a wireless receiver without a

licence, was subsequently arrested
at his home at Albert Gate, S.W.
He refused to pay the fine and was
imprisoned. After half -an -hour in
the cells he paid the fine and was
released. Previous to his arrest he
had taken out a licence.

It is reported that no less than
six hundred summonses have been
taken out against residents of
Aberdeen suspected of possessing
unlicensed wireless sets. A great
for
rush
resulted.

licences

immediately
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This article will come as
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who are bound to be
the amplification curves
makers are really indica

26

iI

How I

mbug

Transformer
/1/

in
I

;till:1111111i 111

16

14

A Sample Curve

(2
/0

Let us look at the curve closely.

6

The one I have in front of me is
drawn on squared paper with fre-

4
0

/00

500 /000

5000
4d00
3000
FREQUENCY PEP 5 EICOND

0000

6000

7000

NOP

bottom line and the
voltage amplification indicated vertically. The cycles are marked off
along the

Pt'1!i9!!119,1-1_!! 1_T_J

from o to 5,000, while the allow-

Fig. 1. -Above: an imaginary L .F . transformer curve, plotted in the
conventional manner. Below : a piano keyboard drawn to correspond

ance made for voltage amplification
is up to 40, although the maximum
at any point An this case is 2i.

with the musical frequencies plotted above it.

mention that the curve for a trans-

formers to publish curves for the
purpose of indicating the faithful-

of valve may be entirely different
front that given for another type.
Some makers design their transformers to give good reproduction.

ness

of

reproduction

by

their

own particular instruments. Such
curves, which are often vouched for
by the National Physical Laboratory, are most impressive to the uninitiated. I have one before me as I
write. It is not the best I have
seen, and it does not pretend to be
a straight line, but on a good portion of the journey from one end of

the chart to the other it

is fairly

level and would indicate at first
glance a fair uniformity of reproduction.

Misleading Curves
'

The first reading is taken at 250

Ithe last year or two it has

become fashiouable for manufacturers of low -frequency trans-

Yet actually this, like other similar curves, is a piece 9,,,f humbug,

and it is about time we woke up
to the fact. Do not mistake me.
1 am not suggesting for a minute

that the figures given are wrong or
that the curve is inaccurately
drawn. To understand how grossly
misleading it is we must examine
it carefully and consider the manner
in which the facts about the transformers are expressed.
Valves and Trans/oil/ler Design
The curve is plotted to show

voltage ;amplification against freAt this point it is well to

quency.

quency shown in cycles per second

former used with one particular type,

with a particular type of valve;

others design them to work passably
well with any of the valves generally
used, while still others produce two

the voltage amplification
being 14, At 400 cycles the figure
cycles,

reaches 17, while at a thousand it
20, and then forward to 4,000
it remains roughly at this figure.
Thus for a good portion of the
curve the voltage amplification is
is

fairly constant.

Musical Frequencies

or three different types of trans-

What we are always liable to
overlook is that 25o cycles is a

Correct Connections

more, arithmetical progression in

former, specifying for which kind
of valve each type is designed.

Now, although a good general

fairly high note, and that, fnrther-

cycles is not at all a suitable' way

average can be struck, every transformer will work better with some

of showing musical frequencies. If
we were to show frequencies in the
proportion of a piano r scale we

round " for both primary and
By this I
secondary workings.
mean that some transformers work

progression --thus 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
64, 128, and so on. Speaking in
round figures, the middle C is about
250 cycles; 400 cycles is only four

types of valve than with others,
and usually there is a " best way
,better with I.P. anode and others
with 0.P., while in practically

every case the O.S. goes to the
All these facts should be
grid.
borne in mind when judging a
transformer; yet even if we work
the transformer with the particular
type of valve for which it is designed, and with the correct con-

nections of both. primary and
secondary, we may get very

different results from those we are
led to expect by a cursory glance
at the voltage amplification curve
published by the makers.

should have to go in geometrical

notes above the middle C, while

4,000 is . a little, beyond the upper
end of the scale.
The Piano Scale
I believe that the lowest notetoitt'j
the piano is somewhere below 30,,
cycles, and in any case if you were
trying over a piano with the idea of
seeing whether it was good enough.,
to buy, I do not suppose you would
ignore all the notes below the .
middle C. I do not play the piano
myself, but I should certainly want
to know " what was doing " at the

,
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shock to many readers
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the impression that
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blished by transformer
3 of :their performance.

22

1
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1/1

12

la
a

lass end just as much as at the
treble end of the scale.

1

Redrawn Curves

o

I am not reproducing any actual
curves in this article (N.P.L. or
otherwise), since an actual curve
of a particular transformer could
perhaps be identified, and I do not
want my life to be suddenly 'terminated by an irate transformer
manufacturer with a grievance, but
I can tell you, and you can work it
out for yourselves if you like, that
redrawing

a

transformer

---..."--..\-

curve

according to the piano scale trans-

forms it from a rather steep
with long flat top to something
which much more resembles the
cliff

gentle gradients of a scenic railway.
Of course, most of the transformer
manufacturers are more or less

aware of all these facts, although
I am sure that some of them have
not thought over the matter very
carefully.

The Higher Frequencies

It is customary to say that it is
the higher frequencies that are so
important in faithful reproduction,
for without good reproduction of
these higher frequencies the delicate harmonic sounds are not pro-

perly reproduced. I do not deny
that the higher frequencies are very

important, but it is no good blind-

ing ourselves to the fact that the
lower frequencies are equally important if we want faithful repro.
An inventor would not
duction.
claim for a: process of colour -photo-

graphy that the yellow was highly
important and the blue did not
matter. Such arguments in relation

to low -frequency transformers only
pass, because the average man has
not proper facilities for checking up
faithful reproduction, whereas in
colour -photography inaccuracies are
obvious at once.

.500
/ 000
FREQUENCY /cm SECOND

II
C

II

III

1!!

C

C

2000

it

III
3'

C

MIDDLE

4000 . 6000 8000

C

Fig. 2.-The same curve redrawn on a scale corresponding with the
piano keyboard below. Notice how the shape of the curve is entirely
changed.

The Kellogg Loud -Speaker

average loud -speaker reproduction'

I did not realise until visiting the
General Electric Company's Laboratories at Schenectady this year how
much of proper reproduction the
lower frequencies, affect musical
Mr.
and vocal reproductions.

that my finer judgment had been
blunted.

An Interesting Experiment

There is not much difference to

Kellogg, the joint

noticed betWeen the loudspeakers generally used, in the lower

remarkable loud -speaker, of which I
have previously written, very kindly
carried out some experiments before

at the lower end of the scale, but

me with the aid of a microphone,
which really gave a faithful repro-

duction of all frequencies, from the
lowest to the highest, an amplifier
properly corrected, and two or three
types of loud -speaker, including his
own.

Music

from

the WGY

Studio was on tap and was switched
on to the well-known make of loud-

speaker, which gave results which
I immediately decided were exceedingly good and faithful.
A Startling Difference
Actually the particular loudspeaker was not perfect in its .repro-

duction of the lower notes, and

when a change was made to a loud-

speaker which did give proper reproduction of the lower end of the
scale, I was astonished at the
difference. By comparison the first

loud -speaker was exceedingly poor,.

and probably 'the reason why
thought it good, before hearing
the second example, was that I had

be

notes, and we have become accustomed to an absence of faithfulness

how important these low tones arc
I immediately realised when Mr.
Kellogg performed a most interesting experiment with the aid of
some large glass bottles, over the
mouths of which were placed pieces

of metal and wood, which, when
struck with a drum -stick, gave
musical notes.
These notes, by .
resonance in .the bottles, produced
sounds of a booming quality very
rich in lower tones. The experiment was performed first in my
presence and then through loudspeakers in the room. On the first
loud -speaker the sound reproduced
was 'entirely

different from

the

original, whereas on the second
loud -speaker the reproduction, so
far as I could judge, was scarcely
distinguishable from the original.
Cramping the Loud -Speaker

I have deliberately side-stepped

from my argument about trans-

4%++.4.4-4-- 4-become

so

accustomed

to

the

formers into an explanation about
loud -speakers in fairness to the
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sometimes say that as the average
loud -speaker is unresponsive to the
lower notes, it is useless taking

trouble to get proper reproduction
from the lower end of the scale.
While there is some truth in the
argument, there are plenty of loudspeakers now available which, while

they will not give a perfect reproduction of the low booming notes,
are yet able to reproduce much

better lower notes than the average
transformer will give them.
Essentials for Good Reproduction

For faithful reproduction a number of factors have to be taken into
account.

The

microphone

must
respond truthfully to all frequencies
within the practical limits, the
amplifiers and the transmitting

apparatus must be free from distor-

tions, the receiver must be good,
and the loud -speaker or telephones
also must be of good quality. The
British Broadcasting Co. have

reached a very high level of tech-

nical excellence in the microphone,
and fortunately we have a number
of realty excellent transformers and
loud -speakers available.
Iron Cores

I do not number myself among
those who claim that iron -cored

apparatus is bound to introduce
noticeable distortion, for I have
frequently heard reproduction with
iron -cored instruments which
I
would defy anyone to distinguish
from the best reproduction of resistance capacity amplifiers.
What I
do wish to emphasise is the

absurdity of trying to get an adequate idea of the quality of the
transformer from the ridiculously
misleading curves now fashionable.
If the transformer manufacturers
want to show us curves, by all means
let them do so, but let them be

curves properly drawn to show the
voltage amplification from, say, 5o
upwards on a proper musical scale.
It is possible to produce two transformers which give quite different
reproduction, while their curves as
at present published are practically
identical.

Where the Curves Mislead

The truth of the matter is that

amplification curves drawn in their
present form are highly flattering to
the average instrument, for by drawing them in a manner which is nqt
at all comparable with the ordinary
musical scale, the important lower
frequencies, if indicated at all, are
so congested at the left ends of the
scale that they are barely noticeable.

OF ATMOSPHERICS "
(See " Wireless Weekly," Vol. 7, No. 5.)

SIR,-I have read with interest the

article in Wireless Weekly on " Tho
Nature and Sources of Atmospherics."
This article contains references to the
Alps as a possible source of disturb-

the hope that they may be of
interest and without any thought of
criticising your excellent article.in

Yours faithfully,

ances heard in England and also
Berlin. Permit me to assure you that

Stuttgart.

STANLEY MCCLATCHIE.

the Alpine region is innocent of the
charge placed against it. I have had
occasion to make quite a number of
observations of radio reception in the

sidious habit which
otherwise
prudent

about the Jungfrau range where in

intersection of bearings which he is

Alps, and have found the region exceptionally free from atmospheric disturbances. In fact, there are locations

Midsummer reception is as undisturbed as in Midwinter in the less
altitudinous sections of Europe.
Thcre is a peculiar and almost uncanny
freedom from static in the High Alps.
Static disturbances reappear in normal
measure at a distance of 20 miles or so

from the main Alpine range.
example,

on

top

of

For
Niesen-Kuim

(26,000 metres) static is about normal;

this peak is located at some distance
from the main range. My impression
from numerous observations such as
these is that static is usually a quite
localised affair. Indeed, marked differences in static intensity are observable within distances of a mile or

so.
It appears to me in general
highly fallacious to reason that disturb-

ances come, say, from Timbuctoo,
because the frame aerial shows

greatest strength of static when pointed
in the general direction of that remote
If this assumption were
locality.

valid, we should find a gradual in-

crease of strength of static as we

travel towards Timbuctoo. In Timbuctoo itself, at this rate, the disturbances must be so tremendous that
no form of electrical signalling could
possibly be carried on ; I can only
imagine the very distant source of all
our atmospheric troubles as existing in
an almost perpetual state of ear-

To the
ing a guilty finger at the shores of
North Africa I would say : " I can
splitting electrical uproar.

Berliners who find their frames point-

show you localities a short distance
south of Berlin which even in August
are comparatively free from atmos-

How do you account for your
African or Alpine atmospherics jumppherics.

ing

over

these

regions to

reach

Berlin? " I think that there has been

a great mistake made on the part of
most of the students of atmospherics,
and that is that they have not travelled
about enough to check up their observations. If the observers who studied
the direction of atmospheric disturbances round the British coast had
taken the trouble to so much as cross
the Channel, they might have obtained
results which would completely upset
their deductions.
The above observations are sent in

SIR,-Over-generalisation

is an in;o.

seems to assail
people

when

they begin to talk about atmospherics.
Dr. Robinson's conclusion diat atmospherics sometimes come from the Alps
-a conclusion based on the occasional
careful to quote as varying from season

to season over a range of 3o deg.no more implies that all atmospherics
always arise ,in the Alps than do Mr.
McClatchie's

observations

of

occa-

sional, or frequent, atmospheric quiet

in the Jungfrau range persuade me
that he has found a radiotelegraphic
paradise where X's cease from
troubling. Doubtless there are times

in the Alps when reception conditions
are very favourable; in Europe in
general, on either side of the Channel,

they are seldom very unfavourable.

But on the other hand there

is no

doubt whatever that there is, in Midsummer, an important region of high
thunderstorm frequency just north of
the Alps, a region which can be traced
from meteorological data, and which

cannot fail to disturb reception in
Alpine districts.
On the general question of inference
from directional observations on
atmospherics there is tar more to be
said than can be said even in the
generous scope of your correspondence
columns.
Perhaps I may have the

opportunity at some early date of say-

ing it in another part of the paper.

But meanwhile Mr. McClatchie's inference that if a number of guilty frames

point to Timbuctoo, then Timbuctoo
must be a very unpleasant place for

DX work, is thoroughly sound, though
he

modestly

doubts

its

validity.

Although I have not yet had the privilege of visiting that city, I have sufficiently protected myself against your
correspondent's scorn by crossing many
a channel in pursuit of atmospherics,

and in the course of a is,000-mile
chase I have studied atmospherics in
places whose situations were not unlike

that of Timbuctoo and in latitudes the
same as and lower than that of Timbuctoo. As a description of the signalling conditions which sometimes

prevail in those latitudes your correspondent's hypothetical picture is a
model of reticence.-Yours faithfully,
R. A. WATSON WATT.

Datchet, Windsor.

[A further letter from Mr. Stanley

McClatchie on this subject will be
found on our correspondence pages.9
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An Interesting Super -F eterodyne Circuit
By G. C. BEDDINCTON (Trinity College, Cambs.)

re]

A few weeks ago we published an article by Mr. Beddington on a " Trigger" type of circuit suggested
to him by Mejor Prince. We give here a brief account of the application of the same principle to the
circuit of a super -heterodyne receiver, sufficient practical details being included to enable experimenters
to try out the arrangement for themselves.

lafge-,L7=_,7-Irgscglff3LP&7[510PdPiff,rfIc.6%:PLEPrii3r&Pt5iffialff,TrfPE[1-3D.:.-f,-L13[17LSTI:ITr3.ftPtleS3ciPL§Diff

.A.-1:fflti:CrrIPcn-±PffirEac:§:rtfAzEPIPctelfli7cglcZYj

IN a previous issue of Wireless Weekly (Vol. 6,
No. 22) I dealt with the evolution' and ultimate
practical form of a " Trigger " circuit. I have

incoming signal a. beat frequency equal" to that to
which the transformers IFi and 114'2 are tuned. A

principle of intervalve coupling to the super -heterodyne.
The circuit originally suggested to the author is shown
in Fig. I. In Fig. 2 is given the super -heterodyne

D is a good carborundum crystal detector, which
helps to bring out the second harmonic. It may be
found more satisfactory in some cases to tap the
crystal across half only of the coil L2. The author has
found that it is best to connect the. circuit L2C2 in
the grid circuit of the first valve as is shown in the

note on the choice of the intermediate frequency is
given later.

recently carried out experiments in applying the same

'.,

diagram, rather than in the lead from the frame to
the grid condenser.

The tropadyne method of coupling may also be

used, but the author has found some advantages in the
second harmonic method described.

Intermediate Frequency

111011111*
/00-300v

The filter IF' and the intermediate ftequency 'transformer IF2 should be tuned to a frequency of about
150 kilocycles (2,000 metres), since this frequency

Fig. 1. --The circuit originally suggested to the author.

circuit, and comparison of the two diagrams will show

appears to suit the " trigger" action best.

the manner in which the " Trigger " principle has
been incorporated in the super -heterodyne.

Five Valves
It will be seen that only five valves are employed,
comprising one valve for the first detector and oscillator, one intermediate frequency amplifying valve,
the second detector, one " trigger " amplifying valve,
and one stage of low -frequency amplification.

second detector, which should be variable over a wide
range.

In spite

loud -speaker results can be obtained with it, with good
quality of reproduction.

C3 and the leak r may be tried, but when strong

signals are coming in they will probably be best kept
in circuit as shown. A further experiment which will
sometimes give surprising results is to omit C3 and r,
to cut out the final stage of transformer -coupled low frequency amplification, and to insert immediately

Second Harmonic Method
As far as the operation of the circuit. is concerned,
is,

of course, tuned to the

frequency of the incoming signal.

The circuit L2C2 is

tuned to a frequency such that its second harmonic
(twice the fundamental frequency) produces with the
DETECTOR TYPE

Interesting Experiments

The grid of the second detector valve is maintained
at a negative potential by means of a ii -volt grid .bias
battery. The experiment of omitting the condenser

of the apparent simplicity of the circuit, really loud

the frame circuit LiCi

The

remaining main details of the circuit, including the
" trigger " coupling components, may be gathered
from the diagram. The, filament resistances of all
valves are shown fixed, except that controlling the

after the D.E.5B. type of valve a valve capable of
handling really large power.

HI'. TYPE

D. E.58 TYPE

SMALL POWER

LARGE POWER

r

÷

LT

car 2
11111111111

D

Fig. 2.-The complete super -heterodyne circuit. It should be noted that in practice it will be advisable to shunt the
primary winding of the filter I F I with a fixed or variable condenser.
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By C. P. ALLINSON (6YF).

This article describes the construction of an instrument' using the
" bridge " method of measurement, and shows how it may be used for
the measurement of unknown inductances and capacities.

Oc<>00400<x>0.00.00000.0000000,00000c0000000,00000000c>000<x>0000

either for the self capacity of the

The -neasuring instrument described

in this article can be made up in a

coil or its attendant circuits.
All these methods take time on
every occasion that it is- desired to
make any measurements of this
description. The best thing to do,
therefore, is to make use of a
method which will take a certain
amount of time once and'once only,

compact form.
so that all future measurements
co c.000000000000-000,00000.0000 may be done quickly and accurately.

T very frequently happens that the experimenter

wishes

to

know the capacity of
a condenser used in a
particular circuit, and

Ends that the substitution process is
rather a slow job, for he usually has

to connect up two oscillatory cir-

cuits, in one of which a two-way

switch is incorporated for comparing the unknown with a known

capacity.
Source of Oscillations

This is conveniently done by con-

structing an inductance -capacity
bridge. The purpose of the follow-

use of this source of high -frequency
oscillations, but if the unknown
condenser is fixed it is very unlikely

that it will tune any coil exactly to
the frequency of this transmission.

nected in circuit at the points marked X.
and therefore the local oscillator

method has to be used.
Measuring Inductance
If the experimenter wishes to

know the approximate value of an
inductance he has constructed, it
becomes a rather more difficult
He must tune it with a
thing.
known condenser to a known frequency, and calculate its value by
means -of the formula f -

LC'

and

then he has to make an allowance

cuit is shown in Fig. 2. If Cr and
C2 be one fixed and one variable
condenser of Unknown capacitieS,
hut of which the ratios of one to the
other at various settings will baVe

been determined by a method' to

be described later, and the capacity

of C3 be known, the value of a

Circuit

The basic circuit of the bridge is
shown in Fig. r. If C3 is a calibrated condenser, and the ratio of
Cr/C2 is known-, we can determine
the value of an unknown capacity
inserted at X from the equation

X =x
C2

,.,.

3

The correct value of C3 is obtained

when, on connecting a source of
A.C., as shown across two of the

arms of the bridge and a pair
of telephones across the other two,

a minimum sound is heard in the
telephones at a certain adjustment
unknown condenser connected at X.,

The capacity to be measured is con-.

the bridge. can be used to- 'determine
the capacity -of any. unknown capacity within certain limits. The ir-

make use of such a bridge. /

of the calibrated condenser C3.
To take a practical example:
Suppose Cr/C2---,2, and, with an

Fig. 1.- The basic circuit of the bridge.

densers and one unknown variable,

ing article is to indicate how to

Cr

If the local broadcast station is
working/he may be able to make

which, with only two fixed con-

the least sound is heard in the telephones when C3 is set at 5o deg.,
and the calibration curve of this
condenser gives us a capacity of
.0002S ,uF at this setting, then the
value of the unknown condenser is
.00056 p.F.

By substituting

condensers

of
different ,value at CI and C2 it
would be possible to measure capa-

cities above and below the range of
the calibrated condenser C3 by
choosing

suitable

ratios.

This

would necessitate the possession of
a number of known condensers. At

the same time it would mean that
one calibrated condenser would be
tied up in the instrument for C3.
Few Calibrated Components

There is, however, a method by

Fig. 2. - 14rth this arrangement, the

value of the condenser C3 being known,
the capacity of any unknown condenser

can be determined within limits.

capacity connected at X can then
easily be determined.

Source of A.C.

The experimenter who has one
calibrated .variable condenser can
easily set up this bridge.
The

method employed in determining
the various ratios and the, value of
C3 is shown in Fig. 3. A buzzer
is connected in series with its bat.

tery and the primary of a micro-

transformer Tr T2, the
secondary serving as the source of
phone

A.G. required, The ends of the" ratio
arms containing the ratio con-

densers are connected to a reversing switch S as shown, the fixed

condenser that is to serve as C3
being connected in one

of the
remaining arms.
Across the terminals provided for the connection
of an unknown condenser we connect the calibrated variable con
denser shown at C4.

Measurement

Suppose the maximum capacity
of this is a little over .00r aF, and
that the condenser C3 has a nominal
value of .00I F. Then, if the

ratio of Cr/C2 at a certain setting
Of C2 is r when C4 is adjusted to
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Cc The secret consciousness

Of duty well performed, the public voice
Of praise that honours virtue, and rewards it.

All these are yours."
TRANCIal

Of Duty well performed

00

THE monk in his cell-the worker at the

in Eastbourne or Edinburgh, in Canterbury

Between these two a great gulf,

or Carlisle, its unique standard of performance

yet by one common bond they are united.

will be worthily and creditably maintained.

bench.

The bond of Duty. No monk ever possessed

more enthusiasm for his tasks in life than
those loyal workers-men and women alike-engaged in the business of making Cossor Valves.
Without their co-operation-so cheerfully and

Willingly given-the nation-wide reputation
for long service and dependability enjoyed
by Cossor Valves must inevitably suffer.
Whether you buy your Wuncell Dull Emitter

Long life-exquisite purity of tone-unequalled sensitiveness-supreme economy of
operation-all these features are ensured in
the Wuncell by reason of its patented design
and construction. Only the arched filament
in combination with a hood -shaped Grid and
Anode-by utilising almost the whole of the
electron stream-can achieve such magnificent
and unparalleled results.

For 2 -volt Accumulators.

For 2, 4 or 6 Volts.

W.I. For Detector and L.F. use . 14/7

W.R.r. Similar to W.x but with
special resistance which

Consumption : .3 amp.
W.2. (With red top). For H.F. use

Consumption :.3 am.

W3. The Loud Speaker Valve
Consumption :.5 amp.

14/ -

A. C. Cossor, Ltd.

88

be short-circuited
when not required - -

16/.

resistance as above

16/.

Can

W.R.2. Similar to W.2 but with

18/6

Highbury Grove, N.5

Wuncell

Il
Gilbert A. 4222.
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There is no more economical or robust valve on the market
to -day than the Wecovalve, in fact it has practically double the
life of any other dull emitter. The provision of the new tape

filament and the fact that the valve only consumes a quarter of
an ampere gives a double economy together with all the sterling
qualities that have made the Wecovalve famous.
Supplied in three forms for Service
Red Spot indicates excellence

as H.F. Amplifier.

Orange Spot indicates excellence
as L.F. Amplifier.
Green Spot indicates excellence
as Detector.

Operating Characteristics.

...
Filament Current
Filament Voltage
Detector Plate Voltage
Amplifier Plate Voltage

Amplification factor

015 amps.

08 to I'l volts.
... 15 to 30 volts.
... 30 to 60 volts.

......5 to 6'5

16/6
Standard Telephones and Cables Limited
Price

FORMERLY Western Electric

Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2
'Phone: CENTRAL 7345 (10 lines).

Works: NORTH WOOLWICH, NEW SOUTHGATE and HENDON
Branches :

Leeds, Birmingham, Manchester,
Cardiff, Southampton. Liverpool and Dublin.

Glasgow,

Newcastle,
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give a minimum

sound

Another Method
'Another method is to plot a curve

the

in

'phones with the buzzer switched
on, the value given by' the calibration curve for C4 will' be the value
of C3.

as shown in .Fig. 4. Since the
value of Cr is fixed any change in

If 'CI /C2 is x, reversing the

C2 will produce a certain variation

switch S will not shift the silent

in the ratio of Cr to C2, and this

point adjustment ,of C4, therefore
the condenser C2 is adjusted. till

can easily be plotted, ratio against
degrees, as shown in the figure.
this condition is reached. The conIt will, of course, be necessary - to
densers Crand C2 .are: chosen, of , plot' a second curve in which the.
course, to have nominal values very . ratio is a fractional one for meaournear to each other, CI -being a little. iv capacities which are less than
less than C2.
C3, and this, of course, is quite a
simple matter.
For instance, when CI /C2 is 3 :1.

Various Raiios
.

then C2/CI will be r /3, and when
then C2/Cr is 2/5,
Cr/C2=2.5
and so on. '
TheSe two curves then enable us

Next set C4

\Ve now know C3.

at hail the value of C3 and adjust
C2 withthe switch to the right till
the silent point is 'found. - Then. the
ratio of Cr to C2 iS 2 to I. Set

to obtain the ratio of Cr /C2 or
C2/Ci as required, according to
whether the switch is to the left

C4 to another fraction of C3 and
obtain another reading of C2, and
so on till a number of- ratios have

known. Fig. 5 shows' the connections.
Reactance and Inductance
_

-We can easily see from Fig. 3
that since the reactance of a condenser at a given frequency is
iiirsely proportional to its capacity
the ratio- of CI to C2- will -be the
C2

/80

/35

90

45

or the right for obtaining the value
'of an unknown condenser which is

been -obtained.

0

.0U00._000

T2

T,

2
RAT/0

3

4

Fig. 4. The curve obtained for various
ratios of capacity between the condensers Cl and C2 in the bridge circuit.

same as that of C4 to C3, when a
balance has been obtained.

Since,

however, the reactance of an in-

ductance is directly proportional to
its value of inductance, if we use

capacities in one of the arms of
the bridge and inductances in the
other, it naturally follows that the
Thus in
ratio will be reversed.
Fig. 5 the ratio of Cr to C2 will be
the same as the ratio of Li to L2
at the point of balance.

C3
4

Comparing Inductances

Fig. 3. -The circui used for determining the value of the condenser C3,
C4 being a calibrated variable condenser.

The next point will be to plot
some scale or chart by which the

ratios of CI /C2 may be read off for
most settings of these condensers.

One method is to make up a table
such as shown below, obtaining

each of the values given experimentally.

/C,,CI
C

ci

Fixed
61

18o
170
16o
150

etc.

140
etc.

I
r.o6
1.125
1.2
1.25

etc.

I
-943

.888
.833
.8

etc.

The measurement of a higher or
lower capacity than that of C3 is
effected by reversing the switch S
which reverses

ratio arms con-

taining CI ands
and C2, so that a setting of C2 which gives a ratio of

-2 :i will give r :2 when .the switch
-is reversed.

It should be noted that when

either greater. or less than C3 as
the case may be.

comparing inductances, if there

is

Inductance Measurements

The bridge can als6 be used for

Measuring inductances.

In this

terminals.

of

case the fixed condenser C3 is replaced by an inductance of which
the value is known. The unknown
inductance is connected across the
The

action

the

Fig. 5. -The method of comparing in-

bridge will be exactly the same as
._regards operation all except one

ductances shown here,may be employed

C2 will need to be reversed, when
using this as an inductance bridge,
namely, when 'the unknown induct-

any serious difference in resistance
in these, it will be difficult to. find
the silent point or point of balance.
It therefore becomes necessary :to

point, i.e., that the ratio of Cr to
ance -L2

is greater than Li, then

.the left-hand arm -Must be greater
than the right-hand (i.e., Ci<C2),
while the reverse bolds in the case
of capacities, for in Fig. 2 Cr must

be greater. than C2 when the unknown capacity is greater than the

when the resistances of the coils to be
measured are approximately equal.

insert a small resistance in 'series
with one or other of the 'coils, the
correct one being ascertained by
Under these conditions it will
probably be found easier to obtain a
point of balance.
trial.
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A small resistance should therefore

be provided .with a switch, by
means of which it may be placed
in either arm of the bridge when
measuring inductances.

This resis-

tance will, of course, need to be

the bridge when measuring inductances. Thin may be found useful
in certain cases, and should preferably, if possible, be non -inductive.
At a pinch a 6 -ohm filament resistance will be found suitable, but a

\MK

,

clone the instrument may be tonna
perfectly satisfactory for measuring
capacities,. ,but difficulty will be
experienced in obtaining a balance
when taking measurements of
inductances..
,(z) A efiahle: high7note buzzer
should preferably be used; also,one
V

that will not, vary in note, as any
large variation -in the pitch of the
buzz may alter the calibration to
a -certain extent.
Souini Components
'

L2

() The two fixed' condensers CI
and C3 should be of gbod make, so

that they will not alter in value in
the course of time. C2 again
should be a mechanically well X

Fig. 6.-The circuit diagram of the complete instrument, for measuring or
comparing either inductances or capacities. The switch S2 is used to
insert resistance if required when comparing inductances whose resistances
are widely different.

variable and may be of the carbon
compression type.
Marking of Instrument

Now it has been necessary to fit

a reversing switch in order that
the ratio of Cr to C2 may be a

greater or smaller one as required,
and it should be clearly marked on

resistance will probably seldom be
required when measuring small
inductances of low resistance. Also

with condensers it will probably not
be found necessary to use this
resistance. The switch S3 enables
the known capacity or inductance to

designed condenser, and in this case
its electrical properties are not'quite
so important. The chief points are
that the spindle should be free from
all shake.
The dial should be
securely locked on the spindle,
otherwise The calibration will be
upset. A good contact should be

made to the moving vanes, so as
not to introduce any unnecessary
resistance, which again might make
it difficult to get a balance,
Preliminary Tests
It will be realised, of course, that
quite a large amount of preliminary

the instrument as to whether this
ratio applies to inductances or
capacities. ,It would therefore be

advisable to mark one side of the
switch " greater for capacities,"
" smaller for inductances," and the
other side " smaller for capacities "
and " greater for inductances,"

representing as whether the ratio
Ci to C2 is greater or smaller for
capacity and inductances respectively for each position of the
switch.
Wiring

A veiw of the big
for
generators

power supply at
the Rugby Station,

which develop
18,000 volts.

The wiring diagram of the completed instrument will be as shown
in Fig. 6. If the wiring is followed

exactly as shown in the diagram,
when the reversing switch Sr is
thrown on the left-hand side, it will
be in the position for measurement

of condensers equal to or greater
than C3. In this position, when
inductances are being measured,
the value of the unknown inductance will be equal to or less than
that of Li. With the switch in the
position 2, the reverse applies, of
course. A switch S2 is provided,
by means of which the balancing
resistance previously referred to

may be placed

in

either arm di

be connected according to whether'

work is necessary in order to get

measured.

once this has been completed the

a capacity or inductance is being
Precautions

The folloWing warnings may be
sounded to the intending constructor

of an instrument on these lines :(t) First of all, the switch St

all the ratios of Cr and C2, but

constructor will be in posSession of

an instrument that will save him

much time when wishing to find the
capacity of an unknown condenser

should be an anti -capacity switch,
and all wiring to it and components

or the inductance of an unknown
coil. In fact, it makes measurements of this kind a pleasure instead of the bugbear it usually is

If this is not carefully

in cases where ordinary substitution
methods are employed.

should be spaced out as far as
possible.
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RandomByTechnicalities
Per(' W.Warris,
ilssistant Cdifor

INOTICED among the

many

novelties being sold this year as Christmas presents in the
United States an instrument known
as a " Tube Rejuvenator." Listen
to what the advertisements say
about it. " Does he own a radio?

Then here

is

the Christmas gift

which will make him happy. - It is
the . . . Tube Rejuvenator.. Every
owner of a radio wants one. Radio

tubes, as you no doubt know, deteriorate rapidly with use, but they

are again made like new-in any

home-with the Tube Rejuvenator.
It brings back each tube in just to
minutes !"

and you can, if you like, buy it in
" a colorful holly gift packet." I
have no doilbt that these devices
are selling, and will sell; very
freely in the United .States-, where
.

practically every home has an alter-

nating current supply with a voltage of i.to and a periodicity of 6o
cycles. In England, of course, we
have so many different voltages,
both D.C. and A.C., that the sale
of this device would be limited.
Much, however, can be done to restore. valves of the thoriated fila-

AT THE RUGBY STATION

What it is

I had a look at several of these
devices for " gingering up " tired

valves when I was in America this
summer.

in
the States uses
thoriated filaeent valves, the bright
emitters having passed out. Such
valves, if over -run, lose their emis-

a

being higher than that normally
given to the valve.

A.C. Mains Needed
The -price of the instrument, from
the advertisement of which 1. have

just quoted, is $7.5o (about 3os.),

emission without unduly dissipating
the thorium coating. This does
not mean that the -filament will burn

out if a higher voltage is applied
(as is the case with the bright
emitter valve), and, as a matter of
fact, such valves will run for many
hours, without burning out, at
more than twice the rated voltage.
The effect of such over -running, if
the anode voltage is simultaneously

supply of thorium will ,be driven to

the active surface of the filament.

In the case of this particular B6
valve I ran it with 6 volts on the

will only work with alternating cur-

the voltage across the filament

3

age than its normal rating with
the high-tension battery cut off
(this is most important) a new

small box with a valve socket on
the top and a lead which will plug
into any electric light socket. It

device is switched on it lights the
filament with alternating current,

at

is lost, we run it at a higher volt-

can be restored- to good working
order with very little trouble. A

age to a figure suitable for the filament of the valve. There is no
high-tension supply, and when the

The B6 valve is rated
volts on the filament. It
should be pointed out that the voltage rating for these dull emitter
valves is that which gives a good
filament.

The constitution of the filament
is such that if, when the sensitivity

and are often dis-

rent, as it contains inside a transformer which steps down the volt-

when,

Restoring the Emission

carded as useless, when really they
tube or valve rejuvenator is

circuit,

owing to the breaking of a flexible
lead a high-tension voltage had
been momentarily applied to the

of the valve almost immediately.

everyone

rapidly

super -heterodyne

applied, is to ruin the sensitivity

'There is no mystery

about them, as at the present time

sion

suffered during experiments with a

One of the insulating anchorages for
the steel cable stays supporting the
masts at the Rugby station.

filament for half a minute with the
plate voltage cut off, and then re -

clueing- the filament voltage to
normal (3 volts) I tested for emission with the milliammeterin circuit.

I found that there was an appre-

ment type without any special device such as this.
Our Own Valves
I

recently found in my stock a

B6 valve, which had lost its emis--

sion and showed only the tiniest

flick on the anode milliammeter
when tested. I knew the reason for
this Toss, as the particular valve had

ciable increase in emission after the

first half minute, and I thereupon
repeated the 'process. After six
half -minute runs at 6 volts on the
filament with the high-tension cut
off, the valve was restored to its
original sensitivity, and when. its
characteristic was plotted it proved

to be the same as that of another
new valve' of the same type.
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Conducted by Radio Press Laboratories, Elstree.

" Dynic " D.C: Regulator
A new model (October, 1925) Dynic
D.C. Regulator has been submitted to
our laboratories for test by Messrs.
Jones & Stewart.
Makers' Claim.
This instrument is designed for

using the mains as aerial and earth,
with provision for five positive H.T.
tappings and six negative grid bias
tappings. Hum from average mains

is almost entirely eliminated.
Description of Component.
The unit is enclosed in a wooden box
about 7in. square and 3in. deep, with
a top panel of ebonite. Twelve small
sockets are arranged in this panel, six
for high-tension working and six for
grid bias voltage. Inside the box is a
combination of inductances and condensers arranged in the usual fashion
for, smoothing purposes. The H.T.

tappings are made on to a solenoid

wound resistance, while the grid bias
tappings are a continuation backwards
of the H.T. resistance. A length of
yellow flexible lighting cord with an
adaptor is provided for plugging into a
lamp socket.
Two rubber flexible
leads project from the box sides, and
their spade terminal ends are for connecting to the aerial and earth ter-

minals of a receiving set, so that the
house mains can be employed in lieu
of a receiving aerial. Suitable insulation is provided by means of two condensers between the mains and these
aerial and earth leads.
Laboratory Tests.

The unit was connected to mains

which were only about zoo yards from
the main generator. After ,testing for

the correct mains polarity, measurements of the actual voltages from the
panel sockets were made, and these
were found to be 45, 8o, ioo, 13o and
18o volts for, the high-tension, with
grid bias voltages of 2.5, 5, 8, it and
On testing in conjunction
13 volts.
with a five -valve receiving set embody-

ing three L.F. amplifiers, the hum

from the mains was sufficient to drown
all signals in the loud -speaker. Used

as a high-tension unit only on a four valve set, the hum was quite low, and

with the strong signals from neighbouring stations did not cause any
unpleasant

noises.

On

using

the

aerial and earth terminals, however,
in place of the normal outside aerial,
the extraneous noises reached a sufficient magnitude to spoil all signals.
Insertion of extra condensers into the
aerial and earth leads failed to reduce
these unpleasant effects.
General Remarks.

With very strong signals this unit
appears to be fairly satisfactory, but
with medium signals and average
L.F. amplifiers, for loud -speaker work,

it fails to fulfil its purpose, as the hum
is far too pronounced. For these tests
comparison was made with an ordinary
smoothing unit constructed on our
own work bench.

Brackets
The Formo Co. have submitted samples of brackets to us for
test at our Elstree Laboratories. It
is claimed that these brackets are useMessrs.

ful as a method for saving time in

building up experimental sets, and
represent a considerable advance on
the type of bracket hitherto obtainable.
Description of Component.

A pair of these brackets placed at

the two ends of the panel are designed
to support it either vertically or at
an angle of 75 degrees to the horizontal. They are made of metal castings
of T-shaped section, and are each composed of two parts. One of these is

horizontal, and is about 6 in. long by

in. wide.
At each end it
bends down and then flattens out to
form a foot. One of these, placed at
either end of the baseboard, supports

nearly

.1

it at a height of just over an inch from
the bench. Screws are provided to fix
the brackets to the baseboard. The
front foot of each bracket has an
almost circular elevation as seen from

the side, and a hole is drilled in its

centre.

Two circular projections ftom

the other part of the bracket fit over

this foot, and are pierced with holes
to register with this. A nut and bolt
secure the two parts of the bracket
together and permit rotation, which
is, however, limited to the necessary

15 degrees by stops. "The second part
of the bracket can be fixed to the panel
by screws. The horizontal part of the
bracket is also provided with holes for

fixing to the side of the cabinet when
the set is completed.
Laboratory Tests.
The brackets supplied were found
very convenient far experimental sets
in which an ebonite baseboard was
used. The .casting was quite strong
enough for the purpose for which it
was designed, but care should be taken
to avoid subjecting the brackets to any
unnecessary strain.
Amateurs should find these brackets
exceedingly useful for experimental
work.
Longer screws for the base-

board would enable thick wooden baseboards to be employed `when desired,

but we understand that these are now
being supplied by the firm. By having

the baseboard clear of the bench or
table, through the agency of the supporting feet, it is possible to conceal
some of the wiring of the set where

desired.

Reco H.T. Battery
The Radio Equipment Co., Ltd.,

have submitted

two sample

6o -volt

" Reco " H.T. units for test at our

Elstree Laboratories.
Makers' Claims.
The H.T. battery can be recharged..
the charging current not to exceed

o.t ampere.

After use for a short

period the battery will recover some of

its voltage if left standing for a time.
The electrolyte does not contain any
acid, is free from poison, and can be
used without detriment to hands and
clothes.

Description of Apparatus.

The forty small cells are contained
in a black wooden box 9 in. by 6 in.
by 31 in., with a detachable lid. The
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cell containers are 'a in. high and t in.
in diameter, and are covered with
white enamel, together with the ter-

minals and series connectors.

Tap-

pings are taken to seven metal sockets

arranged in the side of the box, with
labelled voltages of 15, 24, '33, ,42, 51

and 6o volts.
Full instructions for
preparing the cells for use are given
on the underside of the detachable lid.
Laboratory Tests.
The solution was added to each unit

and the voltage was found to be 6o.
For 48 hours a leak of too,000 ohms

was placed across the terminals of each

battery and the voltage registered at
the end of this period was 55 volts.
The batteries were then employed in
our Test Department for use while
testing customers' receiving sets, the
voltages being taken every morning.
The voltage dropped to 51 volts after
five days and then recovered slightly
after 48 hours' rest, after which the,
battery voltages fell to 48 volts at the
end of a further two days' use. The
average daily employment for these
units was at least six -hours. The
electrolyte was found to evaporate
slightly, but it sufficed bnly to add
boiling water which had been left to
cool, as recommended by the makers.
The units were recharged according
to makers' instructions, and were
found to work quite well again. They

have a capacity of at least 50o milliampere hours to reduce the voltage
from Go to 48 volts.
General Remarks.

These H.T. units should prove very
useful accessories, as they work exceedingly well and can be recommended with confidence. No extraneous noises attributable to the

batteries were found when employing
them on set testing, and the absence

low resistance bridge instrument.
When the screw terminal for one
switch-jaW was loosened, hoWeVer, the

thread in the ebonite stripped.
General Remarks.
The finish of this compenenVis only
moderate, and it would appear desir-

able to have a thicker base.
generally bad

ness.

Laboratories a sample of their single pole double -throw switch.

Description of Component.
This switch consists of three spring
jaws of plated copper mounted on a
piece of ebonite 4- in. by 1 in. by
3-16 in. The centre spring jaw carries
the blade, also of plated copper, which
is pivoted on a screw passing through
the latter. This screw has a milled
terminal on one end to which connection can be made. The spring jaws are
provided with screws and washers
which serve as terminals, the screws
being threaded
ebonite base.

directly

into

the

Laboratory Tests.
The insulation resistance was found

to be infinite, and the switch action

was very smooth and effective. The
contact resistance between blade and
jaws was of a very low order, and remained steady during blade movement,
measurements being made on a special

tap

the

that a channel round the periphery

can accommodate the wire. When a
tag is used with flexible wire, the
strands can be split -and passed round

each side of the ring tag, and after

'

twisting the ends together the excess
wire can be cut away; making a very
neat finish. No solder appears to be
necessary, as the wire can be firmly
gripped in the ring tag by compression
with ordinary pliers and a good joint

P.V. 6 D.E. Power Valves
The Edison Swan Electric Co., Ltd.,
have sent us one sample of their new
type P.V.6 D.E. power valve for test
purposes.

is ensured.

Makers' Claim.

General Remarks.
These small eyelets appear to be very

This valve differs slightly from the
previous P.V. 6D.E. valve in that certain improvements have been made
both in construction and its charac-

useful if a neat termination of wire
leads, is desired. They avoid the possi--

bility -of the wire strands coming away

teristics.

from the terminal when screwing the
unit into position.
Grid Bias Battery Holders
Mr. A. G. Brine has sent us a
sample pair. of the " Secure " grid cell
holders for examination.
Description of Component.
The holders consist of two rightangled metal brackets made from

Description of Valve.
The

electrodes

were

difficult

to

observe through the glass bulb walls
owing to the presence -of a silver deposit, but the anode and grid are made
in an oval box form with the filament
of a V pattern. The bulb is pipless,

while the cap is made of hard moulded
ebonite, the position of the anode pin
being indicated by a green line.
Laboratory Tests.
The valve was subjected to the usual
tests on our valve test bench, and the
results of these tests are indicated in
the appended table.
It will ' be
observed that the amplification ratio is
slightly less than the manufacturers'

aluminium just under 1/16 in. thick.
Each has a vertical strip of metal 2 in.

in., with two side flanges 4 in.
square and a metal base of the same
dimensions. By means of a countersunk 'screw hole at the centre of this
by -2-,

base the holders are fixed into position
the baseboard.

-on

The holder

is

Valve Type P.V. 6 D.E. (New Type) Dull Emitter.

of note.

have sent us, for test at our Elstree

practice to

The ring tag consists of a metal

eyelet with a centre hole of approximately
in, diameter. It is 3/32 in.
thick and is pressed into its shape so

It is

ebonite where the thread is likely to
be subjected to the slightest strain,
but where this is done the ebonite.
should always be of adequate thick-

of any dangerous chemicals or acid
in the electrolyte is a feature worthy
Single -Pole Double -Throw Switch
Messrs. The Penton Engineering Co.

Makers' Claim.
The ring tags are perfect terminators
for every kind of, wire, and are suitable
for use with every type of terminal.
Description of Component.

Filament Potential = 1.8 V.
Filament Current = 0.44 A.
Flash Emission = 14.2 mA for an Anode Potential of Co V.
Flash Emission per Filament Watt = 18.o mA.
Anode

Grid

Internal

Potential

Potential
in volts.

Anode
Current
in Milliamps.

Amplification
Ratio (a).

Impedance
in Ohms (Rol.

7o

-6
-9

2.05
2.35

5.6
5.6

14,000
14,000

in volts.
90

Manufacturer's Rating.
Amplification Ratio = 6.o.
Internal Impedance = to,000 ohm:.
Flash Emission = 15.o

Filament Potential = 1.8-2.o V.
Filament Current = o.5 A.
Anode Potential = 6o--rzo V.

rating, while the impedance is in excess of the stated value. In a Radio

Press receiving set the valve functioned
quite well, giving slightly better results

than an Edison Swan A.R.D.E. green

No trace of microphonic noises
was apparent, and the valve legs fitted
well into various valve holders.

.stripe.

Clix Ring Tags
Messrs. 'Autoveyors, Ltd., have supplied some sample packets of their

Clix ring °tags for test at our Elstree
Laboratories.- '

pressed into shape and the distance between the insides of the flanges in.)
just allows an ordinary Ever -Ready
oLvolt grid bias battery to slip into
position, these holders having been
primarily designed for this cell. The
feet are turned inwards with the object
of econsmisinaa. space, and when
mounted on the baseboard conveniently
accommodate the grid bias battery,' the
length of that battery being imma-

terial as long as the width does not
exceed

in.

These holders should prove useful to

Constructors.
48X
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CORRESPONDENC
RADIO PRESS CALIBRATION

SIR,-In reply tc your request for

continents on

the. Wireless

their 'timing controls and enable
them to calibrate their wavemeters or
Of

Weekly.

Calibration Scheme, permit me to'say'.
that the scheMe as devised in your
office would leave nothing to be de-.

sired but for the fact of the lax
methods of the .B.B.C.

My watch (a very good one, by the

way) was set exactly to G.M.T, as

transmitted by the B.B.C., and I
listened the whole way through the
period for the purpose of calibrating a
new wavemeter. Unfortunately, I had

receivers.L-Eb..]

: think

adjusted for dial readings bat not

calibrated exactly, as the purpose was
to do both at the same time.
The scheme therefore resulted in
fairly complete failure due mainly to

the fact that no station was heard to.
give its call sign more than once in
period

its

except

Manchester,

and

others did not give any indication at all
during their io-minute periods, and

with foreign stations so close in frequency it was impossible for anyone
without a complete knowledge of a

calibration'

is on.

I should like to "see the following
stations included in another test, as
they usually some in better than the

IRISH AMATEUR TRANSMISSION
SIR,-In the December 2 issue of

it is the daily steady " grinder " variety
of static Which has concerned me. My
measure has been the ratio of disturb-

Hamburg, Hanover, Toulouse,-Yours
faithfully,
.

Kew Gardens.

J. W. ROWE.

P.S.-You might check KDKA on
the short wave any night about 23.30

broadcast and short-wave band, and

Wireless Weekly you mention that
5NJ has not yet got a smooth note.
Well, the note is now pure Dr., and

would be grateful if you would
correct the former statement when
I

convenient to you.

You may be interested to know that

1 was successful on December 5 in

I am not aware by what right the

China, and I think-but am not sure
-that this is the first occasion upon

pieces

B.B.C. is exempt from the usual rules
of giving of call signs, but the lack of
this detail must not only interfere with
such arrangements as you made, but
also largely spoil the interests of a

large number of seekers for distant

stations,
both
Britishers
and
foreigners. I might add that while

looking round in the region London,
Manchester, during the zo minutes
assigned there, I heard Radio San
Sebastian repeat the name no fewer
than seven times. The announceress
repeated this twice very clearly on
each occasion.

Comment is needless.
--Yours faithfully,

working 8QQ of Saigon, French-Indo
which communication has been establish&l between the British Isles and
French Indo-China. If this is so, it

adds another country to the long list
already worked by British transmitters. My wavelength was 45 metres
(6,667 kc.) and a power of too watts
was used. 1 have also worked many
Australians,

Americans

and

New

Zealand, and understand my signals
have been heard in Mombasa and
Hongkong.

With best wishes.-Yours faithfully,
F. R. NEILL.

Whitehead, Co. Antrim.

GINGER UP THE B.B.C.

Wakefield.

[We agree with our correspondent's
view that more frequent indications of
the identity of stations might well be
given by the B.B.C. At the same time

we would point out that for the purpose of our calibration tests it was
assumed that readers would already
have identified the necessary stations,
so that the results of the tests would
merely tell them the exact frequencies
indicated by the appropriate settings

the observations collected by. Mr. Watt..

hours.

stations : . Brussels, Malmo,

to

range of musical
identify by programme.
wide

.

It would appear that his data concerns
to a considerable extent the " crasher "
variety of disturbance which is assetciated apparently with not far -distant
storms. Furthermore, the Radio Research Station concerns itself largely
with very long wavelengths (of the
order of zo,000 metres). My limited
observations have been usually in the

B.B.C.

to use also a very new receiver of
neutrodyne design (3 H.F., D., L.F.
optional) which had been previously

your

scheme an excellent idea, but please
don't. do it when the Halle) Orchestra

.

greatly .to be hoped that Mr. \Vatt will
find time in the near future to publish
some of the results of his research to,
the general radio public. I think we
were both quite agreed that . vastly
more data is needed on the subject of
atmospherics. My observations, which I
can only put forward in all modesty, are
probably not at all irreconcilable with

" THE NATURE AND SOURCES
OF ATMOSPHERICS "
[Other correspondence on this subject will be found on page 474.]

SIR,-I have had a long talk with

Mr. R. A. Watson Watt on the subject
of, this correspondence.

Mr. Watt, was.

so kind as to show me some of the
material 'collected and correlated by
him at the Radio Research Station.

This data is most interesting, and it is

ance to signal for the case of broadcasting within about a Soo -mile radius.

I consider a good ratio one in which
the atmospherics are not more in evidence than the scratch of a good
gramophone record. I think I have
determined in some cases a considerable difference in the general signal -to -

static ratio between points only a few
miles apart. I am almost certain of
having determined very wide differences between points a hundred miles
or so apart. For instance, in Stuttgart the ratio is apparently consistently

far worse ,than in a number of surrounding locations.

The

following

case is interesting : In the middle of

August last my wife listened in for

about a week at a small town just

south of Leipzig.
During the same
period I was listening in at Stuttgart.

She reported hearing Zurich and Rome
almost as clear as a bell, with- hardly
a trace of static; every word spoken
was clearly intelligible. At Stuttgart
the reception of these same stations

was so marred by static that the in-

telligibility was certainly not over 5o
In view of the fact that
per cent.
Stuttgart lie§ between Leipzig and the
Alps, this observation is very interesting. I think it would be excellent if
others making observations along
these lines would correspond with Dr.

Robinson or Mr. Watt. 'there is a
great lack of data, and if many amateurs would co-operate in supplying

observations, our knowledge of the
nature and distribution of atmospherics
might be considerably furthered. The
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battle with this disturbing element concerns every radio listener.-Yours
faithfully,
STANLEY MCCLATCHIE.

FROM CAPE PROVINCE

SIR,-I have erected a short-wave

aerial as suggested in Modern Wireless

of August, that is a 4o -ft. one, and
find it about a third more sensitive
than my standard 40 ft. high and
6o ft. horizontal length one.
Wire
used was 2o/32 enamelled wound by
myself.

On the broadcast wave band

it loses by about a third on the standard aerial.

1 have built the Reinartz one -valve in

the June issue, which together with a
two -valve power amplifier is everything that could be desired on both the
broadcast band and the short waves.
I consider it a jewel. My Reinartz
does marvels on the short waves.
KDKA and WGY come in splendidly,

although X's are very bad here just
now.

Last night I tried for 6BM on my

7 -valve T.A.T., but owing to X's could

only use 2-V-1; music came through
loudly just a little to one-that would
be your II o'clock. And i2 minutes
past one I heard a clock striking an
was
hour with very loud clanging.

December 23, 1925

to the studs then I had two leads to

solder to each stud except at the beginning and the end. This is a very easy

and neat method; one has only to be

careful that both leads are soldered and
make good contact.

Selectivity is everything that could

be desired on our stations, and tuning in is simplicity itself. Body capacity
when using a frame aerial is very bad
on the second anode condenser.
Now for results. JB comes in with
full loud -speaker volume in the middle
of the day. It is hardly credible when

I tell you thlt JB uses only soo watts
and is roughly 40o miles distant. At

the same time,

I

must remark,

though, that Durban, only 30o miles
distant, and with 6kw. comes in only
at fair L.S. strength. Of course, I
can't report on evening reception as I
can then work only on 2 -V -I or
o -V-2, or else the set is too loud.

Yes,

1 daresay we do more with our sets
than you could dream of there, e.g.
Last night I worked Cape Town, soo
miles distant, for the greater part
of the evening on the' Reinartz as follows, o -V -I getting medium L.S. reception.

Best wishes to your esteemed papers.

-Yours faithfully,

J. P. MALAN.

Cape Province.

of the cell.

Samples of various makes
in many . stages of manufacture were
handed round for inspection.

The lecture closed with a vote of

thanks, proposed by the Secretary,
Mr. John B. Cookson, and seconded by

the Chairman, Mr. H. Guest.

ENVELOPE NO. 2
SIR,-I am sending herewith a
photograph of my " Family " Four Valve Receiver, described by Percy W.
Harris, M.I.R.E., in Radio Press
Envelope No. 2, to which I have added

another stage of H.F. by the very ex
cellent T.A.T. method. Although the
" Family " was my first valuer,' the
instructions, etc., were so simple that
I had no difficulty at all in making it
up, and the results were really remarkable.
I

have now built the set on an

ebonite panel, using Clix sockets and
plugs for all switches and terminals,
which I think enhances the neatness of
the completed panel. All coils I have
made myself, including the reactance,
coil. The cabinet I also made out of
oak, and the whole makes a nice piece
of furniture.
I get all the B.B.C.
stations

on

the

large -sized

loud-

speaker, using only four valves, and

under favourable conditions very loud
using only three. Most of the main
Continental stations -come in strong on

the speaker using 2 H.F., Det and

L.F.
I have also had KDKA,
WGY, WBZ and WPB, the two latter
at fair loud -speaker strength. My
aerial is 6o ft. twin, about 3o ft. high,
and as my locality is in a rather low

part of the city, I think the results

speak volumes for the circuit, the
only departures I have made from the ,
original being separate H.T. and grid
bias.

As I am barely a mile and a half
I can get to within 5o
metres of his wavelength, i.e., I can
from SIT,

get Rome, 425 (also whilst Glasgow is
on), but nothing nearer. Is this good
or should the set be more selective? I

can separate all the B.B.C. stations,

also Radio -Paris and 5XX, but not, of
course, Birmingham and Aberdeen. I
think -I have already taken up too
much of your time, but as I have just
finished testing the T.A.T. addition, I,

Simultaneous, dancing to simultaneous broadcast music took place in
many of the capitals of Europe on December 15, the occasion of the Radio
Revels. Some of the dancers at. Olympia are seen here.

thought you would be interested to
know that I am more than satisfied
with the extra time and outlay I have
spent on it, the 2 H.F. being as
docile as a little lamb. In conclusion
I would like to say that my experience
with

so flurried at the idea that it might be
Big Ben that I forgot to count and

make sure that it did strike H. Was

it Big. Ben?
wonder!
Now about the T.A.T. I have constructed the 7 -valve (Modern Wireless
for January) about' three months ago,
but the amplifier was put under a separate panel.
The resistance coils were constructed
thus : When I came to a tapping turn
the wire was doubled back and given
a knot, winding then proceeded, leaving a loop behind. When soldering on

PRESTON AND DISTRICT RADIO
RESEARCH SOCIETY
An interesting lecture was given on
December g at the Society's Rooms,
Tommony's Yard, by W. E. Bamber,

Esq., on the subject of " Batteries."
The lecturer explained fairly exten-

sively the process of manufacture and
the advantages and disadvantages of

each type of battery. He laid particular stress on the importance of
giving a battery the correct initial
charge, and explained why this has
such a tremendous effect on the life

1\4-r.

Percy Harris' " Family "

Four -Valve leads' me to the opinion
that it is about the most selective and
sensitive straight circuit yet designed,
with .Mr. J. Scott-Taggart's
T.A.T.-coupled H.F. it is everything
that the most exacting amateur would
wish for for all-round American and

and

European reception.

Wishing your papers every success

and thanking you for the very excellent
information contained therein, which
is

and has been my only source of

wireless education.-Yours faithfully,
F. H. SALSBURY.

Birmingham.
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nformation
Department
F. B.D. (BARROW-IN-FURNESS)
has constructed the single -valve
Reinartz, receiver described by Mr.

for October 10, and with it wishes
employ

the

choke

2 -valve

coupled amplifier described, by Mr.
J. W. Barber in the September, 1925,
issue of " THE WIRELESS CONSTRUCTOR." Although the former
set works well on its own, and the
amplifier functions admirably after
a crystal set, the two will not work
together. Our correspondent states
that when the choke -amplifier is
coupled to the single -valve receiver,
only very faint and distorted signals
can be obtained, and the set appears
to be oscillating continuously before
these can be heard.

ORMOND

SQUARE
L

control unit, values of from .006

The condenser CI
should also be replaced by one of the
larger condensers used in the tone

loud -speaker, which is placed in
the house, since he understands
that howling sometimes takes

upwards being suitable for this substitution. The gridleak R3 is best
checked by substituting another in this
position known to be working effec-

that the trouble is located in the first'
part of the amplifier, in the components which are not brought into use
tively.
when the amplifier follows a crystal
D. I. G. (NORWOOD) uses his
receiver, as shown on the right in
set, which is a valve
Fig. 6 of The Wireless Constructor ' - receiving
detector with reaction and one
In all probability, therefore,
article.
transformer -coupled stage of low the fault is either located in the choke
frequency amplification, in a shed
Z1, the condenser CI or the gridleak
at the, end of his garden, remote
R3. The former should therefore be
from the house, to which the free
tested for continuity with telephones
end of his aerial is attached. He
and a dry cell, and if only very weak
asks our advice as to the best
" plonks " or none at all are heard, it
method of running leads for his

A. Johnson -Randall in "WIRELESS"
to

It is obvious from the particulars
given that the single -valve receiver is
correct, and it would appear, therefore,

should be replaced.

1.-8A CONDENSERS

AW

See one tall have

from all

advertisement in
" MODERN

dealers

WIRELESS "
and " THE
WIRELESS

CONSTRUCTOR"

15e

-

Christmas
Double Numbers

,

The Rechargeable
H.T. BATTERY

.

See tie inspcc-

A Triumph of

Efficiency

lion label on
every condenser

GO VOLT BATTERY, 40/ -

os

WHENEVER perfection is approached in any radio

Sunned in the following

comes known to the radio public. Thus it has been
with the Ormond Condenser. To the experienced
experimenter and to the new constructor, the Ormond
has made itself known as an instrument of high-grade
quality, associated with all that is best in condenser
efficiency. The Ormond Condenser can give you in

Pries
Price
with
without
Size: Vernier. Verrtier.

product, the quality of that product soon be-

practical . perfoimsnce, a greater and more lasting
satisfaction than any other condenser of equal price.

Sizes.

For issu ficalar .s strife to:

.00023 13/8/0
.0003 9/7/8
.0005 9,8
8/.001 10/8
91 Complete with Knob

ORMOND ENGINEERING Co., Ltd. 1..

and Dial.

,crPoesn,,,totev don

Radio Equipment Co., Ltd.
5, Dyer's Buildings
HOLBORN, LONDON,

t

Whiekin Street, Clerkenwel/, E.C,1.
Factory
Telephone :-Clerkenwell 9944, 5 and 6.
Ttlegratne:-" Orn,nlenci, Kinross."

Toys
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WIRELESS ACCESSORIES
Quality guaranteed by over 50 years'
electrical manufacturing experience.
SILVERTOWN WINDOWPANE
INSULATORS

Regd. No. 705625.
(Patent No. 233880.)

Made of best quality enamel -coated ebonite,
these insulators take advantage of the excel-

lent insulating properties of
glass, and at the same time
avoid losses by keeping the

lead-in well away from walls.

Rubber rings form a watertight joint

against the pane. The cone keeps a portion of the insulator dry in wet weather.
PRicE 4/. each. A special drill with instructions
with each insulator.

for making hole in glass supplied

SILVERTOWN CONE LEAD-IN
INSULATORS

Regd. No. 705625.
(Patent No. 233880.)

Another effective form of
insulation, using the cone

insulators in conjunction

with an ebonite tube passing
through a window frame or
wall.
Electrical efficiency

The

assured.

PRICES froen 4/6 each.

SILVERVOX

AN AID TO ENTHUSIASTS.
We have prepared a logging chart for recording wave.
lengths, condenser settings, etc., of those stations which
require careful calibration to tune in. A copy of this
Chart, printed on stiff card, with hanger, can beobtained
free of charge at any of our Branches or from any high-

The -" Silvervox " Loud
Speakerwill reproduce both

class dealer.

speech and music without
the loss of its original tone
and quality. Coils wound

Makers :

to either 120 or 2,000 ohms.

THE SILVERTOWN COMPANY

The tone -arm is a heavy

106, Cannon Street, London, E.C.4.

aluminium casting. Total
height 20 inches. Size of

Works :

Price :

till 14 I 11! 11 1111

I ft

LIVERPOOL: 54, Castle Street.
LONDON: zoo and 202, Cannon Street.
mATscitEsTER: x6, John Dalton.
Street.

BELFAST : 75, Ann Street.
BIRMINGHAM: x5, Martineau Street.
Victoria Street.
BRISTOL :
CARDIFF: Pier Head Chambers,
Bute Docks.
DUBLIN: 7o, Middle Abbey Street.
GLASGOW : 15, Royal Exchange Square.
LEEDS: r, New York Road.

trumpet rzi ins. diameter.

13:10:0

Silvertown, London, E.16.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE: 5g, Westgate
Road.
PORTSMOUTH : 41, High Street.

SHEFFIELD: 88-9o, Queen Street.

,4v=

each.

To

A
,

k4,rs
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place, when long leads to the loudspeaker are employed.

should be good. The earth connection
from the loud -speaker terminal shown

may consist of an ordinary earth tube
driven into the soil outside the house
and near the room in which the loudspeaker is situated. In practice this
arrangement functions excellently and'

In Fig. I we give a simple diagram
of an easy method of running the loudspeaker at some considerable distance

from the receiving set, which at the
same time necessitates one lead only.

little diminution in signal strength
should be noticeable in our corre-

spondent's case.

S. D. (CAPE TOWN) asks us for
ment of a simple wavemeter.

the theoretical circuit arrange-

L.S.

.

In

practice we think our

corre-

spondent will find that a simple type
of buzzer wavemeter will meet his re-

EARTH

quirements adequately, and in. Figs. 2a
and 2b two arrangements are outlined.

Fig. 1.-With this arrangement of a
single wire and earth return the loud-

L (Fig. -2a) may be a plug-in coil to
cover the wavelength range required,

speaker may be placed at some distance
from the receiver.
The method has been successfully em-

-

constancy is obtained. The condenser
C should preferably be of the square law type, and a good general value of
capacity is .0005 µF. B is an ordinary

buzzer, whilst R is a non -inductive
resistance, connected as _shown to

minimise sparking effects at its con-

tacts. Often this resistance is already
incorporated in the buzzer unit. The
battery shown may conveniently consist
of one or two dry cells.
The arrangement of Fig. 2a is

simpler to construct, but that of Fig.

2b will iu practice give sharper tuning.

LIL2 may be a centre -tapped coil or
two plug-in coils of similar size connected

with

in series,

the tapping

point to the buzzer taken from the

common connection of the two coils.
In making up an arrangement of this
type the two coils may be placed side

ployed by Mr. Underdown, and his

experimental results are given in Vol.
6, No. so, of this journal.
It will be seen (Fig. s) that a
filter arrangement is employed, a choke
Z being connected across the loudspeaker terminals of the receiver,
whilst connection is made to one loud-

(a)

speaker terminal through a condenser
C, the other side of the loud -speaker
being earthed. The choke Z may conveniently be one of the chokes used in
choke -coupled
amplifiers,
or the
secondary winding of an old low -frequency transformer will prove satisfactory. The condenser C should be of

(b)

Fig. 2.-While the wavemeter circuit shown at (a) may give quite good
results, the circuit of (b) will usually be found to provide sharper tuning.
A switch to cut out the battery when not in use may be placed between the
buzzer and the negative terminal of the battery.

in conjunction with the parallel condenser C, and the former should preferably be of a type which is rigidly
constructed, - so that a fair degree of

or .2 /IF capacity, and its insulation

Fit Watmel

by side, but care should be taken to
arrange the connections so that they
work together and not with their fields
opposed.

U.S. Transformers give Unequalled Service

0.001. for results

THE Watmel Variable Grid
Leak was designed to over-

come the defects that are usually
found in grid leaks. The result
is an instrument that performs so
efficiently that to -day it is helping hundreds of radio enthusiasts

satisfactorily to obtain that desired maximum of good results.

A small spring fixed to the collar
compresses against the controlling
plunger. This ensures that perfect
electrical contact is maintained even

Used in

after constant use. Send P.C. for
Descriptive Folder.
5 to .5 Megohms,
.. 2:6
5o,000 to roo,000 Ohms
3,6

-An Improved Low

Loss

Months of exhaustive research in the
Watmel Laboratories has resulted in
the production of a Fixed Condenser
that can truly be called perfect. In
every detail of its design and construction the Watmel Fixed Condenser
rises superior to other instruments of
its type.

In every detail you will admire the
Watmel Construction, Appearance and
Efficiency-it sets a new standard in

Circuits published in
MODERN WIRELESS

and

Fixed Condenser

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR

UALITY that endures, is
the predominant feature
of the U.S. Super Trans-

Capacities for Standard
Grid Condensers :-

.00005 to .0005 2/6 each.
Standard Fixed Condensers

former. Aimed at in design,
ensured by the use of high grade

:-

.00I
2/6 each.
.0025, .006
3/6 each.
Combined Grid Leak and
.002,

fixed condenser design.

materials, it is proved by the

magnificent records of the U.S.
Transformer for successful performance under all conditions.

Condenser is 3/- each.

Modern Wireless says :

" The present instrument, if the high quality
of the specimen submitted is an indication, can
be heartily recommen-

ded, and indicates the
vast strides that have
been made recently In
design of really
effective
transformers

the

for L.P. Amplification."

Agent far Lancashire
and Cheshire-

FROM ALI,
DEALERS

Mr. J. B. Levee, 23,
Hartley St., Levens-

Supplied in two

PRICE

Guaranteed

ratios, 5 to 1 and 3 to 1.

hulas°, Manchester.

18/6

The U.S. RADIO COMPANY, Ltd.
Radio Works, Tyrwhitt Rd., Brockley,S.E.4
'Phone- Lee Green 2404.
Wires-" Superiran, Lewis, London."

Watmel Wireless Co Ltd

LonC
33 2a,

well Roa

doGosn ,

E.

BRITISH

.1d,

from all dealers
::

direct.

or

::

MADE THROUGHOUT
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THE PANEL

DE

L 'U X E

IF 'after you hare built up your Set you find that a

component is unsatisfactory it can usually be
replaced without much difficulty. On the other band a
leaky panel will render useless the work of mary hours

and necessitate the complete rebuilding of the Set. Be
wise, therefore. and refuse to take risks. Don't ask

merely for an ebonite Panel-ask for a Radion Panel
and see that it bears the trade mark Radion.
igRadion is available in or different sizes in
black and mahoganite. Radian can also be
supplied in any special size. Black rd. per
square inch, maltoganite .rid. per square inch.

RADION

American Hard Rubber Company (Britain) Ltd.
Flea? Office: 13a Fore Street,

Depots:TiT6 t-eollwingita Street,i

ham
London, E.C.s Irish Agents: 8 Corpota'tion Street,
Belfast.
Gilbert Ad. 4245.

HEN broadcasting first began Ericsson
established

had already strongly
themselves as powerful

amplifiers with a total absence of distortion.
In designing Ericsson Transformers an amplification ratio has been used which provides the utmost
volume consistent with an absolute purity of tone.
They are made in no great size, which is a great
help in constructirg sets on the American enclosed
cabinet style.

" Versatility gets there every time "
says
"Some people
popular

"Take CLIX the plugsocket, for instance.
find CL IX wherever radio's more
than a mere word. Why? Simply because CLIX is versatile. Simply because
it's precious hard to find an end to the
jobs that CLIX can undertake-and make

a better show of than any other form of

Catalogue

giving useful Wiring hints, also full information on

Co. Ltd.,

67-73, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

envying us
popularity," says

always

You'll

resistance pattern we thoroughly recommend the
Ericsson 'Phone Transformer for perfect coupling.

The BRITISH L.M. ERICSSON Mfg.

our

"As if there wasn't some jolly
good reason for it!

Should your 'phones or loudspeaker be of the 120 ohm

Write us to -day for further information.

are

CLIXIE.

Catalogue No. 0/1016.
Ratio 1:4 Price 17/6
Catalogue No. 0/1016.
Ratio 1:2 Price 17/6

Components. Valve and Crgstal Sets, Super -sensitive
Telephones, Super Tone Loudspeakers, de., sent free.

chaps

CLIXIE

"C LI X I E"

------I
Retail Prices :

I

CLIX with
Locknut 3d.
CLIX Adapter
with Locknut 2d.
CLIX Insulators

Id. each.

ld. pair.

We call it the Electro-Link with 159
Uses, but that only because we like our
If you're a
little joke-CLIX -= 159.
stickler for correctness, for 159 you should
substitute infinity. And then some ! "

Are you well connected? Try

(6 colours)

CLIX Bushes
(6 colours)

terminal, plug or switch.

I

I

CLIX
The Electro-Link with 159 Uses

AUTOVEYORS LTD., 89 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.]

OWNOWN~Nme/
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Wireless Weekly Small Advertisements.
Trade

Marks,

Inventions,

PATENTS,
Advice, Handbook and Consultations
free. B. T. King Regd., Patent Agent,
146a, Queen Victoria St., London, E. 4:

RECEIVERS
and Loud
rr ELEPHONE
Speakers Rewound, 2,000 ohms, 3/6.
-A. Roberts & Co., 42, Bedford Hill, Baiham,
S.W.12.

'3 -VALVE Amplifier, 35/-, use one or two
Amplifier, 20h,
6.. valves ; also 1 -Valve
both perfect, as new. Valves, 4/6 each. Smart
Headphones, 86 pair. New 4 -volt Accumulator, celluloid case, 13/-. New Dura
66 -volt H.T. Battery, guaranteed:7h . 2 -Valve
All -Station Set, works speaker, £4. Approval

willingly.-W. TAYLOR, 57, Studley Road,
Stockwell, London.

HEADPHONE REPAIRS.- Re -wound, re magnetised, readjusted. Lowest price
quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivered
three days. Est. 26 years.-Varley Magnet
Co., London, S.E.18.

ALVES Repaired Quick

))))))0))))))

1Let our valve making plant repair your broken
or burnt -out valves efficiently and promptly
(most makes). Amplification, radiation, and
current consumption guaranteed same as new.
Bright emitters 5/. "D.E.'s" (sand

RAD10141
Reliable

Assam

II1

II II

3 v. types) 7/6. Radians Ltd,.
Ballington.nr..11aceieslield Chas.
Largest Valve Repairing Firm In

List Fret.

fOral.r."-----,..- the world.

LIBERTY PERMANENT DETECTOR

The Original One -Hole Fixing Detector.
Stop Fiddling with Cats' Whiskers.
Refuse
inferlo:
imita-

tions.
Insist on
seeing

the name

'Liberty'

-

Every

r

fir P7r.frigh,.

'Liberty'

tested on
actual
broadcasting
and fully
guaranteed.

Technical Reports.
Amateur Wireless.

Popular lfireless!
Wireless Weekly :

- One - hal

50% more efficiency
50% lower price

clips or by two niece

copper wire to existing
detector terminals.

"THE"100% DETECTOR
The " Liberty " Detector gives more
sensitive reception Permanently than
a cat's whisker gives Temporarily. No
hunting for that " special spot " lost

by the slightest vibration.

The

ONE man's carelessness, and a giant ship can lie at the
mercy of the elements-gripped fast on the treacherous shoals. Only the most intense watchfulness on the

a' Liberty " is entirely unaffected by
vibration, sensitive all over, and that
loud spot cannot be lost.

From all

part of the officer on the bridge can guide the vessel

Radiarc Electrical Co .,Ltd" dealers or direct

Bennett Street, London, W.4.

PRICE 3/6

safely home across the seas.
The same intense vigilance is"uecessary to safeguard the

COMPLETE.

quality of Eureka Transformers.

There are many

hidden shoals to be negotiated. No matter how skilled
the winder, a flaw in the wire may escape detection. Or
a soldered terminal connection may be insecure. But
the stringent Eureka tests will find them out. Nothing
can escape. Every Eureka which passes those exhaustive tests is a worthy successor to the pioneer Eureka
Transformers which did so much towards setting new
standards for volume and beauty of tone.
And now comes the new Eureka Baby Grand-a moderate priced transformer embodying all the proved Eureka

C©agaWMgCCOTO

Just a Postal Order

to us with details of components you

require, ensures delivery by return.
No waiting for that one

part to complete your set.
We, specialise in supplying Complete Set§ of

principles of design-a non -laminated core-massive

Parts and Cabinets for all Radio Press Sets

coils -a coppered steel case - hermetically sealed
contents. All these unique features at a price now

and Envelopes.
All leading makes of Valves and Components
in stock.

within the reach of all.

Eureka Concert Grand . 25/.
No. 2 . . 211.
Baby Grand, Nos. 1 and 2 . . 15/. Reflex . . 15/.

ORDERS FOR 10/. AND OVER POST FREE.
Postage must accompany overseas orders-and
all orders of less titan 'al-.
Goads carefully packed
-Valves at buyer's risk.

Let us supply you at once with your require-

ments for that new set or that component
which will improve your present set.

WILDER, DEVLIN & CO.,

4:1(Ce

I A eim
4
tl

li-tsme:1

Xit,X>'.W4e....WWIWttAre4,A.-Vrit94Ir"..A4%.47`4%"-VTN7",*-AV.

31, Queen's Rd., Buokhurst Hill, Essex
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REGISTERED TRADE MARK

takes first

place why?

1

1

10410/-

_

BECAUSE IT HAS PROVED
ITSELF AND IT IS
GUARANTEED FREE FROM

6

AMPLE SUPPLIES

SURFACE LEAKAGE.

Delivery by Return Post
of all Orders sent direct

Matt or Polished. Panels cut
accurately to size.

Never has such a condenser been

RODS.

offered at so low a price. With low
loss design, high capacity ratios, ball
bearing spindle and compensated

Square Law Tuning, the Bowyer Lowe " Popular - Condenser is a
triumph of engineering skill. It will
give you precision tuning, signal
purity and wavelength range in every
set in which it is installed.

TUBES.

SHEET.

Ask your dealer for ebonite branded"Becol."
-=-7

THE BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD.
LONDON, W.7.

HANWELL

E----

:fii1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111H11111111111Z

b_

Os.,

./1/
--.

Every instrument is guaranteed for

twelve months and will be exchanged
without hesitation if it proves faulty
within that time.

Os/

\

,

* -,N 0

* .,11:

.,

.----

Test this wonderful condenser in your sets.
Ample stocks are ready. If you have the

-N
_-:-

0

slightest difficulty in obtaining a supply
locally, order direct from us. We can deliver

.-7....-

....

.

-..

by return, post free.

.

N 'N...

*

The Bowyer -Lowe

POPULAR
Low Loss Condenser
ORDER NOW.

COUPON

BOWYER-LOWE CO.,

40.

BOWYER-LOWE CO., Ltd., Letchworth.

Send me a Popular Condenser by return.
I enclose 10/6 for .0005 model.
10,- for .coo3 model.

//

The PELICAN UNIVERNIER

puts all other Geared Devices in

the shade

Send this form with your
postal order direct to
Ltd.,
Letchworth.

1111111111111111W 111111111111.111!11111ffiil

Fame
Address

farcHtp AO

A statement which you can prove for yourself by
replacing your present tuning controls with the
Pelican Univernier.
ease

revelation in accurate tuning. It can easily and
quickly be substituted for any ordinary dial on
condensers,

variometers or tunable transformers.

From your dealer, Price 61= each.

CAHILL & CO. Ltd
_

AN ADVERTISEMENT IN " WIRELESS WEEKLY "

The marvellous selectivity and
Pelican affords is a

of control which the

64, NEWMAN ST.,LONDON, W.1
Telegrams: Pelcara, Wesdo, Loudon.
Telephone :

Museum 0236.

.
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Patent No.
241614.

Pick your Xmas Programme

from afar off with the

.

L. & P. `FTE"f7.147:1L"

COIL HOLDER .

Easily fixed in place of your present

jerky coil holder, it makes the tuning -in of

distant stations sure, easy and definite.
If unable to obtain local-

.& P. Coil Holder

taught Free Book.

now reduced to

8/6

LONDON AND
PROVINCIAL RADIO
COMPANY, LTD.,
30, Colne Lane, Colne,
Lancs.

REFINEMENT

Comple:e with

pecial

ComSbination

Spanner.

The significance

densers if they did not possess an

o

has been gained by specialising in
Condensers alone, for the T.C.C.

f the name
T.C.C.

4) IN RADIO

ELECTRADIX RADIOS

twenty years the Telegraph
FOR
Condenser Co. Ltd., have
been making fixed Condensers.

Have opened a large City Showroom at 218,
Upper Thames Street, E.C.4, and are selling an

During that time they have made

illustrated catalogue and price list. The Stores at
9, Colonial Avenue, Minories, contain tons of goods
at sacrifice prices to save removal. Callers only.

familiar

enormous stock of Radio and Electrical Goods of the
highest grade-Marconi, Siemens, Sullivan Brown,
Western Electric, at bargain prices. Serpi 4.1. for

Telephone Avenue 4166.
NEW WESTERN ELECTRIC LOUD SPEAKERS.

Complete with Cord in Makers' Sealed Carton,

20/.. Cheaper than elsewhere.
22/6; 2,000 ohms ..
70 ohms. .. 17,6.

4,000 ohms

201-;

"THE CATALOGUE THAT SAVES
YOU POUNDS."

Its scope ranges from a 5s. pair of

British Headphones or a 12,6 milli ammeter to a 30,000 volt Generator,
and covers all requirements.
If you cannot call and inspect goods
in our showrooms between 9 a.m. and

6 pm, it will pay you to send 4d.
for our catalogue at once. Goods
promptly despatched all over the world.

ELECTRADIX RADIOS
218, Upper Thames Street,
London, E.C.9.

'Phones : City 191.

-

Avenue 4166.

Address all Post Orders to City Showroom :

exceptionally good reputation in the
electrical industry. Such prestige
make no other product.

And they are proud of the fact that

they are the oldest exclusive

Condenser manufacturers in this
country.

You buy your Condenser on faithyour faith in the firm that makes it.

an elaborate test you cannot
many millions-in fact there is Without
tell whether your Condenser is
hardly a country where the functioning properly. It may look

little green T.C.C.

Condenser has not become wellknown for its accuracy and
steadfast dependability.
But
besides the little Condensers

used so much in wireless, the
T.C.C. make huge Condensers
which stand more than six feet
high and which weigh nearly
4 tons.
Obviously the T.C.C. would not
get orders from all parts of the world

for these large and expensive Con-

all right and yet its insulation may be
imperfect.

If you choose a T.C.C. you can be
absolutely certain that it is perfect,
otherwise one of the many critical
tests employed would have discovered
the fault.
Prices and Capacities:
Mansbridge, 2 infds.
Mansbridge, z
Mansbridge, *5sold. Mansbridge, '25 nifd. Mansbridge, z to d. -

3,10
3/4
3/-

Mansbridge, '009 to '005
Mica, *004 to 'tor
-

2/2/4

418

2i6
2/4

Mansbridge, 09 to oz

Mica, '0009 to van

2/4

218, Upper Thames Street, E.C.4.

alg...,......&41

U4).

In beautiful polished mahogany or ask,
and sent on approval. De Luse Models,
Parlour Models from 25/- to 15. Crystal
Cabinets from 1/8. any sire made to
Order. Designs and Lists free. Estimates
per return. Panels and accessories post
free. Send to actual makers.

PI Kr TT BROS. (Members of B.B.C.)
W.L. Cabinet Works, Berley Reath. B.B.

IWIrlifall

The Telegraph Condenser Co. Ltd. West Parh 1Vorks, Mortlake Road, Kew

Gilbert Ad. 4249.
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BRITISH MADE, Using Only BRITISH MATERIALS

SUPER SETS and ACCURACY
For efficient results, absolute accurate capacity
and low loss are essential.
You must therefore fit THE

Dor wood Precision Condensers
which are guaranteed by our work-, laboratory test.

The only grid condenser having a three point
connection.

The DORWOOD has often been used in sets described in Radio
Press publications. This in another guarantee of its efficiency

GET DORWOOD PRECISION CONDENSERS
direct from us if your dealer cannot supply at once, post free
at list prices as follows:PRICE S:

Capacities '0001 to '0009 MF. with or without Grid Leak Clip 2/6
3/'001 to '006
4/6
.
above 006 to '01
,.
la, Railer Mews, Leverton
Side
Manufacturers HERBERT BOWYER & CO. Street, LONDON. N.W.5

LIBERTY SUPERSONIC

HETERODYNE
RECEIVER
(British Patent No. 143583).
NOTE.-TWO CONTROLS ONLY.

RECEIVES any BRITISH, CONTINENTAL and Principal AMERICAN STATIONS
240 to 3,000 metres.
at will, not by accident.
With each set is supplied a chart showing complete settings of all controls for any wavelengths, and all receivers are calibrated to receive such stations by these settings, on a
frame aerial using British Standard Dull Emitter Valves, at loud -speaker strength, and
guaranteed to cut out any unwanted station entirely.
5 VALVE

8 VALVE
SET

DEMONSTRATIONS
WILLINGLY GIVEN

SET
Price £27
Plus
Royalties

Price £32
Plus
Royalties

AT ANY TIME

LIBERTY SUPERSONIC UNITS
(Provisionally patented.)

WHY BUY ACCUMULATORS ?
IF you add dePre-

elation to the
expense and inconvenience of
leaving your own
accumulators unskilfully recharged,

it

costs

you

considerably more
than our inclusive
Hire Service.

and suffer the depreciation and
many annoying inconveniences caused

by unskilled charging.

WE SUPPLY and

a NEW

deliver

ItOTAX Wireless Accumulator of
suitable size for your set. We call and
exchange it for another fully -charged one
weekly or fortnightly anywhere in Greater
London for 13 weeks from 8/- inclusive.
IF you have your own accumulators we
give the same continuous service from
6/- per quarter-and if you have only one,
lend you one of ours, alternate exchanges.

-RADIO SERVICE CO. -

105, TORRIANO AVENUE, KENTISH TOWN, N.W.5.

REAL SERVICE - HIRE OR MAINTENANCE
Write for Folder "Z7 Tor 'Phone: North 4161 & 4162.

Price
Per
Piece.

3/.
Comprising four intermediate matched transformers, filter, long and short wave oscillator
and balancing device, enabling all stations from 250/3,000 metres to be received
Each transformer matched -to half a turn, also secondary windings of the filter.
Delivers maximum signal strength to detector wive.
Ensures ultra selectivity.
Air cored transformers and filter, no iron being used, thus the sharpest uniform peak at
supersonic frequency is obtained.
Full description and illustrated leaflet on request.
If NOTE- Knobs controlling mechanical balancing device which enables the constructor to
select his supersonic frequency peak and to match each individual stage to a frequency not
merely a number of inductive turns. Any variations of valve capacities can be accurately
rectified.
PRICE 4 matched intermediate transformers, 1 filter, 1 longwave oscillator, 750/2000
metres, 1 short wave oscillator, 250/800 metres, including mechanical balancing devices.
Also blue print, and wiring diagram showing all ether accessories required and their positions
£0 Set Complete.

Bennett Strnet,Chismck,LOyDON,W.4
Sole Manufacturers
The Rath -arc Electrical Co. Ltd, 17-trz-,_ctiltmkr4tnb,.,d 1706

FERRO -

SILICON

stands alone. Unrivalled for any
purpose where super -sensitiveness
and long range are required.
Sole Distributors for Great Britain

The L.G. Russell Laboratories,

1.7, Hill Street, BIRMINGHAM

The " S ECU RI TY "
VERNIER

DI. \ L

IS

ESSENTIAL FOR
PERFECT SELECTIVITY
THIS INSTRUMENT ALLOWS

OF ORDINARY COARSE

TUNING AND ALTERNATIVELY

80 :

1

VERNIER ACTION
NO BACKLASH.

PRICE:

DIAL.:5/6 f

SIMPLY REPLACES YOUR
EXISTING CONDENSER

IDEAL

FOR

SUPER -NETS
ASK
YOUR

NETT. ;
.....
-

RETAILER.

MFD. WILLIAMS, ELLIS & Company, 16,17 & 18, Harp Alley,
LONDON, E.C.4.
BY
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THE FIRST ESSENTIAL TO A PERFECT
SET IS A RELIABLE PANEL

The
Bretwood

PANELS

Products

ARE

GUARANTEED GENUINE EBONITE
MANUFACTURED WITH EXACTITUDE

and are famous for perfect insulation
thereby ensuring satisfactory results.
Do not be misled into using inferior
imitations. Follow the example of the
successful experimenters and insist

FROM
the earliest stages in the manufacture of
BretwOod wireless components, exactitude is the

dominating factor.
The material with which each is mad6; the detailed con-

struction and final tests are all guided by the utmost

upon PARAGON PANELS,

precision. Such painstaking exactitude ensures the quality
and efficiency of every Bretwood component reaching a
very high standard, which is guaranteed to be maintained

properly cartoned and sealed.
Ask your dealer, but if you experience
difficulty in securing supplies, write

for a period of three years.

direct to us giving dealer's name.
We are also manufacturers of the celebrated PARAGON Fixed
Insist upon
Condensers and other Wireless Specialities.
PARAGON products. You are safeguarded by their
unrivalled reputation.

The PARAGON RUBBER MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.

THE "BRETWOOD" ANTI -

CAPACITY VALVE HOLDER
,Patent No. 31371/24.)
A valve holder constructed on new and
scientific lines, combining the following
advantages; Easy to tit ; no capacity ;

no leakage; always perfect contact;
saves panel space; back or front of

jewel mounting: no soldering necessary
PRICE 1/9

SCULCOATS, HULL.

If you fit a

THE "BRETWOOD" VARIABLE GRID LEAK
.

,

(Patent No. 224295.)
The only reliable grid leak. The plastic
resistance gives smooth, perfect control,

11111111111111

3WL

/1111111111111l1)6440:

Component
you get RELIABLE and EFFICIENT
*corking,

and is absolutely constant in action.
Gives accurate readings consistently
from 100,000 ohms to 10 megohms
PRICE 3/With Condenser (as illustrated)

4/-

an ORIGINAL DESIGN

giving you the " Something Different,"

and Skilled Workmanship with High

Class Finish. Look, for example, at the

FORTEVOX SQUARE LAW

VARIABLE CONDENSER

1111-11111.:
Is

This NEW
DESIGN
the only Condenser giving

READINGS on both Main Condenser
and Vernier. Full Instructions and
Recording Charts with each instrument.
One Hole Fixing.

PRICES :
Plain

Pro, Pabffit ..127 25.
.661

For the Discriminating Buyer

.00075
.0005
.0003
.0002

"We cannot recall having seen a
better finished article."
THE BRITISH TRAM JOURNAL.

s. d.
13 9 each
13 0
10 6

90
86

Postage 5d.

Vernier

s. d.
17 3 each

of

exhaustive experiment along new lines
by Bretwood engineers. The Bretwood
Rheostat takes up very small space on
or behind the pane/. It is extra.
ordinarily smooth in action, effects

perfect continuous contact, and does

not vary through long use. It is
capable of rough as well as a very
minute Vernier adjustment, and is one
bole fixing. Extremely well made.

PRICE 3/6

"BRETWOOD" ANTI CAPACITY (Ball -Bearing)

THE

SWITCH
(Pateut Pending.)
A first -clam speciality of 100 per cent.
efficiency, the principal features of

LIGHTNING

ARRESTER
Prov. Patent 14127(25.

Price 2/6 each.

which include absolute freedom from
capacity; perfect contact; smooth
action; practically no wear and tear;
first- clam finish and appearance ; one
PRICE 9/hale fixing.

Postage 2d.

Stocked by all reputable dealers, or obtainable direct front :

FRASER & GLASS

(Patent No. 29294.)
This instrument is the it stet

16 6
19 0
12 6
12 0

The FORTEVOX

Protects your
Property.

THE "BRETWOOD"

FILAMENT RESISTANCE

Assembly Works, Middle Lane, Hornsey.

'Phone, Mountnicw 2225,
LONDON, N.8.
Scottish Agents : KEITH dr IRWIN, 35, Robertson Street. GLASGOW.

BRETWOOD LIMITED
12-18, London Mews, Maple Street, LONDON, W.I.
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The "SUPREME " at Last!!!
A variable Con-

FOR RELIABILITY

denser with a
ball race AT
THE RICHT

and accuracy in radio literature
choose from the

PRICE giving

perfectly
smooth action,

the vernier

is

also worked
through t h e
ball race, which

Radio Press Series of Books
..
..
..
..
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
..
..
..
..
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
3 How to Make Your Own Broadcast Receiver
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
4 How to Erect Your Wireless Aerial ..
..
By B. Mittell, A.M.I.E.E.

condenser at a

cheap price
has been a long

their tension
and cause
short).

a

Ebonite end plates and engraved dial, all parts highly finished and plated.

Without Vernier

.001

29

9/9

Square Law

83

-

.0005

7/9

-

0003

(With Vernier I:- extra.)

From all Wireless Dealers of repute or direct from Sole Distributor,

E. C. HUGHES,

Lyndhurst, Woodhouse Rd., London, N.12

Six months, 6'6

Twel % e month., 15:.
Six months, 7i6

THE WIRELESS DEALER
Supplied to the Trade only. Order Oil business letter heading please.

Twelve months, 7/6 (U K.), 10/- (Abroad).
RADIO PRESS, LTD., Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2.

.

REPAIRS

TO HEADPHONES
TO LOUD SPEAKERS
TO COILS

REWOUND to any RESISTANCE & MADE EQUAL to NEW.
PRICE QUOTED ON RECEIPT OF INSTRUMENTS.
PROMPT DELIVERY.

Established
26 Years.

The VARLEY MAGNET COMPANY

WOOLWICH, S.E.18.

Phone : Woohoich 888

1Ra8io Press 3nformation 'ept.

2/6 QUERY COUPON 2/6
WIRELESS WEEKLY,

\ 0.. 7.

No. 14.

December 2g, 1955.

This coupon must be accompanied by a postal order of 216 for each
question, and a stamped addressed envelope.

1/2

5 The Construction of Wireless Receiving Apparatus ..

1,6

1;8

1/6

1, 8

2/6

2/8

1/6

1;8

2/6

2;8

2;6

2/8

2/6

2;8

..

_

..
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
13 500 Wireless Questions Answered
_
_
By G. P. Kendall, B.Sc., and E. Reapath.
14 12 Tested Wireless Sets ..
..
..
..
By Percy W. Harris, M.I.R.E.
15 More Practical Valve Circuits ..
..
..
By John Scott -Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E.
16 Home -Built Wireless Components
..
17 Wireless Sets for Home Constructors
..
By E. Redpath.
12 Radio Valves and How to Use Them

2/8

-

2/6

2,8

316

3,10

2,'6

2/8
2/8

2/6

18 Tuning Coils and How to Wind Them

1/6

1/8

21 Six Simple Sets

1;6

1/8

By G. P. Kendall,"73.Sc.
..
..
..
By Stanley G. Rattee, M.I.R.E.
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A sudden forgetfulness-a blue flash-two
valves with filaments gone. This may
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happen to you. You can't always remember the positions of L.T. and H.T.
terminals, so mark them with RADIO

PER LARGE
PACKET OF

you are safe. There is the warning hand,
every time your memory deserts you. They

ASSORTED

PRESS PANEL TRANSFERS. Then

will also improve the looks of your set.
Friends will compliment you-ask where
you bought it ! Don't delay any longer.
Buy a packet to -day from any newsagent
or bookstall, or from your local Wireless
dealer. Each packet contains a label for
every control knob, terminal or valve

80
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holder on your panel.

A QUICK WAY OF MARKING YOUR PANEL.

just moisten the transfer with a little methylated spirit,
having removed the backing. Press it on to the panel
where it is required and let it dry. If you then moisten
with water the thin paper that is left, it will come away
quite easily, leaving the transfer tightly fixed. Another
simple method is described on the envelope.
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Va ve s

The name first and foremost in radio for 3o
years, guarantees the supremacy of Marco-

niphone products-Receiving Sets, H.F.

and L.F. Amplifiers, "Ideal" Transformers and Components, also the famous
Sterling Loud Speakers, Sets and Components.

Particulars of

-and still leading
VAST strides have been made in radio since the

Coherer first made possible the reception of

the popular
D.E.5 type,

wireless Morse Code messages thirty years ago.

illustrated

Now, in Marconi Valves we have the most perfect means of

TYPE D.E.5.

Emi-

nently suitable for L.F.
amplification.
Filament Volts 5-6.
Filament Amps. 0.25.

Anode Volts 20 120.

Impedance (ohms)
8,0oo.

Factor 7

Amplification

PRICE 22/6

A modification of the
TYPE D.E.5B.
above Valve with high amplification factor.
Filament Volts 5-6. Filament Amps. 0'25.
Impedance (ohms)
Anode Volts 60-15o.
30,000.

/A

Amplification Factor 20,

PRICE 22/6

TYPE D.E.5A. A modified D.E.5 suitable

for last stage of an L.F. amplifier. Filament
Volts 5'5-6. Filament Amps. 0'25. Maximum Anode Voltage 120. Impedance (ohms)
4,0co. Amplification Factor 3'5.

PRICE 26/-

receiving broadcast music, song and interest with a tone fidelity,
purity and power without equal.
There are various types of Marconi Valves, each one designed

for a special purpose, and when used in correct combination,
radio reception has a charm and perfection unattainable in any
other way.
Marconi Valves are economical, distortionless, and give lasting
service, and the name Marconi on each valve guarantees efficiency. Hence the great popularity of Marconi Valves throughout
the radio world.
.v ritefor Marconi Valve publication

No. WW435, containing full
particulars of all types.

Ask for the Valve in the Purple Box
at all radio dealers

THE MARCONIPHONE COMPANY, LIMITED
Registered Office : Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C. 2, and 210-212 Tottenham Court Road, London, Wa
Branches : Aberdeen, Bristol, Birmingham, Belfast, Cardiff, Cheltenham, Dublin, Glasgow, Leeds, Liverpool, Manchester, Newcastle, Nottingham, Southampton, Swansea.
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Sfart the New . Year well
'

with Burndept Components
)

F the New ,Year resolutions you make, 1Jhere is
) one that should be carried throug!v ' if you
· · want to get the besl:_ from wireless. This
resolution is that you insist ,.on buying nothing else
but British wireless apparatus- made by Burndept.
By trying one Burndept Component when building a
wir ele :s receiver, you will learn to rely 011 Burndept
for all futu re purchases. You will have formed a
new habit-and a good one.

O

Burn dept new-pattern
Coils can. be purchased
separately or in sets, as
follows:
Set of four Concert Coils
(200 -800 metres), 16s.
Set of eight Long-Wave
Coils (700-22,000 metres),
£3 17s. 6d. Complete
set of nineteen Coils
(20-22,000 metres), £6.

The efficiency of Burndept new-pattern Coils is
unsurpassed.
Immediately they are tried the
difference will be noticed-clearer tone and greater
volume result. Each Coil is completely enclosed in
an hermetically-sealed container, on the face of which
the number and wave-length range are clearly
indicated. The Coil is perfectly protected against
damp and dust and will maintain its high efficiency
indefinitely.
Externally, all the Coils are the
same size.
To take full advantage of the selectivity of your set,
fit Burndept Super-Vernier Dials. They enable the
finest adjustments to be made with ease by means of a
novel friction-driven epicyclic gear which gives a
reduction movement of about 7 to I- Unlike most
vernier devices, the Super-Vernier Dial is unobtrusive
in appearance and resembles an ordinary dial. The
concealed mechanism is quite silent in operation and is
completely free from cc back-lash." When fitted to
condensers, vario-couplers, etc., Burndept SuperVernier Dials render the manipulation of a receiver
remarkably simple.
The Burndept range includes everything for radio
reception, frow components to complete installations.

Illustrations show the
neat appearance of the
B u rndept SuperVernier Dial and its
novel, concealed mechanism. Model A for k"
spindles, with knob and
full instructions, 7s. 6d.
Model B ·for ~u and !"
spindles (one-hole fixing
condensers, etc.), . with
knob, distance ring, etc.,
8s . 6d.

BURNDEPT
Head Office: Aldine House, Bedford St., Strand, London,W.C.2
Telephone: Gerrard 9072.

Telegrams: Burndcpt, Wcst(and, London.

Branches and Agents Even-where.

NEW

SUBSIDIARY COMPANY: Burndept Wireless
(Dublin~ Ltd., 17, Dawson Street, Dublin.

. Captain Eckersley's Amazing Statement
wireless public and
trade alike have read
with considerable snrp~ise the extraordinary statements made by
Captain Eckersley in
the Christmas number
of " The Radio Times."
In an
article, entitled " A Talk to Home
:\lakers," he writes as follows:" Surelv it is nnlv fair to the trade to
point out· that the fustification for home
making only arises when a home make1·
is. really legitimately an experimenter
and knows what he is doing. If home
making simply means copying what
someone else has taken pains to design,
might I suggest that mental indigestion may result and more, might I
point out that a new and great industry is being hampered? I feel that
even if we could do it l'le issuing of
cut and driec\ instructions on how to
make a particular set would be unfair
to those whose livelihood is to sell sets
at a legitimate profit to the public."
He then goes on to argue that it costs
thousands and thousands of pounds to
find out a new thing, and that there
is no inducement to spend such money
if the manufacturer receive,; no retur;1
for it.
Captain Eckersley is Assistant Controller and Chief Engineer of the
B.B.C., and any statements of hi, are
looked upon
official.
Speaking
bluntly, Captain Eckersley's policy is
purely concerned with the broadcasting
service, and not with emitting propaganda on matters which are entirely
outside his province.
·

as

Director of Renarch :

Major JAMES RoimtsoN, D.Sc.,Ph.D~F.last.R
0.,., Director qf R..-.lr:
Capt. H. L. CitowmER, M.Sc.

Am.tant &litor :
I'ERcv W, liARRJS, M.I.R.E.

On the merits of his remarks. the
manufacturers of sets are almost 2.
clique in the trade. the great bulk of
which is done in component parts.
Indeed, the proportion of set to component advecrtisements in, for exampl~.
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a leading trade jottrnal, is- but one to
ten-so small as to remove any possible
doubt. The Albert Hall Exhibition, in
September last, showed qnite cleuly
that the trade was preponderatingly
inclined to components.
In the early days of broadca,sting
the " set " clique very activeiy combated the tendencv for the listener to
build his own apparatus, but connnonsense removed the irksome· and unfair
restrictions which had been placed
upon home building, and the trade, as
a whole, immensely benefited. Ther~

are thousands, if not millions, of people
to whom. the advantages of hpme construction make a strong appeal, anc1
who, without the facility to build
their own sets, would undoubtedly
forego the pleasure that broadcasting
brings. It is thus perfectly clear that
a very great proportion of the revenue
of the B. B. C. comes from the home
constructor.
The reference to the '' experimenter ''
is almost ingenuous.
\Ve all know
that the title, " genuine experimenter,"
is an old gag which was used by the
Post Office to cover up its antagonism
to the home constructor. According to
the Post Office,
the number of
" genuine experimenters "
in
this
Gountry reckoned by their 8wn standard is but a few thousands.
Previous indiscretions by the Chi"f
Engineer of the RB.C. have related to
the radio situation in America. After
having ail facilities afforded him in
U. S.A., his descriptions of the state of
affairs, subsequently expressed in
articles and broadcast through the
microphone, were deeply resented on
the other side of the Atlantic, as being
distorted.
'!;his resentment was expressed on n)lmerous occasions to Mr.
Harris during his recent trip to the
United States.
We regard Captain Eckersley as a
very likeable and popular personalityperhaps b~ause he does tend to be
irresponsible-but his incursions into
journalism seem to lead him into
officious indiscretions,

Sdited .by

JOHN SCOTT-TAOOART,
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RE= BROADCASTING
By F. A. MAYER (G-2LZ).

Mr. Mayer's achievement in re-broadcasting the programme from Daventry and successfully transmitting it to Tasmania is well known. In the following article he discusses the possibilities of Imperial
Broadcasting and the value of the higher frequencies for such transmissions, giving also some account of'
the apparatus used at his own station.

EVE RA L articles have appeared from time to
time in various technical alld other publications
on the possibilities of inter-Empire re-broadcasting, but there are many cJivergent views on how such
a scheme is to be carrie'd out, and no one appears lo
know much about it from the practical point of view.

S

Imperial Wireless
The B. B.C. have a Yision of such a scheme, and
there is no doubt that sooner or later programmes will
be exchanged with all parts of the Empire. The question of the moment is how to link up, and a great
deal of experimental \\·ork will have to be done before
the most practical \vay of accomplishing the link is
found out. If it is to be by wireless all the way, will it
be at low frequencies with high power, or at ultrahigh frequencies \Yith low power? The only remaining
way is partly by \Yireles,; and pa·rtly by land-line, and
I belieYe such a scheme has already been put forward as
a possibility, but l doubt if it \Vould be as practkablc
as the wireless all-the-\YJY link.

Distortion
Take, for instance, linking up with Australia. It has
been sug-gested that wireless be used from England
to Canada, then across Canada by land-line, with
another wireless link from \Vestern Canada to

Relaying Daventry
I have recently carried out several experiments on
relaying one of the B.B.C. stations, mostly Daventry,
at a frequency of 6,66i kilocycles (45 metres). Several
reports have appeared in the Press lately of the
Daventry programme being recei'.'ed at a frequency of
6,66i kilocycles (45 metres), ar'd it has been suggested
that Dav·entry has been experimenting at this fre~
quency, but I do not think this is correct, and it is
probable that the transmi:csion which has been reported
on has emanated from my station.

Broadcasting at High Frequencies
Considering the possibilities of a frequency of 6,667
kilocycles (45 metres) to bq.;·in \\itb, this frequency is
quite unsuitable for loc-al broaucasting·. Local conditions ohange very rapidly at various times of the day.
After dark it is almost impossible to use this frequeJ1CY
for local communication under I so to 200 miles.
During daylight local sig·nals are very strong, but a
very rapid fading effect takes place, which results in
bad distortion of speech ev<"ry ffo\V seconds at these
liading periods. At the same time perfect speech may
be received at the Antipode~, 1vhcn the distortion
observed locally is non-e-,:i-,1cnt ;\t such a great disUnce.

Distant and Local Distortion
The question is-how far ;m ay does thi,; distortion
trouble elld? This varies at ditlcrent times of the day
and at' dilferent period~ of the year. Even at J,ooo
miles this trouble is often "apparent, as has often been
noticed with the transmissions of KDKA on -},83·0
kilocycles (62 metre~). l have carried out several
tests with ~VIosul, llaq, about 2,500 mile.s: away, and
on one occasion, wl1en bad distortion was rcportz:d by
this station on a Daventry re-broadcast, the transmission was received quite \\e!l at Hob:~rt, Tasm<.tnia. I
have found tfrat it is far easier to work ~\ustralia on
telephony than other countc-ies comparatively near.

Modulation

The main station building at the Rugby wireless station,
which has been carrying out its first test transmissions,
and has been heard in New Zealand.

Australia. One of the greatest difficulties to be overcome is the elimination of distortion, and this difliculty
is u~ually greater with land-line work than with \vireless. Also the greater the number of times the transmission is relayed, the more possibility would there
he of distortion occurring, owing to the amount of
apparatus employed.

The degree of modulation which can be used on
these short \YaYes is another question to be determined.
I do not think that mol"~ than 25 per cent. to 30 per
cent. modulation of the carrier w.we dare be attempted,
owing to the possibility of a siight frequency change
which again will produce bad dist<Yrtion. Even with a
master-oscillator transmitter this frequency change
tends to take place.

High or Low Frequency ?
Another point in favour of the higher frequenc;es is
the elimination of interference from other stations and
the comparative absence of -;tatic as compared with the
lower frequencies. Also quite low power can be used,
so that the upkeep cost of such a station \\'ould be very
low.

Wireless Weekl7
As cegards the utili::;ation of a Jo,,~ frequency, this
would probably be the most practicable, but enormot~s
power would have tu be used, anti it would only be
pu.ssible to establish such a link with a super station
of: the Rug·by type. FHr broaclni<St relaying a station
oi this tvpe \Yould bt> almost out of the question,
owing- to. the high ii~iti.tl ccJst ;md the great expens~
of upkeep.

Land-Lines
To relay to Australia partly by \\ irdess and partly
by bnd-}ine would also be almost uut of the que:-;tiol1
when utilising the pre;;ent band of broadcast frequencies. There \\OU!d be great po•;sibility of interference in both the wireless link,; bet\\een this countn·
and Eastern Canada, and between \ \" estern Canad;,
and Australia. Then t1Jere is l he upkeep cost of t!te
two \v:ireless stations required, and the cost of the use'
of the land-line across Canada, and the possibility ,>r
breakdowns. vVith luck an intellig-ible transmission
mig-ht be got throug-h, htit 1t n>uld not be rlepcncled
upon at any time.

aer.ial is used. No interference whatever is experienced
from the transmitter operating at 6,667 kilocydes (45
metres), although the t\\:o ~~rials .l"l\e so close together."

The Apparatus Used
The set consists of one H.F., detector and one L.F.
transform{'!' coupled. The output of this set is passed
by land-line over to my .transmitting room, and is
plugg:ec: direct into the modulator panel. A chang-eover s\\·itch is fitted to this panel, and when relayingthis switch substitntes a one-to-one open-core transformt>r ftx the microphone tra11sformer which is use;!
fo.r speech. This transformer is coupled. to a resistance-coupled amplifier using I,ooo vojt-; H.T., suitably
biased. The valve is a low-power, dull-emitter transmjtting valw, type D. E. T. I. This' circuit is coupleJ
to the grids of the main control valves.
Choke control is used, \Yith two type Tzso transmitting· ,·alves in parallel. Two more Tzso valvt>,; ar•"l
used as o,-cillattor vah~·-·s. The power input to the
oscillalt'r valves is suo watts, and to the modulators
about r Su \\~atts; fi<lag1cnt consumption, 2 I amps.
tottaJ. Os ram val ,~('S are used throughout.

High Frequencies the Best Solution

Experimental Stations Needed

}l ,. experiments have been confined to 6,667 kilucycl~s (45 metres), but there are, uf course, innumerable other ultra-hig-h frequencies '' hicl1 could bt·
experimented vnth and \\~hich would probably pro<lun·
the desired result.
It rnig·ht be IH''.·essary to u;-;e
different frequencies on ditlerent occasions, according
to atmospheric condition;::.
I certainly think that these
hig·h frequenci-es should be tho;·oughly explored, t''
find cut the practicability ol using them for interEmpire re-broa:dc1.stbg, as thi ..., could be done \\·ith
compar.1tin:ly 1\ttle expt nse. and tlit•n· is little doubt
t'hat herein lies the c;oluti'm ot thi· problem.

A;; a finaL remark, T have no doubt that some of
the cri ties \\ilL disagree with my suggestion as to the
utilisation of the higher frequencies for re-broadcasting,
but my remarks are b<~sed on actual results and experiments with lo\\· power, and I should like to see the
results achieved by the B.B.C. or other paPties, with
the ca:-;h ava1lable to equip and maintain a high
frequency station for th;s purpose. So long as they
keep cif the present band of frequencies allotted ,to the
amateur expenmcnters, I am sure there will be no
opposition from this direction.

The Time Problem
The priilcipal dis;td.vanlag·;· in cxchang·ing· progranum·.; with otlv;r ,·,mntrit•s at g-reat distances is the
time difl...:rence. \Vhen our trausn:issions are takin:~·
place in the evening It is early 11lt)rning· at tlw
Antipodes, and if \\C 11·antcd to hear Canada er t lw
l'. S. A. "·e shoulll have to get up in the middle of
the night. This ,,·ould <:ppeal to very fen· broadcast
listeners after the nov,.:!t,· ilad 11·orn off. The onlv
countq: favourabh· placed as regards time is Soutf~
Africa; which is about ~~ hours ahead of us, but from
my experiences this is the most dililcult counti-y to communicate 11 ith. South r'-friea seems to be sutr..:ring·
from pupeiual static interference, even on the ultrahigh ft-equencies, so that it mu'! be very bad on tlw
lower ones. Also conditions varv enormouslv from d:w
lo dav and hour to ho:il. \\ hereas this trottble is not
cxperiencE"d so much at the Antipodes, as communication at the higher frequencies L':m be efft>cted practi.
cally daily and at almost any time.

Difficulties Experienced
l\Iy experiments have been carried out under cu·tain
dit1iculties which 1\0u!d not be eXl)erienced by lhLJ
B. B. C. L have to receive bY wireless in the first
instance, whereas it \Yould be. much better and more
successful to have the t•·an.o,mission in the first plau~
by land-line. The arrangement I have is a.s follo,,~s :
An ordinary loose-coupled t·cceiver operating on an
aerial parallel to and \\·ithin 20 ft. of the transmitting·

Th"e lo"w-tension swit-chboard i~ thee ualue room at the
Rugby wireless station.
-------~-~··~-------~--

--

............................................................................
A NEW METHOD OF MEASURING COIL .
.
RESIST ANCES.
.
................................
··-· ........................................:
,

:\Ir. J. H. Reyner's second article on the above,
subject is unavoidably lldd over until next week's
issue of IJ"ireless TVeehly.
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THE FUTURE OF BROADCASTING
FURTHER EVIDENCE BEFORE THE COMMITTEE OF ENQUIRY
We give below a summary of 'the evidence submitted to the Broadcasting
Committee on behalf of the Press, the Theatres, the Music ·Publishers' Associations and Messrs. Chappell.
An account· of the evidence given previously,
by the B.B.C. and the Wireless League, wili be found in the issue of
" Wireless Weekly" for December 16.

:\

Decunber ,l 7 Lord Riddeil
and Sir J ames Owen appeared
on bclnlf of the Press interests to give evidence before the
Committee on Broadcast in g. They
were supported by :\Ir. H. D.
Robertson, of tl1e Scottish Daily
Newspaper Society.

0

The" 7 p.m. Rule
Th~ Press repre,entatives were
emphatically opposed to any extension of the existing facilities for
t be broadcasting· of news.
Especially \Yas (':,ception taken to a
modd;cation of \Yhat one might
term the "7 p.m. rule," i.e., the
existing agreement \Yhich provides

•

vices at the disposal of the B.B.C.,
subject to certain limitations as to
hours, ,the newspapers have shown
svmpathy \YiDh broadcasting·, and
h·ave given an adequate qt~id pro
t]UO for any concession involved in
existing arrangements.
Advertising and Propaganda

That from all points of view it
is unnecessary and undesirable to
utilise the broadcasting organisa·
tien for :tdvertising purposes.
That adequate safeguards must
be imposed tc prevent broadcasting
from being u-;ed for propaganda or
party purposes; and that the final
decision in such matters should not
he vested in a Government departnwnt or a l\Iinister of the Crown.
Possible Effects of Broadcasting
More News

Mr. Waiter
Payne, O.B.E.,
who rep resented the interests of the
theatres,

Lord Riddell constantly reiterated
tbe in<portance of the Press as a
national industry, both from th•:
point of view of financial expenditure and the number of persons to
whom this industry gives employment both directiy and indirectly.
l t was submitted that if, as a result
of the broadcasting of news, ne\vspapcr circulations were seriously
curtailed, large numbe'f'S of people
would be deprin~d of a livelihood,
,,:[t hout any corrc'>ponding gain by
the public, '' as there was no reason
for contending that the oral communication of nc\\·s \vas superior t')
its visual cornrnunication. or that
1he ne\Y!<papers ha:l failed to meet
public requirements.''
Comparative Outlay on News

that no item of news shall be trans.
mitted before 7 p.m.
Reasons for Opposition

The three main conclusions on
which the Pre.'is based their opposition \YCrc : - Tint the reasonable requirements
uf the public do not necessitate any
d1;m~: c in
existing arrangements
for the .'upply crf broadcast news;
and that, by placing their news ser-

Some interesting financial details
of tile expenditure of the papers
were disclosed. About £~6z,ooo,ooo
per annum \H~re spent in newspaper
production, and some 7oo,ooo tons
of paper, mo"tly manufactur,ed iD
this country, to the value of
.{; 12, soo,ooo, were absorbed.
The cost of the collection of news
accounted for £s,ooo,ooo.
The B.B.C. paid only £8,ooo a
yeat· for their news serYice, little

Lord Riddell, who submitted evidence to the
Committee on behalf of
the Press.

••
m or~~ 1h::m t lie sum
nnc nC\\ sp;tuer.

paid hy ;my

Lo;d J< ;, id, 11 ''as qut st ioncd by
Tlwm<t, Ruydcn as to whether
1he
Prt'~'
11 ould \\'ithdraw any
•'pposit i<lll tl a gTeater sum \\ere
paid. Lur.J Riddcll said that the
qta·.-,ti()n '" p:t:,ment did not enter
~ir

into 1he

~_ .t~i·.

Further Points
'! ::cy 1n:rc Ppposed to the hrnadc:t~ling of nc11 s at all l!ours.

Sir Thomas ]{onlen then dealt
\\·ith the Cjl!l'Slt011
p<'O!)]e \1 !10 did
· not buy 1:cwspapers~peopk in inaccessible di,;tricts.
Lor.l Riddell thcught the nwnbc,
,,,as "o small as to be negligible.
Questioned further as to \\hethcr
the prcsr:11 restrictions should be
retained in their entirety
Lord
Ricldell tlH)ught they "ho:;,tid, not
only because of the points quoted
about the Pres;;, but also in the
public intere;t.
In his opinion various subjects
which could be dealt \Yith in the
new,;, sheet \1cre not suitable for
gener~.l
dis~emination
into
the
familv circle. He instanced certain
classics, topics sue h as birth control, racing and betting, and the
Law Courts reports.

of
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Lord Rayleigh desired to be informed to what extent the Press
had been jlrejudiced by the existingnews s-erv1ce.
Provincial Papers

Lord Riddell said there had been
no competition up to the present.
Sir James Owen here stated that a
questionnaire, addressed to provincial p<tpers which could not be in
the hands of readers until after
7 p.m., had disclosed a noticeably
prejudicial effect.
Sir James Owen \vas most insistent ihat the 7 p.m. rule should not
be removed. He fl:'!t sut·e that t'hc
provincial papers would be so
seriously affected that many of
them w~-uld L>e ,,-ith&mYn. l1~ this
case the public would sustain a
very definite loss, since many of
the,;c
papers -wen: de,·oted to
diverse local
interests,
social,
administrative, and general. Much
good "·as •.lone in aiding the admin-istration o:li justice, and so OIL
Broadcasting. of Parliament

Captain F cazer, \Ylm has asked
various \Yitncsses regarding their
a't1 itude tO\Yards the broadcasting
of the proceedinr<s of Parliament..
.1gain put the same query. Lord
Riddeli suggested that many of th•·
ptoct:cdings would
no-t
be of
general inteJ-cst, but !'tated that the
Prcs:' had no objection, and that the
pre"t'nt agT-eemcnt ,,-ith the B.B.C.
allowed them to Zlccomplish thi,.,, :-;n
long- as they confined themsehe" to
:<p(;edws wi1id1 could be pid;:ed up
directly by the micntphone.

m the new- that this \\·as an
analogy. He yuite realised that
the Press had something to sell,
and that thev \\cere entitled :o
inllict conditti'>ns as some return
f o>r their serYiccs. Should
Lhe

Sir Jarnes Owen supported Lord
Riddell in giving evidence for • the
Press.

pub! i~·, ho-\\'ever, desire mo~-e news,
rhe-re ''··as no- reason in law to pre ..
vt·nt the B.B.C. from supplying it.
In Lwt, should a certain agreement
eP>tcred into between the B. B. C.
and the Press appear to restrict the
public demand unr-easonably, then
!he B,B.C. \1-ould be entitled to
rt"P'Idiate such agreement. The
1JUbl it', he had no doubt, \Yould
desire to be informed as to \\·hv
1he,- \\Tre so depri\ ed.
-

Vitalising the News

Supply of News to the B.B.C.

In reply to further questions b,Captain Fnver "·ith regard
to
ll<'.rr·ator" or observers, as, for
instance, at tiw si~,;ning· of the
Locarno treatY, Lord Riddell mad,·
the interestin-g disclosure that a
committee had been set up to "-hicll
the D.B.C. would apply foJ- spl'cial
permission for this type of broadcast. In the c·ase of the Locarnn
Tn'}tt\, thev had not made all\ such
applil:ation.~
-

Ll:rd Riddell said the restriction,;
\\en· agreed to by the P.:\I.G., \\-ho
had manv interests to reconcile bef,we g·n;niing the B.B.C. their
li,·ence. , If the JH'\\'S service \\-ere
tl> be extendet: the,- would have tl1
··ecoll'-.iller their pl)sition. He felt
~ure that the four Press ag·encie~.
<•f 11 hielt number the Press •l\1 ned
t\1-o, would consider tlwir best
··ustt,mers first. If the Press, who
maintained (exl'eptingfor
the
" mere bag·atelle " of ;{R,ooo per
aanun1\ the PrC'ss agencies did not
desire them to supply ne\\'s to tlw
B. B.C., he felt sure thev \\-o-uld
not.
the Press agencies did not
supply new,;, the B.B.C. would
have to set up and maintain :1
,,-odd organisation for rct:W!- alonl'.

Public Demand

Lord Blane~hurgh desired to be
i;Jfornwd on ,,-hat authoritY or on
what ground.s the Press ,;-ere entitled to rncevent a legitimatl'
demand (if such demand e~xisted l
from the public for more ne\\-s.
Lord Riddell did not see that rlw
public should be indulged in all
their demands.
Perhaps
Lord
B!ane.sbm,gh thought they should
have free beer if thev deman(:ied it.
Lord Bianesburgh did not concu1·

IJ'

The Thin End of the Wedge

Lord Blanesburgh suggested that
the Press mig-ht meet the B.B.C.
and a!Jo,w them to broadcast eYents
of national importance, such as the
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Derbv a:nd the Boat Race. imnwcEately~after the result was knO\Yll.
sir James 011-en oppoSied ev;:•n
this slight extension on the grounds
that it was ''a slippery slope," or
\\-hat one might term the thin edg,:
of the we-dge.
Religion
De;.tiing· with religion and some
other controversial matters, Lord
Riddell said that, no doubt, \le
should have Freethinkers demanding- a service. Many oppon-ents of
certain contr-oversial matter broadcast 11 ere ju~t realising tLe Ulotmou'-> pmn:r \\·ielckd by this new
social fnrce.
This closed the case fo.r the Pres~.
The Theatres
On December rS :\Ir. \\raltc·r
Payne, O.B.E., gave evidei1ce on
behalf of the Societv of \\'est End
Theatre :\Ianagers, I..:ntertainments'
Protection Associ11tion, and the
Ente-rtainments' and Organisations'
Joint Broacka;;ling Cornmittt'e,
The memor.:wdum dealt with th;:
liistn-rv of the relations bet\Yeen the
entert:.inment industrv and the
B.B.C. brielly as follr;\IS:
Unlimited Powers of the B.B.C.
Shortlv after the B.B.C. received
the \Vir~less Licence, da,ted January r 8, 1923, those interested in the
provision of public entertainment
became accidentallv aware of the
po11-crs which had been given to the
B.ll.C. to broadc:.~st, to an unlimited
extent, coHcerts :md theatrical entertainmt'JJts. Realising the Yery serious injury which might be done to
the Enl'ertainmerit lndl!stry, a Committee .was formed, , representing
even· ,;edi<J-tl of t'hi,; industrY, and
delegates representing· emJ)!o:yl'rs
and employe<:·; ,,·ere noininated.
Restriction Desired
,'lltention ILls drawn to the significant fact that neg-otiations h;td
taken place with the Press which
had resulted in ,·ct-tai.n restrictions.
The,- coo tended, and. still do contend, that such restriction was riH1t
and proper, and !llat it should h~Ye
been extended trr coY er enter! aiu-.
ments.
Tlw B.B.C. apparently attached
gTeat imp(wtanee to the value of
broadcast entertainments, and endean~ured to persuade the Committee that broadcasting 1\-a.s an
aclmir~tble advertisement.
Results
had not confirmed this contention.
\Vith a view to the prevention of
friction, the B. B .C. had voluntarily
a!i-red to certain restrictions. I~
ti{e opinion of the Society of Th\'atre
~lanag-ers not more than
ro per
(Continued on page _sr6,)
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HORT-WAVE
,i\Vtes&Mws
l TH the advent of the mild
weather, reception conditions seem to have suffered
a geueral decline, so far as the
hig-her frequencies are concerned.
'\lost of the American and Antipodes stations have only been cf
very moderate strength, and during
the last week-end even the European stationc; have found some
di11icuJ.t v in communicating \Vith
one an~ther.

W

band than bav•~ ever been heard
before. 2QV (Ormskirk) and 2QB
(vVidms) are both heard at great
distances, though they arc unable to
work each other.
The former
wants to erect a small aerial for
short-wave work, but the pmvers
that be do not consider that enough

Jamming
The problem of local interference

is becoming extremely serious
again, the " local " stations nO\V
being French transmitters employing their Javourite high-powered
" raw" A. C.
Half-a-dozen of
these stations can make enough
noise eo occupy the whole band of
frf'fJUcncies between 6,670 and
7.5oo kc. (.:fo and 45 metres), so
broad is their ,tuning and so trouble!',ome their numerouS> " side-bands."
One i.; now sometimes prevented
from \Yorking with a station ten
miles away on account of the interference from another transmitter
two or t hrec hundred miles distant.

3,333 kc.

News from Ireland

\Ve hear from GI-6MU, of Bel-

fast, that he has established twoway communication with P-3FZ,
thus being the first Irish station to
work Portugal.
His input was
then _=; "·atts, but he has worked
seYt~ral
British statiQns on telephony with an input of 2 watts to
Cossor P2 valve. He is shortly
fitting up an So-watt generator, and
hopes to make a larger '' splash '•
in tbe ether.
Other Irish stations now working
include _=;NJ, 6TB and 6QD (all of
Helfa,t), 2\VK of Portaclo\vn,
Ulsh?:·. and 2 IT of Armagh. A few
!nore hope to be working aftet
Christmas.

a

The North of England

There are now more Lancashire
stations active on the 6,670 kc.

Poor Conditions

2KF r< ports that the conditions
were so bad during the week-end
that he only succeeded in workiwr
one New Zealand station and on~
American. He heard Pl- J HR on
Sunda v afternoon ; the latter station ~vas handling traffic with
American sixth district stations for
the entire afternoon. Some South
,\fricans \Yerl~ also heard during the
evening, but \\'e have little doubt
that conditions \vill improve enormous,ly if the ,,·rather becomes
colder again.
It 1s sad to think of the f:tte of
those who wish to do " DX "
work in the early mornings if the
lwst conditions only accompany
bitterly cold \\cather. This appears,
ho\\·evocr, to have been the case ever
since amateurs commenced to work
on the 6,67o kl~. band.

The earth connections at the Rugby
station are no less carefully insulated
than the aerial lead-in.

sky is visible from the garden as it
is! He employs an L.S.s valve
with
input of six \vatts. 6RvV,
of R·xk Ferry, Cheshire, is another
" hig noise " from the North; in
addition, 2KvV, of transatlantic
fame, is making a real " transatlantic noisr. ''

av
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vVe have been listening on
:l.:\33 kc. (go m,), and it is hard to
believ<~ that the frequencv band
which saw' the accomplishm~nt of so
nwch good \vork last season is so
a 1Jsolt:tely deserted now.
Is it
possible that hy next year the now
overcrowded 6,67o-kc. band will be
in the same state? Though it does
not seem likely, we must remember
that, at this time last year, we
little dre:1mt that the 3,333-kc.
band would evct lose its popularity.
It would certainly be a good thing
if one-third of the stations now
using the higher frequency would
go back again to 1,333 kc., and '!O
relieve some of the present congestion around 6,6io kc.
American Telephony
\:V c hear fro·m a correspondent

that a station, apparently of American origin, \vith the call-sign zXG,
and using telephony, has been heard
on 6,977 kc. (43 metres). vVe have
no information as to the nature of
the tests Ol' the power used, but
believe this to be an experimental
station \vorking in conjunction with
one of the broadcasting stations.

Wireless Weellly

relying· upon its width and relative flatness to cove1·
1he band of frequencies ,,·hich it is desired to· ren·in'.

Previous Investigations
A number of experiments have been de:-u ibed
rece!l!IY in H"ireless Tl'eeklv and else\\·here in which
the n\(;thod of test was to 1~easure the signal strength
obtained from the carrier wave of the local station, in
my m1·n case zLO, with various arrangements of this
type, and a certain amount of information has been
obtained; but it has been evident rhat with only thb
method at command it was not possible to obtain a
true idea of the actual width of the frequency band
\dlich could be cover<:'d with a practical degree d
uniformity by one of tlwsc tight-coupled circuits.

A Later Method

ONSIDERABLE practie;d interest

attaches· ti'
the question of the degree of uniformity "hici1
can be obtained in the respons,: over a baud of
freouencies of a cin·uit of the conYentional I) P•'
t'mJ;loying a coil of ftxed tums numbl'r in the :~eri;.l
ci-rcuit, fairly tig·htly coupled to a secondary coil "·hicl1
alone is tuned b1· means of a condenser. It has been
sho\\n that this. circuit is probably simply a, tuned
pf'ima.ry and scconda1·y sclwme, in \\·hi,·h :itht' degree· of

C

Measuring Circuit
The measuring circuit consisted of the usual aerial
nnd earth system containing a tapped primary coil,

Fig. 1 . - The complete
circuit diagram of (left)
the measuring appara-,
tus, and (right) the
osc:llator u s e d a s a
local source of' si:gnals .'
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tig'htly coupled to the usual secondary winding tuned
by a variable condenser, the s.ignal voltage across this
latter circuit bei:ng· determined by the usual Moulliu
voLtmeter arrangement. The primary and secoQdary
coils were the same as those recently described in

coupling is so great that the resonance curve of the
primary circuit becomes one of the familiar doublehumped variety, the two humps being very considerably ftatteLled by the tightness of coupl~ng, and the
usual practice being- to work upon one of ,these humps,
495
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connection with a somewhat similat investigation, the
primary being of the same diameter as the secondary
viz., about 3f in., the \\'inding being composed of
No. 26 d.c.c. wire. Tappings were taken from this
coil at the 6th, gth, I 2th, I 5th, etC. turns, up to a
total of 6o. The source of signal energy was an oscillating· valve circuit of conventional type, shown upon
I he 1:ight in Fig. I, the method of feeding the energy
into the circuit under investigation being· by the use
of a small coupling coil very loosdy coupled to the
oscillating circuit. , This coupling coil .w'as inserted in
the earth lead, the oscillator being arranged at a djstance of 1 o ft. from the main portion of the measuring
cin:uit.

A Convenient Source of Signals
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v\'e have here a means of introducing into the aerial
circuit small high-frequency currents which may be
taken as being equivalent to those induced by the
signals of a distant station, but certain precautions
must obviously be observed in its use if results of any
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significance are to be obtained. J n the first place, ;t
will be observed in using· any va\ye oscillator th:H as
the tuning condense:- of the osci!lating· circuit is varied
so will the strength of the Ot;cillations also vary.
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Difficulties
In the oscillator employed in tbes<:' experiments, for
example, as the reading of the condenser governing
the frequency of the oscillation was increased, i.e.,
as more capacity was added to the circuit, so the
oscillations became wea!•er and weaker. This in itself
is a considerable difficulty, but it can be overcome in
a manner which will be described at a later point.
Further, the coupling between the oscillator, coil and
tbe coil in .the earth lead must be decidedly weak, and
1n these circumstances it is necessary to employ a
really strong oscillator to introduce :1 sullicient amount
of energy into the aerial circuit.
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The Oscillator
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In practice, the oscillator consists of an ordinary
bright emitter general-purpose valve run at rather a
high filament temperature, and with fairly hig·h ;mod1~
voltages, up to I68 volts. The grid coil of the oscillating system was either ~' Lissen No. 6o or a Gambrell
B, to this being coupled a coil consisting of two turns
of Glazite wire, as a pick-up winding. This latter
coil was placed at a· distance of about 3 in. from the
oscillator coil, and it was found unde1- these cot~di
tions that a sufficient amount of signal energy was
introduced into the receiving circuit for the purpose of
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Fig. 2.---The above curves were obtained by varying the
number of turns in the primary winding, and plotting
t~rn numbers against meaaured aignal strength at
various frequenciet~o
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The First Experiment
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the experiment, d1e actual &ig<nal strength &gures
being roughly equivalent to those obsened from tht:
local broadcasting station, at a distance of 8 miles.
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The procedure in the first experiment was to set the
local oscillator to give a frequency of I ,ooo kilocycles
(3oo metres), and then to vary the number of turns
upon the primary winding of the circuit under investigation, measuring the signal strength across the
secondary vvith each tapping point.
The result is
shown in the top diagram of Fig. 2, and of course tbe
familiar double humped curve is produced.
It is to be noted in passing· that the two humps of
this curve appear to be widely different in \Vidth but
this is largelv a ma:tter of ti1c horizontal scale 'unon
which the JiagTam is drawn.
·
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Primary Turns and Signal Strength
It will be noted that hori;.:ontaUv I have marked off
the turns upon the primary, whil~ vertically is the
signal stren~th scale, and it is to be remembered that
a variation of, say, three turns in the ncighbourhood
of the peak of the first hump represents a very much
greater pcrccntag<e change of total inductance than a
·similar variation of three turns upon the peak of the"
second hump, where there are already as many as 33
·furns in circuit.
In the first cas.e,. of cou1;:se, there
would be only about I 2 o'r I 5 turns in circuit. This
point should be borne in mind in all cases 111 interpreting diagrams of this type.
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Lower Frequency Readings
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The next step .was to inc!'ease the •reading of the
condenser in the oscillating 6rcu.it ,to give a fr,equency,
of 857 kilocycles (350 metres) and to repeat the proct:dure.
Tbe curve thereby derived is shown in the
second diagram from the top in Fig. 2, and once more
we see a curve of the same general type, with two
humps and a sharp dip betvveen •them, where the
primary circuit has come into tunc with the input frequency,· \vith correspondingly poor results on account
of the Vt"!·y tight coupling. The oscillator was next
adjusted to give a frequency of 750 kilocycles (400
metres) and the procedure repea,ted, curve. three reading from the top of Fig. 2 being plotted as a result
of this series of mt-asurements. For frequencies of
667 kiloeycles (450 metres) and 6oo kilocycles (500
metres) respectively, the p·rocedure was also carried
out, the curves being also seen in Fit(· 2.
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Comparison of Curves

:V

Several interesting thing·s come to light upon an
examination and comparison of these curves, one
being that for a g"iven number of turns· in the aerial
circuit we shall iind that we are working upon points
of widelv different character at the various different
frequencies under considerlttioll1. For example, if we
tak!e I 5 turns, we shall find that with a frequency of
I,ooo -kilocycles (3oo metres) we are just nicel~y on the
peak of the first hump; witll a freq11ency of 857 kilocycles (350 metres) we are still in a good position
upon .the peak of the first hump ; witb a frequency of
750 kilocycles (4oo metres} we are no longer in a very
favourable position, being half-way down the outer
slope of the fir.st hump, where the signal strength is
only half the maximum possible, but where selectivity
is fairly higb.
Signal strength is poorer still in tl.te case of the
frequencies of 667 kilocycles (450 metres) and 6oo
kilocvcles (soo metres). Further, it wiil be observed
that ·what one may describe as danger points, namely,
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Second Series of Curves

the dips between the two humps (,,·here it ,,;)] be
remembered that selectivity is exceedingly poor and
,.;ignal strength also deficient), fall at number,.; ()f
tums rang·ing from 2-J. in the case of the 1 ,ooo kilo··ycle frequency to about 48 in the < ase of the 6oo
kiloeycle signal.

The operation of taki1;g the series of readings upon
the five dilferent frequencies cho;-;en was then repeated,
using the voltages upon the oscillator \vhich had been
determined, and the five curves were then plotted
<Jgain, the result being seen in Fig. 3, in which it wiJl
be observed that the heights of tlie peaks are identical
in each case. From th;s :,;ecoml set of curves it is
possible to read off in a vertical direction figures which
can be 1aken as a measure of the efliciency of a given
number of turns in the aerial circuit upon the five
different frequencies in question. For example, with
q tums it1 the aerial circuit, a signal s-trength of 4-2
is obtained from a signal of 300-metres ·wavelength,
of 2.8 from one of 350-metres wavelength, I. 7 with a
wavel·ength of 400 metres, .g from a signal of 4Somctrcs wavelength, and . s from one of soo-metres
wavelength.

Varying Oscillator Output
It will be observed that these different curves ris,;
tn diffePent maxima, resulting from the fact that the
6
PRIMARY

s

1925

TURN-S

4
;j

2

Wavelengths and Frequencies

I

.300

350

400

450

WAVELENGTH IN M£rR£S

1f \\·e ~1ow take 1 he figures just quoted and plot them
upon a horizontal scale of wavelength and a vertical
scale of signal strength, we shall obtain a graph '.Vhich
\Yill :,;how the signal strength given by that primary
upon any desired wavelength between 300 and soo
metres. (It should be noted that I am now quoting
"·avelengths only, because it seems most convenient
to do so in the case in question, wherein we arc dealing with the efficiency of a primary upon a band of
frequencies on which are distributed a number of
wavelengths of broadca~ting stations which most of
u~ have memorised.)

.500

Fig. 4.-From these curves, which are plotted from the
data provided in Fig. 3, and on a scale of wavelength
against signal strength, may be deduced the degree of
" aperiodicity " of the primary circuit over a particular
band of wavelengths.

output from the oscillatoi was not constant in strength
at tlw Jifferent frequencies under investigation, but
altered progressively as the frequency \vas lowered,
i.e., as the wavelengtl1 was increased.
This became
so acute that in the case of the curve for the 6oo
kilocycle frequency (soo metre \Yavelength), it 'vas
necessary to increase the strength of the oscillator
somewhat by applying a greater H. T. voHage in order
to obtain. a signal strength that could conveniently be
measured, and it will be observed that this curve rises
1o a greater height than the preceding one fot· the 667
kiloeycle!-i (4so metres) sigual.

Other Turn Numbers
In Fig. -1- will be seen the result of plotting this
curve :md a number of others, the latter being appro-

Equalising Signal Strength
Tn ordtT to carry out a pmper comparison to deter-

mine the actual degree cf relative efliciency· obtained
at different frequencies with a primary of fixed size,
it \Yas decided t0 determine corresponding· points from
the fi\'C curves of Fig. 2, and then tol adjust the oscillator at the various fi·equencies under consideration
''0 that an equal signal strength ·was obtained at each
of the points chosen. It \vill be observed upon inspcc1 ion of Fig. 2 that points A, B, C, D and E have
been marked, which are all roughly equivalent to each
other in relative position upon the curve appropriate
1o the frequency chosen.

A transformer installed
at t h e
Rugby
station,
the dimensions of
which
may be
gathered from the
photograph.

Oscillator High-Tensiofi Voltage
The next step was to determine by experiment .}vhat
value of hig·h-tens.ion voltage upon the oscillator valv'e
would give the same signal strength, a va1ue of 6 being
chosen, when turn numbers appropriate to each of the
points mentioned were included in the aerial circuit.
These were found to be a;; follows : Aerial
Oscillator
Test Frequency.
Turns.
Voltage.
1 ,ooo kilocycles
15
84
18
102
ss7
,

7SO
667
6oo

"

"

"

priate to 12, IS, 18, 21 and 2-J. turns in the aerial circuit. The figures for the plotting of these curves were
all read, of course, from those given in Fig. 3, by
simply drawing an imaginary line in a vertical direction appropriate to the number of turns in question,
and noting the points at which it cuts the curves. It
will be observed that up to IS turns we have a simple
falling cl1aracteristic, which starts at a fairly high
value for 300 metres and falls off steadily to a low one

120

138
!68
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at soo metres, these being d1e conditions under which
we normally work with · one of these tight-coupled
aerial circuit arrangements, the reduction pf signal
stt·ength upon the higher wavelengths having been
noticed in actual practice by many experimenters.

curve will fall at different numbers of turns, and the
deg-ree of sharpness or otherwise of the peaks will
vary. The general inferences, however, would seem to
hold good, and they are commended to .the attef1tion of
those experimenter-s who make use of tight-coupled
primary windings in the;r receiYers.

Wavelen~th

.:........................................................................
.:i
;. RADIO PRESS CALIBRATION SCHEME: .
FREQUENCY TESTS THIS EVENING
..........................................................................
.i

Effect of

Changes

A:; a matter of fact, slight reductions in efficiency

.

with change of frequency are not in fact so noti~~eable
as one would expect ; it must be remembered that
•When one passes from a station on 400 metres to
another on soo metres, it is most difficult to make an
actual comparison, since one has changed from one
station to another, from one pt·ogramme to another,
from one set of conditions as regards interference to
another set, and furthermore, the t\\O stations which
·are Being cprnpar.ed are no doubt at quite different
distances from the receiving point, so that some
change in signal strength is naturally to be expe~:ted,
regardless of the relative eflicit>ncy of tlw rect>t vmg
circuit upon the two frequencies.

Turn Numbers for Particular

'

As announced in the last issue of J..Vire'less vVeeklv.
the frequencies of all the B.B.C .. main stations, at~d
also of cert.1.in Continental stations, wi.H be measured
*this evening (December 30), commencing at 7·45 p.m.
The exact times of measurement for each station are
g·iven belmv, together with their approximate frequencies:Time.

When larger numbers of turns than r:; are includt>d
in t'he aerial circuit, it \\·ill be obserTed that we start
with a low value of signal strength for a 300-metre
signal, arriving at the maximum possible figure of G
a:t some point further along the \Yavelength scale, and
then fall off again ·towards the upper wavelengths.
This, ofcourse, is because when the larger numbers of
turns are used, we may be starting somewhere near
the dead region between the humps for the shortwave signal, passing away from it as the wavelength
is increased. This, as vYill be seen, becomes quite an
acute difkulty in the case of the 2-j.-turn primary,
which would be practically useless f6i· a 300-metrc ·
signal, although good for anything bet11·een 350 and
soo metrt>s.

Station.

------·----7·45 p.m.
7.50 p.m.
7·55 p.m.
8, o p.m.
8, 5 p.m.
8.10 p.m.
8.15 p.m.
8.20 p.m.
8.25 p.m.
8.30 p.m.
8.35 p.m.
8-40 p.m.
8.50 p.m.
8.55 p.m.
q. o p.m.
9. 5 p.m.
9.10 p.m.
9.15 p.m.

-----·--~---·-··--~

9:20 p.m.

9.25 p.m.

From this latter point a useful deduction can be
drawn, viz., that it is very much wiser to choose a
r.eaUy >-0mall number of turns i11 the aerial circuit and
endure the falling·-o.fl of signal strength upon the !owe!
freq~tencies, rather. than to risk the possibilitv
of
striking a dead region for the higher frequencies.'
Tappin~s

.

~

Wavelen~ths

Conclusions Reached

'

Freqnency.
Kilocycles

\Yavf:'length
metres.

- - - - ---·

Cardiff
Seville
London
Madrid (Union Radio)
Manchester
Oslo
Bournemouth
Madrid (Radio Iberica)
Dublin
Newcastle..
Munster
Glasgow
Rome
Toulouse
Belfast
Ecole Superieure,.
I~ankfurt . .
Birmingham
Aberdeen . .
Zurich

850
840
822
804
794
785
777 ·
71>5
752
743
7.F
7II
;o6
696
b82
655
638
626
6o6
5H3

35.i
357
365
373
378
38~

386
392
399
404
410
.f22

425
431

+to
458
470
4 7ll
495
515

It is, of course, possible that some of the above
stations may be badly jammed, or not \\'<Kking, at the
above times; this, hm\ever, \vill be stated in the report
of the results.

Other Calibraticlns

on Primary Winding

Calibrations of other stations may be taken at the
same time, so that !t will be well \Y~•rlh while to listen
to, and take the reading·s of, any other station:-; that
may be heard on that evening·.

It would f4trther be justifiable to draw the inference
that a primary of fixed tum numbers cannot be taken
as covering so wide a band of frequencies as that
embraced b(;tween the wavelengths o.f 300 and soo
metres with any reasonabl·e degree of uniforcmity, and
that it wonld seem jti'stif:able to provide .tapping:s, one
or two in number, upo11 sticli primarv
windin£Ys
or
1
c-.
'
alternafively, to use plug-in or other mterchangeable
coil units for the pm-pose. It mllst be bo•rne in mind,
howe\'er, that such changes in .efficiency as are
apparPnt in Fig·. 4 are not by any means so' noticeable
in actual reception as one \Yould at first sight assume.

Transatlantic Tests
In vi,~w of the Tra!1Satlantic Broadcasting· Tests,
ar.ranged to .take place at the end of January, 1926,
as announced elsewhere in this issue, listeners should
find it particularly useful to calibrate their wayemeters
and receivers now.
The assistance rendered bv
accurate calibration of a receiver in picking up distarit
stations is too obvious to need further comment.

Effects of Aerial and Earth Systems
A word of warning must be gi,·en at this point to
the .effect that all the mea,mreme111ts shown were carried
out upon one pa•rticuiar aerial and earth, and it will
be remembered that it has been sho\\·n in the past th'at
different aerials behave some\Yhat differently in their
response to experiments of this nature. In general,
the position of the peaks and dips of the characteristic
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The Merry Season

A\I writing this on the
eve of what they call
the merry season. By
the time that it appears
in print both you and
1 will be experiencingthat" morning after "feeling which
is produced by our coming up with
'' jerk against rent, rates and income
tax, and a lot of other little troubles
of tl1e same sort. Personally, l am

They criticise my
own set •

having just now a thor6ilghly bad
time, and I feel StJrc th;:tt I shall
:1av.c the sympathy of any.fathers of
families who read· the~e pathetic
lines.
BrieHy, what has. happened to
me is that each and every one of my
young hopefuls, who are now home
for the holidays, has taken up wireless with an enthusiasm that onlv
the very }Outhful k~ow.
l\Jatter-s
'"ere not so had this time last vear,
when only the eldest had lea~ings
that wav. I used to miss a variable
condens-er uow and then (or rather
somebody else did, since mine are invariably
borrowed), and
tmnsft,rmers would disappear, whilst
occasionally one of my (that is,
Snaggsby's) valves would be found
10 have burnt out mysteriously. I did
not mind all this; I encouraged the
lad, helping· him with his wiring, and
then leaving- him to straighten things
out after I had attempted to make
lll' one of Professor Goop's supercircuits for him. But now that the
other two have followed in his foot:,1eps, I <tm beginning to wonder
whether there should not be an ap-e
limit for wireless, and also whetfie;' a
law should not be passed limiting the
n<~mber of devotees in any family to

one or possibly two. Four is really
too .much of a good thing.
The Devastated Area

Intending to undertake a small
wnstructional job the other d:;ty, I
stJolled out to my work!Shop. vVords
f~til me to describe the sight that met
my eyes. The place was positively
strewn with broken drills, taps, and
hacksaw blades; my best chisels
had obviously been used for 1 trimIJiing the (·dg·es of ebonite panels,
and my most. treasured files for cutting lead or ~older or something
equally deYastating to their keeniless.
The absolute limit was reached
when after a frenzied search for
my 4B.A. die I ran it literally to
eart!J upon a crysU\1 set,_ where it was
doing duty as the top of the E. terminaL The culprit stated that he
could not find a single milled nutthe same thing has been occurring to
me since the holidays began-and
that the die t'lid jolly well as a substitute. I have put my foot do'\vn
on valve sets for the younger ones;
but does that ensure me peace?
Certainly not.
They have each
1 igged up indoor aerials and spend
their time fiddling with catswhiskers, whil~t my loud-speaker
c!Jcks and scrapes unceasingly, and
S(·metimes brings in snatches of
) <;uthful conversation, some of
v:hich is by no means complimentary
to

P<Xldleby's four small daughters,
ranging from fourteen d0\n1 to
eight, came shyly in. \Vhen they had
:,;lwken hands very prettily with me,
roddleby suggested that they should
run away ;:wd play. However, they
ling·ered by the door, "tanding first
on on~ foot and then on the other.
Then suddenly they found their
Yoices nnd all began to talk at once.
The burden of the chorus \vas, " \Ve
have t;scd all those 4B. A. nuts.
Could we please l:ave another
dozen?"
"Nuts!"
screamed
l"'oddlebv, " Nuts!
This place is
becoming·
an
infernal
mon)<ey
house.''
A Fellow Feeling

\\'hen we were alone once more I
:,t ized Poddleby by the hand.
'' My
h iend," I said, " I ha.J no idea that
you also \\Tre for it. It appears that
the modern wnman has taken t')
wireless, even as a (luck takes to
\l·atcr. Still, you ought to be thankful that they are girls. You should
jt:st sec my house, my workshop, my
gadget cupboard." There is nothing
s·) comforting as another's adver:,ity. On !tearing my t::,Je, Poddleby
n I once began to brighten up. " You
;Jre not half so bac!Iv· off as I am,"
!le said \\armly.
'' l have been

mt~.

Poddleby, Too

Striding in my (Jespair from my
wrecked workshop, I vent round to
Poddleby's house to seek consolation. I was sure that things would
lw all right there, for Poddleby has
no boys. \Vhen I entered his den I
found him looking n little worried,
I thought, and be was much more
silent than usual, to begin witl1.
\Vhen I told him l had come
for sympathy .nnd consolation, he
told me that his own need was
f.:'i eater than mine, adding that in
such cases it was infinitely more
blessed to receive than to give.
As we were talking, , there
\\as a little tap at :he door, anrJ
soo

We have used all those
4B.A. nuts .

tnned right out of my workshop.
Those kids have put vp their wireless set there and ar·~ using- it as
their receiving cabin."
I~ saw a
cl1ance of scoring a point. '' Then
they have only one set? " I asked.
" Yes," cried Poddleby. " \Vhy,
my dear fellow," I said, " you are
eot suffering at all. I have three
Loys and they each have a set. They
hav:e all rigged up aerials in their
bedrooms." " My good fellow,'.'.
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cried Pod<lleby, " you are in clover.
l\[y girls may only have one set, hut
they have pincbed my aerial ! "
In Search of Sympathy

Eventually we agreed that \\·e
were each suffering equally badly,
nnd, feeling~ brothers in adn:rsity,
we resolved to go and call upon tbe
General. As he has no family, we
felt sure that our sad tales would
·move him to pity. " At any rate,"
remarked Pocldleby, " \VC shall be
able to listen to some wireles" in
comfort, and that will be "omething·.
\Ve were so cheered by this idea
that we strode forward with elastic
steps. As we were walking along
the hedge in front of Simla \"ilia
towards the ga,te, a large and very
squashy
snowball
sailed
over
f,>"(logly-wise, catching Poddleby,
who was, luckily, on tlw insidt·.
fairly at1d squarely upon the <>ar.
I hastened to render first aid hv
scooping the snow out of }tis c<;l.
with a B.A. spanner which I '-appened to have in my pocket. I \vas
still et1gaged, despite Poddleby's
protests; in my noble work of mercy
when a second snowball, larger and
souashier than the first, descended
upon the back of my neck, and as I
was leaning forward at the time,
several pounds went inside my collar
and slithered like an avalanche dowu
my back.
"Just y()u wait a
moment,
General ! "
I
yelled.
" Cc>me on, Poddleby. \Ve are hn>
t•J one,. and I am never afraid of
such fearful odds."
The General

Poddleby and I set off at a smart
double for the gate, other snowballs
removing our hats before we got
there;
Taking cover behind the

walking all over my . . . ? '' i1e
bellowed. He would have said a
good deal more, I believe, had not
mv own well-directed missile at that
m~m1cnt found its billet ii1 his widel 1opened mouth.
Poddlebv"s fir-~t
shot caught him on the fourth \Yaist('oat button.
The General leapt,
but -whilst he was still in the air two
more clinking good shots got him.
They apparently upset .his balance,
for he reached the ground in a sitting posture, and having him thu"
at our mercy, Poddlebv and I took
full adv;mtage of the situation.

gate p{.lst.s, we collected a supply of
::tmmunition and sailed i~ There
was not a soul in sig·ht.
VVe
searched the garden ,thoroughly and
fMtnd no trace of the enemy. Suddenly the front door opened. and th,~
Gerieral, purple in the face and roaring; iik:,e an infuriated bull, came
bounding down the steps. '' \Vhat
the blue blazes are you t\vo doing

A F,l'lllow Sufferer
'' No,''
replied
the
General
gloomily, " I have no family. but
my sistt•r has. She is just back fmm

At Simla Villa, Too

At length, when our ammunition
was exhausted, we helped him to his
feet. By this time he had recovered
his powers of speech, but was no
longer roaring; instead, he was
calm and exceedingly acid. '' And
what," he inquired, " is the meaning of this disgraceful assault? "
" Ha, ha! ., T shouted, slapping my
thigh.
'' He,
he ! ''
chuckled
Poddleby, bending double in his
glee.
" Jolly good I call that.
Dashed
well
acted,
General."
'' Acted? '' inquired our victim in
scathing tones.
" Will you have
the goodnes" to tell me what you
mean? ''
'' Oh, splendid,'' we
roa,red in concert. " Come, now,.,
said Poddleby, " you can't say that
you didn't ask for it." " You go
slinging ·your beastly snowballs
about over the hedge," I cried,
" and then "·onder whv we l'etaliate. '' '' Snowballs? '' ·shouted the
General, his calm deserting him.
" You acctise me of going and
chucking snowballs about.
vVhat
on earth do you mean? I have
never done such a thing for thirty
years." And then, quite suddenly,
his growing rage \.Vas replaced by a
wave of sadness. " Well, well;"
he moaned, " I think I understand
how it· happened.
Come inside,
won't you?"
vVe went in,
Porklleby going :first.
More VioJence

Larger «ncl aqu«ahier
th«n the lirst .

possible up the stairs again. The
Genera! hastily pushed us into his
study, banged the door, and locked
it " Good heavens ! " I exclaimed,
" \.Yhat on earth is all this?
Poddleby and I came round to see
you because we were suffering at the
hands of our own young, and we felt
that we should be safe with you,
si nee you have no family.''

As he passed the door of the
dining room, a small arm holding a
bladder tied to a stick was visible
for a second, and Poddleby was
shrewdlY smitten where the thatch
i.;; thin.- He was still recovering
from hi" surprise when something
whizzed down the stairs and crashed
violently into our legs, sending the
three of us down in a . strugglingheap.
Picking ourselves up, we
observed a small boy bearing a teatray and retreating· as rapidly as
sot

Something whizzed down
the stairs . .

India, and I invited her down for
Christmas, forgetting all about her
brats. She has collec~d three boys
;md two girls from their various
schools ;ind brought them on down
here, without a word of warning.·'
Podd!eby smiled. '' Are they gone
on wireless? '' I asked. '' Do they
use 4B. A. nuts by the gt:oss? '' inquired Poddleby. " How on earth
did you guess? '' cried the Gen~ra!.
\Ve told him something of our own
sufferings. These, he assured us,
were nothing compared with the
things that had happened to him.
They had pulled his five-valve set to
pieces and made it into five separate
single-valvers.
They had rigged
up aerials all over the garden-he
pointed them out from the window.
J>.c. Bottlesworth bad already called
upon him to insist upon his taking
out five aclditional licences, and an
official from the Post Office had
threatened him with the withdrawal
of the original one if he did not stop
oscillating.
Never A!1ain
We have decided that before the
next holidays come round a series of
lat·ge cupboards shall be erected for
wireless gear. One of the.se will be
allotted to each family man, and
space will be also reserved for those
who have families of others thrust
upon them. When the arrival of the
youngsters
is
imminent,
the
Gazette's Ford van will collect each
threatened member's wireless.appar'atus ~d his tools, which he will be
able to store in his cupboard until
peace returns once more.
WIRELESS WAYFARER.
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The Transatlantic Broadcasting Tests

i

~

We give below some further details of the Broadcasting Tests, which have been arranged to take place
early next year between Europe and America.
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N a previous issue of ·wireless
·weekly (Vol. 7, No. n), we pub-

lished some preliminary informaregarding the third annual
Transatlantic Broadcasting Tests,
which are to take place next month.
\Ve are now able to supply further
details of the arrangements made,
the organisation of the tests being
well advanced.
In America the necessary arrang·e ..
ments are being made by our contemporary, Radio Broadcast, in
conjunction with a representative
committee, 'Yhile Radio Pr·ess, Ltd.,
are· the org-anisers for this side of
the Atlantic.
t~n

Period Chosen for Tests

The actual• period decided upon
for the tests is the last week of

t~stSI

will begin on Sunday, January

2-f, and will last for a week.
Nightly Periods

The American, Canadian, Mexi-·
can
and
Cuban
broadcasting
stati\)ns \V ill transmit from 10 to I r
p.m., Eastern Standard Time, on
every night throug·hout the week.
These times correspond to 3 a.m. to
-1- a.m., G.M.T.
Following after
the above transmissions, the British
and
Continental
stations
will
transmit from 4 a. m. to 5 a. m.,
G.:\I.T. (n p.m. to 12 midnight,
Eastern Standard Time).
Grouping of Stations

Some interesting· speci.al tests
may also be carried out in Anwrica.
For instance, it is proposed io
group the stations in America on

group in turn transmitting for I 5
minutes in the hour allotted, the remaining three groups meanwhile
being silent.
This arrangement
might be expected to provide to the
more distant stations a better
chance of being well received and
identilied in Europe.
Effects of Latitude

Another special form of test, for
which arrangements are in hand in
America, is being planned to enable
observations to be taken of the
effect of latitude on reception. The
stations would be grouped in a
northerly and southerly direction,
Gan~tda, the Northern States, the
Southern States, and :Mexico and
Cuba each being allotted a ISminute period in the hour's transmission period.
Good Conditions for Reception

It is hoped that as many listeners
as po-;sible will participate in the
tests, owing to the value of a
number of independent observations
in Yarious parts of the country.
Since the broadcasting stations in
this country will not be working
during the period allotted for reception of American stations, the consequent freedom from local interference should provide listeners with a
good opportunit}' for g·ood longdistance reception.
Calibrate Your Receiver

Two alternative programmes are to be broadcast from the Daventry
station every week, beginning on January 11. A large bank of condensers at Daventry is shown here, and the water circulation system for
cooling the transmitting valves may be seen on the right.

January, 1926.
This time of the
year has been decided upon as a
result of p.nevious experience, and
it is likely to be the most satisfactory period for the purpose. 'th@

one or more nights.
Under this
scheme 1the American stations might
be split up into the Eastern,
Central, \Vestern Mountain, and
Pacitic groups, the stations in 1each

•
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In picking-up and identifying the
various stations, the assistance
rendered by an accurately calibrated
receiver hardly requires emphasising. Elsewhere in this issue will
be found details of the Radio Press
Calibration Tests to be carried out
on December 30..
Another series of tests will also
be carried out during January, .the
date and times for which will be
announced later.
If listeners can adjust their receivers aCiurwtely to the required
frequency, without resorting to the
assistance of oscillation to find
stations, a great deal of interference will be eliminated.
Further information
on the
subject of the tests will be published
in subsequent issues of ·wireless

Weekly.
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: ·et· o s o : o ·n at1on tn · ·ransmJlsston
(Continued)
By the Staff of the Radio Press Laboratories.
Following on a discussion in last week's article
in this series of methods of keying transmitters, modulation at definae musical frequencies is dealt with here, .including the use
of interrupters and the employment of A.C.
for high-tension supply.

N last \\eek's issue of Jl'ireless TVeekly
we -.ho\\ed how the modulation of an
oscillating valve CJ.rcuit could be divided
under three headings namely :.-(a) :\Todt>lation by' keying:
(b) !\Iodt1lation at some definite musical
frequency.
(c) Modulation of tile radio c)Scillation by impressed
sound vibration of yaryin~-: frequency <md amplitude.

TIME OF CONTACT

CONTACT

CONTACT

One of the banks of nine transmitting values •at the
Rugby station. The panels and controls are shown in
the photograph on the next page.

TIME:-

Fig. 1 .--·Showing the wave-form of the oscillations when
the circuit is interrupted at a definite musical frequency.

\1\Te have aln:,1dy dealt ;..:·encrally \Yith the questioPl of
keying, so 1>ve will now consider the problem of
modulation under headings (b) and (c).

of make and break are approximately equal. Although
these relative times can be varied, it ·will be found that
an eqnal ratio is the hest in practice.

An Interrupter

Modulation at a Musical Frequency
A vain:. oscillation c:an be modulated m several
different way>', so as to gin~ a so-called musical note.
Althoug·h the resultant effect on an ordinary .r:ecei,ve:·
is approximately the same whichc,·er method is used,
tl'le aGtual wa-vc-lnrms of the radio oscillations ar:e
distinctly different.

Interrupted Continuous Waves
If in series with the key sho\1·n in the circuits given
in last week's TFirelcs_; Weekly we connect some type

A suitable interrupter for this purpose consists of
a commutator as shown in Fig. 2, which is fixed to
a small electric motor. Such an interrupter can easily
be made from a solid disc of· copper m· brass about
zf .in. diameter by i in. to ! in. thick, by drilling

[;uouvu'
:

'

TIME :;F CONTACT

TIME OF COH'I'ACT

TIME OFCONTACT';J

wav,i;ionn ;~if :ihB •oacillat.ions uihen thB
·is 'br.dken ·at a •hiilh musical ,frequency. "With -a

F;ig. 8.-'l'he
riirc.u•'t

high •mmiictil 'ff!Bquem;,y .vnJl. :fow transm.itfitlft "lrequenrw ,
{long waz>eleryph) £1hB :a~'tude of 'lhe "t<ailio-.Trequeiicy
ascfllations :trlaJ!·Iteuer cmJmain ,constan'll

{tl)
Fig. 2.-Two types of interrupter discs used for producing interrqptetl con'tinuous waves. fn ·the ("b) type the
adjustalile-fn.wllt can ·be 'tflOVed, so as to•U&lry the ,..,lative
times ;of •• m<lke " ·und "·b-,eak."

which -~.>pens and closes the circuit .at
:definite .musical frequency when the key is
4!'lPfessetil, we obtain trains 6f continuous wave oscillatii.OOs as shown in Fig·. r. ;{n this case -the durations

of

intt~r:rupter,

~e

cquaJly-;;paccd holes as near the circumf.er~ence aa
possible, and fitting these with cylindrical pieces of
t'bemite or other good i-nsulating material. ifhe :disc,
tog~t:hcr with the insurator 'fittings, .is ·Jihen ·tu~:~ned
down in :1 lat•he, so 'th-at r:afher 'less than half the
diametn of t lie insulatur rods is cut away. This w]J
give an intcrntpter 'disc as shown .in Fig·. · za.

Wave Form of l.C.W.
Referring· to Fig. 1, it will be SBen thnt -when th;e
intenuptN makes contact, .the anwlitude of the osoil-
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lations increases to a maximum value, at \Yhich they
remain steady for a number of compiete oscillations.
On breaking the contad the oscillations do not fall
to zero immediatelv, but only do so after a number of
oscillations of dec~ea.-;ing ainplitude.
The rate of

same Oc$kr of that 1:au~ed by a spark station, the
damping of which is relatively low. The interference
caused by an oscillato•r who-se wave-form is shown m
Fig. I is, on the other h:md, comparatively small.

Modulation with A.C. Supply
Another form of modulation cnn be obtained by
applying an alternating· potential to the valve circu;t

'

VoLTAGE APPLIED ro

osc. CIRcuiT'

HIGH-FREQUENCY fJS,CILLATIONS
Fig. 4.-Showing the wave-form of the high-frequency
oscillations when the oscillating valve is supplied with
alternating current.

gro\vth at the making- of the contact and 'the rate ::li
decay when the contact is broken depends, of course,
upon the n;sistance in the circuit and the frequency
of the oscillations.

Frequency of Interruption
The time during which the amplitude of the oscillaremains constant, relative to the total time during·
which the circuit is oscillating, depends on the frequency of interruption. Thus: with a high frequency
of interruption ::md a long wavelength it is possibLe
to get a condition under which the amplitude o.f the
oscillatiops .does not 'remain constant at all, but j-;
either increasing· or decreasing.
Fig. 3 shows th~
\vave-fo•rm under these conditions. In 5ome cases the
amplitude may not even reach its maximum value
1ions

·oo2,uF
Fig. 5.-:-Illustrating the general principles ~fa circuit
designed to make use of both halves of the A.C. cycle
when an alternating current supply is employed for hightension.
in~tead of the usual D.C. voltage.
If the ordinary
,;in,_;·!e-valvc circuit is used \Ve obtain a wave-form <lS
:-;ho"·n in Fig. 4· Oscillations only occur during· the
positive half of the alternating· current cycle.

Using. Both Halves of Cycle
By arranging l\YO valves as shO\\ll in Fig. s it 1s
possible to make use of both halves of the altemating
potential. One valve operates during· one half of tht:
cycle, and the second v::ln; operates dtu-ing the other
half of the cycle. Energ·y is therefore put into the
aerial during both halve-; of the •')Tie, and we obtain
a \\nve-form fo.r the radio oscillations as sbo"n in
Fip·. 6.
'in this type of modulation th•' groups of oscillations
are not discontinuous, as in the case in Figs. I and ],

RESULT/Nti H. F. OSCILLATION

A general view of the liue banks of valve panels at the
Rugby station, one of which is illustrated in greater
de.tail on the preceding page.

before the circuit is broken. In· these cases: when the
amplitude never remains constant the wave-form of
the oscillation is practically equivalent to that of a
good spa·rk transmitter. The interference caused by
such transmission may be consider-able--in fact, of the

Fig. 6.-When an alternating voltage is applied to the
type of circuit illustrated in Fig. 5 the waue-form of the
radio-frequency oscillations is as shown here.

·but the who·le series of groups forms one continuous
functiop. This type of wave-form is practically equivalent to two continuous waves of equal• amplitude, but
differing in frequency to :the extent of twice the fr-equency of the alternating current.
This type of
modulation. would cause no more interference than two
equal power continuous wave stations differing J:>y,
say, soo cycles.
Therefore, from an interference
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poin:t of view, it is prcfenible to use this type 'Jf
modulruti-on rather than those shown in Fig. I or 2.

Superimposing .1\..C. ()n D.C. Su;pply

Weekl~

Wave-Forms

•

On analysing the wave-form of the oscillations produced by this method of modulation, it will 'be found
that it is equivalent to three continuous wave oscilla-

A still furfhcr method of modulating in order to give
a musical note is to superimpose an alternating cur-

rent potenil:ial on the direct current high-tension supply.
This can easily be done by connecting the ~econdary
of an A.C. transformer direct in one of the high-

Fig. 9.-A form of circuit used for eRecting modulation
by means of a low-frequency oscillating valve.

tions which differ in frequency to the extent of the
frequency of ,fhe alternating current; that is, the
difference in frequency between the two ext11emes is
twice that of the alternating current.
Fig. 7.--The wave-form of the modulation obtained by
sqperimposing an alternating voltage on the direct
current high-tension supply.

Carrier Wave and Side Bands
For example, if <the frequency of the aliternating
current is I ,ooo cycles, and the frequency of the oscil-

tension leads to the oscillator, and connecting· the
primary to a sourc-e of A.G. supply. The peak value
of the voltage across the secon.dan· should not exceed
that of the D.C. supply. If the t;n1 <.re equal we get
a '"ave-form as shown in Fig. 7· Although t·he amplituclc of the oscillation.~ fall;; to zero, and the curve
looks v-ery similar to that of Fig. G, there is a distinct
difference in that the " t'nvelope " or trace in the case
of Fig. 6 consists of l\\'O approximat<' sine '"ave;;

Fig. 8.----A form of modulation similar to that shown in
Fig. 7. Here, however,-the D.C. voltage is greater than
the superimposed alternating potential.

Behind these large " spider-web" form inductat'\ces at
the Rugby station can be seen the lead-in insulator. An
exterior view of this part of the buz'lding will be found
onpqge 510.

which cro;;s over the zero 1inc, '\ hcrcas the '' envelope '' in the case of Fig-. 7 consi:ts of t\\'o sine
waves, one above the ;-ero line and one .below it. If
the amplitude of the superimposed A.C. volt~g·e is less
than that of the D.C. supply, we get a similar -waveform to tl1at of Fig. 7, but in this case the amplitude
of the oscillations does not decrease to zero. This i:;
shown in Fig. '8.

Ja.tions before any A.C. is applied is :;oo kilocycles,
then the wm·e-form of the modulated oscillation is
cqtti\-alcut to three: continuous \Yaves, ,,-hose freC(iJencies arc 499 kilocycles, soo kilocycl-es, and 501
kilocycle~.
The mean frequency, namely, ::;oo ki\e:s_o~

\
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cycles, is called the carrier \Yave, · and the t \\'O frequencies on either side. are what are known as the
" side band " frequencies.
These two side band
frequencies be\-Lt with the carrier wave frequency to
produce a received note equal in frequency 1o that of
the applied alternating· potentiaL

Another Method of Modulation
J nstead of modulating the high-tension ;;upply
voltage by means of an altemator, the .same elfects can
be produced by mean" of a valve oscillating at an
audio frequency. By such means an~dcsired pitch
o.f note can be obtained. A convenient circuit is
shown ia Fig. 9, One valve can be made to cany
out the two functions, but in this case the circuit
adjustments are rather critical for good result-;,
particularly if a varying rang·e of radio frequency :s
required.

An Important Point
One important point to be remembered in all these
modulated C. vV. circuits in which the main source
o.f po·wer' is a D.C. geaecrator, is that it is essential
to connect a large condenser of the order of 2 fAF
across the D.C. supply. If this is not done only very
feeble modulation will be obtained, owing to the
choking ·effect of the inductance in the armature of
the generator. The high-frequency by-pass condenser
should, on the other hand, be kept small, otherwise
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RECEIVER HINTS FOR
THE EXPERIMENTER
I

:

We give below· a number of useful hints, which
should make a special appeal to short-wave
experimenters, though applicable also, in some
measure, to broadca;ting and other receivers.

..
..
.
.......................................................................

I

T is common knowledge that the presence of

dielectric mater-ial in the eJectrostatic field of a condenser usually has a dctdmental effect on its operation. As most variable condensers are placed fairly near
the baseboard of a receiver, as also are the indue- •
lances, an improvement generally results when the
receiver is raised off the table by means of four " standoff " insulators or small wooden blocks.
This IS
only materially the ease '' ith :-;hnrt-\vave receivers.

\Vhen '' Reinartz " or capacity reaction i,; employed,
the circuit is often arranged in such a manner that the
full H. T. potential is across the plates of the variable
condenser by "·hich reaction is controlled. This fact
causes: very worrying no·ises to arise when the plates
of the condenser become at all dusty, on account ·::lf
minute leaks between the fixed and moving pla~tes.
This mav be cured verv simplv bv connecting a fixed
condense'r in series 'With the v~tri<lble. Jf the capacity
of the variable condenser is larg·er than is neces~'ary
for the purpose (and this often is the case), it will be
advantageous to use a fixed condense•r of about t·he
same capacity in series with it, thus reducing both the
maximum and minimum capacity. If the variable is
of the correct size, a largrr fiXE'd condenser should he
used.
It is also advisable, when using capacity react ion, to
take care, \vhen designing the set, that the reaction
condenser is at the end of the coil nearest ea-rth potential; rhus, instead of placing· it between the: anode and
the end of the anode inductance, as is done in
many circuits, it is :~ometimes prderable to break
the coil in the middle, and place it between the bottom
of the anode coil and the connection to the lo\\--tension
;md earth. This helps to reduce hand-capacity l'ffects
to a minimum.

A compact form of Marconi· transmitting and receiving
apparatus, intended for use on lifeboats. The petrol
engine and generator for power supply are mounted under
the shelF seen in this photograph.

there \Yill. be a tendencv for the varying applied anode
voltage to be ~moothed out, and .the modulation will
be poor.

Speech Modulation
If, instead of modulating the high-tension voltage at
a constant frequency and amplitude, we vary it in
accordance \vith the variations in current obtained
from a microphoi1e, we can obtain a radio-frequency
oscillation which ,will give a reproduction of speech in
the receiver.
Some of the problem:> in connection \Yith radio
telephony will be considered in the next article.

The troublesome '' mush '' so often dismi~sed a,; due
.. to" an old H.T. battery," or simply "valve noises,"
often originates in the grid-leak. Out of seven or
eight grid'"'leaks tried by the writer in a short-wave
receiver, one was found which gave considerably quieter
reception than the rest, without reducing the strength
of 7c•ca.k signals. fncidentallv, all tests such as these
should be carr•ied out on 7ceak· signals, as any difference
in efficiency is much more notioeable than when one 1s.
listening to a signal of even moderate strength.

*

\Yben " mush " is being received from external
sources, such as an arc station working on the lower
frequencies, it may often be reduced in volume, where
L. F. amplification is employed, by using a resistance
acmss the secondary of rthe L.F. transformer. This,
of course, also reduces the strength of signals to some
extent, but the " signal-mush " ratio almost always
seems to be improved.
L. H. T.

,
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Forthcoming The follo,wing- arc some
B.B.C.
selections f r o m t h e
Items.
B . B .L..
, programmes f or
the week commencing· Sunday,
January 3 : January 3.-Londo11: Christmas
Oratorio (Bach), Elsic Sudclaby,
J\Iary Foster; Leonard Go\\ing-s,
Rov- Henderson.
Service from
Glasg-rm·: St. Enoch's U.F. Church,
Prof. C. Milligan; Irene Shaner:,
Chopin Recital; J. H. ·Squire,
Celeste Octet, Helcn Henschol;
John Goss.
January 4--Daventry : Broadcast
to Em·ope. London pn)g-rammc.
January _s.--Glasgow: London
Repertory Players in " Loya:lty."
January
6. Bournemouth :
\\'intet· Gardens Night; Ivy Fenell
\'Villinms, vocalist.
January 7.-London and ::\lanch<'str:r: Halle Orclwstra rclay<'d
hom Fr<'e Trade Hall, 1\fanchester.
January R.-Cardill: "Carmen.''
January g.-Carditr: England Y.
\Vales -Rugger prospt'cts.
.l\Ianchcster : '' R o m c o a n d
Juliet." Dt'scriptiv<' notes by Jlrhn
F. Russcll.
Belfast : Band of I st Sea forth
Highlande1·s.
Belfast
R a d io
Plan·;·s.
f)aventrv: London and :\fan·
chester programmes.
,;~

*

Broadnst A. spark station \\·hich
Jamming. has made itself notoriou,;
as a jammer of several
of tht B. B. C. stations is that
situated at Boulogne, call sig·n
EFB.
Complaints have been received as far inland as Maidstone
and Ashford, that FFB blots out a
considerable portion of the broadc.'lst frequt>ncy band during its
transmissions.

*

*

Altemative \Vc
understand
that
'Programma from January I 1 Davenfrom
trv will transmit two
.
..
Daventry. a 1•1erna1tve
proRramme.;;
every week, instead of otw, as :1t

present.

In last \Veek's issue of
attention \\-a'i
drawn to the decision of the B.B.C.
to reconsider the question of altPrnative programmes. :Many listener,;
have exprc;;sed the opinion that
Daventrv should alwavs ·tran'imit
pro~ ranimes of its 0\\'1;.
H'ireicss

n·<'cklv

At~other \\ irdcss I istem•.r,
residing
at
Kentish
Town, London, N.\V.,
has been fined for installing· appara1us for \\·irclPss tdcg·raphy \\·ithout•
a licence.
Mr. A. G. Galag·her,
\Yho prosecuted for the PostmasterGeneral, said that in the inrteres.h
of th~ people \Yho paid for their
licence", the Postmaster-General felt
that it \vas necessary to prosecute
all those who failed to take out .1
licence.
Another
"Pirate"
Fined.

Televfllion M. Edouard Bel in ha:'
Qaim.
announced at a lecture
in Paris that he has
solved the problem of televi>'ion .
The principal piece of apparatus, we
under"tand, is a multi-faced mirror
mounted on a vertical steel disc,
the image to be transmitted being
placed between a powerful arc lamp
and the min·or, the latter being
ma<k to revolve at high speed.

*

*

*

It is reportetl that a recent meeting of the
Council of the International Radiophone Union· at Geneva
approved of .the new plan, for the
redistribution of frequencies between European wireless stptions.
The scheme armng;es for the European stations to ,~·or·k on frequencies
h("ltweetl SO<i> and I ,500 kc. (2oo and
€loo me tt'cs).
Geneva
Meeting.

. ~
A large amount of trans;Dis~trous mitting and receiYing
FJre.
.
b 1. .
.
apparatus
e ongmg· to
Captain P. P. Eckersley, the chief
eng·inrer. of the British Rroacka"t-
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ing Company; \vas destroyed by fire
a few days before Christmas, at his
experimental s.tation at Hendon.
No clue regarding the origin of the
fire could be found. Pho,tographs
of the damaged hut :·will be found
clse\vhere in this issue.

*

Wireless Recent expe,rimcnts in
on Trains. Germany in communication with railway trains
having proved definitely successful,
Wt:' understand .that travellers between Berlin and Hamburg will be
provided with means of communieating with their familiPs and
friends, etc., as convenientlv as
though they were at home.
·
-If

*

W'e le<'t01 that Mr. R. i\1. Ford,
who was recently prosecuted by the
Postmaster-IGeneral for failing to
take out a licence for a wireless in.
stallation at his house, intends to
test befoFe a civil comt the application of the 1925 Act to broadcasting.

*

*

*

ESkimo "vVe hear that a four·
Listeners. valve a:eceiver has been
taken out .to Labrador
and in·stalled .at the Makkrovik
boarding schQ0l by Captain }. C.
Jackson on the occasion of his
twenty-fifth annual vrstt to the
mission stations of the country.
Daventry is regulady picked up,
and its transmissions afford the
Eskimos huge glee and cause for
wonder.
Captain Jackson states
that it is hbped to equip other
mission stations with -similar sets.

*

St ..BaFtholomew's HosJor Bart:s. pital, the la1·gest in London, has been provided
wi>th wi,r-eless .apparatus for the
henefit of the pa:tieiitJs, under the
Daily News scheme for hospi.tal
wireless equipment.
The equipment includes headphones for 688
beds.
\\\U'eless
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ment ,,·as to have four masts, each
So ft. in heig·ht, \\ith the distance
apart of the diagonals 6o to So ft.
Two loops were employed at right
angles, each ueing· supported on the
masts at opposite uirnt:rs of the
square of masts.
Development

As amplitlers came into more
general use, it \\·as found that
signals could be obtained on l<'OP"
of a much more convenient size, and
a variety of forms of such loops
made their appearam:e towards the
end of the Great \Var. Amongst
these types the frame aerial ap-

t

I
A Marconi fixed frame aerial, intended
for direction finding on board ship.

HE first practical use
of frame aerials was
for direction-finding'
purposes.
In the
very early days there
was hesitancy to use
loops of such small dimensions that
1hey could be classifi-ed as frames,
but very large loops were made use
of. One of the reasons for this was
that Dmplifiers had not then reached
a stag·~ of certainty, and it was considered essential to have large loops
so as to absorb as much energy
from the electro-magnetic waves as
possibie. The system of directionfinding known as the Bellini Tosi
sy:;tem \\'as the Jirst p1:actical

1
I

\

I

1

system, which gave good results,
and the loops employed were so
large that' fairly high masts were
necessary. A common arrange-

;•,;:;: iilillllllfll,

Special Types

l ,uops \\'ere made of various sizes
:\c'Corcling to the purpose for which
t·ach \\'as required. Thus on aeroplanes loops \Ye re \\'ound wi ~h 1he
\\·ings and struts of the :wr•Jplane
as the framework, and sud1 loops
were made as large as pos;;ible. In
the case of a HandlcY-Pal!c aeroplane, a loop of side 1 ~ ft. l;y 6o ft.
,,·as usual, four turns beim·· employed.
Cases when such'' large
loops can be employed are rare,
however, and the n:ost usual situation where loops are u,;cd is :m the
g-round. In this case the most convenient size for the fr:une\nJrk is
about 3 ft. square,

Selective Transmission

I
I

Fig. 1.-If the frame aerial ED is set 'at
C as shown, it will be favourably placed
for reception from B, while not responding strongly to A, the local station.

A substantial reduction in
transmitting stati•>ns·,inay
of a frame aerial in ,conftl
ceiver. This article is tJ
Robinson, who is recogru
subject of frame aerials and

A.lthough the iuitial u~e of frame
aerials was in direction finding·, it
\Yas not long before they hc:-:·an to
haYe application in other directions.
The remarkable property of loops
of receiving no energy \Yhen the
direction of propagation is perpendicular ;io t'he plane of the loop
bq~·an to be employed to eliminate
interference.

I

~*·D
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By Major JAMES ROBIN~
Director of Research

Directional Properties
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This home-made frame aerial is built
up on two wooden hoops, and may be
rotated by the wheel at the bottom.

peared, this consisting of a framework of various shapes, square,
hexagonal, etc., on 'vhich a number
of turns of wire were wound, the
turns al!.being parallel to each
other.

One applic,ltion of this principle
was in tlw case of a tran:s111itting
and receiving station working \Vith
a distant station. In this base;
\Yhere it was possible to separate
the receiving station some little distance from the transmitter, sav, by
a mile, a frame aerial could be
erected in such a manner as to
receive no energy from the local
transmitter.
It could also be
nrranged to set the frame in its
best direction for reception from a
distant station.
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d Use of Frame Aerials
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be heard from the second transmitter B. By rotating the loop to
the position DE the signals from
the station A are diminished in
strength, but those from the statioil
B disappear altogether.

;lterferenceJrom unwanted
1fteJtA.·be elkcted by the use
tip.n' with a sensitive refirst of a series by Dr.
td as an authority on the
reir practical applications.

r

Application to
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An Example

Reference to Fig. I shows how
this is possible. A suitable position
for the frame aerial with reg·ard to
its loc.d transmitting station A is
:1t C.
The loop is arranged with
its plane ED perpendicular to the
line AC in order to eliminate ,the
dfect of the local signals.
The
position C is best for a distant
transmitting ~tation B ; the position
F would b~ bad, and H only fairly
good. In the case of position H,
when the fnune is in the best direct iou for eliminating local signals
from A, it is not by any means
well place~l for receiving maximum
signals from the distant station B.
In such an application it is oBviously essential to prev·ent the direct
effect of the local signals on the
amplifier.
Reducin~

Broadcastin~

These cases are of interest in th:.:
more general application of wireless
fo1· broadcasting purposes, to enable
listeners to avoid interference from
a local broadcasting station or from
other local transmitters such ~~s in
the case of coast towns.
.L\g.1in
there are cases where an interfc~rin;;·
signal may arrive from a distam·e,
and, provided this: is not in the
same direction as th~ desired signal,
it is possible with frame aeri:'lls to
eliminate the interference.
Atmospherics can .sometimes be cut down
in e!Tect by such means, as on ocu•.sion they· arrin~ from a definite

occur 'Yhen the· receiving station
is on the line of and between the
int:erfering station and the station
from which sig-nals are desil'ed. In
Fig. t the receiving station should
be at K between the int,erferin.~
station A and the distant station B.
This i:> 111acle possible .by usmg-,
loop-; which g·ive only one zero
clTect for one complete rotalioa of
360 degr<?es.

Interference

Anot her application of loops was
in the case where two signals were
arriving from two distant stations,
\vith approximately the same signal
strength and at a somewhat similar
frequency. Here it is often possible
to use a frame aerial and rotate 1t
to such an orientation as to give
the zero effect on one of the signals.
This usually results in cutting down
t)If: sig:iifals from the other station,
b~al. the final result of a comparati~y \veak signal free from int·erfereJ1S:e
is
better
than
a
stronger
signal
with
interference. Fig. 2 shows this case,
where the receiving station is at C,
and there are two transmitting stations A and B. In order to receive
the strongest signals from the
transmitter A, the loop should be
along the line KL. . In this position, however' signals would also
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A large rotatable frame aerial, of a type
frequently used in laborrrtory work.
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This type of frame aerial may be folded
up into a compact form when not in use.

direction over a consicl0rable period
of time.
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An Extreme Case

Fig. 2.-The best position for the loop
to eliminate signals from\B and receive
them from A is shown as DE.

It is even possible nowadays io
eliminate interference which comes
along the line along which the
desired waves artive.
This nny

common use for broadcast reception, but in nearly every case they
are used with good amplifiers. This
is necessary because these loops po
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nt)t pick up as much energy from
electro-magnetic wa 1·cs as do open
aerial:.;. In Fig. 3 a loop of a
single turn is shown.
This is
arranged to be capable of rotation
about a vertical axis, so that the
loop ts ahYaYs vertical, no matter
ht~'ll' it is rotated. \Ve shall con-
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zero when it is a maximum in the
other one. \\'hen the distance l is
a small fraction of a \Yavelength
there is a small Jag bet11·een the
effects, and we find that this lag
increases as we increase l.
Actual Relationship

If at any particular instant the
varying electrcmJQtivc fo,rce is ~ 0
in AB, it will be E, in DC where
E,=Eo cos 0, where 0 is the lag
between the two effects, or the
phase ditfcrcncc. (} can be represented in terms of l and the ,,·avelength A, and then

t
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Current Obtained in Loop

t_

c

8

Fii/. 3.- The arrow on the left of this
diagram represents the wave arriving
at the loop.

:-;ider at present that IYaves arri1·e m
the plane of the loop, as indicated
by the arrow. The loop is equivalent to two vertical aerials AB and
DC of the same size, these- being
joined l~y horizontal win•s AD aud
BC, in the latter case throug·h the

.

Time Lag

These two vertical aeriais, being
idt'ntical, receive the same amount
of electromotive force from the
11·an·s, and, as they are joined
really in opposition, it would be expected that the effects would balance
out. They do not, in effect, balance
out, because the electromotive force
in each :1erial varies \Yith . time,
both being oscillatory. The ,,.a,•cs
an·il't? at the aerial AB some little
time before they arrive at DC, so
that the Yarying currents produced
in DC lag l:>ehind those in AB.
Thus 11·hcn the electromotive force
in AB is a maximum, that in DC
is just less than its maximum, and
there is a small balance of electromotive fnree left in the loop.

\Vithout go,ing deeply into the
mathematics of the problem, it will
be of interest to g·iye the result in
the form of the current obtained in
the case of an open aPria 1, and of a
Joop \Yith N turns.
In the case of an open aerial we
have
r88Ah,.
dRA.

I,.

Resistance of Open Aerial

\;\.hen we consider the currents it
is necessary to take .into account
the rcsista;Ke of the two aerial
systems. It is a much easier matter

\\'here lr is the received current, A is a property of the transn:itting aerial called the metre
ampete, being the product of the
effective height and the transmitting aerial current.
hr is dw height of the receiving
aerial.
R is the resistance of the
receiving aerial.
d is the di sta nee bet we en the
transmitting and the rel't'iving
aerials'.
A is the wavelength.
Number of Turns

In making· anv calculations it !S
e"sentinl to- use. the s<~me measure
for all the quantities involvt'd.
Thus if wavelength is used m
metres ali other quantitie:- must be
<>imilarly r;iven in metres.
ln the case of a loop of N turns
\W' have
L,.~.I

AXh,.J

Effect of Width

The mag·nitude of this resultant
depends on the distance apart of
tl\'e two a_erials.
Thus, suppose
that the distance l is equal to half a
the
electromotive
IYavelength,
foll'c~ will 'be a maximum in both
aerials at tlw ·same time, but in
oRposite directi<;>ns.
In this case
tire etl't!Cts in tl1e two aerials will
assist each oth,er.
In the case
wher,e the distance l is equal to a
quarter of a l~"<tvelength, the electromotive force in one aerial will be

Received E. M. F.

Some idea of the magnitudes of
the currents which can be obtained
in loops and in open aerials will be
given by an example. \Ve shall,
first of all, ignore any ditierenee in
the resistances of the receiving systems, and thno, the relations we
shall give "·ill relate to the electromotive forces rather than to the
currents.
The example that we shall con-'
sider is that of a plane vertical
aerial of height 1 o metres (33 ft.),
compared \\'ith a frame aerial of ro
turns on a square frame of I -nretrC'
side, the \\·a \·elengtb being 300
metres (frequE'ncy 'I ,ooo kc. ). In
this case C<<lculation by the above
formula· shows that the open aerial
teceiYes 48 times as much electromotiYc forn~ as does the frame
aeriaL

\\'here l is the horizon tal length of
the ioop and all the other ouantitics·are as in the former case.

The leads-in from tire aerial . at the
Rugby Station are taken through the
end windows of the,main :building. An
interior view of this ,point will be :found
on page SOS.

Widtb and Wavelength

1 hese

formulre apply only to
case.'i 11 hen the IYidth of the loop
is small compared \\_ifh the waveleng·th, and thus frame aerials of
the onli:narv s1ze, whose widths
are seldou{ more than 4 ft., are
included i1i these cases, as the wav\'Jengths in use for .broadcasting are
about _:,oo times as great.
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to diminish the oomic resistance of
a loop than of an open ~erial. In the
latter case the resistance is a complex aJfair, being made up of ohm,ic
losses in the aerial and .leads, losses
in the earth due to various causes,
such as bad contacts 'vith earth
(Continued on page sr6.)
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BROADCASTING IN NORWAY

!

From the account of Norwegian
broadcasting conditions given in
this
article interesting comparisons may be made with the
conditions prevailing in this
country, especially at the present
time, when the future organisation of the broadcasting service is under discussion •
.... • • • i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

VEN the least susceptibl·2 cannot fail to lose
his heart to Norway,
that cold virgin of the
North, land of the midnig-ht sun, spl•t in twain
bv the Arctic Circle; land of rugged
s;1ow - clad mountains, of deep
valleys bottomed by
gleaming
stt·eams and shining lakes, of still,
fathomless fjords hemmed in by
precipitous heights; of roaring
waterfalls and cool green forests.
Norway

A land of beauty, but beauty
cruel as J<he' jagged rocks beneath
the gentle snow, a beauty treasured
deep down in the hearts of the
N orweo·ian people, but ""the very
attributes ·of which form their
deadliest· adversary. For the loveliness that draws travellers from all
the ends ot the earth will not support life and the land, greater by
far than' the United Kingdom, contains a poopulation of only twO-anda-half millions.
The· smallness of the population
of Norway and the· configuration of
the countrv have proved a great
handicap to nearly all Norwegian
·enterprise, and to the Kringskasting Selskap or '' Broadcasting
c.;mpany '' it has been particularly
severe.
Financial Difficulties

The " Kringskasting Selskap "
is a public company with a capital
of Kr. 35o,ooo (about £I 4,ooo), holding a concession for five years, and,
as in the case of the B.B.C., the
State, throug·h the medium of the
Telegraph Service Department, has
a good deal to say in the matter of
control and management.
The
ofticial area allotted to the company
extends over a radius of I so kilomPtres round Oslo, the capital of
the country.
It naturally follows from the size
of the! populatiot1 that the initial

A general vif!!J) in the studio of the Oslo broadcasting station.

difliculty faced by the company in
promoting so costly an undertaking
is financial, and in consequence the
Norwegian, as compared to the
Englishman, must pay dearly for
his luxury.
Licences

vVithin
the company's area
listeners are required to pay the
stlm of Kr.2o (about 16s.) per
annum fot a licence to use a
receiving set, and of this sum So
per cent. is taken by the company
and 20 per cent. is retained by the
State to meet the expense of issuing and collection.
Outside the
:1rea the licence costs Kr.s (about
4s.) per annum, and the whole of
this sum is kept by the State.
Duty on Apparatus

There is a further tax borne by
purchasCirs· of wireless instruments
bv \vay of a duty of IO per cent. on
all receiving sets and parts, such
as
head-'phones,
valves, conden.set:s, loud-speakers, etc., and
the company benefits by the whole
of this. To facilitate the collection
of this duty all dealers in wireless
instruments must obtain a licence
for the sale of them, and the tax is
collected by the State. Yet another
tax is imposed upon those using
loud-speakers in public places, as
in cinemas or concert halls.
A Further Difficulty

It may seem surpnsmg that in
this large co~mtry,,. in which most
of the towns and vtllages and many
of the homesteads ate completely
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isolated, no less than So per cent.
of those licensed to receive are
domiciled within the comparatively
small area allotted to the company.
But there is a very good reason for
this, and here we arrive at the
second difficulty to be faced by t'he
Company.
Fading
~onvay

is one of those countries
desnibed in the Guide Book as
" 1\Itnous," and, may we say, it is
very " :Mtnous" indeed.
The
mountains have a very deleterious
effect upon reception, causing a
constant fading and swelling of the
sound, and so serious is this trouble
in Norway that over the major portion of the country reception of
Oslo is almost impossible. In some
of the valleys, only go kilometres
from the broadcasting station, this
defect is so great thalt one cannot
receive with any pleasure. The
company are doing their utmost to
overcome this trouble, and as soon
as finances permit they hope to
alleviate it by setting up hroodcasting stations in 'other parts of the
country.
Crystal Users

It i:s peculiar that, although conditions are such as to make powerful reception desirable, the majority
of listeners own c1·ystal sets.
In ordinary circumstances it
would not be a matter for comment
that Norway, out of its population
of two-and-a-half millions, has
3o,ooo licensed listeners, but the circumstances being such as tht;y are
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it ~peaks volumes for the enthusiasm of the people.
The

Programm~s

The entertainment provided by
t1H' company does not differ in kind
from that offered by the B.B.C.,
although the financial situation does
not p!"'rmit of entertainment on so
grand a .~cale. The finest native

are not entirely expended on the
provision of entertainment.
By;
special arrangement with the State,
there has been instituted .a service
which not only benefits the com·
pany by greatly adding to the
numbm· of subscribers, but which is
also of v~ry considerabie use ,fo the
.business men of the country.
Twice, during the course of every

that this practice will be discon.tinued, it is, at present, iu the
·nature of an experiment--fot• the
State.
The Telegraph and Tele·
phone services in Norway are ad.
ministered by the State, and it may
prove fhat the revenue from these
service-s will be m:1terially dimin.ished. Should this be the c ;:u;e
there is no doubt that the diffieul! v
will be solved by a monetari;
arrangement bet\\·een the State an.:l
the company.
Advertising

In the transmitting room at the Oslo broadcasting station.

soloiqs, ac:tors :1nd s1ngers are
<'ngaged and provide a programme
of excellence. Concerted music is
provided by the Radio Orchestra,
\Yhich, though small in numbers, is
disposed in such a manner as to
obtain the best quality of tone and
effect.

morning, are broadcast the International l\foney Exchange, 'the
Stock Exchange prices, and tbe
market prices of agricultural produce, and on each Friday morning
are broadcast the market prices of
the prihcipal articles of import and
export.

Good Music

Assistance for Business

On each Fridm· evenmg the
" Osb Pltilharm01; ic Orchestra,"
undec tlw direction of Kapelmester
Jose Eibt>nshutz, leave their concert
hall and move to the Ilt'\\- and
roomy studio \\hi eh has just been
completed especially to receive
them, and broadcast a carefulh'
d10st'n programme of ci<Jssical an;l
good popubr music. It is the aim
of !\1r. Berg JaegTr, \dJO is in
eharg-~ of tlw studios and responsibJ,e foe the programmes, gradually
to cultivate popular musical taste
and to give modern native composers opportunities to obtain a
bear1ng. nancing enthusiasts have
not been o-verlooked, and for them
the Grand .:Hotel Dance Orchestra
is broadcast from the hotel every
Friday, Saturday and Sunday evening· after I r .p.m.
Market Reports

But t1le energies of th<> company

Every business man will ·at once
appreciate the imt)Ort.ance of this
dep:m·ture, · and business men in
Nonvay are appreciatir~g- it to some
effect, for a great number of them
have .equipped their offices with
wirele>'.S receiving sets, and the
number of them \\·ho are so doing
is: increasing every day. In the old
pre-wireless days the country banks
kept '' au courant " with the foreign exchange 'by means of the
trunk-,:all telephone service, but
now many of them have entirely dispensed with this method and rely
upon radio, thereby greatly adding
to the saving of time and expense.
Sta~

Control

vVe have observed that this commercial activity is being carried on
by the company by a special
arrangement with
the
State.
Although it is extremely unlikely
512

Another depr,rturc, \\hidi is as
yet untried in, England, is the us~
of tlw broadcastin~- s!tition for
·aclvertisitlg.
The , Kringskastinv
Selskap i~ ptTrnitted to do this o,1~
the condition that not more tha11
I 5 per cent. of the time allotted to
broadcasTing· is used fnr the purpose.
The fee for ach·ertisim:·
amounts fo. Kr. 2 (about Is. Rd.) a
word, and it has proved to he a
paying proposition both to tht'
company and .,the a,]vertiser.
,\
const<lerablr less time. however,
than the -proportion allotted i;;
actually used for ach·ertising·, as tlw
present financial 'iituation of th•~
company is such that it is tmde,·
no nec{'ssity to exploit this form
l'CVenue.

o'

l<'uture Prospects

It app•.'ars that, in spite of diHiculties, the Kring-skasting Selskan
has every reason to be optimistic
Mr. (;vthfeldt, the technical advise;·
to the ·company, informs us that the
number of those npplying for
licences for reception is steadily
increasing-, and that it is hoped tha1·
before long it will have attaine('
so,ooc. Beyond that they dare not
took at present.
Taking into consideration tlw
enormous diffi.culties with which the
Kring-skastin;~· Selskap has beer
'faced, and \d1ich it has for the
most part o\·ercome, broadcasting
in Norway has so far been more
than " success.

.
....···-············································
QRA 'S WANTED
...................................................
As u·e are at present revising our
list of British amateur call signs,
all amateurs who are licensed for
transmission are invited to send the
following particulars :--Call sign,
name, and full address.
Please address communications to
Book Editorial Dept., Radio Press,
Ltd., Bush House, Strand, London,
vV.C.z.
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UNDER THIS HEADING
~

J.H.REYNER.B.Sc.[Honsl/\.CG.I., D I C.. AM!EE, OF
THE RADIO PRESS LABORJ\TORJES. W1LL REVIEW

FROM TIME TO TIME THE LATEST
DEVELOPMENTS JN THE RADIO WORLD.

O:\lE time ag-o rderence was
made to the results published by E. V. App)eton and
l\I. A. F. Harnett in a paper react
before the British Association, ;n
which direct experimental proof of
the existence of a reflecting layer of
atmosphere (Heaviside Layer) was
produced.
Many readers must
have wondered exactly \Vhat the experimental evidence \Vas that could
be taken as definitely establishing
the existence of rellection in the·
npper atmosphere, a problem which
has been disputed by the most

S
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Fig. I.-Fading may be explained as
due to interference between a direct ray
and a secondary ray reflected from the
upper atmosphere.

eminent scientists of the time for
sonH~ years.
Publication of Evidence

The complete paper has recently
been published in the proceedings
of the Royal Society (No. A752,
page 621) and the results are of
such importance that a brief resume
will not be ·out of place.
The evidence which is put forward is twofold in character. The
fading which
is observed on
meditim range transmission has
been explained in terms of interference between two waves arriving at
the receiving point by different
routes. One of these waves is the
'direct ray travelling along the surface of the earth, the other being
a ray \Vhich has travelled to the receiving· point by another route.
If we can find any cause which
will produce variations in the second
ray, then we can assume that the

direct ray and the indirect ray interfere "·ith each other to a vat:iable
extent. Thus \Yhen the two waves
are assisting each other, maximum
sig·nals will be produced, and when
they ;;re opposing each other, the
signals will be reduced and may be
completely wiped out.
Route of Indirect Ray

The only dilliculty arises in deciding first by which route the
second ray, the indirect ray, travel,;.
Fading could be produced on this
theory if the indirect ray merely
travels in a circuitous manner a Ion!;·
the surface of the earth, so that ~I;
the b;1sis of the simple theory just
quoted it is not necessary for any
reflection, from the uppt>r atmosphere to be called into play.

will depend upon the difference in
length between the two routes and
also upon the wavelength of the
\\·aves. It can easily be shown that
other things being equal, a continuance o.f small change in wavelength
''ill produce successive maxima and
minima at the receiving point.
Thi-> point \vas therefore tested
nn
the transmission from the
Bolll ncmouth Station, arrangements
hci ng made by the B. B. C. to produce periodical variations of wavelength in a special test after the
normal prog'r<U11rne was compt.e,tes.J.
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VERTICAL COMPONENTS Ql' ELECTRIC FI€LD
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Preliminary Experiments

The results of Appleton and
Barnctt first of all demonstrate the
fact that the phenomena of fading
obey all the laws \\ hich ,,·ould be
expected from the theory just outlined. From preliminary investigations it appeared that the maximum
fading would be obtained at distances of about roo miles from the
transmitter, at \vhich point tlw
direct and the relkc!ed rav vvould
be of the same order of nwgnitude.
Preliminary experiments \Yere
carried out at Cambridge on the
transmissions from 2LO, and suitable apparatus was devised for recording the lluctuations in signal
strength.
Method of Investigation

Now assuming the fading to be
due to interference between t\vo sets
of waves, one taking the shortest
route and the other a roundabout
route,
the interaction of
the
two waves at the receiving point

SIJ

Fig. 2.--The horizontal components
of the incident and reflected rays cancel
out, leaving only a vertical component;
as shown.

\\as expected, maxima and
minima were produced alternately
at the receiving point, and. the num.
ber of these for a· given change in
wavelcng·th \\·as exacpy what \yould
he ex:pected if the simple theory of
interference is correct.

.-\s

Reflection

The next and more important
question to be determined is whether
the indirect wave travels by a circuitous route on the surface of
the earth or whether it is reflected
from an ionised layer of upper atmosphere. It should be borne in mind
that in order to produce fading
phenomena at such comparatively
short ranges, it is necessary for re-·
nection to take place at a fairly
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.acute angle of the order of 6o degrees.
Tht>I"C is considerable
evidence of the existence of reflection at much long·er ranges, the recent repo,rt nf the Marconi Expedi,tion to the Antipodes (" Journal
I.E. E.," Vol. 63, page 933) being
particularly
interesting
in
this
respect.
It
was
found
here
that of all the theoretical formulre which have been devised
from
time to time,
that of
vVatson, based on the assumption
of reflection at an ionised layer was
in very close agreement witlb the
actual observed values. Moreover,
the values of field strength which
were obtained were considerablv
larger than could possiblv have beei1
obtained by any purely refracting
mechanism, having the constants
which our atmosphere is knmn1 to
have.
No Satisfactory Evidence

At short ranges, ho\vever, the existen·:c o.f this comparatively acute

'C:]'·M ~~~-------d)
la}

(h)

Fig. 3.-The angle at which the reflectei
ray i4 arriving has no eRect on the EMF
induced in a fr4me, so long as the,
flected ray and the fr(lme are in the
same plane.

dent and reflected \rave,; cancel
out, leaving only a yertical component, :oo that there is no evidence
\vhatever of the existence of such
,m oblique wave.
Vertical and Frame Aerials

It was obviously necessary, therefo·re, to tackle the problem from a
dilferent aspect.
Fortunately, a
method is available, if it is possi1ble
to compare the signals received
upon a frame aerial and a vertical
aerial both n:'cei,·ing at the same
tiri1e.
Consider the case of.a simple vertical aerial.
Here \H~ have two
waves arriving at the n·cnvmg
point.
The field strength of the
di•rect ray is E and the field strength
of the reflected rav is E1.
If the
reflected ray is arr}ving at an angle
'/> with the g·round then the EMF
induced in the vertical aerial is propo-rtional to E+zE 11 cos •!•. The 2
is due to the presence of a ray
reflected from the gTound.
Loop Aerials

In the case of a loop aerial, however, .it \\:ill be clear that the <mgle
at. which the reflected ray arrives
has no effect upon the .EMF induced
in the loop. The I~IVIF induced is
proportional to the field strength
and tJie dimensions of the loop only,

the toLd L\IF in the loop is given
by E+zE1.
Fading

The fading produced is dependtnt
upon the ratio of the current produced by the reflected rav to t!tat
produceZl by the direct "ray, a.1d
inspectioP of the two formula: just
given will show at once that the
fadins' is more pronounced in tl1c
case of the loop aerial. Furthermore, if the subject is im·estigatcd,
it ,,·il! be seen that the reverse \Youl.d
be the c;,sc if the refkcted rav were
no.t ar'ri,·iru.:, frorn !he upper~ atm()c.
sphere.
Path of Indirect Ray

lf the indirect ray travelled by a
difierent route on the surface of L1c
earth and so arrived at the receiving·
point from ;1 different direction to
the direct ray, then the El\IF produc€d in the frame aerial would be
proportional to the direction of the
incoming "'ave, \Yhcreas in this casz:
the E?llF induced in the ,·ertical
aerial \Yould be independent of tht'
direction.
This therefore t'Stablishes at once the validitY or otherwise of the reflecting, laver. If it is
found that the fadit~g obtained on a
loop aerial is greater than that on a
vertical aerial, then the indirect rav
mav fairlY be assumed to an·ive b ~
refl~ction. from the upper atm<;-

re-

reflection had not been thoroughly
demonstrated .previous! y, and attentiGn '"as turned, therefore, to the.
production of some definite evidence
on .this. particular aspect of the question. At first sight it would appear
a comparatively simple matter. If.
there is any wave coming· down to
the earth at an angle from the upper'
·atmosphere, ii should be comparatively eas)r to de.tect such a Wave
b.y means of a suitably arranged
frame aerial.
All attempts to detect such a
\Vave, however, have been found
fruitless by previous investigators,
;tnd it was finally shown as a result
of some measurements by SmithRose and Barfield (Experime11tal
TfVireless, September, 1925) that
the
earth
was a
sufficiently
good conductor to provide almost
total refl.ectipn at the normal
frequencies employed for broadcast
purposes, so that the wave coming·
down at an angle was immediately
reftected again at an equal angle,
somewhat in the manner indicated
in Fig .. 2. It will be seen that the
horizontal components of the inci-

The private ex·
perime'ntal station
belonging to Capt.
P. .P. Eckersley,
Chief. Engineer. of
the B.B.C.,, wa:;
destroyed by lire
on Dec. 17·.

irrespective of the angle at which
the \\·ave arrives.
.Fig. 3b sho\\·s . an extreme case
af a ''"ave coming down at an
angle of 90 degTees. This arrangement is quite obviously exactly the
same as that in Fig. 3a, except that
it has been tumed on its side. Thus
the angle at which the reflected ray
is arriving· has no .effect whatever
upon the EMF induced in the frame,
pFm·icled t h\' Feftected ray and the
frame are in the same plnne. Thus

51 4

sphere.
be the
oannQt
sphere,
s,urface
route.

If the reverse is found to
case, then the indirect ta~r
arrive from the upper atme.but must '..travel over ,the
of the earth by a circuitous
Proof by E:J;periment

Actual . experiments demonstrated
perfeatly conclusively :tl1at the loop
a.erial fading was always .gn1ate1·
than that obtained with a vertical
aerial, so that the results may ,be
taken as conclusi\'e proof of tilt-
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existence of a reflecting medium at
some height above the earth's
surface.
Horizontal Polarisation

It has previously been shown by
P. Eckerslev and others that reflec.
tion from ;u~ ionised layer at a fairly
acute angle would give rise to horizontaily polarised \vaves; that is to
say, in addition to the ordinary rellected \Yave, there would be another
wave produced, having- its electric
and magnet:c fields at right ang-les
to those of the normally polarised
\vave.

..................................................................................................
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Report of the 12th Annual General Meeting.
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At the 12th annm>l general meeting- of the Radio Society of Great
Britain, which was held at the Institution of Electrical Engineers on
\Vednesday, December 16, the members had a somewhat lengthy
ag-enda \\ ith which to deal.

Errors in Direction Finding

Annual Report

Experiments were made by Appleton and Barnett which indicated
that this ,,-ave was present, and,
moreover, from the values they
found, they were able to verify that
this horizontally polarised wave was
respoPsible for errors in direction
finding, even over quite short
range;; of 30 miles only. It should
be not-eel,
however,
thart the
presence of this wave does not affect
the theory '''hich has been outlined
so far, because in all the experiments the loop aerial employed vvas
pointing- in the direction of maximum reception. It \\as therefore at
right angks to the electric ftcld of
horizontally polarised rays.

The first item was the presentation of the annual report for the
yc<llr ended September 30, 1925. A
perusal of this show'S that the
Society has indeed had a busy yeat.
Standardisation of Ebonite

One point of outstanding interest
to amateur constructors is worthy
of particular reference in these

Officers and Council

The next item to receive attention
was the election of officers and
Council for 1926.
The Chairman
(Brig<.dier-GeJ1eral Sir H. C. L.
Holden, K.C.B., F.R.S.) announced
that the follmYing were the nominations:-Prcsident.--Sir Oliver Lodge,
D.Sc.,
LL. D.,
F.R.S.
1lcting
Vice--President.-- Brigadier-General
Si1' H. C. L. Holden, K.C.B.,
F.R.S.
Hon.
Trcasurer.-Pa-ofessor Ernest \Vilson, :!VI. Inst. C. E.
Jlon. Sccretary.--Maurice Child.
M embers of Council. - 0. F.
Brown,
Captain
Ian
Fraser,
C.B.E., ;\LP., 0. \V. Nicholson,
::\LP., J. H. Reeves, M.A., M.B.E ..
Earl Russell, Majo·r T. Vincent-

Height of Ionised Layer

In the original paper several
;"econdary results arc deduced from
the results obtained, but the one of
principal interest to radio engineers
is that the existence of a refleoting
layer is definitely established, the
height of this layer at night time
being of the order of 8o to go ki1onwtrcs .
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, It i5 regi;et'tecl.that in last week's
JV.irelcss Weehly Fig-. 3
o·li~page 4h7 \\-as incorrectly drawn.
is~ue of

This should have been as
here.

sho.wn

The extent of the damage caused by the fire in Captain Eckersley's wireless
station may be clearly seen here. The transmitting .valve on the table on
the left. was the only one of twenty valves to survive.

columns.
Early in' the year the
Society was responsible for commencing negotiations with the
British
Engineering
Standards
Association for the standardisation
of ebonite for radio purposes. The
negotiations \vere successful, and a
standard specification for ebonite
panels . for radio purposes is now
available. The result of this ·effort
is obvious ; it will be possible for
every amateur cons,tructor to purchase a reliable and guaranteed
component.

Smith, .\J.J.E.E., Dr. R. L. Smith
Rose, Ph.D., H. Bevan Swift,
A.M.l. E. E.
These
gentlemen
were duly
elected as officers and Council for
Paper Read

The Chairman next called upon
~, l,r. Duncan Sinclair for his paper
entitled. " Some Facts and Notions
about Short \Vaves." The author
put
forward
some
interesting
theories and suggestion, and a discussion of the paper follo\Ved.
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cent. of an entertainment usually
given 'in theatres or music halls
should be t·ransmitted.
Payment

fe.r &r.oadcast

Entertain-

December 30, 1925
had any real case for objecting to
the P.M.G. 's embodying in the functiorus of broadcasting that wh:ich the
main body of listeners desire, and
which the B.B.C. can provide. Mr.
f'ayne thouglht that this savoured of
an
entertainment
dole.
Lord
Blanesburgh was of the opinion that
it was merely ,the jealousy ,of v1Csted
and conservative interests against a
new means of diStsemination 0f entertainment.

ments
If tthe Committee "of Inquiry \\·ere
of the opiu:ion that IO ,per cent. was
too small a ffigure, then the Indm;tr:y u::qut;s.ted permission to pnwide
an agreed proportion of such n1al'ter
in the future and to receive an
agreed percentage of the revenue
derived from licence!i.
Mr~ .:Paync considered that the
broadcast version of an entertainment was ve>ry inferior to the oombin•ed visual and vocal presentation,
but, owing to a natural inclination
on the part of the public to obtain
" something f0r nothing," they
were ke-pt at home, apparently satisfied with this cheap .and infer.ion· pJCesentation. He did not think that
the desire to see an entertainment
\\~as stimulated by such excerpts.
The Listeners' .Point .of 'View
Lord Blanesburgh desired to
kno,w if the Entertainment Industry

mitted .evidence cm behalf :of tihe
Music Publishers' Association.
He submitted that bmadcasth~·
Ju;!,d .an .ad:v:erse .ei!;ect upoa tl1e sale

......................•.................
.:...........
P&AC'TI'CAL DESIGN .:
.: THE
AND USE OF FltAME
!
:
AER:I:ALS
.!
.

opem aeria:ls 'tends :to makie the com:paPisou fb.etween them not qurte so
:laa:~t ~r 'loops.
'The 11elation still
·~i'S:ts, !hovvever, "that loops ·llln not
ahsort> .as ;m.uoh eneJ"gy £n:;~m :elttci:'l"0magnetic wav:es .as d(f) :~pen a:er.iall>.

,

,

,

0

•
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:Competition

Lord.ICrawferd, referring ·to Mr.
Payne's use of the word " dole,"
said that broadcasting was undoubtedly a cheap fo1cm of amusement. The B.B.C. and the Entertainment Industry both desired to
pnovide entertainment. He understood that the competition Hf the
B. B. C.
\Ya.~
overwhelming·
the
theatres.
l\fr.
Payne
agreed.
Lord Crawf~Jtrd said that in Vhat
case the theatres must suffer. Mr.
Payne said that if the competiti<m
became more :intensive the theatres
would lurve ·to •close.
The M.usic

~ublishers'

il..OOJIS ·lfQr

plates, edd;Y c.urrelllt losses, and
c~padty }QSses. With gr;eat care
it is ;posslble to have an ,aerial
\\lh0se resi<stanee is less than ene
ohm, and this is the case with some
of 'the large transmitting st:lfti:ons.
'Dhe ave~e aerial for 'broadcasting·
rooept:i11m :has a res'H.tance ·mucll
g-t:e.atlet' •tha:n :fhi!i, ·emng :mli)re ru tJl.e
onlet· ·(')f I"'o or 20 ohms.
Resistance of Loops

: In the case 0f loops, h0wever,
can ·he ·kept .clown very much
mure easily, and ·with careful design
1 he ne is Hfi reaSii)tl why the higlht l\CCJU~ol1())' •fCSistanGe sh0ukJ be SO
great as. this. To achieve the
best results it ·will be necessary to
giNl:~ carefnl attention to the type nf
\WJJ:e <nsed.
'This point i·s .of g.reat
ill'llpwttance when considering the
use,.£ J~s for tran'Smitting p.urp~ ,ami iWill ·be :referred to later.
X!lae fact that lf>he •ne.SiS:tanee ••}f
loops is :usw<lllU!Y ·smaller than that of
il)S5:f'S

Association

Mr. A. V. Broadhurst then sub-

Blitb

F;recpJeneies

'Rclerl'ing :t0 :the 'formulae :tar the
t~eceiv:ed CUPFfl!lltS ID 1ih:e :t:\V:O .CJaaCS,
\VIe see that i:lll1e :frequency (0r '\v:aw:t·len~>tiih) :afliects receptilOO:l in ·dUftment
ways.. In botfh cases the am0unt ·df
electi'QlllO.HVc force ·incneases as ,tJne
wavelength diminishes, ·but in the
case of the loop the electromative
;.fflrce .is .inversely ,proportional ,to ,the
.square .of tnhe wavelength, whereas
in the case of .tbe open aerial the
increas.t is inve,rselv pr.oportional to
the wavel<>ngth. thus tlw shorte;·
the waveleng-th or the greater the
frequency the better are loops .in
rei'Rtion to open aerials for receptiott 'Rnd also for transmission.

M/'0 cannm cobtain a direct eampm-ison :imrne.diateiy, because as .the
fue(lUf-ncy ·challlg!es :the adtaal linear
dimensions IDlf 'fhe .a;erial must >ail:sli)
chatlgie. i:Hhus :in the :ab0v:e eJamlple we assumed a loop of 10 'tm:ns.
5lf'i

of n:uo;ic. ·n~.e inferior p1'esen::;a •
tion .on d1e >Y·i.reless Feceiver .deterred from buying music people
\\·ho \Yould othenYise have done so
after a concert .
Licence Fees
He theught ros. per annum far
t6o small a licence fee, and sng-gested ros. as the minimum, ,w'ith
a: graded scale of fees depeniieM
upon the rateable value of the residence in \vhich 111e receiver
used.
Restaurants and hotels \\hi eh pn'J>videcl muc:ic for large 11umbers of
people by means of \vireless reception should pay £ro per annum, <ts
in Australia.
Manv orchestras
would have to he disb~nded in co.l-,
sequence of existing conditions.
Musical Copyright

Other evidence was given regarding the copyright situation.
Mr.
\Vm.
Boosev submitthl
evidence for .:\Iessrs. C.happell and
the Queen's Hall. He dealt with
the drect upon the sale of instruments and g-ramophone records, and
the learning- of music.
This completed the t\\·o day,;'
hearing, and the Committee w2 s
adjourned until a date in Januar3·,
which had not been announced Ht
the :time of going to press.
\:Ve cculd not apply thi-; to another
frequency,
say 6,ooo kc.
(so
metres), bel·ause in thi'l case there
would be too many turns in the loop
tt'l• ai!O\v of correct tuning.
Thi-.;
raises a point of importance in the
design of loops \Yhich "·ill he
·discussed later.
" AT.ea Tunts " of Loop

Another point which arises from
·the .iorm.ula for l(i)()ps is .that ,tll,,.
electromotive force is proportional
t0 the number of turns and to th·~ ·
a'!'ea of each, that is, it is propor•'•
tianal to ..the l!o.tal.area of windimg-:
of the loop. A convenient method:
for descriibing .this.· is to paU :tbjs:¥
total area the " a.rea turr\s;" 'Ilhitt,;;J!
it .is . .M.v.fsa:ble ·t0 . have the area~
ttrrns li)f .a loop as 'large as possible.j,;'
Tiiis means t1tat we shemld eith:eJ(~
increase the size df the loop, tha::tis, ,the area of each ·turn, :or tfue
n11111ber of turns, .or both. Again,
hawever, ·ther"C is a limit te this,
in s<> far as 'by increasing both .O)f.
these l!}uantities we increase the
i u.aactanoe of ,tJhe JQQp, aA.cl ,thtfs
aliect the frequency that can lbe
e.mp1oyea.
·
M~ ·shall ooflsi'der some of these
points of design in a future issue.
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ApparatusWe Have Tested
Conducted by Radio Press Laboratories, Elstree.

Vee Cee H.T. Battery
i\ sample of their standard

6o-volt
high-tension b.attery has been submitted for a thorough practical test by
1\Iessrs. Yee Cee Dry Cell Co., Ltd.
Description of Component.
It was contained in a cardboard case
measuring 9 in. by 3 in. by 3 in., and
was tapped at 18 points, which were
unmarked save for the terminal ones.
J.aboratory Tests.
It was given an extensive practical
trial of several hours a day on most
days in the week, supplying current to
a small broadcast receiver taking about
one to two milliamperes, and also for
occasional use in expedmental \vork
with multi-valve receivers. After just
over three months' use the voltage on
open c!rcuit still showed over 6o volts,
m1d the battery was quite fit to use
\vith a small receiver, provided that
the customary 2 ,u.F blocking condenser
\Vas placed across it. In view of the
usual brief life of block H.T. batteries
when submitted to the searching test
of daily broadcast reception, often for

the Mullard \Vi re less Service Co., 'Ltd.,
and tested at our Elstree Laboratories.
Description oj Component.
The resistance is contained in a
fibrous insulating tube with conical
metallic ends. This tube is mounted
on a moulded insulating base complete
with brass clips and terminals. Two
screw holes provide for baseboard
mounting.
The resistance clement itself consists of· verv fine wire wound
on a length of string, more string being
ov<rnvound in a solenoidal fashion completely to insulate the wire. The string
is wax impregnated. The whole is
now wound in a double layer on a ~-in.
rod, the inductance effect being thus
reduced, and the ends of the wire
brought to the apex of the conical
ends and soldered.
Laboratory Tests.
On test the resistances were found
to be within 5 per cent. of their rated
values. To sec if they were impervious to water one sample was left in a
vessel of water all night, and on retest the following morning it was
found to be unaffected. \Vhen tested
in Radio Press receiving sets no sign
of " seratching noises " was present.
The complete unit has a rarticularly
good finish, and is robust, the insulation resistance also being exceptionally
good.

me mounted on an insulating bas<;, the
screw threads and nuts brought out
below the base being for the purpose
of panel mounting and making connection to the detector.
The crvstal
cup has a friction-tight fit ov~r a
hollow cylinder, good contact with the
crystal being secured through the
agency of a spring. This cup is incorporated in,,a metal end plate, which
fits friction-tight Jnto the metal collar
and can be rotated bv means of a
milled insulating knob.
The cat\Vhisker is held in a jaw attached to
a small " crank arm." This can be
rotated bodily by means of a metal
end plate similar to that for the crystal
cup. Lateral movement is given to the
catwhisker through the aid of a small
milled knob and screw.
The face of the crystal can be \Vhollv
explored and the micrometer adjustment for the catwhisker gives a very
The crvstal and
sensitive contro:.
catwhisker sections are interchangeable, giving the advantage of right or
left-handed control.
General Remarks.
The workmanship uf this component is particularly nvteworthy, the

Crystal Detector
Messrs. 2\IcLeod & l\IcLeod han~ >ubmitted an ::\I. & 1\J. Crvstal Detector
for our examination and 1·eport.

The catwhisker and crystal-holder of
the M. & M. Crystal Detector are
readily detachable from the glass
cylinder, and are interchangeable.

seven hours a day, this must be con·
sidered a commendable performance
for a battery of but moderate size.

Mal<crs' Claims.
It is a precision instrument in every
sense of the word, is absolutely dustproof, and the fare of tl1c crvstal can
be wholly explored. i\ micrOI1lcter adjustment for the <'atwhisker gives a
sensitive control.

Anode Resistance
Three sample anode resistances, each
of 1oo,ooo ohms resistance, and complete with holders, were submitted by

Description of Compouc11l.
The cnstal and ratwhiskc.r arc
housed in ·a glass tube 1~ in. long ami
nearly I in. in diumeter, which is held
in two metal collars. These ,-,,]Jars

Mansbridge Condensers
\Ve h;we received froin Messrs.
Dubili('r Condenser Co., Ltd., two of
their Mansbridge Dubilier Condensers.
Thesa are of 1 ,u.F and 2 J.<F capacity

The wire-wound Anode Resistance
made by the Mullard Wireless Service
Co., Ltd.

case of operation and fineness of control being good features.

Wireless Weekly
respecti\·ely, and are claimed to be
for use 1vith voltages up to

~uitable

300.

Description of Component.
The condensers are contained in
metal cases, with small drilled sheet
metal lugs at the base for-fixing to a
baseboard. Two terminals on the tot~.
insulated b1· means of pbonite bushes,
enable conlwctions to be made to the
condensers. The sizt' of the r I'F condenser· is 2:1 in. b1· 2 in. bv £ in., while
tlw 2 ,nF condensr>r is z! in. by 2 in.
by 1 in.
Lab<natorv Tests.
\Vlwn placed on test. the capacities
of the tv,;o condensPrs were found to
be as follow:-~o. r, I J<F; No. 2,
z !<F. Insulation tests were then carried out, and the insulation of ~ n. r
was 0\·er lOO megohms, while> that for
:'\o. 2 was 6o megohms. Both condensers were next tested at 300 volts with
satisfactorv results close on double this
volt:1gc being nece~>ary to break down
the insulation.
General R~marks.
These condensers \HJu!d appear to be
;uitable for radio 1\'urk where large
:apacities arc mquit·ed. and are parti·
cularly suited to the average constructor, a,; the1· arp fitlcJ with tenninals
instead of s;>ldering lugs.
Baseboard Sin.gle Coil Holder an.d
Reversible Valve Holder
The abon~ components have been
,;upplicd bv the .'\thol Enginf'ering Co.
fcJr test.

December 30, 192:5
leads from the set to the coil. The
insulation resistance was found to be
infinity on test.
The Valve Holder
The insulating material of the valve
holder was porcelain, being free from

Holes -are provided in the Atho·l Enginee-tWng Co.'s Coil Ho'lder to enable it
to be mounted in an upright or horizontal position.
flaws, and ha,·ing a .cylindrical shape.
The four brass sockets were held in
position by four screws. The sockets
can be piaced at either end of the
holder, " through " holes in the porcelain providing for this contingency.
It is thus possible for the sockets to
be fixed flush with the top of the

Make-r's Claim.
The coil ·holder is made from porcelain, being rectangular in shape, and
t]H' makers claim that cthis component
is designed fqr· use in American type
sets. 1t is pro\'ided with fixing holes
for baseboard mounting, but in .m:ldition there is a second .pair of fixing
hciles at right angles to ·the first for
side mounting. This will enable it to
be employed for high and low tension
le:tds in conjunction with a coil mount
or receptacle used as a .plug.

the metallic fittings, with the result
that long leakage paths are ensured.
As can be gathered from the abO\ e
description, the holder is not intended
to be non-microphonic, but all makt s
of valves fit tight into the sockets.
The insulation resistance is also pat~
ticularly good.
Single-hole fixing ft•t:
mounting on the front or back of the
panel and on baseboards is secured
through the medium of a cPntral hole
in the holder.
'·
Can' tcr oss Connector
Messrs. J. & \Y. Bm·t:on haw"sent us
a Can'tcross Connector for report and
re\·ie\V at our Elstree Laboratoric'S.
Makers' Claim.
One<> fitte<l it alwa;'s pren"nb \Hong
connections being mad<>, thus assudn;;;
fullliff' to nth·e filaments. It acts as a
triple s1Yitch, as by tlw withdnlW8l
of the socket element, the 1-I.T., L.T.
and grid bias supplies nre simultamousJy cut off from thf' st'l. The li\·2
men1ber is fullY insulated. <tnd thus
pre\'ents damag<>
to batteries
by
sho.rtin,g.

Description of Compol!eiJI.
The connector consists of a moulded
base z:i in. b1· Il in. by ~ in. Thi>
base is hollo,,·ed out to a depth of ~in.
and thrf·e split pins project from th•'
base being stamped (H.T. + ), (H .T.-and L.T.), and (L.T.). On tlw undersidf' of the base, scre\Y ends, :~ in. in
length, are prodded for makil1g connections to the pins and also f0:1· pane!
mounting. A moulded block fits into
the hollo\\·f'd base. and has three sunk
sockets which_ fit on the pins. Connections to these three sockets are
made along channels cut in the mate·
rial, and a moulded lid is screwed o\"Cl'
these terminals so that the\· are 0om.
pletely insulated.
·

General Remari<·s.
This connector is adaptable to anr
circuit where ont;" H.T. terminal is

In the Valve Holder made by the Athol
EnJfineerin.g .Co., the valve sachets -may
be inserted in either end of the porcelain
'ho"/der.

The Mansbridge BrRiilier Condensers
haoe ~heir ccap:acities ,dear:l:Y manked
on 'tlte ClUe:&., .atrd •termiauls :ore 'PrO•
vided tlor mailing :conrrections.

Description of Compouent.
An ea,1· lit for all mal<e;; of -coil,; wa,;
found, tftis tact being .ensured, since
the pin and 'SC!cket "fitth~gs are loose in
the porcelain holder. Final tixing of
the bwss pin and 150cket in the rorce·
lain is seuured b1· means of brass
scre\\"S.
These scre\v,; are also emplm·ecl ·for the purpose> of fastening the

holder at one end or be rel'ersed and
project ~ in. above the surface at the
other o£nd. This operation of re\·ersing
may be con;,eniently carried out .by
placing a valve in the sockets and
.removing the screws. Then pull the
vah-e and socl<!ets out of the holder
together, reverse the porcelain and reinsert the valve and sockets again.
The screw holes will now be in line
with the holes in the porcelain. The
grid and plate sockets arc marked in
the rorcelain by the lettf'rs G and P
respccti1·ely. Soldering tags are supplied for inserting under the screws
holding thP socl~ets.

General Remarks.
An casv fit of the sockets in the
porcelain" provides air spacing round

sr6

Messrs. J. & W. Bm-.ton's cCa:n~.tcrou
Connector is intended to be used for
connecting the high-tension and lowtension batteries to a receiver, without
any risk of making wrong connections
or short circuits.
requi.red, but additional rerminals
would ·be needed for further H.T. tappings. When in position. the battery
terminals on the set are well insulated,
and short circuits cannot occur. An
insulation test produced good results,
and "the component should prove very
useful.
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SHORT-WAVE TRANSMISSION
Sm,-.;LS, situated at .;6, Humber
Road, BJackheath, London, one of the
experimental stations of ~fessrs. A. J.
Stevens,
of
\Vokerhampton
and
London, is now operating on 4.5 metres
with pmn•t· inputs of Z.) and 50 watts.
'A.C. plntc :.;upply is used rectified by
four " S " tubes. The present circuit
is a series :2ed loose-coupled Hartley,
<:mploying a :\Iullard o 1 250 watl tube.
'A.C. also on filament.
Transmis;dons usually take place on
Sunday afternoons and evenings, and
on other en·nings occasionallY.
Reports will be welcomed,' and sLS
will be pleased to arrange schedules
with any station interested in 'phone
or ·c. \V. tests at the fn·quencv men1ioned.--Yours faithfully,
·
R. BLOx.\:-t (GsLS).
Blackhcath.
OXFORD UNIVERSITY RADIO
SOCIETY
Su~.--Rac!io
has at last obtained
recognition in this Cniversit1·, and the
Vice-Chancellor has gi1·en his permission for a l' nive.rsitv Societv which
was formed on December 1 aqd' already
has a mcmb<.•rship of over forty .
.\n at tractive programnic is being
;H-.ranged for next term, and the Society will seek atliliation >vith the
Radio Society of Great Britain. At
the meeting <in December 1 the following were ch•cted officers of the Soeiety
for next tcnn :--Henrv Field New
• College, president;
Eric
c:uddon,
Mcrton, hon. secretary; C. E. G.
Bailey, Balliol, hon. treasurer. Committee :-H. Richards, :\Ierton; and
E. G. Spenser; Exeter.
Of these both the president and
secretarY are members of the Radio
Society ~of Great Britain and the T. &
R section.
The terminal subscription has been
fixed at 7s., with an entrance fee of
Ios. 6d. Will all members of the University who w.ish for further particulars please. communicate with the
SecretarY .-·Yours faithfully

·

ERic· 'ccnno"'.

(Foun~ler ~1!1d hon. secretarY,

O:donl

Universitv
Society.) ·

Rad.io

CONCERNING ''GROUSERS "
Sm,-Why is it that people will persist in grumbling about \vi.reless?

First we have the people \vho can only
get
the " Local
Station "
and
" Da1·entry " on the loud-speaker, and
ran onlv get one or two others on the
'phones. They say that the B.B.C.
ought to use more rower and also
close do\vn the " Local Station " for
about one hour a clay, and some go so
far as to suggest that it should be
closed down for one whole daY.
::\011
if the B.B.C. were to do as
these " grousers " wanted, it would
mean that the people \vho can only
afford a cnstal set and one or two
pairs of headphC1ne5 would have to
amuse themselves as best thcv could
during the time that their station was
closed. and that, I think, would not be
fair, as both the man who owns a
crvstal set and the man who can afford
Y.<tlves pay the same iicence fee, and to

Press weeklies, either Wireless or else
H'ireless Weekly, an article written by
a resident of this town (Brighton) in
which he states that since sX.X has
moved, Brighton crystal users ::r,re out
of range.
Knowing a gentleman at Hove, I
tried a crystal set on his aerial (which,
I may state, is shielded by trees at the
back and by his house at the lead-in
end, and the earth connection is a clip
on the \Vater tap), and I tuned in
Davcntry at good crystal strength,
every wor<J. the announcer spoke being
very clear, and musie and singing were
excellent.
On 111\' own aerial and earth I rccein;d ·Daventry at loud crystal
strength on the same set, and in addition I also had recertion (weak) from
London, so I do not think that

In the generator room at the Rugby wireless station at Hillmorton.

mv idea both should get full value for
their money.
i\ow
\ve
come
to
anolhet·
" grumble," nameh·, the moving of
.~XX from Chelmsford to Daventrv.
I haw no doubt whaten·r that the shifting of this station has thro\vn a good
many crystal sets out of use, as the
G\vners are now out of range of D:n·entry; but I n_!lticed in one of the Radio

Brighton is out of crystal range with
Daventry from these results.
No1v I come to the third" grumble,"
the " licence."
In the daily and
weekly papers and also in the \~ireless
papers, both weekly and monthly, we
see from time to time that people want
to know wlw it is that the licence
Dnly lasts eleven months. Why the
grumble in thi,s case? I will own that
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FAMILY

Here you seethe Ediswan family of to~
day paying homage to the forefather of
all radio valves. They think the old chap
"too 9'uaint for words," but are very proud
of hrm and of their direct descentbecause Dr. Fleming's original experimental valve was born in the Ediswan
laboratories where all Ediswan valves
are born.

f

There is a decided affinity,
a quite definite link between
each Ediswan Receiving
valve and Ediswan Power
valve. The Receiving valves
are supplied either H.F. or
L, F., and the best Power
valve to use is shown here.

The Valves

Accumulator or

Receiving.

Battery Volts.

AR.
ARDE
AR06

Ediswan Valves are
Entirely British Made.

lo

6

2

3

Use.
Power.

PV5
PV6
PV8

With these groups and Ediswan H.T. and
LT. Accumulators the ideal is attained.

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD, 123-5, QUEEN VICTORIA ST., LONDON, E.C.4.
'AN ADVERTISEMENT IN "
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mv first licence onlv covered eleven
months, and also those of mv friends,
but our renewal licences are for twelve
months, so I think the majority of
listeners must jump at their first
licence as a means of something to
grumble about.
Hoping this letter has not bored you,
and wishing the Radio Press, Ltd., the
best of success with their excellent
publications.-Yours faithfully,

H. R.

EvA~s.

Brighton.
SHIELDING OF HIGHFREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS

SIR,-In perusing the December 16
issue of Wtreless lV eekly I notice in
the article on the " Isofarad " .receiver
,·eference to the ~$hielding of H.F.
transformers.
It is quite possible, in a receiver
employing perhaps three stages of
radio-frequency amriification, for the
local station to be received on, say, the
amplifier coils of the third H.F. valve.
Properly
designed
shields
will
eliminate this trouble if it is present,
but at the same time it is questionable
what form the shielding should take
from the poif!t of view of efficiency.
If the coils only are shielded, then
they must be more or less isolated from
the rest of the apparatus, particularly
from the variable condensers.
If the condensers themselves are
shielued either separately or in witl1
the rest of the H.F. side of the receiver, there is the disadvantage that
the minimum capacities thereof are increased, although hand-capacity effects
are eliminate!).
As you point out, it is again questionable whether the effectiYe resistance and the distributed capacity are
reduced to the same extent as the
inductance.
The experience of some of you~
readers in this direction would be
'interesting.-Yours faithfully,
J. H. Fl:\GLASS.
:\Vallasey.

Tlw PlPment,; were stalcd as haYing
a life of about a thousand hours.
The machine was put into actinn
in accordance \Yit h instructions, distilled \\·att'r from a reliable chemist
being used. After a fe1\· hours' working the amperag<.' fell off down to
about one amp. The ammeter incli~
rated continuous current sho\dng little
or no trembling of the needle.
The accumulators \Vcn: efficiPntlv
charged, but yery slowly.
·
After about rso hours' running the
alumit1ium element was completely
eaten mvay and a thick, translucent
sludge half-filled the jar. This seemed
to indicate impure chemicals but
thinking it might be accidental 'I obtained a second set of elements anu
salts from the makers. This acted in
an exactlv similar manner.
The
amperage -fell off until less than half
an amp. was indicated.
I then obtained pure ammonium
phospha~e from a chemist and used
instead of the packet of salts supplied.
This gives much better results, but

hut c;m only get about half an amp.
the 6-Yolt accumulator.
.\nothcr trouble is the creeping of
1he salrs. I have used a good ! in.
of parat1in on the solution, and well
coatcu the top of jar and metal parts
\Yirh va,;eline. Still the salts creep up
and c01'cr the metal with a thick
crust.
All tlw books state that the cells
should be kept cold and that the rectification falls off as tempet·ature increases.
I have found that the
ammeter n'gisters more rectified curn'nt passing as the temperature increases up to about ;o de g. It rises
:111d falls consistently with the temperature of the cell contents.
Can any of your correspondents who
have also experimented with Nodon
,-alves give me information as to the
correct proportions of the electrodes
and electrolvte and how the salts can
be rreventecl from reachir;'g the vital
parts of the machine?-Yours faithfully,
on

London, S.E.25.

CHEMICAL RECTIFIER
DIFFICULTIES

Sm,-I am interested in \Virekss reception, and having much difficultv in
getting my accumulators charged
efficiently, am doing my own charging.
I am up against several difficulties, and
shall be glad if any of your readers
can give me help to overcome them.
I have read some books on the subject and articles relating to it, but
these are so at variance with one
another and with my experience that it
really seems they are not very reliable.
1\Iy house is wired for alternating
current z~o volts.
I purchased a
chemical rectifier stated as suitable for
charging a 6-volt accumulator at 3 to
4 amps. The cell is a stoneware jar
to contain electrolyte with aluminium
and steel electrodes. An auto-transformer reduces the voltage before rectification, and it is fitted with an
ammeter.

At the Brussels broadcasting station a Marconi 6kw. transmitter is used.
The rectifier panel may be seen on the left, while on the right are the
independent drive, main, oscillator and modulator panels.

only gin's about 1 ,amp. when
ch:u·ging a 6-Yolt accumulator.
The aluminium element is not
corroded to anything like the same
extent, but a hard substance forms on
the iron, and the sludge is much
reduced in quantity.
I \Vrote the makers, stating all the
circumstances, but have had no reply.
I have since tried a four-cell Nodon
valve, using j-in. aluminium rods and
6-in. by 8-in. lead circular ·plates in
glass jars 9 in. deep \vith ammonil)m
phosphate, with the auto-transformer,
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ST.lOO ON BOARD SHIP

SJR,-Having had an interesting
;•xperience with dull emitter (.o6 amp.)
valves, I thought it might interest you.
I have used vour ST. 100 circuit
(Radio Press Envelope No. 1, by John
Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P., A.M.l.E.E.)
ever since it was published, with very
good results, the valves used being
U.V.199 (Americ.'m), .o6 ampere ones.
As is usual with these valves, afte.r
various periods, the dull emitter properties vanished, so I put them with

December 30,
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the usual accumulation of " cast offs."
'About three weeks ago I decided to
convert the ST. 100 to a three-valve
set (Det. zLF), which gave very good
results; .in fact, the results were so
good :that I thought that 1 would try
and get a last " kkk " out of the old
discarded valves (I had al'cumulated
about five at this time).
What was
my suiTFrise, on trying these valves, .to
find that thev were nearly as good a~
new, say Ss· per cent. 'thf' rheostats
and accumulator were thf' same for
both sets, the circuit being the· only
thing altered.
These valves are now
working with the rheostat (30 ohms)
about one-quarter on, and in every
respect seem, as already stated, about
Ss per cent. new.
11 am now trying Capt. Round's
method <>f working tlw set from the
sblp's
mains
(Modern
Wireless,
October, I92,ii), but have not been very
successful up to date.
The positive
side Js earthed on boanl here, which
may have some effect. l\s the voltage
here is only roo, I haw· not put in
RI, Rz, R3, and I am taking, of
course, the positive mains straight
through the choke to thP transformers.
Yours faithfully,
\I. BosTo.'>.
(Third Ofrtcer).
R.M.S. Samaria.
THE '' TWIN- VALVE '' RECEIVER
Sm,-I hope I shall not be boring

you if 1 give you the results of my
"Twin-Valve " Receive!- (Radio Press
Envelope No. ro, by John ScottTaggart,
F.Inst.P.,
A.M.I.E.E.),
which 'l have constructed as instructions given. I am more than satisfied
with it--the results are wonderful. I
am reqeiving Dav!mtry on a m.ediumsized loud-speaker at good volume
(distanee about I2o miles), and'2liO,
6BM, 'Radio-c;Pads and many o'ther
stations at excellent 'phone strength.
London also is fairly good on the loudspeaker ·(so miles).
Wishing your excellent journals
e\·ery success.-Yours faithfully,
;F. W. HUGGETT.
Lewes.
A READER'S RESULTS
Sn~,-1 have tried many of your excellent designs, .of which I will gin·

my experiences in this letter.
I made up the " New STJa<>,"
by John Scott-Taggart, F.Inst.P.,
"A.1\1.TE;E., which appeared in the
first two numbers of that splendid little
publication, Wireless.
The results
obtained were, London, .Bournemouth,
Daventry:, .. ~diQ.-'Paris.,
Toul1mse,
ROm.e and one · Mher foreign station
unidentified, a:ll on the loud-speaker,
and 'l rec~ived, on .the 'poones Birminghatn, . Ne~~asfle, . ·Glasgow, Cardiff,
J\berdeen,. ~anchester,. Pl1mouth (ooce
ont}()., :Hu"f1, She'ffiild, Liverrool (ex<;eptl&natly stron~t). ~1:ussels, Hamburg,
Hilversum, 1\radnd. Oslo and San
Sebastiafl!' 'tlle. ·~·New ST1oo " is
sure· thce. goods.
T.lae " Anglo-American stx," des-

cri bed by Mr. Percy Harris, M.l. R.'E.,
in the January, 1925, issue of The
H'ireless Cottstructor, was the next set
I made, and after a little trouble in
stabilising it, all the above stations,
and many mere, were easily obtained,
and London, Bournemouth, Daventry,
Radio-Paris, Rome, Toulouse, Newcastle and Manchester and three
stations (one English and two foreign)
were received on the loud-speaker.
Now, I am one of the " wireless
fans " \Vho. is never satisfied with one
set for more than a week or t\YO, and
so I made up the " Harm on~· Four."
described by ML Harris in Modem
Wireless for September, 1925, hut I
added one low-frequenc,- stage, which
is ;;;witched on and off iw a D.P.D.T.
switch,
N'ow this is realk a splendid set; in
fact, for purity and tone I cannot sav
enough to praise it, and the range,
ease of control and volllme, well-it is
just like turning an indicator to thP
station you want, and you have it, and
by judicious twiddling of the' neutrodyne condenser you can bring it up to
splendid volume, quite enough for am·one who likes to sit and listen to .a niee
concert, and unless the station is vet-y
distant and I ,require more ,-olume, I
onlv switch on the four valves, fiw
being too laud and the loud-spealu·r
(;annot handle the volume. Up to the
present I have .received thirty~three
stations on this set, and twelve of them
were audible on the loud-speaker. Not
a bad haul, is it?
Wishing, you the best vl'ith all your
f'Ublicati<ms.-Yours faithfully.
REGl'LAR READEH.
Brighton.
ENVELOPE No. 2
SIR.,-1 should like to infom1 \·ou
that 1 have just constructed the
"Family ·~• Four-Valve set (R.ldio
Press Envelcpe, No. 2, by :Percy W.
Harris, M.'I.~.'E.), aFJd at present am
very f)leased with the result. I can
tune in Daventry strong ~naugh to be
~early audible on my loud-speaker on
the detector valve alone, which for
Devonshire must be fairly goodl.y durs faithfulty,
- ·
A. B. FoRD.
Exmouth.
THE "A B C" WAVETRAP
Sm,-The following .report on the
" A B C " wave-trap (Radio Press
Envelope No. 6, by G. P. Kendall,
B:Sc.) may be of interest to some of ·
your readers troubled by interference.
The trap ·was built some four months
aro and has been in 'Constant use about
2'1 miles from 2LO on the " Familv "
Four-Valve sei: and a Five,Va·lve
T:a.T. using geared condensers. The :
ty·pe .df trap used was tyj:-e '' A '' on
a 7/22 hare copper wire aerial (twin)'
about 40 ft. long; it is badlv screened,
as it is erected outside the' windows of
a top tldoi flat. The earth is
'lva·ter
pipe-in .a different room to the set. A
.flOI t<F Yariablt> condenser is used

a

192~

instead of a .ooos p.F as the writer had

a spare one.
No trace of zLO can be found when
receiving 6BM or any station from
almut ro metres on either side of zLO,
nor can any loss in signal strength be
noticed.
By connecting a coil plug ill series
with the large coil in the wave-trap ami
plugging in a home-made duolater.al
coil of 153 turns, Rad.io-Paris can be·
received without any trace of sXX or
loss of signal str{'llgth. This coif plug·
is shorted \\·hpn the trap is used on
B.B.C. \\-an· lengths; it does not affect
thP efficiency of the trap in any way. ·
\Vishing all \·our publications, 9f
which I am an old and constallt
reader, tlw best of success.-Yc•urs
faithfully,
London, S.\V.
C. P. YAPP.
AN EFFICIENT SINGLE-VALVE
REC:EIVER

Sm,-I notil·ed " An Efficie>nt SingleValve Rect'in•r " de,.cribed bv HerhPrt
K. Simpson in Modem Wireless fo1·
June, 1924, and made this set up. I
have a singlP-wire aerial of Electron
wire :;o ft. and 40 ft. lead-in, 40 ft.
high, badlv shielded bv flats in Palace
Gate which arf' 40 ft.-higher than mv
aerial.
I get London on a lou·:lspeaker, ;;XX fairly loud on the 'phones.
I also gN .a (;prman station at crystal
set strength \vhich is fairly loud, and I
also get Edinburgh, Glasgo\\-, Cardiff,
Birmingham,
Bournemouth.
Newcastlt', N ottingharn, Brussels, and lots
of amateurs, one, zKG, on a loudspeaker. This is tht' finest singlevalve set I have heard. I can get
London louder without an aerial hv
simph- putting the earth wire on th~
aerial terminal; .in fact, I can get
London \vithout aerial or earth by
using i5 plug-in coil in A and 50 in
reaction. I am using a Dutd1 419
,·alve and 40 volts H .T. and 4-volt
accumulatlir.~ Yours faithfully,
E. J. BARRO\L
Kensington. W.!5.
THE " NEUTRODYNE JUNIOR,"
SIR,-1 am writing this il1 thanks

for the design of tbe " Neutrodvne
Junior " (described in the March n~n}
ber of Modern Wireless, by Percv W.
Harris, M.I.R.E.). I made th(s s~t
a short time ago.
Since then .I· ha'le
received : London, Newcastle, Cardiff',
Birfl!it1~ham,. G!asgow, Belfast, a~
Nuttmgham •at' vati9us stJiengths.
have not tned. Ditv(;!~FrY or Radio~
be-cause I have no. neutrodyne u.nit
this wavelength. I have heard man
loud-speaker sets, and I have ma
several sets myself, but I have heat:d
nothing anywhere near. this set f~;r
clearness and purity of both music aqq
_speech; and the other very important
item, I caOJiot interfere with my ne~h
bour when I have adju!lted the neutr.odyne condenser.-Yours' faithfully,
.
J. PATON.
-London, E.'S. ·
· 'P. S.-I must aclld that the set Is
more selective than any I hm;e
handled.
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P. A. U. (THURSO) is experiencing difficulty with his hightension supply, which is required
for a large set. He would like to
use high-tension accumulators,
but lack of facilities for charging
prevents him taking this course.
He asks whether there is any way
out of the difficulty.
If a 'slight amount of trouble is not
objected to ·in the first place, we would
suggest that our correspondent employs
a Leclanche wet type H.T. battery,
which in practice should be found to
give good sen·icc over an extended
period without requiring much attention. \Vet batteries of LeclancM type
are now obtainable f01· high-tension

purposes from a number of firms, or
alternatively the smaller sizes oJ the
standard batteries normally employed
for ringing bells may be used, if -expense has not to be considered.
A
difficulty sometimes met with in
Leclanche batteries is that of " creeping " of the electrolyte, which may be
overcome by covering the 1iquid in the
cells with a thin film of medicinal
paratlin.
R. P. L. (BARMING) wishes to
construct a frame aerial for his
Supersonic heterodyne receiver,
to cover a wavelength band of 200
to 600 metres with a .0005fLF
variable condenser in, parallel.

If a simple " diamond " type frame
is constructed \Vith diagonals 3 ft. 6 in.
long and wound with 12 or 13 turns
separated by ~ in. spacing, the desired
range should be obtained with a'' condenser of the capacity specified. No.
18 gauge coppet· wire will be suitable.
R.S.P. (TUNBRJDGE WELLS)
states that he cannot obtain a
good earth connection for his '' All
Concert de Luxe " receiver, since
a waterpipe is not available sufficiently near to the room in which
the set is to be used. The area
at the back of the house is concreted and this would have to be

RECO
The Rechargeable

H.T. BATTERY

you building
the new Radion:
Loud Speaker Set?
the new Radion Book full
particulars for constructing this
original Loud Speaker Set are
given. A splendid portable Set
with self-contained LoudSpeaker.
Just the Set for the drawing-room.
Costs little to build, yet it works
h
exceptiona11Y We}l W'th
1
t e
details given in the Radion Book
you could not possibly go wrong.
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consists of 24 pages
fully illustrated
showing how to bUild
four different highgrade Sets of which
the above is one.
dFrom all W•reI~ J3hops or
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For particulars write to:
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will prove a milestone on the road of advancement in the wireless art. Special characteristics
·
of the " Kone '' Loud Speaker are as foll0ws :
Freedom from distortion. Creater purity of tone than an'Y other Loud Speaker at prese!N
on the market.
Even distribution of sound over wide area.
Distinctive appearance.
lt will opera{e SlllCCessfully on any amplifier naviag an output• impedance of 2000 to 5000 ohms.
The ideal output impedance is 2000 ohms as in thtt "Kone" amplifier.
Do n0t o·rd:er y<Jut: new Loud Speakel' until you have heard a " Kone." You will save yourself disappointment. The " Kone " AmpJHi.er gives really wonderful results used in combination with the
" Kone " Speaker, or any other standard Loud Speaker of good design. Supplied as illustrated for
inclusion in any existing furniture, or encased in a handsome mahogany cabinet as a separate unit.
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broken, a somewhat difficult job,
to allow an earth plate to be buried.
He
has
room, however, for a
counterpoise, and asks our advice
as to how to erect this latter.
A counterpoise, to all intents and
purposes, is a ,replica of the aerial
itself crccicd directly underneath Uw
latter, preferably six or eight feet above
the grouml. Equal attention sh 0 ulu be
paid t,l its insulation <1S to that of the
aerial, ami a u••1ble wire or a multiple
\vire tyre rnay be employed.
D. 0. (FOLKESTONE) wishes to
add a wavetrap to his '' Family ''
Four-Valve receiver, in order to
eliminate the transmission from
SXX when listening ~to RadioParis. He does not wish to wind
his own coil for the wavetrap.
A type " D " trap on the lines of
that described by Mr. G. P. Kendall,
B.Sc., in Wireless TVeehly, Vol. 4,
No. IS, should prove helpful, and a
lheoretical diagram of this arrangement is given in Fig. I, in which the
ec•nnections to the first Yalvc only of the
set are given for simplicity.
It will be observed that the receiver
is connected up in the normal manner
for plain parallel tuning, and that a
part of the trap coil Lr is included in
the aedal circuit. In practice this coil
may co1weniently be one of tapped
type, such as the Lissen X type, and
in this case should be a No. 250 coil.
If this type of coil is employed, the
turns actually in the aerial circuit

should be those between an aerial tapping and what is normally the earthed
end of the coil.
The method of
operating the trap in practice is first to
tune in Radio- Pm is with the ae.rial
connected to the normal aerial ter-

Fig. 1.- The coil Ll in this trap circuit
may be a tapped plug-in coil (D.O.
Folkestone).

n;inaJ, anu _then to bring the trap into
crrcmt, tunmg on the trap condenser
CI until a point is found where the
sXX transmission is cut out. The set
condenser C2 should now be readjusted
to hring in Radio-Paris at full strength,
which will probably necessitate slight
retuning on Cr also.
With this
arrangement it should be found possible with most aerial and earth
systems to eliminate sXX almost completely without reducmg volume from
Radio-Paris to any marked extent.

S. F. (BIRMINGHAM) is constructing the S.T. 100 receiver,
described in Radio Press Envelope
No. 1, by John Scott-Taggart,
F.Inst.P., A.M.I.E.E., and asks
whether any changes are necessitated in the wiring by employing 1.8-volt type dull emitter
valves.
No alterations in the wiring whatever arc necessary, since bright-emitter
tvpe filament rheostats are suitable for
1 .8 volt type dull-emitter valves, a 2-vok
accumulator being used. With these
btter, however, care skould be taken
to eniploy heavy flex leads for the lowtension connections from the accumulator to the low-tension terminals of the
set, as if these are long and of appreciable xesistance a considerable voltage drop may take place in them, so
that the valves do not receive sufficient
voltage to function correctly.
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Capacity ·OOOG mid. 15s. Od.
u
'0003 mid. lJs. Od.
One hole fixtng. Other cap..
acitles if required. Descliptive folder upon request.

Coivern Independent Vernier.

Frice 23. 6d.
Aslt :vonr dealer also for ibe
COlvern Low Loss Coil
Former.
Price 8s. Od.

=

=

=
=

COIL VEJR{JN ESSEJNlfllAILS
il:«» ll«»R'i1g ~ii~il:~rmc<e W«»lflk
Every reader of this journal may, upon application, receive
Ulustrated literature of Colvem essentials to a very etlicient
long distance receiver. '
The Colvern Selector Low LossCondenser(truegeared20 tol)and
capable of relocatlonto l/3,600th part of the variable capacity.
The Colvern Low Loss Coil Former provides a very etlicient
inductance of low self capacity and low H.F, Desistance.
Write to us to-day and your long distance experiments will be
suceessful.
COLLINSON PRECISION SCREW CO,, LTD., Provost Works, Macdonald Rd.,
Waltllamstow, London, E.17.
Telephone: Walthamstow fr32.

takes first
place-"Why?
BECAUSE IT HAS PROVED
'
ITSELF AND IT IS
GUARANTEED FREE FROM
S U R F A C E L E A K A G E.

=
=
=

==

Matt or Polished. Panels cut
accurately to size.
RODS.

TUBE&.

SHEET.

Ask your dealer for ebonite branded 11 Becol."

,11IE ·BRITISH EBONITE CO., LTD. _
HANWELL

LONDON, W.7. _
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resistance of 6 ohms, whilst a
continuation of this is of
ohms resistance.
The
tance element is wound on a
hard fibre strip under great
tension.
One hole fixing is
provided and the terminals are
Jllaccd in cou:venient positions.
The contact arm has a smooth,
sHky action, and all metal
parts are nickel~plated.

~VALVE

•
Two m
One!

POWER
Low Jioss, slwck: absorbing, nDQcptierophonic ana universal
fitting, the Antipong
Valve Holder gives
your s~ts moi-e valvepower and saves your
valves from shocks
and jars. Costing so
little it adds much
to the strength and
) purity of your signals.
Fit Antipong in all
your sets.

BOWYER -LOWE

ANTIPONG
VALVE HOLDERS

3/from

Bowyer-L>we Co.,
Letchworth.

FOR EVERY

Ltd.,

bright or dull C"Ulit ters, It has
twO windings-one offering a

PEERLESS 3/9

DUAL

RHEOSTAT

THE BEDFORD ELECTRICAL
& RADIO CO., LID.,
2'!, Campbdl

Road, Bedford.

" Money saved is Mone~ earnedSo when your • VALYES.' get old or burned
Send them to us-and we, to you,
Will send' them back 'MAD£ GQQD AS NEW.'"

ers because ev.ery one is
guaranteed to match every
other in !~ nmge.
12
Months' Guarantee with
every instrument.
All
ranges;, 550 tq;ZOOOdnetres,
and /ipecial Nentrodyne
Unit at uniform price.

Restored to function
with original characteristics.

EFFIGIENOY MAINTAtNED,

BOWYER-LOWE

RESULTS GUARANTEED !

MATCHED H.F.

B.E. 4/6, D.E. 2V. ·3 7!6,
o.E. ·oo 9/6.

TRANSFOKMERS

71-

Price. List for Power Valt•tM
on application,

We return the actual Valve you

RANGES

send us, post free, within 7 days.

Order direct from Bowyer-Lowe
Co., Ltd., Letcluoorth, t/ your
dealer cannut- supp[y,

ORMOND i~JRtl>1.~ CONDENSERS

Y

Ask your Dealer to send direct

3/9

H. F. STAGE

Sllccessful amplification of
more than one H.F. stage
is impossible unless your
Transformer~ match. Buy
BOwyer-Lowe Transform-

IN ALL

Buy from your dealer or diHcl

The ucw Dual Rheostat~a
" Pet>rless.. product in every
'""ay.
Specially designed to
meet t11e demand for a resistance equally applicable to

PO& THE EXPERIMENTER
AN:D WIRELESS ENTHUSIAST

H'V:SSilLL'S

ou

can increase the capabilities of any circuit
by incorporating Ormond Conde1,1sers.

0'SCILLATING
ZINCITE

Distant stations that remain elusive consequent on
the characteristics of other condensers can be tuned
in sharp and clear with the Ormond because of its
wider range of•minute ca.pacity variations,
Your Dealer
Stoeks them.

SPECIALLY PREPARED FOR IMMEDIATE USE
ON ANY IDSCILLATING CIRCUIT.
Solcl o,.q. in sealed
boxes bearinlf onr
name and,signatUM

-·

PRICE

2/6

Obtainable from all
first -class Radio
dealers.

Sllp,pJied iu. the following

Price
Price
with
without
Siz:e. Vernier. Vernier.
'00025 816/6
.0003
9/·
7/6
.0005
9/6
SI·
.001
10/6
9/Complete with Kuvb
and Thiad..

.

.

••••uo•••••~oooouo••••••••••

; As used in
~
! Circuits published ;
~ in ~di~ frets
~

~-~:::.~'-~~:~.~~: ..........;

ORMOND
ENGINEERING CO., LID.
1'99'-205, Pentonville Road,
King's Cross, London, N.l.
Paotory: Whilkin Si., Clel'llenwell! E.C.l

See Me inspectil:J. label
on

eve:rg

Tf·1eplurt~e :-Clt'tkenwell 9344, 5 and H.
Telegrams :-u Ormenihmgt, &incross.''

CDlllienser.

Barclays .4 d.

AN ADYERTJSEMENT

I:-;- "

vVIRELESS \VEEKLY "

Is

A Gc.'\RANTEE OF SATISFACTION TO BUYERS.

J)I;;cE~IBFR J OT I!, 192:;

ADVERTJSEM ENTS
u

vVJRELESs WEEKLY

j

Radio Engineering"
By ]. H. REYNER. B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.l., D.l.C.
Every Experimenter, Engineer and Research
worker in radio should own this valuable
Handbook. It contains information and data
of paramount importance to all who are
interested in the technical aspect of the
science. The whole book, comprising 484
pages, 314 illustrations, 196 pages of general
rr:athematics, electrical and physical tables,
and 111 tables, will prove invaluable to the
serious ex perimeter.

TWO
NOTABLE
ADDITIONS
TO THE LIST OF
RADIO PRESS
PUBLICATIONS
" Modern

m
~

or Post Free 1 S/9
from Dept. S,

Radio Press, Ltd.

By]. H. REYNER, B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.l., D.l.C.

RADIO PRESS, LTD.,
Bush House, Strand, London, W.C.2

A COMPLETE
REFERENCE
UBRARY FOR

15/-

RADIO
COMMUNICATION "
Here is a book that fills a decided need of those experimenters in wireless who are desirous of securing more
information. The enthusiast who already possesses aft
elementary knowledge of electricity will find this
Handbook of great assistance. The theory of radio
communication is explained in considerable detail, and a
large portion of the book is devoted to spark, arc and
valve transmitters. Fundamental principles are dealt
with in a clear and concise manner.

The Book is in nine sections
under the following headings .- .Radio Calculations and Measure~
ments, Tuning and Radiation,
Thermionic Valves, Radio Trans~
mitters, Radio Receiving Appa~
rntus, Designs of Masts and
Aerials, Telegraphy and T dephony, Miscellaneous.

PRICE

5/or Post Free

5!6
from Dept. S,

Radio Preu,
Ltcl.
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elf Capacity

o<lSJ
Micro-Microfarads
THE

RESULT OF SUPREME
TECHNICAL DESIGN.
The R.I. fam ous interval ve transformer is the
only one on the market to-day with the
remarkably low self-capacity of 18 micromicrofarads. M ter extensive research in our
laboratories, and by makin~ use of the results
obtained by eminent investigators in the same
field, we found that the only possible way in
which the transformer cou:d be improved was in
the sub-division of the windings, thereby reducing
the self-capacity. This innovation wa1 hailed as
a great advance in the design of the intervalve
transformer, and since then nothing has been done
to improve it.
Now the result of the remarkably low self capacity of the
R.I. Transformer is the perfect and na.tural reproduction
of speech and music. The personali ty of the ar tist lives in
radio reproduction if an R.I. Transformer is used.

25/When bt~ying R.l. Transformers
sec tltat thev are conlainetl in
the R.I. Sta11dard Scaled boxes.

Unsurpassed tonal beauty is the result of the faithful reproduction of every fundamental note together with its attendant
delicate overtones.

Test it for yourself- the o nly real test.-Take any simple
r eceiving circuit and couple it to an amplifier built with an
R.I. Transfom1er, with any ordinary valve, and you get
perfect music or speech.
In order to get equally good
results with any other transformer you will have to use
special valves. and in most cases you will get inferior results.
Over half-a-million R.I. users will confirm this. You cannot
have better proof of the efficiency and value of a component
that has obtained a classic name in the Radio I ndustry.
Write for the R.l. Blue and Gold Catalogue, free on application.
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